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About This Guide

November 2, 2012, GBS-9010018
This preface includes the following sections:

• Audience

• Purpose

• Document Conventions

• New Features in This Release

• Product Documentation

• Obtaining Documentation or Submitting a Service Request

Audience
This guide is for network administrators who are planning to implement Great Bay
Software's Beacon Endpoint Profiler™ system to discover, profile and monitor the
identity of the endpoints connected to an enterprise network.

Purpose
This guide describes how to install and configure the Beacon Endpoint Profiler
system. The Beacon Endpoint Profiler system consists of one or more Beacon
appliances running the Beacon Endpoint Profiler software. This guide outlines the
procedures for installing the hardware, configuration of the system for
performance of the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functionality, and
integration with other systems.

See Product Documentation for further details on the document set for the Beacon
Endpoint Profiler. 

Document Conventions

Item Convention
Indicates command line output. Screen font
Indicates information you enter. Boldface screen font
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About This Guide
  Obtaining Documentation or Submitting a Service Request
New Features in This Release
For late-breaking and release information and a brief summary of the new features
and enhancements available in the latest version 3 release, refer to the Release
Notes.

Product Documentation
The most current technical documentation set for the Beacon product is available
online at the Great Bay Software Technical Support web site (login required):
Great Bay Software Support Documentation.

Document Updates

Note that previous versions of this guide are available on the Great Bay Software
Technical Support web site.

Related Documents
Table 2 lists documents available for the Beacon Endpoint Profiler, version 4.

Obtaining Documentation or Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, submitting a service request, and
gathering additional information, contact Great Bay Software Technical Support:

• Send an email to support@greatbaysoftware.com.

Indicates variables for which you supply values. Italic screen font
Indicates web admin console modules, menus, tabs,
links and submenu links. 

Boldface font

Indicates a menu item to be selected. Administration -> User
Pages

Item Convention

Table 1 Updates to This Guide

Date Description PN/Revision
October 2012 Original version. GBS-9010018

Table 2 Beacon Endpoint Profiler Version 4 Document Set

Document Title 
Refer to This Document For 
Information On:
Details on Beacon Endpoint Profiler
Version 4.1.0 release.
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  Obtaining Documentation or Submitting a Service Request
• Visit the Support website: https://support.greatbaysoftware.com/

• Call Great Bay Software Technical Support:

– In North America, call 1-800-503-1715 (toll free)

– In other locations, call +1-603-766-6124
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction to Beacon Endpoint Profiler

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 1-1

• Endpoint Profiling Overview, page 1-3

• Endpoint Identity Attribute Learning by the Beacon System, page 1-6

• Maintaining Endpoint IP-to-MAC Mapping, page 1-7

• Endpoint Identity Monitoring, page 1-9

• Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring Approaches, page 1-10

Overview
Great Bay Software’s Beacon Endpoint ProfilerTM has been purpose-built to provide
unique functionality in the discovery, location and determination of the type and
capabilities of all the endpoints connected to the enterprise network. The Beacon
system provides a contextual inventory of the endpoints using the network
resource enabling IT organizations to answer the increasingly important questions
of what is connected to the network, and where? Beacon was developed
specifically to aid in the deployment and ongoing administration of the IEEE
standard 802.1X Port-based Access Control Authentication protocol and Network
Admission Control (NAC) solutions from a variety of vendors. It provides network
administrators with a means of efficiently addressing a commonly-encountered
challenge in the deployment and management of these next-generation security
mechanisms: identifying, locating and determining the capabilities of all of the
attached network endpoints regardless of endpoint type in order to protect against
inadvertently denying access to some endpoints, and to facilitate the efficient and
effective deployment and ongoing management of authentication and NAC in
enterprise networks of varying scale and complexity.

In addition to supporting deployment of NAC and 802.1X, the Beacon Endpoint
Profiler can also play a significant role in endpoint life cycle management,
independent of the deployment of NAC or port-based authentication. Many
enterprises are finding that managing the organization’s endpoints across their life
cycle is the next logical step toward realizing continued gains in network reliability
and availability. ''Endpoint'' in this context includes all the devices that connect to
the network including user devices such as desktop and laptop computers, as well
as the increasingly diverse set of other IP-enabled devices that are using network
services. The ''endpoint life cycle'' as it used here refers to all phases of the useful
1-1
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  Overview
life of all network attached devices, regardless of type or function. It begins when
a new endpoint is first connected to the infrastructure and terminates with the
retirement of that endpoint.

As networks grow larger, it becomes increasingly difficult to know with certainty
what type of endpoint is connected to each edge port. In networks deploying
port-based authentication or NAC, this creates a serious impediment to both the
deployment and ongoing management of the enterprise network after
implementation of these edge security solutions. With the deployment of
port-based authentication or NAC it is essential to know whether each endpoint at
the edge of the network is capable of interacting with the authentication or NAC
solution, or that it is not capable, so that appropriate provisioning can be
performed in order to provide reliable and secure access to all authorized
endpoints regardless of their respective capabilities, all of the time. Providing the
capability in a way that minimizes administrative burden and is inherently dynamic
are prerequisites to successful deployment and operation of these edge security
solutions particularly in large-scale enterprise networks.

For example, devices such as printers, FAX machines, IP telephones and
Un-interruptible Power Supplies, typically are not equipped with an 802.1X client
(properly termed a ''supplicant'' in the IEEE 802.1X standard). This means that the
switch port to which these devices attach cannot authenticate them using the
802.1X exchange of device or user credentials and must revert to an alternative
authentication mechanism (typically endpoint MAC address-based) in order for
them connect to the network. Similarly, in the deployments of NAC solutions, the
special purpose devices such as those enumerated above and others will not have
an agent available, nor do they provide a means by which a user might intervene
manually through a browser. So similar to the 802.1X case described previously,
NAC systems also require a solution for identifying and locating the endpoints
unable to interact with the authentication component of these systems so that the
NAC system will afford these endpoints with an alternative mechanism for being
admitted to the network.

In this case, the ports connecting these endpoints must either be provisioned to
circumvent the NAC system (e.g., placed on a special VLAN) or alternatively, the
NAC system configured to recognize these devices via their unique hardware
address in order to provide them access without direct participation in the
admission control protocol. This typically requires that the NAC system be made
aware of these endpoints by MAC address so that they can be admitted based on
that credential alone with no further interaction with the NAC system.

Both of these situations outline the need for a thorough understanding of the types
of devices connecting to the network, their location and their abilities relative to
the state of the port on which they currently reside. The Beacon Endpoint Profiler
provides a solution to this need through its Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring functions. The Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functionality
performed by the Beacon Endpoint Profiler system can be utilized in enterprise
networks ranging from hundreds to tens of thousands of endpoints. The following
overviews of Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring are provided as
background to prepare personnel responsible for the configuration and
management of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler.
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Endpoint Profiling Overview
Endpoint Profiling records and analyzes the observable identity attributes of
network-attached endpoints in order to classify each connected device to a
particular group (Profile), and assesses its ability to participate in a certain sphere,
such as a given authentication or network admission control (NAC) solution. In
essence, Endpoint Profiling is a characterization of endpoints by identity for the
purpose of identifying and grouping together those that are similar in function,
capability or other defining characteristics.

Beacon classifies or profiles each endpoint it discovers and locates on the network
into exactly one Profile according to the passive and active profiling mechanisms of
the endpoint profiling engine. Each Profile is a logical container or grouping that
contains one or more endpoints with similar behavioral-based characteristics (e.g.,
printers, IP Phones, game consoles, etc.) and similar ability to comply with the
authentication, NAC or other requirements placed on the endpoints in a network.

Each endpoint connected to the enterprise network either can or cannot interact
with the authentication or admission control system to gain access to the network.
Endpoints such as Windows or Linux computers are generally able to meet all the
requirements of authentication and NAC systems, while devices such as printers,
security badge readers, manageable Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) cannot. 

Endpoint participation in authentication or admission control generally requires
that the endpoint either submit credentials automatically (e.g., via a supplicant or
agent running on the endpoint and properly configured with the correct
credentials) or through manual user intervention (e.g., via entering user
credentials manually via a web browser) in order to be authenticated successfully
or admitted onto the network. Endpoints without this capability must be identified
so that they are not subjected to authentication or admission control direct
challenges.

In addition, enterprise networks can include systems that run Windows but do not
participate in Authentication or NAC processes, because either they are federally
regulated and their software images cannot be changed (biomedical devices for
example) or because they are not user-centric devices (robotics, research, etc).
Because these endpoints cannot respond to the challenge either automatically or
through user intervention, alternate network provisioning must be performed to
ensure these endpoints are provided with secure and reliable access to the
network post-implementation of port based authentication or NAC. They are in fact
authorized endpoints; however, their inherent limitations prevent them from being
authenticated or admitted through interaction with the authentication or NAC
system. In these kinds of enterprise environments, there can be an equal number
of NAC-capable and non-NAC capable devices. Beacon is designed to address such
networks

Beacon performs dynamic Endpoint Profiling. Endpoint Profiling identifies and
locates each endpoint on the network, groups those endpoints according to their
capabilities or limitations, then allows accommodation of non-authenticating or
non-NAC endpoints through a choice of mechanisms: interacting with the network
infrastructure directly to allow manual re-provisioning, or acting as a directory of
non-authenticating or non-NAC capable endpoints. 
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The Beacon directory allows an authenticator or NAC system to make a qualified
decision about a particular endpoint. The authentication server or NAC system
accesses the Beacon directory via APIs or protocols such as LDAP to get real-time
profiling intelligence about endpoints as they try to access the network.

Beacon’s Endpoint Profiling is inherently dynamic and can detect changes at the
network edge resulting from network adds, moves and changes. Profile Change
events can be used to alert network or security operations and to enable
re-provisioning required to effectively support moves, adds and changes in the
authenticated or admission controlled network. 

Beacon’s Endpoint Profiling provides the network administrator visibility into the
state of the network down to the endpoint and network port level. Beacon’s
reporting features provide real-time operation status for each switch port in the
network, the endpoints connected to them, and the current Endpoint Profile
assigned to each endpoint. Beacon maintains a historical record on each endpoint
so that location, logical addressing and Profile information can be easily recalled
for purposes such as security event management forensics.

Endpoint Attributes used by Profiler in Determining Endpoint Identity
It is important for those involved with the deployment of Beacon to fully
understand the set of attributes that can be used by the system in determining the
identity of endpoints on a network. These attributes are collected by the Collectors
deployed in the Beacon system which are used to collect endpoint data indicative
of device type via several different techniques. Collected endpoint data is
forwarded to the Beacon Server as it is observed by the system Collectors.
Collected data for endpoints is subsequently evaluated (or re-evaluated as
attributes change or new attributes are collected) against Endpoint Profiles
containing one or more rules that specify the identity attributes that constitute a
match for a particular endpoint type. 

Table 1-1 below outlines the endpoint attributes that are used in defining profile
rules to determine endpoint identity in the current version of the Beacon. Along
with each endpoint identity attribute, the Collector component module that runs on
the Beacon Collectors in the system and is responsible for the collection of
endpoint data of each type is also specified. The rules in the enabled endpoint
profiles are evaluated against observed data for an endpoint and the profile
decision based on “best match”. Profiles are logical containers of endpoints with
similar identity attributes and capabilities, and the system utilizes a rules-based
approach to examine observed identity attributes of the endpoints matching them
to the rules in order to make a profiling decision for each endpoint discovered by
the system.
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.
Table 1-1 Endpoint Identity Attributes Used by Beacon

Endpoint Attribute Description
Collector 
Component(s)

MAC Address/MAC
Vendor

The entire MAC address of an
endpoint, or the manufacturer that
registered the OUI.

NetMap (SNMP)

NetWatch
(ARP/DHCP)

IP Address Full host address (or subnet) being
used by the endpoint.

NetMap (SNMP)

NetWatch
(ARP/DHCP)

Open TCP port Indication that an endpoint is
accepting TCP connections on a
specified TCP port via analysis traffic

NetWatch

NetInquiry

Network Traffic Communicated with other host(s) on
specified UDP/TCP port number

NetWatch

NetRelay
Web User Agent Displayed a specific web user agent NetWatch
Web URL Visited a specified URL via HTTP NetWatch
Server Banner Displayed a specified Web or SMTP

server banner
NetWatch

NetInquiry
Stack Information Displayed specified network stack

parameters: TTL, window size, df bit,
TCP options list

NetWatch

DHCP Vendor Class Displayed a specific DHCP Vendor
Class Identifier in DHCP request

NetWatch

DHCP Host Name Displayed a specific host name in
DHCP request

NetWatch

DHCP Requested
Options

Requested specified options in DHCP
request (option 55)

NetWatch

DHCP Options Full list of DHCP options supported by
the DHCP client as specified in the
DHCP request

NetWatch

DNS Name The name the endpoint's IP address
resolves to in DNS 

NetInquiry

RADIUS Accounting
Information

The RADIUS username of an endpoint
that has successfully completed
RADIUS authentication.

NetRelay
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Endpoint Identity Attribute Learning by the Beacon System
Beacon uses the MAC address of endpoints as the primary identifier of each
endpoint it discovers on the network. Endpoint identity attributes gathered by the
system is referred to as being either “MAC learned” or “IP learned.” MAC-learned
endpoint data is as the name suggests, learned from information that is directly
attributable to the MAC address of an endpoint. In order for an identity attribute to
be learned via MAC, the observation data itself gathered by the Profiler contains a
MAC identifier. When the NetMap module running on a Collector discovers
endpoints via querying the Source Address Tables of switches via SNMP, that
information - the MAC addresses of the endpoints in the switch forwarding data
base is considered MAC-learned. In addition, NetWatch will process Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) traffic received on monitor interfaces for information
about the endpoints that identifies endpoints using the MAC address. Lastly, DHCP
packets include MAC addresses so the information that Profiler collects from
endpoint DHCP requests and replies from the DHCP service are also considered to
be MAC-learned. The remaining attributes of endpoint identity are gathered where
the only identifiers of the endpoints in the data processed by Profiler is the IP
address in use by the endpoint, and is considered IP-learned. For example, if
NetWatch observes an endpoint accepting a TCP connection on TCP port 9100
indicating that the endpoint is likely a printer, the flow of packets from the device
requesting a print job and the endpoint accepting it (printer) provides only the IP
addresses of the endpoints to be used as the identifier consistently. 

Active Directory
Attributes

Information about the endpoint
maintained in Active Directory:

• Domain membership

• Active Directory Computer
(Common) Name

• Active Directory Computer
Information

– Computer OS

– OS Version

– OS Service Pack

• Active Directory Domain
(distinguished) Name

NetMap

Discovery Protocol
(LLDP & CDP)
Information

Information in the Discovery Protocol
(LLDP or CDP) that is used by
Network Infrastructure Devices to
identify other devices
directly-connected to its ports.

NetMap

SNMP System
Description

Text string contained within SNMP
system description for devices polled
by NetMap.

NetMap

Table 1-1 Endpoint Identity Attributes Used by Beacon

Endpoint Attribute Description
Collector 
Component(s)
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Recall Table 1-1 earlier in this section that outlined the endpoint attributes used to
make profiling decisions. As described immediately above, there is a subset of
these attributes, listed in Table 1-2 below, collected by the NetWatch and
NetInquiry modules, (and the NetRelay modules in the case of using NetFlow to
find matches to Traffic Rules) that are learned strictly using endpoint IP addresses.
The IP address of endpoints can be thought of as an endpoint alias. As a logical
identifier, the same IP address may be used by different endpoints at different
points of time where the physical address (MAC address) of a network interface in
most cases remains the same over the life of the device. The observation of
IP-learned parameters are made typically by observing packets from the network
(or NetFlow XDRs) where the only indication of the endpoints involved in the
network communication is the IP address they were using at the time the network
traffic was captured either directly or summarized in a NetFlow data record.
Beacon must maintain an IP-to-MAC mapping for endpoints in its database so that
the data it learns via endpoint IP addresses can be tied back to the primary
identifier of endpoints, the endpoint MAC address.

Maintaining Endpoint IP-to-MAC Mapping
Beacon establishes the IP-to-MAC mapping for endpoints on the network being
Profiled using the three following techniques, relying once again on the endpoint
data feeds provided to the system Collectors:

1. Observing a complete DHCP transaction from an endpoint including the 
DHCPAck from the DHCP Server that assigned the endpoint its committed host 
address (NetWatch)

Table 1-2 IP-Learned Endpoint Identity Attributes

Endpoint
Attribute

Description Collector
Component(s)

Open TCP port Indication that an endpoint is accepting
TCP connections on a specified TCP port
via analysis traffic

NetWatch

NetInquiry

Network Traffic Communicated with other host(s) on
specified UDP/TCP port number

NetWatch

NetRelay
Web User Agent Displayed a specific web user agent NetWatch
Web URL Visited a specified URL via HTTP NetWatch
Server Banner Displayed a specified Web or SMTP server

banner
NetWatch

NetInquiry
Stack
Information

Displayed specified network stack
parameters: TTL, window size, TCP
options list. Requires NetWatch to
observe endpoint open a TCP connection
with another endpoint.

NetWatch

DNS Name The name the endpoint's IP address
resolves to in DNS 

NetInquiry
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2. Observing a complete ARP transaction (request and response) for an endpoint 
(NetWatch)

3. Finding an IP-to-MAC binding in the ARP cache information of a network device 
polled via SNMP (NetMap)

Methods 1 and 2 are the preferred methods for the Beacon system to establish an
IP-to-MAC binding for an endpoint. In situations where Beacon establishes a
binding for an endpoint via either of these two methods, subsequent IP-to-MAC
mapping information from a router ARP cache for that endpoint is disregarded
giving precedence to either the DHCP- or ARP- derived information from NetWatch.

When collecting IP-learned endpoint information, the Beacon system attributes the
relative confidence it assigns to an IP-to-MAC mapping based on the source of the
mapping. When Beacon has observed either a full DHCP transaction or ARP via
NetWatch (methods 1 or 2 above), it sets a flag in the database indicative of a
higher-confidence IP-to-MAC mapping for that endpoint. When IP-learned endpoint
identity attributes such as TCP open ports, traffic rule matches, etc. are learned
for endpoints while Beacon has a high-confidence IP-to-MAC binding for the
endpoint, those observations can be tagged with the endpoint MAC.

Tagging endpoint attributes with the MAC address allows IP-learned attributes to
be persistently associated with the endpoint, even if the endpoint IP address
changes after collection of the data. Of course the system will curtail future
learning via the old IP for that endpoint going forward, but the important
difference is that the IP-learned attributes added to the database for the endpoint
before the IP address change remain associated with the endpoint. If the endpoint
is in a Profile due to matching a rule based on IP-learned attributes, it remains in
that Profile after the IP address change.

Beacon treats IP-learned information for endpoints whose IP-to-MAC mapping is
attained exclusively through NetMap and the gathering of ARP cache information
via SNMP with a greater degree of caution. First and foremost, if Beacon has
NetMap data for an IP-to-MAC mapping that conflicts with information it learned
previously via NetWatch (e.g., ARP or DHCP), it will not update the mapping.
Understanding that the ARP cache of a network device is subject to configurable
timers, and might become stale, IP-learned information gathered for endpoints
with an IP-to-MAC mapping derived only from NetMap data is not tagged to the
MAC and therefore is not persistent as the endpoint changes its IP address. In the
scenario where the system determines that an IP address change has occurred for
an endpoint with a low-confidence IP-to-MAC mapping (from a router ARP cache
data only), all IP-learned information for that endpoint is disassociated from the
endpoint in the database. If the endpoint was in a Profile due to IP-learned
attributes at the time of the change to its IP address, the endpoint will transition
Profiles as the IP-learned attributes are cleared and only MAC-learned information
is retained.

In the scenario where the system determines that an IP address change has
occurred for an endpoint with a low-confidence IP-to-MAC mapping (e.g., mapping
made based on router ARP cache data collected by NetMap only), all IP-learned
information for that endpoint is disassociated from the endpoint in the database. If
the endpoint was in a Profile due to IP-learned attributes at the time of the change
to its IP address, the endpoint will transition Profiles as the IP-learned attributes
are cleared and only MAC-learned information is retained.
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In this scenario, consideration must be given to understanding what would lead to
this scenario of Beacon detecting an endpoint changing IP address. The indicator
of an IP change by an endpoint would be the discovery of the endpoint MAC in a
router ARP cache, mapped to an IP other than that which is currently in the
Beacon database for that endpoint. Such a finding would result in the update of
the IP-to-MAC mapping maintained for the endpoint in the Profiler database, and
the disassociation of the IP-learned information gathered previously because of
the “weak” nature of the mapping. This may or may not result in the endpoint
being re-profiled, dependent on the rules in the current profile.

Again, this would only occur for endpoints that did not have a high-confidence
IP-to-MAC mapping. When Profiler is able to view DHCP or ARP transactions
directly, endpoints that change IP address regularly will have their IP-learned
information remain intact, along with their profile. Understanding that this is what
Profiler will have to work with, at the outset of the implementation it is important
to review not only the top-level goals for how Profiler will be employed in this
environment, but also what endpoint types are likely to be encountered and how
will data about them be collected?

Endpoint Identity Monitoring
Understanding that non-authenticating or non-NAC endpoints are provided with
special accommodation (e.g., are not challenged by the authenticator or NAC
system) in the authenticated or admission controlled enterprise network points to
the need to monitor those endpoints over time. It is important to ensure that these
endpoints exhibit only the attributes that are consistent with their current profile
leading to their being provided with the authentication or NAC accommodation,
and not indicating attributes associated with endpoints that should in fact be
participative in the full authentication or admission control process prior to being
allowed onto the network. 

For the most part, endpoints that cannot authenticate or participate in admission
control are special purpose devices such as printers, UPS, IP Phones that provide a
a singular service or purpose on the network. When endpoints that were classified
originally as special-purpose begin to exhibit the attributes of general purpose
computing devices (e.g., desktop and laptop computers) this should raise concern.
Potentially the basic credential of the special purpose endpoint, typically its MAC
address, has been compromised possibly in a deliberate attempt by a user on a
general purpose device to thwart the authentication or admission control
mechanisms implemented to control access to the network.

Prevention of this scenario is precisely the capability provided by the Identity
Monitoring functionality of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler. The Beacon system is
continuously collecting and analyzing the identity attributes exhibited by endpoints
utilizing the network via the Beacon collectors. When the identity attributes of an
endpoint change, the Beacon engine evaluates whether or not the observed
changes warrant a change in the Profile the endpoint is currently classified to. If a
change in Profile is warranted, Beacon transitions the endpoint Profile and provides
alerts to network and security management. In addition, Beacon is able to change
the accommodation provided by the authentication or NAC system to that
particular endpoint in an automated fashion. The end result is that the suspect
device is no longer permitted access to the network. The attempt to thwart the
edge security system is countered effectively and automatically.
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Whereas Endpoint profiling provides automated population of exception lists or
white lists to accommodate non-authenticating and non-NAC nodes, Identity
Monitoring provides an additional security mechanism as well as automated
ongoing management of these critical elements of network authentication and
admission control systems. The Identity Monitoring functionality of Beacon adds a
second credential to the known and authorized non-authenticating or non-NAC
endpoints, a specified set of attributes that endpoints of this type should and
should not exhibit. This provides a continuous monitoring of endpoints to ensure
that the MAC address of the endpoints afford MAC authentication privileges cannot
be exploited as a means to bypass network authentication or admission control.

Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring Approaches
Beacon uses a number of mechanisms to establish and maintain a complete
contextual inventory of all devices connected to the network, including their type
and location (switch and port). 

Beacon does not operate in an “inline” mode, and does not require visibility of
network traffic at every broadcast/Layer 2 domain on the network. Beacon can
operate effectively in a network segmented both at layer 2 via VLANs and at layer
3.

Beacon Collectors are deployed at aggregation points in the network where traffic
between the endpoints and centralized services (e.g., application and print
servers, Internet links, etc.) is accessible and can be redirected to a monitoring
interface on the Beacon Collector). Beacon Collectors can be collocated on and run
in a All-in-One system, or maybe run in standalone mode.

Beacon does not rely on any software agents loaded on the endpoints, nor does it
require administrator-level access to endpoints in order to perform Endpoint
Profiling or Identity Monitoring. Beacon instead relies on directly observable
attributes of endpoint identity on the network combined in some cases with
information gathered from the network infrastructure devices (e.g. edge switches,
routers, NetFlow collectors, etc.) to perform its functions. In many environments,
Beacon can primarily operate in passive mode, but it also includes active
components that can leverage standard information from network services (e.g.,
DNS) in a non-invasive fashion to Profile certain endpoints that are difficult to
Profile passively.

Unlike other IT asset inventory discovery systems, Beacon continually performs its
functions and maintains real time and historical databases of information about
endpoints in the environment. It does not operate on a “snapshot” basis that
periodically scans the network to determine what is connected and characterizes
endpoint types based on techniques such as open port scanning. Beacon
continually monitors the identity attributes exhibited by each endpoint in the
course of network usage and updates its database based on data supplied by the
Collector modules to evaluate which Profile the endpoint best matches. History is
maintained on each endpoint to provide a summary view into the Profile(s) an
endpoint has been in, the addresses it has used, and where it has been connected
to the network.

It is often assumed that a Beacon system, specifically the passive traffic analysis
component, must be capable of high sustained throughput to process feeds of
aggregated network traffic. Beacon is never deployed in an inline mode and cannot
become a bottleneck. Unlike an IDS or IPS that must examine essentially every
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packet that is presented to it in order to detect a potential attack on the network,
Beacon needs to examine only the packets that are useful for Endpoint Profiling
and Identity Monitoring. Beacon therefore does not require massive throughput
capabilities, and because it does not need to store all packet information to
support forensic activities, its data storage requirements are relatively small.

Beacon is flexible enough to provide Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring in
just about any environment, even those where some of these capabilities are not
practical. There are considerations and trade-offs when collecting and utilizing
different sources of endpoint data. Depending on the networking environment, the
level of granularity of Endpoint Profiling and the ability to provide Identity
Monitoring is proportional to the visibility and access granted to the system.

The Beacon Collectors utilize several different component modules that operate at
various levels of the OSI stack, beginning at layer 2. Beacon tracks the individual
endpoints discovered on the network by their physical network interface address
(e.g., MAC address), and the registered manufacturer of that interface. 

Beacon can use SNMP communication with the network infrastructure devices to
discover all endpoints utilizing the network. Beacon regularly polls the switches
and routers in the network via SNMP to determine what endpoints are connected
to what ports, and what logical (IP) address each device is currently using. If one
or more NetWatch modules are provided with redirected endpoint DHCP traffic,
this is used as an alternative method of endpoint discovery. The Beacon engine
resolves the network topology down to the end nodes to develop a model or map
of the network. 

Beacon communicates using the same protocol employed for enterprise network
device management, SNMP, using Read Only mode to gather topological
information from network infrastructure devices at a configurable interval.
Because Beacon is interested in only a small subset of the Management
Information Base maintained on these devices, the regular polling by Beacon is not
bandwidth intensive and does not impact the devices adversely. When SNMP
polling is available, Beacon can rapidly and accurately ascertain all endpoints
present in the environment. In the absence of SNMP, Beacon relies on other means
to build out the list of devices in the environment including DHCP traffic analysis as
mentioned earlier

Note In order for an endpoint to be discovered and subsequently profiled by Beacon, the 
endpoint MAC must be learned by either the NetMap or NetWatch methods 
outlined above. An exception to this: new with Beacon version 4.1, the Device 
Sponsorship feature provides an administrative interface for pre-populating endpoints 
(MAC Addresses) and overriding assigned profiles.  This feature is describe fully in 
Chapter 13, “Managing Device Sponsorship”

Beacon leverages SNMP traps from the edge infrastructure when available to
detect changes in the endpoint topology in near real-time. Beacon uses Link State
traps to determine when endpoints join or leave the network in order to
immediately poll affected devices to re-map the network topology. When SNMP
traps are not available, Beacon uses a series of timers to obtain network change
information. This can result in potential delays in the system’s ability to respond to
network changes in real time, but in practice the timers provide the necessary
functionality to track the movement of endpoints.
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Beacon is also able to track and utilize the logical (IP) addressing of endpoints as a
criterion for Profiling. Beacon continually tracks the physical-to-logical address
bindings of each endpoint, and rules can be created that associate endpoints using
specific addresses with a device type. This enables a straightforward approach to
Profiling statically-addressed devices such as network infrastructure or other
devices that are known to be addressed from a reserved pool of host addresses. 

When Collector modules are provided with redirected network traffic, typically
aggregated traffic between the endpoints and the segments serving the shared
services (e.g., data and application servers, Internet link, etc.), Beacon can
perform profiling based on observable attributes of endpoint identity at the
network layer and above. With the exception of DHCP, NetWatch gathers the
endpoint attributes that are IP-learned as outlined earlier in the chapter. The
Beacon system is provided access to network traffic from these segments via
traffic redirection (for example, mirror ports, SPAN, RSPAN, and so on) to deliver
network traffic to a monitoring interface on a Beacon Collector running the
NetWatch module and monitoring the interface receiving the re-directed network
traffic.

In addition to these discovery mechanisms that reside on the Collector, the Profiler
Server can process NetFlow export data records from NetFlow collectors already
deployed in the network. By examining network traffic directly, or traffic flow data
summarized in NetFlow XDRs, Beacon can match endpoint traffic flows   to Traffic
Rules in enabled profiles that can be employed to make Profiling decisions. Some
examples of using endpoint traffic or flow data for Endpoint Profiling are provided
below:

• Beacon is able to identify endpoints that communicate with a service (e.g., TCP
or UDP port) with certain resources. For example, printers can be identified by
observing communications to-and-from the print servers on designated
Windows printing ports. (NetWatch and NetRelay)

• Beacon is able to positively identify certain devices based on the observation of
the endpoints running identifiable software agents. For example, Windows
devices can be identified by the presence of web browser agents when the
station opens a web browser when browsing a website. (NetWatch only)

• Beacon is able to identify different server types by observing server banners
from SMTP or Web servers. (NetWatch only)

• Beacon is able to determine that endpoints have specified TCP ports open by
observing network traffic passively, or by using the Active profiling techniques
provided by the NetInquiry Collector component. (NetWatch (passively) and
NetInquiry (actively))

• Beacon will collect TCP stack information (e.g., TTL, Window Size, etc.) for
endpoints if NetWatch is able to observe the endpoint establishing a TCP
connection to another endpoint.

Beacon Collectors are also able to glean information from network services such as
DNS and DHCP. In the case of DHCP, a Beacon Collector running NetWatch can
process DHCP requests from endpoints utilizing the protocol for dynamic
addressing and other configuration. DHCP packets originated by endpoints can be
examined for client name, client vendor, and options information to be used in
Profiling. DHCP packets from endpoints on the VLANs providing endpoint
connectivity can be delivered to the Beacon Collector in one of two ways:
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• A monitoring interface on a Beacon Collector appliance can have the traffic
from the LAN segment supporting the DHCP server(s) redirected to it. In this
mode, all DHCP requests from the endpoints utilizing the DHCP service are
received by the monitor interface and examined for the client name, client
vendor information and options information. In addition, the responses to
those requests from the DHCP service (Acknowledgements specifically) contain
the committed IP address for endpoints which can be used by Beacon as
described previously for maintaining the IP-to-MAC mapping of endpoints
addressed by DHCP.

• Alternatively, DHCP redirection (sometimes referred to as IP Helper
addressing) on the LAN-facing router interface can be utilized to forward a
carbon copy of all DHCP requests from the LAN(s) served by that router
interface directly to the management interface on a Beacon Collector running
NetWatch. The Beacon system does not get involved in the DHCP protocol
directly, it simply utilizes these redirected copies of the DHCP packets sent by
the endpoints to gather Profiling data. Note that when using the IP helper
technique to forward endpoint packets to the Beacon Collector, NetWatch has
visibility into the requests from the endpoints only; the Beacon system is not
availed to the DHCP responses from the DHCP service indicating the committed
IP address and therefore must rely on other techniques in order to determine
the current IP address of the endpoint.

In environments where the passive techniques are not sufficient to Profile 100% of
the endpoints, Beacon can utilize active Profiling techniques. Active profiling
capability is an option that can be used in certain environments, particularly in
cases where there are statically addressed endpoints that do not regularly
communicate with centralized services. The Beacon active profiling capabilities,
provided by the NetInquiry module running on the Beacon Collector(s), are
significantly different from other tools repurposed for endpoint discovery. For
example, the Beacon approach to active profiling does not utilize an active port
scanner that subjects endpoints to a barrage of traffic to determine what ports a
given endpoint will open. Rather Beacon allows the administrator to configure
several selective probes of selected endpoints themselves or of network services
such as DNS in order to gather endpoint data useful for Profiling and Identity
Monitoring actively. The active Profiling capability for example can be used to have
the Beacon system, the NetInquiry module running on a designated Collector
specifically, initiate a connection on a designated TCP port with endpoints on a
designated part of the network (VLAN or subnet). The Beacon Collector running
NetInquiry with an active TCP Open Port rule in an enabled profile will attempt to
establish a session on a given TCP port with a specified set of stations, and the
success or failure of that attempt is captured and analyzed by the NetInquiry
module. In addition to attempting to actively create TCP sessions with designated
endpoints, active Profiling can be used to query DNS (via reverse lookup or Zone
Transfer (AXFR) if supported) to get the hostnames of selected endpoints.Finally,
NetInquiry can also be used in conjunction with Web Server Type and SMTP server
banner rule types to request web and SMTP server banners from selected
endpoints to determine the presence/type of mail and web servers. Rules using
these parameters can then be utilized with the actively generated traffic as well as
that being collected passively utilized by the Beacon Server to find matches and
assign endpoints to the correct Profiles.

In summary, it is important to reemphasize that the Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring approaches outlined above are selectable based on the specifics of the
environment and other considerations. The Beacon System has been architected to
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utilize these various approaches so that an effective solution can be deployed in a
wide variety of enterprise network environments, supporting a myriad of different
IP-enabled endpoints. Beacon can utilize as much or as little information that is
provided to it in order to create and maintain an accurate real time and historical
contextual inventory of all endpoints while making this information available for
use in either the Port Provisioning or Directory modes as described earlier.

Profiling Biomedical Devices: An Example Endpoint Profiling
Approach

Developing an approach to Endpoint Profiling for a given endpoint type begins with
the development of an understanding of what identity attributes the target
endpoint will exhibit on the network that may be observable by the Beacon
system. Specifically, what set of attributes may be available just by virtue of the
endpoint utilizing the network, and can that data be collected by a Beacon
Collector and in turn evaluated by the Beacon Server. As was described previously,
Beacon has the ability to interact with the network infrastructure to determine the
physical address (e.g., MAC address) of the stations connected to the switches
which can be useful to some degree in identifying the manufacturer of a device,
especially a special purpose device such as a medical imaging device such as a
portable ultrasound cart.

In addition, it is typical for medical imaging devices of a number of different types
to communicate over the network with Picture Archiving and Communication
Systems (PACS) which are dedicated to the storage, retrieval, distribution and
presentation of images. The PACS server typically resides in the data center
handling images from many different imaging systems such as ultrasound,
magnetic resonance imaging, endoscopy, and interfaces with other hospital
information systems.

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is a standard for
handling, storing, printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging. It
includes a file format definition and a network communications protocol. The
communication protocol is an application protocol that uses TCP/IP to
communicate between systems. 

The regular DICOM communication between the devices collecting the images and
the PACS server can be observed by the Beacon Collector through the passive
traffic analysis techniques described earlier in the document. Traffic flows between
PACS and imaging devices in the environment could be redirected to Beacon
Collectors either by the use of SPAN or this data could be gleaned via processing of
NetFlow data, assuming NetFlow collectors are in place between the imaging
devices and the PACS. The Endpoint Profile rule set includes rules called Traffic
Rules that instruct the Beacon Server to record and analyze network
communications (via live traffic analysis or post-processing of NetFlow XDRs) to
look for endpoints communicating with one another on specified TCP port numbers
as described earlier in this section. 

In the example of a portable ultrasound cart, it is specified in the DICOM standard
that ultrasound carts are communicated with the PACS server on TCP port 2100.
The Profile for ultrasound machines would include a Profiler rule that specified
when the Beacon system observed a traffic flow of the PACS server communicating
with an endpoint on port 2100, the endpoint is very likely to be a
network-connected ultrasound device. Through passive traffic analysis employing
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NetWatch (or NetRelay) collection in combination with other techniques the
Beacon system is able to very accurately and a completely non-intrusive fashion
identify medical imaging devices by MAC address, and current location (e.g.,
switch and port) of the devices
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Beacon System Architecture Overview

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 2-1

• Beacon System Deployment Models, page 2-4

• Beacon Directory Model, page 2-6

• Beacon High Availability Option (HA), page 2-7

• Beacon User Interface Overview, page 2-9

Overview
Beacon is a modular, network appliance-based system that provides two
functionalities critical to modern enterprise networks. Those two functionalities are
Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring. These functionalities are
applicable to general endpoint life-cycle management, and are essential in the
effective and efficient deployment and management of authentication and Network
Admission Control (NAC) solutions in medium to large enterprise environments.
Beacon performs these functions utilizing a unique approach and technologies that
are both highly reliable and result in negligible impact to the endpoints and
network. 

Beacon performs the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functions by
passively analyzing network traffic and several other methods described in the
previous chapter to classify endpoints into an appropriate Beacon Profile according
to pre-determined criteria or rules that guide the classification of all endpoints into
the appropriate Profile. In addition, the system records all profiling data and
changes in endpoint location, storing the data for future retrieval through the UI
and export. It also allows the user to take action with respect to changing selected
port parameters of edge network infrastructure devices, parameters pertinent to
the implementation and ongoing management of authentication and NAC
solutions. All of the Beacon system functions are controlled by the administrator
using the web-based graphical user interface (GUI) accessible through a standard
browser.

The Beacon Endpoint Profiler software that runs on a Beacon appliance consists of
several software modules. The modules run on one or more network appliances
comprising a Beacon Endpoint Profiler system. The modules present on a particular
appliance are dependent on the operating mode of that appliance, and the current
configuration of the system. In a Beacon system, one appliance (or High
Availability-pair) runs the Beacon Server module which is responsible for
2-1
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maintaining the Endpoint Database and providing system management for the
entire Beacon System. The Beacon Server module is installed and runs on Beacon
appliances or HA-pairs that are started up in the All-in-one and Server Only
operating modes. Chapter 4 of this guide contains complete instructions for the
start-up of All-in-one and Server Only Beacon standalone and HA-pair systems.
The Beacon Server modules uses the Beacon database for both the storage of data
as well as all Beacon system configuration with the exception of the basic IP
configuration (e.g., interface configurations such as IP address, mask, host name,
etc.) and the license key file which are stored in the appliance file system.

The Beacon Server maintains the Endpoint Profiler database that contains all of
the endpoint data gathered by the Beacon Collectors, including endpoint type,
location, and the identity attributes exhibited by the endpoint and used by the
system for Profiling and Identity Monitoring. In addition the Beacon Server serves
the web-based user interface and includes integration layers that allow systems
such as RADIUS authentication servers to query the Beacon system for current
endpoint information. The Beacon Server maintains an LDAP directory that is
synchronized with the endpoint database. The Beacon Server will service LDAP
queries by endpoint MAC address and for endpoints which it has discovered and
profiled into designated profiles, respond that the endpoint is known to be of a
designated type. This functionality is used to support MAC Authentication of
non-802.1X-capable endpoints, commonly referred to as MAC Authentication
Bypass.

In addition to the Server, the Beacon system also includes one or more Collectors
which provide the endpoint data collection function for the system. The Collector
contains several component modules which provide different endpoint data
collection and analysis functions necessary for the Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring provided by the system, as well as the middleware module called the
Forwarder that is responsible for communications with the Server for the system.
The Beacon server maintains the configuration of each Collector utilizing the
middleware to communicate configuration changes downward. The Collectors
forward endpoint data upward to the Server via the middleware. The component
modules configured and enabled on a given Collector is dependent upon what
types of data are presented to that Collector, and the Endpoint Profiling and
Identity Monitoring techniques being employed by the Beacon system. The
Collector component modules are installed and run on Beacon appliances that are
started up in the All-in-one and Remote Collection operating modes.

In addition to the Server and Forwarder system modules, the Beacon Collector
consists of a number of software modules (referred to as Collector Component
Modules) that discover/collect information about the network attached endpoints
including a network mapping module (NetMap), an SNMP trap receiver/analyzer
(NetTrap), a passive network analysis module (NetWatch), an active inquiry
module (NetInquiry), and a module that collects information from existing data
sources such as NetFlow and RADIUS Accounting (NetRelay). The Forwarder
module on each Beacon Collector establishes and maintains communication with
the Beacon Server module in the system. The major functions of the Collector are
to gather all of the salient identity attributes about the endpoints using the passive
and active techniques utilized by each of the component modules, and to
aggregate the information that is sent over the network to the Profiler Server.
Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 summarize the functions of the Beacon Server and the
Collector.
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Table 2-1 Beacon Server Module

Profiler Server Module Purpose
Server Beacon system management, modeling engine, web

UI and database server for the Beacon system.
Collects, classifies and logs incoming data. Serves
web-based User Interface. Maintains the LDAP
directory and responds to LDAP queries initiated by
RADIUS authentication servers and other systems.

Table 2-2 Beacon Collector Component Modules

Module Description Endpoint Data
Collection Methodology

NetMap Collector Module that queries network
infrastructure devices (switches and
routers) via SNMP for:

• System information

• Interface information

• Bridge information

• 802.1X information

• Routing/IP information

• Discovery Protocol (LLDP & CDP)
information

Builds and maintains a model of the
network topology and discovers
endpoints connected to the network.

Utilizes LDAP to query designated Active
Directory servers to gather information
about computer objects.

SNMP (v1, v2C and v3
supported)
communication with
network infrastructure
devices (switches and
routers).

LDAP query of AD
Servers.

NetTrap Receives selected traps from network
infrastructure devices to assist NetMap
in maintaining the model of the network
topology. Used to detect endpoints
joining or leaving the network; triggers
a NetMap poll of the device port sending
the trap.

SNMP Traps (v1 and v2C)
from edge switches.

NetWatch Passive network analyzer collector
modules. Collects information about
endpoints using network traffic

Traffic analysis via
redirection (SPAN, mirror
port) to Collector monitor
port(s)
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Tip As outlined in the last chapter, not all available collector component modules will be 
configured/enabled on all Collectors. As part of the Beacon system deployment 
planning (see Chapter 3, “Pre-Deployment Planning”), the determination of which 
component modules will be necessary on each Collector in the system should be 
determined, and then configured through the UI as the system configuration is 
completed. Modules that are not used should be left un-configured/disabled to 
maximize resources available for the component modules that are deemed 
necessary for that Collector.

Beacon System Deployment Models
As briefly outlined in the previous section of this chapter, the Beacon Endpoint
Profiler utilizes a modular system architecture. It can be deployed as a centralized
system where the system and collector modules are all running on a single
appliance. Appliances operating in this mode are referred to as All-in-one
systems and as the name suggests, the Beacon system consists of a single
appliance running the Server and desired collector component modules. The
Server module in all All-in-one communicates with the Forwarder over the internal
loopback interface. This is a very common model of deployment for systems
providing the endpoint profiling and identity monitoring functions for environments
which are at or below the sizing recommendations for a single Beacon appliance.

NetInquiry Used optionally on some Collectors
configured for Active profiling.Used to
collect information about endpoints
using active techniques: TCP Open
ports, web & SMTP banners, and DNS
name information.

Network communication
initiated/analyzed by
Collector

NetRelay Receives exported data from other
systems such as NetFlow and RADIUS
clients and prepares it for processing for
Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring. In the case of NetFlow,
NetRelay processes NetFlow XDRs for
matches to Traffic Rules.

RADIUS Accounting is used to transfer
RADIUS information from RADIUS
Clients (switches) to NetRelay.

Analysis of NetFlow XDRs
forwarded by NetFlow
Collectors/Aggregators
(e.g., routers)

RADIUS Accounting

Forwarder Facilitates communication and, acts as
middleware between Beacon Collectors
and the Beacon Server.

Not applicable

Table 2-2 Beacon Collector Component Modules

Module Description Endpoint Data
Collection Methodology
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Alternatively, a Beacon System can be designed and implemented that employs
multiple appliances, distributing the Collector modules to one or more Beacon
appliances placed across the network, while centralizing the Endpoint Profiling and
Identity Monitoring data processing and management on another appliance
running the Server instance for the system as described earlier. The appliances
running in the Remote Collection mode run the desired collector component
modules plus the Forwarder system module that manages communication between
the Remote Collection appliance and the appliance running the Server module for
the system. The Remote Collection appliances communicate with the Server over
the network via an encrypted TCP connection. The Forwarder on the Collector
aggregates/summarizes the collected endpoint data for the Server to minimize the
amount of bandwidth consumed by Forwarder-to-Server communications.

The Forwarder module on Remote Collection appliances forward data collected by
the remote collection appliance to the designated appliance in the system running
the Server module. That appliance, running the Server module in either the
All-in-one or Server Only mode, aggregates the data received from all the
collector modules in the system (e.g., local and remote) and provides centralized
management of the distributed Beacon Endpoint Profiler system. As the name
suggests, Server Only appliances run the Server module exclusively dedicating all
hardware resources of the appliance to the management of the database and
Beacon system management.

Tip Beacon Appliances running in Remote Collection mode must be combined with an 
appliance running in either Server Only or All-in-one mode in order to be managed, 
and so that Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring data is collected, analyzed 
and presented.

Figure 2-1 illustrates the distributed Beacon Endpoint Profiler system, where one
or more Remote Collection appliances are deployed in conjunction with a central
appliance operating in the All-in-one or Server Only mode. The Beacon collector
component modules running on the Remote Collection appliance(s) send their
Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring data to the central appliance via the
onboard Forwarder module (blue lines), and are managed by the Server module on
the All-in-one/Server Only appliance/HA-pair (orange lines). Communications
between the appliances is accomplished over the local or wide area network via an
encrypted TCP session using the management interface (eth0) on the Beacon
appliances in the system. The Server module for the distributed system maintains
the Beacon database and provides centralized management for the entire Beacon
Endpoint Profiler system via the web based UI served by that appliance. User
access to the Beacon web UI is provided via HTTPS from a standard web browser
with user authentication provided either locally or via RADIUS authentication.
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Figure 2-1 Distributed Beacon Endpoint Profiler System

Beacon Directory Model
The Beacon system maintains a directory of contextual endpoint data for all
endpoints utilizing the network. As described in detail in Chapter 13, the Beacon
UI provides several different views of the contextual endpoint inventory
maintained by the system. The Beacon Endpoint Database can be searched using
basic and advanced search tools within the UI by the specification of a variety of
criterion to determine what endpoint attributes have been collected by the system
in total, or for a selected endpoint. The Beacon endpoint data can be exported in
XML and CSV format for offline analysis and reporting.

In addition, Beacon provides several integration layers that allow the endpoint
data maintained by Beacon to external systems. In the current releases, the
following integration layers are provided so that Beacon data can be shared with
external systems:

• Internal LDAP. This integration layer results in endpoint data from the Beacon
database being synchronized to an LDAP/LDAPS-compliant directory on the
Beacon Server and one or more Beacon Authentication Servers (BAS) deployed
for local distribution and or high-availability of the Beacon Endpoint Directory.
LDAP-compliant systems such as RADIUS servers can query the directory on
the Beacon Server and or BAS to get current information about endpoints.
Chapter 16, “Enabling LDAP Integration” of this configuration guide outlines
how the Beacon internal LDAP directory integration layer functions and is
configured.
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• Microsoft AD Integration. This integration layer results in the creation of
objects within a Microsoft Active Directory infrastructure for endpoints of
selected types (e.g., IP Phones, Printers, IP cameras, etc.). This enables MAC
authentication of endpoints by IAS/NPS in Microsoft environments. This model
fully leverages the full feature set of Active Directory for maintenance of the
database of MAC authenticating endpoints. See Chapter 17, “Beacon Endpoint
Publishing to Microsoft Active Directory” for more information on this
integration layer and its configuration.

• IF-MAP. This integration layer allows Beacon data to be forwarded to an IF-MAP
Server using this open protocol.

• NAC Appliance Integration. This integration layer allows Beacon to create
entries on the NAC Server filter list for the purpose of management of
non-responsive hosts in deployments of NAC Appliance. Appendix E,
“Integration with NAC Appliance” outlines configuration of the Beacon System
for integration with the NAC Appliance solution

Typically the external systems referencing Beacon endpoint information are
authentication or admission control systems. When these authentication/NAC
systems are making an authentication and or network usage policy determination
for endpoints that are unable to interact with the authentication or admission
control system directly, the current status and profile of the endpoint can be used
by these systems to make an informed decision. In this usage mode, the Beacon
Endpoint Profiler system can be integrated to provide valuable and up-to-date
information about non-user devices so that they can be provided reliable and
secure access in an automated and dynamic fashion, regardless of their physical
location. 

Beacon High Availability Option (HA)
A High-Availability (HA) option is available for All-in-one and Server Only systems.
The HA option allows Beacon All-in-one and Server Only appliances to be deployed
as a pair of physical appliances that operate as a single entity, with a single,
shared database manageable via single Virtual IP (VIP).

Note The HA option is available on Beacon appliances operating in either the All-in-one 
or Server Only modes only as of the current version, HA on Remote Collection 
appliances is not supported.

The HA option is provided to protect against either appliance hardware failure, or
the loss of network connectivity to the single Beacon Server instance so that the
Beacon system remains available upon failure of the host appliance or interruption
of network service to the appliance.

The following key points provide a high-level summary of High Availability
operation for Beacon Server instances:

• The Beacon Server high-availability mode is an Active/Passive two-appliance
configuration in which a Secondary node acts as a backup to an active Primary
node. The pair is managed via a single IP address (VIP) that is claimed by the
Primary node of the pair and bound to its management interface along with its
assigned host IP.
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• The Primary node performs all tasks for the system, running the Beacon
services. The standby or Secondary node monitors the Primary node and keeps
its database synchronized with the Primary Node's database. The Beacon
services are not running on the Secondary node, and are in control of the HA
protocol.

• Both Beacon Server nodes share a virtual Service IP for the eth0
(management) interface. In the event of a failover, the system continues to
operate normally with no manual intervention.

• The Primary and Secondary nodes in an operational HA pair exchange UDP
heartbeat packets every 2 seconds. If the heartbeat timer expires, stateful
failover occurs. The Heartbeat process runs on both nodes of an HA pair and
monitors/reports liveness of each node to the HA subsystem.

• The eth1 interfaces on the both the active and standby appliances are directly
connected for the reliable exchange of heartbeat packets and Beacon database
synchronization. 

• In release 3.0 and greater, heartbeat is also maintained on the eth0 interfaces
of the appliances in the pair, providing further assurance that the appliances in
the pair can rapidly detect a failure of their peer.

• While the Primary Beacon Server node carries most of the workload under
normal conditions, the Secondary node continually monitors the Primary and
keeps the Beacon database synchronized with the Primary node. The data store
includes system configuration information as well as the endpoint database.
Slony-I is an asynchronous master-slave replication system for the PostgreSQL
DBMS, providing support for cascading and failover that is leveraged by the
Beacon HA subsystem.

• If a failover event occurs, such as the Primary node being inadvertently shut
down or if it stops responding to the peer's “heartbeat” signal for any other
reason, the Secondary node initiates takeover of Primary node duties, starting
the Beacon service and taking the VIP for the pair.

Loss of Primary Node Network Connectivity
The Beacon high availability suite includes an additional feature to guard against
the failure of the management network interface on the current Primary node. The
failure of eth0 (e.g, inadvertent disconnection of the cable or NIC/switch port
failure) on the Primary node would not result in loss of heartbeat. In this scenario
the monitoring of the Primary node by the Secondary would be unaffected as the
heartbeat packets would continue to be exchanged over the dedicated eth1
connection.

To combat this scenario, a designated ''external ping host'' is specified for the
HA-pair appliances and is monitored independently by each continuously while HA
is active. If the Primary appliance determines that the external ping host has failed
(due to the failure of a network interface, or other condition preventing network
communication with the ping host), the Primary node will contact the Secondary to
determine if it has better connectivity. In the case of the Primary Beacon node
sensing loss of network connectivity and then determining that the Secondary is
still able to reach the external ping host, failover is initiated by the Secondary. 
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This additional protective measure enables the appliances to monitor the state of
their network connectivity to guard against failures of their network interface
hardware or other disruptions of network connectivity. When a loss of network
connectivity occurs, failover will be initiated although the appliance hardware and
software is still operating normally otherwise.

Typically, the HA option is configured at the initial startup of an All-in-one or
Server Only system when the Beacon system is initially deployed. When both
appliances to be utilized in a HA pair are new installs (fresh Beacon system
software ISO installation), the proper procedure for the configuration of the
All-in-one/Sever Only HA-pair is contained in Chapter 4, Beacon Installation and
Configuration.

A second appliance can be added to an operating standalone All-in-one or Server
Only Beacon appliance to convert the standalone to an HA-pair. Instructions for
this procedure are included in the Command Line Reference chapter of this
Configuration Guide.

Beacon User Interface Overview
The Beacon system is managed via a web-based UI which runs alongside the
Server module on All-in-one and Server Only appliances. The UI for the system is
accessed via the DNS/IP of the Beacon appliance running the Server module, or in
the case of HA pairs via the VIP of the pair.

Tip Do not attempt to access the UI via the eth0 DNS/IP address of the Secondary node 
of an HA-pair. The login page will display, but the following message is shown:
**Secondary System**
Must use Primary to Login

The Beacon UI is secured using HTTPS and supports the use of Digital Certificates
to so that the authenticity of the embedded web server can be verified by the
browser as it connects. The system leverages one of the most common
applications of PKI and digital certificates where the web browser validates that an
SSL web server is authentic, so that the user can feel secure that their interaction
with the web server is in fact trusted and their communications with it secure. This
is the same mechanism that is used today for securing e-commerce and other
secure communications with web sites of many types using SSL. As of version 3.0
of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler, the web UI supports URL redirection to HTTPS
automatically. Accessing the Beacon UI with a browser is accomplished by pointing
to the URL for the Server appliance or VIP DNS or IP address, e.g.,
https://beacon.lab.greatbaysofware.com/.

The Beacon UI is user-based, access to the UI requires authentication that can be
performed locally by the embedded web server, or via RADIUS. There are three
user types/privilege levels within the UI: Admin (super user), Operator and
Analyst. Each Beacon system will have one Admin user account which has the
highest level of UI privilege is able to view all system data and make system
configuration changes, including the management of other UI users. During the
initial startup of All-in-One and Server Only Beacon appliances, the Admin user
account is established and the password set, allowing initial access to the UI on a
new Beacon system. The Operator account type allows viewing of all Beacon data
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and includes privileges to change the system configuration except User
Management. Multiple Operator accounts can be added to a Beacon system. The
Analyst User type is the least privileged. Analyst users can view most Beacon data
screens but are unable to view or edit any system configuration parameters. Like
the Operator account type, multiple Analyst user accounts can be configured on a
Beacon system.

Note After initial Beacon system configuration, the admin UI account use should be 
limited to the management of user accounts exclusively. Operator and Analyst 
accounts should be created and utilized for day-to-day operation and configuration 
of the Beacon system.

UI Session Timeout
An automated idle timeout feature is provided for the Admin and Operator users.
After 30 minutes of idle time, a user logged in as Admin will be forced to
re-authenticate. The idle timer for the Admin user cannot be disabled, nor can the
timeout be adjusted. For Operator users there is an idle timer as well, but the idle
time can be configured to be 5, 15 or 30 minutes but cannot be disabled. There is
no idle timer/re-authentication of Analyst users.

Beacon User Interface Organization and Navigation
The top-level organization of the Beacon UI is tab-based, with each tab
corresponding to related workflows: Home, Configuration, Endpoint Console and
Utilities. The top-level organization of the Beacon UI in version 4.0 releases
remains from previous versions, but users familiar with earlier versions of Beacon
will find significant changes to the individual pages and their content in the UI as
well as navigation.

A brief overview of each of the main tabs is provided below:

Home Tab
Home is the primary landing page for new sessions to the Beacon UI. The home
tab includes the Beacon System Dashboard, and contains three distinct areas of
the UI accessible by the links in the secondary menu: Getting Started,
Documentation, and Upload Licenses (license management). Further discussion of
the dashboard is provided in the next section of this chapter.

Configuration Tab
The Configuration Tab as the name suggests provides access to the pages used for
creating, viewing and editing all Beacon system configuration parameters,
including the aformentioned integration layers that provide accessibility of Beacon
data to other systems. Chapters 4-10 of this guide provide detailed overviews of
these parameters, and the configuration of the Beacon system.
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Endpoint Console Tab
The Endpoint Console provides the Beacon user with the primary views of
endpoints and their data, as well as facilities for the download of Beacon data for
offline evaluation. Use of the Endpoint Console views is outlined in Chapter 13 of
this guide.

Utilities Tab
The Utilities tab includes several utilities for viewing endpoint data, search
functionality, and system administration tools such as Beacon database
backup/download off-appliance and a UI view of the Beacon Server log. Use of the
Utilities Tab is outlined in Chapter 14 of this guide.

Note Interactive Adobe Flash-based charts are used on several pages throughout the UI 
for data presentation. In order to view the UI charts, the browser must be 
Flash-enabled.

Navigation “Bread crumbs”
When the user navigates from page-to-page in the UI, “bread crumbs” are
provided which mark the navigation path used to get to each page of the UI
beyond the tabs. Each time navigation is begun from one of the tabs, a bread
crumb trail is shown in the upper left corner of the page. This allows the user to
reference the navigation path to the current page, and allows her/him to “retrace”
their steps--going back one or more views--to return to a view they navigated
away from.

Note Understanding that each UI page view in the Beacon UI is created on-demand as 
opposed to a collection of pages with static content, the bread crumb trail will not 
be consistent for a given destination. It is created dynamically as the page as 
created showing the previously generated pages from the last tab view to the 
current page view. Users familiar with bread crumb implementations used with 
static web sites may find the Beacon UI bread crumbs unfamiliar at first, but their 
functional utility is similar particularly for retracing the user’s path to a particular 
view without using the browser back button.

Home Tab: The Beacon System Dashboard
As the landing page for new UI sessions, the Home Tab provides ''at-a-glance''
status of the system, while at the same time providing access to the most
commonly used areas of the interface in “2 mouse clicks or less.” This added
navigational capability significantly simplifies and accelerates movement through
the primary UI functions. Figure 2-2 shows an example Home tab for an
operational Beacon system with the Server module running on a HA-pair, and is
illustrative of the Dashboard sections.
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Figure 2-2 Beacon Home Page Dashboard

The following subsections outline what is displayed in each section of the Beacon 
dashboard, along with the navigation options provided from the objects on the 
dashboard so enabled.

Page Banner with Quick Search

As well as containing the tabs and secondary menu for the current tab, the page
banner for every UI page the Quick Search tool. Quick search enables the entry of
a single endpoint attribute for a search of the endpoint database from anywhere in
the Beacon UI. Figure 2-3 illustrates the Quick Search control consisting of a
drop-down menu used to select the search attribute and a free-form field for
entering the search data.
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Figure 2-3 Quick Search Control

Note the Advanced Search link immediately below the Quick Search controls.
Clicking on this link takes the user directly to the Query form for the Advanced
Endpoint Search described in Chapter 14, “Endpoint Search” section on page 15-3.

The endpoint attribute types that can be specified for a Quick Search are as
follows:

• MAC Vendor - (Default) Enter a string (matches any case) found in the MAC
Vendor(s) to search the database for. All endpoints with MAC vendors matching
the search string will be returned by the search.

• MAC Address - Enter a full MAC address in hexadecimal format with a ':' or
'-' separator between octets (e.g., 00:12:f0:dd:c7:0c)

• IP/CIDR block - Enter either a host IP address or a subnet (in CIDR format
e.g., 10.1.174.0/24) to search for one or more endpoints based on their host
address or subnet

• Profile Name - Enter a string (matches any case) found in the Profile name(s)
to search the database. All endpoints in the matching Profile(s) will be returned
by the search.

• Authenticated User - Specific to 802.1X enabled networks. Allows searching
for endpoints based on the current user authenticated via that endpoint.
Requires the use of EAP types that support user name (e.g., PEAP) and that the
authenticating switch supports the 802.1X PAE MIB.

• DNS Name - Allows searching the database to find endpoints with a DNS name
containing the specified string. DNS name information collection must be
configured for the system so that DNS name information is collected for
endpoints.

• DHCP Host Name - Allows searching the database to find endpoints with a
DHCP host name containing the specified string. DHCP packet analysis by
NetWatch must be configured for the system so that DHCP host name
information is collected for endpoints.

Any one of these options is selected from the drop-down, and the appropriate
search criteria (or criterion) specified. The Search results, consisting of one or
more endpoints that have matching attributes are displayed in a table displayed in
a new browser window as illustrated in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4 Quick Search Results

When the results of a Quick Search return more than 5 matching endpoints, the
paging controls in the upper left corner of the quick search results table can be
used to advance, go back in order to see all the endpoints meeting the search
criteria. Note that the MAC and IP address of each endpoint in the quick search
results table is a link. Clicking on the MAC or IP address will take the user to the
Summary Information screen for the MAC or IP of the endpoint.

Endpoint Directory Pie Chart

The Home tab, as well as all other tabs in the Beacon UI, contains a Flash-based
pie chart that provides both a graphical representation of key Beacon data and an
alternative navigation path to the more common Endpoint Console & Configuration
tab pages. The pie chart on the Home tab is a graphical representation of the
current Endpoint Directory, with each slice of the pie depicting an enabled profile
that contained at least one endpoint when the page was drawn.

The animated, interactive, data-driven flash charts on the main tab landing pages
enable several new analysis and reporting options new in the Beacon UI. The
information below about the home tab pie chart is charts is illustrative for all the
pie charts found on each tab of the Beacon user interface.

The pie charts in the Beacon UI are interactive, providing additional information
and navigation options directly from the chart:

• On mouse-over of each slice, the profile name as well as the percentage of the
total endpoint inventory the endpoints currently in that profile are presented. 

• Clicking on any of the pie chart slices results in the display of the Endpoint
Directory table view of all endpoints currently in the profile, including the new
CSV and XML data export buttons which enable instantaneous export of Beacon
data from the system for reporting or offline analysis.

• Right-clicking on the pie charts brings-up the context-specific menus for the
pie chart, with the following options made available for manipulating the chart:

1. Print Chart - sends the pie chart to the printer for printing.
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2. Enable Rotation - when selected, enables click & drag for rotating the chart 
either clockwise or counterclockwise to reposition the slices.

3. Enable Slicing Movement - allows the selection of individual slices (mouse 
click) to move in or out of the chart as shown in Figure 2-5

4. View 2D - Changes the chart from 3D to 2D and vice versa. Default is 3D.

Figure 2-5 Pie Chart - Slicing Enabled

Events Viewer and List

The Events Viewer (see Figure 2-6) is a self-updating line graph of events of
interest in the Beacon system. The X-axis is system time with a 5 minute interval
between points on the axis. The Y-axis is a count of the event(s) occurring at each
interval, and the scale is re-drawn automatically on each refresh dependent on the
volume of events to be displayed. Each event type in the Events Viewer is
represented by a different color line.

Event type that can be tracked by the Events Viewer in Version 3.1.0 are:

• New Endpoints - The only event type in the Event Viewer that is enabled by
default and requires no configuration. Indicates when a new endpoint MAC has
been discovered by Beacon, along with the Profile name (or Not Profiled) that
the endpoint has been profiled to upon discovery. Can also be configured and
enabled for one or more individual New Endpoints event(s) as well as the
default usage. (Chapter 11, “Create Beacon Events” section on page 11-6)

• Profile Change - (when configured) Enabled when one or more Profile Change
events are configured on the system. (Chapter 11, “Create Beacon Events”
section on page 11-6)

• Alarm Events (when configured) Enabled when one or more Alarm Events are
configured on the system. (Chapter 11, “Create Beacon Events” section on
page 11-6)

• Profile Consistency Events (when configured) Enabled when one or more
Alarm Events are configured on the system. (Chapter 11, “Create Beacon
Events” section on page 11-6)
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Figure 2-6 Events Viewer and List

The Events List is a tabular representation of the last 20 events and updates on
each page refresh, which occurs automatically every five minutes while the
browser is pointed at the Beacon dashboard. The events shown in the Events List
are the same as those shown graphically in the Events Viewer: Note that the MAC
address of endpoints in the Event List entries are links. Selecting the MAC of an
endpoint in an Events List entry will open the Endpoint Summary for the endpoint
from the endpoint console, providing the ability to quickly drill-down into individual
endpoint data when they are involved in the aforementioned events. 

System Status Summary & High Availability State

The System Status table is present on the dashboard for all Beacon systems and
provides a top-level view of the Server and Collectors in the system. The top row
provides the current state of the Server module for the system: running (normal)
or stopped (abnormal), and shows the current full release of the Beacon Endpoint
Profiler software running on the appliance hosting the Beacon Server module.
Clicking on the Server link in the system status table takes the user directly to the
Configure Server form, to review/edit current Server module settings.

The remaining rows of the table indicate a roll-up of summary status (or statuses)
of the Collectors currently in the Beacon system configuration. One or more
Beacon Collectors may have one of the following statuses at any point in time:

1. Reporting Normal Status

2. Reporting Warnings

3. Reporting Errors
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Clicking on any of the Collector summary links for a given status will take the user
to a detailed table showing the Collector(s) in the selected status by name, along
with the current status of all their component modules (e.g., Forwarder,
NetInquiry, etc) in order to determine the affected component(s). 

All Collectors currently in the normal state of 'Reporting Normal Status' are
consolidated in one row of the system status table. A system with all modules in a
running state with no errors would have a system status similar to that illustrated
in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 System Status Table: All Collectors Reporting Normal Status

Selecting the link for Collectors Reporting Normal Status navigates the UI to the
detailed view of all Collectors as shown in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8 Collector Detail View

This view of the Collector shows the status of each Component module on each
Collector, along with the release currently running.
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Note Typically the Beacon release will be consistent across each Component Module. 
However, when hot fixes are applied to a Collector that require new component 
binaries, the release will reflect that a hotfix has been applied, generally by 
appending a letter to the release/build.

For the majority of modules, the only component module status that allows the
Collector to remain in Normal status is “Running.” This signifies that the
component is reporting a running status in a timely fashion to the Server.

The NetWatch module is an exception to this rule: on Collectors that do not have a
NetWatch monitor interface configured, the module will report a running status,
but also signify that the interface configuration is incomplete as shown in
Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9 NetWatch Module: Running with No Monitor Interfaces Configured

The Warning Status for a given Collector indicates that one or more components
on the Collector is reporting a warning and may need the attention of the Beacon
Administrator. The states that result in the Warning condition being indicated for a
Collector are:

– Stopping/Stopped

– Not Reporting Status

– No Traffic to Monitor (NetWatch modules only)

‘Stopping’ is indicated by a collector component that has established normal
communications with the Server module but has subsequently reported that it is
stopping. This may be due to the module being stopped at the command line. The
Server will monitor modules reporting ‘stopping’ for five minutes. If no normal
report is received, the module is moved to the Not Reporting Status state,
indicative of the fact that is offline.

‘Not Reporting Status’ as alluded to above is indicative of a module that was
reporting status to the Server, not reporting status any longer. This may occur
upon the graceful shutdown of a component, or the component failing and going
offline at some point after establishment of communications with the Server.
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‘No Traffic to Monitor’ is a warning state specific to NetWatch modules with one or
more monitoring interfaces configured. If the traffic level on one or more
interfaces falls below a threshold, the NetWatch component may indicate this
warning state. This is generally indicative of a problem with network traffic
delivery on the monitor interface and warrants further indication.

When performing an Apply Changes -> Update Modules on a Beacon system, the
Collector component modules on all Collectors are provided with a new
configuration and restarted. Accordingly, all Collectors on the system immediately
following the Update Modules will go into Warning/Stopped status as shown in
Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10 Collectors in Warning Status Following Update Modules

Collector Error Status

The error status for a Collector generally indicates that action is required. The two
conditions resulting in Error status for a Collector are:

– No Contact

– License Exceeded

‘No Contact’ for a Collector should only be indicated immediately after adding a
new Collector to the configuration, prior to the execution of the Apply Changes ->
Update modules required after adding a new Collector to a Beacon configuration. If
a Collector remains in No Contact status after the restart, this is indicative of a
failure of the Collector to connect to the Server or be recognized by the database.
This can result from an improper setup of the middleware, middleware encryption
mis-match (type or shared secret), or the entry of the Collector host name
incorrectly (mis-spelling or case issue) in the Beacon UI.

‘License Exceeded’ being indicated for a Collector results from the Collector(s)
attempting to establish a connection with the Beacon Server in excess of the
number of Collectors allowed in the license currently applied to the Server. Upon a
restart, the Server will only connect to/accept connections from the number of
Collectors specified in the license key which can be viewed from the Home Tab,
Upload Key page.

Note Depending on the order in which Collectors start following an Apply Changes -> 
Update Modules, the specific Collector(s) on a system that indicate in the UI as 
exceeding the license may change
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Debug and Database Re-modeling Indicators

Immediately below the Beacon Modules table, textual indicators of the Beacon
system being in debug mode and or a full database re-model in progress are
provided. For example, when the All-in-one or Server Only system has been placed
in debug mode for the purpose of collecting detailed logging for troubleshooting,
the debug text is displayed as shown in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11 Dashboard Debug Mode Indicator

Note While in debug mode, the system logs can grow large rapidly. The Beacon Server 
should not be left in debug mode for extended periods of time, unless under the 
direction of Great Bay Software Technical Support.

The dashboard will also indicate when the entire Beacon database is being
re-modeled, effectively re-evaluating the current Endpoint Profile of every
endpoint currently in the Endpoint Directory. On large systems, this can be an
intensive operation that requires several minutes of processing. Full database
re-models occur only through operator command, specifically the execution of an
Apply Changes -> Update Modules and Re-model operations. When a full re-model
is in process, the text shown in Figure 2-12 is displayed below the Beacon Modules
table.

Figure 2-12 Dashboard Database Re-model Indicator
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Note It is recommended best-practice to not perform an Apply Changes -> Update 
Modules or re-model while a full re-model is still in progress. Whenever possible, 
wait for the current database re-model to complete before commanding another.

High Availability Subsystem State Monitoring

The High Availability table, found directly under the System Status summary table
on HA systems only, provides at-a-glance status of the HA pair state. The table
shows which appliance in the All-in-one/Server Only pair is currently the Primary
(by host name), and shows the current state of the Secondary (on or offline). This
table provides the Beacon system administrator with a quick indication of the state
of the HA protocol without resorting to the command line tools.

When the Secondary node is shown as “offline” this indicates that the HA pair is
not currently exchanging heartbeat which is likely to preclude normal
synchronization of the database. Immediate investigation and troubleshooting is
required in order to re-establish the functionality of the HA protocol.

The HA status shown in Figure 2-13, is a example of a HA system running in a
normal, healthy state. The Primary node host name is indicated to show which
appliance currently has the VIP and is running the Beacon services, and the
Secondary appliance is in a “Online” status meaning that its DB is synchronized
and it is ready to assume the Primary node duties should a failure occur.

Note As described in the remainder of this section, there are other transitory and error 
status indicated from time to time, but this display is the primary indicator that 
the HA system is healthy and that normal failover is in an “armed and ready.”

Figure 2-13 System and High Availability Status Tables
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HA Status Reporting

HA status monitoring and reporting in the High Availability status indicator of the
Home Tab can indicate both transitory and error status of the HA subsystem. The
following figures illustrate the additional HA status messages added in the 3.2.0
release.

Note The progression of UI messages illustrated in the following paragraphs may or may 
not be seen on a system during a graceful failover initiated by the administrator 
with both appliances still online. It is provided for completeness but understanding 
that on some systems these state transitions may occur more rapidly then the 
home tab is refreshed manually or automatically and some phases may not be 
captured.

In an actual failover where the Primary node fails and does not get demoted to 
Secondary, indications will be different in that the Secondary node will indicate 
“Offline - No Heartbeat Connection” after the HA transition as illustrated in 
Figure 2-19 on page 2-25.

Figure 2-14 illustrates the state reported by the UI immediately following an HA
failover. In the example, the node with the host name ‘BeaconHA2’ has initiated
taking over Primary node duties for the pair and is in the process of restarting the
Beacon services, with the DB maintained in synchronization with the original
Primary node up until the failover occurred. 

The ‘Transitioning’ state for the new Secondary node indicates that it is in the
process of assuming HA Secondary node state, stopping the Beacon services and
following that, initiating a DB subscription/synchronization with the new Primary
node which will take several minutes depending on the size of the Beacon
database.

Figure 2-14 HA Status on Failover

In Figure 2-15 the new Primary node, BeaconHA2, has now fully taken on the
Primary role. The previous Primary will take on the Secondary role eventually, but
currently the Secondary’s state is “HA Unknown” which is a normal transitory HA
state while heartbeat is re-established between the nodes, and not an error
condition. 
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Note The HA Unknown state should change rather quickly to “Subscribing” (in cases of 
forced failover, not complete failure of the node) as described below and in many 
cases not seen in the UI.A system with a Secondary node remaining in HA 
Unknown state following a HA failover is an error condition and further 
troubleshooting is warranted.

Figure 2-15 New Primary Node Established

In Figure 2-16, the new Secondary node has successfully taken on the Secondary
node duties and re-established heartbeat with the Primary, but has yet to fully
complete its initial synchronization of the Beacon database from the new Primary
node as required when demoted to Primary.

Accordingly its state is indicated in the UI as Subscribing. The database
synchronization occurs across the dedicated heartbeat link (eth1-to-eth1
connection). The amount of time required to complete the initial DB
synchronization and remain in the Subscribing state is a function of database size.
For very large systems, it can take upwards of 30 minutes to complete.

Figure 2-16 New Secondary Node Subscribing

In Figure 2-17 the HA failover process has been completed successfully completed
as a result of a forced failover. The new Primary appliance, BeaconHA2, is running
and the new Secondary node is reporting fully “Online”. This is the normal, steady
state indication of an operational HA system ready to provide automated failover
after a transition of the HA services was initiated.
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Figure 2-17 HA Normal Operation: After Failover

HA Status Error Conditions

As of the current release, the High Availability status table can also indicate HA
error conditions.

The DB synchronization subsystem provides an “early warning system” for
potential issues with DB synchronization from the Primary to the Secondary node
which occurs over the dedicated heartbeat connection (the eth1-to-eth1
connection between the nodes in the pair.) This warning operates in conjunction
with the Beacon Server Module advanced configuration parameter HA Warning
Threshold. See “Saving Configuration Changes to the Server Module” section on
page 6-24. 

This parameter sets the maximum amount of DB synchronization data that can be
queued by the Primary node awaiting delivery to the Secondary over the heartbeat
connection. If the number of database rows pending synchronization exceeds this
parameter, indicating a potential problem with reliability of the heartbeat
connection, an error status is indicated as shown in Figure 2-18.

Figure 2-18 HA Status Reporting an Error

This error may occur because the threshold is set too low on a Beacon system that
is undergoing a very high rate of database transactions and may need to be
increased, but more likely it is indicative of a problem with the reliability of the
heartbeat network itself and the inability of DB synch to operate within its
tolerances. Systems observed indicating this error frequently warrant investigation
of the integrity of the heartbeat connection and consultation with Great Bay
Software Technical Support.

Beginning with release 3.2.0, the UI will indicate a complete failure of the
heartbeat network, which indicates a total failure of the HA protocol for the pair.
This might be caused by a total failure of the Secondary appliance (powered down)
or a physical failure (eth1 interface, cable, etc.) of the heartbeat network itself.
See Figure 2-19 for the status indication associated with this failure mode.

Either way, this indication is interpreted as Beacon HA is non-functional: loss of
the current Primary node will result in the Beacon system becoming unavailable
and therefore, attention is required to restore HA/
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Figure 2-19 Offline - No Heartbeat Connection

In general, the proper response to this problem is to start with checking normal
operation of the current Secondary node. If that node appears to be operating
normally, then the eth1-to-eth1/heartbeat connection should be checked to
determine normal operation of this cable (or maximum 1 dedicated switch hop
network) connection. Once those steps are completed, proceed with the Repairing
the Configuration of an HA Pair, page 18-18, in order to remove and reinstall the
HA configuration. If issues continue with HA contact Great Bay Software support.
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Pre-Deployment Planning

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 3-1

• Preparation Steps, page 3-2

• Determination of Required Endpoint Profiles, page 3-10

• Collecting Endpoint Data from Active Directory Servers, page 3-11

• Planning Considerations Specific to Distributed Beacon Systems, page 3-19

• Beacon System Configuration Workflow, page 3-21

Overview
Before deploying and configuring the Beacon system, there are a number of
planning tasks that should be completed prior to beginning the Beacon
installation/ startup procedures outlined in the next chapter. These considerations
are centered on the existing infrastructure and how the Beacon system will
interact with it during its deployment, and the endpoint types using the network
and how endpoint profiling and identity monitoring will be accomplished for each
type. 

Chapter 1 provided an overview of Endpoint Profiling and Identity monitoring
emphasizing the flexible nature of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler system and the
approaches that may be employed in engineering an Endpoint Profiling and
Identity Monitoring system that maybe deployed as part of a NAC or port-based
authentication initiative, or implemented as an Endpoint Lifecycle Management
solution. The various data collection techniques outlined can be selected and
combined to create a system that utilizes the sources of endpoint data that can be
provided to it in each environment.

As outlined in the previous chapter, the Beacon system can consist of a single
Beacon appliance (e.g., All-in-one), or a distributed system in which two or more
Beacon appliances are deployed. In a distributed system, one Beacon appliance
will run the Server module (and optionally, a local collector), and one or more
additional appliances will serve as remote collectors running the Forwarder and
collector component modules (e.g., NetMap, NetWatch, etc.) as required.
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As outlined in the previous chapter, Beacon All-in-one and Server only appliances
may as an option be deployed as High Availability-pairs. As is outlined in the next
chapter, configuration of the HA-pair option requires establishment of HA-specific
parameters for the pair (e.g., VIP, authentication strings) before configuration can
begin.

Preparation Steps
The following steps guide the collection of data and considerations to be taken into
account prior to proceeding with installation and configuration of the Beacon
components. This list is not intended to be exhaustive for all environments, it is
meant as a starting point to establish the baseline planning for most deployments.
There are other options such as the use of external data sources such as NetFlow,
and the options to use the NetInquiry module for Active Profiling of endpoints that
are out of scope at this juncture. These topics are covered in later chapters of this
manual. The following steps are designed to assist with the initial configuration of
Beacon systems that can be built upon via tuning of the Beacon system and
employment of optional capabilities as the endpoint profiling strategy is developed
and implemented for a given enterprise network environment.

Step 1 Beacon Appliance IP Configuration Parameters, page 2

Step 2 Acquire Beacon License Key File(s), page 4

Step 3 Determine Digital Certificate/CSR Parameters, page 4

Step 4 Internal Network Address Blocks, page 5

Step 5 Network Infrastructure Device List, page 6

Step 6 DHCP Traffic Analysis Considerations, page 7

Step 7 Monitoring Interface Requirements, page 8

Step 8 SNMP Trap Configuration, page 8

Beacon Appliance IP Configuration Parameters
Beacon is managed via secure HTTP as described in the last chapter. The Server
provides system management for all components of the Beacon system and those
components communicate with one another and with network infrastructure
devices and services such as AD Servers and RADIUS via TCP/IP. The Beacon
server utilizes the eth0 interface of the appliance it is running on for
communication with the other system components by default. The Beacon Server
startup scripts allow for the configuration of this interface with basic IP parameters
to enable it for network communications.

The Beacon Collectors use the eth0 interface for communication with the Server. 
When the Collector service is running, it utilizes the IP configuration of the eth0 
interface completed during startup configuration of the Beacon Collector services.

Tip Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial Configuration” includes several 
worksheets to be used for the collection of appliance configuration data.
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Prior to deployment, gather the following operating environment-specific 
parameters for the Management Interface (eth0) of each of the appliances in the 
Beacon system:

• IP host address and network mask 

• IP address for the default gateway to be used by the system

• IP address of the Name Server

• DNS names for the Network Time Service

Note All-in-one/Server Only appliances in an HA-pair require the configuration of NTP to 
add stability to the system clock necessary for proper the database 
synchronization protocol. NTP configuration is highly recommended on all Beacon 
appliances.

The Beacon management interface needs to be connected to a network port that is 
provisioned such that communication with the SNMP agents running on the edge 
switches and routers is allowed if SNMP polling of the network infrastructure is to 
be utilized for the collection of Endpoint Profiling data.

Tip Consider any ACLs or other potential issues with network communication between 
the Beacon appliance running the NetMap collector components and the network 
infrastructure devices (e.g., switches and routers), and the computer that will be 
used to manage the Beacon system via HTTPS. SSH is utilized for command line 
access to the Beacon system which may be necessary from time-to-time. 

Tip For environments that will deploy Beacon appliances in pairs using the optional 
High-Availability (HA) functionality, it is particularly important to have the operating 
parameters such as IP Address, host name, etc. for both members of the 
All-in-one/Server Only pre-determined and available before the appliances are 
started up as this information is required as the HA protocol is configured. Refer to 
Chapter 4 for detailed instructions and worksheets used for collecting the 
configuration parameters required for successful initial setup of HA pairs.

Tip For distributed Beacon systems with one or more Remote Collection appliances, see 
“Planning Considerations Specific to Distributed Beacon Systems” section on 
page 3-19.
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Acquire Beacon License Key File(s)
Licensing for the Beacon system is performed by the Beacon Server. Each time the
Beacon Server module starts, it checks to see that a valid key file (beacon.key) is
present in the proper location on the Beacon server file system.

The Beacon license key is a small encrypted file that contains the host name of the
appliance the Server module is running on, an expiration date, and the number of
Collectors that the Server module will initiate communications with. A valid key
(e.g., host name in the key files matches that of the appliance the Server module
is installed on, and the key file has not expired) must be found for the Server to
start. It will recheck for the presence/validity of the key periodically while it is
running.

Note Both members of an All-in-one/Server Only HA-pair must have a key file uploaded 
with the host name of the appliance encoded within it. When the Secondary node 
of an HA-pair is started on failover, the license key file is checked. If it is not 
present or is invalid (host name mismatch, expired), the Server module cannot 
start and the failover will be unsuccessful.

The key file also specifies the number of Collectors the All-in-one/Server Only is
authorized to initiate communications with, and process the endpoint data from.
For All-in-one systems (standalone and HA-pair) the local collector counts as one
Collector instance, as do all Remote Collection appliances in the system. As the
Server comes up, it will communicate with only the number of collectors specified
in the key file; Collectors added to the system above the number specified in the
key file will remain in the “licensing issue” state until a new key is generated that
expands the number of collectors authorized.

Once the host name of the standalone All-in-one/Server Only or host names of
both members of an All-in-one/Server Only HA-pair are established along with the
total collector count for the system, contact Great Bay Software support for the
key file(s) required for the system. The key files will be generated and returned for
upload to the Beacon system after startup of the appliance(s) in the system.

Uploading of the key files to the Beacon system via the UI is covered in Chapter 5,
“Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for the Target Environment”.

Note Beacon license keys are generated/locked to a specified appliance host name. If 
the host name of the All-in-one or Server Only the license key was generated for 
changes, the key will be rendered invalid and the Beacon Server module cannot 
start until a new key is generated/uploaded.

Determine Digital Certificate/CSR Parameters
Beacon All-in-one/Server Only systems use Digital Certificates and SSL to secure
the communications with the onboard web server serving the Beacon UI.
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During the startup of the Beacon All-in-one/Server Only (or HA-pair), a self-signed
digital certificate and CSR are created which will require the entry of
organization-specific information. The following information is entered to create
the self-signed certificate and CSR on Beacon All-in-one/Server Only:

• FQDN of the Beacon All-in-one/Server Only system.

Note For HA-pairs, the certificate/CSR should be for the VIP/Service Address of the 
Beacon All-in-one/Server Only HA-pair. During startup, the self-signed digital 
certificate allowing the initial sessions with UI is automatically installed on both 
members of the pair.

• Organization Unit Name

• Organization Name

• City Name

• State or Province Name

• 2-letter Country code

Tip The Certificate Signing Request (CSR) created during startup can be 
downloaded/submitted to a CA immediately for digital signature, and the 
self-signed certificate created during Beacon Server startup replaced the CA-signed 
certificate. Having the desired digital certificate parameters established before the 
startup of the All-in-one/Server Only system will allow the creation/download of the 
CSR once at system startup facilitating installation of the signed certificate as 
outlined in Chapter 5.

Internal Network Address Blocks
The Beacon configuration specifies the range of host addresses of the endpoints
that should be Profiled by the system. These address blocks consist of typically
one or more IP networks and or subnetworks that are used for assigning host IP
addresses to the endpoints on the network which Beacon will provide Endpoint
Profiling and Identity Monitoring for. This prevents the Beacon system from
collecting and storing profile information for endpoints with source IP addresses
outside the address space controlled by the organization.

Collect the address block(s) (CIDR format: x.x.x.x/number of mask bits) that 
specify the host addresses of all the endpoints to be profiled in the network(s) 
targeted for the Beacon deployment.

In version 3.0.0, the ability to specify ''exclude'' network blocks was added so that 
one or more address ranges could be specified as exclusion ranges so that Beacon 
does not collect endpoint data for host addresses on the excluded nets/subnets. For 
example, if the 10.0.1.0/24 through the 10.0.10.0/24 networks were used within 
an organization, but it is not desirable to include hosts on the 10.0.5 and 10.0.6 
subnets, these subnets could be excluded from endpoint data collection by 
specifying them in the “exclude” blocks for the Organization Name within the My 
Network configuration.
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For more detailed information on the My Network configuration, see “My Network 
Configuration” section on page 5-10 of Chapter 5.

Network Infrastructure Device List
Beacon maintains a model of the network infrastructure and communicates with the 
network infrastructure devices (switches and routers) via SNMP to gather 
information about the network topology when available. In order to utilize this 
functionality, Beacon must be provided a list of the IP addresses of the network 
infrastructure devices, and SNMP Read Only community strings in order to enable 
this communication. If SNMP is not enabled on the edge devices, it is highly 
recommended that SNMP be enabled in order to allow polling by Beacon in order for 
the system to maintain a model of the network topology.

Note Version 3.1 of Beacon includes an Active Response option for Events. Active 
Response to selected events can include bouncing or forcing re-authentication of 
an endpoint, or can be used to administratively down a port when specified events 
occur. Use of this feature requires that the Beacon system also have the read-write 
community string of devices in order to perform the active response function via 
SNMP.

A list of network infrastructure devices (switches and routers) that provide 
connectivity to the endpoints to be profiled should be compiled including IP address, 
device name, and read-only community string, preferably in a spreadsheet in CSV 
format to facilitate the data entry task.

Chapter 8, “Network Infrastructure Device Configuration” of this guide describes 
the addition of network infrastructure devices to the Beacon system configuration 
in detail.

Timesaver Network Infrastructure Devices can be grouped for easier administration within the 
Beacon configuration. See “Adding Network Infrastructure Device Groups” section 
on page 8-5 of Chapter 8.

Many Network Management software solutions provide the capability to export the 
SNMP-manageable router and switch device lists in CSV format with the information 
required by the Beacon system. Beacon provides the capability to import network 
device information provided in CSV format directly into the system configuration.

For basic, read-only connectivity with read-only devices compile a list of network 
infrastructure devices in a CSV file formatted as follows:

DeviceName1,IP1,ReadOnlyCommString
DeviceName2,IP1,ReadOnlyCommString

If the Beacon will be used in the Port Provisioning mode of usage described in the 
last chapter or Active Response Events, the Read-write community string must also 
be provided so that Beacon can perform SNMP sets to network infrastructure 
devices for the purposes of making configuration changes to those devices with 
SNMP sets to the network infrastructure devices.
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In order to import a list of network infrastructure devices to be configured via 
Beacon’s port provisioning mode and or Active Response triggered by Beacon 
Events, create a list of network infrastructure devices in a CSV file formatted as 
follows:

DeviceName1,IP1,ReadOnlyCommString,ReadWriteCommString
DeviceName2,IP1,ReadOnlyCommString,ReadWriteCommString

Note Network Infrastructure Devices using SNMPv3 can also be imported into the 
system configuration using a variation of the procedure above that is specific to 
the enhanced security afforded by version 3 of SNMP. See “Importing Network 
Infrastructure Devices running SNMPv3 ” on page 14 for instructions on importing 
v3 devices.

DHCP Traffic Analysis Considerations
As outlined in Chapter 1, the Beacon system can utilize DHCP traffic analysis by
NetWatch both as a sources of data for Endpoint Profiling and when provided with
DHCP Server-side traffic, for the maintenance of IP-to-MAC mappings for the
endpoints addressed via DHCP. If some or all of the hosts to be Profiled are using
DHCP for their addressing, strong consideration should be given to making DHCP
requests from endpoints as well as replies from the DHCP service visible to the
Beacon system, specifically to a NetWatch monitor port on one or more Collectors
in the Beacon system.

SPAN, RSPAN or other traffic redirection techniques can be used to redirect the 
DHCP-related traffic from the VLAN/subnet that the DHCP service is on to a 
monitoring interface of a Beacon Collector running the NetWatch collector module. 
When the Beacon system has visibility to both the client DHCP requests, and the 
acknowledgements from the DHCP service on the network, it is able to maintain 
accurate MAC-to-IP bindings for all endpoints addressed via DHCP. See below for a 
general discussion of the use of SPAN/RSPAN in redirecting traffic of interest to a 
Beacon appliance.

If the Beacon system is not able to analyze DHCP traffic directly, a way to 
accomplish some level of DHCP analysis is through the use of the IP Helper Address 
feature supported by most LAN routers. The IP Helper feature typically is used to 
redirect broadcast DHCP request packets sent by the endpoints across a routed 
network to the DHCP service. This feature can also be used to redirect DHCP packets 
from endpoints to a Beacon collector. This approach results in Beacon observing 
only the DHCP requests and not the DHCP Server acknowledgement containing the 
committed address for the endpoint. The DHCP packets from the endpoints contain 
data useful for profiling as described later in this guide. The packets from the DHCP 
service provide Beacon with information useful for maintaining the IP-to-MAC 
mapping for endpoints addressed via DHCP is not available when using this 
alternative. 

Note Although it is expedient to use the IP Helper technique for providing Beacon with 
visibility to endpoint identity attributes gathered via DHCP, the IP-to-MAC mapping 
functionality enabled by analyzing DHCP Server acknowledgements is not 
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available. This results in the Beacon system relying on other methods for 
determining the IP-to-MAC mapping so that IP-learned data can be properly 
attributed to the endpoint MAC. This can negatively impact persistence of 
IP-learned endpoint identity attributes. See Chapter 1, 

In the case of DHCP redirection, an IP-Helper address can be added to the 
configuration file of the router(s) specifying the appliance interface IP address of 
the desired Beacon appliance that should process DHCP information (more 
specifically the NetWatch module running on that Beacon appliance). With this 
configuration, the router(s) forwards DHCP broadcasts not only to the DHCP 
server(s), but also to the Beacon system for analysis for Endpoint Profiling and 
Identity Monitoring purposes. 

Tip Beacon does not get involved in the DHCP process regardless of how it receives 
DHCP requests. It simply passively collects the request packets and uses the data 
for the purposes of endpoint profiling and or identity monitoring, and therefore has 
no effect on the DHCP service for the network.

Monitoring Interface Requirements
The Beacon appliances running collector modules can utilize the additional 
triple-speed network interfaces to collect and analyze packets useful for Endpoint 
Profiling and Identity Monitoring. These passive analyzer interfaces are used to 
promiscuously gather network traffic for analysis by the NetWatch module running 
on the appliance. As outlined in previous chapters, NetWatch collects primarily 
IP-learned endpoint identity attributes according to the system configuration.

At a minimum, the eth0 interface (management) of the appliance can also serve as 
a monitoring interface for the Beacon appliance running the NetWatch collector 
module. Particularly in L2 deployments, this interface can yield useful data such as 
the DHCP requests and ARP traffic for endpoints on the same L2 boundary as the 
monitoring interface.

Tip The additional Ethernet ports (other than eth0) used for NetWatch monitoring 
interfaces on All-in-one and Remote Collection appliances do not require an IP 
address.

Consideration should be given to using the monitor interfaces on Beacon appliances 
running NetWatch for receiving re-directed traffic (through the use of SPAN, RSPAN 
or network tap) of endpoint traffic traversing from the edge of the network to server 
farms and the Internet link which yield traffic useful for endpoint profiling and 
identity monitoring.

SNMP Trap Configuration
The NetTrap module running on one or more Beacon Collectors in the system can
utilize traps from edge devices in performing the Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring functions. Network infrastructure devices providing endpoint
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connectivity to endpoints (e.g., edge switches/switch-routers) are configured to
send SNMP Traps for Link State changes and MAC-address-change notification
traps to a Collector for processing by NetTrap. Ensure that infrastructure devices
providing endpoint connectivity are configured to send Link State and New MAC
Notification traps (when available) to the IP address of the management interface
of the Collector designated to receive traps for the system. Refer to the device
manufacturer’s documentation for detailed instructions on the configuration of
SNMP traps.

Tip Trap community string-checking was added in version 3.0.0 of Beacon. As of this 
version, the NetTrap module can be configured with a community string to verify it 
is contained in incoming traps before processing. Consideration to configuring 
network infrastructure devices to include a community string in traps sent to 
Beacon is recommended.

An illustrative SNMP trap configuration for Cisco IOS-based switches to forward 
these traps to a Beacon collector is provided below.  The configuration commands 
shown are applicable to most Cisco IOS-based switches with the most recent 
releases of firmware.  Some switches may not support all trap-types, refer to the 
applicable documentation.

Tip For non-Cisco switches, consult the documentation for the specific device and 
applicable firmware revision for instructions on the configuration of SNMP traps to 

The following IOS commands will enable the sending of desired SNMP traps to the 
Beacon system:

Note Network Infrastructure Devices trap configuration should specify the management 
(eth0) interface of the Beacon Collector running NetTrap. All-in-one and Remote 
Collection appliances listen for SNMP traps on their management interface.

(config)# snmp-server enable traps mac-notification change
(config)# snmp-server enable traps snmp linkup linkdown
(config)# snmp-server host <Beacon-Collector-eth0-IP-address> traps 
version <version> <community-string> mac-notification snmp
(config)# mac-address-table notification change

This will enable link-status traps for all interfaces and configure the switch to 
potentially send MAC-address-change notification traps.   For MAC-address-change 
notifications to actually occur, the following commands must be utilized for each 
interface of interest:

(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 2/29
(config-iface)#  snmp trap mac-notification change added
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MAC-address-change notification should be enabled only on access switch ports 
where endpoints connect to the network.   Of particular interest are ports 
connecting wireless controllers.  MAC-address-change notification should never be 
enabled on inter-switch links (e.g., trunk) ports.

Tip The network infrastructure devices providing endpoint connectivity should be 
configured such that the Beacon system receives only Link State and 
MAC-address-change notification traps when supported. Forwarding all network 
device traps to Beacon is undesirable in that it provides no additional information 
to the system and can potentially negatively impact system performance.

Note In the current version, the Beacon NetTrap collector component module processes 
only SNMP v1 and v2C traps. 

Determination of Required Endpoint Profiles
As outlined in detail in the first chapter, profiles are logical containers used to
discover, locate and classify devices into device-types or classes that have similar
operating characteristics, capabilities and limitations. Beacon is a rule-based
system. It collects endpoint data and evaluates that data against the rules in the
enabled profiles to find a ''best match.'' Refer to the tables in Chapter 1 that
outlined the endpoint identity attributes available to the system, and how they are
collected.

Understanding that the overarching goals in most Beacon deployments is to 
discover all endpoints, and accurately profile each discovered endpoints, the 
determination of the required profiles and how they will be configured in terms of 
rules is the ''heavy lifting'' of both the initial implementation and ongoing tuning the 
system will require. Endpoints remaining in the Not Profiled state are anathema to 
the Beacon administrator. That being said, eventually it boils down to answering the 
following questions about each of the major endpoint types using the network and 
needing to be profiled:

1. What attributes of identity that are available to Beacon can be used to uniquely 
identify an endpoint of the given type?

2. How and where can the data by which the identity attribute is exhibited by 
endpoints of this type be collected by the available Beacon collectors?

The answer to these questions have implications for both the configuration of 
Profiles and profile rules, as well as Collector placement and required data feeds to 
those Collectors and component module configuration. That is why this discussion 
is included in the system planning chapter.

In order to provide the Beacon administrator with a head start on this process, 
Beacon ships with a number of Endpoint Profiles pre-configured based on 
deployment experience to date. Many of these profiles utilize tried and true 
approaches for profiling endpoints that are universally applicable. That is, they rely 
on endpoint identity attributes such as MAC Vendor and DHCP Vendor Class 
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Identifiers that are consistent across all network environments and provided that 
the Collectors are provided with the data feeds necessary for the collection of this 
data, will begin profiling endpoints out-of-the box.

Tip Using the Beacon factory profiles that are enabled by default, the quickest path to 
the Profiling of endpoints requires that at least one Collector be enabled for 
NetWatch processing of DHCP traffic using one of the techniques outlined earlier in 
the chapter along with initiating polling of network infrastructure devices by 
NetMap.

Several of the existing profiles that ship pre-configured on the system may be 
applicable in the environment. The following are examples of pre-configured 
profiles that ship with the Beacon product and are enabled by default:

• APC UPS

• Hewlett-Packard JetDirect Printer

• Windows

• Linux

As part of the preparation for the deployment of the product, the types of endpoint
devices known to be connected to the network, the needs for a contextual
inventory along with plans for authentication and or NAC deployment should be
discussed and a preliminary list of the required profiles developed and discussed
so that as the system is initially configured, some measurable progress toward
profiling discovered endpoints can be made early on.

Also of note is the fact that when one or more NetWatch modules has network traffic 
delivered to its monitor interface(s), the Beacon system will begin collecting 
endpoint identity attributes observed for endpoints on the network. NetWatch will 
collect all identity attributes available from DHCP, TCP Open Ports, Web User 
Agents, Web and SMTP Server banners, Network Stack Information attributes from 
the traffic received on the monitor interface. The Beacon administrator can view this 
data to find identity attributes exhibited by endpoints of a particular type and 
collected by the Beacon system in order to configure new profiles or add rules to 
existing ones. Profiling is an iterative process.

Collecting Endpoint Data from Active Directory Servers
The underlying principle of Active Directory endpoint data collection is to use the
Active Directory as a “certified” source of information about endpoints on the
network, specifically the computer objects that are members of the Domain. This
data can be particularly useful for positive identification of the Windows computer
assets owned by the organization.

The collection of this data is performed by the NetMap collector component module
via LDAP queries of AD Servers on the network maintaining the Domain
infrastructure. In order to perform this form of endpoint data collection, the
Beacon system must be configured with the information for the AD Server(s) that
contain the computer objects of interest, including credentials (username and
password) of a user with LDAP query privileges, and the base DN to begin the
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query for computer objects from. In multiple-Collector Beacon systems AD Server
collection can be distributed amongst the NetMap modules running on the
Collectors.

Note The Global Catalog Server does not contain all the endpoint information that 
Beacon uses for profiling so it should not be added to the Beacon configuration as 
an AD Server. For the feature to function as implemented currently, the Beacon 
system must be provided direct information via configuration about each AD 
Server on the network that contains computer objects of interest so that collection 
of endpoint AD data can be performed. The system is not currently able to utilize 
LDAP referrals to find additional AD Servers in a domain by querying a single AD 
Server in the domain.

It is important to the understanding of this feature to know that within AD,
computer objects are not identified by MAC or IP address; they are identified by
computer (sometimes called “common”) name. Therefore, in order for Beacon to
attribute endpoint data collected from AD to a specific endpoint MAC in the Beacon
database, the endpoint must have been discovered and had name information
saved for it previous to the collection of AD data. This is accomplished via the
analysis of DHCP Discover and Request packets from endpoints that contain the
hostname for the endpoint which in most environments, exactly matches the name
of the computer object in AD.

Alternatively, for Beacon systems that have DNS Name Collection configured, the
Beacon Server will compare collected endpoint DNS names to collected AD DNS
HostName attributes for possible matches. It is important to note that DNS
HostName is an optional AD attribute and may not be populated in some AD
implementations. The non-optional AD Domain Name of the endpoint is not used
for this purpose. Also, in order for the Server to match DNS Name to AD DNS
HostName, Beacon must have a “strong” IP-to-MAC mapping for the endpoint
(e.g., from NetWatch processing a full ARP or DHCPAck for the MAC) in order for
this alternative means of attribution of AD data to endpoints to occur on a system.

To summarize, for endpoints that don't currently have a matching DHCP host
name attribute or DNS name (with the requisite IP-to-MAC mapping established)
previously stored to the Beacon database, AD information cannot be attributed to
the endpoint and stored in the database.

Note In accordance with current best-practice for AD administration, host names of 
domain-member systems should be unique across all member domains. The 
attribution process used by Beacon to match AD data to endpoints requires that 
the same host name does not exist in multiple domains/sub domains for which AD 
data is being collected. If the same host name is used in different 
domains/sub-domains which are designated for collection by Beacon, the AD 
feature of Beacon should not be used.
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Adding Active Directory Servers to the Beacon Configuration
As outlined previously, enabling AD Collection requires configuration of the system
with an entry for each AD Server containing endpoint information to be collected
by the Beacon system for use in Endpoint Profiling. Within the Beacon UI, AD
Servers are characterized as Network Devices. Navigating to the Configuration Tab
in version 3.1.0 and greater, the Configure Network Devices menu includes two
options used for managing AD Servers in the Beacon system configuration. Those
options are titled Add Active Directory and List Active Directory in the Beacon
UI and are accessed from the Configuration Tab and selection of the Network
Devices option.

Adding an Active Directory server is accomplished via the Add Active Directory
Server form. For each AD Server containing computer object endpoint data to be
collected by Beacon, one (or more) entries for the AD Server is configured using
this form. AD Server entries previously saved to the configuration can be viewed
and edited using the List Active Directory form.

An AD Server entry in the Beacon configuration consists of the following
information about the Server to be queried by Beacon:

• Server Name - The Fully-Qualified Domain Name (preferable) of the AD Server,
or alternatively the IP address.

• Description - enables the entry of free-form text to provide a description of
each AD Server added to the Beacon configuration.

• Designated Collector Module - Each AD Server entry effectively assigns regular
LDAP query responsibilities to the system, specifically to a NetMap module on
one of the Collectors. Each AD Server entry should have a designated Collector
module assigned to query it.

• Username - The username of an AD user that has LDAP query privileges,
preferably a Service Account should be used.

Note The AD username to be used by Beacon for LDAP queries to the AD Server should 
be specified in the Beacon configuration in FQDN format, e.g., 
username@ad.mydomain.com

• Password - the password for the user specified

• Base DN - the Base DN specifies the point in the AD that should be used when
querying this server to find the computer objects in the directory. Choice of an
appropriate Base DN is very important, and covered in much more detail later
in this section.

It is highly recommended that the Beacon administrator consult with the Active
Directory administrator to gather the information required for the Beacon
configuration. When provided with the configuration requirements listed
immediately above, the AD Administrator should in most cases be able to provide
the Beacon administrator with the information required to configure Beacon to
begin successfully collecting endpoint data from AD Servers.

In cases where consultation with the AD admin is not practical, the following
guidance is provided to assist in the proper configuration of this Beacon feature. It
is not intended however to replace consultation with the local AD expert. Using the
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Active Directory Explorer, an advanced Active Directory (AD) viewer and editor
available directly from Microsoft, the Beacon administrator can determine and
verify the parameters necessary for adding an AD Server to the Beacon
configuration for access via LDAP.

Note Active Directory Explorer is used in the following example, but other LDAP 
browsers provide similar functionality. If the reader is familiar with other LDAP 
browsers, the same procedures outlined below are applicable for verifying 
credentials and determination of appropriate base DN.

For those unfamiliar with Active Directory Explorer, Complete instructions for
downloading and installing the tool can be found in the following Microsoft Technet
article at:

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/bb963907.aspx

Using Active Directory Explorer to Verify AD Server Credentials and
Determine Base DN

In the following example, we will detail how Active Directory Explorer can be used
on a Windows PC to establish LDAP communication with a selected Microsoft AD
Server. Through this example, verification of user credentials and determination of
a correct Base DN are demonstrated.

From a Windows PC, utilize Active Directory Explorer to establish an LDAP
connection to the selected AD Server by following the steps outlined below while
referring to Figure 3-1:

Step 1 Start the Active Directory Explorer application.

Step 2 Enter the user name of a user with LDAP query privileges

Step 3 Enter the password for the specified user

Step 4 Check the Save this connection, and enter a name to save with it if desired.
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Figure 3-1 Connect to AD Server Using Active Directory Explorer

If the supplied credentials are valid and the user is enabled for LDAP access to the
AD server, you should see the target AD server displayed in the typical Windows
tree view as shown in.

Figure 3-2 Successful Access to AD Server via Active Directory Explorer
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Tip Active Directory Servers added to the Beacon configuration must have the 
username specified in the fully-qualified format, e.g., 
administrator@ad.mydomain.com.

Using Active Directory Explorer to Determine Base DNs for Beacon Queries
Beacon is interested only in the Computer Objects within the Active Directory. As
described in the configuration guide, for domain member computers which have a
matching common name in the directory to a DHCP hostname or DNS Name
previously collected by, the AD information for the endpoint will be
collected/stored to the Beacon DB and be available for profiling.

In order to make the most efficient query via LDAP, the base DN to initiate the
query for computer objects within the directory should be specified for the AD
Server configuration within Beacon

The location of computer objects within the directory varies based on the setup of
the AD as configured by the AD administrator. When configuring this feature, it is
recommended to consult with the administrator of target AD servers to determine
the base DN from which to initiate a search for all computer objects in the
directory. Note that in some cases, computer objects may be stored in more than
one location in the directory. In this scenario it is important to choose a base DN or
base DNs, which result in queries that collect all computer objects.

Tip In larger AD implementations consisting of servers with 2,500 or more computer 
objects per server, it may be preferable to configure multiple instances for a single 
physical AD Server in the Beacon configuration specifying two or more base DNs to 
initiate LDAP queries for computer objects from. It is perfectly valid, even 
preferable to have multiple instances for the same AD server rather than initiating 
a search at a base DN that results in unneeded traversal of directory branches that 
do not contain computer objects. Such traversals place a higher load on the AD 
server and Beacon without any gains in the collection of data useful for Endpoint 
Profiling. Again, careful consultation with the AD admin will allow the selection of 
the proper base DN (or DNs) to initiate queries for computer object via LDAP.

The Active Directory Explorer tool can provide some insight into the directory
structure of a given AD Server and assist in the determination of the base DN (or
DNs) that should be configured for Beacon.

Using Active Directory Explorer browse the Directory Structure to find a suitable
base DN (or base DNs) as outlined in the following paragraphs.

Expand the tree to view drill into the DC entry as shown in Figure 3-3 below.
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Figure 3-3 Browsing the AD Server Directory Structure

Note the root DN immediately below the selected AD sever
(oliver.ad.lab.bspruce.com), in the example (Figure 3-3)
DC=ad,DC=lab,DC=bspruce,DC=com.

Immediately beneath the root are the subdirectories (or branches) of information
stored in the directory itself. The subdirectories branches on a given AD server will
vary widely from network to network. For the purposes of Beacon configuration,
the objective is to determine where in this structure computer objects for
domain member machines reside.

In many AD implementations (certainly not all), the computer objects in the
domain are stored in the CN=Computers branch of the directory immediately
beneath the root. Expand the CN=Computers branch by clicking on the + to the
left of the object as shown in below. All computer objects (7 in the example) in this
part of the directory will be displayed.
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Figure 3-4 Browsing Computer Objects in the Active Directory

Armed with this information we are at a decision point regarding the correct base
DN to use for Beacon configuration of this AD Server: should two AD Server
instances be added to the Beacon configuration (more efficient in terms of the
traversal required on each query). Or as an alternative for the sake of ease of
configuration: simply using the root DN and searching the entire directory via
LDAP for computer objects which would also include collection of the object
representing the Server itself?

The decision is guided primarily by the number of computer objects and the overall
directory structure (e.g., number of levels or subdirectories).

For AD Servers with a small number of computer objects (less than a thousand
total), and relatively “flat” directory structure (one or two levels beneath the root
DN), specifying the root as the base DN in the Beacon configuration is
recommended.

AD Servers containing greater than a thousand computer objects with computer
objects residing more than two levels below the root DN should be configured as
multiple AD Servers in the Beacon configuration. Each of configuration instances in
this case should be configured with their respective Base DN specified to be as
close to the computer objectives themselves as practical. Again, this ensures
minimal impact on the AD server by avoiding queries that must traverse an
expansive directory structure.
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Planning Considerations Specific to Distributed Beacon
Systems

As outlined in Chapter 2, the Beacon system can be deployed as a centralized
(standalone All-in-one or All-in-one HA-pair) for smaller environments. In this
configuration, the communication between the local collector and the Server
module occurs using the same mechanisms (e.g., encrypted TCP connection), but
in this configuration the communication remains internal to the appliance using the
loopback interface. The configuration enabling this communication is created
automatically as the All-in-one system is started up.

In larger environments, it may be desirable to deploy on or more Remote
Collection appliances that perform the endpoint data collection function for an
All-in-one/Server Only system; the so-called Distributed Beacon System. This of
course relies on communication over the network between the Forwarder
module(s) running on the Remote Collection appliance(s) and the Server module
running on the All-in-one/Server Only utilizing the management interface (eth0) of
the appliances. This will require some amount of additional configuration by the
Beacon administrator as the system is initially configured to enable 

When deploying a distributed Beacon system employing Remote Collection
appliances, the intercommunication between the Server module and the
Forwarder(s) on the Collectors needs to be included in the planning process.
During startup of Remote Collection appliances, the startup script will prompt for
the parameters that govern the communication between the Collector and the
Server.

As outlined in detail in “Server Module Network Connections on Distributed Beacon
Systems” section on page 6-5 of Chapter 6, a Remote Collection appliance can be
set up for communications with the Server module in one of two ways:

1. Collector configured as client (most common)

2. Collector configured as server (used in rare occasions where firewall traversal 
may be an issue)

For the first option which is most common, prior to configuration of the Remote
Collection appliance(s) configured in this manner, the following parameters must
be known and entered correctly during startup of the Remote Collection appliance,
hence should be determined during the planning phase:

• The IP address of the All-in-one/Collector Only this Remote Collection appliance
will connect with.

Note If the All-in-one/Server Only is an HA-pair, the VIP of the pair will be entered when 
configuring the Remote Collection appliance.

• Encryption Type (AES default)

• Shared key

For the second option, where the Server module will initiate the connection to the
Forwarder on the Remote Collection appliance, the following parameters must be
known and entered correctly during startup of the Remote Collection appliance(s)
configured with Network Connections of type 'Server':
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• The IP address of the All-in-one/Collector Only this Remote Collection appliance
will connect with.

Note If the All-in-one/Server Only is an HA-pair, the configuration of the Remote 
Collection appliance configured with a connection type of 'Server' will require the 
entry of three IP addresses: VIP of the pair, IP of eth0 interfaces of both 
appliances in the pair.

VIP of the pair will be entered when configuring the Remote Collection appliance.

• Encryption Type (AES default)

• Shared key

Having this information close at hand for all appliances in the distributed Beacon
system can greatly facilitate the initial configuration process and avoid
mis-configurations that prevent network communications between the systems.

Considerations for NetMap in Distributed Beacon Systems
SNMP polling of network infrastructure devices is done at specified intervals by the
Beacon system according to system-level parameters. When link up/MAC
notification traps and link down traps signalling an endpoint joining or leaving the
network are received by a NetTrap module, the Server module will direct a NetMap
module to poll for the port-specific parameters it needs to gather on an endpoint
join or leave.

Each network device in the Beacon configuration is assigned a NetMap module that
will be responsible for the SNMP polling (regular and trap-based) of the device.

When planning the implementation of a distributed Beacon system it is good
practice to distribute SNMP polling responsibility amongst the NetMap modules on
the two or more Collectors so that the workload associated with endpoint data
gathering by SNMP is split between the Collectors.

Timesaver The NetMap module polling assignment can be done per network device group 
rather than at the individual device level. All devices in a group will be assigned to 
an available NetMap module in accordance with the group configuration. The 
network device list referred to earlier in the chapter can be broken into multiple CSV 
files (e.g., one CSV file per group/NetMap module and imported into the Beacon 
configuration per group.

SNMP trap processing by NetTrap and SNMP polling of network infrastructure
devices by NetMap are decoupled. Any Beacon Collector receiving a Link
State/MAC Notification trap will inform the Beacon Server, and the Server will in
turn create a task for the responsible NetMap module to poll the network device to
determine what changed on the port. It is not necessary for traps to be sent to the
Collector responsible for polling a given network device.
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Tip In version 3.1, the option to trust Cisco MAC notifications was added to the Profiler 
Server SNMP trap handling capability. When this option is selected in the Profiler 
Server configuration, the information in the MAC Notification trap is processed 
directly by the Profiler Server when forwarded by the receiving NetMap. A single 
poll from NetMap follows the MAC notification to collect only PAE MIB information 
from the trapping device.

Beacon System Configuration Workflow
The initial system configuration of a Beacon Endpoint Profiler is a multi-step
process. Prior to beginning implementation of the system, it is highly
recommended that a system-level project plan be developed specific to the
implementation using the guidance provide thus far in this chapter.

Of primary importance is an understanding of the Beacon system components:
how they will be addressed, where they will be placed in the network to collect
necessary endpoint data, and how polling of network infrastructure devices will be
distributed amongst the NetMap modules in the system running on the Beacon
Collector appliances.

This information should be well established prior to the startup of the Beacon
Server and the Beacon Collectors that comprise the system. The startup procedure
requires the input of these parameters as each Beacon appliance in the system is
installed and provided with its basic initial configuration and should be readily
available by personnel performing the installation/initialization as outlined in the
next chapter.

The Beacon system configuration workflow begins with completion of the appliance
startup procedures for the Beacon All-in-one/Server Only (or HA-pair) and the
Remote Collection appliances to be deployed in the system when applicable.
Appliance start-up procedures are completed on each appliance using keyboard
and monitor, or a terminal session so that the appliances can be configured with an
initial configuration enabling network communication. Detailed instructions for
initial startup of Beacon Server and Collector appliances are provided in Chapter 4.
Once the Server and Collector(s) have been initially configured, all further system
configurations are completed via the web interface.

The Beacon system can be integrated with NAC and 802.1X Authentication
solutions available from third parties. This optional configuration of the system is
described in Chapter 15 of this document for integration via standards-based
LDAP, or through proprietary API-level integration such as that used for integration
of Beacon with NAC Appliance as described in Appendix. 

Typically, integration of the Beacon system with external systems is done after the
system has run in production for some time, discovered all endpoints and endpoint
profiles have been tuned so that the number of endpoints in the Not Profiled state
is minimum.

Table 3-1 below provides a top-level flow of Beacon system configuration tasks
that should be undertaken when initially deploying a Beacon system. If the
planning tasks outlined in this chapter are completed prior to beginning the
installation, completion of these tasks is achievable assuming the Beacon
appliances are ready for installation with the necessary network connections.
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Table 3-1 Beacon System Configuration Task Chart

Task Description
1. Appliance Startup Complete appliance start-up procedure for the

Profiler Server and Collector(s) by following
procedures outlined in Chapter 4, “Beacon
Installation and Initial Configuration”. These steps
initialize and address all components as well as
enable network communications for all components.
Establish web session with the Profiler Server to
complete system configuration.

2. My Networks 
Configuration

Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler
for the Target Environment” outlines procedures for
licensing the Beacon system and for configuring
Beacon for the target environment. In addition it
outlines the procedures for saving system
configuration changes that are used for all future
system configuration accomplished via the Beacon
User Interface.

3. Configure Profiler 
Server

Chapter 6, “Configuring the Beacon Server Module”
outlines the configuration procedure for the Beacon
Server component via the User Interface. Completion
of the configuration of the Profiler Server, specifically
the configuration of required Network Connections
should be completed prior to adding the Profiler
Collector(s) to the system configuration.

4. Add Collectors Chapter 7, “Add and Configure Beacon Collectors”
outlines the procedure for adding each of the
Collectors to the system, and the configuration of
each of the component modules (such as the
Forwarder, NetMap, NetWatch, NetInquiry, and
NetTrap) that run on each Collector as required for
each Collector.

It is emphasized throughout the chapter that
enablement of the Collector component modules is
done selectively on a per-Collector basis: only the
components necessary for the collection techniques
planned for a given Collector should be
configured/enabled.
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Beacon Appliance Startup
At this time, collect the necessary information outlined in this chapter and proceed
with initialization of the Server and each Collector as outlined in the table in
accordance with the procedures outlined in Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and
Initial Configuration”. The initial startup of each appliance is done via a
script-driven process using a console connection.

If a system-level plan has been made in accordance with the guidance provided in
this chapter, and procedures outlined in the following chapters for the initial
configuration is adhered to, the system will begin discovering and profiling
endpoints soon after the completion of the tasks outlined in Table 3-1. More
importantly, a solid foundation has been established for further configuration and
tuning of the Beacon system. This will ensure that as more advanced configuration
tasks such as enabling the Beacon system for integration with other systems are
completed, the system continues to operate as expected.

5. Configure Network 
Infrastructure Devices

Chapter 8, “Network Infrastructure Device
Configuration” outlines the procedures for adding the
network infrastructure devices to the system
configuration. Polling of network infrastructure
devices is distributed amongst the NetMap modules
running on the Collectors in the system. Network
infrastructure devices and the necessary SNMP
information are added or imported to the system
configuration, and a NetMap module is designated to
poll each network device.

In in release 3.1, NetMap collection of endpoint data
from Active Directory Servers was added. If this
optional collection technique will be used, it is
configured at this juncture as well.

6. Configure Endpoint 
Profiles

Chapters 9, 10, and 11 outline the procedures for
enabling the endpoint Profiles included with the
Beacon system, and for creating new Endpoint
Profiles using the available endpoint attribute types.
The use of the rule types used in Profile creation for
both passive and active endpoint profiling is outlined
in these chapters to provide guidance with the
configuration of a workable Profile Hierarchy and the
Endpoint Profiles that enable that design for Endpoint
Profiling and Identity Monitoring in the target
environment.

Endpoint Profile Tuning is an ongoing, iterative
process in the operation of the Beacon system, but
from the outset, a basic profiling strategy is put into
place using the guidance provided in these chapters.

Table 3-1 Beacon System Configuration Task Chart

Task Description
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Beacon Installation and Initial Configuration

This chapter contains the following sections:

• Installing the Beacon Appliance Hardware, page 4-1

• Standalone Beacon Appliance Startup, page 4-5

• Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: All-in-One Appliances, page 4-20

• Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: Server Only Appliances, page 4-25

• Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: Remote Collection Appliances,
page 4-30

• Configuring a Beacon All-in-one/Server Only HA-Pair, page 4-41

Installing the Beacon Appliance Hardware
Follow the steps listed below to power-up the Beacon appliance and establish a
console session which will allow the completion of the Appliance/Beacon software
startup.

In conjunction with the 3.1.1 release of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Great Bay
Software included a technology-refresh to the Beacon appliances. These
appliances that began shipping in April of 2010 are referred to in this guide as the
“2nd Generation Beacon Appliances.” The 2nd Generation appliances are all 1U
form factor, with redundant power supplies, no PS/2 connectors, and 6 2.5” hard
drives which allow them to be easily identified. The 1st Generation Beacon
appliances consisted of 1U units with 3 3.5” hard drive bays and a single power
supply, and a 2U unit also with 3.5” hard drive bays.

Warning The 2nd Generation Beacon Appliances are incompatible with releases of 
the Beacon Endpoint Profiler earlier than the 3.1.1 release. Attempts to 
load earlier releases onto the hard drive from the CD via ISO will fail.

Note For installation and startup of Beacon Mini-collectors, refer to Appendix C, “The 
Beacon Mini-Collector”.

Step 1 Carefully open the shipping carton and remove the appliance. Remove any packing 
material from the appliance.
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Tip Retain the carton and the shipping materials in the event that the unit needs to be 
shipped in the future.

Step 2 Check the unit for obvious damage. If the appliance appears to be damaged, DO 
NOT INSTALL the unit. Contact GBS customer support for instructions on how to 
obtain a replacement unit.

Step 3 Confirm that the carton contains the following:

• Beacon Appliance Chassis

• Rack-mount kit

• Beacon Appliance locking bezel with keys

• Power cord

Step 4 The appliance may be operated as a free-standing unit or mounted in a standard 
19-inch equipment rack or cabinet. For instructions on rack mounting using the 
rack-mount kit provided please refer to the instruction card included with the 
rack-mount kit. Rack mount kit instructions are also available on the Great Bay 
Software Support web site.

Step 5 After mounting the unit in the desired location, connect the power cable (or cables) 
to the device’s AC power receptacle(s) located on the rear of the appliance and plug 
the other end of the power cable into a grounded AC outlet.

Note Upon connecting the appliance power cord to a live AC outlet, the appliance will 
illuminate several LEDs; however, the appliance will not boot the Beacon software 
image until the power switch on the control panel is activated. The appliance BIOS 
is set to “last state” if the power to the appliance is removed while it is running, 
the appliance will restart automatically upon application of power.

Step 6 A monitor, keyboard and mouse may be connected to the Beacon appliance either 
directly or via a KVM switch by making the appropriate connections using the 
keyboard, mouse and video connectors provided on the rear of the Beacon 
appliance as shown in Figure 4-1 (1st generation 1U appliance), Figure 4-3 (1st 
generation 2U appliance), or Figure 4-3 (2nd Generation Beacon appliances). These 
peripherals and the console session will be necessary only for the initial IP 
configuration of the management interface of the appliance required to establish 
network connectivity and initial configuration of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler 
services.

Note Alternatively, a laptop or desktop computer running HyperTerminal or similar 
terminal emulation program can be used to access the Beacon appliance command 
line interface. On all 1U appliances (1st and 2nd Generation), the RJ-45 Serial port 
adjacent to Eth0 (e0) is activated. On the 2U appliances, the male DB-9 serial port 
immediately above Eth0 and Eth1 is used for establishing a serial connection to 
the appliance. Parameters for all appliances are 9600 baud, N, 8 and 1.
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Figure 4-1 Beacon Appliance Back Panel (1st gen 1u)

Figure 4-2 Beacon Appliance Back Panel (1st Generation 2U)

Figure 4-3 Beacon Appliance Back Panel (2nd Generation)

Step 7 To connect the management interface of the Beacon appliance to the network, 
attach an appropriate Ethernet cable (equipped with an RJ-45 connector) to the 
copper Ethernet port labeled e0:Mgt located on the rear of the appliance. When 
viewing the appliance from the rear, e0:Mgt (eth0) is the Ethernet (RJ-45) port 
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furthest to the left. See Figure 4-1 (1U appliances),Figure 4-3 (2U appliances) and 
Figure 4-3 (2nd Generation) above for the location of e0. Connect the other end of 
the Ethernet cable to an available network port.

Step 8 To power on the Beacon appliance, press the “power on” button located on the front 
panel of the appliance. Power-up status may be determined by observing the LEDs 
on the device’s front panel and startup of the chassis fans.

Step 9 Confirm the network connectivity to the Beacon appliance by observing the Ethernet 
port’s status LEDs. The LEDs on the NIC cards of the Beacon appliance are 
interpreted as shown in the figure below:

Note If the NIC port LEDs do not indicate properly after connecting the cable from the 
appliance to the network port, check to make sure that the correct type of cable 
has been used to connect the Beacon appliance to the network and that the switch 
port is enabled and properly configured.

Step 10 Connect the monitoring interface or interfaces to the desired network ports. The 
second on-motherboard copper port (labeled e1:HA/Mon) in the figures above as 
well as the copper and or fiber ports added to the appliance expansion slots (labeled 
e2:Mon through e5:Mon) can be utilized as additional monitor ports for the Beacon 
system. The number of ports in the expansion slot will be 2 ports or 4 ports based 
on Beacon appliance model, and numbered e2 to e3 or e2 to e5 (4-port and 6-port 
appliances respectively). The Beacon system can use the monitor ports to passively 
collect network packets of interest for analysis by NetWatch. 

Note In order for the monitoring ports to collect network traffic useful for Endpoint 
Profiling and Identity Monitoring, traffic of interest needs to be redirected to the 
network infrastructure port connected to the Beacon appliance monitoring port 
using SPAN, RSPAN or other traffic mirroring capability provided by the installed 
network infrastructure. 

Table 4-1 Appliance NIC Port Status Indicators

LED LED Status Description
Left Off No network connection (Link down)

Solid Amber Network link established (Link up)
Blinking Amber Transmit/receive activity

Right Off 10 Mbps connection (if left LED is on/blinking)
Solid Amber 100 Mbps connection
Solid Green 1000 Mbps connection
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Standalone Beacon Appliance Startup
The procedure in this section is used for the configuration of standalone Beacon
appliances. All-in-one and Server Only appliances that will operate in standalone
mode and not use the HA-pair option will be configured using the instructions in
this section. Remote Collection appliances do not support the HA-pair option and
must be configured using this procedure.

Note If you are configuring an All-in-one or Server Only HA-pair you must use the 
procedure outlined in the “Configuring a Beacon All-in-one/Server Only HA-Pair” 
section on page 4-41.

All Beacon appliances ship with the Beacon Endpoint Profiler software pre-installed
on the hard drive. When the system is started for the first time, a series of startup
scripts guide the installer through several command-line tasks necessary to create
an initial configuration of the standalone Beacon appliance and enable system
management via the web-based UI. These steps establish IP connectivity so that
the web-based UI can be accessed on the Server, and communication established
between appliances in a distributed system. 

Prior to beginning the procedures outlined for standalone appliance startup
outlined in the later subsections, it is recommended that a top-level Beacon
system design has been completed as outlined in Chapter 3 of this guide and the
parameters of the standalone Beacon appliance be collected as outlined in the next
section.

Collect Necessary Configuration Data
Prior to beginning the setup of a Beacon Appliance in a Standalone configuration,
collect and record the data in Table 4-2 to ease the setup process.

Warning Hostnames for All-in-one/Remote Collection Beacon appliances are 
limited to 24 characters maximum.

NoteThe following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords throughout the 
Beacon System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return (\r), and null.

Table 4-2 Standalone Beacon Appliance—Configuration Data

Parameter Value
Password for root system user
account (appliance CLI access via
SSH)
Password for beacon system user
account (CLI access)
Hostname (24 chars or less)
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As part of the startup of the Beacon Appliance, a digital certificate is
created/self-signed to enable SSL encryption, along with a Certificate Signing
Request (CSR). Information for creation of the digital cert/CSR such as the FQDN,
organization unit identifier, organization identifier, etc. should be close at hand
before beginning the startup procedures for Beacon appliances.

Complete Initial Standalone Appliance Configuration
After the necessary configuration data is collected as outlined in the previous
section, the appliance should be powered on if it is not already running.

Upon the Beacon Appliance booting for the first time, a standard login prompt is
presented either on the monitor connected to the appliance or displayed through
terminal emulation on a connected laptop/desktop as illustrated in Figure 4-4.

Follow the steps outlined below to begin configuration of the standalone Beacon
Appliance.

Step 1 Enter root at the login prompt to log into the appliance as the 'root' system user, 
and press Enter. 

Figure 4-4 Beacon System Login Prompt

Tip On the first boot of the Beacon appliance, there are no passwords set for the root 
or beacon system user accounts. Passwords for the system user accounts will be 
established during startup

Upon logging in as root, the system will display the dialog shown in Figure 4-5.

Management Interface (eth0) IP
address
Management Interface Net Mask
Default Gateway
Name Server IP address
NTP Server(s) FQDN or IP address(es)
Web Admin User Password
(beacon by default)

Table 4-2 Standalone Beacon Appliance—Configuration Data
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Tip If the screen shown in Figure 4-5 is not shown upon first login as the root 
system user, enter the command service profiler config to start the 
Beacon startup scripts manually.

For new installations select OK and press enter, this will result in the execution of
the startup scripts in their entirety as described in this section. 

Figure 4-5 Initial Configuration

Note Selecting Control-C or selecting Cancel on one of the user input screens while 
running the startup scripts will result in bypass of the configuration scripts, taking 
the user back to the system prompt without completing the initial configuration. 
The scripts can be restarted at any time by entering the service profiler 
config command as the root system user.

The initial configuration scripts will then step the installer through several screens
to set a number of environment-specific IP configuration parameters for the
appliance including hostname, management interface IP address and mask,
default gateway and name server (DNS server) for the newly installed Beacon
appliance.

Step 2 Assign the Beacon appliance hostname using the Configure Hostname form 
illustrated in Figure 4-6.

Warning Hostnames for Beacon appliances can be a maximum of 24 characters in 
length.

Tip The license file for the Beacon appliance running the Server module 
(All-in-one and Server Only appliances) is linked to the and case sensitive 
hostname assigned to the appliance. Be sure to note the hostname assigned 
to each All-in-one/Server Only appliance to ensure that the correct key file is 
generated/installed on each All-in-one/Server Only appliance.
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Tip For Remote Collection appliances, the host name of the appliance assigned 
at startup establishes the Collector name. Be sure to note the host name(s) 
of the Remote Collection appliance(s) in the system to ease adding those 
Collectors to the system configuration as outlined in Chapter 7.

Figure 4-6 Configure Hostname

Enter the desired and case sensitive hostname for this Beacon Appliance. Tab to 
select OK and press Enter to proceed with IP configuration.

Step 3 Configure the eth0(Management) IP address using the form illustrated in 
Figure 4-7.

Figure 4-7 Configure Network Management Interface: IP Address

Enter the desired IP address for the Beacon Appliance management interface in 
dotted decimal notation (e.g., 10.10.10.1), ensure ‘OK’ is selected and press Enter.

Step 4 Enter the network mask of the management interface using the next form, shown 
in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8 Configure Network Management Interface Network Mask

Enter the network mask to be utilized by the management interface in dotted 
decimal notation (e.g., 255.255.255.0), select OK using the arrow keys and press 
Enter 

Step 5 Set the default gateway (router) IP address for the management interface using the 
form shown in Figure 4-9.

The default gateway is the IP address of the router interface servicing the network
segment to which the Beacon Server management interface is physically
connected. This parameter specifies the router the Beacon Server will utilize to
reach other subnets and networks beyond its own.

Figure 4-9 Configure Network Management Interface: Gateway

Enter the IP address of the desired default gateway for the Beacon Appliance in 
dotted decimal notation (e.g., 10.10.10.254). Select OK using the arrow keys and 
press Enter to proceed.

Step 6 Specify the name server (DNS) IP to be used by this Beacon appliance for name 
resolution using the form shown in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10 Configure Network Management Interface: Name Server

Upon entering the name server IP address, selecting OK and pressing Enter, a 
summary of the IP Information configured thus far will be provided as illustrated in 
Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11 Verify Network Information

Step 7 Verify that the configuration information entered thus far is correct for the Beacon 
appliance being configured. If the IP Configuration is correct, ensure 'Yes' is 
selected and then press Enter to save the parameters and apply them to the 
Management Interface of the appliance.

If changes are required to the IP parameters, use the arrow keys to select 'No' and 
press enter. This will cause the scripts to restart from the beginning of the 
assignment of the IP parameters for the management interface. All data entered for 
these parameters will be lost and the data entry of IP parameters will restart.

Step 8 Upon accepting the Network Information, the configuration scripts will restart all 
the network interfaces on the Beacon Appliance to make the configuration changes 
active on the management interface. After the interfaces restart successfully, the 
screen in Figure 4-12 is displayed indicating that the IP configuration has been 
completed and that the scripts will continue with the configuration of NTP on the 
appliance as outlined in the following section.
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Tip At this time, the validity of the completed IP configuration can be verified by issuing 
a Ping to the IP address of the Beacon appliance from another networked endpoint. 
If the appliance does not respond to a ping ensure it is connected to the network 
and re-validate the configuration of the eth0 interface before proceeding.

Configuration of NTP
It is recommended that NTP be configured on all Beacon appliances. The use of
NTP on the appliances in a Beacon system will provide accurate timestamps for
logs and the UI. It is mandatory that on a HA pair, that NTP be setup

Step 1 From the Time Zone Configuration screen, the user has the option to use the default 
NTP time of ‘UTC’, by selecting ‘No’, in which the script will start at the ‘NTP 
Configuration’ screen. Or the option to change the Time Zone, by selecting ‘Yes’, in 
which the script will start at the “Time Zone Selector” screen.

Step 2 In order to change the default Time Zone from ‘UTC’, ensure 'Yes' is selected and 
press the Enter key to start the NTP Configuration portion of the Beacon start-up 
scripts from the NTP Configuration screen shown in Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12 NTP Configuration

Step 3 The Time Zone Selector screen, Figure 4-13 appears. Select the correct Time Zone 
Region using the up or down arrow keys, ensure that 'OK' is selected (tab key) then 
press the Enter key to select the region the appliance is installed in.To
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Figure 4-13 : Select Region

Step 4 The scripts advance to the Country/Region selector (Figure 4-14.) Select the 
correct Country using the up or down arrow keys, ensure 'OK' is selected (tab key) 
then press the Enter key to select the country.

Figure 4-14 Select Country

Step 5 The next screen allow the selection of the Time Zones available in the selected 
Region/Country. Select the desired Time Zone using the up or down arrow keys, 
ensure 'OK' is selected (tab key) then press the Enter key to select the desired time 
zone.(See Figure 4-15, United States Eastern time in the example.)
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Figure 4-15 Select Time Zone

Step 6 Confirm the correct Time Zone using the Enter key with 'Yes' selected, or use the 
right arrow to highlight 'No' if the time zone needs to be changed.(See Figure 4-16.)

Figure 4-16 Confirm Time Zone

Step 7 In order to add NTP Servers to the Beacon Configuration select ‘Yes’, this must be 
configured for HA applances.(See Figure 4-17)

Figure 4-17 NTP Configuration
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Step 8 Enter the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) (preferred) or the IP address of the 
primary NTP Server that this Beacon Appliance will use as its time server. Enter only 
one IP/DNS address at this screen. Use the Enter key to select OK, (See 
Figure 4-18.)

Note As NTP Servers are entered, the Beacon system will attempt to confirm NTP 
connectivity with the specified server. If the system is unable to get an NTP 
response from the IP/DNS entered, a message indicating that NTP connectivity 
with the last IP/DNS entered has failed and the scripts will allow the entry of an 
alternative NTP server.the same screen will appear again allowing entry of an 
alternate NTP Sever for the system to be entered.(See Figure 4-18.) 

Step 9 Continue to this process until all NTP Servers that the appliance should use for time 
service have been added to the configuration. See Figure 4-18 for an example. Tab 
to select 'OK' and press Enter when ready to add another NTP Server.

Figure 4-18 Add NTP Server(s)

Step 10 When all of the desired NTP Servers have been added to the configuration, type 
‘done’ in the field, tab to select 'OK', then press enter to proceed with the next step 
in the NTP setup as illustrated in Figure 4-19.

Figure 4-19 Done with NTP Server(s)
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Step 11 The next screen (Figure 4-20) allows verification that the desired NTP Server(s) 
have been added to the Beacon Appliance configuration, select Yes (tab key) and 
Enter to proceed to the next phase of appliance startup.

Tip If it is necessary to make a change to the configured NTP servers at this time, use 
the tab key to select 'No'. The NTP server list will be cleared and the form in 
Figure 4-18 is redisplayed to allow the re-entry of NTP servers.

Figure 4-20 Verify NTP Server(s)

Tip The NTP configuration scripts can be run/re-run in their entirety by entering the 
command service profiler setupntp at the command line as the root system 
user.

Complete Initial Beacon Endpoint Profiler Configuration
After the successful start of NTP, the screen in Figure 4-21 is displayed indicating
that the scripts are continuing with the creation of the initial Beacon Endpoint
Profiler services configuration. 

Step 1 Press the enter key to begin the initial configuration of Endpoint Profiler services on 
the standalone appliance.
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Figure 4-21 Welcome to the Beacon Endpoint Profiler

The next screens allow review and acceptance of the Great Bay Software EULA.
Use the arrow keys to view the license in its entirety.(See Figure 4-22.)

Figure 4-22 Great Bay Software License

Step 2 When you have read the license and are ready to accept and proceed, select Exit 
and then press the Enter key to move to the next screen which will allow you to 
indicate your acceptance of the license. 

Step 3 Select Yes and press enter to accept the EULA and continue with Beacon services 
configuration.(See Figure 4-23.)

Tip The EULA is available in text format on the Beacon appliance file system at 
/usr/beacon/GBS-EULA.txt, and can be downloaded and printed.
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Figure 4-23 Accept Great Bay Software License

Note Selecting ‘No’ will halt the configuration of the initial configuration and return the 
user to the command prompt. Installation will not proceed without the operator 
acknowledging their acceptance of the Great Bay Software EULA. 

Step 4 Select the Beacon Appliance System Type.

The scripts now allow the administrator to designate the standalone appliance to
function in one of the three available Beacon System Types (operating modes).
This selection determines the feature set installed and enabled on the Beacon
appliance, causing the startup scripts to branch accordingly. See Chapter 2 of the
Beacon Configuration guide for an overview of the Beacon system architecture and
system deployment options.

Each Beacon appliance is designated to be one of the following System Types at
start-up: All-in-one, Server Only or Remote Collection. Each of the Beacon
System Types is described briefly below:

– Designating the appliance an All-in-one Beacon system type results in all
system and collector modules of the Beacon system being loaded and
enabled on the appliance. Specifically, the Server and local collector are
installed. This is the option to choose for single appliance and other
installations in which this Beacon appliance will maintain the database,
serve the web-based UI and run one or more of the Collector component
modules to collect endpoint data for profiling. All-in-one appliances can act
either autonomously, or may be used in conjunction with additional Remote
Collection appliances placed elsewhere in the network (distributed Beacon
deployments).

– Designating the appliance a Server Only Beacon system type results in
only the Beacon Server module being installed on the appliance. This is the
option to choose when the appliance being configured will maintain the
Beacon database and serve the web-based UI, but will not run any
Collector modules. This option sets the appliance up to utilize all available
resources for running the Beacon engine, database and management of the
system including Remote Collection appliances placed at other points in the
network. 

Note In order for the Beacon system to perform the endpoint profiling and identity 
monitoring functions, there must be at least one other Beacon appliance running 
Beacon collector module(s) and forwarding collected endpoint data to the 
appliance configured as Server Only.
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– Designating the appliance a Remote Collection Beacon system type
results in the appliance being setup to run only the Beacon collector
modules and Forwarder, that relies on relaying the endpoint data it collects
to another appliance (e.g., All-in-one or Server Only) running the Beacon
Server module. One or more Beacon appliances running in Remote
Collection mode are used in distributed Beacon system deployments.
Remote Collection appliances utilize all available appliance resources to
collect data and forward it to another appliance in the system that is
maintaining the database and serving the web-based UI for the system.
Appliances configured for Remote Collection do not serve the web-based UI
and therefore are dependent on another appliance in the system for their
configuration and management over the network. Remote Collection
appliances are used exclusively in distributed systems.

The next configuration screen (Figure 4-24) allows the selection of the desired 
System Type for the standalone appliance being configured. From this screen, 
select one of the System Types using the arrow keys, ensure 'OK, then press enter.

Figure 4-24 Choose System Type

Step 5 Set the passwords for the appliance system user accounts necessary for Beacon 
system management tasks performed via the CLI: the root and beacon system 
users.

Upon designating the system type, the startup scripts proceed with setting up the 
passwords for the two accounts used to manage the appliance via the CLI: root and 
beacon.

Tip Strong password guidelines should be utilized when choosing the password for the 
root and the beacon user accounts on all Beacon appliances to prevent unauthorized 
access to the systems via the console or SSH. It is highly recommended that the 
passwords for the system user accounts for each appliance in the Beacon system 
be noted as command line access will be required in the future to perform tasks 
such as upgrading the software, etc.
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Tip SSH access via the root system user account is disabled on all Beacon appliances 
as a safety measure. To access the Beacon Appliance CLI via SSH, utilize the beacon 
system user account. If root access is required, elevate after establishing the SSH 
session using the su command, and entering the root system user account 
password.

Create/confirm a password for the root user account on this Beacon Appliance.(See 
Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26)

Figure 4-25 Setting Root Password

Note The following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords throughout 
the Beacon Appliance System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return (\r), 
and null.

Figure 4-26 Enter Root Password & Confirm

Create/confirm a password for the beacon system user account. The beacon user 
system account is used primarily for command-line access to the Beacon Appliance 
via SSH as well as access to the Beacon Appliance system files and control of the 
Beacon Appliance software processes and the database.(See Figure 4-27 and 
Figure 4-28)
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Figure 4-27 Setting Beacon Password

Note The following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords throughout 
the Beacon Appliance System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return (\r), 
and null

Figure 4-28 Enter Beacon Password & Confirm

Once the passwords for the system user accounts (root and beacon) are set, the
startup scripts will branch depending on the system type chosen prior to setting
the system user passwords.

The remaining sections of this guide outline the detailed configuration steps for
each of the three system type options for standalone Beacon appliances. At the
completion of these steps, the standalone Beacon appliance is ready for detailed
configuration via the Beacon web-based user interface.

For step-by-step instructions on All-in-one appliance configuration, please
go to “Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: All-in-One Appliances” on
page 20, of this chapter.
For step-by-step instructions on Server Only appliance configuration,
please go to “Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: Server Only
Appliances” on page 25, of this chapter.
For step-by-step instructions on Remote Collection appliance
configuration, please go to“Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: Remote
Collection Appliances” on page 30, of this chapter.

Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: All-in-One Appliances
To complete the startup of a Beacon Appliance of the All-in-one system type, follow 
the steps outlined in this section.

Step 1 Set the web-based user interface admin user account password. 
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The admin user is the most privileged user of the Beacon system UI. The default 
password for the web-based UI Admin user account is 'beacon.' Selecting OK using 
the arrow keys and pressing Enter will accept the default password and move onto 
the next step. Alternatively, edit the password as desired then tab to select OK and 
press Enter to set the password for the UI admin user(See Figure 4-29.)

Note The admin UI account has full administrative access to the system configuration, 
including the creation and deletion of user accounts for the Beacon UI. It is the 
only UI user account setup on a new system and therefore is required for access to 
the web UI. Please make a note of this password when the system is configured 
initially.

Figure 4-29 Set Web UI Admin account Password

Step 2  Set the HA Configuration option to 'No' and press Enter in the next screen to 
continue the configuration of the Standalone All-in-one system, Figure 4-30

Figure 4-30 Set HA Configuration

Upon skipping the HA configuration option, the startup scripts will advance
automatically into the SSL Certificate setup described in the following section.
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Create Self-signed SSL Certificate
The Beacon system web based UI uses digital certificates so that the authenticity
of the embedded web server on the Beacon appliance running the Server module
can be verified by the browser as it connects for access to the Beacon user
interface served by HTTPS. The system leverages one of the most common
applications of PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) and digital certificates where the
web browser validates that an SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) web server is authentic,
so that the user can feel secure that their interaction with the web server is in fact
trusted and their communications with it secure. This is the same mechanism that
is used today for securing ecommerce and other secure communications with web
sites of many types using SSL.

Beginning with version 3.0, the Endpoint Profiler does not ship with a digital
certificate installed. As part of the system startup of standalone All-in-one Beacon
appliance, a self-signed certificate using the local parameters for the Beacon
system is created so the Beacon UI can be accessed securely via standard SSL.
When the self-signed certificate is created/installed through the startup scripts, a
Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the system is also created automatically. As
an optional step, the CSR can be downloaded off the appliance and submitted to
either an internal or external CA for digital signature if desired/required by local
security policy. The following steps outline the required steps for
creating/installing the self-signed certificate and the optional steps for
downloading the CSR for submission to a CA.

Tip Instructions for replacing the self-signed certificate with a digitally signed certificate 
from a CA are outlined in the “Importing a Digitally Signed SSL Certificate onto the 
Beacon System” section on page 5-17 of Chapter 5.

Step 1 From the “Initial Certificate Setup” screen shown in Figure 4-31 which appears 
automatically after designating that the All-in-one system is not being configured 
with HA, ensure 'Proceed' is selected and press Enter to go to the next screen and 
begin SSL certificate setup.

Figure 4-31 Certificate Setup

Step 2 From the “Choose Certificate Action” screen (Figure 4-32), ensure that option A. 
'Create/Update Self-signed Cert & CSR' and 'OK' are selected. Tab to select 'OK' 
then press the Enter key to proceed with creation of a self-signed SSL certificate 
and CSR for the standalone All-in-one.
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Figure 4-32 Select Certificate Action

Step 3 Upon selecting option A, the screen shown in Figure 4-33 which allows entry of the 
parameters required for the self-signed certificate and CSR that will be created is 
presented by the scripts. Note that all fields in this form must be entered to 
successfully create a self-signed certificate and CSR.

Tip Navigation between the fields for the certificate information is provided by 
the arrow keys. Use the tab key to toggle between field entry and access to 
the 'Submit' and 'Cancel' actions.

Figure 4-33 Certificate Details

Step 4 Once all the certificate details have been entered, use the Tab key to select the 
'Submit' option and then press Enter key to generate the self-signed certificate and 
CSR. The following parameters must be entered in order for the self-signed 
certificate and CSR to be created successfully:

a. Fully-qualified domain name of this Beacon Appliance system (preferred) or 
alternatively the IP address of Beacon Appliance’s Management Interface 
(eth0). 
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Note If the FQDN is specified, the Domain Name of the Beacon Appliance must 
be resolvable via DNS by the system during setup. If DNS configuration 
of the local name server or the appliance itself was not completed, use 
the IP address option. 

b. Organization Unit Name

c. Organization Name

d. City Name

e. State or Province Name

f. Two-letter Country Code

Step 5 After selecting Submit, the self-signed digital certificate is created/installed. The 
system displays “processing,” and then presents the screen shown in Figure 4-34 
which acknowledges successful completion of the self-signed certificate and 
prompts the user to transfer the CSR off the appliance for submission to a CA (if 
desired). The CSR is created in the /home/beacon/ssl directory on the appliance 
and can be transferred off the appliance for submission to a CA for digital signature.

Figure 4-34 Certificate Installed/CSR Saved

Step 6 The Choose Certificate Action screen is presented again, but with the 'Current Cert 
Domain' attribute populated with the information in the newly-generated 
self-signed certificate, Figure 4-35.

Figure 4-35 Certificate Details
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Step 7 Use the Up/Down arrow keys to select option 0.'Exit’ (done with certificates) on the 
form. Tab and Ensure 'OK’ is selected and press the Enter key to exit the SSL Certificate 
startup script and complete the startup of the standalone Beacon Appliance.

Successful completion of the initial configuration of the All-in-one appliance is
indicated by the messages displayed at the console as shown in Figure 4-36.

Figure 4-36 Standalone Beacon All-in-one Appliance startup complete

Note The console session created to perform the initial configuration of the Beacon 
system is still logged in as the root user. Issue the command “logout” at the 
prompt to logout of the system and lock the console.

Transition to Web-based System Management
At this juncture, the All-in-one Beacon appliance is ready for configuration via the
Beacon web-based user interface. Complete the start-up procedures for the
remaining appliances in the Beacon system (if applicable), and transition to
Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for the Target Environment”
which outlines the next steps in the Beacon system configuration using the
web-based user interface via a web browser.

Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: Server Only Appliances
To complete the startup of a Beacon Appliance of the Server Only system type,
follow the steps outlined below.

Step 1 Set the web-based user interface admin user account password. 
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The admin user is the most privileged user of the Beacon system UI. The default 
password for the web-based UI Admin user account is 'beacon.' Selecting OK using 
the arrow keys and pressing Enter will accept the default password and move onto 
the next step. Alternatively, edit the password as desired then select OK and press 
Enter to set the password for the UI admin user (See Figure 4-37.)

Note The admin UI account has full administrative access to the system configuration, 
including the creation and deletion of user accounts via the web interface. It is the 
only UI user account setup on a new system and therefore is required for access to 
the web UI. Please make a note of this password when the system is configured 
initially.

Figure 4-37 Set Admin Web UI Password

Step 2 Set the HA Configuration option to 'No' and press Enter in the next screen 
(Figure 4-38) to continue the configuration of the Standalone Server Only system.

Figure 4-38 HA Configuration

Upon skipping the HA configuration option, the startup scripts will advance
automatically into the SSL Certificate setup described in the next section.

Create Self-signed SSL Certificate
The Beacon system web based UI uses digital certificates so that the authenticity
of the embedded web server on the Beacon appliance running the Server module
can be verified by the browser as it connects for access to the Beacon user
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interface served by HTTPS. The system leverages one of the most common
applications of PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) and digital certificates where the
web browser validates that an SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) web server is authentic,
so that the user can feel secure that their interaction with the web server is in fact
trusted and their communications with it secure. This is the same mechanism that
is used today for securing ecommerce and other secure communications with web
sites of many types using SSL.

Beginning with version 3.0, the Endpoint Profiler does not ship with a digital
certificate installed. As part of the system startup of standalone Server Only
Beacon appliance, a self-signed certificate using the local parameters for the
Beacon system is created so the Beacon UI can be accessed securely via standard
SSL. When the self-signed certificate is created/installed through the startup
scripts, a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the system is also created
automatically. As an optional step, the CSR can be downloaded off the appliance
and submitted to either an internal or external CA for digital signature if
desired/required by local security policy. The following steps outline the required
steps for creating/installing the self-signed certificate and the optional steps for
downloading the CSR for submission to a CA.

Instructions for replacing the self-signed certificate with a digitally signed
certificate from a CA are outlined in the “Importing a Digitally Signed SSL
Certificate onto the Beacon System” section on page 5-17 of Chapter 5.

Step 1 From the “Initial Certificate Setup” screen shown in Figure 4-39 which appears 
automatically after designating that the Server Only system is not being configured 
with HA, ensure 'Proceed' is selected and press Enter to go to the next screen and 
begin SSL certificate setup.

Figure 4-39 Certificate Setup

Step 2 From the “Choose Certificate Action” screen (Figure 4-40), insure that option A. 
'Create/Update Self-signed Cert & CSR' and 'OK' are selected. Select the Enter key 
to proceed with creation of a self-signed SSL certificate.
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Figure 4-40 Select Certificate Action

Step 3 Upon selecting option A, the screen shown in Figure 4-41 which allows entry of the 
required parameters for the self-signed certificate and CSR that will be created for 
the Beacon system is presented by the scripts. Note that all fields in this form must 
be entered to successfully create a self-signed certificate and CSR.

Tip Navigation between the fields for the certificate information is provided by 
the arrow keys. Use the tab key to toggle between field entry and access to 
the Submit and Cancel actions.

Figure 4-41 Certificate Details

Step 4 Use the Up/Down arrow keys to move between the certificate detail parameters and 
enter the desired values. Once all the parameters have been entered, use the tab 
key to select the “Submit” option and then press Enter key to initiate processing of 
the self-signed certificate and CSR. The following parameters must be entered in 
order for the self-signed certificate and CSR to be created successfully:

a. Fully-qualified domain name of this Beacon Appliance system (preferred) or 
alternatively the IP address of Beacon Appliance’s Management Interface 
(eth0). 
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Note If the FQDN is specified, the Domain Name of the Beacon Appliance must 
be resolvable via DNS by the system during setup. If DNS configuration 
of the local name server or the appliance itself was not completed, use 
the IP address option. 

b. Organization Unit Name

c. Organization Name

d. City Name

e. State or Province Name

f. Two-letter Country Code

Step 5 After selecting Submit, the self-signed digital certificate is created/installed. The 
system displays “processing,” and then presents the screen shown in Figure 4-42 
which acknowledges successful completion of the self-signed certificate and 
prompts the user to transfer the CSR off the appliance for submission to a CA (if 
desired). The CSR is created in the /home/beacon/ssl directory on the appliance 
and can be transferred off the appliance for submission to a CA for digital signature.

Figure 4-42 Certificate Installed/CSR Saved

Step 6 The Choose Certificate Action screen is then presented again, but with the 'Current 
Cert Domain' attribute populated with information from the newly-created 
self-signed certificate as shown in Figure 4-43.

Figure 4-43 Certificate Details
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Step 7 Use the Up/Down arrow keys to select option 0.'Exit’ (done with certificates) on the 
form. Tab to ensure 'OK’ is selected and press the Enter key to exit the SSL Certificate 
startup script and complete the startup of the standalone Beacon Server Only 
Appliance.

Successful completion of the initial configuration of the Server Only appliance is
indicated by the message at the console illustrated in Figure 4-44.

Figure 4-44 Standalone Beacon Server Only Appliance Installation Complete

Note The console session created to perform the initial configuration of the Beacon 
system is still logged in as the root user. Issue the command “logout” at the 
prompt to logout of the system and lock the console.

Transition to Web-based System Management
At this juncture, the standalone Server Only Beacon appliance is ready for
configuration via the web-based user interface. Complete the start-up procedures
for the remaining appliances in the Beacon system (if applicable), and transition to
Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for the Target Environment”,
which outlines the next steps in the Beacon system configuration using the
web-based user interface. 

Beacon Standalone Appliance Startup: Remote Collection
Appliances

Appliances configured for Remote Collection will utilize an integrated Forwarder
module to communicate with a Beacon Server module running on an All-in-one or
Server Only appliance (or HA-pair) located elsewhere in the network using an
encrypted (if desired) TCP session. The startup scripts establish the configuration
required to enable this Forwarder-to-Server communication.

To complete the startup of a Remote Collection appliance follow the steps outlined
below.
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Step 1 Select Connection Type for the Remote Collector. Use the arrow keys to select the 
desired Connection Type for the Remote Collection appliance and press Enter to 
progress to the next step. Further description of this parameter is provided below.

When the System Type is designated as Remote Collection, the screen below
appears at the console immediately after specifying the root and beacon system
user passwords. This prompts the administrator to select a Connection Type for
this Remote Collection appliance. Depending on the selection made at this screen,
the Remote Collection startup procedure will branch accordingly in order to create
an initial configuration.

Figure 4-45 Choose Connection Type

Remote Collection appliances can be configured for communications with the
Server module for the system in one of two ways via the Connection Type specified
in this step: to actively connect to the Server module on an All-in-one or Server
Only standalone or HA pair (Client connection type), or alternatively to wait for the
Server to initiate contact with the Remote Collection appliance (Server connection
type). This subtle difference is important to understand, and the option chosen is
determined by the environment in which each Remote Collection appliance will be
deployed. 

Selecting the Client connection type option will result in the Forwarder on the
Remote Collection appliance initiating communications with the Server module
running on the Beacon All-in-one or Server Only appliance (HA-pair). The Client
option is the most common configuration for Remote Collection appliances and
simplifies the system configuration of the Server module. Multiple Collectors can
communicate with a Server configured to listen for incoming connections on its
eth0 interface.

In environments where a firewall is in place between the Remote Collection
appliance and the All-in-one or Server Only appliance (or HA-pair), the Forwarder
on the Remote Collection appliance will likely be unable to initiate a TCP
communication through the firewall back to the Server. In this case, the Remote
Collection appliance should be configured with the Server Connection Type option.
This configuration will result in the Forwarder module on the Remote Collection
appliance waiting for the Server to initiate TCP communications through the
firewall, opening the port and enabling firewall traversal. Use this option if
necessary, remembering that the Server module for the system must have a
Network Connection added to the configuration for each Remote Collection
appliance configured with the Server connection type. See Chapter 6 of the Beacon
configuration guide for instructions on adding Network Connections to the Server
module. 
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Note Be sure to note the Connection Type chosen for each Remote Collection appliance 
so that the correct Server Side configuration can be completed when the Remote 
Collection appliance(s) are added to the system configuration as described in the 
Beacon Configuration Guide.

The remaining configuration steps for the Remote Collection appliance is
dependent upon the Connection Type selected in the previous step: Client or
Server.

The next two subsections describe the configuration of this parameter and
completion of the startup of Remote Collection appliances based on the specified
Connection Type and correspond to the aforementioned branch in the startup
scripts. 

Follow the instructions in the below section “Remote Collection Appliances with
Connection Type of ‘Client’” on page 32, if the desired Connection Type of the
Remote Collection appliance being configured is Client. 
For Remote Collection appliances to be configured with a Connection Type of
Server, skip the next section and go to “Remote Collection Appliances with
Connection Type of ‘Server’” on page 36 for instructions on configuration of a
Remote Collection appliance with a Server Connection Type.

Remote Collection Appliances with Connection Type of ‘Client’
When the Connection Type is specified to be Client at start-up, the Remote
Collection appliance is configured with the parameters necessary for it to initiate
the connection back to the Server module running on the All-in-one/Server Only
appliance or HA-pair.

In this configuration option, the IP address to specify in the next step is the
address of the management interface of the appliance (typically the All-in-one or
Server Only maintaining the endpoint database and providing system
management) that the Forwarder on the Remote Collection appliance will establish
a connection with. The address to specify is dependent on the operating
mode of the All-in-one or Server Only system hosting the Server module:

• When the All-in-one or Server Only appliance is implemented as a standalone,
the IP address to enter in this step is the management interface (eth0) of the
standalone All-in-one or Server Only hosting the Server module for the Beacon
system. 

• If the All-in-one or Server Only appliance this remote collection appliance will
connect to is implemented as an HA-pair, then the address specified should be
that of the VIP for the HA-pair. This ensures that the Remote Collection
appliance maintains communication with the Server module when either
appliance in the pair is Primary.

Follow the steps outlined below to configure a Remote Collection Appliance
configured with a connection type of 'Client.'
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Step 1 Enter the IP address to be used by this Remote Collector for the connection back to 
the Beacon Server Module via the form that is presented immediately after selecting 
the Client connection type, illustrated in Figure 4-46. Ensure 'OK' is selected, press 
enter to continue the configuration of the Remote Collection Appliance.

Note The default IP address 127.0.0.1 for this parameter shown in the form is the 
loopback address for the appliance, and cannot be used in the Remote Collector 
Configuration. Ensure the correct IP address of the All-in-one or Server Only 
appliance (or VIP of HA pair) is entered in this field. 

Figure 4-46 Specify IP Address of Beacon Server

Step 2 Designate a TCP port number to be used for the connection with the Server module 
using the next form presented by the script illustrated in Figure 4-47.

Figure 4-47 Set Port Number

To accept the default TCP port of 31416 which is acceptable in nearly all 
environments, ensure 'OK' is selected and press Enter to proceed.

If TCP port 31416 is not available, then enter 31417 as an alternative to the
default, select OK and press Enter.

Tip If TCP port 31417 is chosen for the Remote Collection appliance, be sure to 
make a note so that the corresponding Server network connection for this 
Remote Collection appliance is added to the Server module configuration with 
the correct port number as described in Chapter 6.
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Step 3 Choose an encryption method for the Forwarder-to-Server Connection using the 
Choose Encryption Type form illustrated in Figure 4-48.

Beacon supports AES encryption algorithm (FIPS Compliant) for securing
communications between distributed Beacon components. In addition,
communications between Beacon modules can be unencrypted. The following
screen is presented enabling the selection of the encryption type for the
connection between the Forwarder on the Remote Collection appliance and the
Server running on the All-in-one or Server Only appliance (or HA Pair):

Use the arrow keys to select the desired encryption type, select OK and press Enter.

Figure 4-48 Choose Encryption Type

Tip Enabling encryption on the connection between the Server and Remote Collection 
appliances is highly recommended.

Step 4 Specify a shared secret for the encryption, if encryption was selected in the last step 
using the Set Shared Secret form, Figure 4-49. If 'None' was selected for the 
Encryption Type in the previous step, then this form will not be displayed, and the 
screen in Figure 4-50 indicating successful configuration of the Remote Collection 
appliance will be displayed.

Upon providing a shared secret, select OK and press Enter to complete the 
configuration of the Remote Collection appliance.

Figure 4-49 Set Shared Secret
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Note The shared secret must be exactly the same for both the Remote Collection 
appliance and the corresponding Network Connection added to the Server module 
configuration in order for communications to occur successfully when encryption is 
enabled. Make a note of the shared-secret configured on the Remote Collection 
appliance to facilitate configuration of the Server Network Connection according to 
the steps outlined in Chapter 6.

The startup scripts for initial configuration of the Remote Collection appliance will
complete, and the messages illustrated in Figure 4-50 will be displayed on the console
indicating successful startup of the Beacon Remote Collection appliance.

Figure 4-50 Successful Appliance Startup - Remote Collection

Note The console session created to perform the initial configuration of the Beacon 
system is still logged in as the root user. Issue the command “logout” at the 
prompt to logout of the system and lock the console.

Transition to Web-based System Management
At this juncture, the Remote Collection Beacon appliance is ready for configuration
via the web-based user interface. Complete the start-up procedures for the
remaining appliances in the Beacon system (if applicable), and transition to
Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for the Target Environment”,
which outlines the next steps in the Beacon system configuration using the user
interface. 
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Remote Collection Appliances with Connection Type of ‘Server’
When the chosen Connection Type for a Remote Collection appliance is Server, the 
first step in the remaining configuration of the appliance is providing the Forwarder 
with the IP of the interface it should listen on for incoming connections from the 
Server.

This is in most cases the eth0 (Mgt) interface of the Remote Collection appliance. 
Enter the IP address of the management interface (eth0) of the Remote Collection 
appliance being configured so this appliance can accept connection requests from 
the Server module via this interface.

When the Server Connection Type option is used, the Forwarder must also be 
provided with a list of IPs that it should accept connections from to ensure that 
connections are only accepted from the Beacon All-in-one/Server Only appliance (or 
HA-pair) in the Beacon System.

Follow the steps outlined below to complete the configuration of a Beacon Remote 
Collection appliance configured with a Connection Type of Server.

Step 1 Specify the Listening Interface for the Remote Collection appliance using the form 
illustrated in Figure 4-51 which will be presented immediately upon selection of the 
Server Connection Type.

Note The default IP address 127.0.0.1 displayed in the form by default is the loopback 
address for the appliance and will not be used in the Remote Collector 
Configuration. Insure the correct IP address (eth0 interface) is entered for the 
listening interface of the Remote Collection appliance. 

Figure 4-51 Specify Listening Interface

Enter the eth0 interface IP address, ensure 'OK' is selected and press enter.

Step 2 Enter IP Address(es) the Forwarder should accept inbound connections from.

The message displayed in Figure 4-52 is presented upon designating the Listening 
Interface IP address and guides the user through the next step of the configuration.

In this step, the IP address (or addresses if the All-in-one/Server Only is 
implemented as an HA-pair) that the Forwarder should allow inbound connections 
from are entered into the configuration of the Remote Collection appliance 
configured with a Connection Type of Server.
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The addresses entered in this step are dependent upon the operating mode of the 
All-in-one/Server Only appliance hosting the Server module for the Beacon system:

• When the All-in-one or Server Only appliance for the Beacon system that this
Remote Collection appliance will be added to is a standalone appliance (e.g.,
not an HA pair), enter the IP address of the management interface (eth0) of
that appliance in this step.

• If the All-in-one or Server Only appliance in the system is deployed as an HA
pair, then the management interface IP addresses of both appliances and
the Virtual IP address of the HA pair (3 host addresses total) are entered in
this step for setting up the Remote Collection appliance using the Server
Connection Type.

Figure 4-52 Enter IP Address(es) for Remote Collection Appliance

Press Enter with 'OK' selected on the form (Figure 4-52) to display the form that
allows entry of the required IP address (or addresses) shown in Figure 4-53.

Figure 4-53 Specify IP Address

Enter the IP address or addresses of the system(s) this Remote Collection appliance 
should accept connections from, one at a time:

a. Enter an IP Address to add to the configuration

b. Ensure 'OK' is selected, press Enter

c. The form will reappear to allow entry of the next address
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d. When all required IP addresses have been entered, type the word 'done' in to 
continue with the configuration of the Remote Collection appliance 
(Figure 4-54).

Figure 4-54 Done with Specify IP Address

Step 3 Designate a TCP port number to be used for the inbound connections from the 
Server module using the next form presented by the script illustrated in 
Figure 4-55.

Figure 4-55 Set Port Number

To accept the default TCP port of 31416 which is acceptable in nearly all 
environments, ensure 'OK' is selected and press Enter to proceed.

If TCP port 31416 is not available, then enter 31417 as an alternative to the
default, select OK and press Enter.

Tip If TCP port 31417 is chosen for the Remote Collection appliance, be sure to 
make a note so that the corresponding Server network connection for this 
Remote Collection appliance is added to the Server module configuration with 
the correct port number as described in Chapter 6.

Step 4 Choose an encryption method for the Server-to-Forwarder Connection using the 
Choose Encryption Type form illustrated in Figure 4-56.

Beacon supports AES encryption algorithm (FIPS Compliant) for securing
communications between distributed Beacon components. In addition,
communications between Beacon modules can be unencrypted. The following
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screen is presented enabling the selection of the encryption type for the
connection between the Forwarder on the Remote Collection appliance and the
Server running on the All-in-one or Server Only appliance (or HA Pair):

Use the arrow keys to select the desired encryption type, select OK and press Enter

Figure 4-56 Choose Encryption Type

Tip Enabling encryption on the connection between the Server and Remote Collection 
appliances is highly recommended.

Step 5 Specify a shared secret for the encryption, if the encryption type was selected in 
the last step using the Set Shared Secret form, Figure 4-57. If 'None' was selected 
for the Encryption Type in the previous step, then this form will not be displayed, 
and the screen in Figure 4-58 indicating successful configuration of the Remote 
Collection appliance will be displayed.

Upon providing a shared secret, select OK and press Enter to complete the 
configuration of the Remote Collection appliance.

Figure 4-57 Set Shared Secret

Note The shared secret must be exactly the same for both the Remote Collection 
appliance and the corresponding Network Connection added to the Server module 
configuration in order for communications to occur successfully when encryption is 
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enabled. Make a note of the shared-secret configured on the Remote Collection 
appliance to facilitate configuration of the Server Network Connection according to 
the steps outlined in Chapter 6.

The startup scripts for initial configuration of the Remote Collection appliance will
complete, and the messages illustrated in Figure 4-58 will be displayed on the
console indicating successful startup of the Beacon Remote Collection appliance.

Figure 4-58 Successful Appliance Startup - Remote Collection

Transition to Web-based System Management
At this juncture, the Remote Collection Beacon appliance is ready for configuration
via the web-based user interface. Complete the start-up procedures for the
remaining appliances in the Beacon system (if applicable) using the instructions in
this chapter, then transition to Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint
Profiler for the Target Environment”, which outlines the next steps in the Beacon
system configuration using the user interface.
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Configuring a Beacon All-in-one/Server Only HA-Pair
Beacon Appliances operating in the All-in-one and Server Only modes can be
configured to run as a High Availability (HA) pair when the Beacon system is
initially deployed. The procedures in this section detail how two new Beacon
Appliances can be installed and configured concurrently, a Primary and Secondary
appliance, in a High Availability (HA) All-in-one or Server Only pair.

Before powering either appliance on and beginning any configuration activities, the
following steps should be completed.

1. Both Beacon Appliances in the pair should be installed with power available, but 
not powered on.

Note Prior to beginning the HA-pair configuration, one of the appliances will be 
designated the Primary and the other will be Secondary at the time of startup. This 
designation is important as the order of configuration begins with the appliance 
designated as Primary which is completed in its entirety as outlined in this section, 
followed immediately by the configuration of the Secondary. After initial 
configuration and startup of HA, the designation between Primary and Secondary 
is under control of the HA protocol.

2. The eth0 (management) interfaces should be connected to the network on ports 
that are configured appropriately to allow IP connectivity between the 
appliances when they are powered-up and configured.

3. The eth1 (heartbeat) interfaces of the appliances in the HA-pair should be 
interconnected in such a way as to provide a private LAN (e.g., via a category 5 
EIA/TIA 568A crossover cable or a single standalone switch (maximum 1 switch 
hop) for maintenance of the heartbeat signal and database synchronization 
between the appliances within the latency tolerances of the protocol.

Note It is essential that connectivity between the appliances in an HA pair is established 
over the heartbeat network prior to performing the initial setup procedure detailed in 
this guide. After connecting the eth1 interfaces and powering on the appliances, 
ensure that there is link indicated by the LEDs on the eth1 interfaces of both 
appliances, see Table 4-1 on page 4-4 for interpretation of NIC LEDs.

Tip The proper RJ-45 Pinout for cross-over cable required for heartbeat network 
connection can be found at the following URL: 
http://www.duxcw.com/digest/Howto/network/cable/cable5.htm

4. Determine the host address of a third device, the so-called ''external ping host,'' 
preferably on the same subnet with ICMP enabled (required) which both Beacon 
appliances in the HA-pair can ping regularly in order to determine that they are 
still able to communicate with the network via their management interface 
(eth0). This mechanism adds to the failover capability by detecting/reacting to 
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the failure of a network interface on the appliance itself or other network 
connectivity issue that might isolate an otherwise functional Beacon Appliance 
from the network. 

Note Without this mechanism configured, it is possible that a Primary appliance that 
loses network connectivity via eth0 with heartbeat maintained over eth1 will not 
relinquish Primary duties to the Secondary as designed. Although it is not 
recommended, this feature of the HA protocol can be disabled by entering 0.0.0.0 
for the external ping host parameter.

5. Gather and record the required HA configuration parameters for each individual 
appliance and the HA pair as outlined in the next section.

Collect Necessary HA-pair Configuration Data
Prior to beginning the setup of a Beacon HA-pair, the data in the following tables
should be collected and recorded to ease the setup process. Data that is specific to
the Primary and Secondary nodes at the time of configuration, as well as data that
is shared by the pair needs to be collected and should be available for reference
during the configuration steps outlined in the remaining sections of this chapter.

Note The following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords throughout 
the Beacon System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return (\r), and null.

 
Table 4-3 Primary Beacon Appliance

Parameter Value
Password for root system user account
(CLI)1

1. Passwords for the root and beacon system user accounts, the operating modes (e.g., All-in-one or    
Server Only), and the Beacon UI admin user account passwords should be identical for both 
appliances in the HA pair. This ensures that the HA system can be accessed using the same 
credentials (UI and SSH) via the VIP regardless of which appliance is currently the Primary node.

Password for beacon system user
account (CLI)1

Hostname (24 chars or less)
Management Interface IP address
Management Interface Net Mask
Default Gateway
Name Server IP address
NTP Server(s) FQDN or IP address(es)
UI Admin User Password1
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In addition to the standard parameters that are specific to the Primary and
Secondary Beacon Appliances in the HA pair; there are also several parameters
that are required for the configuration of the virtualization and will be requested
during the setup scripts:

• Virtual HA IP Address - The IP host address of the virtual management
interface of the HA pair. This is the IP address that will be used to communicate
with the Beacon HA pair, and used by the HA pair when communicating with
other network entities, regardless of which physical appliance is the Master. It
is specified as a host address in dotted-decimal notation with the number of
mask bits specified in CIDR format (e.g., 10.1.1.200/24)

• Local HA Network - Specify the first three octets of a private network IP
address (e.g., 192.168.35) to be used for the heartbeat network between the 2
appliances (eth1 interfaces). 

• HA Authentication Key - Specify a text-string to be utilized by the appliances
to authenticate.

Tip The HA Shared Key must be entered identically (case sensitive) on both 
appliances in the HA-pair in order for the relationship to be established.

• Redundant Heartbeat Communication - This parameter enables heartbeat
link communication between the members of the HA pair over their primary
interfaces to insure that the heartbeat status is maintained between the two
devices. The eth0 IP address of the management interface (eth0) of the peer
appliance is specified on each appliance as it is initially configured as a member
of an HA-pair to enable it to monitor the status of the other appliance in the
pair via the primary network connection.

Table 4-4 Secondary Beacon Appliance

Parameter Value
Password for root system user account
(CLI)1

1. Passwords for the root and beacon system user accounts, the operating modes (e.g., All-in-one or    
Server Only), and the Beacon UI admin user account passwords should be identical for both 
appliances in the HA pair. This ensures that the HA system can be accessed using the same 
credentials (UI and SSH) via the VIP regardless of which appliance is currently Primary node.

Password for beacon system user
account (CLI)1

Hostname (24 chars or less)
Management Interface IP address
Management Interface Net Mask
Default Gateway
Name Server IP address
NTP Server(s) FQDN or IP address(es)
UI Admin User Password1
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• HA External Ping Host - This is the host IP address of another network
device, preferably on the same subnet as the HA pair that will respond to ICMP
echo requests from the Beacon Appliances. The HA-pair appliances will ping
this device regularly to ensure that they still have network connectivity as a
measure to detect the failure of their network interface (eth0). 

Table 4-5 provides a worksheet for capturing these HA-pair specific parameters.

Lastly, as part of the HA pair configuration a SSL certificate will be created for the
virtualized Beacon Appliance service IP (or ''VIP'' for Virtual IP) that will be
installed on both members of the pair automatically through the startup scripts.
This self-signed certificate will enable the web-based user interface for the system
to be brought up with an SSL-encrypted connection. Optionally, this process will
also create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) that can be submitted to a CA for
signing. 

Once this information is collected, the configuration of the HA pair can be initiated.

The general sequence of events for the configuration of a Beacon HA-pair is as
follows:

1. Complete the startup scripts in their entirety for the Beacon Appliance that will 
be the Primary node at time of installation. At the completion of this process, 
the original Primary will wait for completion of the setup of the Secondary and 
establishment of a keyless SSH over the heartbeat network, starting heartbeat 
and database synchronization

2. Configure the Beacon Appliance that will be the Secondary node at time of 
installation. As the original Secondary appliance configuration is completed, the 
user will be prompted to enter the password for the beacon user on the Primary 
to initiate the setup of a keyless SSH session between members of the HA pair. 
Upon successful establishment of that session the HA pair synchronizes and the 
automatic failover provided by the HA protocol enabled.

These steps will be outlined in detail in the remainder of this chapter.

Table 4-5 Beacon Appliance HA Pair Parameters

Parameter Value
Virtual HA IP address
Local HA Network
Hostname of Primary Appliance
Hostname of Secondary Appliance
HA Authentication Key
Redundant Heartbeat Communication -
Primary’s Eth0 IP address
Redundant Heartbeat Communication -
Secondary’s Eth0 IP address
HA External Ping Host
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Initial HA Appliance Startup Procedure
The first appliance to be configured for the Initial System Startup of the
All-in-one/Server Only HA-pair is the appliance selected to be the original Primary
node in the pair. Once the Primary Beacon node is configured with the Initial
System Startup configuration, the user will be directed back to this page to
perform the same steps in configuring the Initial Appliance Startup configuration
on the Secondary node of the Beacon HA-pair.

Complete the following steps to complete the initial appliance startup of the
members of a Beacon All-in-one or Server Only HA-pair, beginning with the
appliance designated as Primary node first:

Step 1 Power-on the Beacon Appliances in the pair to be configured (Primary node first, 
followed by Secondary node). Have the data collection sheet completed in the last 
section readily available.

Upon the Beacon appliance booting for the first time, a standard login prompt is
presented either on the monitor connected to the Beacon appliance or displayed
through terminal emulation on a connected laptop/desktop as shown in
Figure 4-59 below.

Step 2 Log into the system as the root system user by entering root at the login prompt, 
and pressing Enter.

If this is the first boot of the system, there will be no passwords set for the root
and beacon system user accounts.

Figure 4-59 Beacon system login prompt

The system will display the following dialog illustrated in Figure 4-60 upon logging 
in as the root system user for the first time. Select 'OK' and press Enter, this will 
result in the execution of the startup scripts in their entirety as described in this 
section. 

Figure 4-60 Welcome to the Beacon Endpoint Profiler
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Note Selecting Control-C or selecting 'Cancel' on one of the user input screens while 
running the startup scripts will result in bypass of the configuration scripts, taking 
the user to the operating system command prompt without completing the initial 
configuration. The startup scripts can be re-run at any time by entering the 
command service profiler config as the root system user.

The initial configuration scripts will then step the installer through several screens
to set a number of environment-specific IP configuration parameters for the
appliance including hostname, management interface IP address and mask,
default gateway and name server (DNS server) for the newly installed Beacon
Appliance.

Step 3 Configure the Beacon appliance host name via the screen illustrated in Figure 4-61.

Warning Host names for Beacon appliances can be a maximum of 24 characters in 
length.

Note The license files for the Beacon appliances in an HA-pair is linked to the hostname 
assigned to each appliance. Be sure to note the hostname assigned to each 
All-in-one/Server Only appliance to ensure that the correct key file is 
generated/installed on each appliance in an HA-pair. Hostnames are case 
sensitive.

Figure 4-61 Configure Hostname

Enter the desired hostname for this Beacon Appliance. Select OK and press Enter 
to proceed with configuration.

Step 4 Enter the IP address for the Management Interface (eth0) using the form illustrated 
in Figure 4-62.

The default gateway is the IP address of the router interface servicing the network
segment to which the Beacon Server management interface is physically
connected. This parameter specifies the router the Beacon Server will utilize to
reach other subnets and networks beyond its own.
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Figure 4-62 Configure Network Management Interface—IP Address

After entering the desired IP address for the Beacon Appliance management 
interface in dotted decimal notation (e.g., 10.10.10.1), ensure 'OK' is selected and 
press Enter to proceed. 

Step 5 Enter the Network Mask for the management interface (eth0) using the next form, 
Figure 4-63.

Figure 4-63 Configure Network Management Interface—Network Mask

Enter the network mask to be utilized by the management interface in dotted 
decimal notation (e.g., 255.255.0.0), select OK using the arrow keys and press 
Enter to proceed.

Step 6 Enter the default gateway (router) IP address for the appliance using the next form, 
Figure 4-64.

Figure 4-64 Configure Network Management Interface—Gateway
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Enter the IP address of the desired default gateway for the Beacon Appliance in 
dotted decimal notation (e.g., 10.10.10.254), select OK using the arrow keys and 
press Enter to proceed.

Step 7 Enter the name server (DNS) IP address the appliance should use for name 
resolution, Figure 4-65.

Figure 4-65 Configure Network Management Interface: Name Server

Upon entering the name server IP address, Figure 4-65, selecting OK and pressing
enter, a summary of the IP Information configured thus far will be provided as
illustrated in Figure 4-66.

Figure 4-66 Verify Network Information

Step 8 Verify that the information entered thus far is correct, If the information is correct, 
make certain that 'Yes' is selected and press Enter.

If changes are required, use the arrow keys to select No and press enter. This will 
cause the scripts to restart from the beginning of the assignment of the IP 
parameters. All data entered for these parameters will be lost and the data entry 
steps beginning with the assignment of the management interface IP address will 
restart.

Upon selecting 'Yes' and pressing Enter, the configuration scripts will restart all the
network interfaces on the Beacon Appliance to make the configuration changes
active on the management interface.
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After the interfaces restart successfully, a NTP Configuration screen appears
(Figure 4-67).

Tip At this time, the validity of the completed IP configuration can be verified by issuing 
a Ping to the IP address of the Beacon appliance. If the appliance does not respond 
to a ping ensure it is connected to the network and re-validate the configuration of 
the eth0 interface before proceeding.

Configure NTP on Beacon Appliance

Warning NTP must be enabled on both members of a HA pair to ensure proper 
operation of the database synchronization protocol. 

Prior to proceeding with adding NTP the appliance must have network
connectivity in order to verify the reachability of the NTP server(s) added to the
configuration in the following setup steps. The appliances will only allow the
inputting of NTP Servers that can be contacted by the appliance during the setup
of NTP. If the NTP Server can’t be contacted, a error message to that affect will be
generated asking the user to enter another FQDN/IP Address of an actively
connected NTP Server.

Step 1 From the Time Zone Configuration screen, the user has the option to use the default 
NTP time of ‘UTC’, by selecting ‘No’, in which the script will start at the ‘NTP 
Configuration’ screen. Or the option to change the Time Zone, by selecting ‘Yes’, in 
which the script will start at the “Time Zone Selector” screen.

Step 2 In order to change the default Time Zone from ‘UTC’, ensure 'Yes' is selected and 
press the Enter key to start the NTP Configuration portion of the Beacon start-up 
scripts from the NTP Configuration screen shown in Figure 4-67.

Figure 4-67 NTP Configuration

Step 3 The Time Zone Selector screen, Figure 4-68 appears. Select the correct Time Zone 
Region using the up or down arrow keys, ensure that 'OK' is selected (tab key) then 
press the Enter key to select the region the appliance is installed in.To

Step 4
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Figure 4-68 : Select Region

Select the correct Time Zone Region for the location of this appliance using the up/ 
down arrow keys to highlight it, then press the tab key. Ensure 'OK’ is selected and 
press Enter to proceed.

Step 5 Based on the Region selected in the last step, the countries/regions applicable are 
displayed for selection in the next screen, Figure 4-69.

Figure 4-69 Select Country

Select the correct Country by using the up/down arrow keys to highlight, then use 
the tab key. Ensure 'OK' is selected and then press Enter to proceed.

Step 6 The Time Zone selector screen, Figure 4-69, is displayed next.
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Figure 4-70 Time Zone Selector

Select the correct Time Zone using the up or down arrows to highlight it and then 
press the tab key. Ensure 'OK' is selected and press the Enter key to proceed.

Step 7 Confirm the correct Time Zone has been selected by ensuring 'Yes' is highlighted, 
then press Enter on the screen illustrated in Figure 4-71.

To change the selected time zone, use the right arrow to select 'No' and press enter 
to re-select the time zone.

Figure 4-71 Confirm Time Zone

Step 8 In order to add NTP Servers to the Beacon Configuration select ‘Yes’, this must be 
configured for HA appliances. (Figure 4-72)
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Figure 4-72 NTP Configuration

Step 9 Enter the Fully Qualified Domain Name(s) (FQDN) (preferred) or the IP address(es) 
of the NTP Server(s) that this Beacon Appliance will use as its time server(s) using 
the form illustrated in Figure 4-73.

Figure 4-73 Add NTP Server(s)

As each domain name/IP is entered, press the tab key to select 'OK' and press the 
Enter key to add the NTP server to the configuration.

To re-enter a server domain name/IP, use the right arrow to select 'Cancel' to 
redisplay the form and re-enter the information.

Tip As NTP Servers are entered, the appliance will attempt to confirm NTP 
connectivity. If the system is unable to get an NTP response from the IP/DNS 
entered, a message indicating that NTP connectivity with the last IP/DNS 
entered has failed and the scripts will allow the entry of an alternative NTP 
server.

Step 10 When all of the desired NTP Servers have been added to the appliance 
configuration, type 'done' in the field, ensure 'OK' is selected, and press enter to 
proceed.
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Figure 4-74 Done with NTP Servers

Step 11 Verify NTP servers added to the configuration.

The Verify Network Time Server screen (Figure 4-75) allows verification that the 
desired and available NTP Server(s) have been added.

Figure 4-75 Verify NTP Server(s)

If the NTP server list is correct, ensure 'Yes' is selected and press Enter to proceed
with the initiation of NTP on the appliance, and proceed with the configuration of
the appliance in the HA-pair.

After the successful start of NTP, the Welcome to the Beacon Endpoint Profiler
screen (Figure 4-76) is displayed indicating that the scripts are continuing with the
creation of the base Beacon Appliance configuration for the appliance. Press the
enter key to begin the initial configuration of Endpoint Profiler functionality of the
system completing the steps outlined in the next section.
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Figure 4-76 Welcome to the Beacon Endpoint Profiler

Configure the Beacon Endpoint Profiler Service
Upon proceeding the Great Bay Software EULA is displayed for review and
acceptance as shown in Figure 4-77. 

Use the arrow keys to view the license in its entirety, selecting Exit and pressing
Enter when ready to accept the license via the EULA license acceptance screen
that appears after exiting the EULA, shown in Figure 4-78.

Figure 4-77 Great Bay Software License Review Screen

Step 1 Select Yes and press enter to accept the license via the acceptance form shown in 
Figure 4-78 and continue with configuration of the Endpoint Profiler services on the 
appliance.
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Figure 4-78 Accept Great Bay Software License

Tip The EULA is available in text format on the Beacon appliance at 
/usr/beacon/GBS-EULA.txt, and can be downloaded and printed.

Note Selecting ‘No’ will halt the configuration of the initial configuration and return the 
user to the command prompt. Installation will not proceed without accepting the 
Great Bay Software EULA. 

Step 2 Select Appliance System Type: All-in-one or Server Only for HA-pairs via the 
Choose System Type form (Figure 4-79)that is shown after acceptance of the EULA.

Figure 4-79 Select System Type

Warning The High Availability option is only available on Beacon appliances 
running in the All-in-one and Server Only system types. HA is not currently 
supported on Remote Collection appliances. If you are setting up a Remote 
Collection appliance, see “Standalone Beacon Appliance Startup” section 
on page 4-5.

Both Beacon appliances in the HA-pair must be configured to be the same system
type. A brief description of the system types available for HA-pairs are provided
below:

• Configuring the appliances in a HA-pair as All-in-one results in all system and
collector modules of the Beacon system being loaded and enabled on the
appliances. This is the option to choose for single appliance and other
installations in which the Beacon HA-pair will maintain a database, serve the
web-based UI and run one or more of the Collector Modules. All-in-one
appliances operate either autonomously as a standalone system, or may be
used in conjunction with one or more Remote Collection appliances placed
elsewhere in the network (distributed Beacon deployments).
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• Configuring the appliances in a HA-pair as Server Only results in only the
Beacon Server module being installed and enabled on the appliances. This is
the option to choose when the pair will maintain the Beacon database and
serve the web-based UI, but will not run any collector modules. This option
sets the appliance up to utilize all available resources for running the Beacon
engine, database and management of the system including Remote Collection
appliances placed at other points in the network.

Use the arrow keys to select 'All-in-one' or 'Server Only' as desired, ensure 'OK' is 
selected and then press Enter to set the desired system type for the HA-pair being 
configured.

Step 3 Set the password for root system user account.

The Set 'root' Password screen (Figure 4-80) is displayed next Click on “OK” after 
being prompted to create/confirm a password for the root system user account on 
this Beacon appliance.

Root user password is set and confirmed from the command line as shown in 
Figure 4-81.

Figure 4-80 Set 'root' Password

Note  The following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords throughout 
the Beacon Appliance System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return (\r), 
and null.

Tip Please utilize strong password guidelines when choosing the password for the root 
and the beacon user accounts on all Beacon Appliances to prevent unauthorized 
access to the systems via the console or SSH.

Figure 4-81 Enter Root Password & Confirm

Step 4 The system will then prompt for entry/confirmation of a password for the beacon 
system user account on this appliance (Figure 4-82). 
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The beacon user account is used primarily for command-line access to the Beacon 
Appliance via SSH as well as access to the Beacon Appliance system files and 
control of the Beacon Appliance software processes and the database.

The beacon system user password is set and confirmed from the command line as 
shown in Figure 4-83.

Figure 4-82 Setting Beacon Password

Note The following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords throughout 
the Beacon Appliance System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return (\r), 
and null

Figure 4-83 Enter Beacon Password & Confirm

Step 5 Set Password for Beacon UI Admin Account

The next screen, illustrated in Figure 4-84, sets the password for the admin user
account for the web-based Beacon User Interface. The admin user is the most
privileged user of the Beacon system UI. The default password for the web-based
UI Admin user account is 'beacon.'

Select 'OK' using the arrow keys and press Enter will accept the default password 
and move onto the next step. Alternatively, edit the password as desired then select 
OK and press enter to set the password for the UI admin user.

Note The admin web user account has full administrative access to the system 
configuration, including the creation and deletion of user accounts via the web 
interface. 
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Figure 4-84 Set Admin Web UI Password

Step 6 Enable HA Configuration Option via the HA Configuration screen, Figure 4-85 and 
proceed with the configuration of HA-specific parameters.

Select ‘Yes’ using the arrow keys and press enter to initiate the HA configuration
scripts.

Figure 4-85 Configure HA Pair

The startup procedure will now “branch” depending on which node in the HA-pair is
being configured: Primary node or Secondary node as outlined in the next section.

Configuration of HA-pair Specific Parameters
If you are configuring the Primary node (first appliance in the pair to be
configured) continue with the steps immediately below in the Section
entitled Complete HA Configuration for Primary Node.
If you are now completing the basic configuration of the Secondary node,
proceed to the section entitled “Complete HA Configuration for Secondary
Node” on page 68 for instructions on the configuration of the HA-specific
Configuration for the Secondary.

Complete HA Configuration for Primary Node
Immediately upon confirmation that the appliance being configured is a member of
an HA pair, the script will query the installer if this appliance is the Primary node
via the HA Configuration form, Figure 4-86.
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Refer to the worksheet of configuration data completed earlier containing the
configuration parameters for the HA-pair as outlined in the first section of this
chapter, and continue with the steps outlined below to set the HA-specific
parameters for the Primary node.

Step 1 Use the arrow keys to select 'Yes' on the HA configuration form indicating that it will 
be the Primary, and press enter to set up the Primary node in the pair.

Figure 4-86 HA Configuration—Primary Appliance

Step 2 Set the Virtual HA IP address (VIP) for the pair on the Primary node, as shown in 
Figure 4-87.

Figure 4-87 Set Virtual IP Address of Primary

Input the host address chosen for the virtual IP (VIP) address of the HA-pair, tab to 
select 'OK' and press enter to proceed. 

Step 3 Enter the local HA (heartbeat) network address (Class C Network prefix), as shown 
in Figure 4-88.
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Figure 4-88 Set Local HA Network for Primary

Specify the first three octets of the class C network selected for the private LAN 
between the appliances used for the maintenance of heartbeat between the Primary 
and Secondary nodes in the HA-pair.

Tab to select 'OK' and press Enter to proceed.

Step 4 Enter the hostname of the other appliance in the pair (e.g., appliance designated 
Secondary node at time of configuration) using the next screen shown in 
Figure 4-89.

Figure 4-89 Set Pairs Hostname for Primary

Enter the hostname of the Secondary HA Beacon Appliance; refer to the data 
sheets collected at the beginning of the installation process to ensure that the 
hostname entered here matches the hostname of the Secondary exactly (case 
sensitive). 

Tab to Select OK and Enter to proceed.

Step 5 Enter the HA Authentication Key using the next screen.(See Figure 4-90.)
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Figure 4-90 Set HA Authentication Key for Primary

Enter the HA authentication key chosen for the pair. Once the desired HA 
authentication key is entered, tab to 'OK' and press enter to proceed.

Step 6 Enter the Redundant Heartbeat Communication IP Address which is entered as 
shown in Figure 4-91.

Figure 4-91 Redundant Heartbeat Communication for Primary

The Redundant Heartbeat Communication adds an additional heartbeat link 
between the HA-pair to ensure that the heartbeat status is maintained between the 
two nodes. The eth0 (mgt) interfaces of the appliances is used to provide this 
additional (along with the eth1 dedicated link) heartbeat link.

Enter the IP address of the eth0 interface of the Secondary appliance in the HA 
configuration of the Primary, tab to select 'OK' and Enter to proceed.

Step 7 Enter the IP address of the External Ping Host determined earlier that both 
appliances in the HA-pair will use to determine the status of their primary network 
interface using the External Ping Host form illustrated in Figure 4-92.
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Figure 4-92 External Ping Host for Primary

Note Leaving this parameter at 0.0.0.0 disables the ability of the appliances to detect 
failure of their eth0 network connection which will degrade the HA functionality.

After the external ping host address is entered, tab to select 'OK' then press Enter.

The HA startup scripts display a summary of all the HA parameters entered for the
Primary node as illustrated in Figure 4-93.

Figure 4-93 Verify HA Information for Primary

This screen allows for the checking of all the HA parameters entered for the
Primary Beacon Appliance in the HA-pair being configured.
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Note Before selecting Yes and proceeding with the setup of HA on the Primary node, 
ensure that the HA parameters on the Primary have been entered correctly. In 
particular, ensure that the appliance hostnames, HA interface prefix, HA auth 
string and Ping HA system (eth0 of Secondary node) are configured correctly on 
the Primary node. Remember that all parameters are case sensitive. Doing so 
will ensure that the HA pair will come up successfully on the first attempt. It is also 
good to verify again that the crossover cable for the heartbeat between the 
appliances is connected to the eth1 interface on both appliances, with link 
indicated on both sides prior to proceeding.

Step 8 If all the parameters are correct, ensure 'Yes' is selected then press Enter to 
complete the HA Configuration of the Primary node.

If a correction or change needs to be made, selecting 'No' will restart the process
from step #1: all previously entered HA parameters for the Primary node will be
lost and will have to be entered again.

Upon selecting yes, the Primary Beacon Appliance will initialize the HA
configuration. 

Upon accepting the HA parameters for the Primary appliance as outlined in the
final step above, the messages shown in Figure 4-94 will be seen at the console,
prior to the Primary node continuing with the startup scripts.

As mentioned previously, the members of the pair use the heartbeat network to
monitor status of the other member and keep the database synchronized. As the
HA protocol is setup on the Primary node, it attempts to establish a keyless SSH
session with the Secondary node. Because the Secondary node of the HA-pair
has yet to be configured, this attempt will fail--this is normal and
expected.
As the Secondary appliance is setup in the continuation of the HA-pair
configuration steps, the Secondary node will re-attempt the establishment of the
connection over the heartbeat network and fully establish HA operation at the
completion of its HA-specific configuration.

The console messages shown in Figure 4-94 properly reflect the fact that at this
juncture, the HA protocol is not fully enabled. The startup scripts will resume with
the setup of the remaining parameters for the Primary node in the pair, the
configuration of the SSL Certificate which is described in the next section. 

Figure 4-94 SSH Session on the Primary
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Create SSL Certificate for Primary
The Beacon system web based UI uses digital certificates so that the authenticity
of the embedded web server on the Beacon appliance running the Server module
can be verified by the browser as it connects for access to the Beacon user
interface served by HTTPS. 

The Beacon system in version 3.0 does not ship with a digital certificate installed.
As part of the system startup of Beacon HA pairs, the recommended procedure is
to create a self-signed certificate using the local parameters for the VIP of the
Beacon HA-pair so that the UI can be accessed securely via standard SSL. When
the self-signed certificate is created/installed through the startup scripts, a
Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the system is also created automatically. As
an optional step, the CSR can be downloaded off the appliance and submitted to
either an internal or external CA for digital signature if desired/required by local
security policy. The following steps outline the required steps for
creating/installing the self-signed certificate and the optional steps for
downloading the CSR for submission to a CA. Instructions for replacing the
self-signed certificate with a digitally signed certificate from a CA are outlined in
the Beacon Configuration Guide in the section on SSL Certificate Management.

Again, it is emphasized that when configuring an HA pair, an SSL certificate is
created for the VIP for the HA pair. The certificate (and CSR) for the VIP is
generated during the configuration of the Primary node only. As the Secondary
node is configured, the Primary node will ‘push’ the certificate and supporting files
to the Secondary automatically as the Secondary configuration is completed. This
will ensure the same SSL certificate is presented by both members of the pair
regardless of which appliance is currently the Primary node which is responsible
for serving the UI for the system via the VIP.

Instructions for replacing the self-signed certificate with a digitally signed
certificate from a CA are outlined in the “Importing a Digitally Signed SSL
Certificate onto the Beacon System” section on page 5-17 of Chapter 5.

Follow the following steps to create the self-signed certificate and CSR for the
Primary node and the HA-pair.

Step 1 From the Initial Certificate Setup screen shown in Figure 4-95, ensure 'Proceed' is 
selected then press Enter to create the self-signed digital SSL certificate on the 
Primary node.

Figure 4-95 Certificate Setup
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Step 2 From the Choose Certificate Action screen (Figure 4-96), ensure that option A. 
'Create/Update Self-signed Cert & CSR' is selected using the arrow keys, tab to 
select 'OK' and press Enter to proceed.

Figure 4-96 Select Certificate Action

Step 3 Upon selecting option A in the last step, the screen shown in Figure 4-97 is shown 
which allows entry of the required parameters for the self-signed certificate and 
CSR that will be created for the HA-pair. 

Tip All fields in this form must be entered to successfully create a self-signed 
certificate and CSR. Key length = 2048 bits. Digest = SHA-1.

Tip Digest = SHA-1

Tip Digest = SHA-1
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Figure 4-97 Certificate Details

Step 4 Enter the following parameters for the self-signed certificate and CSR that will be 
created for the Beacon Appliance system:

a. Fully-qualified domain name of the VIP for the HA pair (preferred) or alternatively 
the IP address.

Note If the FQDN of the VIP is specified, the Domain Name of the VIP must be 
resolvable via DNS by the system during setup. If DNS configuration of the 
local name server or the appliance itself was not completed, use the IP 
address (VIP) option. 

b. Organization Unit Name

c. Organization Name

d. City Name

e. State or Province Name

f. Two-letter Country Code

g. Using the Up/Down arrow keys to move one parameter to the next parameter. 
Once all the parameters have been selected, click on the Tab key to select the 
'Submit' option and then press the Enter key. (See Figure 4-97.)

After selecting Submit, the self-signed SSL certificate is created/installed on the 
Primary node. The system displays “processing,” and then presents an 
acknowledgement (Figure 4-98) of the successful completion of the self-signed 
certificate and prompts the user to transfer the CSR off the appliance for submission 
to a CA (if desired). The CSR is created in the /home/beacon/ssl directory on the 
appliance and can be transferred off the appliance for submission to a CA.

Step 5 Select OK and Enter to proceed from the Certificate Installed screen.
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Figure 4-98 Certificate Installed

Step 6 The Choose Certificate Action screen is presented again, but with the ‘Current Cert 
Domain' attribute populated with the information from the newly created 
self-signed certificate. Figure 4-99 shows an example from a lab system.

Figure 4-99 Certificate Exit

Step 7 Use the Up/Down arrow keys to select option 0. 'Exit (done with certificates)' then tab 
to select 'OK' and press Enter to exit the SSL Certificate management script and 
complete the startup of the Primary node.

The Primary node in the HA-pair has now been successfully configured as indicated
by the command line message illustrated in Figure 4-100. 

Figure 4-100 Primary Beacon Installation Complete
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At the completion of the steps outlined above in this section, configuration of the
Primary node is complete. Although database synchronization is not currently
active on the system, at the successful completion of the configuration of the
Secondary node as outlined in the next section, the two appliances will setup
communications, initiate heartbeat and database synchronization, initiating High
Availability operation.

Configuration of the HA-pair continues with the configuration of the appliance
designated to be the Secondary node at time of HA-pair start-up. Configuration of
the Secondary begins with completing the “Initial HA Appliance Startup Procedure”
section on page 4-45 through to the point at which the installer is queried whether
the appliance is being configured to be a member of a HA-pair. The screen
illustrated in Figure 4-101 is presented on the Secondary node at this point in its
configuration, just as it was on the Primary node.

Complete the configuration of the HA-pair by following the steps outlined in the
following section.

Figure 4-101 Configure Secondary HA Pair

Complete HA Configuration for Secondary Node

Step 1 Select 'Yes' and press Enter to confirm that this appliance, the Secondary node, will be 
used in an HA-pair to launch the HA Setup portion of the startup scripts.

This progresses the script to asking the installer if this Beacon Appliance will be the 
Primary or Secondary node as shown in Figure 4-102.

Figure 4-102 HA Configuration – Secondary Appliance
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Step 2 Use the arrow keys to select No, and press Enter to set up the Secondary node with 
parameters defined for the HA-pair and previously configured on the Primary node.

The next several screens allow for the entry of the HA pair attributes, beginning
with the Virtual HA IP address, as shown in Figure 4-103.

Figure 4-103 Set Virtual IP Address of Secondary

Step 3 Input the host address chosen for the virtual IP address of the HA pair, and entered 
previously on the Primary node. When the desired virtual HA IP address has been 
entered, tab to select OK, and press Enter.

Next, the script will prompt for the local HA network address, as shown in
Figure 4-104.

Figure 4-104 Set Local HA Network for Secondary

Step 4 Specify the first three octets of the class C network selected for the private LAN 
between the appliances in the HA-pair used for the maintenance of heartbeat and 
database synchronization. This must be the same Class C network block that was 
specified on the Primary node.

Tab to select OK and Enter to proceed to the next parameter, the hostname of the 
Primary node in the next screen shown in Figure 4-105.
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Figure 4-105 Set Pairs Hostname for Secondary

Step 5 Enter the hostname of the Primary HA Beacon Node configured previously, refer 
to the data sheets collected at the beginning of the installation process to ensure 
that the hostname entered here matches the hostname of the other appliance in the 
HA-pair exactly (case sensitive). 

Select OK and Enter to enter the next parameter, the HA Authentication Key in the 
next screen.(See Figure 4-106.)

Figure 4-106 Set HA Authentication Key for Secondary

Step 6 Enter the same string on the Secondary node that was entered on the Primary so 
the members of the pair can authenticate one another. Once the desired HA 
authentication key is entered, tab to select OK and press enter to move to the next 
parameter, the Redundant Heartbeat Communication which is entered as shown in 
Figure 4-107.

The next two parameters are to used to provide maximum protection to the
HA-pair in case there is a loss in communication between the nodes, or between
one node and the network. 

Figure 4-107 Redundant Heartbeat Communication for Secondary
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Step 7 This parameter configures a redundant heartbeat link between the HA-pair to 
ensure that the heartbeat status is maintained between the two nodes using the 
eth0 interfaces. Enter the IP address of the management interface (eth0) of the 
Primary appliance. Once the desired IP address is entered, tab to select 'OK' and 
press Enter to move to the next parameter, as shown in Figure 4-108.

Figure 4-108 External Ping Host for Secondary

Step 8 Enter the IP address of the selected External Ping Host for the Secondary which 
should be the same as that entered on the Primary node previously. Tab to select 
'OK' and press Enter to proceed with the completion of the HA configuration.

After the external ping host address is entered, the startup scripts will display a
summary of all the HA parameters entered for the Secondary node as illustrated in
Figure 4-109.
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Figure 4-109 Verify HA Information for Secondary

This screen allows for the checking of all the HA parameters entered for the
Secondary node before proceeding with the initializing the HA protocol between
the nodes.

Step 9 If all the parameters are correct, ensure 'Yes' is selected and press Enter to commit 
the HA parameters shown in the Verify screen above to the Secondary appliance 
configuration. 

Tip If a correction or change to the HA parameters is required, selecting 'No' and 
pressing enter will restart the process of entering the Secondary HA parameters 
from the beginning of the HA configuration script, all previously entered HA 
configuration parameters will be lost.

Upon selecting yes on this screen, the Secondary Beacon Appliance will initialize
the HA configuration of the pair. 

Step 10 As illustrated in the figure below, Figure 4-110, a message stating that the HA 
systems will be set up to allow direct (keyless) SSH to each other over the heartbeat 
network (eth1-to-eth1 connection). In order for the setup of direct SSH to be 
successful, the operator must press the Enter key and then enter the password for 
the beacon system user on the Primary appliance when prompted. 

Warning Failure to setup the direct SSH connection between the Secondary and 
Primary at this time will cause the HA setup to fail. Ensure that the eth1 
cable is in place and that link is established between the members of the 
HA-pair.
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Figure 4-110 SSH Setup Over Heartbeat Network

Figure 4-111 shows the console messages that result from successful
establishment of HA as the Secondary node configuration is completed and the
keyless SSH connection setup between the nodes successfully. Note that the
console messages reflect the setup of keyless SSH (over the heartbeat network,
note the private network addresses in the example), as well as the transfer of the
SSL certificate (profiler.crt) from the Primary to the Secondary.

Tip The “is secondary” and “Add node to origin and subscribe” messages at the console 
shown in the figure above at the very bottom are good indicators that the HA 
protocol and database synchronization has been successfully completed. Additional 
and/or error messages at this juncture are indicative of a failed HA protocol 
initialization. In either case however, the scripts will proceed to the next step. 
Therefore, it is highly recommended that these steps are carefully followed and the 
console messages described above observed by the installer.

Figure 4-111 Completing SSH Communication

Note If there are errors or other indications of a failed startup of HA services on the pair, 
the HA configuration should be removed and re-added to the system. Follow the 
procedure provided in “Chapter 18, “Repairing the Configuration of an HA Pair” to 
remove and re-add the HA-specific configuration to the Beacon Server HA pair.

Step 11 The Choose Certificate Action screen is presented next during the configuration of 
the original Secondary. Note that the ‘Current Cert Domain’ attribute populated with 
the certificate information as shown in Figure 4-112.
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This information was ‘pushed’ by the Primary node to the Secondary as the HA 
setup on the Secondary was completed (and reflected in the console messages 
shown in Figure 4-111). Recall that the certificate for the HA pair was created when 
configuring the Primary node earlier in the startup of the pair. 

Therefore, no action required from this screen (Figure 4-112) when configuring the 
Secondary other than verifying that the ‘Current cert domain’ attribute is populated 
with the certificate information from the Primary.

If the ‘Current cert domain’ attribute is not populated, failure of the HA setup may
be indicated. However, at this juncture proceed with the steps outlined above that
are culminated with verification and correction steps if HA was not established.

Step 12 Upon verification of the ‘Current cert domain’ attribute, use the Up/Down arrow 
keys to select option 0. 'Exit (done with certificates)', tab to select 'OK' then press 
Enter to exit the SSL Certificate startup script and complete the configuration of the 
Secondary node and the HA-pair.

Figure 4-112 Choose Certificate Action: Secondary Node

This completes the startup scripts for the Secondary appliance and the HA-pair.
The two nodes are now operating in High Availability mode, and the system
managed/communicated with via the VIP.

Note The Home tab of the Beacon UI for systems running HA includes a HA status 
indicator which shows the hostname of the appliance that is currently the Primary 
node, as well as the state of the Secondary node. This indicator of HA status 
should be verified as system configuration continues. The appliance that was 
designated Primary node at the outset of configuration should be the Primary 
currently, and the Secondary node should indicate a status of 'Online.' Any other 
status is generally indicative of a failed HA setup. This requires following the 
procedure outlined in “Chapter 18, “Repairing the Configuration of an HA Pair” 
which requires the removal of the HA configuration from both nodes, and 
re-running the HA setup scripts once configuration and HA parameters have been 
verified.
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Transition to Web-based System Management
At this juncture, the All-in-one/Server Only Beacon Endpoint Profiler HA-pair is
ready for configuration via the web-based user interface. Complete the start-up
procedures for the remaining appliances in the Beacon system (if applicable), and
then proceed to Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for the
Target Environment” which outlines the next steps in the Beacon system
configuration using the Beacon web-based user interface.
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Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for 
the Target Environment

This chapter includes the following topics:

• Overview, page 5-1

• Accessing the Beacon User Interface, page 5-1

• Uploading the Beacon Key File, page 5-5

• My Network Configuration, page 5-10

• Saving Beacon System Configuration Changes, page 5-14

• Importing a Digitally Signed SSL Certificate onto the Beacon System,
page 5-17

Overview
The first tasks to complete in the configuration of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler
system after the initial start-up of the appliance(s) in the system is to establish
contact with the web-based user interface, upload the license key file(s) and
provide the system with information it needs to define the bounds of the address
space for which it will provide Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring. The vast
majority of Beacon system configuration and management is accomplished via the
UI, and the procedures outlined in this chapter prepare the system and UI for the
remaining system configuration tasks outlined in later chapters.

Accessing the Beacon User Interface

Tip Prior to beginning this procedure, the Beacon appliance (or appliances) to be 
deployed in the Endpoint Profiler system should have been installed and started-up 
according to the instructions in the Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial 
Configuration”. If that is not the case, please perform these steps before continuing 
with these instructions.
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To begin configuring Beacon system, open the Beacon user interface which will be
used for the completion of the vast majority of Beacon system configuration tasks.
Open a web browser and enter the DNS name or IP address of the management
interface of the appliance running the Beacon Server for the system to be
managed in the URL field in the following format:

https://[DNS or IP address]/

Tip For All-in-one and Server Only HA pairs, the system is managed via the UI using 
the DNS/VIP for the HA pair. 

The login form presented when authenticating to the Beacon interface is illustrated
in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 Beacon Web UI Login

Prior to opening the Beacon user interface, a valid username and password for the
system must be provided. As described in Chapter 4, the web UI password for the
Beacon administrator user account (username 'admin') is set during the appliance
start up scripts for All-in-one and Server Only appliances that run the Server
module. The admin user account is the only UI account set up on a new system.
Provide the UI 'admin' username and the password set during startup to access
the UI for the first time.

Note that the SSL certificate that was created during the startup scripts of the
All-in-one/Server only appliance/HA pair is self-signed. Therefore the browser is
going to generate an error such as the example in Figure 5-2 (Firefox 3.0.x in the
example) warning the user and requiring override to proceed to the site (e.g.,
adding an exception in the case of the Firefox browser). 
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Tip The Beacon system does support the replacement of the self-signed SSL certificate 
with one signed by a recognized CA. Follow the procedures outlined in the 
“Importing a Digitally Signed SSL Certificate onto the Beacon System” section on 
page 5-17 to replace the self-signed SSL certificate and avoid future warnings from 
the browser when navigating to the Beacon UI.

Figure 5-2 Invalid Security Certificate Warning (Firefox 3.0)

Once past authentication and the certificate-related warning, the Beacon user
interface Home tab, the System dashboard, will be displayed in the browser. An
example of the home tab for a system just started up is illustrated in Figure 5-3. Note
the indication that there is no data displayed and that the Server (and the local
Collector on All-in-one systems) is “Not Running” or “Not Contacted”. These are
normal indications when a new Beacon system is first brought up. Until the license
key is placed on the system, the System Status remain as shown in the figure.
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Figure 5-3 Beacon Web-Based UI Home Page on First Access (Standalone)

Support for authentication of users of the Beacon UI via RADIUS is an option to
local authentication. Automatic logout of the admin user (non-configurable 30
minutes of inactivity) and Operator users (configurable for 5, 15, or 30 minutes for
each Operator user) is provided to prevent unauthorized access through
unattended sessions with the UI. Complete instructions for the configuration of
additional Beacon UI users, including RADIUS authentication is provided in the
“Enabling RADIUS Authentication for Beacon User Accounts” section on page 12-6
of Chapter 12 of this guide.

The Beacon user interface is designed to provide multiple methods of navigation to
support the varied preferences of administrators and operators. The tabs along the
top of the page are organized to provide quick access to the interfaces for the
primary areas of functionality of the Beacon system: Home, Configuration,
Endpoint Console, and Utilities. Selecting one of these tabs at any times redirects
the interface to the main page for each primary area of functionality. 

The Home tab is the main page for the Beacon application user interface, as well
as the landing page each time a new UI session is initiated. The secondary menu
for the home tab shows the navigation options for the home tab: Getting Started,
Documentation, Getting Support and Upload Key pages. The Logout link in the
upper right hand corner underneath the Beacon lighthouse. The logout link
appears in this position throughout the user interface. Selecting the Logout link
will end the current session and require the user to re-authenticate by entering a
valid username and password via the login form in order to utilize the Beacon
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system UI again. To the immediate left of the logout link, the user name and
account type (administrator, operator, or analyst is shown for each active UI
session. 

Lastly, ''bread crumbs'' which provide an aid to navigation within the UI are shown
in the upper left corner of each page away from the tab. The breadcrumb trail
builds as the user navigates through the UI, enabling rapid determination of the
''click path'' used to arrive at a particular page of the UI, and the ability to go back
one or more pages along the path by clicking the desired bread crumb link.

Uploading the Beacon Key File
In order for the Beacon Server Module on the All-in-one/Server only appliance (or
appliances in HA-pair deployments) to start and run, a valid license key file for the
appliance must be present in the designated directory on the appliance. 

The Beacon Key is derived from the host name of the All-in-one/Server Only
appliance running the Beacon Server module for the system. The encrypted key
file includes licensing information including duration of the key (if it is not
permanent) and the number of Collectors that the Server will communicate
with/manage. The number of Collectors encoded in the key file must match the
number of Collectors in the system, else they will not be enabled in the Beacon
system.

Once the host name for the All-in-one/Server Only appliance (or appliances in the
case of HA-pairs) is determined, the Key file(s) can be generated by Great Bay
Technical support (the Getting Support page available from the Beacon UI home
tab provides contact information for Tech Support).

Note Starting with Beacon version 4.1, Device Sponsorship was added as a new feature, 
see Device Sponsorship, page 13-1 for further details on this feature. Device 
Sponsorship is a separate licensed software product, if this product has been 
purchased then a special license key will be generated by Tech Support, in order to 
enable both the Beacon system and Device Sponsorship software.

Once the Key file has been received, it must be uploaded to the proper location on
the appliance using the Upload Key functionality found on the Home tab of the UI.
The following two sections outline the procedure for uploading the single key file
on Standalone All-in-one/Server Only systems and the following subsection
outlines the procedure for HA pairs.

Uploading Beacon Key Files on Standalone Systems

Step 1 Place the Key file provided by Great Bay Support either on the PC used to manage 
the Beacon system, or a network location accessible by that system. 
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Tip The filename of the key file will be changed by the UI upon upload to the system to 
‘beacon.key’ so the system will recognize a key file properly. Do not attempt to 
open, view or rename the key file provided by GBS support. Doing so may make the 
key unusable.

Step 2 Select the Upload Key link from the Beacon Home tab secondary menu, which 
results in the display of the screen shown in Figure 5-4, which allows the file to be 
imported to the standalone All-in-one/Server Only Beacon appliance.

Figure 5-4 Upload Beacon Key: Standalone All-in-one/Server Only

Step 3 Use the Browse button to locate the Key file on the PC or an accessible network 
drive. 

Step 4 When the key file is selected, select the Import Key button to upload the Key file to 
the appliance. Successful upload is indicated by the following message appearing in 
the UI:

Key was successfully uploaded.

Tip The Beacon Server module will attempt to restart approximately every minute. 
Once the Key file is uploaded, it may take up to a minute for the Server to attempt 
a restart and recognize the uploaded key.

Step 5 Once the Server is able to read the key file and start, refresh the Upload Key page 
and it will display the specific details in the key file: host name, number of 
collectors, and the expiration date/time if the key is not permanent.

Step 6 Ensure that the host name in the key file matches (case sensitive) that of the 
All-in-one/Server Only appliance. 
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Tip Host name of the appliance can be verified from the command line by issuing the 
command hostname from the prompt.

Again, a mismatch in the key file host name and the appliance host name will
result in the Server module not starting. The Server will only communicate with up
to the number of Collectors specified in the key file.

Figure 5-5 below illustrates the Upload Key page on a licensed, operational
All-in-one system. Note that this key never expires (is permanent) and that only
one Collector (the onboard Collector co-resident on the appliance with the Server)
will be recognized by the Server.

Figure 5-5 Beacon Key Uploaded Successfully on Standalone All-in-one

Tip The Beacon Key is tied to the host name of the Beacon appliance that the Server 
module is running (e.g., All-in-one or Server Only). If the host name of the 
appliance is changed, a new Key must be generated and uploaded using the 
procedure outlined in this section for the Server module to run and communicate 
with the other Beacon system components.

Uploading the Beacon Key Files on Beacon HA Pairs 
Recall from the overview of the HA protocol provided earlier in this guide, that the
Beacon Server module will run only on the appliance that is currently the Primary
node for the pair. Because either appliance in the HA pair can be the Primary node
running the Server module, both members must have a valid key uploaded
onboard the appliance so that the Server module will start when it becomes the
Primary node for the HA-pair. 

The Beacon Key is derived from the host name of the appliance. In order for the
Beacon Server module to start and run, a key file with the host name of the
appliance must be present. Each member of the HA-pair will have a unique host
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name, so license key files need to be generated for each member and then loaded
onto the respective appliance ensuring the host name in the key file matches the
host name of the hardware.

Note Starting with Beacon version 4.1, Device Sponsorship was added as a new feature, 
see Device Sponsorship, page 13-1 for further details on this feature. Device 
Sponsorship is a separate licensed software product, if this product has been 
purchased then a special license key will be generated by Tech Support, in order to 
enable both the Beacon system and Device Sponsorship software. For an HA pair, 
both license keys, for the Primary and Secondary Servers, will need to be enabled 
for Device Sponsorship.

Once the host names for the appliances in an HA pair have been determined, the
Beacon key files can be generated by Great Bay Technical support (the Getting
Support page available from the Beacon home tab provides contact information for
Tech Support). Once the Key files for the system have been received, they must be
uploaded to both appliances using the Upload Key functionality found on the Home
tab using the following procedure.

Step 1 Place the Key files for the HA pair appliances provided by Great Bay Support either 
on the PC used to manage the Beacon system, or a network location accessible by 
that system.

Step 2 From the Home tab, check the HA Status indicator to determine which appliance 
(hostname) is currently the Primary node, and to ensure that the Secondary node 
is online. The Secondary node must be online in order to proceed with the upload 
of license files on a HA-pair.

Step 3 Select the Upload Key link from the secondary menu of the Beacon Home tab, which 
results in the display of the screen in Figure 5-6 on an HA pair and allows the key 
file to be uploaded to each of the appliances, one at a time beginning with the 
current Primary node.

Tip The host name of the current Primary appliance in the HA-pair is shown in the table 
immediately below the Import Key Form. Ensure that the correct key files are 
uploaded to the appliances based on host name.
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Figure 5-6 Upload Beacon Key: HA Pair

Step 4 Use the Browse button to locate the Beacon Key file generated using the host name 
of the Primary appliance.

Step 5 Select 'Primary' from the drop-down menu to designate that the selected key file 
be uploaded to the Primary appliance, then select the Import Key to upload the Key. 
Successful upload is indicated by the following message appearing in the UI:

Key was successfully uploaded. 

Step 6 Perform the same steps for the Secondary appliance, but this time browsing to the 
key file generated with the host name that matches the current Secondary 
appliance, and selecting 'Secondary' in the drop down prior to selecting Import Key.

Tip The Beacon Server module on the current Primary appliance will attempt to restart 
approximately every minute. Once the Key file is uploaded, it may take up to a 
minute for the Server to restart and recognize the new Key.

Step 7 Refresh the Upload Key page to view the details of the key files s loaded on both 
appliances in the pair. Figure 5-7 below illustrates what the page should look like 
for an HA pair that has successfully had key files uploaded to both appliances in the 
pair.

Note The Beacon services are not running on the Secondary member of an All-in-one or 
Server Only HA pair. Upon failover of the HA pair, the Secondary will check the key 
file and attempt to start the Server module as it takes over the Primary role for the 
pair. If a valid key file (host name of the appliances matches the key file and 
number of Collectors in the Beacon configuration matches that in the key file), the 
system will fail-over normally.
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Note Navigation to the UI served by the Secondary node of a HA-pair is blocked. If an 
HTTP session to the eth0 IP address of the Secondary node of a Beacon HA pair is 
attempted, the login page will display but with an error message stating that log in 
is not permitted on the Secondary node.

Figure 5-7 Beacon Key Upload Successful on HA Pair

Tip The Beacon Key is tied to the host name of the Beacon appliance that the Server 
module is running (e.g., All-in-one or Server Only). If the host name of the 
appliance in an HA-pair is changed, a new Key must be generated and uploaded 
using the procedure outlined in this section for the Server module to run and 
communicate with other Beacon system components.

My Network Configuration
The My Network configuration enables the specification of the address space for
which the Beacon system will perform its Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring functions. 

The Beacon NetWatch and NetRelay Collector component module (or modules)
deployed in a given Beacon system monitor all network traffic/NetFlow XDRs
forwarded to the defined monitoring interface(s) which may extend across multiple
Beacon appliances. Depending on the placement of the interface(s), this traffic
may include packets and or NetFlow XDRs not originating from endpoints of
interest on the internal network. The My Network configuration assures that
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Beacon is only performing its functions on network traffic (NetWatch) and NetFlow
data for designated network host addresses and only profiling endpoints in the
specified range of endpoint addresses.

To access the My Network configuration, select the Configuration tab and then
select the My Network option from the secondary menu of the Configuration Tab.
The Network Description form illustrated in Figure 5-8is displayed in the resulting
page. Use this form to provide the My Network configuration for the Beacon
system.

Tip Some Beacon systems will require the creation of a single network (Organization 
Name) in the MyNetwork configuration. In larger Beacon systems, particularly those 
that employ multiple Collectors with NetWatch and or NetRelay enabled, it may be 
desirable to distribute collection. This is accomplished by dividing the total network 
host address space into multiple networks (Organization Names) and designating 
in the NetWatch and NetRelay configuration that a particular monitoring interface 
(NetWatch) and or NetRelay module collects endpoint data for a selected network 
segment. See the instructions for the configuration of NetWatch and NetRelay 
modules in Chapter 7, “Add and Configure Beacon Collectors”.

The Network Description form is intended to gather general information about the
overall characteristics of the network/network segment. The only required fields
are the Organization Name and Internal Address Blocks.

Note At least one network (Organization Name) containing a valid Internal Address 
Block (IP address/mask in CIDR format, x.x.x.x/y) must be configured on the 
system to enable data endpoint collection via NetWatch and or NetRelay.

Figure 5-8 Network Description Form
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Complete the steps below to configure a network (organization name) in the My
Network configuration:

Step 1 Provide a name for network being added.

Enter a name which will indicate what this address space is representing. This value 
is for the user’s reference only and can be any value that is useful in understanding 
what segment of the network this group of addresses represents, particularly if two 
or more segments are configured.

The organizational name will be used when adding interfaces to the NetWatch 
module(s) in the Beacon system to determine the traffic of interest for each 
NetWatch monitoring interface. 

Similarly, the NetRelay module configuration for enabling the processing of NetFlow 
data from NetFlow collectors also uses the Network Name construct to specify the 
network(s) that a particular NetRelay module should include NetFlow processing for.

Tip It may be desirable in deployments with more than one Beacon Collector to 
create multiple Organization Names that segment the larger endpoint host 
address space into subsets that include the networks/subnets that a given 
Collector will receive redirected traffic or NetFlow data for. In this way, the 
NetWatch and or NetRelay per Collector can be configured (see Chapter 7) to 
perform endpoint data collection on endpoints within specified host address 
ranges only.

For example, consider a campus network that serves four large buildings. 
Each of the four buildings will have a Beacon Remote Collection appliance 
that has a NetWatch monitoring interface analyzing traffic going up to the 
core. Each building utilizes one or two Class C networks for endpoint 
addressing. It would be beneficial then to create 4 Organizational Names 
(one per building) and specifying for each, the specific subnet(s) used in that 
area of the network: Building 1, with an internal address block of 
192.168.1.0/24. When the Collector in Building 1 is configured, NetWatch can 
be configured to analyze only the host address space of building 1 hosts (all 
endpoints with host addresses on 192.168.1 network), and disregarding all 
others. The three remaining Collectors would be configured similarly to 
distribute the NetWatch processing effectively across the four Collectors.

Step 2 Specify the IP Address space for endpoints of interest for profiling and identity 
monitoring in the Internal Address Blocks field.

The format is X.X.X.X/CIDR, for example 10.10.0.0/16 means any IP Address in 
which the first two octets are 10. This should be the host address space (or spaces) 
that the endpoints to be profiled will be addressed within. This is used in conjunction 
with the ''exclude blocks'' defined below in the next block to program NetWatch and 
NetRelay to collect IP-learned endpoint data from network traffic (NetFlow XDRs in 
the case of NetRelay).

Only data pertaining to endpoints having a host address within the Internal Address 
Blocks and not in the Exclude Address Blocks will be processed by NetWatch and 
NetRelay. All traffic/XDRs with addresses outside this range will be dropped by these 
collector modules.
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Step 3 Specify Exclude Address Blocks (optional)

As described above, this optional part of the configuration for a given Organizational 
Name permits the specification of one of more address blocks within the Internal 
Address Block host address space that should be excluded from NetWatch/NetRelay 
endpoint data collection. This is particularly useful in environments where special 
purpose (e.g., server, etc.) subnets are continguous with those used for endpoints. 
Collecting data on subnets not needing to be profiled can waste system resources.

Specify the IP Address space in the Exclude Address Blocks field that are within the 
Internal Address Blocks space, but contain endpoints that should be 
learned/profiled by Beacon. The format is X.X.X.X/CIDR, for example 10.10.0.0/16 
means any IP Address in which the first two octets are 10.

Step 4 Save the My Networks configuration by selecting the Save Settings button

As new networks (Organization Names) are added to the MyNetwork configuration,
or changes are made to existing networks the system will display the following
message in the Network Description form:

MyNetwork Configuration updated. Execute Apply Changes -> Update Modules to 
commit.

Adding Additional Networks to the Configuration
To add additional Networks to the system configuration at any time after initial
system configuration

Step 1 Select My Network link from the secondary menu on the Configuration Tab. This will 
result in the Choose Network form being displayed as illustrated in Figure 5-9.

Step 2 Add the new network to the configuration by entering a new Organization\Division 
name in the field to name the new network. Select the continue button.

Figure 5-9 Choose Network Form
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Step 3 Type a name for the new Network in the New Organization\Division Name field and 
select the Continue button. The Network Description form described earlier in “My 
Network Configuration” section on page 5-10 will be displayed to gather the details 
on the new network being added to the configuration.

Step 4 Enter the information for the new network, then select Save Settings button to save 
the new network.

Editing Networks (Organization Names) Previously Configured
To edit Networks previously saved to the Beacon configuration:

Step 1 Select My Network link from the secondary menu of the Configuration Tab to display 
the Choose Network form illustrated in Figure 5-9.

Step 2 Use the Select Name drop-down list to select the desired Organization Name for 
Editing and select the Continue button.

Step 3 The previously described Network Description form (Figure 5-8) is displayed with 
the fields populated with the last saved data.

Note The Organization Name cannot be edited. If the Organization Name needs to be 
changed, it must be deleted (Delete Network button) and re-entered using 

Step 4 To make changes, edit the necessary fields then select the Save Settings button to 
save changes to the configuration for that Organization Name.

Saving Beacon System Configuration Changes
The Beacon system configuration is stored in the database maintained by the
Server module. Changes are made to the system configuration through the
web-based User Interface through the forms illustrated in this chapter and the
remainder of the Configuration Guide. Most of the forms include a control that
allows saving or updating the data captured in the form. However, the majority of
configuration changes, particularly those made to the configuration of the Beacon
modules themselves are not committed to the running configuration until an
update of the modules is performed. To update the configuration of Beacon
modules, and ensure any configuration changes are made to the running Beacon
configuration, following the following procedure:

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration tab, and select the Apply Changes link from the 
secondary menu of the Configuration tab. The page in Figure 5-10 will be displayed 
in the browser.
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Figure 5-10 Update Beacon Modules Page

Step 2 Choose the appropriate option based on the nature of the changes that need to be 
committed to the configuration from the 3 options:

• Update Modules is selected to update the configuration of all modules, and to
commit configuration changes to the running configuration. Upon the selection
of the Update Modules button, the Beacon System will update the configuration
of all system and Collector component modules then perform a system restart
with the new configuration. All modules across the Beacon system will restart.
The modeler component of the Server module will re-model all endpoints in the
database against the most current data collected and the enabled profiles. The
NetMap modules across the system will initiate a regular poll of the network
infrastructure devices assigned to them via SNMP. If AD Servers have been
added to the configuration, NetMap will gather AD information from designated
Servers. If Active Profiling is configured, collection of DNS Name information
and or open TCP port and Banner Collection will be initiated as configured as
well.

Using Update Modules ensures that all configuration changes made and saved
using the UI will be committed to the running configuration of the Beacon
System.
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Tip On very large systems, with large databases and or a complex Profiling 
configuration, the system may take several minutes to complete the Update 
Modules process, and return all modules to the ''Reporting Normal'' status. 
Resource utilization on the Server appliance can be expected to peak during 
this process as the database is processed as part of the re-model. While the 
re-model is in progress, the Home Tab will indicate this as shown in 
Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-11 Home Tab Indication of Database Re-model In Progress

Warning Repeatedly selecting Apply Changes -> Update Modules or Re-model prior 
to allowing the system to complete a previously commanded re-model is 
not recommended. Once a full database re-model has been commanded, 
the home tab should be checked to verify that the previous re-model has 
completed prior to commanding a subsequent Update Modules or 
Re-model.

• Re-Map is used to direct all NetMap modules to initiate a poll of the network
infrastructure devices they have been designated to monitor to update the map
of the network topology maintained in the Beacon database.

• Re-Model is used to direct the modeler component of the Server module to
re-model all endpoints in the database against the most current information
without regenerating module configurations and forcing a restart of the entire
Beacon system.

Tip Re-Model is used primarily when new Profiles are added to the configuration, 
and it is desirable to re-evaluate all endpoints against the new Profiles and 
the rules bound to them. When LDAP integration or integration with NAC 
Appliance is enabled on the Beacon system, a full synchronization is also 
performed as described in Chapter 16, “Enabling The Internal LDAP 
Integration Layer” or Appendix E, “Integration with NAC Appliance”.
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Based on the option chosen, upon selecting the Apply Changes option, text is
displayed on the Update Beacon Modules page to indicate that the Server is taking
the selected action.

Tip The pages displayed after selecting one of the available Apply Changes actions will 
not update automatically. Navigate back to the Home tab and monitor the System 
Status table until all Collectors indicate “Reporting Normal Status,” and the 
Database re-modeling indication (Figure 5-11) is no longer present to verify 
completion of the operation.

Importing a Digitally Signed SSL Certificate onto the Beacon
System

Tip The following procedure is optional. If it is desirable to have a valid CA-signed 
certificate for the web interface so that the browser warning described earlier in the 
chapter is not displayed when navigating to the Beacon UI, perform the procedures 
in this section.

During the running of startup scripts of the Beacon system, it was necessary to
create an SSL Certificate for the All-in-one/Server Only appliance (or HA pair)
serving the web-based UI for the system. The certificate created during startup
however is ''self-signed'' and will result in the previously described security
warning issued by the web browser when connecting to the Beacon web-based
user interface. In many Beacon implementations it will be highly desirable to
obtain a digitally signed certificate for the system, using either an internal or
commercial Certificate Authority (CA) to enable the authenticity of the site to be
verified by the browser and prevent SSL certificate-related browser warnings.

The procedure outlined in this section allows the Beacon administrator to create a
Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for submission to the CA along with instructions
for installing the signed SSL certificate on the Beacon system to fully enable the
SSL subsystem.

The procedure consists of three operations, outlined in detail in the following
subsections:

1. Verification and download of the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) from the 
Beacon Appliance/HA pair.

2. Submission of the CSR to the CA for signature; receipt of the signed SSL 
certificate from the CA along with the CA's certificate.

3. Installation of the digitally-signed Profiler certificate and the Certificate 
Authority's certificate on the Profiler system, followed by a restart of the Web 
Server to begin authentication/encryption using the digitally-signed certificate.
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Note For HA Beacon pairs, the procedure below is performed once on the Primary 
system, followed by the execution of a 'service profiler' command to push the 
certificate information to the secondary so that both appliances have a valid, 
signed certificate for the VIP/Domain Name of the Beacon system.

Until the three steps above are completed in their entirety, the Beacon system will
continue to utilize the self-signed certificate with the attendant browser warnings.
Follow the steps for each of the 3 operations in the following subsections to
generate a CSR, get a CA-signed certificate, and place the signed SSL certificate
on the Beacon system.

Verify/Download Beacon System CSR
Before beginning this procedure, it is important to gather the information required 
for the generation of the SSL certificate in accordance with internal security policies. 
The following parameters for the certificate should be gathered and close at hand 
prior to beginning the process outlined below for the verification/download of the 
Certificate Signing request for submission to the CA for digital signature:

•  Domain Name (or IP address) of the Beacon system.

Note For HA systems, this should be for the VIP/Service Address of the HA Beacon 
system with the same certificate placed on both members of the HA pair.)

•  Organization Unit Name

•  Organization Name

•  City Name

•  State or Province Name

•  2-letter Country code

Step 1 Initiate a console or SSH session with the Beacon server and elevate to root 
privileges via su command. For HA pairs, this procedure should be done on the 
appliance that is currently the Primary by opening an SSH session to the VIP. 

Step 2 Initiate the SSL Certificate Management script by executing the command:

service profiler setupcert

This brings up the main Certificate Action menu, illustrated in Figure 5-12. Recall 
that option A was used during the startup of the appliances to create a self-signed 
certificate for the system.
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Figure 5-12 Certificate Action

Step 3 To verify the parameters of the current self-signed certificate, select option A. 
Create/Update Self-signed Certificate & CSR which displays Figure 5-13 after 
prompting for confirmation that replacement of the existing certificate may result. 
This form reflects the current parameters of the self-signed certificate on the 
system and allows for edits to any of the SSL certificate parameters, if required.

Figure 5-13 Certificate Details

Step 4 Use the arrows keys to move to the field(s) to be changed and make the necessary 
changes to the certificate parameters. 

Step 5 Use the tab key to select Submit and press Enter, which will result in the system 
processing the changes and overwriting the current self-signed certificate and CSR 
for the system (note that on HA systems, the new self-signed certificate will also be 
automatically pushed to the Secondary of the pair as part of processing the new 
certificate). Upon successfully completing the processing required to generate the 
new self-signed certificate and CSR, Figure 5-14 will appear:
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Figure 5-14 New Certificate Installed/CSR Saved

Step 6 Select OK and enter to confirm that the CSR has been created and is ready for 
download. The system will prompt the user to restart Apache so the new certificate 
is processed, presenting the dialog in Figure 5-15 to the user.

Tip If Beacon users currently have active sessions and the web server is restarted with 
the new SSL certificate, those sessions will be terminated and they will likely have 
to add a new exception to their browser in order to accept the new self-signed 
certificate when attempting to navigate back to the Beacon web UI.

Figure 5-15 Confirm Apache Restart with New Certificate

Step 7 Select Yes using the arrow keys and press Enter to restart Apache.

Step 8 Utilize SCP (WinSCP) to move the CSR from /home/beacon/ssl off the appliance so 
that it can be submitted to the Certificate Authority for digital signature in 
accordance with internal policies.

Step 9 Select OK to return to the main Certificate Action menu select option 0. Exit (done 
with certificates) to exit the certificate management script.

The CSR is now ready for submission to an internal or commercial CA.

Submission of the CSR to the CA for Digital Signature

Step 1 After the CSR has been created/downloaded from the Beacon system, follow 
internal policies for submission to an internal or commercial CA for digital signature.

After the Beacon system certificate has been signed by the CA, it will be returned 
to the submitter along with Certificate Authority's own digital certificate, depending 
on the CA often called the ''CA bundle.''
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In order for the SSL subsystem of Beacon to utilize the certificate it needs both the 
digitally-signed certificate resulting from the CSR created in the last step, and the 
CA's certificate copied into the proper directory on the appliance running the Server 
module.

Tip The digitally-signed certificate and the CA certificate must be named: profiler.crt 
and profiler-ca-bundle.crt respectively.

Step 2 Review the instructions provided by the CA to prepare the Beacon system SSL 
certificate and CA certificate bundles appropriately. In the next step, these files will 
be loaded onto the Beacon system, and the web server restarted to begin using the 
digitally signed certificate and the browser warnings should cease as the certificate 
is now signed by a trusted CA.

Importing the Digitally-signed Certificate onto the Beacon System
The final steps in the process are straightforward but essential to complete correctly 
so the digitally signed certificate is accepted by the Beacon system. Follow the steps 
below carefully.

Step 1 SSH/Console to the All-in-one/Server Only system (VIP of HA- pair), elevate to root 
access, and run the command service profiler setupcert. Choose option D. 
Backup Certificate and Private Key.

This will create a backup copy of the current self-signed certificate on the system 
which should be moved off-appliance. This will allow the system to be reverted back 
to the original self-signed certificate easily should there be a problem with 
importing the CA-signed certificate.

Step 2 The digitally signed certificate and the CA certificate received from the CA 
(filenames profiler.crt and profiler-ca-bundle.crt) should be copied into place in the 
following directory using SCP: /var/db/ssl/pub

Again, using the filenames specified in step 2 is essential to the proper operation of 
the Beacon SSL subsystem.

Step 3 Restart the Apache web server to begin using the new, digitally-signed certificate 
by entering the following command:

service httpd restart

Tip If Beacon users currently have active sessions and the web server is 
restarted with a new SSL certificate, those sessions will be terminated.

Indications from the command line of a normal web server restart are as follows:

Performing sanity check on apache22 configuration:
Syntax OK
Stopping apache22.
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Waiting for PIDS: 39009.
Performing sanity check on apache22 configuration:
Syntax OK
Starting apache22.
[beacon@BeaconHA1 /home/beacon]#

Step 4 Verify normal operation of the web UI using the new, signed SSL certificate. 
Navigation to the Beacon UI should no longer result in certificate errors, assuming 
of course that the CA's certificate is already trusted by the browser.

Step 5 On HA-pairs only, once the normal operation of the signed certificate for Beacon and 
the CA certificate have been verified, they can be pushed from the Primary node to 
the Secondary node by executing this command on the Primary:

service profiler HApushCert
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Configuring the Beacon Server Module

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 6-1

• Beacon Server Module Configuration, page 6-2

• Server Module Network Connections Options, page 6-4

– Add a Network Connection to Server Configuration, type ‘Server’, page 6-7

– Add a Network Connection to Server Configuration, type ‘Client’, page 6-9

• Editing Other Server Configuration Parameters, page 6-13

– Database Maintenance, page 6-13

– Network Mapping Configuration, page 6-17

– Advanced Options, page 6-21

– External Reference (optional), page 6-24

• Saving Configuration Changes to the Server Module, page 6-24

• Edit a Previously Configured Server Network Connection, page 6-24

• Remove a Server Network Connection, page 6-25

Overview

Timesaver When performing the initial configuration of a new All-in-one Beacon system, there 
are no mandatory Server module configuration changes required to get the system 
up and running, collecting data and profiling endpoints. When initially configuring 
an All-in-one, proceed to the next chapter and complete the configuration of the 
onboard Collector. Return to this chapter later to tune the system-level settings 
configured for the Server module that are described in detail in this chapter.

For distributed Beacon systems that include one or more Remote Collection 
appliances, at a minimum, the Network Connections settings of the Server module 
will require configuration of to enable communications between the Server module 
and the Collector(s) running on Remote Collection appliances. See “Beacon Server 
Module Configuration” section on page 6-2.
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Once the key file(s) are loaded enabling the Server to run and the My Network
configuration is completed, the next task associated with configuration of the
Beacon Endpoint Profiler system is configuration of the Server module. As outlined
earlier, the Server module for the Beacon system will be automatically installed on
an All-in-one or Server Only Standalone or HA-pair system during the execution of
the startup scripts. Recall that the web-based management interface is served by
the Beacon Server module and it provides management of all components of the
Beacon system. This enables the entire Beacon system to be managed from a
single IP address, that of the management interface of the appliance running the
Beacon server module (or the VIP (Virtual IP) of the HA pair in the case of HA
All-in-one and Server Only implementations). Correct configuration of this
component at the outset of the Beacon implementation ensures that the initial
system configuration can be created and the entire system brought into service
and managed via the UI.

For any Beacon system there is one instance of the Server module that is running
at any given time. This is true for HA pairs as well, as the Server (and other
modules in the case of All-in-one HA pairs) is stopped by the HA protocol on the on
the Secondary node. The database continues to run on the Secondary node
however and is continually synchronized with the database maintained by the
Primary node, but the Beacon modules are stopped, and can only be started by the
HA protocol. The CLI commands for starting and stopping Beacon on the
Secondary appliance in a pair are disabled.

When an All-in-one or Server Only Beacon standalone or HA-pair system is
started-up as described in Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial
Configuration”, a basic Beacon system configuration is created, including an initial
default configuration for the Server module. The basic Server module configuration
includes default parameters that allow the system to come up and be managed via
the web interface so that further configuration can be completed to enable the
system for endpoint profiling and identity monitoring in the target environment.

When configuring distributed Beacon systems, once the Server module has been
configured, the Collector(s) are added to the configuration such that
communication with the Server module over an encrypted network connection is
established. This communication allows the Collectors to get their completed
configuration from the Server module based on the current system configuration,
and send collected endpoint data back to the Server for processing. Once the
Server is configured as described in this chapter, communication with the
Collectors will be established, and their configurations added to the system
configuration and completed as described in the next chapter, Chapter 7, “Add and
Configure Beacon Collectors”.

Beacon Server Module Configuration
The configuration of the Beacon Server module is viewed and edited through a
single page of the UI, which consists of a single form entitled Configure Server.

Navigation to the Configure Server form is provided directly from the Home Tab,
which is the default start page for all new sessions to the Beacon UI. Clicking the
Server link in the System Status table will open the Configure Server form so that
the current configuration can be viewed and changed as required.
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Note If the Server module of a newly configured Beacon system indicates a status 
of 'not running', it is likely that the required license files have not been 
uploaded. Refer to the licensing upload/verification procedures outlined in 
Chapter 5, “Configuring the Beacon Endpoint Profiler for the Target 
Environment”to upload valid license(s) and get the Beacon Server status to 
“running” before proceeding with Server configuration.

Tip It can take up to 60 seconds for the Beacon Server to recognize a valid 
license after upload.

The Configure Server form is organized into four sections containing configurable
parameters that are used to configure system-level features and functions of the
Beacon System. By default, only the Network Connections section is expanded. To
expand the other 3 sections, click on the section title.

When performing the initial configuration of a new Beacon System, the first
section at the top of the form entitled Network Connections is the only section of
the Server configuration that must be configured to begin Beacon system
operations. On a newly installed All-in-one system, the Network Connections
section of the Configure Server will appear as illustrated in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Configure Server Form: Network Connections Section (All-in-one)

Tip For distributed (one or more Remote Collectors) Beacon Systems, adding 
appropriate Network Connections to the Server configuration is essential before the 
addition of Collectors to the system configuration. When performing the initial 
configuration of a new Beacon installation, follow the procedures outlined in the 
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next section to add the necessary Network Connections so that network 
communications between the Beacon Server and Remote Collectors can be 
established.

Server Module Network Connections Options
This configuration parameter specifies how the Beacon Server module will
communicate with the Collector(s) deployed throughout the system. The next
section of this document describes in detail the purpose and options for the
Network Connections section of the Server configuration, and outlines how Server
module Network Connections are configured using the GUI when one or more
Remote Collection appliances are employed by the system.

During All-in-one appliance start-up, the Beacon Server module will have a single
Network Connection added to the configuration by default. This Network
Connection, added for purposes of enabling communication with the internal
(non-configurable) Forwarder module running on All-in-one appliances, is
identifiable by the IP address specified: 127.0.0.1, the internal loop back
interface, with a Connection Type of Server. This can be interpreted as specifying
that the Server module listen on the internal loop back interface for sessions
initiated on port 31416 by the Forwarder module running on the All-in-one
appliance through which the Collector component modules communicate collected
data. No further configuration is necessary.

For distributed Beacon systems that utilize one or more Remote Collection
appliances the Network Connections section of the Server configuration for the
distributed system must be modified such that communications between the
Server and the Forwarder(s) running on the Remote Collection appliance(s) is
enabled via the addition of the requisite Network Connections. 

To add a Network Connection to a Server module configuration, follow the
procedures below to create the connection(s) required for the Remote Collection
appliance(s). Server module Network Connections can be configured to be one of
the following types:

• 'Server' which designates that the Server will listen on a specified interface for
incoming connections from one or more Remote Collection appliances.

• 'Client' which designates that the Server initiate a connection with a specific
Remote Collection appliance. This is the less commonly used option, used
primarily in installations where a firewall is in place between the Server and
Remote Collection appliance preventing the Remote Collection from
establishing the TCP connection.

As outlined in chapter 3, when configuring distributed Beacon systems it is
necessary to have information about all the appliances in the system such as IP
addresses and desired encryption type/shared secrets readily available throughout
the Beacon system configuration process. Decisions such as the setup of
communications between the components, specifically whether each Remote
Collection appliance will contact the Server (Forwarder on Remote Collection
appliance configured as a ‘client’) or whether the Server will initiate the connection
(Forwarder on Remote Collection appliance configured as 'server') should have
been made and the Remote Collectors configured accordingly during appliance
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startup. This ensures that the configuration of Server-to-Forwarder
communications can be accomplished readily, and that the appliances in the
distributed Beacon system connect to one another immediately and without issue.

When Remote Collection appliances are initially started up in accordance with the
Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial Configuration”, an initial configuration
of the Forwarder module is created such that the Forwarder is able to make
contact with the Server module running on the All-in-one or Server Only in the
system as the Server module is configured with the necessary Network
Connection(s). The configuration of the Network Connections on the Server
module must be consistent with that setup on the Remote Collection appliance(s)
at system startup for inter-module communications to occur normally.

The next sections provide details on the two Server module Network Connection
options available for use with distributed Beacon systems, and outline the
procedures for configuring either type.

Server Module Network Connections on Distributed Beacon Systems

Tip All-in-one Beacon systems that do not have Remote Collectors deployed do not 
require any additional Network Connections in the Server module configuration. The 
default Server connection added automatically to the Server module configuration 
will enable the component Collector modules on the local Collector to communicate 
with the Server over the loopback interface.

When Remote Collection appliances are initially started up in accordance with the
Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial Configuration”, an initial configuration
of the Forwarder module on the Collector is created such that the Forwarder is able
to make contact with the Server module running on the All-in-one or Server Only
in the system. The configuration of the Network Connections on the Server module
must be consistent with that setup on the Remote Collection appliance(s) at
system startup for inter-module communications to occur normally.

Inter-module communications between the Forwarder module running on a
Remote Collection appliance and the Server module running on the All-in-one or
Server Only appliance (or HA pair) can be setup in one of two ways: the Forwarder
on the Remote Collection appliance can be configured to initiate the connection
with the Server (e.g., Connection Type of 'Client' on the Forwarder), or
alternatively the Forwarder can be configured to listen for connections initiated by
the Server (e.g., Connection Type of 'Server' on the Forwarder).

The Network Connections required to be added on the Server module of an
All-in-one or Server Only standalone or HA pair are determined by the setup of the
Remote Collection appliances in a distributed Beacon system. Again, in nearly all
cases the Remote Collection appliances can be configured with 'Client' connections
and the Server be configured with a single 'Server' connection on the eth0
interface that will service multiple Remote Collection appliances.

In deployments where some or all of the Forwarders on the Remote Collection
appliances in the system have been setup with Client configurations, the Server
module will require the addition of a Network Connection, with Connection Type of
Server, specifying the management interface (eth0) for standalone
All-in-one/Server Only, or the VIP for HA pairs. This addition to the Server module
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configuration results in the Server listening on the specified TCP port (31416 by
default) for network connections by the Forwarder(s) of Remote Collection
appliance(s) in the system configured to be clients connecting back to that Server
module. The figure below illustrates communications between the Server module
and the Forwarder on the remote collection appliance when the Forwarder is
configured as a Client.

Figure 6-2 Client Network Connection on Forwarder

In deployments where one or more Remote Collection appliances have Forwarder
configurations that are set to 'Server' for the purpose of firewall traversal, and are
relying on the Server module to initiate the connection, a Network Connection with
Client Connection Type must be added to the Server module configuration for each
Remote Collection appliance configured in this manner. The figure below illustrates
communications between the Server module and the Forwarder on the remote
collection appliance when the Forwarder is configured as a Server.

Figure 6-3 Server Network Connection on Forwarder

For distributed Beacon systems employing one or more Remote Collection
appliances, follow the procedures below for adding the necessary Network
Connections to the Server module configuration in order to support the deployed
Remote Collection appliances as outlined in the next two sections of the chapter.

Tip The Beacon Remote Collector appliances are configured at startup with the 
parameters they require such as Connection Type, Encryption Type, Shared Secret 
and address information as required to complete the configuration of the Forwarder 
end of the communication. This enables bidirectional communication with the 
Server module for the system so that the Collectors are able to get their detailed 
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configuration from the Server as it is configured. It is good practice to plan and 
document these parameters for the entire system at the outset of system 
configuration to ensure system-level communication can be established when 
creating the initial Beacon system configuration.

Add a Network Connection to Server Configuration, type ‘Server’

This is the most common configuration for distributed Beacon systems. One or
more Remote Collection appliances in the system are configured with network
connections of type 'Client,' and initiate a connection to a single Network
Connection of type 'Server' configured on the Server module specifying that it
''listens'' on its eth0 interface for Remote Collection appliance(s) attempting to
connect to it.

To add a new Network Connection of type Server to a Server module configuration,
complete the following steps:

Step 1 Select the Add connection button immediately above the Network Connections 
table. The Create Connection form that allows specifying the configuration 
parameters of the Network Connection to be added to the Server module 
configuration is displayed as illustrated in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4 Create Connection Form

This form allows the specification of each of the required parameters of the
Network Connection being added to the Server module configuration. Specify the
parameters of each of these parameters as outlined in the remaining steps.

Tip A single Server module Network Connection of type Server is able to multiplex 
connections from multiple Remote Collection appliances assuming the Port, 
Encryption Type and shared secret are the same on all appliances. Server module 
Network Connections are ''one-to-many.'
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Step 2 Specify the Connection Type for the Network Connection being added using the 
radio button.

The Connection Type specifies how this Network Connection between the Server
module and external modules will be initially established. Selecting the Server
radio button specifies that the Server module will expect the Network
Connection(s) to be established by the other module and that it should listen for
connections on the specified TCP port number.

Step 3 Specify the IP Address the Server module should listen for incoming connections on.

Enter the IP address of the eth0 (management interface) of the All-in-one/Server
Only appliance or VIP if the All-in-one/Server Only is an HA-pair. This parameter
specifies the network interface the Server module should listen on (by IP address)
for connections from remote Forwarder modules in the system.

Step 4 Specify the TCP Port number for this connection

For most cases the default TCP port number of 31416 should be accepted,
however as an alternative, the system may use port number 31417. This is the
port number that the Network Connection being added will utilize for
module-to-module communications.

Step 5 Specify the Encryption Type for this connection.

Select the desired encryption type for the Network Connection being added from
the drop-down list. This parameter specifies either that the Network Connection
will be un-encrypted (select the 'None' option), or the algorithm to use for
encrypting the data being transmitted. AES is the currently available encryption
option.

Tip Use of encryption for the Server to Forwarder connections for Remote 
Collection appliances is highly recommended.

Tip The Network Connection of the modules at both ends of the Network 
Connection must have the same encryption algorithm selected in order for 
encrypted session to be successfully established.

Step 6 Specify a Shared Secret for encrypted connections

Specify the shared secret that should be used in establishing encrypted
communications over the Network Connection to be added, if encryption was
enabled in the previous step. 

Tip The modules at both ends of the Network Connection must be configured with 
the identical Shared Secret in order for the encrypted session to be 
established successfully.

Step 7 Select the Add Connection button to save the new Network Connection to the Server 
Configuration
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Upon saving the new Network Connection, the UI will return to the Configure
Server from, which should now display the Network Connection of type 'Server'
added to the Server module configuration.

Timesaver If all Remote Collection appliances in the Beacon system are configured with Client 
Network Connection types, no further configuration is required--proceed with 
saving the Server module configuration and saving the Server module configuration 
as described in “Saving Configuration Changes to the Server Module” section on 
page 6-24.

If Network Connection(s) of type Client need to be added to the Server module
configuration to support Remote Collection appliances configured as type Server,
follow the instructions in the next section to add one or more Network Connections
of type Client to the Server module configuration.

Add a Network Connection to Server Configuration, type ‘Client’

Tip Note that when configuring a system with multiple ''Client'' connections (e.g., 
multiple Collectors configured as Server), a Network Connection for each of the 
Remote Collection appliances that the Server module on the All-in-one or Server 
Only will initiate a connection with is required in the Server module configuration. 
Unlike Server Network Connections, Client Network Connections are ''one-to-one.''

To add a new Network Connection of type Client to a Server configuration,
complete the following steps:

Step 1 Select the Add Connection button in the Network Connections section of the 
Configure Server form. The Add network client/server form that allows specifying 
the configuration parameters of the Network Connection to be added to the Server 
module configuration is displayed.

Step 2 Select the Connection Type Client radio button.

When the Client radio button for Connection Type on the Add Network
Client/Server form is selected, the form changes subtly as shown in the two
figures (Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 on page 6-10), one taken from a system with a
standalone All-in-one/Server Only and the second from an HA-pair.
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Figure 6-5 Add Client Network Connection - Standalone

Figure 6-6 Add Client Network Connection - HA Pair

The primary difference in the Add network client/server for the Client connection
type is the section immediately above the Add Connection button, entitled
'Allowing Connection(s) From' which lists the loopback and several other Beacon
system IP addresses.

For Beacon systems with standalone All-in-one and Server Only appliances, this
section lists two IP addresses. In the case of systems with an All-in-one/Server
Only appliances deployed as a HA pair four IP addresses are displayed in the list.
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The addresses in the ''Allowing Connections From'' display the addresses that are
used in the construction of the configuration file for the downstream Forwarder
running on the Remote Collection appliance the Server will establish a connection
with. They are used in the configuration of the Access Control List (ACL) on the
Forwarder. 

Tip The addresses are those that will be allowed to connect to the Forwarder with a 
Server connection and should be verified against those configured during the 
startup of the Remote Collection appliance(s) when they were configured with a 
corresponding Server Network Connection in accordance with the procedures 
specified in Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial Configuration”. 

In the standalone case, the Server will connect to the Forwarder on the Remote
Collection appliance using this client connection, initiating the connection using the
management interface (eth0) IP address. The loopback address is included as well
for completeness.

For HA pairs, outbound connections from the virtualized Server module may at
different times utilize the IP address of the management interface (eth0) of either
of the members in the pair dependent upon which appliance is currently the
Primary, or the VIP. For All-in-one and Server Only HA pairs, the list should
include:

– The management interface(eth0) IP address of the Primary appliance

– the management interface (eth0) IP address and Secondary appliance

– the VIP of the HA-pair

– The loopback address (127.0.01).

To add a Client Network Connection to a Server module, complete the following
steps to populate the fields of the Add network client/server form with the desired
parameters:

Step 3 Enter the IP Address of the destination Forwarder.

For Connection Types specified as “Client” the IP address entered should be the IP
address of the remote Collector the Server module will initiate communications
with. For example, when adding a Network Connection to a Server module to
establish communication with a Forwarder module on a Collector, specify the IP
address of the management interface (eth0) of that Collector service, in this field.

Step 4 Specify the TCP Port number for this network connection.

For most cases the default TCP port number of 31416 should be accepted,
however port number 31417 can be used as an alternative. This is the port number
that the Network Connection being added will utilize for module-to-module
communications so the port number of the Server network connection must match
that configured on Remote Collection appliance.

Note The same TCP port number can be specified in multiple network connections.

Step 5 Specify an Encryption Type for this network connection.
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Select the desired encryption type for the Network Connection being added from
the drop-down list. This parameter specifies either that the Network Connection
will be un-encrypted (select the None option), or the algorithm to use for
encrypting the data being transmitted. The currently available encryption option is
AES (default).

Tip The Network Connection of the modules at both ends of the Network 
Connection must have the same encryption algorithm selected in order for 
encrypted session to be successfully established.

Tip Use of encryption for the Server to Forwarder connections for Remote 
Collection appliances is highly recommended.

Step 6 Specify a Shared Secret when Encryption is specified for the Network Connection.

Specify the shared secret that should be used in establishing encrypted
communications over the Network Connection to be added, if desired. The field
should be left blank if the Network Connection will be unencrypted. The modules at
both ends of the Network Connection must be configured with the identical Shared
Secret in order for the encrypted session to be established successfully. 

The form requires the shared secret to be entered identically two times to prevent
mistakes in typing the desired string.

Step 7 Select the Add Connection button to save the new Client Network Connection to the 
Server Configuration

Note The Collector services are configured at startup in accordance with Chapter 4, 
“Installation and Initial Configuration”, with the parameters they require such as 
Connection Type, Encryption Type, Shared Secret and address information as 
required to complete the configuration of the Forwarder end of the communication. 
This enables bidirectional communication with the Server module for the system 
so that the Collectors are able to get their detailed configuration from the Server. 

Saving Added Network Connections to the Server Module
Configuration

Upon saving the new Network Connection, the UI will return to the Configure
Server from, which should now display the Network Connection of type 'Client'
added to the Server module configuration.

When all required Network Connections have been added to the Server Module
configuration, select the Update Server button at the bottom of the Configure
Server form. Then perform an Apply Changes -> Update Modules to generate the
new Server configuration file and restart the Server using the configuration with
the added Server module Network Connections so that they are ready for use
when the Collectors are added to the system configuration as described in
Chapter 7, “Add and Configure Beacon Collectors”. 
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Editing Other Server Configuration Parameters

Tip When completing the initial configuration of Beacon Server, the only mandatory 
configuration task is adding appropriate Network Connections to enable network 
communications between the Beacon Server and the Collectors as outlined in the 
previous sections of this chapter. Remaining parameters of the Beacon Server can 
be revisited later and configured in accordance with the guidance provided in this 
section, or other chapters in the case of NAC Appliance and LDAP integration 
features. For newly installed systems, it is best practice to proceed with the addition 
of the Collectors to the system configuration as described in the next chapter.

In addition to the Network Connections configuration of the Beacon Server, there
are several other sections of the Configure Server form that allow the setting of
parameters that control system-level operation of the system.

Database Maintenance
The Database Maintenance parameters of the Server configuration are
immediately below the Network Connections section of the Configure Server form
and are displayed when the expander is selected. Figure 6-7 shows the section of
a newly installed Beacon Server showing the default settings.
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Figure 6-7 Configure Server: Database Maintenance Parameters

The Database Maintenance parameters allow the setting of a number of timeouts
that control how endpoint data is retained or purged by the system. The
paragraphs below outline the purpose of each of these parameters:

Tip If the Server timeout parameters are left at the default (no timeouts enabled), all 
endpoints that are discovered by the system will remain in the database indefinitely. 
Although their historical data will be pruned (30 days by default), the endpoints 
themselves will remain in the primary endpoint console views (View endpoint by 
profile, etc.) unless removed manually (one at a time) via Clear Endpoint. As 
described below, the Endpoint Timeout and Endpoint Removal parameters can be 
used to automatically clear the database of endpoints that have not had data 
collected for a defined period of time, pruning the database of endpoints that are 
no longer connecting to the network.

Tip The timeout parameters outlined below are applied by the system on a per-Profile 
basis: only endpoints in a profile that has the ''Allow Timeout'' parameter set to 'yes' 
will be effected by the timeouts as described below. Endpoints in the ''Not Profiled'' 
state are always (not configurable) subjected to the timeouts configured for the 
Server module.
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Endpoint Timeout
The Endpoint Timeout can be used to prune the endpoint database in the Beacon
system of endpoints that are inactive, presumably having left the network
permanently. The endpoint database can be conceptualized as being organized by
the MAC address and containing all the endpoints the system has discovered and
observed identity attributes (e.g., endpoint profiling data) for. For each endpoint
MAC discovered, Beacon maintains both MAC-learned and IP-learned profiling
about that endpoint. When any observation of the endpoint from the Collectors is
observed, a timestamp for that data element is updated so that each element of
endpoint data in the database for each endpoint has an age, so that the endpoint
database can be managed by the system actively. The endpoint timeout is used to
manage if or when endpoints that don’t have any updates to their profiling
information are moved to an inactive or ''retired'' status. 

When this timeout is set to other than the default of 0 days (interpreted as ''don’t
retire any endpoint regardless of how long it has gone without update to its
data''), if no endpoint data has been observed by the system within the number of
days specified the endpoint is moved to a ''retired'' state. As an endpoint is moved
to the retired state, the following changes are effected within the system:

1. Retired endpoints are removed from the primary Endpoint Console views: the 
Endpoint Directory, and Display Endpoints by Profile/by Device Port. Endpoints 
in the retired state can only be viewed from the Endpoint Console tab by 
selecting Other Endpoint Views -> Retired Endpoints. 

2. As an endpoint is moved to the retired state, if it is in a Profile that matches a 
NAC Event or the profile is 'LDAP enabled,' the endpoint is removed from the 
NAC Manager Filter List and the LDAP directory respectively—the endpoint is 
essentially considered to be inactive for the purposes of integration with other 
systems. If the endpoint was enabled for MAC authentication via these 
mechanisms, it is essentially revoked and the endpoint must be rediscovered 
and profiled as described below. 

3. All endpoint profiling data for the endpoint is cleared (both IP- and MAC-learned) 
along with current IP-to-MAC mapping and endpoint location information. If the 
endpoint becomes active again, it will be treated the same as a new endpoint 
being discovered by Beacon for the first time (with the exception of the historical 
data as outlined in #d. below). That is, the system would have to collect identity 
attributes and profile the endpoint according to the data collected after 
re-discovery. 

4. Endpoints that have been retired will have their historical information retained 
subject to the historical limit as described below. MAC history by port, MAC 
history by IP, and MAC history by Profile for the endpoints in retired status is 
maintained in the database subject to the historical limit parameter (30 days by 
default). Should the endpoint return to the network and the endpoint moved out 
of the retired state, its historical information will be rejoined with the current 
data for the endpoint.

Endpoint Removal
The Endpoint Removal parameter is used in conjunction with the Endpoint
Timeout. Endpoint Removal specifies the number of days an endpoint is
maintained in the ''retired'' status as described above. If the endpoint removal
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parameter is set to a number of days other than the default of 0, endpoints will
remain in the retired state for only the number of days specified. Retired endpoints
subjected to endpoint removal timeout are permanently removed from the Beacon
database—no information about the endpoint is retained. When an endpoint is
subjected to the Endpoint Removal timeout the effect is similar to the Clear
Endpoint functionality (see Chapter 15) that allows individual endpoints to be
selected for permanent removal from the database, but in the case of endpoint
removal, happens automatically to any number of endpoints that have been in the
retired state greater than the value selected for this parameter. This provides an
automated database pruning functionality.

Tip It is worth reemphasizing that in order to subjected to any timeout, endpoints must 
either be in a profile that has the ''allow timeout'' parameter enabled or be in the 
Not Profiled state as the system evaluates the age of their profiling data. If 
endpoints are not in a Profile that has ''allow timeout'' enabled, they will not be 
subjected to Endpoint Timeout/Endpoint Removal. Endpoints that are in the Not 
Profiled state with Endpoint Timeout enabled are always subjected to the timeout.

Port Timeout
The Port Timeout value is used to clear location (access switch and port)
information for individual endpoints. The location information for endpoints is
determined by Beacon via NetMap, and the NetTrap trap handling mechanisms.
The normal trap handling mechanism operates as follows when endpoints are
physically removed from the network: the access network device (switch typically)
will generate a link down trap which is processed by NetTrap. On receipt of link
down, NetTrap informs the Server which in turn commands the NetMap module to
poll the device port via SNMP to verify that the MAC has in fact been removed (is
no longer in the switch source address table). Upon that confirmation, that
location information is cleared for the endpoint and Beacon is unable to provide a
current location for the endpoint. The default value is 0, meaning the this timing
mechanism will not be used.

In scenarios where endpoints are learned on ports via the NetMap mechanism and
that location information is added to the database for the endpoint, and the
endpoint subsequently disconnects from that location but no link down trap is
generated/processed by NetTrap, the location information cannot be cleared
automatically for the endpoint by the Beacon system. This can happen in a number
of scenarios such as endpoints connected via the switch integrated in IP Phones
which do not support traps/are not polled, or through wireless Access Points which
result in Beacon locating them on the upstream wired switch. The port timeout can
be used to semi-automatically cull stale endpoint location information, typically
generated when endpoints are connected to the network via these methods. 

By default this timer is set to 0 specifying that location information for endpoints
will not be timed out via this mechanism, and that only positive indications of
leaving the network will trigger the removal of location information for endpoints. 
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ARP Timeout
The ARP timeout specifies how long the IP-to-MAC mapping will be retained for an
endpoint without refresh of that data. By default, this parameter is set to 0 (hours)
interpreted as the last IP-to-MAC mapping determined by the system will not be
cleared by timeout. Beacon strives to maintain an IP-to-MAC mapping for each
endpoint that it learns through a number of collection mechanisms: NetMap polling
of router ARP caches, monitoring of DHCPAck packets from DHCP servers, and
NetWatch processing of ARP transactions.The IP-to-MAC mapping enables learning
of endpoint identity attributes via analysis of the endpoint’s network traffic (or
NetFlow XDRs) which identify the endpoint only via IP address. 

If the ARP timeout is left at zero, the last IP-to-MAC mapping determined by
Beacon using the mechanisms above is maintained indefinitely. For non-zero
values, endpoints that have not had a refresh of IP-to-MAC information within the
specified number of hours will have their current IP-to-MAC mapping cleared.

Implications of clearing IP-to-MAC mappings for an endpoint need to be well
understood as this parameter is implemented. In order for IP-learned information
to be tagged with an endpoint MAC address making it persistent through
IP-to-MAC mapping clearing and changes of IP for the endpoint, the MAC-to-IP
binding has to have been learned either through the observation of a complete
DHCP transaction (including DHCPAck from DHCP Server) or a complete ARP
transaction. If the IP-to-MAC mapping was made only via the NetMap mechanism
(finding an ARP cache entry for the endpoint MAC in a network device), clearing of
the IP-to-MAC mapping for the endpoint, or an observed IP address change will
result in the purge of IP-learned profiling data for the endpoint. This may result in
a profile change for the endpoint.

Historical Limit
Specifies how long historical information for endpoints is maintained by the system
for endpoints discovered by Beacon. As described above, Beacon retains historical
information (MAC history by port, MAC history by IP, and MAC history by Profile)
for each endpoint it discovers by MAC address, whether the endpoint is currently in
an active or retired status. This value specifies the time horizon for retention of
this historical data. The system will automatically clear endpoint historical data
older than the specified value which keeps the database size bounded, particularly
in cases where the Endpoint Timeout/Endpoint Removal mechanisms are not used.

Note Changes to any of the above timeout values on a running system requires that an 
Apply Changes -> Update Modules be executed in order for the change to be 
committed to the running configuration. It may take up to 1 hour for the 
newly-enabled timeout values to take effect, it will not be instantaneous.

Network Mapping Configuration
The parameters in this section set configurable parameters for all NetMap and
NetTrap modules across the system. This section of the Configure Server form is
illustrated in Figure 6-8
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Figure 6-8 Configure Server: Network Mapping Configuration

The configurable Server parameters in this section are outlined in the following
sections:

Mapping Interval [Layer 2]
This parameter defines how often (in minutes) the NetMap component module(s)
running on the Beacon Collector(s) will poll Layer 2 network infrastructure devices
(switches) for all device information via SNMP. (Default is 60 minutes).

Note Setting this Server module parameter to zero halts the polling of all Network 
Infrastructure Devices designated as Layer 2 system-wide. The minimum non-zero 
entry for this parameter is 15; values greater than zero but less than 15 will be 
changed by the UI validation code to 15.

Mapping Interval [Layer 3]
This parameter defines how often (in minutes) the NetMap module(s) running on
the Beacon collector(s) will poll Layer 3 devices (routers) in the database for
information via SNMP. (Default is 90 minutes).
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Note Setting this Server module parameter to zero halts the polling of all Network 
Infrastructure Devices designated as Layer 3 system-wide. The minimum non-zero 
entry for this parameter is 15; values greater than zero but less than 15 will be 
changed by the UI validation code to 15.

Distribute Load Over
Specifies a time value (in minutes) over which to distribute the SNMP polling of
network infrastructure devices in the system configuration. The Beacon system will
allocate the SNMP polling of network infrastructure devices in its configuration
over a defined period of time to make efficient use of Beacon system and network
resources. This value specifies the time period over which that distribution should
occur. The default value is automatically calculated to 54 minutes, 90% of the L2
polling interval default which is 60 minutes.

The number of network infrastructure devices in the configuration is divided by the
value of this parameter to determine how many devices will be polled each minute
by the NetMap module(s) in the system. The NetMap module(s) will in turn spawn
a worker for each device to be polled. If the number of devices is greater than the
Maximum allowed workers as specified in the NetMap module configuration (see
Chapter 7, “Configure NetMap Collector Module” section on page 7-13), NetMap
will queue these requests. If the Distribute Load Over parameter is set to 1 all
devices will be polled simultaneously.

Tip When adjusting the L2/L3 Mapping Interval, Distribute Load Over parameter will 
automatically be set to approximately 90% of the lowest of the mapping intervals. 
This will result in efficient polling of the network infrastructure devices while 
ensuring that the NetMap workers spawned on each regular polling interval have 
adequate opportunity to complete prior to the initiation of the subsequent round.

Active Directory Scan Interval
If collection of Endpoint Profiling data from AD Servers has been configured, this
parameter specifies the frequency at which AD Servers added to the Beacon
configuration will be polled by designated NetMap modules. The default is every 6
hours (720 minutes).

Note Setting this Server module parameter to zero halts the querying of all AD servers 
system-wide. The minimum non-zero entry for this parameter is 10; values 
greater than zero but less than 10 will be changed by the UI validation code to 10.

Changes to this parameter on a running system requires the execution of an Apply 
Changes -> Update Modules to reset the system.
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CDP Exclusion
The Beacon system uses CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol) for the identification of
trunk ports on network infrastructure devices. When it is determined that a device
that identifies itself to its upstream neighbor via CDP, by default Beacon will
designate the port as a trunk port. There are cases however where that is not
desirable; that the presence of a CDP-enabled device downstream should not
result in the port being treated as a trunk, it is still in fact an access port. The
most common example of course is an IP Phone, which identifies itself as a phone
in its CDP message.

This parameter allows adding additional exclusions to the 4.1.0 release default of
“/air|ade|ata|phone|station|civs|polycom|vg2|^oe|^ce|^csacs/i” that prevents
trunk determination via CDP. The exclusion list is defined as a Regular Expression
which can contain multiple strings that result in the system ignoring CDP
messages in its determination of trunk ports for display in the UI.

Trust Cisco MAC Notification Trap
This parameter, enabled by default, allows the configuration of the system to
accept endpoint information contained in Cisco and Enterasys MAC notification
traps from network infrastructure devices without verification of the port
information via SNMP polling by NetMap after receipt of a trap (default trap
handling behavior).

If checked, the system will not command an SNMP poll of the switch via NetMap
for bridge MIB information upon receipt of a Cisco or Enterasys MAC notification
trap; it will add/update information for the endpoint MAC using the information
contained within the trap, polling the trapping network device only for PAE MIB
information.

Tip The Trust Cisco MAC Notification trap options can significantly reduce the amount 
of SNMP polling performed by the system. However, it is highly recommended that 
this feature only be used on systems that have the Community String verification 
option enabled for the NetTrap module(s). See “Edit NetTrap Collector Module” 
section on page 7-18 for instructions on the configuration of NetTrap and the 
community string verification option.

Enable Port Provisioning Mode
If it is desired to use the Beacon system to manually change the administrative
status of edge switch ports via SNMP (SNMP write access required), this option
must be enabled.

Tip The Port Provisioning control is displayed only on Network Infrastructure Devices 
that have Read-Write community strings in the Beacon configuration.
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Advanced Options
The parameters in this section set configurable parameters for Active Profiling and
Profile Data aging across the system. This section of the Configure Server form is
illustrated in Figure 6-9

Figure 6-9 Configure Server: Active Profiling/Profiling Configuration

The configurable parameters in this section are outlined in the following sections:

Active Profiling Frequency
Specifies the polling interval (in minutes) the NetInquiry module(s) running on the
Beacon Collectors will perform their active profiling function. (Default is 360
minutes).

Note Setting this Server module parameter to zero (0) halts Active Profiling 
system-wide. The minimum non-zero entry for this parameter is 15; values 
greater than zero but less than 15 will generate a error message to enter the 
correct value.
Changes to this parameter on a running system requires the execution of an Apply 
Changes -> Update Modules to reset the system.
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See Chapter 7, “Configure NetInquiry Collector Module” section on page 7-25 for
information regarding NetInquiry, for an in-depth discussion of both the NetInquiry
module and the Active Profiling capabilities of the Beacon System.

Note Active Profiling frequency is a system-wide parameter. If one or more NetInquiry 
modules are configured/enabled on the system with DNS Collection enabled, and 
or active TCP Open Port or Banner rules present in enabled profiles, the NetInquiry 
module(s) are going to perform this function at the selected frequency which 
*may* cause a large load on the Beacon system, network and DNS system. Strong 
consideration should be given to adjusting this parameter accordingly prior to 
configuring/enabling active profiling.

Profiling Configuration Aging Interval and Aging Penalty
These optional parameters are used to age the individual Profiling data elements
gathered by the Beacon system about an endpoint over time. Each element of
Profiling data about an endpoint observed by Beacon is tagged with a time-based
confidence value which is set to 1.0 the first time the data is seen, and reset to
that value each time Beacon observes the endpoint identity attribute. The
parameters below specify how each of the individual Profiling data elements will be
timed-out by Beacon if they are not re-observed within a defined period of time.

Aging Interval
Specifies a time value (in days) to wait for a refresh before the system will
decrement the confidence value for each endpoint profiling data element.

Age Penalty
Specifies a value (%) to decrement the confidence value with the expiration of an
Aging Interval without a refresh of Profiling data.

For example, if a DHCP request from an endpoint was observed by Beacon at time
= 0, that DHCP data element would be tagged with a confidence value of 1.0
(100%). If an Aging Interval was set to 4 days, with an Age Penalty of 25% and
another DHCP request was not observed by Beacon for four days, the confidence
value of that data element would be decremented from 100% to 75%. If no DHCP
request was observed for 4 Aging Intervals (e.g., 16 days), then the DHCP
information would have a confidence value of 0, and that information would no
longer be used for Profiling that endpoint.

Tip In the current version, the effect of the timing out of endpoint data elements 
by the use of this parameter is only made upon execution of an Apply 
Changes -> Update Modules or Re-model when the database is remodeled 
manually. This functionality will not result in dynamic re-profiling of 
endpoints as individual data elements are aged out.
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High Availability: Warning Threshold for Queued Rows
Specific to HA configuration only. If HA has been configured, an additional
attribute is included in the Advanced Options of the Configure Server form.

On Beacon All-in-one/Server Only HA-pairs, an early warning algorithm is
implemented to warn the Beacon administrator when database synchronization is
falling behind, typically due to the failure/interruption of connectivity over the
heartbeat connection (eth1) between the nodes in the pair used for DB
synchronization.

This parameter specifies the number of rows of pending database synchronization
changes to be made on the Secondary node will be queued on the Primary before
indications will start in the UI of impending database synchronization failure.

Note In most implementations, the default value of this parameter provides timely 
warning without false positive. However, in very large and dynamic systems, this 
threshold may be too low and will require upward revision to accommodate very 
heavy DB synchronization activity.

Active Response Delay
Event delivery via Active Response is covered in detail in Chapter 11, “Configure
Beacon Events”.

Two options for Active Response, Bounce Port and SNMP Re-authentication have
built-in delays designed to allow the LDAP directory synchronization to be
completed as endpoints are re-modeled upon the receipt of new or changed
identity attribute data.

In the case of Bounce Port, the port is set to a down state immediately upon
triggering of an event configured for Active Response. The Delay Collection
parameter specifies the amount of time that will be allowed to elapse before the
port is brought back up.

In the case of SNMP Re-authentication, the Delay Collection timer is started upon
the event being triggered and the SNMP set that forces the re-authentication made
upon the number of seconds specified for this parameter.

By default the timer is set to 60 seconds.

Note The Disable Port action is not subject to this parameter. Disable port will be 
commanded upon triggering of an event set for this Active Response option.

SNMP Configuration (optional)
The SNMP Configuration Server parameters contains optional configuration
parameters and is utilized as desired for configuration of the Beacon system to
send information to the NMS via SNMP traps. There are no default values for these
parameters.
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Instructions for the use of these parameters for configuration of the Server to
deliver Beacon events via SNMP traps is outlined in Chapter 11, “Configure Beacon
Events”.

External Reference (optional)
The External Reference parameter is used by the Beacon System for two purposes:

1. Identifying the Beacon system when sending SNMP traps to external systems for 
Beacon Event Delivery, see Chapter 11, “Configure Beacon Events”.

2. Identifying the Beacon system when communicating with the NAC Appliance 
NAC Server for systems integrated with NAC Appliance. See Appendix E, 
“Integration with NAC Appliance”

Saving Configuration Changes to the Server Module
When all desired changes have been made to the configuration of the Server
module being edited, select the Update Server button at the bottom of the
Configure Server form. Selecting the Update Server button results in the browser
returning to the Table of Modules page, and a message displayed at the top of the
main pane that the server configuration has been saved.

Tip Changes made to the Server module configuration are not committed to the running 
configuration until the Apply Changes -> Update Modules procedure is performed 
as described at the end of the previous chapter.

Tip Executing an Apply Changes -> Update Modules on a running Beacon system results 
in the restart of all modules, and requires the Modeler to re-evaluate all collected 
endpoint data against enabled profiles. In very large systems, this restart of the 
system may take several minutes to complete.

Edit a Previously Configured Server Network Connection
To edit an existing Network Connection in a Server module configuration, navigate
to the Configure Server form, select the Edit button in the far right column of the
Network Connections table for the connection to be edited. The Edit network
client/server form is displayed which reflects the current configuration and allows
each of the Network Connection parameters to be edited as required (see
Figure 6-10). 
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Figure 6-10 Edit Network Client/Server Network Form

Once the desired changes are made to an existing Network Connection, select the
Submit button to save the edits to the configuration, and return to the Configure
Server form.

Note Changing the parameters of an existing Network Connection on the Beacon Server 
will result in the Forwarder module(s) on Collectors currently communicating on 
that connection to be updated as well. 

Remove a Server Network Connection
To remove a Network Connection from a Server module configuration, select the
Edit button to display the connection to be deleted, then select the Delete button
on the Edit Connection form.
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Add and Configure Beacon Collectors

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 7-1

• Configuration of Beacon Collectors, page 7-5

• Configuration of Beacon Collectors, page 7-5

• Configure NetMap Collector Module, page 7-13

• Configure NetTrap Collector Module, page 7-16

• Configure NetWatch Collector Module, page 7-19

• Configure NetInquiry Collector Module, page 7-25

• Configure NetRelay Collector Module, page 7-32

• Troubleshooting Component Modules on a Collector, page 7-38

Overview
As was outlined briefly in Chapter 2, the Beacon Collectors are the ''eyes and ears''
of the Beacon system. The five Collector component modules running on the
All-in-one and Remote Collection systems deployed in the Beacon system:

– NetInquiry

– NetWatch

– NetMap

– NetTrap

– NetRelay

The component modules on the Collector(s) in the Beacon system collect endpoint
data for the system for use in endpoint profiling, identity monitoring and
maintaining a model of the network topology. The endpoint information collected
includes the attributes used by the system to make the profiling decision about
each discovered endpoint as outlined in the brief introduction to endpoint profiling
in Chapter 1.
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The table that was introduced in Chapter 2 which describes each of the Beacon
Modules and their respective data collection methodology is provided here to
reacquaint the reader with the specifics of each Collector component module that
is installed and can be configured/enabled on All-in-one and Remote Collection
Beacon appliances:
Table 7-1 Beacon Collector Modules

Module Description

Endpoint Data 
Collection 
Methodology

NetMap Collector component module that
queries network infrastructure
devices via SNMP for:

• System information

• Interface information

• Bridge information

• 802.1X information (PAE Mib)

• Routing/IP information

• Discovery Protocol (LLDP &
CDP) MIB Information

This information is used to Build
and maintain a model of the
network topology and endpoint
discovery.

SNMP communications
with Network
Infrastructure Devices
(switches and routers)

LDAP Query of Active
Directory Servers

NetTrap Collector component module that
receives selected traps from
network infrastructure devices to
assist NetMap in maintaining the
model of the network topology.
Traps are used to detect
endpoints joining or leaving the
network and trigger a NetMap
poll of the device sending the
trap to determine what changed.

SNMP Traps from edge
switches

NetWatch The passive network analyzer
collector component module.
Collects information about
endpoints using network traffic
received at one or more of the
interfaces on the appliance the
NetWatch module instance is
running on.

Traffic analysis via
redirection (SPAN, mirror
port) to Collector monitor
port
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In the case of All-in-one appliances, the local Collector runs alongside the Server
module, sharing the resources of the appliance. All-in-one appliances therefore
can be deployed as single appliance Beacon systems for small to medium-sized
networks, or an All-in-one may be employed as the central appliance in distributed
systems augmented by one or more Remote Collection appliances.

On Remote Collection appliances, only the Collector component modules and a
Forwarder module are installed when the system is initialized. The Remote
Collection configuration of a Beacon appliance enables all the resources of an
appliance to be dedicated to the endpoint collection function, but require that an
on All-in-one or Server Only system (standalone or HA-pair) be included with the
system. The Forwarder module running on Remote Collection appliances maintains
communication with the Server module for the system. Note that Remote
Collection Beacon appliances cannot be implemented as HA pairs in the current
version.

NetInquiry Active profiling Collector 
component module that can be 
used to collect information about 
endpoints using active 
techniques: TCP Open ports, web 
& SMTP banners, and DNS name 
information.

Network communication 
initiated/analyzed by 
Collector

NetRelay Receives exported data from 
other systems such as NetFlow 
and RADIUS preparing it for use 
in Endpoint Profiling and Identity 
Monitoring. In the case of 
NetFlow, NetRelay can be 
configured to process NetFlow 
XDRs for matches to Traffic Rules 
in enabled profiles.

NetRelay can be configured to 
receive RADIUS accounting data 
from RADIUS clients (switches 
running 802.1X/MAB) to gather 
information about authenticated 
endpoints.

Analysis of NetFlow XDRs 
forwarded by NetFlow 
Collectors/Aggregators 
(e.g., routers).

Analysis of RADIUS 
accounting records 
forwarded by RADIUS 
clients.

Table 7-1 Beacon Collector Modules

Module Description

Endpoint Data 
Collection 
Methodology
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Determining the Required Collector Components per Collector
The component modules utilized on the Collector(s) employed in each Beacon
system is implementation-dependent as well as environment-dependent. Based on
the characteristics of the environment such as number of endpoint devices,
whether or not the network is on a single campus or dispersed across multiple
campuses, and how the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functions will be
implemented determines how the Collector(s) deployed in the system will be
implemented. For example, not all of the component modules in Figure 7-1 on
page 7-7 will be utilized on a given Collector, or used at all for that matter in every
deployment. For example, in environments that do not have NetFlow collectors
running in the network, the NetRelay module would not be utilized in the Beacon
system for that network.

The decision on what Collector component modules are configured/enabled on
each Collector is driven primarily by the rule types used in the endpoint profiles in
the system configuration and the endpoint data that is accessible by a given
Collector. For example, is the Collector placed in the network in a location where
traffic between the endpoints and a service on the network is aggregated so that
the traffic can easily be redirected to a monitor port on the Collector for NetWatch
analysis? Such a Collector would then likely have NetWatch enabled on a monitor
port the aggregated network traffic could be redirected to. The following table,
introduced in Chapter 1, is presented again for the purposes of reviewing the
attributes used by the Beacon system for profiling endpoints, along with the
Collector component module (or modules for some attributes) that can collect that
endpoint data. Using the two tables in this section to review the function of each
collector component, what data sources it uses along with the attributes used for
endpoint profiling can facilitate planning of what Collector components will be used
on each Collector to be deployed in the system.
Table 7-2 Endpoint Identity Attributes Used by Beacon

Endpoint 
Attribute Description

Collector 
Component(s)

MAC
Address/MAC
Vendor

The entire MAC address of an
endpoint, or the manufacturer that
registered the OUI.

NetMap (SNMP)

NetWatch (ARP/DHCP)

IP Address Full host address (or subnet) being
used by the endpoint.

NetMap (SNMP)

NetWatch (ARP/DHCP)

Open TCP port Indication that an endpoint is
accepting TCP connections on a
specified TCP port via analysis traffic

NetWatch

NetInquiry

Network Traffic Communicated with other host(s) on
specified UDP/TCP port number

NetWatch

NetRelay
Web User Agent Displayed a specific web user agent NetWatch
Web URL Visited a specified URL via HTTP NetWatch
Server Banner Displayed a specified Web or SMTP

server banner
NetWatch

NetInquiry
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Configuration of Beacon Collectors
This chapter outlines the steps required to add and configure each of the
Collectors deployed in a system.

Stack
Information

Displayed specified network stack
parameters: TTL, window size, TCP
options list

NetWatch

DHCP Vendor
Class

Displayed a specific DHCP Vendor
Class Identifier in DHCP request

NetWatch

DHCP Host Name Displayed a specific host name in
DHCP request

NetWatch

DHCP Requested
Options

Requested specified options in DHCP
request (option 55)

NetWatch

DHCP Options Full list of DHCP options supported by
the DHCP client as specified in the
DHCP request

NetWatch

DNS Name The name the endpoint's IP address
resolves to in DNS 

NetInquiry

RADIUS
Accounting
Information

The RADIUS username of an endpoint
that has successfully completed
RADIUS authentication.

NetRelay

Active Directory
Attributes

Information about the endpoint
maintained in Active Directory:

• Domain membership

• Active Directory Computer
(Common) Name

• Active Directory Computer
Information

– Computer OS

– OS Version

– OS Service Pack

• Active Directory Domain Name

NetMap

Discovery
Protocol
Information

Information in the LLDP or CDP
message that identifies the device to
its upstream neighbor.

NetMap

SNMP System
Description

Text string contained within SNMP
system description for devices polled
by NetMap.

NetMap

Table 7-2 Endpoint Identity Attributes Used by Beacon

Endpoint 
Attribute Description

Collector 
Component(s)
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Timesaver For All-in-one appliances, the local Collector (e.g., Collector running in addition to 
the Server module), is added to the system configuration automatically when the 
system is started up. The Forwarder configuration is completed automatically so 
that communication between the local Collector and the Server module on the 
All-in-one appliance is enabled. For local Collectors on All-in-one appliances, only 
the component module configuration must be completed as described in the section 
of this chapter entitled “Configuration of Beacon Collectors” on page 9. 

In distributed Beacon systems utilizing one or more Remote Collection appliances,
each Collector deployed in the system is added to the Beacon system configuration
via the UI. The Network Connection(s) added to the Server module as described in
the last chapter configure the Server component of the Beacon middleware to
enable communication with the Remote Collection appliance(s) employed in the
system. 

As the Collector(s) are added to the configuration, and configuration of the desired
component modules on each Collector in the system is completed via the user
interface and an Apply Changes -> Update Modules is executed, the Server module
and Forwarder(s) on Remote Collection appliances will initiate two-way encrypted
communications over the network. The Forwarder on the Remote Collection
appliance(s) will forward endpoint data collected by the component modules, the
Server will push configuration updates to the Collector(s), and receive status from
the component modules.

Collectors and their component modules in a system configuration can be edited
on a running Beacon system at any time by following the procedures outlined later
in this chapter. 

The Beacon web interface enables the status of the Collectors and component
modules to be determined at-a-glance via the Home tab after configuration has
been completed and communications with the Collector established.

Tip Distributed Beacon systems utilizing one or more Remote Collection appliances 
require that the Server module for the system be configured with the necessary 
Network Connections to enable inter-module communications prior to adding 
Collectors to the configuration via the UI as described below. If Server 
module Network Connections configuration has not been performed, refer to 
Chapter 6, “Configuring the Beacon Server Module” before proceeding with adding 
the Collectors running on the Remote Collection appliance(s) to the system 
configuration.

As was discussed in Chapter 5, whenever changes are made to module
configuration parameters via the UI, an Apply Changes -> Update Modules must
be performed to commit the changes to the Beacon system running configuration.
As outlined previously, during the Update Modules option, the Server will
regenerate the XML configuration files for each Collector in the system, push that
configuration to the Collectors and force a restart so the Collector begins running
with the new configuration immediately.
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Adding a Collector to the System Configuration

Tip Collectors on All-in-one appliances are added to the system configuration 
automatically during startup of the All-in-one system. The table of Collectors will be 
populated with a Collector name for the local Collector running on the All-in-one 
appliance. When configuring All-in-one appliances proceed to “Configuration of 
Beacon Collectors” section on page 7-9. It is not necessary to add the local Collector 
on All-in-one appliances to the system configuration using the procedure outlined 
below.

As a new distributed Beacon system employing Remote Collection appliance(s) is
implemented, the Beacon system configuration will not include Collector instances
for the Remote Collection appliances employed in the system. 

Each of the remote Beacon Collectors to be deployed in the system must be added
manually to the system configuration using the procedure outlined in this section,
and the required component modules configured according to the instructions
outlined in the latter sections of this chapter. Adding a new Collector is a two-step
process:

1. Adding the new Collector to the configuration according to the steps in this 
section,

2. Configuring the Forwarder and the desired component modules on the newly 
added Collector as required.The collector component modules configured on a 
given Collector is dependent upon which endpoint data collection methods will 
be employed by that Collector. See “Configuration of Beacon Collectors” section 
on page 7-9.

Follow the steps below to add a Collector to the Beacon configuration:

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration Tab and select the Modules link from the secondary 
menu. From the Configure Beacon Modules table, select the Add Collector option to 
add a new Collector to the Beacon system configuration via the Add Collector form 
shown in Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-1 Add Collector Form
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The Add Collector form is used to create a new Collector instance in the system 
configuration. Both the fields in the form are required, and are described in detail 
below. Enter this information to add the new Collector to the Beacon system 
configuration.

Step 2 Enter Collector name for this Collector.

This field is used to enter the host name of the appliance hosting the Collector
being added to the configuration.

Tip Each Collector name must be unique and case sensitive, trying to add a Collector 
to the system configuration using a Collector name already saved to the database 
will result in an error.

The host name of the Collector entered in this field must match the host name
exactly (e.g., is case sensitive) of the appliance hosting the Collector in order for
the Server module to establish communications with the Forwarder and process
the collected data into the database. An exact match (e.g., case sensitive) is
necessary for reporting status of the component modules running on the Collector.

Note As outlined in Chapter 4, the host name for Remote Collection appliances must be 
no greater than 24 characters in length in order to limit the length of the Collector 
component names added to the DB when a Collector is added.

Tip To verify the host name on a Beacon appliance, start a console or SSH session as 
user beacon, and enter the command hostname at the prompt. The system will echo 
the current host name to the console.

Step 3 Enter the Collector IP Address.

Enter the host IP address of the management interface (eth0) of the Remote
Collection appliance hosting the Collector being added to the configuration. For
All-in-one systems, the IP address specified for the Collector should be the
loopback address (127.0.0.1).

Step 4 Select the Add Collector button at the bottom of the form to add the Collector to 
the system configuration. 

This action adds the Collector and displays the Edit Collector form shown in the
next figure (Figure 7-2 on page 7-9) that enables the configuration of the
Forwarder and desired Collector component modules on this Beacon Collector.

Configuration of the Collector Component Modules is outlined in the next section.
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Configuration of Beacon Collectors
The Edit Collector form illustrated in Figure 7-2 is displayed automatically upon
successfully adding a Collector instance to the system configuration as described
in the previous section, or when a Collector name link is selected from the Beacon
Modules table on the Configuration Tab. 

Tip The name of the local Collector on an All-in-one appliance will be the host name of 
the All-in-one appliance, and is not configurable. For All-in-one HA pairs, the 
Collector name will be the host name of the Primary appliance at the time the pair 
had HA added to it. The host name of the Secondary appliance is not used for 
Collector naming on All-in-one HA-pairs.

Figure 7-2 Edit Collector Form

Forwarder Component Module Configuration

Tip Immediately upon adding a Collector to the Beacon system configuration and prior 
to the execution of an Apply Changes -> Update Modules, the configuration of the 
Forwarder module for the added Collector should be verified for consistency with 
the startup configuration of the Remote Collection appliance.

Tip When adding Remote Collectors to the configuration the Network Connections the 
Beacon Server will use to communicate with the Collector MUST be configured prior 
to configuration of the Forwarder so that the Connection drop-down is populated 
properly. If Network Connections have not been added to the Server module to 
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support the Collector to be added, follow the procedure outlined in Chapter 6 to add 
the necessary network connection before proceeding with the configuration of the 
Forwarder on the Remote Collector.

Figure 7-3 shows the Edit Collector form with the Forwarder configuration
expanded, immediately after addition of the new Collector to the configuration as
outlined in the last section.

Figure 7-3 Edit Collector Form with Forwarder Configuration Expanded

As each Remote Collection appliance was started up in accordance with Chapter 4,
several parameters determining how that appliance would communicate with the
All-in-one or Server Only running the Server module for the system were
configured. Prior to proceeding with the configuration of the other Collector
component modules, it is important to untruth correct Forwarder configuration
parameters for the Collector just added to the system.Configuration of the
Forwarder completed via the UI must be correct and consistent with that set up on
the Remote Collection appliance as it was installed and started up. Incorrect
Forwarder configuration via the UI can result in the Server and Forwarder being
unable to establish communications.

Upon the next Apply Changes -> Update Modules following changes to the
Forwarder module configuration made through the UI, the Server module will
create new Forwarder configuration file(s) based upon what is set in the UI for all
Collectors in the system. The configuration file(s) will be sent down to the remote
Collector(s) overwriting the current configuration, and the Collector(s) will restart
based on the new configuration sent down by the Server.

If the configuration created/displayed in the UI (Edit Collector form) is incorrect,
the Server - Forwarder intercommunication may not be re-established and the
Collector will remain in the 'Not Contacted' status. The only way to re-establish
that communication may be re-configuration of the Remote Collection appliance
via the command line to reset the configuration to match that of the Server
module.
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Tip The majority of issues leading to the inability of the Server and Forwarder to 
establish/re-establish communications after an Apply Changes -> Update Modules 
is a mis-match of middleware parameters of the Server and Forwarder, specifically 
that configured via the Connection Type parameter of the UI Forwarder 
configuration.

As is shown in Figure 7-2 on page 7-9, the Forwarder configuration can be viewed
by selecting the expander to un-hide the Forwarder configuration parameters. The
Forwarder on each Collector is configured to communicate with the Server module
on the All-in-one or Server Only in one of two ways: as a Client (initiating
connection back to the Server module itself) or as a Server (listening for
connection initiated by the Server module).

The following figures(Figure 7-4 on page 7-11 and Figure 7-5 on page 7-12) depict
these two options for Forwarder configuration. They include excerpts from the
Network Connections section of the Server module configuration (Configure Server
form – Chapter 6, “Configuring the Beacon Server Module”), as well as the
Forwarder configuration section of the Edit Collector required to support the two
connection modes.

Figure 7-4 Collector Configured as Client

As shown in Figure 7-4 above, when a Collector is configured as a Client, the
Forwarder configuration for the Collector should specify the IP address of the
management interface (eth0) of the Remote Collection appliance
(169.254.222.221 in the example). The Connection parameter in the Forwarder
configuration should specify that this Forwarder is to initiate the connection to the
Server (169.254.222.222 in the example). This is configured by selecting the
''Connect to: Server 169.254.222.222:31416'' option from the drop-down list for
the Connection parameter.
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In the Network Connections of the Server module of this system, it can be seen
that a Server connection has been configured on the eth0 interface of the
appliance hosting the Server (e.g., All-in-one or Server Only). This configures the
Server to listen for connections on the specified port (31416) for one or more
Forwarders connecting back to the Server using the Client connection type.

Alternatively, Collectors may be configured with a Network Connection of type
''Server.'' Figure 7-5 on page 7-12 illustrates this alternative method for
configuration of the network connection between a Forwarder on a Collector and
the Server module in the system:

Figure 7-5 Collector Configured as Server

In this case the Forwarder is configured to listen for a connection initiated by the
Server module. Note that during the startup of the Remote Collection appliance
configured with a Network Connection of type 'Server' that the IP (or IPs in the
case of Servers running on an HA pair) of the Server that should be allowed to
connect to Collector is specified. If there is a mismatch (e.g., wrong IP addresses
for the Server were specified during Collector startup), connection attempts by the
Server will fail and the Collector will remain in the Not Contacted state. 

The IP address in the Forwarder Configuration section of the Edit Collector form is
still the management interface (eth0) IP of the remote collection appliance,
169.254.222.221 in the example. The primary difference in the configuration of
Collectors as Servers is the ‘Connection’ parameter specified in the Forwarder
Configuration below the IP address. Note that the ''Listen for: Server (port:
31416)'' option has been selected in the case of Collectors configured with a
Network Connection of type Server. 

In addition for this connection option to operate correctly, the Network
Connections section of the Server module configuration includes a Client
connection that specifies that the Server should connect to the Forwarder running
on this Remote Collection appliance. When multiple Collectors are configured in
this manner, the Network Connections section of the Server module configuration
will require a client network connection for each Collector the Server needs to
initiate connection with.
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Tip Absence of the ''Listen for: Server'' choice from the drop down list is indicative of 
the lack of the client Network Connection configured in the Server module 
configuration. Review the section in Chapter 6 regarding configuring Network 
Connections for Servers to support communications with Collectors configured as 
Servers.

In both the case of Collector configured as ''Client'' and ''Server'', note the
importance of the relationship between the Network Connection configuration of
the Server module, and the Connection parameter of the Forwarder on the
Collector: Collectors configured as clients connect to Servers via a Network
Connection of type client, and Collectors configured as servers are connected to by
Servers via individually specified Network Connections of type client.

If the Connection parameter of the Forwarder is selected incorrectly, for example
changed to ''Connect to:'' when it should be ''Listen for:'', if that configuration
change is pushed to the Collector, it may lose communication with the Server and
no longer be able to managed via the UI.

Configuration of Collector Component Modules
Once the Forwarder configuration is verified, each of the component modules that
are needed on the Collector being added to the system configuration should be
configured with the desired operating parameters. Again, not all the collector
modules listed in Table 7-1 on page 7-2, will be configured/used on every
Collector.

The Edit Collector form enables the viewing and editing of the configuration of the
desired component modules that will be utilized on a Beacon Collector, and allows
edits to be made to the configuration of a running Collector at any time.

The remainder of this chapter contains an overview of the functionality of each of
the Collector component modules which collect endpoint data, along with detailed
instructions for configuration/enablement. For each Collector, determine which
component modules will be enabled and refer to the applicable sections below:

• Configure NetMap Collector Module, page 7-13

• Configure NetTrap Collector Module, page 7-16

• Configure NetWatch Collector Module, page 7-19

• Configure NetInquiry Collector Module, page 7-25

• Configure NetRelay Collector Module, page 7-32

Configure NetMap Collector Module

NetMap Collector Module Overview
NetMap is the Collector component module that provides the network topology
collection function on a given Collector. NetMap communicates with the network
infrastructure devices added to the system configuration (Chapter 8, “Network
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Infrastructure Device Configuration”) at regular intervals as specified in the Server
module configuration (Chapter 6, “Configuring the Beacon Server Module”) using
SNMP. The NetMap component module collects information about the network
topology and endpoint landscape to construct a model of the network used in the
Endpoint Profiling process by the Beacon System.

NetMap can as an option make LDAP queries to designated Microsoft Active
Directory Servers to gather information about endpoints that are members of the
Domain. As described in Chapter 8, Active Directory servers within an enterprise
can be added to the Beacon system configuration. Each AD Server added to the
configuration will be assigned a NetMap module that will be responsible for
querying it via LDAP to collect the endpoint data. The frequency of the AD server
queries is determined by the Server module configuration parameter Active
Directory scan interval. All NetMap modules designated to query AD Servers will be
tasked by the Server to query AD servers at the specified interval.

The NetMap component module is enabled by default on all Collectors and in the
majority of cases requires no additional configuration. Upon adding network
devices (switches, routers and AD Servers) to the Beacon configuration, NetMap
modules designated to poll/query will begin regular polling/queries of the network
devices assigned to immediately after an Apply Changes is executed. 

Note Each network device in the Beacon configuration has a NetMap module in the 
system designated to poll it. This designation is made either in the individual 
device configuration, or by the device group configuration via the 'Select Collector 
Mapping Module' parameter. (refer to Chapter 8, “Network Infrastructure Device 
Configuration” for instructions on network device/group configuration). This 
parameter will default as a device or group is added to a value of ''default'' which 
means the first NetMap module in the drop-down list will be selected as the polling 
(mapping) module for devices/groups with the value of this parameter left at 
default. If the NetMap module for a given Collector is not assigned any network 
devices (infrastructure or AD Servers) to poll, it will be effectively disabled on that 
Collector.

NetMap uses SNMP Get, GetNext and GetBulk (when available) requests to query
the SNMP agents running on the network infrastructure devices to gather specific
Management Information Base (MIB) objects about their status based on device
type (Layer 2 or Layer 3). By default, NetMap queries Layer 2 devices every 60
minutes and Layer 3 devices every 30 minutes. The polling intervals are
configurable and set system-wide in the Server module configuration. (See
“Configuring the Beacon Server Module” on page 1.)

In addition to polling each network device for all MIB data at a regular interval,
NetMap may also be commanded to poll port-specific information when the Beacon
system is notified that an endpoint has joined or left the network via SNMP traps
sent by devices at the network edge, switches typically. The NetTrap component
module described in the next section, processes SNMP traps from edge devices in
the Beacon configuration to track the movement of endpoints in near real time. 

Upon receipt and verification of a link state (link up, link down) or MAC notification
trap, NetTrap will notify the Beacon Server that a change has occurred on the
network edge (endpoint joined or left a network port). If the trapping device is in
the Beacon configuration, the NetMap component module assigned to poll the
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device that sent the trap will be commanded by the Server module to initiate a poll
of the device’s port information to determine the change to the endpoint topology
that resulted in the trap being sent by the network device. The information
gathered by NetMap is processed by the Server accordingly to update the network
topology, noting the endpoint joining or leaving a port. Note that NetMap SNMP
polling of network infrastructure devices resulting from a trap is localized to the
port specified in the trap. This is unlike the regular polling that occurs at the
frequency specified for each device type (L2 and L3) which gathers all SNMP
information from the device used by the Beacon system.

Edit NetMap Collector Module
As a Collector is added to the system configuration as described above use the
following procedure to change any of the configurable parameters of the NetMap
component module running on that Collector.

Tip In most cases the default values of these parameters are sufficient, and no 
additional configuration is required.

The NetMap section of the Edit Collector form (figure) appears as illustrated below.

Figure 7-6 Edit Collector: NetMap Module Configuration

Each of the configurable parameters of NetMap is described below.

Maximum allowed workers
The NetMap component module on a Collector can fork multiple NetMap workers to
poll network devices in parallel. This number sets the maximum number, therefore
limiting the amount of SNMP traffic generated by NetMap. This value may be
configured to allow up to 128 workers to be spawned at once, with the default
value being 24.
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SNMP inter-packet delay
This value represents the microseconds delay between SNMP packets issued by
NetMap and should not be altered unless the system is experiencing SNMP packet
loss or as directed by Great Bay Software Technical Support. The default value is
0, meaning that no delay will be introduced between SNMP requests issued by the
Collector.

This parameter may be used in some environments to throttle the rate of SNMP
polling by the Beacon system.

Tip In cases where older, heavily loaded network infrastructure devices 
(switches, routers) are experiencing high rates of CPU utilization when being 
polled by NetMap, increasing this value to something other than 0 (25000 
microseconds, or.025 seconds) will significantly lower the impact of NetMap 
polling.

After completing the NetMap module configuration, configure the other component
modules (if required) as outlined below. If no other component modules require
configuration, skip to the section entitled Saving Edits to a Collector Configuration,
page 7-36.

Configure NetTrap Collector Module

NetTrap Collector Module Overview
NetTrap is the component module running on each Collector responsible for
receiving and processing SNMP traps from the edge network infrastructure
devices. The Beacon Endpoint Profiler system utilizes SNMP traps from the edge
infrastructure when available in conjunction with NetMap to maintain an accurate
model of the network as endpoints join and leave the network edge. As described
in Chapter 3, whenever possible the edge infrastructure equipment should be
configured to send Link State Traps (Linkup and Linkdown Traps)and MAC
Notification Change Add Trap (if available) to the eth0 (management interface) of
one or more Collectors running the NetTrap module. All other types of traps sent
to the NetTrap module are ignored.

As described in chapter 8, each network device added to the system configuration
is assigned to be polled by one of the NetMap components running on one of the
Collectors to distribute SNMP polling. This polling occurs at the interval specified in
the Server module, depending on device type (L2 or L3). Each edge network
device connecting endpoints to the network being polled by NetMap should also be
configured to send either v1 or v2C link state (SNMPv3 informs are currentyl not
supported) and MAC notification traps (if available) to a Collector in the Beacon
system. This requires a configuration change to the edge devices, switches
typically, to include the IP address of the designated Collector as a trap receiver,
preferably for only the Link State and MAC notification traps when available.
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Tip It is recommended that the NetTrap Community String checking functionality be 
enabled to ensure that NetTrap processes only traps received from network 
infrastructure devices with the community string specified in the NetTrap 
configuration. This requires that network infrastructure devices also be properly 
configured to send the community string specified in the NetTrap configuration in 
the SNMP traps they send to the Profiler system so they are processed by the 
system.

NetTrap and NetMap are decoupled in the Beacon system: when a NetTrap module
in the system receives a link state or MAC notification trap from a network device,
the Server module is notified. If a community string is included in the NetTrap
module configuration, only traps with the specified community string will be
processed by NetTrap and result in the Server being signaled of a change on a
network device. The Server schedules a polling task with the NetMap module that
has been assigned to poll the network device that initiated the trap assuming that
the network device is known to the system (e.g., in the Beacon network device
list). Beacon will only respond to traps from network infrastructure devices in the
system configuration. It is not necessary to configure network infrastructure
devices to forward traps to the same Collector that is hosting the NetMap module
designated to poll the device. Any Collector running NetTrap in the system will
process incoming traps and the Server will schedule polling with the correct
NetMap module accordingly, using the SNMP configuration of the device in the
Beacon Network Infrastructure Devices configuration.

Note Device polling based on receipt of a trap by NetTrap is localized to the port on the 
device that traps. That is, the resulting poll by NetMap will be only for the 
port-specific parameters as opposed to the entire device poll that occurs during 
the regular polling cycle specified by the L2/L3 Polling Interval parameters 
specified in the Server module configuration. This significantly increases the 
efficiency of the network device polling resulting from traps as only a subset of 
device information is polled by the Profiler. Note that because MAC notification 
traps contain additional information in the trap such as the VLAN the connecting 
endpoint is on, the device poll can be made more efficient.

The SNMP poll of port information based on link change/MAC notification is not
instantaneous. A slight delay is implemented to ensure that the MIB is fully
populated based on a change to one of the ports, and the best information is
available. On a link up trap, the Profiler will wait 300 seconds before initiating the
SNMP poll for port information. If a MAC notification trap for the port is received
immediately following the link up, the system will wait only 5 seconds to begin the
poll. On link down trap, the Profiler will delay only 5 seconds before polling the
network device to verify the port status (up/down) for positive verification that the
endpoint has left the port so that current location information for the endpoint can
be cleared. This is the only automated mechanism available to Profiler to detect
endpoints disconnecting from the network: link down trap verified by the poll that
follows that the port is in a down state. 
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Tip While most SNMP-capable devices can be configured to send link state traps, MAC 
address change notification traps are vendor-specific therefore may not be 
supported on all devices. MAC notification traps should be forwarded to Beacon 
Collector(s) whenever available to reduce the time required to discover new devices 
connecting to the network and make the polling of port information as efficient as 
possible.

Tip If the edge infrastructure devices are not configured to send SNMP Traps to the 
Beacon system, there will be a delay in notification that a new end node has joined 
the network and potentially no notification that an endpoint has disconnected from 
ports. In the absence of traps, new endpoints joining or leaving the network will not 
be discovered until the NetMap module polls the network device providing 
connectivity at the next scheduled poll. Similarly, if an endpoint is ''sleeping'' 
(connected to network, but not active) on the network and a link down trap is not 
processed by NetTrap its departure from that location will not be processed by the 
Beacon system necessitating the use of the Port Timeout (see Chapter 6). 

Edit NetTrap Collector Module
As the Edit Collector form indicates (see below), there is only one configurable
parameter for the NetTrap collector module. As a Collector is added to the system
configuration, the NetTrap module is added and enabled automatically. As a highly
recommended option, community string checking of traps received by NetTrap is
enabled by specifying the community string in the field labeled Community String
as shown in the figure below.

As stated previously, if this field is populated, NetTrap on this Collector will verify
the community string on all traps received, discarding those with community
strings that do not match what is specified.
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Figure 7-7 Edit Collector: NetTrap Configuration

If no other component modules require configuration on this Collector, skip to the
section entitled Saving Edits to a Collector Configuration, page 36.

Configure NetWatch Collector Module

NetWatch Collector Module Overview
NetWatch is the network packet analysis component module on a Collector. A
NetWatch module running on a Collector can monitor one or more of the specified
physical network interfaces on the host appliance for endpoint traffic useful for
Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring. Typically, these physical interfaces are
connected to network ports configured as SPAN/RSPAN ports providing visibility to
endpoint traffic of interest redirected to the NetWatch component for the purposes
of Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring. NetWatch may also have eth0 added
to the configuration to enable processing of packets destined for the management
interface of the Collector, such as when IP Helper is being used to forward
endpoint DHCP broadcasts beyond their local subnet to a Collector.

Refer to table 2 at the beginning of this chapter. NetWatch is capable of collecting
endpoint data from network traffic for essentially every attribute of endpoint
identity currently used by the Beacon system. As such, it can in many deployments
be the workhorse for the Beacon system in terms of endpoint data collection. For
this reason the placement of Collectors using NetWatch and the configuration of
this module and supporting systems (e.g., SPAN/mirror ports or network taps) to
enable NetWatch configuration is critical.

Tip The NetWatch module must be configured to monitor traffic on one or more of the 
appliance network interfaces in order to enable the passive traffic analysis features 
of the Collector. Utilize the Edit NetWatch Module process outlined below to add one 
or more monitoring interfaces to the NetWatch module configuration to enable the 
NetWatch module
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Edit the NetWatch Module on a Beacon Collector
Use the following procedure to change any of the configurable parameters of the
NetWatch module running on a Collector.

The NetWatch section of the Edit Collector form appears as illustrated in
Figure 7-8.

Figure 7-8 Edit Collector: NetWatch Configuration

Tip As outlined in the last section, local Collectors on All-in-one appliances as well as 
remote Collectors manually added to the configuration will not have any physical 
interfaces on the appliance designated for passive monitoring by default. In order 
to enable the NetWatch module on this Collector, one or more physical interfaces 
must be added to the NetWatch configuration for each Collector.

Follow the following procedures for adding, editing or deleting an interface to-from
the NetWatch configuration on a Collector:

Adding Monitoring interfaces to a NetWatch module configuration

Step 1 Select the Add Interface button in the NetWatch Configuration section of the Edit 
Collector to launch the NetWatch Add Interface form shown below:
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Figure 7-9 Add NetWatch Interface Form

Step 2 Specify an Ethernet interface name using the standard Beacon name (e.g., eth0, 
eth1, etc.) on the appliance that the NetWatch module is running on to be added 
as a monitoring interface so that traffic received on the interface is processed by 
NetWatch.

Tip Note that in order for NetWatch to process directed traffic sent to the 
Collector IP such as DHCP traffic redirected via IP Helper, that the interface 
assigned with the IP enabling network communication (typically the 
management interface, eth0) must be added to the NetWatch configuration.

Monitoring interfaces that are connected to network ports configured for span or 
mirroring, or network tap devices require no address. These interfaces will be 
configured for promiscuous mode, and all packets received on the interface will be 
processed subject to filters (if any) on interface.

Tip Ensure that when entering the interface name that the name is exactly as the 
interface is called out on the Beacon Appliance. (e.g., eth0, eth1, eth2, eth3, 
eth4, eth5, eth6). The physical ports on the appliance are labeled, and 
entering the command ifconfig -a at the command line will list the 
interfaces with the current status.

Tip Eth1 on All-in-one HA pairs is not available for use as a monitoring interface 
and should not be added to the NetWatch configuration for the local Collector. 
This interface is used for the private heartbeat/database synch network 
connection between the members of the pair and will yield no useful endpoint 
data.

Step 3 Configure NetWatch Monitor Interface Filter - Optional
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The NetWatch monitor interface filter is an advanced option used only when it is 
recommended by GBS technical support to filter unwanted traffic from the 
NetWatch collection on the interface on very high-traffic segments.

If filters are specified on a NetWatch monitor interface, those filters will be applied 
to network traffic received on the interface first--packets dropped by the filter will 
not be forwarded/processed by NetWatch. As described below, NetWatch monitor 
interfaces are also configured to collect traffic only for a single Organization Name 
configured within My Network. This bounds data collection by NetWatch as well, 
programming the NetWatch module to collect data only for endpoints with the host 
addresses specified for the Organization Name. 

When the amount of traffic of interest (from hosts within the address space 
specified by the Organization Name) on a monitoring interface is still very high, 
filters can be used to discard traffic not useful for Endpoint Profiling and or Identity 
Monitoring to avoid using system resources on the appliance unnecessarily.

The format of a filter added to a NetWatch interface must be entered as a 
tcpdump/libcap style expression that selects which packets will (or will not) be 
forwarded to NetWatch. If nothing is entered in the filter name field, all packets 
received on the interface will be forwarded to/processed by the NetWatch module. 
If an expression is entered, only packets for which the entered expression is true 
will be forwarded to/processed by NetWatch.

Expressions entered in the Filter field of a NetWatch monitor interface consist of one 
or more primitives. Primitives usually consist of an id (name or number) preceded 
by one or more qualifiers. There are three different types of qualifiers:

• type qualifiers say what kind of thing the id name or number refers to.   Possible 
types are host, net and port. E.g., 'host foo','net 128.3', 'port 20'. If there is no 
type qualifier, host is assumed.

• dir qualifiers specify a particular transfer direction to and/or from id.    Possible 
directions are src, dst, src or dst and src and dst. E.g., 'src foo', 'dst net 128.3', 
'src or dst port ftp-data'. If there is no dir qualifier, src or dst is assumed.

• proto qualifiers restrict the match to a particular protocol.   Possible protos are: 
ether, ip, ip6, arp, rarp, decnet, tcp and udp.   E.g., 'ether src foo', 'arp net 
128.3', 'tcp port 21'. If there is no proto qualifier, all protocols consistent with 
the type are assumed.   E.g., 'src foo' means `(ip or arp or rarp) src foo' (except 
the latter is not legal syntax), 'net bar' means '(ip or arp or rarp) net bar' and 
'port 53' means '(tcp or udp) port 53'.

Primitives may be combined using: A parenthesized group of primitives and                     
operators (parentheses are special to the Shell and must be escaped).

Negation (`!' or `not').
Concatenation (`&&' or `and').
Alternation (`||' or `or').

Negation has highest precedence. Alternation and concatenation have equal 
precedence and associate left to right. Note that explicit and tokens, not              
juxtaposition, are now required for concatenation. If an identifier is given without 
a keyword, the most recent keyword is assumed. For example,

not host vs and ace
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is short for

not host vs and host ace

which should not be confused with

not (host vs or ace)

For complete documentation of the allowable primitives and expressions for the
Filter option, see the manual page for TCPdump. Enter the following command at
the command line of a Beacon system:

man tcpdump

Step 4 Configure for network

This parameter allows the specification of the network (by My Network Organization 
Name - see Chapter 5) this monitoring interface will gather endpoint data for. The 
drop-down list is populated with the Organization Names saved in the My Network 
portion of the system configuration that specify a group of endpoints by IP host 
address.

Recall that each Organization Name consists of Internal Network Blocks, that 
specify a range of host addresses that are used by the endpoints to be Profiled. 
Optionally, each Organization Name may also specify Exclude Address Blocks that 
call out a subset of the larger Internal Network Blocks which enables filtering of a 
subset of host addresses from NetWatch collection. If there are multiple 
Organization Names saved to the configuration, select the Organization Name from 
the drop-down menu this interface being added to NetWatch should collect endpoint 
data for.

Step 5 Select the Add interface button to save the configured interface and return to the 
Edit Collector form. Adding additional interfaces to the NetWatch module 
configuration can be accomplished by repeating the process outlined above.

Using the User-Agent Filter Option
NetWatch will promiscuously collect Web User Agent data for endpoints with a
source IP address within the bounds of the Internal Network Blocks specified for
the Organization Name selected for the monitor interface. Normally Web User
Agents are static, but recently some media players and other applications running
on port 80 have come onto the market that use dynamic Web User Agents,
typically incrementing a number within the agent string so that in a single session,
hundreds of unique Web User Agents could be collected for a single endpoint.

The User-Agent Filter is used to configure a NetWatch module to not forward
collected Web User Agents that contain the specified string to the Server so they
are not stored in the database. This field will support a Regular Expression so that
multiple strings can be specified for filtering.

If a large number of endpoints were regularly watching streaming video content on
the web utilizing this media player, the collected data could become large and
impact performance of the Beacon system. To prevent NetWatch from collecting
this or any similar web agent, specify a User Agent filter in the NetWatch module
configuration.
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For example, to prevent NetWatch from collecting a Web User Agent containing
the string 'AAAAA', (a known dynamic user agent used by a widely-deployed
Anti-virus product) configure the NetWatch module as shown in Figure 7-10.

Figure 7-10 Configuration of a NetWatch User-Agent Filter

Note Configuring a NetWatch User-Agent Filter stops the system from Collecting web 
user agents that contain the specified string, but does not clear existing data from 
the database. To clear collected web user agent data from the system, use the 
Cleanup Database button located on the System Summary page accessed from the 
Utilities tab. Use of Cleanup Database is described in the“System Summary” 
section on page 15-16.

Editing/Removing Interfaces from a NetWatch Module Configuration
If monitoring interfaces have been added to the NetWatch component module 
configuration previously, the interface (or interfaces) will be listed in a table in the 
NetWatch configuration, as illustrated in Figure 7-10.

To remove an interface (or interfaces) from a NetWatch configuration:

Step 1 Select the interface for editing by clicking on the interface name to open the Edit 
Interface form.

Step 2 Select the Delete button. A dialog box will be presented to confirm the deletion of 
the selected interface(s), select 'Ok' to remove the checked interface(s), or 'Cancel' 
to cancel the remove.

To edit an interface in a NetWatch configuration:
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Step 1 Select the interface for editing by clicking on the interface name in the interfaces 
table to open the Edit Interface form, Figure 7-11.

Figure 7-11 Edit NetWatch Interface

All NetWatch monitor interface parameters can be edited. Refer to Adding 
Monitoring interfaces to a NetWatch module configuration, page 7-20 earlier in the 
chapter for a complete description of each configuration parameter of a NetWatch 
Monitor interface.

After completing the NetWatch module configuration, configure the other 
component modules (if required) as outlined below. If no other component modules 
require configuration, skip to the section entitled Saving Edits to a Collector 
Configuration, page 36.

Configure NetInquiry Collector Module

NetInquiry Collector Module Overview
The NetInquiry module provides an active means of Profiling endpoints that are
difficult to Profile passively. This may be desirable in environments where a Beacon
Collector is not able to directly observe traffic from endpoints of interest that can
be used for Endpoint Profiling, or in the case of endpoints that do not regularly
generate traffic on the network. In the current release of Beacon, there are two
forms of active data collection performed by Beacon:

1. Active endpoint TCP Open Port and Web/SMTP Banner Collection

2. Active endpoint DNS Name Collection

These two forms of active endpoint data collection and their configuration are
covered in the following subsections.

Active TCP Open Port and Web/SMTP Banner Collection
Unlike active scanners used primarily for endpoint vulnerability assessment, the
NetInquiry module will attempt to initiate communications with endpoints
according to narrowly defined criteria (e.g., on a single TCP port), not broadly
defined scans which can potentially harm some endpoints.
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In the current version of Beacon, the NetInquiry collector module operates in
conjunction with a limited number of the profiling rule types that maybe used in
Endpoint Profiles. Those rule types include TCP Open Port rules and the following
Application Rule Types:

• Web Server Type

• SMTP Server Banner

These rule types contain the option at time of rule creation to be made ''Active'' as
rules of these types are added to one or more profiles.

In the case of TCP Open Port, Web Server Type and SMTP Server Banner rules
used in ''active'' mode, the NetInquiry module initiates an attempt to actively
probe the devices only within the specified Network Blocks of configured
NetInquiry module(s) across the system via the management interface of the
Collector appliance on which it is running.

In this approach to active profiling, the NetInquiry module results in the appliance
actively generating traffic that is extremely useful for the Endpoint Profiling
process via sending traffic on the management interface of the appliance. The
responses to that traffic is then available for processing by NetInquiry, and it is
generated efficiently and with minimum impact on the endpoints or the network.

Active DNS Name Collection
The NetInquiry module is also able to actively gather DNS Name information for
endpoints from the enterprise domain name service. Endpoint DNS name data is
used with the DNS Name Application rule type to enable the profiling of endpoints
based on all or part of their domain name. For example, if printers contain the
string ‘print’ in their assigned domain name, the Beacon system can profile them
using this attribute which can be quite useful in cases where static addresses are
used for the printers. Configuration of DNS Name application rules is explained in
detail in Chapter 8 of this document. Endpoint DNS name data can only be
collected by the Beacon actively by one or more NetInquiry modules on a Beacon
system. In order for DNS name information to be attributed to an endpoint, an
IP-to-MAC mapping must be present in the Beacon database as the information
collected from the DNS Server contains only the host IP address and therefore the
IP-to-MAC mapping capabilities of the Beacon system are relied upon to attribute
the DNS Name to a unique MAC address in the Beacon DB.

A single Collector/NetInquiry module to query multiple zones from one or more
DNS servers. Support for TSIG authentication for DNS name collection by
NetInquiry is provided. On a per zone/DNS Server basis, TSIG (RFC 2845, Secret
Key Transaction for Authentication for DNS) authentication can be used by
NetInquiry to enable authenticated access to enterprise DNS data when required.

DNS Server must allow DNS Zone Transfer with the Beacon Collector IP address
(or Host Name) explicitly as there are usually ACLs in the DNS configuration A
strong MAC/IP binding is required in order to associated a collected DNS Name to
an endpoint DNS collection is suited for “static” DNS Zones (no DHCP) and not so
suited for “dynamic” DNS Zones (DHCP, Dynamic DNS - DDNS)
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Tip • DNS Server must allow DNS Zone Transfer with the Beacon Collector IP address 
(or Host Name) explicitly as there are usually ACLs in the DNS configuration.

• A strong MAC/IP binding is required in order to associated a collected DNS
Name to an endpoint. 

• DNS collection is suited for “static” DNS Zones (no DHCP) and not so suited for
“dynamic” DNS Zones (DHCP, Dynamic DNS - DDNS).

Server Module Configuration for Active Endpoint Data Collection
Recall that the Server module configuration also contains a parameter that is used
to regulate the frequency of Active Profiling system-wide, on all Collectors with an
enabled NetInquiry module. See “Advanced Options” section on page 6-21. The
Server parameter named 'Frequency' in the Active Profiling Configuration section
specifies the frequency of active profiling by the NetInquiry modules for the entire
Beacon system. On all Collectors that have a configured NetInquiry module
running, active profiling tasks will be generated on those collectors according to
the frequency specified in the Server module for both TCP Open Port/Banner
collection and DNS Name collection.

By default this value is set to 360 minutes (6 hours). When NetInquiry is
configured for Active Collection as outlined in this section, this parameter needs to
be revisited and adjusted (upwardly in most cases). Depending on the amount of
active collection that is performed and particularly in cases where multiple DNS
zones and/or particularly large DNS zones are being queried, ample time to allow
the collection and processing of this data needs to be provided.

In cases where only DNS name collection is being used, the following calculation
should be used to set the minimum Active Profiling Frequency:

(total number of DNS zones queried by the system * 20 minutes) + 10 minutes

So, if 3 different DNS zones were designated for endpoint name collection, the
minimum Frequency used would be 70 minutes.

Understanding that DNS information does not necessarily change that frequently,
this should be viewed as minimum frequency for collection, in most cases much
higher values that result in DNS name collection once or twice a day is acceptable.

Note The minimum allowable frequency for Active Profiling is 15 minutes. Setting this 
parameter to a value greater than 0 but less than 15 will result in it be 
automatically reset to 15 minutes. Setting this parameter to 0 results in disabling 
Active Profiling on the Beacon system.
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Enable NetInquiry for Active TCP Open Port/Banner Collection

Tip Active Collection of TCP Open Port and/or Server Banner endpoint data requires that 
one more TCP Open Port/Web or SMTP Server Banner rules be configured in an 
enabled Profile. Configuration of this feature on a NetInquiry module in the absence 
of active profiling rules in enabled Endpoint Profiles results in no endpoint data 
being collected by NetInquiry.

The NetInquiry section of the Edit Collector form Figure 7-12 appears as illustrated
below prior to the configuration of the module.

Figure 7-12 Default Edit NetInquiry Collector Module

Each of the configurable parameters of a NetInquiry Collector component module is
described below. Complete the following steps to configure NetInquiry as desired.

Step 1 Set Maximum allowed workers

The NetInquiry process can create multiple NetInquiry workers to act in parallel.
This number sets the maximum number, thereby limiting the amount of network
traffic generated and the system resources used by NetInquiry. This value may be
configured to allow up to 16 workers to be spawned at once, with the default value
being 5.

Tip Default value is recommended unless directed otherwise by GBS support.
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Step 2 DNS Zones - As desired. See next section for detailed instructions on the 
configuration of NetInquiry for this option.

Step 3 Network Blocks for Open Port/Server Banner Active Collection (as required)

This field is used to specify the subnet or subnets which contain the endpoints that
are desired to be actively probed for specified TCP Open Ports/Server Banners by
this NetInquiry Collector module. The format is X.X.X.X/CIDR, for example
10.10.0.0/16 means any IP Address in which the first two octets are 10.

Add the subnet(s) that contain the hosts to be probed by NetInquiry when one or
more Active rules are present in enabled profiles. Enter one address/mask per line.

Note that the Network Blocks are always used only when active TCP Open Port,
Web Server type and or SMTP Server Banner rules are present in enabled profiles
to determine which endpoints will be probed by this NetInquiry module.

Warning Caution is required when using active profiling for TCP Open Port and or 
Banner collection on large host address ranges. Particularly in the case of 
using /8 masks on Class A networks, or /16 masks for class A and B 
networks it is important to understand that each active rule in enabled 
profiles will result in active data collection by the Collector for over 16 
million host addresses in the case of the Class A with /8, or 65K host 
addresses in the case of a /16 on Class A or B networks, either of which 
may result in unintended impacts on the Profiler and or the network and 
is not recommended as a general practice.

Enable NetInquiry for Active DNS Name Collection
Enabling DNS Name Collection on a Collector requires specifying the zone (or
zones) of interest, the DNS Servers to be queried for the zone information, and as
an option, configuring the necessary TKIP authentication credentials necessary to
enable NetInquiry to make zone transfer requests to a TKIP-enabled DNS Server.
Complete the following steps to configure NetInquiry for DNS name collection.

DNS Zones may be added to a NetInquiry module on a Collector either individually,
or via a bulk import of zones from a CSV import file. Each option is covered below.

Add DNS Zones Individually

Step 1 Click on the Add DNS Zone button. This opens the form shown in 7-13 that allows 
the configuration of NetInquiry to query a specified DNS Server for node name 
information for a specified zone.
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Figure 7-13 Add DNS Zone

Step 2 Enter the zone name containing endpoint DNS name data to be collected, e.g., 
example.greatbaysoftware.com.

Step 3 Enter the IP address or FQDN of the DNS Server to be queried for the master record 
for the specified zone.

Step 4 Optional: Configure TSIG authentication for zone/DNS Server when required. If 
the specified DNS Server is configured to only accept inbound requests from 
systems authenticated via TSIG, the TSIG key provided by the DNS Administrator 
is entered as follows:

a. Select the key type from the drop down. Options for TSIG keys are: HMAC-MD5, 
HMAC-SHA1, HMAC-SHA256.

b. Enter a unique key name for this TSIG Key

c. Enter the key value provided by the DNS administrator (copy and paste the key 
string exactly into the UI without leading or trailing spaces).

Step 5 Select the Add DNS Zone button to add the DNS zone to the configuration.

Import DNS Zones
Multiple DNS zones may be added to the NetInquiry module configuration through
the import of zone information from a CSV file. The input CSV file should have the
following information for each zone to be imported:

– The zone name containing endpoint DNS name data to be collected, e.g.,
example.greatbaysoftware.com.

– IP address or FQDN of the DNS Server to be queried for the master record
for the specified zone.

For zones not configured for TSIG authentication, these are the only values
required for import. If TSIG is enabled, three additional inputs are required
per-TSIG-enabled zone:

– TSIG key type which must be one of the following: HMAC-MD5,
HMAC-SHA1, HMAC-SHA256
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– A unique key name for this TSIG Key

– key value provided by the DNS administrator (copy and paste the key string
exactly into the CSV file without leading or trailing spaces).

Tip When using the DNS Zone Import with multiple collectors you can create a CSV file 
per Collector that will be configured for DNS name collection.

Use the following steps to import the DNS zones into a NetInquiry configuration:

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration Tab and select Network Devices. From the menu that 
appears, select the last option, Import DNS Zones. The Import DNS Zones form is 
displayed as shown in Figure 7-14.

Figure 7-14 Multiple DNS Zones Configured

Step 2 Use the browse button to locate the CSV file for the DNS zone import constructed 
as outlined above, then select the Import File button. The CSV file will be read and 
the zone contained within presented as shown in Figure 7-15
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Figure 7-15 Import DNS Zones

Step 3 Verify the zone information to be imported for completeness and correctness. Note 
that any zone in the CSV file can be omitted from the import by selecting the Omit 
checkbox to the left of each line imported from the file.

Step 4 Select Collector from the drop-down box. This will be populated with all Collectors 
currently in the Beacon configuration. For this import operation, select the Collector 
that these zones will be added to, the NetInquiry module configuration specifically.

Step 5 Select the Import DNS Zones button to add the zones to the designated 
Collector/NetInquiry module.

After completing the NetInquiry module configuration, configure the other
component modules (if required) as outlined below. If no other component
modules require configuration, skip to the section entitled Saving Edits to a
Collector Configuration, page 36.

Configure NetRelay Collector Module

NetRelay Collector Module Overview
The NetRelay collector module is an optional module that enables the Beacon
system to ingest captured data from other endpoint data collection systems that
may already be in service in some enterprise networks. NetRelay is able to collect
endpoint data from NetFlow collection (e.g., routers) and NetFlow aggregation
systems. The Beacon system supports processing of NetFlow version 5 and 9 data
in the current release.

RADIUS accounting collection can also be enabled on a NetRelay module.
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In the case of NetFlow, NetRelay can be especially useful for performing Endpoint
Profiling and Identity Monitoring on remote segments of the network (e.g., remote
offices, etc.) that the Beacon System cannot directly monitor traffic to/from via
NetWatch. In order to utilize the NetFlow ingestion feature, on a NetRelay module
in a Beacon system, NetFlow collectors such as routers must already be in place on
the network and collecting NetFlow data on the endpoints of interest. The NetRelay
collector module enables the Beacon system to re-use this data for the purposes of
Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring.

NetFlow data is used by the Beacon system in conjunction with Traffic Rules which
are described in chapter 10. NetFlow data can be used in lieu of raw network traffic
to enable the Beacon system to examine traffic flows between endpoints for
attributes specified in Traffic Rules contained in endpoint profiles.

This functionality is dependent upon the presence of NetFlow collector devices
(e.g., routers, switches or other devices that have a NetFlow collector capability)
on the network segments of interest, with NetFlow collection enabled and
configured to forward their data to the Beacon system. By default, a Collector with
NetRelay collection configured/enabled will listen on its management interface for
XDRs sent to the management interface IP on port 2055. The NetFlow Collectors
(routers, etc.) must be configured to send NetFlow XDRs to the IP of the
management interface on that port number.

Like NetWatch, NetRelay is configured to constrain the collection of data from
NetFlow XDRs forwarded to it to a specific host address range. When NetRelay is
enabled/configured on a Collector, the NetRelay module is assigned an
Organization Name from the MyNetwork configuration that programs the range of
host addresses that NetRelay module will collect data from.

In environments where RADIUS clients (generally access switches) are performing
endpoint authentication (e.g., 802.1X or MAC Authentication) and are configured
to send RADIUS accounting records to a Beacon Collector running NetRelay
configured for this data collection option, the NetRelay module will collect this
information about endpoints authenticating (or attempting authentication) to
those switches configured for port-based authentication via RADIUS. Like in the
case of NetFlow Collectors, RADIUS Clients need to be configured to forward
accounting records to the NetRelay module designated in the Beacon configuration
to receive and process this data. The NetRelay module must have RADIUS
collection enabled, and the RADIUS Client must be known to the Beacon system.
RADIUS clients and shared secrets are configured per network device or network
device group as described in Chapter 8.

Tip Note that some Authentication Servers require that the RADIUS clients forward 
RADIUS Accounting records to the RADIUS Server. Many RADIUS Servers support 
Proxy functionality that enable them to receive the RADIUS Accounting data from 
the clients and then forward the RADIUS accounting records on to another 
destination, such as a Beacon Collector running NetRelay configured to receive the 
RADIUS accounting from the Server.
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Note In the current version, the Beacon Collector does not support Proxy RADIUS 
functionality. RADIUS accounting records are received and processed, but cannot 
be forwarded along via Proxy to another destination.

Edit NetRelay Collector Module
Use the following procedure to change any of the configurable parameters of the
NetRelay module running on a Collector.

Each NetRelay module in the system that is enabled must be configured for
desired modes of data collection: NetFlow and or RADIUS accounting.

The NetRelay section of the Edit Collector form appears as illustrated in
Figure 7-16.

Figure 7-16 Edit Collector: NetRelay Configuration

To enable a NetRelay module for NetFlow Collection, complete the following steps:

Step 1 Check the 'Enable NetFlow Agent' checkbox

This checkbox must be checked in order for the NetRelay Collector component
module to accept NetFlow traffic from NetFlow collectors on the network
configured to forward their data to the Beacon system.

Tip By default, enabling the NetFlow Agent on a NetRelay module initiates 
listening for XDRs sent to the Collector management interface (eth0) by 
routers and other NetFlow collectors on port 2055.

Step 2 Select the Network Name (My Network Organization Name) that this NetRelay 
module should collect data for.
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The drop-down control allows the selection of the Organization Name from those
saved to the MyNetwork configuration (see Chapter 5) to specify the host address
range which this NetRelay module will perform endpoint data collection from
received NetFlow XDRs.

Tip As discussed earlier in the Guide, in large systems with multiple Collectors, 
consideration may be given to distributing processing of NetFlow across 
multiple NetRelay modules. This requires the dividing the host address space 
into two or more network (Organization Names) in the MyNetwork 
configuration and then assigning them amongst the NetRelay modules using 
this parameter of the NetRelay configuration.

Step 3 Verify that the NetFlow collectors/harvesters in the network are properly configured 
to export their flow data to the eth0 interface IP address of the Collector running 
the NetRelay module, on the designated port number.

Tip The listening port number for inbound NetFlow export data for a NetRelay 
module can be modified, but not through the UI. Contact Great Bay Software 
Technical support for instructions on modifying the NetFlow listening port.

To enable a NetRelay module for RADIUS Accounting data collection, perform the
following steps, referencing Figure 7-17:

Figure 7-17 Enabling NetRelay for RADIUS Accounting Collection

Step 1 Check the 'Enable RADIUS' checkbox.
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Step 2 Specify the port number that the RADIUS clients are configured to export their 
accounting data on.

Typically, port 1813 is used by RADIUS clients (and Proxies) for exportation of 
accounting data. Verify the configuration of the RADIUS clients/proxies configured 
to send their accounting data to the Beacon Collector, and set this parameter 
accordingly.

Tip If an alternative port is in use, the Collector will require changes to the host 
firewall configuration. Contact Great Bay Software Technical support for 
instructions on modifying the Collector firewall to enable receipt of RADIUS 
accounting data on other than port 1813.

Note Verify that the RADIUS clients that will be sending accounting data to the NetRelay 
module have been configured with RADIUS accounting enabled, the correct shared 
secret and are assigned to the NetRelay module as described in Chapter 8.

Saving Edits to a Collector Configuration
When all desired changes have been made to a Beacon Collector configuration,
select the Save Collector button to save all changes to the Collector.

Tip Changes made to Collectors are saved to the running Beacon system configuration 
by clicking the Update Modules button on the Apply Changes page. The Apply 
Changes page is accessed by selecting the Apply Changes link from the 
Configuration tab secondary menu.

Determining Status of Beacon Collectors
After saving the edits to a Collector, the status of all Collectors in the Beacon
system as well as the Server module can be ascertained by navigating to the
Configuration tab. The Configuration tab will display as shown in Figure 7-18.
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Figure 7-18 Configuration Tab Showing Beacon Modules Status

Note the Beacon Modules table, which displays the Server module and each of the
Collectors added to the system configuration in separate rows, along with their
status. The Status column of the Beacon Modules table indicates the rolled-up
condition of each Collector in the Beacon system configuration. There are seven
possible Collector statuses that reflect the condition of the component modules
which is reported for each Collector in the configuration.
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The Collector statuses and their interpretations are provided in the figure below:

Troubleshooting Component Modules on a Collector
The Table of Collectors provides a top-level view of each Collector in the Beacon
system. If the status of a Collector is other than ''All Modules Running,'' status of
the underlying modules of a given Collector can be determined by selecting the
name of the Collector in the table of Collectors to open the Edit Collector form. An
example of this form from a configured/running system is shown inFigure 7-19.

Table 7-3 Collector Status Messages

Status Interpretation
All Modules Running Normally All modules of the Collector have been 

contacted by the Server and are running. 
The Collector is online and operating 
normally.

N Modules Reporting Warnings All modules of the Collector reporting this 
status have been contacted by the 
Server, but 1 or more are currently 
reporting warnings. Warning states are 
Stopping, indicating that a module has 
signalled the Server that it has been 
commanded to stop, and Not Reporting 
Status indicating that the module has 
not reported its status to the Server 
within the allotted time. If a module that 
previously reported status does not do so 
because it has been stopped intentionally 
or due to a malfunction for more than 5 
minutes, it will be reported in the UI as 
Not Reporting Status.

N Modules Reporting Errors There are two error states that result in a 
Collector indicating this status: 1. Not 
Contacted, indicating that the Server 
has never been able to establish 
communication with the Collector via the 
Beacon middleware. 2. License 
Exceeded, if a Collector in excess of the 
number of Collectors allowed by the 
Beacon Server license establishes contact 
with the Server, the Collector(s) in 
excess of the license will remain in the 
Error-License Exceeded condition, and 
their data not processed by the Server.
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Figure 7-19 Edit Collector Form Displaying Modules Status

As shown in the figure, each of the component modules running on a Collector
(e.g., Forwarder, NetMap, NetTrap, NetWatch, NetInquiry, NetRelay) displays a
Module Status. The status of a component module can be one of the following:

• Running – the component module is running and reporting normal status to
the Server in a timely manner. Collectors with all component modules in the
running status will be shown in the UI as “green,” reporting normal status.

• Stopped/Stopping – the component module is not currently running. One or
more components in this state result in the entire Collector going to a warning
status. As a Collector is restarted with a new configuration immediately
following an Apply Changes -> Update Modules, the component modules will
temporarily transition through the stopped state until they are running again.
If a component module on a Collector is stopped manually via the CLI, the
stopping status will also be indicated until the module is restarted or 5 minutes
elapse in which case it will be transitioned to Not Reporting Status which is
described immediately below

• Not Reporting Status - Modules in this status have either been stopped
manually or due to an error and are no longer reporting their status in a timely
manner to the Server. This is a warning condition that attention is needed,
and therefore if any component module is in this state, the entire Collector is
moved to the reporting warning status on the home tab as well as the Table of
Collectors on the Configuration tab,

• No contact – The Server has not made contact with the Collector or the
component modules running on it and therefore cannot ascertain status. If the
Collector status is indicating 'No contact' as described earlier, the component
modules indicate 'no contact' individually. This is considered an error state for
a given, and is indicated as such on the home and configuration tabs as the
Collector is for all intents and purposes not communicating with the Server.

There are two other possible states that can be reported for the NetWatch
component module specifically, one that is considered a normal condition, and a
second that is categorized as a warning.
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• Running (Interface Configuration Incomplete) – A normal status
condition that indicates that a monitoring interface was never specified for the
NetWatch component module which effectively disables NetWatch. This is not a
warning state as it is possible that NetWatch is not desired on a given Collector.

• No Traffic to Monitor – A warning condition that indicates that a monitoring
interface was specified for the NetWatch component module, but no traffic is
being received for processing. 

Note This detection is based on a threshold, so some NetWatch modules may indicate 
this state temporarily if the threshold is not met.

Lastly, when one or more Collectors are added to the configuration and establish
communication with the Server above the number of Collectors specified by the
Beacon Server license, the component modules other than the Forwarder will
indicate the following status:

– The Home and Configuration tabs will indicate the excess Collector in an
Error condition, license exceeded,

– The component modules on the excess Collector (other than the Forwarder)
will indicate a status of Ignored, indicating that the data coming from the
Collector is not being processed by the Server. See 

Figure 7-20 Edit Collector, Collector in Excess of License

Note In situations where the number of Collectors exceeds the license, the actual 
Collector (or Collectors) in excess and that are placed Ignored state may vary 
depending on the order in which they register with the Server. 
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Editing a Beacon Collector Configuration
Once a Collector has been added to the system configuration, changes can be
made to the configuration parameters of the Forwarder and Collector component
modules running on the Collector using the UI. For example, if previously not
configured/disabled endpoint data collection techniques are to be enabled on a
given Collector, those changes can be effected via the UI, and committed to the
running configuration by executing an Apply Changes -> Update modules to create
the new configuration, push it to the Collector, and restart the Collector to make
the changes effective.

To edit a Collector previously saved to the Beacon system configuration, perform
the following steps:

Note Collector Names cannot be edited. If a Collector name was entered in error and 
needs to be edited, the Collector must be deleted first and then added back with 
the correct name.

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration tab and select the link for the Collector Name to be 
edited link from the Beacon Modules Table.

Step 2 Refer to the earlier sections in this chapter which cover the configuration of each 
module of a Collector to make desired changes.

Step 3 When all desired changes have been made to components of the Collector, select 
the Save Collector button at the bottom of the form to save configuration changes.

Tip Changes made to Beacon Modules are saved to the running Beacon system 
configuration by clicking the Update Modules button on the Apply Changes page. 
The Apply Changes page is accessed by selecting the Apply Changes link from the 
secondary menu under the Configuration Tab selection.

Delete a Collector from the System Configuration
To delete a Collector from the system configuration:

Step 1 Navigate to the Table of Collectors, and select the name of the Collector to be 
deleted. The Edit Collector form is displayed.

Step 2 Scroll down to the bottom of the form to the Delete Collector button. Selecting this 
button will delete the Collector configuration from the system configuration, and 
return the interface to the Table of Collector/Table of Servers page, displaying a 
message that the modules on the deleted Collector have been deleted from the 
database. 

Step 3 The deleted Collector is removed from the table of Collectors. If desired, the 
Collector can be re-added to the system configuration using the procedure outlined 
earlier in this chapter.
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Step 4 Insure that a Apply Changes and Update Modules is executed after deleting the 
Collector.
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Network Infrastructure Device Configuration

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 8-1

• Network Infrastructure Device Administration, page 8-2

• Adding Network Infrastructure Device Groups, page 8-5

• Importing Network Infrastructure Devices, page 8-10

• Adding Individual Network Infrastructure Devices, page 8-17

• Managing Network Infrastructure Devices and Device Groups, page 8-22

• Adding/Managing Microsoft Active Directory Servers, page 8-31

Overview
After the Beacon Server and Collectors have been configured as outlined in the
previous two chapters, configuration efforts move onto adding devices on the
network to the Beacon configuration that the system will collect endpoint data
from. In the current release those devices come from two general categories: 1.
the network infrastructure devices (switches and routers) that provide connectivity
to the endpoints on the network, and 2. Microsoft Active Directory (AD) Servers (if
present) that can provide the Beacon system with information about endpoints
that are members of the Domain. Network infrastructure devices provide endpoint
data via SNMP, and in environments where edge authentication is enabled, access
switches may also forward RADIUS accounting data about endpoints for collection
by NetRelay. As outlined previously, this collection is accomplished by the NetMap
and NetRelay module(s) running on the Collector(s) in the system respectively.
Collection of data from AD servers is performed by NetMap as well, but in this case
the mechanism for data collection is LDAP queries to the Active Directory servers.

The steps outlined in this chapter for adding the switches and routers to the
Beacon configuration provides the NetMap Collector components throughout the
system with the list of devices to be polled along with the information required for
successful polling via SNMP such as the SNMP version and community string. The
Beacon system will periodically poll the network infrastructure devices added to
the system configuration to gather information about attached endpoints and their
status. Frequency of polling is specified in the Beacon Server configuration as
outlined in Chapter 6. In addition to the regular polling, to ensure changes in the
endpoint topology are learned in near real-time, the network infrastructure
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devices are configured to send SNMP Traps to the NetTrap module (or modules)
running on the Collectors. Doing so provides the system with near real-time
indications when endpoints join or leave the network.

The network infrastructure devices added to the Beacon system configuration
should be those that comprise the network access layer, or ''edge'' of the network
the system will be deployed on; that is, the devices (typically Layer 2 switches)
that end-users, printers, copiers, FAXes, IP telephony devices and other network
endpoints use for connectivity to the network infrastructure. Layer 3 devices
(routers) should also be included so that their Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
and routing tables can be accessed. The Beacon system uses information from
Layer 3 devices to create a mapping between endpoint IP addresses and MAC
(hardware) addresses. Layer 2 Source Address Tables (SAT) information from
switches and switch/routers is used by the system to locate endpoints to the
switch/port that connects them to the network.

This chapter is organized with the administration of network infrastructure devices
covered first, as this is a task common to virtually all Beacon implementations.
Within this section the steps to configure SNMP communication for successful
polling via NetMap, as well as that required to enable processing of RADIUS
accounting data sent by edge switches performing authentication of endpoints if
the RADIUS clients (switches) will be sending accounting data directly to Beacon.

Note Collection of RADIUS accounting data to enable Endpoint Profiling by authenticated 
username is performed by the NetRelay module and discussed in detail in Chapters 
7 and 10.

The configuration of Active Directory servers to be queried by NetMap for
information about endpoints in the Domain in Microsoft environments is covered
later in the Chapter.

Network Infrastructure Device Administration
Network infrastructure devices added to the system configuration are added to a
Table of Network Infrastructure Devices commonly referred to as the Device List.
To perform network device management tasks such as adding the network
infrastructure devices or device groups to the system configuration, navigate to
the Configuration tab and select the Network Infrastructure Devices link in the
secondary menu.

The Configure Network Infrastructure Devices page is displayed (Figure 8-1) which
provides access to all the Beacon Network Device configuration tasks.
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Figure 8-1 Configure Network Infrastructure Devices

The Configure Network Infrastructure Devices table lists a number of
administrative task options for managing the network devices in the system
configuration:

• Add Network Infrastructure Device – Enables adding a single network
device to the system configuration. This operation is described in detail in
“Adding Individual Network Infrastructure Devices” section on page 8-17.

• Add Network Infrastructure Device Group – Network infrastructure devices
with similar attributes may be grouped logically for easier administration. This
option allows the configuration of groups. See “Adding Network Infrastructure
Device Groups” section on page 8-5.

• List Network Infrastructure Devices – Displays a list of all network
infrastructure devices currently in the system configuration along with
information including the time stamp of the last successful poll of the device by
the responsible NetMap module via SNMP.

• List Network Infrastructure Device Groups - Displays a ''tree view'' of
network device groups, in which each group can be expanded to display
individual network infrastructure devices. Groups and individual devices can be
edited from this view.

• Find Network Infrastructure Device – A location tool for finding a specified
network device. 

• Import Network Infrastructure Devices – A utility to bulk-import a list of
network infrastructure devices into Beacon using a CSV file.

• Add Active Directory - Provides the interface for adding Microsoft Active
Directory Servers to the Beacon configuration which will be queried for
endpoint information. See “Adding/Managing Microsoft Active Directory
Servers” section on page 8-31
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• List Active Directory - Displays the list of Microsoft Active Directory Servers
currently added to the Beacon configuration.

• Import DNS Zones - Allows the bulk import of DNS Zones using a CSV file
into a designated NetInquiry module configuration. Details of this feature are
outlined here: “Import DNS Zones” section on page 7-30 of the Collector
Configuration chapter.

Timesaver Creating network device groups and using the Import Device feature can greatly 
expedite the network device configuration tasks.

To initiate any of the network device list management functions, select the link in
the left most column of the Configure Network Devices table. The remainder of this
chapter provides instructions for using these functions to manage the network
device list in the system configuration.

Beacon SNMP Version Support
Beacon can communicate with switches and routers via SNMP versions 1, 2C and 3
(via NetMap modules running on the Collectors) for the purposes of collecting
endpoint information from these devices. The system will attempt to use the SNMP
version provided in the device configuration, or if the device is assigned to a
Device Group, the version specified for the group.

It is important to recall that devices configured for version 1 will not respond to
version 2C queries. However, version 2C is backwards compatible with version 1.
That means that if a device (or device group) configuration specifies version 2C in
the Beacon configuration but the device is running SNMP version 1, Beacon will be
unable to poll the device successfully.

Tip A common Beacon configuration issue is the creation of Network Device Groups 
configured for SNMP version 2C which subsequently has devices running SNMP 
version 1 assigned to them. Devices running SNMP version 1 assigned to Device 
Groups running version 2C will not successfully poll. A solution to this issue is to 
configure the Device Group to use SNMP version 1. Version 2C is backwards 
compatible with version 1, so when Device Groups will contain devices running both 
version 1 and 2C, be sure to configure the group for version 1 to ensure 
compatibility with all devices in the group.

Beacon also supports SNMP version 3 enabling the use of the Authentication and
Privacy capabilities of the version. Beacon supports the following common
Authentication and Privacy combinations for the polling of devices configured for
SNMPv3:

• MD5/AES128

• MD5/DES

• SHA/AES128

• SHA/DES

• SHA/NoPriv
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• MD5/NoPriv

• NoAuth/NoPriv

Note The following options available in some vendors’ SNMP implementations are not 
currently supported by Beacon. The unsupported options are: 3DES, AES192, and 
AES256. If network infrastructure devices are configured with these options, they 
must be re-configured using one of the supported Auth/Priv combinations listed 
above in order to be successfully polled by NetMap.

Although Beacon is capable of SNMP communications with devices using versions
1, 2C and 3, the trap handling functionality provided by NetTrap described in the
previous chapter is limited to versions 1 and 2C only. Edge switches that are
running SNMPv3 must be configured to send version 1 or 2C traps to NetTrap in
order for the system to detect endpoints joining or leaving the network.

Adding Network Infrastructure Device Groups

Tip Defining device groups prior to adding network infrastructure devices either 
individually or through the Import function can save significant time by 
entering/administering network device configuration parameters common to the 
group at the group level (e.g., for all devices in the group collectively instead for 
each device individually). In large networks with hundreds or thousands of network 
infrastructure devices, the use of device groups is recommended if practical--see 
next tip.

Tip The use of Network Device Groups is optional and may not be usable in some 
environments where network infrastructure devices do not share common 
configuration parameters such as community strings and version of SNMP. In 
addition if SNMPv3 is in use, this functionality is available, as long as all the devices 
belonging to the group use the same SNMPv3 parameters. 

In many network environments, it may be desirable to define groups of devices to
give a clearer picture of the network topology and to make the Beacon network
device configuration task easier. When the network infrastructure devices in an
environment use similar configuration parameters such as community string,
SNMP version, etc., the use of groups can streamline the management of devices.
If a network device is designated a member of a device group, that device inherits
the General Settings, Access Method, VLAN Settings, and Endpoint Roles (if
applicable) for the device group, and will not require these parameters to be
specified individually for the devices belonging to the group. Network
infrastructure devices can be added to the system configuration individually (see
“Adding Individual Network Infrastructure Devices” section on page 8-17), or can
be bulk-imported either individually or into a group and inherit the group
configuration parameters (see “Importing Network Infrastructure Devices” section
on page 8-10).
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Timesaver For most Beacon systems, adding a device group requires the completion of steps 
1-8 and 20. The remaining steps are specific to devices running SNMP version 3 and 
or Beacon systems that will or be used in port provisioning mode.

To add a network device group to the system configuration, follow the steps
outlined below:

Step 1 Select Add Group from the Configure Network Device table. This will open the Add 
Group form shown Figure 8-2 which allows the setting of the parameters for the 
group.

Figure 8-2 Add Network Infrastructure Device Group

Step 2 Enter a Group Name

Enter a unique and case sensitive name to identify this group of network
infrastructure devices. 

Step 3 Specify the Type of device contained in this group, options available are ‘Layer 2’, 
‘Layer 3’, or ‘Device’.

If a network device is running both layer2 and layer 3 functions in most cases it
doesn’t matter if either Layer 2 or Layer 3 is selected, as Beacon will automatically
try and poll the SAT table and ARP cache if they are available on the Network
device. If Layer 3 is selected and the device is a router, the route table will also be
polled as well as the ARP cache. 

Select the type (Layer 2 switches, Layer 3 routers) from the drop down list. The
'Device' type can be used for other devices that run SNMP (some servers for
example) but are not switches or routers.
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Step 4 Select Collector mapping module that will be assigned polling of devices in this 
group.

Select the name of the NetMap Module that should poll this device from the list of
configured NetMap modules listed in the pull-down. 

Note The ''default'' mapping module for a device group should only be used on 
Beacon systems with a single Collector/NetMap module. For Beacon systems 
with two or more Collectors running NetMap, select the NetMap Module 
assigned to poll the group from the drop-down menu. In systems with one or 
more NetMap modules, this parameter facilitates the distribution of polling 
responsibility amongst the NetMap modules.

Step 5 Select the Proper SNMP Access Method for devices in this Group.

This parameter determines which version of SNMP will be used for communication
with network infrastructure devices in the group by NetMap. Select the radio
button of the SNMP version that devices in this group are running. By default
Beacon will use SNMP version 1 for communication with network infrastructure
devices. SNMP version 2C or version 3 may be selected as options for groups of
devices using one of these versions of SNMP.

Tip All devices assigned to a group must be running the same version of SNMP. 

Tip Clicking on the Display clear Text Password check box will enable the 
Read-Only, Read-Write, and SNMPv3’s Passphrase to be displayed in clear 
text (unmasked) which may be helpful while adding the group to ensure 
accurate entry of the SNMP community Strings/Passphrase.

Step 6 Enter the read-only community string that has been configured on all devices in the 
group for read-only SNMP access (version 1 and version 2C devices. 

Warning Network Infrastructure Devices assigned to a group inherit the SNMP version and 
SNMP community string specified for the group. The individual device settings (if 
present for device) of these parameters is overridden upon group assignment. If a 
device is added to a group that does not have matching SNMP version and 
community string parameters, NetMap will not successfully poll the device.

Note The following characters cannot be used in community strings entered into 
the Beacon configuration: &,@ ;‘ ‘|”(){}[]. If these characters exist in a 
community string entered into the UI, they will be stripped and Beacon will 
be unable to communicate with the network infrastructure devices in the 
device group.
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Step 7 Optional: Set the Read-Write Community String for the device group.

Tip Providing the Read-Write Community string for the group is only applicable 
when using Beacon Active Response Events and or in the Port Provisioning 
mode to change administrative port status (up/down) via the Beacon UI. If 
Beacon will not be used with Active Response events and or in the Port 
Provisioning mode, leave the Read-Write Community String blank.

Steps 8-13 below are applicable only for groups of network infrastructure devices
that are running SNMP v3. If the group does not contain devices running SNMP v3,
proceed to the next sub-section.

The fields for the parameters set in the following steps will be grayed-out and
unavailable for input unless the radio button for SNMPv3 was selected for the
Access Method as described above. When the SNMPv3 radio button is selected, the
SNMP parameters will require proper configuration to enable polling of the devices
added to the group.

Step 8 Enter the SNMPv3 Username for all devices in the group for NetMap to use when 
authenticating a SNMPv3 session with devices in the group.

Step 9 Enter the SNMPv3 Authentication Passphrase for devices in the group (SNMPv3 
groups only)

Provide the SNMPv3 authentication Passphrase for use for the Hash Type for the 
group as selected below. This parameter can be displayed in clear text if the 
''Display clear text Passphrase'' check box is checked.

Note SNMPv3 Authentication Passphrase must be at least 8 characters in length. 
If the passphrase configured on the device is less than 8 characters it must 
be changed.

Step 10 Enter SNMPv3 Privacy Passphrase for devices in the group (SNMPv3 groups only)

The Privacy Passphrase required for privacy (encryption algorithm type) service
that was selected. This parameter can be displayed in clear text if the ''Display
clear text Passphrase'' check box is checked.

Note SNMPv3 Privacy Passphrase must be at least 8 characters in length. If the 
passphrase configured on the device is less than 8 characters it must be 
changed.

Step 11 Enter the SNMPv3 Security Level for devices in the group

Select the radio button of the SNMPv3 security level in use for SNMPv3 sessions
with the devices in the group.

• NoAuthNoPriv – No authentication, no privacy (least secure)

• AuthNoPriv – Authentication, no privacy (more secure)

• AuthPriv – Authentication, Privacy (most secure)
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Tip Note that the SNMPv3 Security Level selected will enable/disable the next 
parameters (Hash Type and Encryption Type) as required. If NoAuthNoPriv 
was selected, skip steps15 and 16 and review the Timesaver following step 
16.

Step 12 Set SNMPv3 Hash Type -- if AuthNoPriv or AuthPriv were selected for the group in 
Step #13

Select the radio button of the SNMPv3 hash type in use for SNMPv3 sessions with
the devices in the group: select either the MD5 or SHA1 protocol.

Both protocols are hashing algorithms, which given a message concatenated with
a user's key, generate a fingerprint for the string. After the hash is performed, the
fingerprint is added to the message (without the key). If any of the data in the
packet is modified in-flight, it will be detected when the hash is performed on the
received message (minus the fingerprint, plus the user's key), and then the result
is compared to the fingerprint that was received. The two protocols are similar,
although MD5 is somewhat faster and SHA is somewhat stronger.

Step 13 SNMPv3 Encryption Type - if AuthPriv was selected for the group in Step #13

Select the radio button of the SNMPv3 encryption type to use for SNMPv3 sessions
with the devices in the group, select either DES or AES encryption.

Optional Device Group Configuration Parameters
All Network Infrastructure Device Groups must have the Access portion of the
group configuration populated with the correct values to allow SNMP
communication from the Collector to the NIDs in the group.

The Advanced and RADIUS Accounting sections of the forms contain parameters
that are used for specific scenarios outlined below.

Advanced Options
The only advanced option for NID Groups is the “Does not support MAC notification
traps” control. Beacon can interpret MAC notification traps from Cisco and
Enterasys devices only in the current versions. If the NID group contains devices
from vendors other than Cisco and Enterasys, this setting should be checked to
that the Server does not wait for a MAC notification trap following link-up, delaying
the port poll.

MAC notification traps from supported switches contain information that Beacon
uses to make the polling resulting from an endpoint joining the network more
efficient. Therefore, if MAC notification traps are expected, the system will wait
some time after receipt of Link Up for the more descriptive MAC notification trap
that follows. If the devices in the group do NOT support MAC notification traps,
this check box should be checked to disable this behavior and begin the poll upon
receipt of the link up. Some vendors do not support MAC notification traps and
groups that contain these devices should have this option checked.
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RADIUS Accounting
If the Network Device Group being added will contain switches running RADIUS 
accounting that will be sent to Beacon for the purposes of collecting endpoint data 
via this method, the group must be configured with the following parameters 
matching those configured on the devices in the group

a. Enter the RADIUS shared secret for network infrastructure devices in this group. 
Re-enter to verify.

b. Select the NetRelay module for this Network Device Group that has been 
configured to process RADIUS Accounting from assigned devices. 

Tip Once Device Groups are added to the system configuration, they are 
accessible and can be used to assign added/imported network infrastructure 
devices to a group. If device groups are to be used, they should be configured 
prior to adding/importing network infrastructure devices.

Importing Network Infrastructure Devices
The most efficient manner to add network infrastructure devices to the Beacon
system configuration is through the Import Device feature. Beacon has the ability
to import a device list from an external CSV file accessible by the computer
accessing the Beacon web user interface. When used in conjunction with the
device group functionality covered in the last section of the chapter, the import
function can greatly reduce the network device configuration for the Beacon
system.

Tip Many network management systems provide the ability to export the list of devices 
being managed via SNMP into a CSV file that can be edited using spreadsheet 
software such as Microsoft Excel. Alternatively, a list of the network infrastructure 
devices to be added to the Beacon system configuration can be created manually 
for import.

The procedure for importing network infrastructure devices into the Beacon
system configuration is dependent on the version of SNMP the devices to be
imported are running. For network infrastructure devices running v1 and v2C of
the SNMP protocol, the input file and import process are identical. For devices
running SNMPv3, a different input file and import process are required to handle
the additional parameters required in that version of the SNMP protocol.

The next two subsections outline the processes for importing network
infrastructure devices for the different SNMP versions.

Importing Network Infrastructure Devices running SNMPv1 and v2C
The Import Device utility for v1 and v2C devices requires that a list of devices to
import into the Beacon configuration be created using format illustrated in
Figure 8-3, saved in a comma separated value (CSV) format. That format is a table
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easily created/edited using spreadsheet software. The table will have at a
minimum three columns, each containing the following values (left to right, no
column headings):

– Device Name

– Device IP Address

– SNMP Read Only Community string

As options, depending on what features are being used:

– For systems that will be used in the Port Provisioning mode or employ
Active Response Events, a fourth column can be added to the table with the
SNMP Read-Write community string for each device.

– For systems that will employ RADIUS accounting, the RADIUS passphrase
can be added as the fifth column of the CSV import.

Figure 8-3 Network Device Spreadsheet: SNMPv1 & v2C Devices, mandatory 
parameters

Once the list of network infrastructure devices has been edited to this format, save
the file as a CSV file (in Microsoft Excel select Save As, Select Save as type CSV
(comma delimited) noting the location and filename. Ensure the computer being
used to manage the Beacon system via the web interface can access the CSV
file(s) that will be imported into the Beacon configuration.

Timesaver During the import procedure, an import operation can be designated to import 
devices into a specified network device group created using the procedure in 
“Adding Network Infrastructure Device Groups” section on page 8-5. Devices 
imported into a group inherit the device type, SNMP version and Community string 
parameters as well as the designated NetMap module for the group.

For Beacon systems with multiple Collectors employing NetMap, the easiest way to 
distribute polling of the network infrastructure devices across the available NetMap 
modules is to create Network Device Groups, one for each NetMap module. Then 
create a separate CSV import file containing the devices to be polled by each 
NetMap module, and then import the devices into the groups using multiple 
imports.

Follow the procedure outlined below to import a list of devices in the CSV format
into the Beacon system configuration.
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Step 1 From the Configuration Tab’s secondary menu select Network Infrastructure 
Devices, then from the Configure Network Infrastructure Devices table, select 
Import Devices.

The Import Network Devices form (Figure 8-4)will display in the main pane.

Figure 8-4 Import Network Devices Form

Step 2 Click the Browse… button to select the device list CSV file created earlier using the 
specified format.

After selecting the appropriate file, the full path to the file is entered into the 'CSV
File Name' field in the form. Verify that the desired file has been selected for
import.

Step 3 Click the Import File button.

The list of devices and their parameters as read from the selected CSV file
imported will display in the Import Device Information form shown in Figure 8-5 to
allow verification.

Tip This form enables editing of fields, manual population of any empty fields, 
and the omission of selected device(s) via the omit checkbox in the far left 
column. Manipulate the data as necessary using this form prior to executing 
the import.
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Figure 8-5 Import Device Information Form (v1 and v2C)

Note The ''Pass #1'' and ''Pass #2'' columns in the Import Device Information dialog 
represent the read-only and read-write (if this option was used in the creation of 
the CSV file) SNMP community names of the devices as read from the input file. 
The community names specified in the CSV will be added to the individual device 
configuration in the Beacon database. If the RADIUS passphrase is included in the 
import, it will be added to the device configuration on import.

Tip If the devices being imported will be assigned to a Group, all devices imported by 
this operation will inherit the group community names. Group parameters always 
take precedence over individual device configuration for any device in a group.

Step 4 Select a Network Device Group to assign the imported devices to if desired.

The form allows assigning all the devices being imported to a Device Group.
Assigning the devices to a device group results in all the devices being imported
inheriting the parameters specified for the group including the NetMap module
assignment, as described in the previous section. If the imported devices are being
assigned to a Device Group, select the group from the drop-down list.

If the devices being imported are not going to be assigned to a Device Group,
leave 'None' in the Select Group drop-down and specify the following parameters
for the devices being imported:

Step 5 If the devices being imported are not assigned to a group, select ‘Method’ for the 
devices being imported.
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This parameter determines which version of SNMP will be used for communication
with network infrastructure devices being imported from this file. Note that all
devices imported in a given import operation must be running the same version of
SNMP (Access Type. 

Select the SNMP version (v1 or v2C) that the network devices being imported are
running from the drop-down list. By default Beacon will use SNMP version 1 for
communication with network devices. SNMP version 2C may be selected as an
option for importing devices using SNMP v2C.

Step 6 Select Type for the devices being imported, options available are ‘Layer 2’, ‘Layer 
3’ or ‘Device’.

Select either Layer 2 or Layer 3 to designate the type of devices being imported
(switch or router). Note that all devices being imported in a given operation will be
given the same device type upon import. 

If a network device is running both layer2 and layer 3 functions in most cases it
doesn’t matter if either Layer 2 or Layer 3 is selected, as Beacon will automatically
poll the NAC Manager or SAT table, ARP cache if they are available on the device.
If Layer 3 is selected and the device is a router, the route table will also be polled
as well as the ARP cache. 

The 'Device' type can be used for other devices that run SNMP (some servers for
example) but are not switches or routers.

Step 7 Click the Import Devices button at the bottom of the window to import the devices 
using the selected file and selected settings.

A message stating ''Imported device information saved'' will be presented. The list 
of imported devices will now be accessible in tabular format by selecting List 
Network Infrastructure Devices from the Configure Network Devices table.

If the devices were imported into a group, they can be viewed by using the List 
Group option described in “List Device Groups” section on page 8-26.

Importing Network Infrastructure Devices running SNMPv3 
The Import Device utility for the bulk-importing of SNMPv3 devices into the Beacon
configuration requires that the list of devices have the format illustrated in
Figure 8-6. 

The format of the import source is a table with nine columns with no column
headings that contains a row for each device to be imported containing the
following device parameters for each, left to right:

– Device Name

– IP Address

– SNMPv3 Username

– SNMPv3 Authentication Password

– SNMPv3 Privacy Password

– SNMPv3 Security Level

– SNMPv3 Hash Type
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– SNMPv3 Encryption Algorithm Type.

– RADIUS passphrase (optional)

Figure 8-6 Example Network Device Spreadsheet: SNMPv3 Devices

Once the source CSV file has been created according to these guidelines, perform
the following steps to import the network infrastructure devices using SNMP v3 in
the CSV file into the Beacon configuration:

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration tab, select network infrastructure devices link and 
then Select Import Device List from the Configure Network Devices table.

The Import Network Device form will display in the main pane which allows
opening the CSV file containing the SNMP v3 devices to be imported.

Step 2 Click the Browse… button to select the device list CSV file created previously.

Step 3 After selecting the file it is entered into the 'CSV File Name' field in the form. Click 
the Import File button.

Step 4 The list of devices in the CSV file successfully imported will display in the Import 
Device Information form along with the parameters read from the file as shown in 
Figure 8-7. 

Tip If the devices being imported will be assigned to a Group, all devices imported will 
inherit the SNMPv3 parameters configured for the device group. Group parameters 
always take precedence over individual device configuration for any device assigned 
to a group.
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Figure 8-7 Import SNMPv3 Information Form

If a parameter for a device is left blank or requires edit prior to import, the
appropriate entry can be made in the form prior to selecting Import Devices and
proceeding with the import.

The Omit checkbox can be used to force omission of selected devices.

The SNMPv3 parameters for each network device for import are defined as follows:

User
The SNMPv3 Username to use when authenticating a SNMPv3 session with the
device.

Authentication Password
The SNMPv3 authentication password for use for the Hash Type that is specified by
the Hash parameter described below.

Privacy Password
The password required for privacy (encryption algorithm type) service that was
selected.

Security Level
SNMPv3 security level in use for SNMPv3 sessions with the devices in the group.

• NoAuthNoPriv – No authentication, no privacy (least secure)

• AuthNoPriv – Authentication, no privacy (more secure)

• AuthPriv – Authentication, Privacy (most secure)

SNMPv3 Hash Type
The SNMPv3 hash type in use for SNMPv3 sessions with the device; either MD5 or
SHA1 protocol should be specified.

Both protocols are hashing algorithms, which given a message concatenated with
a user's key, generate a fingerprint for the string. After the hash is performed, the
fingerprint is added to the message (without the key). If any of the data in the
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packet is modified in-flight, it will be detected when the hash is performed on the
received message (minus the fingerprint, plus the user's key), and then the result
is compared to the fingerprint that was received.

The two protocols are similar, although MD5 is somewhat faster and SHA is
somewhat stronger.

SNMPv3 Encryption Algorithm Type
The SNMPv3 encryption type to use for SNMPv3 sessions with the device, select
either DES or AES encryption.

Step 5 Once the device parameters have been verified, select a Group assignment for the 
devices being imported (if applicable).

Step 6 Select the Device Type of the network infrastructure devices being imported: Layer 
2 (switches) or Layer 3 (routers).

Step 7 Click the Import Devices button to execute the import.

A message stating ''Imported device information saved'' will be presented.

The imported network infrastructure devices running SNMPv3 will now be accessible 
by selecting List Network Devices from the Configure Network Devices table, or if 
they have been assigned to a Group, by List Device Groups.

Adding Individual Network Infrastructure Devices
As an option to the device import outlined in the last section, network
infrastructure devices can be entered into the configuration individually as well.

To enter an individual network device, follow the procedure outlined below:

Step 1 Select the Add Network Infrastructure Device option from the Configure Network 
Device table that is shown after navigating to the Configuration tab and selecting 
the Network Devices link. This will open the Add Network Infrastructure Device form 
shown in figure Figure 8-8.
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Figure 8-8 Add Network Infrastructure Device Form

Step 2 Enter the Device Name of the device to be added

Enter a unique and case sensitive name to identify this network device in the
Beacon configuration.

Tip Beacon will show the location of endpoints by switch and port in the Endpoint 
Console views and Events—choosing a name for switches (e.g., 
Bldg10-floor8, etc.) may be useful to easily differentiate between multiple 
switches in a large enterprise network.

Step 3 Enter the IP Address of the device to be added

Enter the IP Address of the network device. This should be the address the SNMP
agent on the device will respond to SNMP queries on.

Step 4 Select Type of the device to be added, options are ‘Layer 2’, ‘Layer 3’, or ‘Device’.

Select the device Type (Layer 2 switches, Layer 3 routers) from the drop down list.
The 'Device' type can be used for other devices that run SNMP (some servers for
example) but are not switches or routers. If a network device is running both
layer2 and layer 3 functions in most cases it doesn’t matter if either Layer 2 or
Layer 3 is selected, as Beacon will automatically poll the NAC Manager or SAT
table, ARP cache if they are available on the device. If Layer 3 is selected and the
device is a router, the route table will also be polled as well as the ARP cache.
Select Collector mapping module for this device
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Step 5 Select the name of the NetMap Module that should poll this device from the list of 
configured NetMap modules listed in the pull-down. The default option will work to 
disperse network polling among configured modules. 

Note The ''default'' mapping module for network infrastructure devices should only 
be used on Beacon systems with a single Collector/NetMap module. For 
Beacon systems with two or more Collectors select the NetMap Module 
assigned to poll the network device from the drop-down menu.

For systems with multiple Profiler Collectors deployed, this parameter allows the
distribution of network device polling amongst the NetMap modules running on the
Remote Collection appliances.

Step 6 Select Network Device Group for this device (optional - as desired)

If network device groups have been defined, as described in the previous section
entitled Add Network Infrastructure Device Groups; select the group that this
device should belong to from the drop-down list if applicable for the device being
added.

Tip When a group is selected, the Group Settings button is activated. Selecting 
this button displays the Access parameters of the group so that the SNMP 
version and community string of the group which will be inherited by the 
device by virtue of its group assignment, can be validated.

Note Designation a device to be a member of a group results in the override of 
settings made at the individual device level. For example, if the SNMP 
community strings set at the device level are different than those specified 
for the group, the community strings set for the group level are the strings 
that Beacon (NetMap) will use to attempt SNMP communications with the 
device. 

Step 7 Select the Proper SNMP Access Method (SNMP version).

This parameter determines which version of SNMP will be used for communication
with the network device. Select the radio button of the SNMP version that this
device is running. By default Beacon will use SNMP version 1 for communication
with network devices. SNMP version 2C or version 3 may be selected as options for
groups of devices using one of these versions of SNMP.

Tip It is important to verify the SNMP version running on devices to avoid 
mismatches. For example, if version 2C is selected in the Beacon 
configuration for a device and it is running v1, Beacon will be unable to poll 
the device.

Step 8 Select Display clear text Passphrase option as desired.
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Clicking on this check box will enable the Read-Only, Read-Write, and SNMPv3’s
Passphrases to be displayed in clear text (unmasked) which may be helpful while
adding the device to ensure accurate entry of the SNMP community
Strings/Passphrase.

This feature can be toggled on/off by selecting/de-selecting the checkbox at any
time.

Step 9 Required for SNMP v1 and v2C devices only: Enter the Read-Only Community 
String for this device.

Enter the read-only community string that has been configured on this device to
enable SNMP polling by the Beacon system. 

Note The following characters cannot be used in community strings entered into 
the Beacon configuration: &,@ ;‘ ‘|”(){}[]. If these characters exist in a 
community string entered into the UI, they will be stripped and Beacon will 
be unable to communicate with the network infrastructure device.

Note Network Infrastructure Devices assigned to a group inherit the SNMP version 
and SNMP community string specified for the group. The individual device 
settings of these parameters is overridden. If a device is added to a group 
that does not have matching SNMP version and community string 
parameters, NetMap will not successfully poll the device.

Step 10 Optional for SNMP v1 and v2C devices only: Specify the Read-Write Community 
String for the device.

Tip Providing the Read-Write Community string for a device is only applicable 
when using Beacon in the Port Provisioning mode to change port settings as 
described earlier in this document, or when employing Active Response 
Events. If Beacon will not be used in the Port Provisioning mode and or Active 
Response Events will not be used, do not specify the Read-Write Community 
String.

Step 11 For Network Infrastructure Devices running SNMPv3 Only: When adding a 
network device running SNMPv3, provide the following parameters for the device:

Tip The fields for the SNMP v3 parameters set in the following steps will be 
grayed-out and unavailable for input unless the radio button for SNMPv3 was 
selected for the Access Method as described above. When the SNMPv3 radio 
button is selected.

Step 12 Enter the SNMPv3 Username for the device

Provide the SNMPv3 Username to use when authenticating a SNMPv3 session with
this device.
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Step 13 Enter the SNMPv3 Authentication Passphrase

Provide the SNMPv3 authentication Passphrase for use with the Hash Type selected 
below (step #18). This parameter can be displayed in clear text if the ''Display clear 
text Passphrase'' check box is checked.

Step 14 Enter SNMPv3 Privacy Passphrase for this network device

The Privacy Passphrase required for privacy (encryption algorithm type) service
that was selected. This parameter can be displayed in clear text if the ''Display
clear text Passphrase'' check box is checked.

Step 15 Enter the SNMPv3 Security Level for the device

Select the radio button of the SNMPv3 security level in use for SNMPv3 sessions
with the device.

• NoAuthNoPriv – No authentication, no privacy (least secure)

• AuthNoPriv – Authentication, no privacy (more secure)

• AuthPriv – Authentication, Privacy (most secure)

Tip Note that the SNMPv3 Security Level selected will enable/disable the next 
parameters (Hash Type and Encryption Type) as required. If NoAuthNoPriv 
was selected, skip to the Timesaver after Step #19.

Step 16 Set SNMPv3 Hash Type -- if AuthNoPriv or AuthPriv were selected for the device in 
Step #15

Select the radio button of the SNMPv3 hash type in use for SNMPv3 sessions with
the device: select either the MD5 or SHA1 protocol.

Both protocols are hashing algorithms, which given a message concatenated with
a user's key, generate a fingerprint for the string. After the hash is performed, the
fingerprint is added to the message (without the key). If any of the data in the
packet is modified in-flight, it will be detected when the hash is performed on the
received message (minus the fingerprint, plus the user's key), and then the result
is compared to the fingerprint that was received. The two protocols are similar,
although MD5 is somewhat faster and SHA is somewhat stronger.

Step 17 SNMPv3 Encryption Type - if AuthPriv was selected for the group in Step #15

Select the radio button of the SNMPv3 encryption type to use for SNMPv3 sessions
with the devices in the group, select either DES or AES encryption.

The remaining steps are optional and use parameters in the sections entitled
“Advanced” and RADIUS Accounting on the for. Click on the expanded to expand
these options as required

Network Device Advanced Options

Some network infrastructure devices require additional configuration options,
which are explained below.

Step 18 Optional: Does not support MAC notification traps. Beacon processes MAC 
notification traps from Cisco and Enterasys edge switches in the current version, 
which changes the trap handling logic and reduces the amount of SNMP polling 
required as endpoints connect to edge switches.
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If the switch being added is not Cisco or Enterasys, or does not have MAC
notification traps enabled, this checkbox should be set so that full polling happens
following a link up trap without waiting for the MAC notification.

Step 19 Optional: Alternate Addresses. Layer 3 switches will sometimes have multiple IP 
addresses associated with the SNMP agent on the switch. Beacon only recognizes 
network devices in the device list. In order to guarantee SNMP connectivity and trap 
handling with L3 switches, all IP addresses used by the NID should be added.

Step 20 Optional: Manual trunk port identification. In the UI, Beacon will not display 
the MAC addresses learned on a given port if it determines there is another switch 
connected to the port. The automatic trunk detection relies on CDP or finding the 
MAC of another known switch in the SAT of the NID. In some cases, neither of these 
methods can be used, and trunk ports on a NID must be specified manually.

Note Designation of a port as Trunk does not result in the discovery of endpoints 
on the port being disabled. This is used in the UI only, so that the list of 
discovered MACs on a port is not displayed when viewing endpoints by NID 
port.

RADIUS Accounting

If RADIUS accounting collection will be enabled on a Network Infrastructure
Device, Beacon must be configured for receiving RADACCT data from the NID
using this portion of the add/edit NID form.

Step 21 Specify the RADIUS shared secret configured on the device.

Step 22 Select the NetRelay module of the Collector that will be designated to 
receive/process RADACCT from the device

Step 23 Upon completion of the mandatory and optional device configuration parameters, 
select the Add Device button to add the device to the Beacon configuration and 
establish SNMP (and optionally RADIUS accounting) communication with the 
device.

This action will save the new Network Device to the Beacon configuration and 
polling will begin upon the next Apply Changes -> Update Modules or Re-map.

Managing Network Infrastructure Devices and Device Groups
Note that the Pie Chart shown on the Configuration Tab by default shows the
status of the Network Infrastructure Device Connectivity. This pie chart shows the
current status of every router and switch added to the configuration and that
should be polled regularly by NetMap. Each device will have one of three possible
statuses on this report:

• Contacted - Indicates that the device has been polled successfully recently
(e.g., within last two attempts).

• Lost Contact - Indicates that the device has not been successfully polled in two
or more attempts. Clicking on the Lost Contact slice will present a report of the
network infrastructure devices in this condition.
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• No Contact - Indicates that the device has never been successfully polled by
the system. Clicking on the Lost Contact slice will present a report of the
network infrastructure devices in this condition.

An example Configuration Tab with devices in the various states is shown in
Figure 8-9. This provides an at-a-glance status of the devices in the Beacon
configuration.

Figure 8-10 is an example of the tabular view of network infrastructure devices in
a particular state (Contacted in the example) that results from clicking on a slice
(e.g., Contacted, Lost Contact, No Contact) of the pie chart. Note the export
controls that allow a report to be created showing devices currently in any of the 3
states.

Figure 8-9 Configuration Tab Showing Network Device Status
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Figure 8-10 Device Status Report (lost contact devices)

List Network Infrastructure Devices
To get a list of all network infrastructure devices currently in the system
configuration, and determine the last time the Beacon Endpoint Profiler system
has successfully polled the device, the Network Device List can be viewed from the
Configuration tab.

To view the Network Device List navigate to the Configuration Tab, and select
Network Devices link from the secondary menu of the tab. Selecting the List
Network Devices link in the left most column of the Configure Network Devices
table will provide a list of all the network devices currently in the system
configuration. Figure 8-11 on page 8-26 is an example Table of Network Devices.

The Table of Network Devices has eight columns providing the following
information for each network device in the configuration:

• Name – name assigned to the device when it was added to the configuration
and the name that will appear throughout the Beacon interface when
referencing the network device.

• IP Address – address of the primary interface of the device. The IP address of
each device is a link to the Edit Network Device form for the device. See “Edit a
Network Device” section on page 8-28.
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• System Description – Provides the current value of the SysDescr OID on the
device which should contain a textual description of the entity. This value
should include the full name and version identification of the system's
hardware type, software operating-system, and networking software.

• Location – Provides the current value (if set on the device) of the SysLocation
OID which can be used to describe the physical location of a device.

• Contact – Provides the current value (if set on the device) of the SysContact
OID which can be used to describe the contact person for this device, together
with information on how to contact the person.

• Type – device type, either Switch (layer 2) or Router (layer 3) as designated in
the Beacon configuration.

• Group – if the device is currently a member of a network infrastructure device
group, the group name is provided

• Last Scan – timestamp of last successful SNMP communication with the device
via NetMap.

Note The Last Scan column of the table shows the timestamp of the last successful 
NetMap poll of the device. If this field displays 'No Contact' this an indication that 
Beacon has never been able to communicate with the network device via SNMP 
and the assigned NetMap module.

In the upper right corner there is a ''Select View'' control with a pull-down menu
which allows selection of the number of network infrastructure devices to be
viewed in each page of the Beacon UI. The default setting is to view only 100
Devices per page which improves UI performance by keeping the table size small.
Other selections that are available in the pull-down are 250, 500, 1000, and
''Show All''.
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Figure 8-11 List Network Infrastructure Devices

Tip Note that the table sort order can be changed by selecting the column headings. 
For example, to sort the Table of Network Devices by Group, simply click on the 
Group column heading.

List Device Groups
When Network Device Groups are configured as described in “Adding Network
Infrastructure Device Groups” section on page 8-5 a ''tree view'' of groups and the
devices in the group is provided by List Group view. Upon clicking on the List
Device Groups option in the Configure Network Devices table, the tree of existing
Device Groups configured on the system is shown as illustrated in Figure 8-12.

Clicking on the ''+'' adjacent to the Device Group Name will expand the tree view
to list the Network Devices currently in the device group (see Figure 8-13). The
individual network device names listed when a group is expanded are links
themselves, and when selected open the Edit Network Device form for the device.
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This allows the individual device configuration to be edited including changing the
group assignment or deleted from the configuration. See “Edit a Network Device”
section on page 8-28.

When the group is expanded, a Remove ALL Devices link appears at the top of the
list of devices as shown in Figure 8-13. Selecting this link will delete will remove
the network devices from the Device group as well as remove the Network devices
from the Beacon Configuration permanently. To re-install the device, the user will
have use the “Add Device” or “Import Devices” feature.

Figure 8-12 List Device Groups

Figure 8-13 Click on the Group Name in the Tree to view Devices in the Group

Selecting a Device Group Name link will open Edit Group form for the selected
group, allowing changes to be made to the group configuration. The group can also
be deleted from that form (other than ‘Ungrouped’ which cannot be deleted).
Deleting a group with devices assigned results in them returning to the
un-grouped status.

Selecting a device name in the List of Device Groups tree will open the Edit Device
form for the selected device, allowing changes to be made to the device
configuration.
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Edit a Network Device
It may be necessary from time-to-time to edit the parameters of network
infrastructure devices added to the system configuration. To edit a device already
added to the system configuration, follow the procedure below.

Step 1 Open the Edit Network Device form for the device to be modified (see Figure 8-14 
on page 8-29)

The IP address of the network device in the Table of Network Devices is a dynamic
link that opens the Edit Network Device form. (The Edit Network Devices form can
also be accessed by clicking on the device name in the expanded Network Device
Group Tree as described in the last section).

Step 2 Verify current network device configuration parameters

Tip The IP address of a network device cannot be edited. If the primary IP 
address of the device needs to be changed, the device must be deleted and 
re-added.

Step 3 Make the necessary configuration changes to the network device.

For a detailed explanation of each network device configuration parameter, see 
“Adding Individual Network Infrastructure Devices” section on page 8-17.

Step 4 Select the Update Device button to save the configuration changes.

To remove an individual device from the configuration, display the Edit Network
Device form and select the Remove Device button.

Tip The Clear Device Ports button on the Edit Network Device form is used when 
additional line cards/switch modules are added to a chassis-based device after 
Beacon has begun polling it via NetMap. This button forces the Beacon system to 
reset the port number/ifIndices in the database for the chassis when additional 
ports are added so they can be rediscovered on the next poll by NetMap.
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Figure 8-14 Edit Network Device Form

Edit a Network Device Group
It may be necessary from time-to-time to edit the parameters of network device
groups added to the system configuration, such as when community strings are
changed. To edit a device group already added to the system configuration, follow
the procedure below.

Step 1 Open the Edit Group form for the device group to be modified

Navigate to the Configuration tab, select Network Devices then click on the List
Device Groups link to display the existing group names. Click on the group name
link to open the Edit Group form, which is a variation of the Add Group form
(Figure 8-2 on page 8-6)

Step 2 Verify current device group configuration parameters

Step 3 Make the necessary configuration changes to the device group.

For a detailed explanation of each network device configuration parameter, see 
“Adding Network Infrastructure Device Groups” section on page 8-5.

Step 4 Select the Update Group button to save the configuration changes.

To remove an individual network infrastructure device group from the
configuration, display the Edit Group form and select the Delete Group button.
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Find Network Device
The Find Network Device option available from the Configure Network Devices
table enables searching for switch or router saved to the Beacon configuration
using the using its IP address and/or device name-system description. Follow the
steps below to search for a network device in the configuration:

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration tab, select Network Devices link, then click on Find 
Network Device link in the Configure Network Devices table. The Find Network 
Device form (Figure 8-15) is displayed

Figure 8-15 Find Network Device Form

Step 2 Specify all or part of the Device Name/system description MIB information to search 
on (optional)

If the exact name of the device is unknown, enter a portion of the name. Beacon
will search based on the input character string and return all matches of that
string. For example, if searching for a Juniper EX2 for which the device name is
unknown, simply enter 'EX2' in the 'Device name' field. Beacon will return every
record in the database containing 'EX2'.

Step 3 Specify an IP Address to search Network Devices for

Enter the complete 32-bit host IP address of the device to search the database for.

Tip When a device search returns results (devices matching search criteria are found), 
the IP addresses in the result table are links to the Edit Network Device form.
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Adding/Managing Microsoft Active Directory Servers

Tip Prior to adding Active Directory Servers to the Beacon configuration and the 
initiation of endpoint data collection from this source, please refer to the overview 
of the function and configuration of this option found at “Collecting Endpoint Data 
from Active Directory Servers” section on page 3-11.

As outlined in the beginning of the chapter, Beacon can also query Microsoft Active
Directory Servers on the network in order to gather information about endpoints
that are Domain members. This allows for collection of not only the fact that a
given endpoint is a domain member, but other details such as the Operating
System (e.g., Windows XP, Windows 2000, etc.), the OS version number and the
Service Pack level. This data can then be used in Profile Rules as described in the
following chapters outlining the configuration of endpoint profiles.

Similar to infrastructure devices covered in the last section of the chapter, the
Beacon system, must be provided with the information necessary to successfully
query each AD server on the network for domain member information. The query
of Active Directory Servers is provided by the NetMap module which uses the LDAP
protocol to gather information about endpoints that are domain members.

Follow the procedures in the following sections to configure the system for
collection of endpoint data from Microsoft Active Directory Servers.

Note As of version 3.1, Active Directory Servers must be managed individually. Bulk 
import of Active Directory Servers is planned for a later Beacon release.

Add Active Directory Servers
To add an AD Server to the configuration, navigate to the Configuration Tab, select
Network Devices from the secondary menu, then select the Add Active Directory
link to open the Add Active Directory form shown in Figure 8-16.
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Figure 8-16 Add Active Directory Form

Complete the following steps to add an Active Directory server to the system
configuration:

Note AD User Name should not contain the % ! # ; ‘ ’ \ | “ * ? ~ < > ( ) { } [ ] 
characters. The AD Password should not contain the ; ‘ ’ | characters.

Step 1 Enter the AD Server Name in the specified format.

The Add Active Directory form populates a hint in this field that should be replaced 
with the AD Server name in the specified format: server.ad.domain.com

Step 2 Enter a textual description for this AD Server entry if desired.

Step 3 Select the desired NetMap module that will poll this Active Directory server for 
endpoint information.

Note Unless this is a single Collector system, the default Collector Mapping Module 
(default) should not be selected. In a multiple Collector system, the desired 
mapping module should be selected from the list of configured NetMap component 
modules on the system.

Tip AD Servers are queried via LDAP by the assigned NetMap module every 120 minutes 
by default. The AD Server query frequency is set system-wide in the Server module 
configuration.

Step 4 Enter a valid username for a user with admin privileges on the AD Server.

The Add Active Directory form populates a hint in this field which should be replaced 
with a valid AD user that has LDAP access to the AD Server in the specified format: 
username@ad.domain.com.
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Step 5 Enter the password for the AD user specified

Tip The credentials specified in the previous two steps must be for a domain user that 
has LDAP query privileges for this Server.

Step 6 Enter the Base DN for the LDAP lookup

Tip Specification of the Base DN for each AD Server added to the configuration is 
essential for efficient operation of collection of AD information. See Chapter 3 for a 
detailed discussion of determination of Base DN.

Step 7 Select the Add Active Directory button to save the AD Server to the Configuration

Upon the next Apply Changes -> Update Modules, the assigned NetMap module
will be commanded by the Server module to begin regular LDAP queries of AD
Servers added to the configuration.

List Active Directory Servers
The Active Directory servers currently added to the configuration can be viewed,
edited and deleted using this choice from the Configure Network Devices menu.
When List Active directory is selected, the table of active directory servers saved
to the system is displayed as shown in 

Figure 8-17 List Active Directory Servers

To view, edit and delete a selected Active Directory Server, select the Server Name
which is a link. This will open the Edit Active Directory form for the selected AD
Server, as shown in Figure 8-18.

Note the Last Queried and Last Data Updated columns, which indicate when the
last query of each AD Server was initiated by the Server, and when the AD data for
the domain was last updated.
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Tip For new AD servers added to the configuration, prior the Apply Changes 
required to initiate polling, the Last Queried column will indicate “Waiting for 
Poll Request.” An AD Server indicating “No Contact” in the last data update 
column requires further troubleshooting as the AD Server has not responded 
to LDAP queries by Beacon.

Figure 8-18 Edit Active Directory Form

To edit the configuration of an AD server added to the configuration, make the
desired changes to parameters as required, then select the Edit Active Directory
server button to save the changes.

To remove an Active Directory server, select the Delete Active Directory server
button which removes the AD Server from the configuration and ceases LDAP
queries to that Server.
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Endpoint Profile Configuration: Part 1

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 9-1

• Understanding Endpoint Profile Certainty, page 9-2

• Configuration of Endpoint Profiles, page 9-6

• Adding Profile Rules to an Endpoint Profile, page 9-20

• Configuration of MAC Address/Vendor Profile Rules, page 9-21

• Configuration of IP Address Profile Rules, page 9-25

• Configuration of Traffic Rules, page 9-27

• Configuration of Static MAC/IP Host Address Rules, page 9-30

Overview
The Beacon system uses the endpoint information gathered by the Collector
modules to classify endpoints into Profiles. By matching the endpoint attributes
collected by the Collectors for endpoints on the network to rules specified in the
enabled endpoint profiles, Beacon makes a determination on the identity of each
endpoint it has discovered and collected endpoint data (e.g., attributes) for.

The endpoint attributes used for Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring were
introduced earlier in the guide. For each of the attributes, there is a corresponding
profile rule type that can be added to one or more profiles that enables the
Modeler running on the Beacon Server module to make a profiling decision. The
profile rules and their relative certainty are used to make a ''best match'' decision.
Essentially, the collected data for each endpoint is evaluated against the profile
rules in each enabled profile, to determine which profile results in the highest
certainty rule match. The following section outlines the Certainty concept in great
detail. The chapter then moves onto describing several of the available rule types,
and how profiles are enabled/disabled, created and edited. This provides the basis
for all endpoint profile administrative processes for the Beacon system.

The remaining profile rule types are covered in detail in the following chapter, and
lastly the most advanced rule creation facility, Advanced XML Rules are covered in
a following chapter.
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Understanding Endpoint Profile Certainty
The Certainty Factor (CF) plays a dual-role in the Beacon system. First it is used to
reflect the relative Certainty that the identity of an endpoint has been determined
accurately given that an endpoint is observed displaying the matching attribute
specified one more rules defined for an Endpoint Profile. That is, the higher the
certainty, the greater the probability that the endpoint identity attributes observed
by the system and considered in the profiling decision are a certain indicator of its
identity. Secondly, the total certainty value of each Profile, referred to henceforth
as the "Profile Certainty" is used by the system to make decisions about whether a
transition from one Profile to another Profile is warranted when new information
about an endpoint is observed by the system, potentially indicating a change in
endpoint identity.

The Beacon system will place each endpoint discovered in exactly one Profile at
any point in time. When an endpoint is first discovered, it is likely to be placed in
the ''Not Profiled'' container, which is a special-purpose Profile indicative of the fact
that the endpoint has not displayed any attributes collected by the system
matching any of the rules in the currently enabled Profiles. As more information is
gained about an endpoint via the Collectors, or new Profiles are enabled that
contain rules that match collected identity attributes for a given endpoint, it will
transition to the Profile containing the rule(s) it matches at a level of certainty
specified for each rule.

When a given endpoint matches the rule (or rules) specified for more than one
Profile at a given time, the system will always place the endpoint in the Profile with
the higher Profile Certainty. Endpoints will always graduate from lower certainty
Profiles (Not Profiled having the lowest possible certainty, conceptually a certainty
of zero) to the Profile with the highest certainty rule match or matches. Once in a
Profile, the endpoints will transition to another Profile only if the attributes
collected for the endpoint satisfies the rules in another Profile at a higher certainty,
or if the data used to make the current Profiling decision ages out through one of
the aging timers or is cleared by the system in response to changes in the
endpoint’s attributes. Just as endpoints new to the network that have not yet had
profiling attributes gathered about them by Profiler are in the Not Profiled state,
endpoints that have all their profiling attributes aged-out of the database (likely
due to inactivity or the inability of Profiler to observe identity attributes for
endpoints due to a network change for instance) will transition back to the Not
Profiled state.

Each endpoint profile has a Profile Certainty assigned to it, which is a value from
1-100%. The Profile Certainty value is calculated one of two ways, depending upon
the rule(s) bound to the Profile. For Profiles with a single rule, the Profile Certainty
is equal to the Certainty of the single rule defined in the Profile. Endpoints
discovered by Profiler and observed matching a single-rule Profile are assigned to
the Profile with a Certainty equal to that specified for the rule. For example, if a
Profile was created to containerize APC UPSs and the Profile utilized a single MAC
Vendor rule that matched endpoints that had a MAC address with an OUI
registered to American Power Conversion, and the Certainty value assigned to that
rule was 15%, all endpoints discovered by Profiler that matched this rule would be
assigned to the APC UPS Profile with a 15% Certainty.

When multiple rules are specified in a Profile, each rule in the Profile is evaluated
independently by the Profiler modeler. For any endpoint, it is possible that it could
match 1 to n rules specified in a given Profile. In this case, the Profile Certainty
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will be a range, the minimum Profile certainty being that of the lowest certainty
rule in the Profile, and the maximum is a calculated value that will be between the
minimum and a combined profile certainty less than 100%1. In the case endpoints
that are determined by Profiler to match multiple rules within the same Profile, a
combined certainty value is calculated which is reflective of the fact that these
endpoints have been observed by the Collectors displaying multiple attributes of
identity consistent with the endpoint type contained by the Profile. 

Carrying the above example one step further, consider adding a DHCP Vendor
Class rule to the APC UPS profile that matched endpoints that sent DHCP requests
containing the string 'APC.' The Profile now would contain the MAC Address/Vendor
rule with a certainty of 15% and the DHCP Vendor Class rule with a somewhat

greater certainty value of 25%. The modeling engine uses the following algorithm
to calculate combined Certainty values for endpoints matching the multiple rules
(MAC Vendor and DHCP Vendor Class in the example) within the same Profile:

currentCF += (newCF * (1 - currentCF))

Where currentCF starts at 0, and accumulates with every newCF calculated upon
determination of additional rule matches.

In our example above, when an endpoint is discovered by Profiler and its MAC
address has an OUI that resolves to American Power Conversion, a newCF is
calculated for the endpoint based on that match as follows:

CurrentCF + (.15 * (1-0)) = NewCF

0 + (.15 * 1) = NewCF

.15 = NewCF

The example endpoint would be placed in the APC UPS Profile with a Certainty of
15% upon discovery of the endpoint as its primary identifier (its MAC address)
provides the data that matches the rule.

Some time later, the endpoint requests a renewal of its DHCP address, and the
DHCP request containing the 'APC' string is observed by a NetWatch module in the
system. Upon this attribute being added to the Profiler database a dynamic
re-model of the endpoint occurs, the endpoint is determined to match the DHCP
Vendor Class rule in the Profile, and a new Certainty value is calculated as follows:

CurrentCF + (.25 * (1-.15)) = NewCF

.15 + (.25 * (1 -.15)) = NewCF

.15 + (.25 *.85) = NewCF

.3625 = NewCF

Endpoints matching both rules of the APC UPS Profile would have a Profile
Certainty of 36.25%.

In the above example it should be clear that in practice, it is possible for endpoints
to be in the same multi-rule Profile, but at varying levels of profile certainty
indicative of the rule or rules bound to the Profile each particular endpoint has
satisfied. In our example, it would be possible for endpoints in the APC UPS Profile
to have a Profile Certainty of either 15% or 36.25%. (Note that 25% is not a

1. If a profile rule has been assigned a 100% Certainty Factor, and a match is observed, the Profile Certainty will be 100% and the endpoint cannot 
transition from that profile unless the attribute data resulting in the match is cleared or changes resulting in a re-model of the endpoint. Profiles 
using Static MAC rules are an obvious exception as the attribute of an endpoint in the database does not change.
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possible value as the MAC must be known for the endpoint-it is not possible for
Profiler to have observed a DHCP request from an endpoint it has not discovered
the MAC for as Profiler discovers endpoints via DHCP requests.)

An essential Profiling concept is that every endpoint MAC discovered by the system
is in exactly one Profile at any given time, although it may in fact satisfy rules in
multiple profiles. It is entirely possible for endpoints to match rule(s) in more than
one Profile simultaneously, but the system will always determine a ''best match"
using the Profile Certainty value. Endpoints will always be placed in the Profile with
the higher Certainty value when matches to two or more Profiles occur. In the case
of a tie in Profile Certainty values (which is considered to be an invalid
configuration), a race condition will result which will lead to inconsistent Profiling
results for endpoints in such a condition. An endpoint in the condition of matching
the rules in two or more profiles with the same profile certainty value may be
placed in any of the Profiles with identical certainty values non-deterministically.

Beginning in Beacon version 3.0.0, a ''Certainty Calculator'' was added to the UI,
to the Save Profile form. This tool, described in detail later in this chapter, allows
the administrator to quickly and easily determine the Profile Certainty values for
endpoint profiles containing more than one rule. More discussion of the Certainty
Calculator and its use is provided in the following discussions on Profile
creation/editing.

Two rules emerge that must be considered when defining Certainty values for a
Beacon implementation: First, avoid Profile Certainty collisions: try to ensure that
every Profile whether it contains a single or multiples rules has a discrete profile
certainty value, that no two Profiles could potentially have the same certainty
value when considering the likely rule matches. This is particularly important in
deployments where there may be cases of endpoints matching rules in more than
one profile simultaneously. When Profiles in the system configuration have
multiple rules specified, it is important to perform the calculation above to ensure
that the combined profile certainty value for endpoints matching two or more rules
doesn't result in a potential overlap between Profiles leading to the
aforementioned race condition. The Certainty Calculator is an essential tool for this
process.

Secondly, as a rule the Profile Certainty values for Profiles of the non-user
endpoints (in most cases, endpoints such as printers, IP phones, wireless APs,
etc.) must be set to values lower than those chosen for user devices such as
Windows PCs, workstations, etc. The underlying mechanism providing the Identity
Monitoring functionality requires that the endpoint types that are enabled for MAC
authentication have lower profile certainty than the endpoint types that may
attempt to access the network masquerading as MAC-authenticating device. This
ensures that endpoints observed exhibiting PC identity attributes transition
profiles immediately upon collection/consideration of the attribute(s) triggering
the removal of MAC-authentication privileges for the endpoint.

A rule of thumb is to ensure that the Profiles containing MAC-authenticating
endpoints have a certainty value below 60%. Whether the Profiles for these
endpoints use a single rule or multiple rules, the possible Profile Certainty for
these Profiles should be set to be below 60% maximum. Profiles for devices such
as PCs that should be able to interact with the NAC or authentication system
should have Profile certainty values greater than 60% so that endpoints observed
displaying attributes matching these profiles will transition to the higher certainty
Profile as they satisfy the rules in the higher certainty profile. Figure 9-1 on
page 9-5 illustrates this concept of relative Profile certainty values.
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Figure 9-1 Beacon Profile Hierarchy Concepts

It is important not to view the endpoint profiles for a given system in isolation;
they need to be viewed as a system or hierarchy of profiles. This enables the
implications of the discovery of additional attributes of an endpoint by the Beacon
system to be understood and predictable, and most importantly, it is clear what
happens in terms of the Profiling decision for endpoints displaying inconsistent
identity-related attributes at different points in time. Are the profiles for special
purpose devices such as printers and IP Phones, and those for general purpose
devices (PCs) set up such that devices originally profiled as a printer, transition to
the PC profile so that the identity monitoring functionality of Beacon is enabled?
This question can only be answered when viewing the enabled endpoint profiles
and their certainty values relative to one another.

Several key points discussed in this section are highlighted in the previous and
following figure. When using relative Profile Certainty hierarchies as described
earlier in this section and illustrated here, Endpoint Identity Monitoring for the
system is fully enabled. If a MAC address of a non-user endpoint such as a printer
is used by a user endpoint, this "MAC spoofing" event is detected near real-time by
Beacon through the transition of the endpoint from the printer to Windows profile
as one example. Assuming that the Windows profile is not enabled for MAC
authentication through the integration of Beacon with NAC or RADIUS
authentication, as the endpoint transitions in profile from "printer" to "Windows,"
it results in the revocation of the ability of the endpoint to authenticate by MAC
resulting from the observation by Beacon of inconsistent identity attributes
exhibited by the endpoint.

When the Endpoint Profiles that will be used for a given Beacon implementation
are determined, it is good practice to create a chart like the one in the next figure
to visualize the profile hierarchy that will be implemented specific to the
deployment. Simply plot the Profiles that will be used on the horizontal axis along
with their planned Profile Certainty values based on the rules that will be used to
define the profile, and calculated using the Certainty Calculator. This will guide the
installer in the next phases as the Profiles and rules within them are defined and
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tuned over time. This diagram will serves as a system-level conceptualization of
the profile hierarchy when choosing the rule and Profile Certainty values, ensuring
that the desired hierarchy is maintained when implemented via the enablement of
Profiling in the next phases of Profiler system implementation.

Figure 9-2 is an example of a simple profile hierarchy diagram for a hypothetical
simplified network that supports the following endpoint types: UPS, Printers, IP
Phones and Windows PCs. The UPS, Printers and IP Phones are expected to be
authenticated via their MAC addresses and the Windows PCs are expected to
authenticate via interaction with the NAC or port-based authentication system. At
this juncture it is sufficient to understand that Profiles for each of these endpoint
types are required, and that their respective Profile certainty values are in the
ranges shown in the diagram. The rules that will be used in these Profiles have not
necessarily been determined as yet. However, as they are constructed to have the
relative profile certainty values shown in the diagram, it is the case that if an
endpoint originally profiled into the MAC authentication-enabled Profiles (e.g. UPS,
Printer, IP Phone) began exhibiting attributes captured in the rule set for the
Windows PC profile, the endpoint would transition accordingly due to the higher
profile certainty value. The transition in Profile would result in the inability of the
endpoint to MAC authenticate subsequent to the change in profile.

Figure 9-2 Example Simplified Profile Hierarchy

Configuration of Endpoint Profiles

Viewing, Enabling & Disabling Endpoint Profiles
The Beacon Endpoint Profiler ships with a number of pre-configured (''factory'')
Endpoint Profiles that have been created and tested in field deployments. These
Profiles can be re-used as-is if desired, or may be modified as the situation
dictates. In addition, they serve as templates for creating new profiles outlined
later in this chapter and the one that follows, illustrating how different rule types
and varying levels of certainty can be used to accurately Profile endpoints and
create a system of profiles enabling Identity Monitoring as outlined in the previous
section.

To view and manage the Endpoint Profile configuration of the system, navigate to
the Configuration tab, and select the Profiles link from the secondary menu of the
Configuration tab.The Endpoint Profiles option page is presented, allowing
selection amongst the following Endpoint Profile configuration tasks as illustrated
in 
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Figure 9-3 Endpoint Profiles Main Menu

View/Edit Profile Group
Endpoint Profile Groups provides a way to group Endpoint Profiles configured to
profile endpoints of a common type to facilitate their management in the UI. For
example, if there were IP phones or printers from different vendors and it was
desirable to profile these endpoints into a profile based on vendor, the individual
vendor-specific Profiles could be grouped into IP Phone and Printer Profile groups.
Similarly, all endpoint profiles for user devices such as PCs, laptops and
workstations might be grouped into a Profile Group or category named ''Users.'' As
will be outlined in the next section, grouping enables viewing/editing of related
endpoint profiles.

By default, the factory Endpoint Profiles are placed in predefined factory profile
groups. On a new installation of release 4.1.0, selecting View/Edit Profile Groups
would display the page illustrated in Figure 9-4, the list of predefined groups and
showing the Default Group named “Ungrouped”, which is not editable.
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Figure 9-4 View/Edit Profile Groups: Release 4.1.0 new installation
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Note that in addition to the description of each Profile Group, the total number of
Profiles assigned to the group, and those that are assigned and enabled is also
displayed.

For all groups other than the default group, the Group Name is a link. Clicking the
Group Name allows the group details to be edited.

Add a Profile Group
Creation of new Profile Groups can be initiated by selecting the Create Group link
in the upper right hand corner when viewing the Profile Groups configured on the
system, or from the main Endpoint Profiles page. Creation of Profile Groups is
accomplished via the Add Profile Category (Group) form illustrated in Figure 9-5

Figure 9-5 Add Profile Group

Complete the following steps to add a new Profile Group:

Step 1 Enter a name for the new Profile Group which describes the endpoints in the 
Endpoint Profiles in the group.

Tip Profile Group names must be unique. Entering an existing group name and 
attempting to add the group will result in a warning.

Step 2 Enter a description for the Profile Group.

Step 3 Select Create Profile Group

The newly added Profile Group is now active on the system, existing Endpoint
Profiles and new Endpoint Profiles can be assigned to the Profile Group as
described in the following sections.

Edit/Delete Profile Group
Profile Group names and descriptions can be edited by selecting View/Edit Profile
Groups, and selecting the Group name to edited. This displays the Save Profile
Group form illustrated in Figure 9-6. To view the Endpoint Profiles currently in the
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Group, select the View Profiles button, which pops up a table of the Profiles
currently in the group as shown in the figure. Complete desired edits to the group
and then select the Save Group button to save the changes.

Figure 9-6 Save Profile Group

To delete a Profile Group, select the Delete Group button on the Save Profile
Category form (Figure 9-6). Endpoint Profiles assigned to a group that is
subsequently deleted are set back to Ungrouped.

Tip If Profile Groups are to be used on a system, they should be configured before 
adding Endpoint Profiles so that added profiles can be associated to a group when 
they are created.

View/Edit Profiles
The View/Edit Profiles page provides the primary interface for the
configuration/management of the Endpoint Profiles on a system, as well as
providing a visualization of the Profile Hierarchy as it is currently configured.

When View/Edit Profiles is selected on a system, the default view, the Table of
Profiles, that is presented is illustrated in Figure 9-7.

Note This screen shot is partial list from a newly-installed system showing only the 
factory profiles that are enabled by default on new systems.
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Figure 9-7 Default Table of Profiles view

The controls immediately above the Table of Profiles are used to filter/control this
view. The two controls are labeled Display by Status, and Display by Group.

Display by Status controls which profiles are displayed in the Table of Profiles. This
control can be set to the following values:

• Enabled (default) - which results in only the Endpoint Profiles that are currently
enabled being displayed.

• Disabled - selecting this option results in only the Endpoint Profiles that are
currently disabled being displayed.

• All - displays all Endpoint Profiles, both enabled and disabled.

Display by Group is used to filter the Endpoint Profiles by Group. By default, All is
selected and the Profiles in all Profile Groups with a status matching that of the
Display by Status control are shown. The Columns of the Table of Profiles are
consistent, and are described in the following paragraphs.

The Modify check box in the far left hand column of the table is used for
multi-selection and modification of 2 or more profiles simultaneously, outlined in
the next section of the document.

The Profile name in the table of Profiles is a link that if selected, will bring up the
Save/Edit Profile form for the selected profile, that is described in detail later in
this chapter and in the following one. This is the form that is used for
editing/disabling/deleting a profile in the Beacon configuration. The same
procedures are used to change the current settings of an existing profile, to add,
change or delete an individual profile rule for example. These procedures are
outlined in detail in this and the following chapter, which provide reference for
Profile configuration and tuning.
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The Group column shows the Profile Group that each Endpoint Profile is a member
of. ‘Ungrouped’ in this column indicates an Endpoint Profile is not currently
assigned to a group.

The Description column reflects the text description provided by the creator of the
profile when it was added to the system. For the factory profiles, it is indicative of
the rule types contained in the profile.

The Last Modified column displays the last time the configuration of the profile was
modified.

The Active Rule column is used to quickly ascertain which Endpoint Profiles on a
system (if any) contain an Active Rule that will result in the Profiler system doing
active collection if one or more NetInquiry Collector component modules are
enabled.

If LDAP integration is enabled for the system, a column entitled LDAP is added to
the table of profiles. This indicates for each profile in the view whether or not LDAP
has been enabled for the profile. See Chapter 16, “Enabling The Internal LDAP
Integration Layer,” for complete instructions for enabling LDAP integration.

The Max CF column displays the maximum Profile Certainty Factor for the Endpoint
Profile as currently configured. As described earlier in this chapter, Endpoint
Profiles with a single Profile Rule will have a Max CF equal to the certainty specified
for that rule. Multiple rule profiles will show a Max CF equal to that calculated for
endpoints for which all rules in the profile test true.

Tip Sorting on this column in ascending order provides a visualization of the current 
Profile Hierarchy on a Beacon system as described earlier in the chapter. This 
provides a quick check on the Identity Monitoring configuration. Ensure that the 
Profiles designed to contain the special purpose devices such as printers, badge 
readers, etc. have profiles with Max CF that allow endpoints exhibiting attributes of 
general purpose, user-centric devices (e.g., PCs) to graduate into the higher Max 
CF profiles designed to contain user device.

Multi-Selection & Modification of Endpoint Profiles
Two or more Endpoint Profiles may be selected for the modification of basic
attributes (e.g., timeouts, LDAP) as well as for enabling and disabling. To invoke
multi-select and modify, select the modify check box for selected profiles, then
select the Modify button in the table header. This opens a popup that allows the
modification of attributes of the selected profiles, see Figure 9-8.

Through the Modify Profiles form, the selected Profiles may be modified. Note the
top row of the table, immediately above the first profile selected, named “Set All”
can be used to set the Enabled status, time-out, LDAP and Profile Group for all
selected profiles.
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Figure 9-8 Profile Multi-select and Modify

Creating New Beacon Endpoint Profiles
Creating new Endpoint Profiles is a two step process:

1. Create and save the Profile, defining its basic attributes as described in this 
section.

2. Adding one or more Profile Rules to the Profile which define the endpoint 
attributes collected by the system that constitute a profile match for an endpoint 
type.

New Profiles are created/added to the system configuration by navigating to the
Configuration tab, selecting the Profiles link from the secondary menu, and then
selecting Create Profiles from the table. This will display the Create Profile form
shown in Figure 9-9 on page 9-14

Alternatively, selecting the Create Profiles link that appears on the upper right
hand corner of the View/Edit Profile List page, immediately above the Table of
Profiles as shown in Figure 9-7 will also bring up the Add Profile form described
below
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Figure 9-9 Add Profile Form

To add a new Profile to the Beacon configuration, complete the following steps to
begin creation of a new Endpoint Profile by setting its basic parameters.

Step 1 Enter the Profile Name for the new endpoint profile.

Enter a unique and case sensitive name for the Profile to be added to help identify
what endpoints this Profile will contain, such as Windows Web Users or HP
Printers, etc.

Tip The Profile Name is used as the unique key for each Profile in the database. If a new 
Profile with the same name as an existing Profile, an error will be shown in the UI 
above the Add Profile form. Edit the name to make it unique and case sensitive, 
then re-add it.

Step 2 Enter a Description of the Profile

Enter a brief description of the profile and its design. A common use of this field is
to document the rules that the profile contains. This information will be displayed
in the Table of Profiles and Table of Disabled Profiles in the column labeled
Description.

Step 3 Optional: specify the desired Profile Group for the profile being added. By default, 
the group for a new profile will be set to ungrouped.

Step 4 Enable/Disable the new Profile as desired

Select the appropriate radio button to specify whether this profile is to be enabled
or disabled as it is added to the configuration. The default is enabled which will
activate the Profile immediately upon the next Apply Changes -> Update Modules
or Re-model.

Tip Enabled Profiles are added to the Beacon modeling engine, resulting in 
evaluation of collected endpoints against the rules in all enabled profiles 
during each Update Modules or Re-model subsequent to setting the profile to 
enabled.
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Step 5 Set Allow Timeout setting for this Profile

This Profile attribute determines whether the Profile being created will be subject
to the timeouts specified in the Server configuration as described in Chapter 6.
Specifically, this is used to enable the following timeouts on a profile-by-profile
basis: 

– Endpoint Timeout

– Endpoint Removal

– Port Timeout

– ARP Timeout

The default setting of this parameter when a new profile is added is ''no'' meaning
endpoints in this profile will not be subjected to any timeouts. Timeouts are
enabled on a profile-by-profile basis through setting this parameter to 'yes'.

Tip Endpoints in the ''Not Profiled'' state will always be subjected to timeouts 
enabled in the Server configuration. This is not configurable.

Tip If an Aging Interval and Penalty are specified in the Server configuration as 
described in Chapter 6, the interval and penalty are applied to all Profiles 
globally. This cannot be specified on a profile-by-profile basis.

Step 6 Enable Profile for LDAP as required

This radio button enables/disables the Profile for LDAP authentication. If 'yes' is
selected, the Beacon system will successfully authenticate the endpoints in the
Profile if queried by an authentication server by endpoint MAC. Endpoints currently
in Profiles not enabled for LDAP via this parameter will not be successfully
authenticated by the Beacon system when queried by the authentication server.

Refer to Chapter 16, “Enabling The Internal LDAP Integration Layer” of this
document for full documentation of the LDAP integration capabilities of the Beacon
system.

Step 7 Enable Profile for Sponsorship Allowed 

On Beacon systems that have been licensed for the Device Sponsorship feature the
Sponsorship Allowed parameter is displayed, Figure 9-11. Otherwise it is hidden, if
Device Sponsorship feature isn’t enabled, Figure 9-9. 

For more information on Device Sponsorship see Device Sponsorship, page 13-1. 
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Figure 9-10 Device Sponsorship enabled

By default the Sponsorship Allowed is disabled, in order to enable the Profile for
Device Sponsorship select ‘Yes’, this action will display the ‘Certainty
(Sponsorship)’ value, which is set by default to 1%. This value can be change to
different certainty value if so desired.

Step 8 Select the Add Profile button to save the new Endpoint Profile to the Beacon system 
configuration. This action will automatically create a Sponsorship Rule set to 
1%certainty, if the ‘Certainty (Sponsorship)’ certainty value was left to the default 
value, Figure 9-11.

Figure 9-11 Profile with Sponsorship rule

At this point the new Profile is added to the configuration but there are no Profile
rules specifying the attribute match(es) used by the Beacon modeler to profile
endpoints into the newly added endpoint profile. One or more profile rules must be
added to the Profile to make it operational.

The remainder of this chapter, the following chapter and Appendix A,
“Configuration of Advanced XML Rules” provide detailed instructions for the
configuration of the available rule types, as well as instructions for editing the rule
configuration of existing profiles.
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Review of the Beacon Profile Rule Types
The Beacon Profile rules provide the underlying mechanism by which endpoints
that are known to exhibit one or more specified attributes are placed in a Profile at
a given level of certainty. Selecting the proper rule or rules configured for each
Profile and the Certainty Level for each match is the overall goal of Profile creation
and tuning. 

The table of endpoint attributes used by Beacon in the current version is presented
once again in Table 9-1 below. For each of the attributes listed in the table, there
is a corresponding endpoint profile rule type. Most of the rule types can be
accessed from the Save Profile form according to the UI profile rule addition
process as outlined below, some of the rule types are accessible only from the
Advanced Rule editor and annotated accordingly.

Advanced XML rules are not a rule type in and of themselves, but an alternative
(advanced) way to create/edit endpoint profile rules. Using the Advanced Rule
editor, complex rules can be created by combining all available rule types using the
logical operators OR, AND and NOT.

Table 9-1 Endpoint Profile Rule Types

Endpoint Attribute Description
MAC Address/MAC Vendor The entire MAC address of an endpoint, or the

manufacturer that registered the OUI.
IP Address Full host address (or subnet) being used by

the endpoint.
Open TCP port Indication that an endpoint is accepting TCP

connections on a specified TCP port via
analysis of traffic by NetWatch (and NetRelay
when the open port rule is designated to use
Mixed or Traffic Only data sources).

Network Traffic Communicated with other host(s) on specified
UDP/TCP port number

Web User Agent Displayed a specific web user agent
Web URL Visited a specified URL via HTTP
Server Banner Displayed a specified Web or SMTP server

banner
Stack Information

*Advanced rule option only. 

Displayed specified network stack parameters:
TTL, window size, TCP options list

DHCP Vendor Class Displayed a specific DHCP Vendor Class
Identifier in DHCP request

DHCP Host Name Displayed a specific host name in DHCP
request
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DHCP Requested Options

*Advanced rule option only.

Requested specified options in DHCP request
(option 55)

DHCP Options

*Advanced rule option only.

Full list of DHCP options supported by the
DHCP client as specified in the DHCP request

DNS Name The name the endpoint's IP address resolves
to in DNS 

IP Address Full host address (or subnet) being used by
the endpoint.

Open TCP port Indication that an endpoint is accepting TCP
connections on a specified TCP port via
analysis traffic

Network Traffic Communicated with other host(s) on specified
UDP/TCP port number

Web User Agent Displayed a specific web user agent
Web URL Visited a specified URL via HTTP
Server Banner Displayed a specified Web or SMTP server

banner
Stack Information

*Advanced rule option only.

Displayed specified network stack parameters:
TTL, window size, TCP options list

DHCP Vendor Class Displayed a specific DHCP Vendor Class
Identifier in DHCP request

DHCP Host Name Displayed a specific host name in DHCP
request

DHCP Requested Options

*Advanced rule option only

Requested specified options in DHCP request
(option 55)

DHCP Options

*Advanced rule option only

Full list of DHCP options supported by the
DHCP client as specified in the DHCP request

DNS Name The name the endpoint's IP address resolves
to in DNS 

RADIUS Accounting Information The RADIUS username of an endpoint that has
successfully completed RADIUS authentication.

Table 9-1 Endpoint Profile Rule Types

Endpoint Attribute Description
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The following sections of this chapter outline the process for creation of rules
within Profiles. Rule creation is an extremely important aspect of Beacon
configuration for Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring. To conceptualize the
relationship between Profiles and Rules, the reader should think of Beacon Profiles
as logical containers which endpoints with similar characteristics and capabilities
are sorted into via the Endpoint Profiling process. Rules are specified for each
Profile and they are utilized by the Beacon system to determine the criteria or logic
by which the endpoints on a network should be classified (assigned) into a Profile
that best reflects its identity based upon collected attributes.

The rule(s) contained or bound to each endpoint profile provide the logic that the
Beacon system will use in making the Endpoint Profiling decision that is the
decision to place an endpoint in a Profile, or in some cases moving an endpoint
from one Profile to another based on the latest available endpoint identity attribute
data gathered by the system.

Tip The Beacon system provides the administrator with information that guides the 
selection of rules that can or should be used in the Profiles on the system. Beacon 
makes available through the UI views of the endpoint data that the collector 
modules have gathered in the environment for the endpoint attributes not requiring 
specific collection, (e.g., Traffic Rule and Web URL data specifically). For example, 
all of the MAC Vendor Names observed by the Collectors of a Beacon system are 
recorded in the system and can be viewed in the course of construction of new MAC 
Vendor rules based on the observation that devices using that MAC Vendor string 
are active on the network. Accessing the endpoint data Collected by the Beacon 

Active Directory Attributes Information about the endpoint maintained in
Active Directory:

• Domain membership

• Active Directory Computer (Common)
Name

• Active Directory Computer Information

– Computer OS

– OS Version

– OS Service Pack

• Active Directory Domain (distinguished)
Name

Discovery Protocol Information Information in the LLDP and CDP messages
(Platform type) that identifies the device to its
upstream neighbor.

SNMP System Description Text string contained within SNMP system
description for devices added to the Beacon
system configuration polled by NetMap.

Table 9-1 Endpoint Profile Rule Types

Endpoint Attribute Description
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system and viewing that data by category, (e.g., MAC Vendors, DHCP Vendor Class 
Identifiers, TCP open ports, etc.) is via the Profile Data reports available from the 
Utilities Tab (see Chapter 14, “Endpoint Profile Data Reports” section on 
page 15-14), or the ''Show Data'' button that appears on the new profile creation 
forms as described later in this chapter and the following chapter.

Adding Profile Rules to an Endpoint Profile
Upon selecting the Add Profile button, a new page displays the Save Profile form,
illustrated in Figure 9-12. This form which is very similar to the Add Profile form
shows the data captured in the first step of the Profile creation process outlined
above.

Rules added to a profile may be edited or removed using the Save Profile form,
and it also provides the mechanism for completely deleting a Profile.
Editing/removing profile rules from the configuration, and deleting profiles from
the configuration is described in detail later in this chapter.

Adding rules to the Profile enables the Beacon system to begin classifying
endpoints to the Profile assuming it is enabled, and an Apply Changes -> Update
Modules (or Re-model) is performed after saving the Profile with the rules. 

Figure 9-12 Save Profile Form showing Add Rule controls

To add a rule or rules to a Profile, select the desired rule type from the drop-down
menu then select the Add Rule to display the UI rule creation page(s) for the
selected rule type. Each of the Profile Rule types available through the UI profile
rule addition process are described in the remaining sections of this chapter, in the
following chapter or in the case of the rule types accessible only via Advanced XML
rules, in Appendix A.
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Note When adding profile rules to a profile via the UI, the profile rules are created and 
saved to the profile immediately. If the operator navigates away from the Save 
Profile form prior to selecting the Save Profile button, the profile rule will still be 
committed to the endpoint profile.

Configuration of MAC Address/Vendor Profile Rules
A MAC Vendor rule enables Endpoint Profiling decisions to be made by the Modeler
based on the MAC address of the endpoint's network interface. Beacon discovers
the MAC addresses of endpoints on the network via a number of mechanisms. The
most commonly used mechanism for gathering MAC information is the regular and
trap-triggered SNMP poll of edge network infrastructure devices performed by the
NetMap module. In addition, DHCP discovers and requests from endpoints also
contain the endpoints full MAC address and when processed by NetWatch, result in
the establishment of a MAC-model of the endpoint in the DB.

MAC Address/Vendor rules can be used to match endpoints based on the actual
hexadecimal address (or portion of it), or a string matching the registrant of the
OUI in the IEEE database. The system includes a data dictionary that matches the
OUI (first three bytes of the MAC address) to the registrant name, e.g., Linksys,
Intel, etc. Beacon examines the first three bytes (24 bits) of the MAC address
(known as the Organizationally Unique Identifier, or OUI) of each MAC discovered
by the system to determine the registrant of that OUI--the registered
manufacturer of the network interface hardware. If it finds a match, the MAC
Vendor of the endpoint will be OUIs that do not have a match to a MAC Vendor in
the Beacon data dictionary will be displayed as ''Unregistered MAC'' in the Profile
Data tables.

When the Beacon system is configured with a Profile containing a MAC
Address/Vendor Rule, endpoints observed with a network interface MAC Address
with the specified MAC Vendor String will be placed in the Profile based on the MAC
Vendor Rule, at the level of Certainty specified by the rule.

Tip New OUIs are registered to manufacturers on a continual basis so the Beacon 
database must be updated regularly to ensure these newly registered OUIs reflect 
the MAC vendor. The OUI table can be updated on a Beacon server by the 
administrator using the automated procedure outlined here: “Updating the Beacon 
MAC Vendor Data” section on page 18-29.

From the Save Profile form, ensure MAC Address is shown in the Add Rule
drop-down then click the Add Rule button on the form. The Add MAC Address rule
form shown below, will display on the page for entry of the rule parameters.
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Figure 9-13 Add MAC Address Rule Form

Enter the following information in the form to create a MAC Vendor rule for a
Profile:

Step 1 Enter the matching MAC Vendor String

Enter the name of the vendor this Rule should match for classification into the
Profile the Rule is being added to.

Tip To determine the different OUIs MAC Vendor Strings Beacon has observed on 
the network, click the Show Data button. A pop-up which shows the MAC 
Vendor strings of all endpoints discovered by the system is displayed on the 
interface as show in Figure 9-14. Selecting the Show MAC/IP link following 
each MAC Vendor string in the table will display a list of the endpoints with a 
MAC address resolving to that string by full MAC address (hexadecimal 
format) and IP address.
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Figure 9-14 Show Data: Table of MAC Vendors

Tip The MAC Vendor string field will accept a regular expression to allow matches 
multiple forms of a MAC Vendor string. For example, Linksys devices have multiple 
OUIs registered with the IEEE that resolve to several different MAC Vendor strings 
including:
-> The Linksys Group, Inc.
-> Cisco-Linksys
-> Cisco-Linksys, LLC
-> Cisco-Linksys LLC
A regular expression of /linksys/i could be entered in the MAC address String field 
which would match all MAC Vendor strings including the string 'linksys' regardless 
of case. See the section later in this chapter on application rules for more 
information about the use of Regular Expressions when specifying matching data in 
Profile rules.
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Step 2 Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule. This is the relative measure of 
Certainty that an Endpoint profiled by this rule has been profiled accurately as 
outlined earlier in this chapter.

Step 3 select the Add MAC Vendor Rule button at the bottom of the Add MAC Vendor Rule 
form to save the changes, adding the newly created MAC Vendor Rule to the 
selected endpoint Profile.

Upon successfully saving a new Rule to a Profile using the ''Add <rule_type> Rule''
button, the rule creation form will close and the Save Profile page for the Profile
being configured will display again in the browser. The rule just added to the
profile will show in the Save Profile form immediately below the LDAP selector.

Note The rule added in the previous steps will now be displayed in the Save Profile form 
along with all other Profile attributes including controls for individual rule edit, 
removal and 'Calculate' as illustrated in Figure 9-15.

Figure 9-15 Save Profile Form After Addition of a MAC Address Rule

The Endpoint Profile Certainty Calculator
The Certainty Calculator is used to facilitate the determination of the possible
certainty values endpoints may be in the multi-rule endpoint profile to assist in the
configuration of the system such that the Profile Hierarchy concept may be
implemented.

As is expected, for single rule profiles, the maximum profile certainty value is
equal to the certainty of the single rule. If additional rules are added to the profile,
this value will change to combined certainty value, automating that calculation for
the Beacon administrator.
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The calculator can also be used to calculate the certainty when specified rule
combinations are satisfied. To include a rule match in the certainty calculation,
select the check box in the Calculate column of the Rules section for the rules to
include, then select the Calculate button on the form. The certainty factor for
endpoints in the Profile that satisfy the selected rules will be presented
immediately underneath the Calculate button on the form.

Configuration of IP Address Profile Rules
An IP Address rule enables Endpoint Profiling decisions based on the IP host
address of discovered endpoints. Beacon utilizes several techniques for
maintaining a mapping of IP host address to each endpoint MAC in the database as
outlined earlier in the guide. Endpoints known by Beacon to be using a host
address specified within an IP Address Rule will be placed in the Profile containing
the IP Address Rule, at the level of Certainty specified for the rule.

Tip This rule type is useful when all endpoints of a device-type of interest on a given 
network are assigned host addresses on a specific IP subnet. For example, if all 
10.10.10.x/24 addresses are assigned to printers, an IP Address Rule can be a very 
effective Rule to add to a Profile that is created to contain all the printers on the 
network.

To add an IP Address Rule to a selected Profile, from the Save Profile page for the
selected Profile, follow the procedure below:

Step 1 Select IP Address from the Add Rule drop-down menu and click on Add Rule button 
on the Save Profile for. The Add IP Address Rule page containing the form illustrated 
in Figure 9-16 will display in the browser.

Figure 9-16 Add Address Rule Form (IP Address Rule)

Enter the following information in the form to create an IP Address rule for
inclusion in a Profile:

Step 2 Specify the matching IP Address information
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Enter the IP address hosts should be using in order to match the rule and be
moved into the Profile containing the IP Address rule. From the earlier example if
the devices desired to be placed in this Profile were all assigned a host address on
the 10.10 subnet of the 10.0.0.0 Class A network, 10.10.0.0 would be entered in
this field. Wildcards are not supported for the IP Address, i.e, 10.*.0*.

Step 3 Enter the Mask to be applied to the specified IP

Enter the subnet mask in dotted decimal format that should be applied to the
specified IP Address provided in the field above. For example, to match all hosts
on the 10.10 subnet of the 10.0.0.0 Class A network, a mask of 255.255.0.0 would
be entered so that all hosts discovered by Beacon and known to be using a host
address on this subnet would match the rule.

Step 4 Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule.

This is the relative measure of Certainty that an Endpoint profiled by this rule has 
been profiled accurately as outlined earlier in this chapter.

Step 5 Select the Add (IP) Address Rule button at the bottom of the Add IP Address Rule 
form to save the changes, adding the IP Address Rule to the endpoint Profile. 

Upon successfully saving the IP Address Rule to the Profile, the Save Profile page
for the Profile being configured will be displayed showing the IP Address rule
added to the profile as shown in Figure 9-17.

Figure 9-17 IP Address Rule Added to Profile

Note that the IP Address Rule added is displayed in the Save Profile form with all
other Profile attributes. At this point further edits/adds may be made to the
Endpoint Profile, or the Profile changes may be saved.
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Configuration of Traffic Rules
A Traffic rule enables Endpoint Profiling decisions based on the observation by
Beacon of traffic flows having the characteristics specified in the rule:

• On a specific source or destination TCP or UDP port number

• From a specific source or to a specific destination IP, or to/from any IP.

Endpoint data that is used to match Traffic Rules is collected by either NetWatch
module(s) observing live network traffic, or through the NetRelay analysis of
NetFlow XDRs.

Note In the current version, the Traffic Rule type is the only rule type that can be used 
with NetFlow data. If one or more Traffic Rules are not present in enabled endpoint 
profiles on the system, NetRelay will not collect/analyze data contained in NetFlow 
XDRs forwarded by NetFlow-enabled systems.

Traffic rules contained within Profiles can greatly increase the certainty with which
Endpoints are classified into that Profile, as this data is an easily distinguishable
indicator of the services an endpoint is providing or consuming on the network.
Accordingly, they are often a highly reliable indicator of device type.

For example, to construct a Traffic Rule for Profiling printers proceed as follows:
The Rule is constructed such that it examines network traffic for communication
from the Print Server (IP Address of the rule is that of the Print Sever, with Source
IP selected) to endpoints using the well-known destination port number of 9100.
Traffic observed that matches this rule is indicative of the print server
communicating directly with a device for the purpose of printing. The device that
the traffic is destined for is very likely to be a printer.

To add a Traffic Rule to a selected Profile, from the Save Profile page for the
selected Profile, follow the procedures outlined below:

Step 1 Click the Traffic button. The Add Traffic Rule form illustrated in Figure 9-18will 
display in the browser.
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Figure 9-18 Add Traffic Rule Form

Enter the following information in the form to create a Traffic rule for inclusion in a
Profile:

Step 2 Enter the host IP Address of either source or destination endpoint in matching flows.

Enter the IP Address to match and select Source IP or Destination IP to specify the
directionality of the communication. Note, other than 0.0.0.0, which is used to
specify ''any'' host address, this value must be a host address and not a subnet.

Tip Use of the 0.0.0.0 IP in Traffic Rules should only be used in traffic rules that 
match relatively low volume flows. Top-talker protocols such as HTTP (for 
example, a rule designed to match any endpoint communicating with the web 
proxy) can put a high-load on the NetWatch (or NetRelay) collector, and the 
Server as the system will collect analyze flow-data for all hosts.

Step 3 Specify the Source UDP/TCP Port Number for the traffic rule

Enter the Source Port that is expected in the communication. If this rule is looking
at the Destination port, then enter 0 here.

Step 4 Specify the Destination UDP/TCP Port Number for the traffic rule

Enter the Destination Port that is expected in the communication. If this rule is
looking at the Source port, then enter 0 here.

Step 5 Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule.

This is the relative measure of Certainty that an Endpoint profiled by this rule has
been profiled accurately as outlined earlier in this chapter.

Step 6 Select Add Traffic Rule button to save the Traffic Rule to the endpoint profile.

Step 7 Traffic Rules require that NetWatch (and NetRelay if NetFlow is in use) modules on 
the system be configured for specific collection of matching traffic/flows. 
Therefore, Apply Changes -> Update Modules is required as Traffic rules 
are added/changed before the system will begin collecting the data for 
finding matches.
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When constructing Traffic Rules, the directionality of the rule logic is important to
consider. Use the following rule of thumb for determining the directionality of
traffic rules:

• If the Source IP address is specified in the Traffic Rule (as in the printer
example above), information about the destination IP address in the network
traffic specified is gathered.

• If a Destination IP address is specified in the traffic rule (example to follow),
information about the source IP address in the network traffic specified is
gathered.

For example, print servers are known to communicate with a network printer on
port 9100. A traffic rule could be utilized in the profile for printers, specifying the
Source IP in the rule to be the print server’s IP, with a destination port of 9100.
This rule would be used for making a characterization about endpoints observed
receiving packets meeting this criterion—that endpoints observed receiving
packets satisfying this rule are highly likely to be network printers.

The following example (Figure 9-19 on page 9-29) shows an endpoint profile with
a traffic rule added to the profile. In this case, a profile designed to profile printers
using a traffic rule that matches when NetWatch or NetRelay determines through
the analysis of traffic (NetWatch) or NetFlow XDRs (NetRelay) that an endpoint has
been receiving traffic from a known print server (10.173.33.8) on port 9100.

Figure 9-19 Endpoint Profile with Traffic Rule

The definition of the Traffic Rule is summarized in the Rules section of the Save
Profile form. The ''plain english'' interpretation of the rule in the example would
be: ''match endpoints that are known to accept traffic from 10.173.33.8 with any
(dynamic) source port to the destination port of 9100.'' This rule was created to
match printers receiving print jobs on port 9100 from host 10.173.33.8 known to
be a print server. The source port of this traffic is dynamic and assigned for each
session, but the destination port will be 9100 consistently.
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Tip Whenever changes to a Profile containing a Traffic Rule (enabled/disabled/deleted), 
or changes are made to a Traffic Rule with a profile (added/edited/removed), an 
Apply Changes -> Update Modules must be executed to reconfigure the NetWatch 
and NetRelay modules across the system as required. Traffic Rules require these 
modules to perform ''specific collection'' as described previously. Adding or 
changing traffic rules may require modifications to the module configurations which 
is only performed during execution of an Update Modules, and not during a 
Re-model.

Configuration of Static MAC/IP Host Address Rules
One additional means of classifying endpoints into an Endpoint Profile through the
UI profile creation process is the Static Rule type. The Set Static button at the
bottom of the Save Profile form provides a way of designating specific endpoints
by MAC or IP Address into an Endpoint Profile, at a specified level of certainty.

Tip Static Rules do not result in matches for endpoints that have not been discovered 
by the Beacon system. It is not a means for “manual” endpoint discovery. Static 
rules function only for endpoints that are discovered by the Beacon system using 
the automatic processes outlined earlier.

Selecting the Set Static button for a Profile brings up the form in Figure 9-20
which allows for listing IP host addresses and or MAC addresses of endpoints to be
placed in the Profile statically.

Use the following procedure to configure static rules for an endpoint profile.

Figure 9-20 Add Static Profile Rule
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Step 1 Enter one or matching MAC and or IP host addresses

To enter MAC addresses in the form, use the standard format 01:02:03:04:05:06, 
one MAC address per line. Enter IP host addresses in dotted decimal notation (e.g., 
192.168.1.1), one per line.

Step 2 Specify a Certainty value for devices added to the Profile via the Static Rule.

Note The Certainty mechanism continues to operate as previously described. If 
Beacon collects attributes of identity from an endpoint currently in a Profile 
via a static assignment that matches a rule or rules in another enabled 
Profile, if the Certainty value of the new Profile is higher, the endpoint will 
transition Profiles. To ensure that endpoints assigned statically to a Profile 
never transition out of the Profile, be sure to assign a high certainty value to 
the static rule such as 100%.

Tip For longer lists, note the expander in the lower right hand corner of the 
address pane.

Step 3 Select the Save Static button to save the static rule to the Profile.

The interface will return to the Save Profile form for that Profile, showing the
addition of the Static Rule to the Profile.

Note the absence of the Edit/Remove controls for the Static Rule. These controls
are not applicable to this rule type, the edit/removal of a static rule is done
through the Set Static button as described later in the chapter.

Editing Rules and Other Attributes of Saved Endpoint Profiles
Whenever the Save Profile form is displayed for an endpoint profile, the
parameters of the profile can be edited. Selecting the Edit radio button to the
immediate right of a profile rule of any type other than Static, and then clicking on
the Edit button beneath the radio button(s) will bring up the Save <rule_type>
Rule form for the selected rule. Only one rule can be selected for editing at a given
time. Use the directions outlined earlier in this chapter for changing the
parameters of the selected rule. Select the Save button at the bottom of the Save
form to save the changes to the rule.

The profile certainty calculator is always available when the Save Profile form for
an endpoint profile is displayed. To determine the certainty value for different rule
combination, select the rules to include in the calculation by selecting the
checkboxes above the 'Calculate' button. Then select the Calculate button to
determine the certainty value that will result for endpoints that satisfy the selected
rules.
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To remove a rule from a selected endpoint profile, display the Save Profile form for
the profile then select the check box (or boxes, as multiple rule removal is
allowed) above the Remove button on the Save Profile form for the rule(s) selected
for removal, then select the Remove button. The rule(s) will be removed from the
Profile permanently.

Static rules require the use of the Set Static button for editing/removing Static
Rules in profiles. Selecting the Set Static button when a static rule has been saved
to a profile will open the Static Addresses Form, showing any MAC/IP addresses
saved to the static rule set previously. Add to/Edit the addresses as required, or
delete all MAC/IP addresses on the form to remove the static rule from the Profile.

Saving Changes to Endpoint Profiles and Applying Changes
When all desired rules have been added to the configuration of a newly created
endpoint profile, or when necessary edits have been made to an endpoint profile
saved to the configuration previously, selecting the Save Profile button at the
bottom of the form will save all changes to the Profiles and its associated rules to
the Beacon system configuration. In order for the new Profile to become part of
the running configuration however the Profile must indicate 'enabled' in the Table
of Profiles and an Apply Changes -> Re-model performed to evaluate all existing
endpoint data against the most recent version of the Modeler reflecting any
changes to enabled profiles.

Tip Note that in the case of the addition, deletion or editing of any Traffic Rules or URL 
rules, an Apply Changes -> Update Modules must be performed. These rules 
require ''specific collection'' which may require configuration changes to the 
NetWatch and NetRelay (Traffic Rules) or NetWatch (URL rules) module(s) across 
the system to initiate/stop/change collection.

Upon the system restart the Profile will become active, and any endpoints in the
Beacon Endpoint database that match the rules specified in the new Profile will
move from the Not Profiled stat into the new Profile, or from other enabled Profiles
subject to the Certainty rules outlined earlier in the chapter. In order for endpoints
to transition from an existing Profile other than Not Profile into the new Profile, the
Certainty value of the matching rule or rules in the new Profile must be higher
than the current Profile.
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Endpoint Profile Configuration: Part II

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 10-1

• Configuration of TCP Open Port Profile Rules, page 10-2

• Configuration of Web Server Type Application Rules, page 10-9

• Configuration of Web User Agent Application Rules, page 10-11

• Configuration of Web URL Application Rules, page 10-13

• Configuration of SMTP Server Banner Application Rules, page 10-15

• Configuration of DHCP Client Vendor Application Rules, page 10-16

• Configuration of DHCP Host Name Application Rules, page 10-19

• Configuration of DNS Name Application Rules, page 10-22

• Configuration of SNMP System Description Application Rules, page 10-25

• Configuration of RADIUS Username Rules, page 10-26

• Configuration of Discovery Protocol Rules, page 10-27

• Configuration of Active Directory Data Rules, page 10-30

Overview
Chapter nine provided the basics for the administration of endpoint profiles on the
Beacon system, as well as detailed instructions for the configuration and use of
three of the available endpoint profile rule types: MAC Address, IP Address and
Traffic Rules.

In this chapter, the remaining profile rule types that are accessible without using
Advanced XML Rules are covered in detail, specifically the TCP Open Port and the
Application Rule family, RADIUS, Discovery Protocol and Active Directory Data
profile rule types.

The TCP Open Port and three members of the Application Rule family support the
Active Profiling option in conjunction with the NetInquiry Collector component.
Active Profiling with the Beacon system is covered in detail in a later section of this
chapter.

The interface and procedures for adding/editing/removing endpoint profiles and
profile rules along with the profile certainty concepts introduced in chapter nine
are still applicable to the profile rule types covered in this chapter, therefore the
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emphasis of this chapter is on the specifics of the rule types and configuration
options, assuming the reader is familiar with endpoint profile administration as
outlined in Chapter 9.

Configuration of TCP Open Port Profile Rules
A TCP Open Port rule enables Endpoint Profiling decisions based on Beacon
observing endpoints accepting TCP connections from other endpoints on the TCP
port specified in the TCP Open Port rule. This requires a Beacon Collector to
observe network traffic (or NetFlow data records) indicative of the successful
establishment of a TCP connection with any other endpoint. Therefore, passive
collection of the endpoint data necessary for TCP Open Port rule matches can be
performed by the NetWatch and or NetRelay module(s) employed by the system.

Alternatively, TCP Open Ports can be used in Active mode, utilizing the NetInquiry
module(s) to generate necessary traffic and update the endpoint database
accordingly if selected endpoints will establish a TCP connection on ports specified
in “active” TCP Open Port rules with the Collector running NetInquiry.

This rule can be useful when endpoints accepting TCP communications on a known
port is indicative of endpoint type. For example, Compaq Insight Manager is known
to use TCP port 2301 to communicate with servers running the Compaq Insight
Manager Agent. Servers therefore have the port 2301 open in order to accept
connections initiated by an endpoint running the manager application. When traffic
is observed by Beacon that indicates a particular endpoint has established a TCP
connection on port 2301, it is a highly reliable indicator that the device that
accepted the connection is running the Agent and is likely a server being managed
by Insight Manager.

Note The mechanism used for determination that an endpoint has an open port is valid 
only for TCP, and not applicable for UDP.

Beginning with the 4.0.0 release, TCP open ports can operate using the following
data stored to the Beacon database:

1. Software data only (default). This data is collected by NetWatch from traffic 
delivered to monitoring interfaces. When NetWatch observes the three-way 
handshake sequence as a TCP connection is established between endpoints, an 
entry is added to the database indicating that the endpoint accepting the TCP 
connection on the port is acting as a “server” for that TCP port. The collection 
of this data happens automatically whenever one or more NetWatch modules are 
monitoring traffic from a span or mirror port.

2. Traffic Data only. This data is collected via the establishment of a Traffic Rule 
which results in NetWatch and NetRelay being programmed to analyze traffic 
and NetFlow flow records respectively specifically for flows on the specified port. 
Through the flow analysis, the system will establish which endpoint in the flow 
had the TCP port open and accepted the connection thus satisfying the open port 
rule.

3. Software and Traffic Data, so-called “Mixed” mode. When TCP Open port rules 
are created using this option, both software and traffic data is as used as 
described immediately above for finding endpoints with the specified port open.
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Note When Traffic Only or Mixed Mode Open Port rules are created the required Traffic 
Rules are automatically generated and added to the Beacon configuration. 
However, it is important to ensure that an Apply Changes -> Update Modules is 
executed following the configuration of TCP Open Port rules using Traffic Only and 
Mixed Mode data to ensure NetWatch/NetRelay modules are properly configured 
for collection of traffic data.

Note Logic exists in the UI to prevent the creation of overlapping traffic rules so that at 
the time of creation of a TCP Open Port rule using Traffic Only or Mixed Mode, if 
user-created Traffic Rules on the target port already exist in the configuration, the 
UI will not create the TCP Open Port rule in these modes. 

While adding/editing an endpoint profile via the Save from, follow the procedure
below to add a TCP Open Port rule to the Profile:

Step 1 Click the TCP Open Port button in the Add Rule portion of the form. The Add Port 
rule form will display, as illustrated in Figure 10-1.

Figure 10-1 Add TCP Open Port Rule Form

Tip The Add Port Rule form includes the Show Data button. Clicking the Show 
Data button on systems that have observed endpoints accepting TCP 
connections using the methods outlined earlier in the section, dependent on 
current system configuration.

The endpoint data specific to the environment presented in this table can be used
in researching techniques for profiling endpoints of a particular type.

Step 2 Use the drop-down menu to select the data source for finding TCP Open Port rule 
matches as described above: Software Only, Traffic Only or Mixed Mode

Step 3 Specify the matching TCP Open Port for this rule.
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Enter the TCP Port number to specify the matching TCP connection of interest for
this rule.

Tip The current version of Beacon supports only discrete TCP port numbers (e.g., 
9100, 31417, etc.) as the matching data of a TCP Open Port Rule. Port ranges 
are not currently supported.

Step 4 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 5 Set the Active (optional) control for this Open Port rule as desired

Checking this option enables this TCP Open Port rule for Active endpoint data
collection by the Beacon system. When this option is selected for a given TCP Open
Port rule, and a NetInquiry module is configured and running on one or more of
the Beacon collectors in the system (see Chapter 7), each NetInquiry module will
attempt to open a TCP session with the endpoints specified in their configuration,
the Network Blocks configuration specifically.

The system will perform the active endpoint data collection specified by the rule
and the NetInquiry module(s) configured on the system at the frequency specified
by the Active Profiling Configuration...Frequency parameter of the Server module
configuration (See Chapter 6 for Server module configuration).

Step 6 Select the Add Port Rule button at the bottom of the Add Port Rule form to save the 
changes, adding the Port Rule to the Profile.

Note that the TCP Open Port Rule added in the previous steps will now be
displayed in the Save Profile form with all other Profile attributes. At this point
further edits/adds may be made to the Endpoint Profile, or the Profile changes may
be saved.

The parameters of an existing TCP Open Port rule can be edited at any time by
navigating to the endpoint profile containing the rule, displaying the Save Profile
form, then select the edit checkbox for the TCP Open Port rule to be opened for
editing. 

A TCP Open port rule may be removed from a Profile by opening the Save Profile
form for the Profile, selecting the Remove checkbox for the rule, and then
selecting the Remove button.

Change the parameters as desired and save the rule and profile changes as
described previously, remembering that an Apply Changes -> Update Modules is
necessary to make the changes to the Profile effective on the system when the
Traffic Only or Mixed Mode data sources are utilized.

Configuration of Profile Rules in the Application Rule Family
Application rules enable Endpoint Profiling decisions based upon Beacon observing
network traffic containing application data that can be indicative of device type.
Application rules are in fact a family of rules that use observable attributes of
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several different types of endpoint traffic at the application layer to make
inferences about the endpoint using its network traffic. In addition, the DNS Name
type of application rules can make use of data held in the name service on the
network in order to determine information about endpoints.

Tip Collection of the endpoint data used for matching the rules in the application rule 
family is performed in the passive mode by the NetWatch module(s) employed by 
the Beacon system.

In order for Application Rules to be effective in passive mode, endpoint traffic
containing the data matching the various rule types within the application data
such as DHCP transactions, traffic containing web user agents, endpoint web traffic
destined to specified URLs must be redirected to a NetWatch monitor interface on
the system. In the case of Web URL rules specifically, NetWatch will collect only
traffic that matches Web URL rules in enabled profiles. The ''Specific Collection''
technique that results in the collection of only traffic that matches against Traffic
Rules described in the last chapter, NetWatch will only collect web URL data for
URLs specified in Web URL rules present in enabled endpoint profiles.

Two the rule types in the family can be used in conjunction with NetInquiry to
collect the endpoint data actively: Web Server Type and SMTP Server Banner rules
can be made Active optionally, which will result in enabled NetInquiry module(s) in
the system querying the endpoints in their respective Network Blocks
configuration to determine if a web or mail server is running, capture the banner
and save that data to the database which in turn will be used by the modeler to
find matches to these rules present in enabled profiles.

A third member of the Application Rule family, the DNS Name rule can only be
used in the active mode: it is dependent on one or more NetInquiry modules on
the system being configured correctly to collect endpoint DNS name information
from the DNS Service on the network. NetInquiry collects the DNS information
that is used by the modeler to find matches to DNS Name rules enabled on the
system.

Similarly, the SNMP Description rule type is used against the SysDescription
information collected for each device in the Network Infrastructure Devices
configuration of the system. For all network infrastructure devices polled by
NetMap, the contents of the System Description (if populated) is collected and
stored in the endpoint database for the endpoint (MAC) that responded to the
SNMP query by a Beacon NetMap module. This data can be used for profiling of
devices that respond to SNMP queries.
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Table 10-1 summarizes the individual rule types within the Application Rule family.
The rule types that can be made active (or used only in Active Mode) are
called-out in the table, along with a description of the operation of each rule type.
Table 10-1 Application Rule Types

Rule Type
Active-mode 
Capable Description

Web Server Type Yes Matches endpoint data collected when
web servers on the network respond to
client requests to determine that the
responding endpoint is a web server,
along with its type (e.g., Apache or
Microsoft IIS, for example) if a banner
is displayed in the traffic.

When used optionally as an Active rule,
Beacon will attempt to initiate an HTTP
session with the device(s) specified in
the configurations of the NetInquiry
module(s) \running throughout the
Beacon system. Responses from
endpoints to the request to initiate an
HTTP session are analyzed further to
determine the web server banner the
responding system presents which is
indicative of web server type.

A text string is specified in a Web
Server Rules to specify a match to the
contents of server banners displayed by
systems running web server variants.

Web User Agent No Matches data gathered by NetWatch
from endpoint web traffic, specifically
client’s requests to a web server and
the User-Agent string present in these
requests that specify version/capability
of the agent running on the endpoint.
The User Agent string can be used to
determine attributes of the endpoint
that sent the traffic in many cases to
make the profiling decision. For
example, that the machine is running
the Microsoft Internet Explorer on
Windows.

A text string is specified in a Web User
Agent rule to match the contents of the
agent displayed by systems running
web-client such as browsers.
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Web URL No Matches data gathered from examining
HTTP traffic from endpoints to look for
specific URLs (request URIs).

An example would be examining HTTP
traffic to identify which endpoints are
communicating with an anti-virus
vendor’s automatic updates site to
identify devices likely to be Windows
PCs.

SMTP Server Banner Yes Matches protocol header information in
endpoint traffic to identify e-mail
traffic, and gleans the email server(s)
address and type(s) passively from
e-mail traffic.

When used optionally as an Active rule,
SMTP Server Banner rules will result in
the Beacon communicating with hosts
on address ranges specified in the
configuration of the NetInquiry
modules. Communication with existing
SMTP servers in the range(s) will
generate the traffic necessary to
identify those servers and delivering it
to the interface of the Collector where it
can be analyzed.

DHCP Host Name No Matches the host name carried in the
payload of DHCP requests to find
matches with specified text strings.

This rule is helpful if the host name is
indicative of the end node type. For
example, a host name beginning with
the prefix of 'BSTXP' could be known to
be a Windows XP machine, while a host
name prefix of BSTPS is known to be a
printer, DHCP Client Name rules could
be utilized to Profile Windows machines
and printers in this environment using
data gleaned from DHCP traffic.

Table 10-1 Application Rule Types

Rule Type
Active-mode 
Capable Description
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Adding an Application Rule to an Endpoint Profile
To add a rule from the Application Rule family to an endpoint profile:

Step 1 select the Application button from the Add rule section of the Save Profile form. The 
Add Application Rule form illustrated in Figure 10-2 on page 10-9 is presented in 
the interface.

DHCP Client Vendor No Matches the data collected from
endpoint DHCP packets. Many vendors
will include information in this portion
of the DHCP that is indicative of device
type making the request. This rule can
be used to identify endpoint type based
on their DHCP traffic.

For example Motorola Access Point
7131 include the string
'MotorolaAP.AP7131' in the DHCP Client
Vendor portion of DHCP requests sent
by these devices. Examining DHCP
requests from endpoints and finding
requests from endpoints containing this
string is a high probability indicator
that the device sending the request is a
Mortorola AP.

DNS Name Only Matches endpoint DNS information
actively collected by NetInquiry
(through the enablement of the DNS
Collection option) for the purpose of
discovering an endpoint's DNS name,
thereby making it possible to match
against endpoints with DNS names that
contain specified strings.

Similar to DHCP Client Name rules, DNS
Name Rules can be utilized to identify
endpoints based on their names as
registered in the DNS.

SNMP System
Description

NA Beacon captures the SysDescr contents
for network infrastructure devices
polled by NetMap via SNMP.

This rule type allows endpoints to be
profiled using by specifying matches to
SysDescr contents.

Table 10-1 Application Rule Types

Rule Type
Active-mode 
Capable Description
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Figure 10-2 Add Application Rule Form

Step 2 The type of Application Rule to be added is selected via the drop-down menu in the 
Application Type field allows you to choose one of the available Application rule 
types.

The remainder of this section will describe the configuration of each of the rule
types in the Application Rule family in detail.

Configuration of Web Server Type Application Rules
The Web Server Type rule allows the profiling of endpoints based on the fact that
the endpoint displays a web server banner when HTTP sessions are initiated with
it. The crucial element of the Web Server Type rule is the specification of the
search data, which is typically a text string that is included in the web server
banner, and captured in the endpoint database for each endpoint that Beacon
ascertains is running a web server via the passive or active techniques outlined
previously.

When adding/editing a Web Server Type rule, the Add Application Rule form will
appear as illustrated in the next figure:

Figure 10-3 Adding/Editing a Web Server Type Rule
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Tip The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the 
rule parameters. If the Beacon system has collected Web Server Type data from 
endpoints on the network via NetWatch or NetInquiry, clicking the Show Data 
button when configuring a Web Server Type rule will display the Table of Web 
Servers like the one from an example Beacon system shown in Figure 10-4.

Figure 10-4 Sample Table of Web Servers

The web server type data stored in the database is the text string in the Value
column of the Web Servers table.

Follow the steps below to configure a Web Server rule:

Step 1 Specify the Search Data for the Web Server rule

The Search Data can be a simple string or a Regular Expression that is designed to 
match multiple strings so that the single rule matched multiple types of web server.

For example, to profile all endpoints running a version of the Apache web server,
entering ‘Apache’ in the Search Data field would match all the variations (versions)
of web servers that included the word Apache. To specify a rule that matched
Apache or Microsoft IIS, the Regular Expression:

/Apache|IIS/

would be specified so that endpoints displaying a web server banner containing
either the string Apache or IIS would match the rule.

Step 2 Select the “Active” option as desired for this Web Server Rule

The Active checkbox controls whether or not the Beacon system will use the active
endpoint data collection technique described earlier. If one or more Web Server
Type rules is present in an enabled endpoint profile, and one or more NetInquiry
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modules are configured, the Beacon system will attempt a port 80 connection to
the endpoints specified in the Network Blocks configuration of the enabled
NetInquiry module(s) employed in the Beacon system.

More detail on active profiling is provided in “Configuration of RADIUS Username
Rules” section on page 10-26.

Step 3 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 4 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Configuration of Web User Agent Application Rules
Web User Agent rules are another member of the Application Rule family that are
used to match endpoints observed running a specific web user agent as an
indicator of endpoint identity.

When endpoints employ HTTP to access web sites using a web browser or a variety
of other client/agent technologies, a text string is generally sent to identify the
user agent to the server when connecting. The HTTP request may include
information such as the application name (e.g., Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox,
Windows Update, etc.), host operating system, and language. All of these
attributes can provide information about the endpoint initiating the request and
can be very valuable for endpoint profiling and identity monitoring. Whenever
network traffic from endpoints using HTTP to connect to network services is
delivered to NetWatch monitor ports, HTTP requests including an agent are
recorded into the database and associated with the known endpoints displaying
the agent. 

When adding/editing a Web User Agent rule, the Add Application Rule form will
appear as illustrated in Figure 10-5:

Figure 10-5 Add Web User Agent Application Rule Form
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Tip The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of 
the rule parameters, the Search Data specifically. If the Beacon system has 
collected Web User Agent data from endpoints on the network via NetWatch, 
clicking the Show Data button when configuring a Web User Agent rule will 
display the Table of User Agents like the one from an example Beacon system 
in Figure 10-6.

Figure 10-6 Sample Table of User Agents

The user agent data stored in the database is the text string in the Value column
of the User Agents table. 

Follow the steps below to create a Web User Agent rule and add it to a profile:

Step 1 Enter the Search Data entered for the Web User Agent rule

This can be a simple string or a Regular Expression that is designed to match 
multiple strings so that the single rule matched multiple user agent strings that had 
similar contents.
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For example, to profile all endpoints displaying a user agent containing the string 
'Windows', entering 'Windows' in the Search Data field would match all the 
variations (versions) of user agents that included the word Windows. From the 
example above that rule would match the 39 endpoints that were observed 
displaying the user agent text Windows-Update-Agent, the 18 endpoints displaying 
the one Mozilla agent including the search string, plus the 10 others displaying the 
Mozilla variant that appears in the last row of the table. Regular Expressions enable 
a single rule to match multiple terms, for example to match various user agents 
displayed by Apple systems, the Regular Expression:

/Apple|Mac|CFNet/

This Regular expression might be used in a Web User Agent rule to identify Apple 
endpoints based on strings that are seen in a number of different user agents 
specific to endpoints running Apple operating systems. This rule is used in the Apple 
User factory Profile included with Beacon.

Step 2 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 3 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Tip There is no ''Active'' option for Web User Agent rules, they can only be used against 
endpoint data collected passively by the NetWatch module(s) in the system 
resulting from monitoring interfaces receiving endpoint traffic destined for services 
using HTTP such as web browsing, OS and anti-virus updates as some common 
examples.

Configuration of Web URL Application Rules
Web URL rules are used to profile endpoints based on the observation that they
are communicating via HTTP to specific URLs. Similar to user agents, the web URL
rule is used to match attributes in the outbound HTTP request packets from
endpoints. Most specifically, the Search Data for web URL rules is a Request URI.
The Request URI identifies a page or a set of pages on a selected website by the
path and/or query parameters in the HTTP request from the endpoint.

The use of Web URL rules typically requires a bit more research using tools outside
of Beacon to determine if their are endpoints using HTTP to specific URLs that
could be used as a unique attribute of identity. Unlike some of the other endpoint
data types discussed previously, Beacon does not capture each web URL it
observes endpoints initiating HTTP with and store it to the database. Like in the
case of Traffic Rules, the presence of Web URL Rules in enabled profiles
determines what web URL data will be collected by the NetWatch modules across
the system. Network Traffic containing outbound HTTP requests from the
endpoints must be analyzed by a NetWatch monitor interface for this data to be
collected so that endpoint matches can be found by the Modeler.
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Beacon does not collect the URLs in endpoint HTTP requests promiscuously for
obvious reasons. In a large network with a lot of active web users, the list of URLs
would essentially grow unbounded. So like traffic rules discussed in the last
chapter, configuration of endpoint profiles utilizing this rule type requires that the
NetWatch module be configured for specific collection via the addition of a Web
URL rule to an enabled Profile and an Apply Changes -> Update Modules which
re-generates the XML configuration for the NetWatch modules in the system. This
essentially instructs the system to collect observed HTTP requests that contain the
URL specified in the Web URL rule, or rules, present in enabled profiles in the
system configuration. In this way, Beacon can collect URL data specified to be of
interest for endpoint profiling without the database growing too large in size.

As this suggests however, the Beacon administrator must know the Request URIs
that endpoints are initiating HTTP sessions to. Again, HTTP is used in enterprise
environments for more than just web site browsing. For example, some IP Phones
utilize HTTP to connect with the server that has their firmware image for
download. Enterprise Anti-virus solutions often use HTTP for updating of signature
files. Observing traffic outbound from an endpoint type known or suspected to use
HTTP for this purpose using a traffic analyzer set to filter destination port 80
packets may yield some interesting results of how endpoints utilize agents and the
HTTP protocol for a number of things, some without any direct user intervention,
that can in turn be used as indicators of endpoint identity and captured in a Web
URL rule.

When adding/editing a Web URL rule, the Add Application Rule form will appear as
illustrated in Figure 10-7:

Figure 10-7 Adding/Editing a Web URL Rule

Note the absence of the Show Data and Active buttons, neither of which are
applicable to Web URL rules.

To configure a Web URL rule, complete the following steps:

Step 1 Enter the Search Data (matching string) for the Web URL rule

The Web URL rule uses Regular Expressions to specify the matching text string in
the URI Request portion of an endpoint request outbound, so when creating these
rules it is a matter of identifying the portion of the URI Request that is common in
requests from endpoints of this type.
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Tip Rule matching for Web URL rules matches the specified search data in outbound URI 
Requests so the specification of the Regular Expression must be done carefully to 
be as exclusive as possible and match only the desired location/URI. Avoid 
open-ended search data regular expressions such as /google.com/.

Step 2 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 3 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Step 4 Web URL rules require that NetWatch modules on the system be configured for 
specific collection of matching request URIs. Therefore, Apply Changes -> 
Update Modules is required as Web URL rules are added/changed before 
the system will begin collecting the data for finding matches.

Configuration of SMTP Server Banner Application Rules
The SMTP Server Banner rule allows the profiling of endpoints based on the fact
that the endpoint displays a mail server banner when SMTP sessions are initiated
with it. This is a similar functionality to that described for the Web Server rule
type. The crucial element of the SMTP Server Banner rule is the specification of the
search data, which is typically a text string that is included in the SMTP server
banner, and captured in the endpoint database for each endpoint that Beacon
ascertains is running an SMTP mail server via the passive or active techniques
outlined previously.

When adding/editing a SMTP Server Banner rule, the Add Application Rule form
will appear as illustrated in Figure 10-8:

Figure 10-8 Adding/Editing an SMTP Server Banner Rule
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Tip The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the 
rule parameters. If the Beacon system has collected SMTP Server Banner data from 
endpoints on the network via NetWatch or NetInquiry (active mode only), clicking 
the Show Data button when configuring a SMTP Server Banner rule will display the 
Table of SMTP Servers.

The SMTP server banner data stored in the database is the text string in the Value
column of the SMTP Servers table.

To add a SMTP Server Banner rule, complete the following steps:

Step 1 Specify the Search Data for the SMTP Server Banner rule

The Search Data entered for the rule can be a simple string or a Regular
Expression that is designed to match multiple strings so that the single rule
matched multiple types of SMTP mail server.

For example, to profile all endpoints running ESMTP Postfix, entering 'ESMTP' in
the Search Data field would match all the variations (versions) of mail server that
included the word ESMTP in the server banner.

Step 2 Select the “Active” option as desired for this Web Server Rule

The Active checkbox controls whether or not the Beacon system will use the active
endpoint data collection technique described earlier. If one or more SMTP Server
Banner rules is present in an enabled endpoint profile, and one or more NetInquiry
modules are configured, the Beacon system will attempt a port 25 connection to
the endpoints specified in the Network Blocks configuration of the enabled
NetInquiry module(s) employed in the Beacon system.

Step 3 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 4 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Configuration of DHCP Client Vendor Application Rules
The DHCP Vendor Class Identifier is an extremely useful attribute for profiling
endpoints addressed via DHCP. The Vendor Class Identifier is an optional DHCP
implementation parameter, but for endpoints that do utilized the option it is
typically very descriptive. For DHCP clients that do not use the option, its value will
be recorded as either 'null' or 'No DHCP Vendor Class' by Beacon (as can be seen
in the figure later in this section showing a summary table from an operational
system, a large number of DHCP stacks do not use this option). All DHCP options
are defined in RFC 2132. The Vendor Class Identified (option 60) is defined as
follows in the RFC:

''This option is used by DHCP clients to optionally identify the vendor type and
configuration of a DHCP client. The information is a string of n octets,
interpreted by servers. Vendors may choose to define specific vendor class
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identifiers to convey particular configuration or other identification information
about a client. For example, the identifier may encode the client's hardware
configuration.''

Many devices will include this value in their DHCP packets and they are often
highly descriptive as to the identity of the endpoint sending the packet.

Note In order for Beacon to collect endpoint data from endpoint DHCP packets (e.g., 
discover, request, informs), endpoints have to initiate the DHCP process, and a 
NetWatch module must observe the DHCP client-side packets from the endpoint. 
When an endpoint is connected to a network port (link up), is rebooted, or reaches 
the half-time of the lease of the offer it last accepted, the endpoint will source a 
DHCP packet that contains all or part of the information collected by NetWatch. It 
is important to understand the lease half-time value in order to form an 
expectation as to the period of time the system will need to be in operation prior to 
collecting DHCP information for all endpoints using DHCP. In no case will it be 
instantaneous for all endpoints.

When adding/editing a DHCP Client Vendor rule, the Add Application Rule form will
appear as illustrated in Figure 10-9:

Figure 10-9 Adding/Editing a DHCP Client Vendor Rule

The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the
rule parameters, the Search Data specifically. If the Beacon system has collected
DHCP Client Vendor data from endpoints on the network via NetWatch through the
analysis of DHCP traffic from endpoints, clicking the Show Data button when
configuring a DHCP Client Vendor rule will display the Table of DHCP Vendor
Class/Table of DHCP Data (options/requested options by vendor class) like the one
from an example Beacon system shown in Figure 10-10.
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Figure 10-10 Example Table of DHCP Client Vendor data

The DHCP Client Vendor data stored in the database for an endpoint is the text
string preceding the Show MAC/IP link in the Value column of the DHCP Vendor
Classes table.

To configure a DHCP Client Vendor rule in an endpoint profile, follow the steps
below:

Step 1 Specify the Search Data for the DHCP Client Vendor rule

The Search Data for the DHCP Vendor Class rule specifies a string to match in the
Vendor Class Identifier.

One of the most illustrative examples of profiling using this rule type is Motorola 
Accesss Points. Motorola Access Points include in their DHCP requests a Vendor 
Class Identifier that indicates not only that the endpoint is a Motorola Access Point, 
but the model of the Access Point instrument as well. The AP 621, 650, 6511, and 
6521 use the following Vendor Class Identifiers respectively:

– Motorola AP 621 Wireless Access Point 

– Motorola AP 650 Wireless Access Point

– Motorola AP 6511 Wireless Access Point 

– Motorola AP 6521 Wireless Access Point

When DHCP Discover or Request packets from endpoints addressed via DHCP are
delivered to a NetWatch Monitor interface on a Collector in the system, NetWatch
would have visibility into the DHCP Vendor Class Identifier from each phone as it
sent a DHCP request upon being rebooted or upon its regular renewal of its
address lease. This provides another example of how the Regular Expression
functionality supported in profile rules could be used to match a string that occurs
in several different forms. 
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A single regular expression could be created and used in a DHCP Vendor Class
Application Rule that matched a common portion in all of the strings used by the
models of Motorola APs:

/Motorola AP/i

Alternatively, if it was desirable to break the different Motorola AP models out into
separate profiles, a DHCP Vendor Class Identifier rule specific to each model could
be added to the respective profiles:

/^MotorolaAP\.AP6511$/

This rule would match the AP 6511 specifically and could be configure either alone
or in combination with a MAC Vendor rule to contain all AP 6511 endpoints.

Tip The Beacon factory profiles contain a number of profiles that utilize DHCP 
Vendor Class rules standalone or in conjunction with other rule types. 
Reviewing these profiles and the DHCP rules provides examples or templates 
for this rule type that can be re-used, especially the RegEx. 

Step 2 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 3 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Note There is no Active option for this rule type. The only way that the Beacon System 
can collect this data is via NetWatch analysis of endpoint DHCP packets redirected 
to a monitor interface using the techniques (e.g., traffic redirection or IP Helper).

Configuration of DHCP Host Name Application Rules
The DHCP request from endpoints can also optionally contain the host name of the
endpoint requesting DHCP service. Like the Vendor Class Identifier, for DHCP client
configurations that utilize this option (option 12) the DHCP request packet will also
include the host name of the endpoint. When DHCP packets from endpoints are
observed by Beacon via NetWatch, the system will also record the host name in
the endpoint database for the MAC of the endpoint, and can be used in profile
rules for identifying specific endpoints

When adding/editing a DHCP Host Name rule, the Add Application Rule form will
appear as illustrated in Figure 10-11 on page 10-20:
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Figure 10-11 Add DHCP Host Name Application Rule

The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the
rule parameters, the Search Data specifically. If the Beacon system has collected
DHCP Host Name data from endpoints on the network via NetWatch through the
analysis of DHCP traffic from endpoints, clicking the Show Data button when
configuring a DHCP Host Name rule will display the list of collected Host Names
like the one from an example Beacon system shown in Figure 10-12.
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Figure 10-12 Table of DHCP Host Names

Complete the following steps to add a DHCP Host Name rule to an endpoint profile:

Step 1 Specify the Search Data for the DHCP Host Name rule

The DHCP Host Name rule uses Regular Expressions to specify the matching host 
name recorded by Beacon for endpoints in order to profile them into the endpoint 
profile containing the DHCP Host Name application rule.

As an example of how this rule type might be used in practice in Beacon 
deployments, assume all the Windows endpoints owned by an organization were 
known to be configured with host names that were a string beginning with the letter 
"L" followed by exactly 7 digits, e.g., L0123456. A rule could be created to look for 
endpoints in the database that were observed sending a DHCP request containing 
a host name that was a string beginning with upper-case L followed by exactly 
seven digits to place them in a profile that contained Windows endpoints believed 
to be company-owned laptops or desktops. A regular expression could be defined 
for the Search Data of a DHCP host name rule as follows:
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/^L[0-9]{7}/

This rule would match any endpoint sending a DHCP request with the host name 
option enabled and a host name that was a string that started with the character 
"L" followed by exactly seven digits. Again, this rule might be combined with other 
rules such as a DHCP Vendor Class Identifier rule using the MSFT 5.0 value so that 
endpoints with both attributes would be profiled as Windows endpoints that used a 
host name according to internal host name convention for enterprise-owned 
Windows PCs. It is important to recall that Beacon could profile in this manner using 
only the DHCP request data, and that data is considered MAC-learned for the 
endpoint and therefore persistent through changes in IP.

Step 2 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 3 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Configuration of DNS Name Application Rules
The name for an endpoint registered in the Domain Name System (DNS) is
another attribute that may be used for profiling via the DNS Name rule. The DNS
Name rule matches endpoint data collected actively via NetInquiry, which as an
option, can be configured to query the name server(s) on a network to get
name-to-IP mappings for each endpoint in DNS. A specified string (or strings) in
the domain name of endpoints can be specified as the Search Data for a DNS
Name rule, and the modeler will find matches based on the data collected by
NetInquiry.

This is similar in principle to the DHCP Host Name rule, but the endpoint data is
gathered by a different means, and the underlying attribute are very different. In
environments that use a DNS name convention where endpoints of the same type
are assigned a DNS name including a common string (e.g.,
hp501.printers.greatbaysoftware.com), this may be an effective approach to
profiling devices.

The proper operation of DNS Name rules in a network is dependent on the proper
configuration of NetInquiry so that DNS Name data for endpoints is collected in the
most efficient manner from the DNS Service. Refer to Chapter 7, “Configure
NetInquiry Collector Module” section on page 7-25 for instructions on NetInquiry
module configuration and the enablement of the DNS Collection options.

When adding/editing a DNS Name rule, the Add Application Rule form will appear
as illustrated in Figure 10-13:
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Figure 10-13 Add DNS Name Rule

The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the
rule parameters, the Search Data specifically. If the Beacon system has collected
the DNS Name data for endpoints on the network in DNS via NetInquiry, clicking
the Show Data button when configuring a DNS Name rule will display the Table of
DNS Names like the one from an example Beacon system shown in Figure 10-14.
Note that in the example, the IP address column for each system in DNS was
removed in the figure.

Note If this table is empty it is indicative of the Beacon system being unable to collect 
DNS name information via the NetInquiry modules. This condition must be 
corrected in order for DNS Name rules to function as designed.

Note that there is no “Active” control for this rule type, although by definition they
operate exclusively in active mode. DNS Name collection however is enabled in the
NetInquiry module and will be performed if selected regardless of whether there
are DNS Name rules present in one or more enabled profiles. This is unique to DNS
Name rules in the current implementation.
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Figure 10-14 Table Of DNS Names on System Collecting DNS Information

The DNS Name data stored in the database for each endpoint is the text string in
the DNS Name column of the table.

To create DNS Name rules, follow the steps outlined below:

Step 1 Specify the Search Data for the DHCP Host Name rule

The Search Data entered for the rule can be a simple string or a Regular
Expression that is designed to match multiple strings so that the single rule
matched multiple endpoints that had the string in their assigned DNS name.

Again, when it is determined that endpoints of a particular type utilize a consistent
DNS naming convention, this approach to profiling endpoints may be particularly
useful.

Step 2 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 3 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.
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Configuration of SNMP System Description Application Rules
SNMP System Description rules are seldom used, but can be an effective way to
profile endpoints that run an SNMP agent and respond to a NetMap query for
System Description with a unique string.

This rule type is unique in that the collection of this attribute requires that
endpoints be polled using SNAMP via NetMap, which requires that the endpoint be
entered into the Network Device list configuration for the Beacon system as
outlined in Chapter 8, “Network Infrastructure Device Configuration”. Further, the
endpoint must respond to a SNMP query for System Description information from
the device’s MIB. This would include the switches and routers added to the system
configuration for the purposes of creating the model of the network, but the
addition of other devices that support SNMP but are not part of the network
infrastructure is supported. This is the purpose of the ''Device'' device type that
can be selected for the Type attribute when adding a device/group.

When adding/editing a SNMP System Description rule, the Add Application Rule
form will appear as illustrated in the next figure:

Figure 10-15 Add SNMP System Description Rule

The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the
rule parameters, the Search Data specifically. If the Beacon system has collected
SNMP System Description data for endpoints and not NIDS via at least one
successful NetMap poll, clicking the Show Data button when configuring a SNMP
System Description rule will display the Table of SNMP data.

When an endpoint (not switch or router) in the network device list responds to an
SNMP poll for System Description contents by NetMap, the returned sysDescr
string is stored in the database. The strings returned for each endpoint is the text
string in the SNMP Data column of the table.

Follow the steps below to configure an SNMP Description rule in an endpoint
profile:

Step 1 Specify the Search Data for the SNMP Description rule

The Search Data entered for the rule can be a simple string or a Regular
Expression that is designed to match multiple strings so that the single rule
matched multiple endpoints that had the string in their system description.
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Step 2 Specify Certainty for this rule

Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint
profile.

Step 3 Select Add Application Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Configuration of RADIUS Username Rules
As described earlier in the Configuration Guide, the Profiler system can be
configured to collect RADIUS accounting information from the NASs (access
switches configured as RADIUS clients for MAC and or 802.1X authentication
typically) across the network. The RADIUS Username attribute (see section 5.1 of
RFC 2865 for a discussion of this attribute) can be collected for endpoints that
RADIUS accounting has logged the fact that a user has attempted/completed user
authentication via RADIUS from an endpoint MAC via that RADIUS client.

RADIUS endpoint profiling rules can be created that match endpoints by the data
collected via RADIUS accounting, the username specifically.

Note Endpoint data collected via RADIUS accounting must be viewed on a per-endpoint 
basis via the Endpoint Summary form.

Follow the steps below to configure a RADIUS Username rule in an endpoint
profile:

Step 1 From the Save Profile form, ensure RADIUS is shown in the Add Rule drop-down 
then click the Add Rule button on the form. The Add RADIUS Rule form shown in 
Figure 10-16 will display on the page for entry of the rule parameters.

Figure 10-16 Add RADIUS Rule Form

Step 2 Specify the Search Data for the RADIUS User Name rule

Step 3 The Search Data entered for the rule can be a simple string or a Regular Expression 
that is designed to match multiple usernames.

Step 4 Specify Certainty for this rule
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Step 5 Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint 
profile.

Step 6 Select Add RADIUS Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.

Configuration of Discovery Protocol Rules

CDP
Some endpoints utilize CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol) to inform the switch
connecting them to the network of their platform type and capabilities. Endpoints
such as IP Phones, cameras and others utilize the protocol and this information is
captured on the access switch and stored in the CDP MIB. NetMap when querying a
switch as part of the regular polling process, will collect all CDP neighbor
information from the MIB and store it in the database for the purposes of modeling
the topology and enabling the CDP Platform rule type. Endpoints sending CDP
identify themselves by MAC, so Profiler is able to attribute CDP Platform name
directly to known endpoint MACs.

Tip The information that is collected for endpoints via this process is commonly referred 
to as the Platform Name. The specific OID is named cdpCachePlatform 
(1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.23.1.2.1.1.8).

This endpoint data can be very effective in the profiling of endpoint types that
utilize CDP, using matches to the CDP Platform Name as an attribute of endpoint
identity.

LLDP
The Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) is a standards-based layer 2 protocol
that can be used by a station attached to a specific LAN segment to advertise its
identity and capabilities and to also receive same from a physically adjacent layer
2 peer. 

Beginning with the 3.3.0 collection and profiling of endpoints using LLDP as well as
CDP is supported. 

NetMap when querying a switch as part of the regular polling process, will collect
all LLDP neighbor information from the MIB and store it in the database for the
purposes of modeling the topology and enabling the LLDP rule type. Endpoints
sending LLDP packets, identify themselves by MAC, so Profiler is able to attribute
LLDP System Description name directly to known endpoint MACs.

This endpoint data can be very effective in the profiling of endpoint types that
utilize LLDP, using matches to the LLDP System Description as an attribute of
endpoint identity.
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Tip The information that is collected for endpoints via this process is commonly referred 
to as the System Description. The specific OID is named (char *pLLDPRemSysDesc          
= 1.0.8802.1.1.2.1.4.1.1.10).

Follow the steps below to configure a Discovery Protocol rule, for CDP or LLDP, in
an endpoint profile:

Step 1 From the Save Profile form, ensure Discovery Protocol is shown in the Add Rule 
drop-down then click the Add Rule button on the form. The Add Discovery Protocol 
Rule form shown in Figure 10-17 will display on the page for entry of the rule 
parameters.

Figure 10-17 Add Discovery Protocol Rule Form

The Show Data button is available for this rule type to assist in the setting of the
rule parameters, the Search Data specifically. If the Beacon system has collected
CDP and or LLDP data for endpoints via NetMap, clicking the Show Data button
when configuring a Discovery Protocol rule will display the Tables for CDP and
LLDP Data like that shown in Figure 10-18.
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Figure 10-18 Example Table of Discovery Protocol Data

Step 2 Specify the Search Data for the Discovery Protocol rule for either CDP or LLDP data.

Step 3 The Search Data entered for the rule can be a simple string or a Regular Expression 
that is designed to match multiple strings so that the single rule matched multiple 
endpoints CDP or LLDP data.

Step 4 Specify Certainty for this rule

Step 5 Enter a 'Certainty' value to apply to this rule as it is being used in this endpoint 
profile.

Step 6 Select Add Discovery Protocol Rule button to save the rule to the endpoint profile.
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Configuration of Active Directory Data Rules
NetMap can be configured to collect endpoint data from the Microsoft Active
Directory infrastructure in enterprise environments. This data collection results in
the collection of the following information for endpoints from their Active Directory
information:

1. Is/Is not a member of the Domain

2. Computer (Common) Name

3. Operating System Name

4. Operating System Version

5. Operating System Service Pack Number

6. Domain Name 

Note Release 3.1.1 and greater includes a Endpoint Profile Rule type that allows 
endpoints that have a Computer Object entry in an AD server being polled by 
NetMap to be profiled using their Active Directory Domain Name. This enables 
further granularity to Profiling based on AD information, allowing endpoints that 
are domain members to be profiled based on their domain or sub-domain.

In order for a system to collect Active Directory information, the AD Servers must
be entered into the system configuration as described in Chapter Eight. In
addition, understanding that the primary identifier of endpoints in Active Directory
is the Common Name and not MAC or IP, the Profiler must have data available to
make the mapping between an endpoint (MAC) and its Active Directory entry. In
order to make the mapping, the Profiler must meet the following conditions before
attributing AD data to an endpoint in the Profiler database:

• DHCP hostname and or DNS Name must have been collected and matched to a
Common Name found in the Active Directory Data.

As these conditions are met for a given endpoint, collected AD attributes for the
endpoint are stored for the endpoint MAC. If AD rules are present in enabled
Endpoint Profiles, matches can occur and the endpoint profiled accordingly.

Like Application Rules, AD Rules are better described as a family of rules as four
discrete variants can be defined and used in Profiler deployments:

1. Membership Only - Tests true for endpoints 

2. Common Name Rule - Used to match endpoints that are in Active Directory with 
a common name containing the Search String.

3. AD Information Rule - Used to identify endpoints that are found in Active 
directory and have the specified OS Name, version and or Service Pack.

4. AD Domain Name - Used to identify endpoints that are found in Active Directory 
and have the specified Domain Name attributes

Follow the steps below to configure an Active Directory rule of any of the four
types in an endpoint profile:
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Step 1 From the Save Profile form, ensure Active Directory is shown in the Add Rule 
drop-down then click the Add Rule button on the form. The Add Active Directory 
Rule form shown in Figure 10-19 will display on the page for entry of the rule 
parameters.

Figure 10-19 Add Active Directory Rule

The Select Type control on the Add Active Directory Rule form is a drop-down menu 
that enables selection of the desired Active Directory rule sub-type.

Step 2 Select the desired Active Directory rule sub-type from the drop-down menu. Follow 
the steps below depending on the sub-type selected.

Membership Only
Upon the selection of this sub-type, the Add Active Directory Rule form changes as 
shown in Figure 10-20

Figure 10-20 Add Active Directory Rule: Membership Only sub-type

a. Set the ''Computer is Member'' parameter as desired via drop down: 'Yes' 
designates that the endpoint MAC has been mapped to a Computer Name that 
is known to be a member of the Domain. 'No' designates that the endpoint has 
not yet been mapped to a Computer Name that is a known member of the 
Domain.

b. Set the desired Certainty Factor.

c. Select the Add Active Directory Rule button to save the rule.
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Active Directory Computer Name Rule
Upon selection of this sub-type the Add Active Directory Rule form changes as
shown in Figure 10-21.

Figure 10-21 Add Active Directory Rule: Computer Name sub-type

a. Set the ''Computer Name'' search string. The Search Data entered for the rule 
can be a simple string or a Regular Expression that is designed to match multiple 
strings so that the single rule matched multiple endpoints with computer names 
in Active Directory matching the expression.

b. Set the desired Certainty Factor.

c. Select the Add Active Directory Rule button to save the rule.

Active Directory Information Rule

Tip The AD Information Rule allows one or multiple parameters (OS name, 
version, service pack) to be specified as search criteria in a single rule. The 
underlying logical operator for the rule however is AND, meaning that 
endpoints that match ALL of the specified search parameters will satisfy the 
AD information rule. If nothing is specified for a parameter, that is interpreted 
as “any” value for that parameter.

Upon the selection of this sub-type, the Add Active Directory Rule form changes as 
shown in Figure 10-22.
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Figure 10-22 Add Active Directory Rule: Information sub-type

a. Set one or more of the parameters for OS Name, OS Version and Service Pack.

The Search Data entered for the rule can be a simple string or a Regular Expression 
that is designed to match multiple strings so that the single rule matched multiple 
endpoints with OS information from Active Directory matching the expression.

If a parameter is left blank, that is interpreted as matching any value.

For example, an AD Information Rule that had the Computer OS parameter set as 
Windows, with no Computer OS Version or Computer OS Service Pack, would match 
all endpoints with AD information indicating it was running an OS Version containing 
the string 'Windows,' all versions and service pack levels.

b. Set the desired Certainty Factor.

c. Select the Add Active Directory Rule button to save the rule.

Active Directory Domain Name
Upon selection of this sub-type the Add Active Directory Rule form changes as
shown in Figure 10-23.

Figure 10-23 Active Directory Domain Name Rule

a. Set the ''Domain Name'' search string. The UI will post-process the entry in this 
field so that the standard “dotted” notation is accepted, for example: 
ad.mysubdomain.mydomain.com, which would match all AD domain member 
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computers that were members of mysubdomain sub-domain of mydomain.com. 
The string specified in this field should specify the exact-match of the end of the 
domain name. So, if it was desired to match all subdomains of mydomain.com, 
entering 'mydomain.com' in this field would specify matching for all AD domain 
names ending with mydomain.com

b. Set the desired Certainty Factor.

c. Select the Add Active Directory Rule button to save the rule.

Profile Rules, NetInquiry and Active Profile Data Collection
The NetInquiry module and its configuration were introduced in Chapter 7 of this
Configuration Guide. NetInquiry is the Beacon module that provides a means
within the Beacon system to actively probe selected endpoints or selected network
services (DNS in the current version) in order to generate a response from
endpoints or gather data that is useful for Endpoint Profiling. 

In the Active mode of endpoint profile data collection, the Beacon system
(Collectors with an enabled NetInquiry module specifically) communicates with the
endpoints directly in order to generate traffic at the management interface of the
Collector so that it can be analyzed by NetInquiry. The active method does not
require redirection of native endpoint traffic to the monitoring interface of the
Collector. Essentially in active mode, the Collector is inducing the endpoints in the
specified range to send directed traffic of interest to the management interface of
the Collector where it can be analyzed by NetInquiry to determine if the traffic
contains data useful for endpoint profiling (e.g., indicates that an endpoint has a
specified TCP port open, is displaying a web/SMTP banner, or contains DNS name
information for endpoints of interest).

NetInquiry can be used to initiate communications from a specified set of
endpoints in a way that is not harmful to endpoints or the network while aiding in
the Beacon endpoint profiling function.

A given NetInquiry module relies upon both its own configuration and the
configuration   Profile rules in enabled Profiles to define how (if) it will operate in a
given environment. The Beacon rule types that are pertinent to NetInquiry are as
follows, and were described in detail earlier in this chapter:

– TCP Open Port rules

The following Application rule types:

– Web Server Type

– SMTP Server Banner

– DNS Name rules, which are a special case in that they only operate in
''Active'' mode. That is, in order for the data to be collected that enable
matches to be made based on DNS name, at least one NetInquiry module
must be configured to collect DNS name information.

In the cases of TCP Open Port, Web Server Type and SMTP Server Banner rule
types, whether or not the optional Active Profiling provided by the NetInquiry
functionality is used by the Beacon system is controlled via a configuration option
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in each rule of the types that may be made to be active. (Assuming that is, that a
NetInquiry module has been added to the configuration as described in chapter 7
of this document, and is running on the system.)

Recall that the NetInquiry modules in the Beacon system run on the Beacon
Collector(s) deployed in the system. If one or more Collectors have had their
NetInquiry module(s) configured as described in chapter 7, and Profiles containing
active rules of the aforementioned types are enabled, the Beacon system will
utilize Active Profiling techniques in addition to the passive techniques outlined
throughout this and the following chapter.

DNS Collection is an exception to this. NetInquiry modules that have the ''Enable
DNS Name Collection'' option checked will attempt to collect DNS information with
their designated name server, whether or not a DNS Name rule is present in an
enabled profile.

The decision to employ passive versus active techniques is dependent on the
specifics of each network environment. There are trade-offs associated with both
methods, and full consideration should be given to devising a Profiling strategy
that best meets the objectives of each implementation.
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Configure Beacon Events

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 11-1

• Beacon Endpoint Event Types, page 11-3

• Create Beacon Events, page 11-6

• Configuring Beacon Event Delivery via SNMP Trap, page 11-12

• Event Delivery to External Syslog Servers, page 11-13

• Beacon Syslog Event Formatting, page 11-17

Overview
Beacon Events are a critical component of the endpoint Identity Monitoring
capability of the Beacon system. Beacon is able to not only discover, locate and
identify the endpoints on the network; it also constantly monitors the endpoint
environment for changes. When the endpoint connected to a designated port
changes, or if an endpoint begins exhibiting attributes resulting in re-profiling,
these events can be logged by Beacon and the system can automatically alert
network operations or security management. In this way, the endpoint Identity
Monitoring function of the Beacon system can be used to proactively monitor the
endpoints using the network.

The version 3.1 release of Beacon provides five Endpoint Event types:

1. New Endpoint

2. Profile Change, which consists of two sub-types:

a. Profile Change Entering

b. Profile Change Exiting

3. Alarm Profile

4. Profile Consistency

5. NAC Events

Note The NAC Event type is used exclusively for the integration of Beacon systems with 
NAC Appliance. This special event type is covered in detail in Appendix E, 
“Integration with NAC Appliance” and not covered further in this chapter.
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The first four event types form the basis of the Beacon Identity Monitoring and
alerting functionality. 

New Endpoint, Profile Change, Alarm Profile, and Profile Consistency events are
created and configured to alert network and security operations through the
Beacon UI and one or more of a combination of alerting mechanisms commonly
used in the enterprise environment:

• SNMP traps to the NMS

• Syslog entries on the Beacon Server and or external Syslog servers on the
network

Tip When added to the Beacon system configuration New Endpoint, Profile Change, 
Alarm Profile, and Profile Consistency Events are delivered to the Events Viewer and 
Events List located on the Beacon Dashboard at the Home tab of the UI, as well as 
to the Endpoint Console view of Beacon Events.

In the 3.1 version of Beacon, a significant enhancement was made to the Beacon
Events functionality. In previous versions, the Event subsystem was passive and
restricted only to a notification action on the occurrence of configured events. In
version 3.1, a new Event Delivery method was added called Active Response
which evolved the Eventing mechanism system from a passive, notify-only system
to one that can take specified actions on the network when designated events are
detected by the Beacon System.

The Active Response capability, when configured for a Beacon event will utilize
SNMP to enforce an action on the network access port of endpoints triggering the
event. Through the Active Response capability, when an Event with Active
Response enabled is triggered the Beacon can perform one of the following actions
on the switch port the system has determined the endpoint is currently connected
to the network on:

1. Bounce the port: administratively disable then re-enable the port which will 
cause the connected endpoint to re-authenticate

2. Disable the port - place the port connecting the endpoint into an Admin Down 
state

3. On switches running specific versions of IOS, cause the 802.1X PAE State 
Machine to perform an immediate re-authentication of the endpoint using 
802.1X/MAB.

Beacon Events can be utilized to assist in the ongoing management,
troubleshooting and improvement of the network security posture by immediately
and automatically alerting appropriate personnel and systems when changes of
interest are occurring at the edge of the network.

This chapter will describe the functionality of the four event types enumerated in
the last paragraph, and how they are configured. Viewing and managing the
events viewer within the Beacon UI is covered in Chapter 14, “Using the Beacon
Endpoint Console”.
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Tip The Active Response event delivery option requires that the Beacon system have 
read-write SNMP access to the switches connecting endpoints. Refer to Chapter 8, 
“Network Infrastructure Device Configuration” for instructions on the configuration 
of Network Infrastructure Devices within the Beacon system for read-write SNMP 
access.

Beacon Endpoint Event Types
In the current version of Beacon, there are four types of endpoint events that the
system can be configured to report and optionally to take an Active Response
action on.

The four event types are described in the following subsections.

Note NAC Events are used exclusively with integration of Beacon with NAC Appliance. 
They are covered in detail in Appendix E, “Integration with NAC Appliance”.

New Endpoint Event Type
This event type is designed to alert upon initial discovery and profiling of a new
endpoint into a designated Endpoint Profile. 

This event is could be used to alert when endpoints are initially Profiled into one or
more designated Endpoint Profiles of interest, again when endpoints are first seen
by the Beacon for the very first time. For example, it may be desirable to know
when endpoints from a particular manufacturer are added to the network, possibly
devices that are known to be unauthorized according to policy. Therefore, the user
could create a Rogue Device Profile, as an example, that could be configured with
rules that will match endpoints having MAC Vendors known to be manufacturers of
SOHO Access Point routers. As endpoints from these vendors are connected to the
network, they will be discovered and immediately profiled into the Rogue Device
Profile by the Beacon system.

If a New Endpoint event was created with the Matching Profile parameter
configured to match the Rogue Device Profile, upon saving that event to the
configuration, each and every time a new endpoint was added to the network for
the very first time and is profiled into the Rogue Device Profile.

Note New version 3.1 Beacon systems and existing systems upgraded to version 3.1 will 
have a New Endpoint event configured by default. This New Endpoint event is 
configured to match *all* Endpoint Profiles (including Not Profile) through the use 
of a Regular Expression. This default New Endpoint event creates an event in the 
Event Viewer and Events List on the Home Tab (only) each time the system 
discovers a new endpoint.
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Conceptually, the New Endpoint event is a special case of the Profile Change
(entering) event to be described in the next section as it is designed to trigger as
endpoints enter into a designated Profile (which can include Not Profiled) initially.

Beyond alerting to the discovery of all new endpoints or endpoints of a particular
type, with Active Response enabled on a New Endpoint event, the following
use-case can be addressed. A common deployment challenge with port-based
authentication is the proper handling of new endpoints that are
non-responsive/non-authenticating. A common example is the addition of a new
printer to the authenticated network. In this case, Beacon has not discovered the
device previously and therefore as it is connected to the network for the first time,
the authentication system is not provisioned for it and the first authentication
attempt fails resulting in the printer being placed in the guest or authentication
failure VLAN. Once in that VLAN, the identity attributes that allow the endpoint to
be profiled correctly as a printer will be observed by the Beacon Collectors when
best-practice design guidelines have been followed which result in the endpoint
transitioning from Not Profiled to the Printer profile. With a New Endpoint event
configured for the Printer profile with Active Response enabled, the port can be
bounced forcing the switch to re-authenticate the endpoint which is now properly
provisioned so that the new printer is authenticated (by MAC as a known printer)
and gets the correct network policy. The port bounce will also result in the
endpoint initiating DHCP which allows its local configuration to be updated so that
the change of access is effected with no manual intervention.

Profile Change Event Type
This event is used to alert when endpoints transition into, or out, of designated
Endpoint Profiles. Through the two sub-types, Profile Change events can be
created for the purpose of monitoring and alerting when specified Profile
transitions occur on the system. The two sub-types are explained in detail in the
following sections.

Profile Change (Entering) Events
This event type is used for monitoring the transition of endpoints from any
Endpoint Profile (e.g., other than Not Profiled), into another designated Endpoint
Profile or Profiles. This transition would occur when new identity attributes are
reported by the Collectors resulting in the best-match profile for the endpoint
changing to that of a Profile with a higher Profile Certainty Factor (CF).

Note In scenarios where endpoints are discovered and immediately profiled into an 
endpoint profile or transition from Not Profiled to a Profile matching a Profile 
Change (entering) event, this will not trigger a Profile Change (entering) event. In 
order for the Profile Change (entering) event to fire, an endpoint must be in an 
Endpoint Profile (e.g., not in Not Profiled) and as the result of a re-model (new 
endpoint data reported by the Collectors) be transitioned to an Endpoint Profile 
matching a Profile Change (entering) event.

Such a profile transition may be of interest and may justify action be taken with
endpoints transitioning into specified profiles. For example, if special-purpose
endpoints such as HVAC systems or ID Badge Readers transitioned from their
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respective endpoint profiles to the Windows or Apple User profiles via NetWatch
detection of a DHCP Vendor Class Identifier or Web User Agent identity attribute
observed for the MAC of an HVAC or ID Badge Reader, such an event may be of
interest and warrant an Active Response as such as transition is out of the
ordinary.

Profile Change (Exiting) Events
This event type is used for monitoring the transition of endpoints from a specified
Endpoint Profile or Profiles to any other Endpoint Profile or back to a state of Not
Profiled.

For example, if it is desirable to know that an endpoint that was currently in the
Printers profile leaves that Profile for any other profile, due to the endpoint data
for the endpoint requiring it’s best-match profile changing to another or no longer
meeting the rules in the Printer profile, the Profile Change (Exiting) event type
would be used.

When used in conjunction with Active Response event delivery, a use case for this
event type may be to detect and respond to attempted MAC Spoofing. For
example, endpoints leaving the Printer profile for a higher-certainty Windows or
Apple User profile upon the exhibition of a web user agent by the endpoint would
fire the Profile Change (Exiting) event. If Active Response delivery was configured
for the event, a port bounce could be commanded which would force the
immediate re-authentication of the endpoint which would thwart the MAC Spoof
immediately upon detection.

Alarm Profile Event Type
The determination of best-match profile for a given endpoint via the Certainty
Factor is one of the primary underpinnings of Endpoint Profiling and Identity
Monitoring. As outlined previously, each endpoint discovered by the system can be
in one and only one Endpoint Profile at any given point in time. A given endpoint
may satisfy the rules in more than one Profile at any given time however, and the
determination in such a case of the best-match is made based on the profile with
the highest Profile Certainty calculated based on rule-matches by the endpoint.

The Alarm Profile Event is used in conjunction with special Endpoint Profiles
termed ‘alarm profiles’ that are designed with rules that match endpoint identity
attributes of interest, but are not designed to actually containerize endpoints.
Alarm profiles have a sufficiently low Certainty Factor so that endpoints remain in
the best-match Profile that is indicative of their type while still matching the rules
in the Alarm Profile that have an Alarm Profile Event tied to them so that the
system can alert that endpoints are exhibiting attributes of interest.

A simple example may help to better explain this event type. Consider a network
use policy that forbids the use of the Firefox browser on company owned Windows
PCs. An Alarm Profile could be created that contained Web User Agent rules that
matched the user agent displayed by the Firefox browser by default when that
browser is run on the network, with a very low CF to prevent endpoints from
transitioning out of the Windows profile when the presence of the Firefox browser
was detected. The Alarm Event would be created so that when endpoints in any
Endpoint Profile also satisfied the rule in the Alarm Profile (e.g., Collector detected
the web user agent exhibited by the endpoint), the event would fire.
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Note Alarm Profile Events will fire for an endpoint upon each re-Model of the endpoint 
MAC if it satisfies the rules in the Alarm profile. In certain scenarios, this can lead 
to high event volume and should be monitored closely after enablement.

Profile Consistency Event Type
This event was designed to be used to check specified Endpoint Profiles for
consistency of the rule set, and to alert when endpoints display conflicting identity
attributes and are currently satisfying the rules in multiple Endpoint Profiles at the
last re-model. Recall that each endpoint discovered by the system can be in one
and only one Endpoint Profile at any given point in time. A given endpoint may
satisfy the rules in more than one Profile at any given time however, and the
determination in such a case of the best-match is made based on the profile with
the highest Profile Certainty calculated based on rule-matches by the endpoint.

The Profile Consistency Event is used to alert when Endpoints in designated
Endpoint Profiles are satisfying rules in one or more other Endpoint Profile in
addition to their best-match profile upon their last re-model. This can be indicative
of rule sets that are overlapping suggesting revisiting the Profile Hierarch and rule
sets in enabled Profiles, or, that endpoints triggering the Profile Consistency
events may in fact be displaying identity attributes that need to be investigated.

Note Profile Consistency Events will fire for an endpoint upon each re-Model of the 
endpoint MAC if it remains in the Profile(s) specified in the Event, yet still satisfies 
rules in other profiles. In certain scenarios, this can lead to high event volume and 
should be monitored closely after enablement.

Create Beacon Events
To create Beacon Events of the aforementioned types, navigate to the
Configuration tab and select the Events link from the secondary menu. The Beacon
Events configuration page is displayed shown in Figure 11-1.
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Figure 11-1 Beacon Events Page

Select the Create Events option from the table on the Beacon Events configuration
page to create New Endpoint, Profile Change, Alarm Profile or Profile Consistency
events and add them to the system configuration.

Selecting Create Events results in the displayed of the Add Event form illustrated
in Figure 11-2. The Add Event form is used for creation of Events of all the Event
Types outlined earlier in the Chapter. As certain options are selected, the form
changes automatically to capture the configuration parameters for the selected
Event Type (logic) and Delivery Methods.

Figure 11-2 Add Event Form

To create a new endpoint event, complete the Add Event form for the desired
event type using the steps below:

Step 1 Name the event to be created.
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Tip Enter a unique case sensitive and meaningful name to describe the Beacon event 
being created. When naming the event, consideration should be given to the fact 
that the Event Name is utilized in displaying the event via the Event Delivery 
Methods; Beacon Interface, SNMP Trap, or Syslog. Beacon event names must be 
unique.

Step 2 Define the Event Logic

Use the radio buttons to select the appropriate event type for the event being 
added: New Endpoint, Profile Change, Alarm Profile or Profile Consistency.

Additionally, the Event Logic enables the administrator to select options to make the 
event mechanism more selective and hence enhancing the value of Beacon Events 
for the purposes of network operations and security management. 

The Matching Profile field provides a mechanism to further refine the event by 
making the event mechanism more selective. The interpretation of “Matching” is 
dependent on the rule type/sub-type as outlined below:

Tip Matching Profile will accept a regular expression that matches one or more Profile 
names.

For New Endpoint events, the Matching Profile field is used to designate the Profile 
(or Profiles) that should be monitored for the addition of new endpoints seen for the 
first time by Beacon. In the example outlined earlier in the chapter, if it was 
desirable for Beacon to generate an event each time an new endpoint was added to 
the network and was added to the Profile named 'Belkin Devices,' the Matching 
Profile would have /Belkin/ entered in it.

For Profile Change events, the Matching Profiles field allows one or more Profiles to 
be designated as monitored for Profile changes. When Profile Change Event is 
selected a pull down menu appears, allowing the sub-type of the Profile Change to 
be selected which results in the following interpretation of Matching Profile:

Entering Profile - Selecting “Entering Profile” will result in an event that
monitors the Matching Profile(s) for Endpoints that transition from another
Profile (other than Not Profiled) and entered the matching Profile(s)

Exiting Profile - Selecting “Exiting Profile” will result in an event that
monitors the Matching Profile(s) for Endpoints that exit the Profile(s)
transitioning to any other profile including Not Profiled

The Matching Profile for Alarm Profile events is used to designate the Alarm Profile. 
Endpoints in any profile that also match the rules in the specified Alarm Profile will 
trigger the event.

For Profile Consistency Events, specify the Profile(s) that are to be monitored for 
consistency. Events will be triggered when endpoints currently in a matching profile 
also satisfy the rules in one or more additional profiles.

Step 3 Select desired Event Delivery method(s) to be executed upon the event being 
triggered.
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Beacon provides four Endpoint Event delivery methods applicable to New Endpoints, 
Profile Change, Alarm Profile, and Profile Consistency events. Those delivery 
methods are as follows:

SNMP Trap – Beacon will issues an SNMP Trap to the designated SNMP 
Manager. See Configuring Beacon Event Delivery via SNMP Trap, page 12 for 
additional system configuration required to enable SNMP trap delivery.

Syslog – Beacon will write a syslog message based on the settings in 
/etc/syslog.conf. This can be configured to use both the internal syslog on the 
Beacon Server and external syslog servers. See Configuring Beacon Event 
Delivery via SNMP Trap, page 12 for additional system configuration required for 
delivery of events via syslog.

Beacon Interface – (default) Beacon will display the event in the Beacon 
Events page of the Endpoint Console provided by the user interface. 
Management of Events in the Endpoint Console is covered in Chapter 14, “Using 
the Beacon Endpoint Console”.

Active Response– If a event occurs in which Active Response delivery option 
is enabled then one of the following actions will be taken on the access port 
connecting the endpoint (if it is known):

Disable Port, where the Port is placed in Admin Down state.

Bounce Port, where the port transitions to a Down state and back to a Up 
state, this may cause the endpoint to re-authenticate if authentication is 
enable on the Network Device port.

Reauthenticate (Cisco Switches only), usage with supported Cisco 
Switches in which the event will trigger an 802.1X re-authentication of the 
endpoint. Note that the re-authentication is session-based so that in the 
case of ports with multiple authenticated endpoints connected, only the 
endpoint involved in the event is forced to reauthenticate.

Any combination of the four Event Delivery options can be selected for the Endpoint 
Event being created by selecting the checkbox.

Note A configured Active Response action will be executed by the Beacon system 
ONLY when the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The location (switch & port) of the endpoint triggering the event is known 
by the Beacon System.
2. The system has less than 3 MAC addresses located on the port at the time 
the event is fired.
3. The read-write SNMP community string for the Network Device is present 
in the system configuration.

If these conditions are not met when an Event with the Active Response 
delivery option enabled is triggered, the specified action will not be initiated 
by the system.
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Tip Active Response events that result in a network device configuration change 
effected by Beacon are logged in the Change Logs viewed from the Utilities 
Tab of the Beacon UI. See Chapter 15, “The Beacon Utilities Tab”.

Step 4 Specify desired Event Level

Select one of the four available Event Level options (Info, Minor, Normal or
Critical) to aid operators in the interpretation of the priority/severity of this
Endpoint Event.

Step 5 Enable the Event as desired

Once defined the Event can be enabled or disabled at any time by selecting the 
appropriate option.

Step 6 Select the Add Event button to save the newly created Endpoint Event.

If additional Beacon Events are desired, repeat the process outlined above to
create the New Endpoint, Profile Change, Alarm Profile, and Profile Consistency
events required.

Activating Beacon Events
In order for Beacon Events to become active on the system, the configuration
changes outlined in earlier sections need to be committed to the running
configuration of the system.

For all Beacon events, as soon as the event is created and saved, execute an Apply
Changes -> Update Modules.

Tip For the Profile Change - Entering event, if endpoints were currently in the Profile(s) 
specified in the Matching Profiles entry for the event prior to the activation of the 
Profile Change event, the event will not be triggered for these endpoints as the 
event logic requires that an endpoint be added to the Profile post event activation. 

If configured correctly, when a New Endpoint, Profile Change, Alarm Profile, or
Profile Consistency event occurs, the notification(s) specified in the respective
event configuration should show the event. For a description of Beacon’s Event
display and management provided within the Endpoint Console, please see
Chapter 14, “Using the Beacon Endpoint Console”.

Note Events of these types will also be shown in the Events List and Event Viewer on the 
dashboard (home tab).
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Edit Beacon Events
To view the list of Beacon Events saved on the system and their current status
select the View/Edit Events List link in the Beacon Events table (Configuration ->
Beacon Events -> View/Edit Events list. Figure 11-3 is an example of the table that
will be presented upon selecting View/Edit Events:

Figure 11-3 Table of Beacon Events

Selecting a hyperlink Event Name will open the Edit Event form for the selected
Event Name as illustrated in Figure 11-4.

Figure 11-4 Edit (Save) Event Form
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The form is populated with the current (last saved) Beacon event parameters
which can be edited as desired. Refer to “Create Beacon Events” section on
page 11-6 for a description of each parameter and instructions for defining a
Beacon Event.

Temporary enablement or disablement of the Endpoint Event can be accomplished
by selecting the appropriate radio button.

After making changes to the event that are to be committed to the system, be
sure to select the Save Event button to save the changes to the system
configuration.

If the event is to be deleted, select the Delete Event button to remove the event
from the system configuration.After desired changes are made, the changes must
be committed to the running system configuration. Execute an Apply Changes ->
Update Modules to commit the edits to Beacon Events.

Configuring Beacon Event Delivery via SNMP Trap
Beacon supports event delivery via several different methods: SNMP traps, Syslog,
as well to the Beacon Interface. This section outlines the procedure for enabling
the optional Event Delivery method of SNMP traps for selected Events and for
Beacon Server Module Configuration for SNMP Trap Delivery

The Beacon system is enabled at the system-level for event delivery via SNMP
traps via the configuration of optional parameters in the Profiler Server
configuration.

Note One or more Events has to be enabled for the SNMP trap event delivery method. 
When creating new events to be delivery via SNMP trap, see “Create Beacon 
Events” section on page 11-6. If existing events are to be enabled for SNMP trap 
event delivery see “Enable Existing Beacon Events for SNMP or Syslog Delivery 
Method” section on page 11-16.

Follow the following steps to utilize this option system-wide

Step 1 Navigate to the Configure Server form and complete the following sub-steps:

a. Enter the Manager IP Address and Manager Community String in the SNMP 
Configuration portion of the form for the system designated to receive traps 
from the Beacon System when events are triggered.

b. Enter the Beacon Interface DNS/IP address in the External Reference section of 
the form. For Beacon Server pairs, the DNS/IP entered should be the VIP of the 
Beacon Server pair. See Chapter 6, “Configuring the Beacon Server Module”, for 
complete details on the configuration of Server Module parameters.

An example is provided in the following figure: the IP address of the SNMP trap
receiver designated to receive Beacon event traps is 10.173.63.194, and the
community String of the trap receiver is public. These parameters are added to the
Beacon Server module configuration, Advanced Options section. See Figure 11-5
on the next page.
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Figure 11-5 Beacon Server Module SNMP Configuration (Advanced Options)

The entry for the Beacon External Reference should be the management interface
(eth0) DNS/IP of the Beacon Server (standalone). For HA-pairs, it should be the
DNS/VIP for the Beacon Server HA pair. This parameter is used to identify the
Beacon system as the sender of SNMP traps by the receiving host (network
management typically).

Step 2 Select the Update Server button to save the changes to the Server module 
configuration.

After an Apply Changes -> Update Modules is executed, whenever a Beacon Event
that is enabled for delivery via SNMP traps occurs on the system, a trap will be
sent from the Beacon system to the designated trap receiver.

Configuring Beacon Event Delivery via Syslog
In the following sections, the procedures for configuration of the Beacon system to
deliver Beacon Events via syslog are outlined. By default, syslog messages
generated by a Beacon Events are sent to the following location on the Beacon
Server: /var/log/auth.log. However, the Beacon system can be configured to send
the syslog messages resulting from Events to the internal syslog, see “Event
Delivery to Internal Syslog” section on page 11-15, and or send the messages
resulting from selected events to external syslog server(s), see “Event Delivery to
External Syslog Servers” section on page 11-13. The following sections will
provide the procedures to be followed in order to configure Beacon to send syslog
messages to both locations.

Event Delivery to External Syslog Servers

Tip The enablement of Syslog event delivery on the Beacon system is an advanced 
configuration tasks requiring some familiarity with the FreeBSD operating system 
and the vi text editor. Contact Technical Support for assistance with these 
configuration tasks if necessary.
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Enabling Beacon Event delivery to an external syslog server requires system-level
configuration changes to the Beacon Server host operating system, and selecting
the syslog event delivery method for one or more Beacon events.

Follow the procedure below to make the required system-level configuration
changes to the Beacon Server.

Note One or more Beacon Events has to be enabled for the syslog event delivery 
method. When creating new events to be delivery via syslog, see “Create Beacon 
Events” section on page 11-6. If existing events are to be enabled for syslog event 
delivery see “Enable Existing Beacon Events for SNMP or Syslog Delivery Method” 
section on page 11-16.

Step 1 Initiate an SSH session to the Beacon Server. For HA pairs, use the VIP. Elevate to 
root access by using the su command.

Note For HA pairs, the procedure outlined in this section must be performed on both 
appliances in the pair to enable the desired syslog functionality on both 
appliances. Start with the Primary (by SSH to the VIP), and then repeat the 
procedure on the current Secondary. Failure to configure both members of the pair 
with the proper syslog configuration will result in Beacon event delivery via syslog 
failing if the HA pair should failover.

Step 2 Edit the /etc/syslog.conf file using vi. Near the top of the factory default file, the 
following lines will appear:

### Send beacon-events to remote host -- uncomment and configure if
desired

#authpriv.alert                                  @log.host.address

Un-comment (remove the #) in the first character of the line and replace the
‘log.host.address’ text with the IP/DNS name of the syslog server.

Tip Ensure that the tab key is used, not the space bar when entering the white space 
prior to the entry for the IP/DNS name of the syslog server. 

Step 3 Save the changes to the syslog.conf file via shift zz and exit the vi editor.

Step 4 cd to /etc/rc.d location and perform a restart of syslog daemon with the command 
./syslogd restart, in order for the new changes to the syslog configuration of the 
Beacon Server appliance to take effect.

[root@BeaconHA1 /etc/rc.d]# ./syslogd restart
Stopping syslogd.
Starting syslogd.
[root@BeaconHA1 /etc/rc.d]#
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The Beacon system is now enabled for Beacon Event delivery via syslog to an 
external syslog server.

After the Update Modules, when a Beacon Event that is enabled for delivery via
syslog occurs, the Beacon system will log the event according to the external
syslog configuration on the external syslog server(s) specified.

Event Delivery to Internal Syslog
Enabling Beacon Event delivery to internal syslog requires system-level
configuration changes to the appliance operating system, and selecting the syslog
event delivery method for one or more Beacon events.

Follow the procedure below to make the required system-level configuration
changes to the Beacon Server system:

Note One or more Beacon Events has to be enabled for the syslog event delivery 
method. When creating new events to be delivery via syslog, see “Create Beacon 
Events” section on page 11-6. If existing events are to be enabled for syslog event 
delivery see “Enable Existing Beacon Events for SNMP or Syslog Delivery Method” 
section on page 11-16.

Step 1 Initiate an SSH session to the Beacon Server system. For HA pairs, use the VIP. 
Elevate to root system user access by using the su command.

Note For HA pairs, the procedure outlined in this section must be performed on both 
appliances in the pair to enable the desired syslog functionality on both 
appliances. Start with the Primary (by SSH to the VIP), and then repeat the 
procedure on the current Secondary. Failure to configure both members of the pair 
with the proper syslog configuration will result in Beacon event delivery via syslog 
failing if the HA pair should failover.

Step 2 Open the syslog.conf file for editing, via vi syslog.conf command and make the 
changes outlined below to second line of the file. All syslog messages will be sent 
to the internal syslog server located at /var/log/messages on the Beacon server 
appliance.

From:

*.notice;authpriv.none;kern.debug;local0.info;lpr.info;mail.crit;news.err       
/var/log/messages

To:
*.notice;authpriv.info;kern.debug;local0.info;lpr.info;mail.crit;news.err       
/var/log/messages
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Save the change to the syslog.conf via shift zz.

Step 3 cd to /etc/rc.d location and perform a restart of syslog daemon with the command 
./syslogd restart, in order to for the new changes to the syslog configuration to 
take affect on the Beacon Server appliance.

[root@BeaconHA1 /etc/rc.d]# ./syslogd restart
Stopping syslogd.
Starting syslogd.
[root@BeaconHA1 /etc/rc.d]#

The Beacon system is now enabled for Beacon Event delivery via internal syslog

After the Update Modules, when a Beacon Event that is enabled for delivery via
syslog occurs, the Beacon system will log the event to its syslog according to the
internal syslog configuration.

Enable Existing Beacon Events for SNMP or Syslog Delivery Method
To configure existing Beacon events for delivery via syslog or SNMP, perform the
following steps:

Step 1 Navigate to the Configuration Tab, select the Events link, then View/Edit Events 
List. This displays the list of events currently in the configuration (Figure 11-3 on 
page 11-11).

Step 2 To enable syslog event delivery method for an event, select the event name to open 
the Edit Event form for the saved event (Figure 11-6).

Figure 11-6 Enable Event for Syslog Delivery Method

Step 3 Ensure that in the ''Event delivery methods'' section of the form that the Syslog box 
has been checked to enable this event for delivery via syslog. 
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Step 4 Click on ''Edit Event'' button to save the changes to the Beacon Event configuration.

Beacon Syslog Event Formatting
The Beacon Event Syslog messages for all Event Types are built using the same
template:

<EVENT_DATE_TIME>:
<BEACON_SERVER_HOST_NAME>[<BEACON_SYSLOG_PROCESS_ID>]:
<BEACON_EVENT_TYPE>. Event Name: [<BEACON_EVENT_NAME>]
Switch/port: <SWITCH_IP_ADDRESS>(<SWITCH_PORT_INDEX>) Profile:
(<CURRENT_PROFILE>) MAC: (<ENDPOINT_MAC_ADDRESS>) Old Profile:
(<PREVIOUS_PROFILE>) End node:
<ENDPOINT_MAC_ADDRESS>(<ENDPOINT_IP_ADDRESS>)

Table 11-1 on the following page defines the contents of each of the variable
fields.

Table 11-1 Beacon Syslog Message Formatting
Field Description
<EVENT_DATE_TIME
>

Date/Time of the Event (Server clock)

<BEACON_SERVER_H
OST_NAME>

Host name of the Beacon Server

<BEACON_SYSLOG_P
ROCESS_ID>

Beacon Server Syslog Process ID

<BEACON_EVENT_TY
PE>

One of the five pre-defined Beacon event types

<BEACON_EVENT_NA
ME>

User-configured Beacon event name

<SWITCH_IP_ADDRE
SS>

Switch IP address where endpoint is connected, if known by
Beacon at time of event, else 0.0.0.0.

<SWITCH_PORT_IND
EX>

Switch port (IFindex) where endpoint is connected, if known
by Beacon at time of event, else 0.

<CURRENT_PROFILE
>

Current endpoint profile (“Not Profiled” if not profiled)

<ENDPOINT_MAC_AD
DRESS>

Endpoint MAC address

<PREVIOUS_PROFIL
E>

Previous endpoint profile (“(null)” if undefined, generally for
New Endpoint events for previously undiscovered
endpoints.)

<ENDPOINT_MAC_AD
DRESS>

Endpoint MAC address

<ENDPOINT_IP_ADD
RESS>

Endpoint IP address (If IP-to-MAC mapping was established
previous to event.
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The following examples of Syslog messages for each Beacon Event Type illustrate
the event text generated per type:

1. New Endpoint Event:
Feb  9 01:12:01 beacon[37817]: New Endpoint Event. Event Name: [All New
Endpoints] Switch/port: 10.9.0.1(10101) Profile: (Not Profiled) MAC:
(00:13:f7:c7:8d:3c) Old Profile: ((null)) End node: 00:13:f7:c7:8d:3c(0.0.0.0)

2. Profile Change Event Types:
a. Entering:

Feb  9 03:02:06 beacon[37817]: Profile Entering Event. Event Name:
[Enter Windows Profile] Switch/port: 10.174.19.7(12017) Profile: (Active
Profile Test) MAC: (00:50:56:9b:32:7c) Old Profile: (VMware Virtual
Machine) End node: 00:50:56:9b:32:7c(10.174.80.204)

b. Exiting:

Feb  9 02:55:51 beacon[37817]: Profile Exiting Event. Event Name: [Exit
Dell or Intel Profile] Switch/port: 10.174.19.7(12003) Profile: (Active
Profile Test) MAC: (00:04:23:d5:b2:1a) Old Profile: (Intel Devices) End
node: 00:04:23:d5:b2:1a(10.174.80.241)

3. Alarm Profile Event:
Feb  9 03:03:24 beacon[37817]: Alarm Profile Event. Event Name: [Dell or
Intel PCs] Switch/port: 10.174.19.7(12030) Profile: (Dell Devices) MAC:
(00:11:43:d8:ba:01) Old Profile: ((null)) End node:
00:11:43:d8:ba:01(0.0.0.0)

4. Profile Consistency Event Type:
Feb  9 01:05:29 beacon[37817]: Non-Consistent Profile Event. Event Name:
[Windows Users] Switch/port: 10.9.0.2(7) Profile: (Windows) MAC:
(00:08:02:a2:e0:0d) Old Profile: (Windows) End node:
00:08:02:a2:e0:0d(10.173.100.15)
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Beacon UI User Administration

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 12-1

• Managing Beacon Web User Accounts, page 12-2

• Enabling RADIUS Authentication for Beacon User Accounts, page 12-6

• Changing the Beacon UI Admin Password via the CLI, page 12-9

• Beacon UI Audit Logging, page 12-9

Overview
The Beacon Endpoint Profiler has user accounts both at the individual appliance
level (operating system command line), and for the web user interface which is the
primary management interface for Beacon systems. At the appliance level, every
Beacon appliance has two system user accounts which can be utilized for
managing the appliance at the command line. Those two accounts are the 'root'
and 'beacon' user accounts. These accounts are created and passwords assigned
as each Beacon appliance is initially started up as described in Chapter 4
immediately after the appliance is powered-on for the first time. The root and
beacon accounts on each appliance are managed via the appliance command line
only which is accessed via a console connection or via SSHv2.

The principal management interface for Beacon systems is the web management
interface. Once a Beacon appliance has been initially configured as outlined in
Chapter 4, virtually all system administration and management tasks can be
completed via the web UI. However, it may be necessary from time to time to
access the command line of a Beacon appliance. The CLI of a Beacon appliance
may be accessed either via terminal emulation using the console port, via a
keyboard and monitor connected to the appliance (or through a KVM switch), or
over the network using SSH. 

Tip A Beacon appliance can only be accessed via SSHv2 by the beacon system user. 
Once an SSH session is established as beacon, the su command can be used to 
elevate to the root system user access-level. Both the root and beacon system user 
accounts can be accessed directly when connecting to the appliance via the console 
port, or using a keyboard and monitor connected to an appliance by using the 
passwords assigned at system startup.
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On every Beacon appliance running a Server module (e.g., All-in-one and Server
Only appliances) a default web interface user of type Administrator, username
''admin'' is created at system initialization. The password for the web admin user is
set during the execution of the startup scripts, and is used to access the web
interface of a new Beacon system for the first time.

The Admin user is the most privileged (e.g., ''super user'') of the Beacon UI, and
as such is the only user that is enabled to manage the Beacon UI user accounts
including the optional RADIUS user authentication capability. As outlined in
Chapter 5, as a new Beacon system is initially configured, it is highly
recommended that one or more Operator accounts be created and enabled, and
those accounts used for system configuration and operation tasks, reserving use of
the Admin user account only for user account administration.

Note The admin user account has a non-configurable idle session timeout of 30 minutes. 
After 30 minutes of inactivity the admin user is automatically logged out of the 
Beacon UI and must re-enter credentials to continue the session. Also, only one 
session as admin is permitted from any single IP address. Starting a UI session on 
a machine that has one established will result in logout from the existing session 
automatically.

By default, authentication of Beacon UI users is performed locally on the
All-in-one/Server Only appliance serving the UI for the system. As an option, the
Beacon system can be configured to use external RADIUS authentication of UI users.
Instructions for configuration of this option are provided later in this chapter.

Managing Beacon Web User Accounts
The User Accounts portion of the web interface enables the creation and
management of the user accounts that allow access to the Beacon system
configuration via the web interface as described throughout this guide. The Beacon
web-based GUI has three user account types: Administrator, Analyst and Operator.

Administrator is the most privileged user account type, and each Beacon
system has one user account of this type, username ''admin'' that is created
and assigned an initial password when the Beacon appliance is started up. The
admin user account provides initial access to the UI, and should be used only
for administration of user accounts once the Beacon system is made
operational.

Operator users have full access to the Beacon system with the exception of
adding, deleting, and enabling/disabling users. They are able to make Beacon
system configuration changes, view the Endpoint Console, and use the Beacon
system in Port Provisioning mode when Beacon has been configured with SNMP
read-write access to network infrastructure devices. 

Note An Operator account should be established as soon as practical after a new system 
is started up, and used for the majority of Beacon administration and operation via 
the Beacon UI.
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Analyst users have read-only access to the Beacon system. They cannot make
configuration changes to the Beacon system itself, or use the Beacon system in
Port Provisioning mode (e.g., cannot change switch port settings). Analyst
users can view all Beacon data, and use the Beacon Utilities such as advanced
search and view endpoint data.

Sponsor users have access to create, edit, and monitor Device Sponsorship for
newly acquired devices, or for devices that require temporary access onto the
Network. Sponsor users can either have only Device Sponsorship rights or be
paired with either the included rights of Operator user or Analyst user.
Administrator user include Device Sponsor rights by default. Device Sponsor
user requires the correct Beacon license key to be installed on Beacon for
usage of the Device Sponsor feature, see Uploading the Beacon Key File,
page 5-5 for details. 

For more information about Device Sponsorship see Device Sponsorship,
page 13-1. See Table 12-1, for various User Accounts combinations.

To manage Beacon web UI user accounts, ensure you are logged in as the admin
user, then navigate to the Configuration tab and select the Accounts link from the
secondary menu of the Configuration tab. The main Beacon Users configuration
page displays as shown in Figure 12-1.

Figure 12-1 Beacon Users Page
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Create UI User Accounts
To create a new Beacon UI user account:

Step 1 Select the Create Users link in the Beacon Users table. The Create User form is 
displayed shown in Figure 12-2, with the Operator user type selected as the default.

Step 2 The User Type/Access Level can be toggled between Operator and Analyst by using 
the radio button. When Analyst is selected the Timeout control becomes inactive. 
Select the type of account being created.

Step 3 Beginning with Beacon version 4.1, if the Device Sponsorship software feature was 
purchased and the correct license key has been installed, the ‘Sponsor’ radio button 
will be visible. Clicking this will give the user Device Sponsorship access.

Table 12-1 User Accounts Combinations

Figure 12-2 Create User Form

Step 4 Enter the desires User Name for the new user. Usernames must be unique.

Step 5 Enter the desired local Password for this user account.

User Account Access Level
Admin Beacon read/write access, including Device Sponsorship

and User Accounts
Operator Beacon read/write access
Analyst Beacon read only access
Operator/Sponsor Beacon read/write access, including Device Sponsorship
Analyst/Sponsor Beacon read only access, including Device Sponsorship
Sponsor Device Sponsorship only
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Tip The following characters cannot be used for UI usernames/passwords 
throughout the Beacon System: ;`'|"()[]{} also newline (\n), carriage return 
(\r), and null.

Step 6 Retype selected Password to verify.

Step 7 For new Operator accounts, use the Timeout drop-down to select the desired 
timeout: 5, 15 or 30 minutes.

Step 8 Choose to enable/disable user upon creation (default is enabled).

Step 9 Select the Create User button to save the new user and return to the menu.

View UI User Accounts
To view all Beacon UI user accounts and their status (e.g., enabled or disabled and
the current timeout value for Operator user accounts) currently defined in the
system configuration, select the View/Edit Users List link in the table on the
Beacon Users page. The Table of Users is presented as illustrated by Figure 12-3.

Figure 12-3 Table of Users

Edit or Delete UI Interface User Accounts 

Note The Admin user password is the only attribute that may be edited. The delete 
control is disabled to prevent inadvertent deletion of the super user account.
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Existing user interface user accounts on the Beacon system can be edited and
deleted using the UI. Note that all usernames in the Table of Users are hyperlinks.
Selecting the red hyperlink username will redirect the interface to the Save User
form shown in Figure 12-4. The current configuration for the selected username is
pre-populated in the form.

Figure 12-4 Save User Form

To change any of the parameters for the selected user account, make the desired
changes on the form and select Save User to commit the changes.

Tip If no changes to the password are desired, simply leave the password field blank, 
make the other changes and save the user. The password for the user account will 
be left unchanged. If changes to the password for the user account are desired, 
enter and retype the same password string.

To save changes to a user account, select the Save User button.

To delete a user from the system configuration, select the Delete User button.

Enabling RADIUS Authentication for Beacon User Accounts
By default, Beacon UI user authentication of users for all user account types is
provided locally by the Beacon web server that serves the UI. As an option, in
some environments it may be desirable to authenticate Operator and Analyst user
access leveraging existing enterprise AAA systems. The Beacon system can be
configured to authenticate users as they establish sessions to the UI utilizing
existing RADIUS infrastructures. This provides several advantages in the
enterprise environment in terms of centralizing user administration.

Note The Admin user is always authenticated locally and is required for making changes 
to the user account configuration, including the use of RADIUS authentication. 
Therefore the Beacon UI should always be accessible to the Admin user, regardless 
of configuration or availability of RADIUS.
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Configuration of the Beacon system to utilize RADIUS authentication instead of the
local capability is straightforward, but assumes proper configuration of the RADIUS
server and supporting infrastructure to properly authenticate users requesting
access to the Beacon UI. In order for Beacon to utilize RADIUS authentication of UI
users, the RADIUS server must be set up to accept RADIUS requests from the
Beacon system (Beacon system added as a client to the RADIUS server) using the
Password Authentication Protocol (PAP). Users to be authenticated successfully via
RADIUS must return one of the following Filter-ID response to a user
authentication request from the Beacon system: ''Beacon-Analyst'' or
''Beacon-Operator'' which correspond to the two levels of UI access outlined earlier
in the chapter.

Starting with Beacon version 4.1, Device Sponsorship was added as a new feature, 
see Device Sponsorship, page 13-1 for further details on this feature. Device 
Sponsorship is a separate licensed software product, if this product has been 
purchased then a special license key will be generated by Product Support, in order to 
enable both the Beacon system and Device Sponsorship software. 

Device Sponsorship Users to be authenticated successfully via RADIUS must return
one of the following Filter-ID response to a user authentication request from the
Beacon system:

‘Beacon-Analyst-Sponsor’ = Beacon Analyst User with Device Sponsorship rights.

‘Beacon-Operator-Sponsor’ = Beacon Operator User with Device Sponsorship
rights.

‘Beacon-Sponsor’ = Only Device Sponorship rights.

Tip For HA All-in-one/Server Only systems, the RADIUS server must be configured with 
RADIUS clients for both members of the Beacon HA pair. This enables both 
appliances to make user authentication requests to the RADIUS system successfully 
while it is the Primary node and serving the UI.

The steps to configure the RADIUS user authentication capability on the Beacon
system are as follows:

Step 1 Select the Setup RADIUS link from the Beacon Users menu, to display the RADIUS 
configuration form.

The RADIUS configuration form Figure 12-5 enables the entry of the required
parameters to configure the system to enable RADIUS authentication of UI users
as they attempt to initiate sessions. 
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Figure 12-5 Setup RADIUS

Step 2 Enter the following parameters in the form to enable RADIUS user authenticated 
access to the Beacon UI:

DNS or IP Address
Enter the FQDN or IP address of the RADIUS server/service that is to be used for
authenticating user access to Beacon UI.

Display Shared Secret
Check this box to show the RADIUS secret in clear text.

Shared Secret
Enter the shared secret that is used by clients of the RADIUS service Beacon will
be utilizing for UI user authentication.

Select the Save Settings button to commit the RADIUS authentication parameters
to the Beacon configuration. Clear Settings is used to clear these settings, and
revert back to local authentication.

Step 3 Select Save Settings to save the RADIUS authentication settings.

Note Any local UI user accounts including the UI admin user, and Operator and Analyst 
user accounts created through the UI as outlined in this chapter are still active 
(and authenticated locally), but upon the successful establishment of RADIUS 
authentication, RADIUS authentication becomes the primary authentication UI 
user authentication mode for all users other than admin.

Reverting to Local User Authentication
To revert back to from RADIUS to local user authentication for the Beacon UI,
navigate back to the Setup RADIUS form and select the Clear Settings button.
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All Beacon users created through successful RADIUS authentication will be deleted
from the configuration--only accounts created locally via the UI can be used for
Beacon authentication.

Changing the Beacon UI Admin Password via the CLI
The password for the 'admin' UI user can be changed on a Beacon system from the
appliance command line. Follow these steps to change the password:

Step 1 Log into the All-in-one/Server Only Appliance command line as the 'beacon' system 
user. For HA-pairs, use the VIP for the pair to ensure the session is with the Primary 
node.

Step 2 Issue the following command to change the password for the 'admin' UI user:
/usr/beacon/www/bin/userAdmin.php -u 1 password new_pass

Where new_pass is the desired password for the admin user

Step 3 Initiate a session to the Beacon UI and attempt login as admin with new password.

Tip This procedure can also be used for recovery of the password for the admin UI user, 
as long as the root system user password for the Beacon Server is known

Beacon UI Audit Logging
Per-user logging of Beacon UI activity was introduced in the version 4.0.0 release.
This optional feature can be enabled on a Beacon system to log user activities both
locally (to /var/log/audit.log on the Beacon appliance) and as a further option, to
an external syslog server.

UI Audit logging is disabled by default. Enabling the feature is controlled through
the presence and contents of an XML configuration file that resides in
/usr/beacon/config. Systems with release 4.0.0 and greater installed via ISO or
upgraded will have an audit.xml.sample file placed in /usr/beacon/config. To
enable audit logging, the configuration file has to be renamed to audit.xml and the
level of audit logging desired can be set through editing this file.

Tip The sample audit.xml has all available UI audit logging enabled. Edit the file only if 
less audit logging is desired.

There are 5 different audit formats (each enabled by a rule in audit.xml) which
result in different outputs to syslog locally and remotely if enabled:

• page, basic format used to audit a page access.

• rpc, audits all json-rpc methods.

• formRender, overrides a page format for when a form appears on a page.
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• formSubmit, overrides a page format for a form submit. The "args" value
shows only what was changed by the form submission.

• content, an open entry for adding a special audit point. 

Each of the audit formats has a corresponding line in the XML configuration file,
the contents of the factory example audit.xml file appear as shown below:

[beacon@4ohQA1 /usr/beacon/config]# cat audit.xml.sample

<audit>

   <rule name="use"        type="boolean" default="false" value="true"/>

   <rule name="formRender" type="boolean" default="false" value="true"/>

   <rule name="formSubmit" type="boolean" default="false" value="true"/>

   <rule name="rpc"        type="boolean" default="false" value="true"/>

   <rule name="page"       type="boolean" default="false" value="true"/>

   <rule name="content"    type="boolean" default="false" value="true"/>

</audit>

Toggling the ‘value’ attribute for each audit format provides the ability to
enable/disable that format. When value is set to true, the corresponding format is
enabled.

Note The "use" rule will completely turn off all auditing when set to "false", regardless 
of the other rule values. 

Beacon UI Audit Log Message Format
The audit log messages have a general format which consists of a single line and
contains the following fields:

1. IP-Address, the address of the client provided by the web server.

2. Mode, either "r" (read), "w" (write), or "x" (execute).

3. User(id), the user name and serial_id of the user.

4. Page, the requested page.

5. Args, either the "rpc" command and arguments or the "form" fields. 

For example, here are several examples taken from the audit log of a running
Beacon system with multiple users logged into the UI:

Jan 23 17:55:37 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.34.11 r jfc(3) form
/beacon/index.php
indexStatus({"pro_long_name":"Beacon","statusView":null})

Jan 23 17:55:38 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.34.11 r jfc(3) rpc
/beacon/handler.php index.listStatus([[0,0],"",{},""])
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Jan 23 17:55:40 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.34.11 r jfc(3) rpc
/beacon/handler.php index.listEvents([[0,0]," 4 desc",{},""])

Jan 23 17:55:42 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.34.11 r jfc(3) rpc
/beacon/handler.php index.listHAStatus([[0,0],"",{},""])

Jan 23 17:56:11 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.33.9 r  page
/beacon/index.php

Jan 23 17:56:17 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.33.9 w jpg rpc
/beacon/handler.php system.login({"user":"jpg","password":"****"})

Jan 23 17:56:17 4ohQA1 BeaconAudit: 10.173.33.9 r jpg(2) form
/beacon/index.php
indexStatus({"pro_long_name":"Beacon","statusView":null})

Enabling UI Audit Logging

Local Syslog Only
Enabling the UI audit logging to the local syslog (/var/log/audit.log) requires
editing the sample configuration file in /usr/beacon/config as desired, and
renaming/saving the file as audit.xml. As the beacon system user this can be done
using the cp (copy) or mv (move) command.

For example:

[beacon@4ohQA1 /usr/beacon/config]$ cp audit.xml.sample audit.xml

Results in a copy of the sample file being saved as audit.xml.

If desired, the sample file may be edited using vi to change which audit formats
are used.

For HA pairs, this procedure must be performed on both nodes so that UI audit
logging continues regardless of what node is currently primary.

Viewing the UI Audit Log
UI audit log messages are delivered to /var/log/audit.log and requires root
privileges. The entire audit log can be viewed using cat, more or less commands.
To output the audit log messages to the console as they occur, use the tail
command as follows:

[beacon@4ohQA1 /var/log]# tail -f audit.log

Sending the Audit Log to a Syslog Server
As an option, the UI Audit Log can be delivered to a remote syslog server. Enabling
this option requires editing of the syslog configuration file to un-comment the line
enabling external syslog delivery and specifying the external syslog server.
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Note By default, syslog messages pertaining to UI audit log are sourced with the 
physical IP address of the Beacon appliance management interface (eth0), and use 
514 as a source and destination UDP port.

Beginning with the version 4.0.0 release, the syslog.conf will have as the last two
lines the following comments pertaining to audit logging:

!BeaconAudit

*.*                                             /var/log/audit.log

*.*                                             @10.173.60.239

### Send audit-logs to remote host -- uncomment and configure if
desired

#*.*                                            @log.host.address

To enable delivery to an external syslog server complete the following steps as the
root system user:

Step 1 Use vi to edit /etc/syslog.conf. Un-comment the line shown above and provide the 
IP or FQDN of the syslog server that audit log messages should be delivered to by 
replacing the log.host.address text after the @.

Step 2 Save the changes to syslog.conf

Step 3 Restart the syslog process:

#service syslogd restart

Step 4 If the system is an HA pair, perform the procedure on the other node.
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Device Sponsorship

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 13-1

• Managing Device Sponsorship, page 13-2

• Add Sponsorship, page 13-3

• Edit/View Device Sponsorships, page 13-6

• Delete Device Sponsorship, page 13-8

• List Profiles, page 13-9

Overview
Device Sponsorship, a feature of Beacon since version 4.1.0, provides administrators
with the ability, via a web interface, to provision network access for select endpoints
requiring special attention. The Device Sponsorship solution will assist
administrators that need to provision network access for newly acquired devices,
or for devices that require temporary access such as PXE boot machines or internal
assets requiring imaging and network access on a temporary basis. 

Great Bay’s Device Sponsorship was built specifically to inter-operate in NAC /
802.1X enabled networks and to integrate with the authentication control plane
used in 802.1X. In addition to provisioning access for devices, Device Sponsorship
also: allows the sponsor to specify a duration for the device access, tracks all
provisioned accounts. Finally, Device Sponsorship is completely integrated into
Great Bay Software’s Beacon Endpoint Profiler, provide a complete solution for
authenticating all network attached assets and for managing and reducing the
complexities associated with the authenticated network. 

Device Sponsorship provides functionality that includes: 

• Role-Based Administrator Access 

– Allows role-based access for sponsors (account creators) 

– Integrates with corporate directory (Active Directory or other LDAP
directory) for sponsor (account creator) authentication and group
membership determination 

• Machine-based Provisioning 
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– Assists in the administration of PXE Boot and imaging systems in an
authenticated network 

– Allows for time controlled network access for imaging company assets in a
secure manner 

– Allows new assets to be pre-registered in a highly secure 802.1X
deployment 

– Does not preclude the asset from adhering to company established norms
for behavior associated with a device of that kind 

• Core functionality of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler 

– All Device Sponsorships can be co-resident with Beacon endpoints for
scalable, holistic enterprise-wide authentication requirements 

The Device Sponsorship feature is enabled by a specific Beacon License Key, which
allows the UI to display the Sponsor tab, in order to create, edit, and monitor the
Device Sponsorship. To inquire about the Device Sponsorship feature, contact
Great Bay Software Sales department. If Device Sponsorship has been purchased,
contact Great Bay Software Support to obtain the correct Beacon License Key.

Users that are allowed to create, edit, and monitor Device Sponsorships can be
assigned other User roles as well with different types of access to the Beacon
system. See Managing Beacon Web User Accounts, page 12-2 for further details.

Managing Device Sponsorship
With the proper Beacon License Key installed on the Beacon system, the
Sponsorship tab will be displayed in the UI, Figure 13-1. The Sponsorship Tab will
not be displayed if the Device Sponsorship feature isn’t enabled via the proper
Beacon License Key.

Note Starting with Beacon version 4.1, Device Sponsorship was added as a new feature. 
Device Sponsorship is a separate licensed software product, if this product has 
been purchased then a special license key will be generated by Product Support, in 
order to enable both the Beacon system and Device Sponsorship feature. 

Figure 13-1 Sponsorship Tab
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Sponsorship Tab
To access Device Sponsorship click on the Sponsorship tab, the Configure Device
Sponsorship screen will be displayed, Figure 13-2, the user will be able to:

• Add Sponsorship

– Add MAC to a Sponsor enabled Profile

• Edit/View Sponsorship

– Edit/View MAC Sponsor data

• List Profiles

– List of all Profiles with Sponsorship enabled

Figure 13-2 Configure Device Sponsorship

Add Sponsorship
From this screen the user can add a MAC Address of a endpoint to a Sponsored
enabled Profile and optionally configure the timeout value to automatically remove
the device, once the timeout value has expired.

Figure 13-3 Add Sponsorship
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Step 1 Enter the MAC Address of the endpoint, must be entered with usage of the full 
colon, xx:xx:xx:xx:xx, (i.e., 00:1d:23:54:7a:11).

Step 2 Enter the enabled Device Sponsored Profile name or in order to view the enabled 
Device Sponsored Profiles, click on ‘Select’. This will display a pop up window with 
the list of enabled Device Sponsored Profiles, Figure 13-4. Click on the selected 
Profile Name, from this list, and the Profile Name will auto-populate into the Profile 
field. For more information on how to enable a Profile for Device Sponsorship go to 
Creating New Beacon Endpoint Profiles, page 9-13

Figure 13-4 Profile Names

Step 3 Optionally, the timeout value can be set, in order to automatically age out the 
endpoint after a certain amount of time has elapsed. Click on the ‘Enable Timeout’ 
radio button in order to display the ‘Timeout: Edit’ button, Figure 13-5. Click on the 
‘Edit’ button to display the Date/Time selector, Figure 13-6.

Figure 13-5 Set Timeout
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Figure 13-6 Date/Time Selector

Step 4 Click on the calendar icon to display the calendar, in order to set the timeout value. 
Next, select the correct month by either clicking on the forward or backward arrow. 
Next, select the day for that month, then using the slides, select the correct hour 
and minute values, Figure 13-7. Once this is completed, then click on ‘Done’, this 
will display the Timeout value that was just configured. If the Timeout value is 
correct then click on ‘save’, otherwise to re-edit the Timeout value click on ‘clear’ 
then click on the calendar icon, Figure 13-8, and change the value as described in 
this step.

Figure 13-7 Configure the Timeout
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Figure 13-8 Save Timeout value

Step 5 Once the Timeout value has been set correctly, in order to save and enable the 
Sponsorship, click on ‘Save Sponsorship’, Figure 13-9.

Figure 13-9 Save Sponsorship

Edit/View Device Sponsorships
To view the current active Device Sponsorship, go to the ‘Configure Device
Sponsorship’ screen, Figure 13-10, click on the ‘Edit/View Sponsorship’. This will
display the list of active sponsorships, Figure 13-11. 

Note Sponsorships that have been timed out will no longer be displayed in the Edit/View 
Sponsorship list. Only current active Sponsorships are displayed; this includes any 
Sponsorships for which there is no timeout value set.

Figure 13-10 Edit/View Sponsorship
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Figure 13-11 Active Device Sponsorship List

To edit a existing Device Sponsorship click on the MAC address in order to display
that Endpoint Sponsorship, Figure 13-12, from this screen the following changes
can be made:

• Editing the MAC address will result in a new Device Sponsorship to be created,
but will not delete the existing Sponsorship.

• Editing the Profile name will result in a placing the MAC address into a different
Sponsorship Enabled Profile.

• Editing the Timeout value will result in a different expiration time for the
removal of the Sponsorship.

• To edit the existing Device Sponsorship to have no expiration, click on the
Timeout ‘Edit’ button and then from the ‘Date/Time selector’, click on the ‘clear’
button. This will remove the Timeout value, then click on ‘save’, Figure 13-13. 

After making any edit changes, insure that the ‘Save Sponsorship’ button is clicked
to save and to activate the changes.

Figure 13-12 Edit Device Sponsorship
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Figure 13-13 Removing the Timeout value

Delete Device Sponsorship
Individual Device Sponsorships can be deleted from the Beacon system from either
the Edit/View Device Sponsorship screen, Figure 13-14 or from the Save
Sponsorship screen, Figure 13-15. 

From Edit/View Device Sponsorship screen, Figure 13-14, click on the ‘Delete’
button for the individual MAC address to be removed. 

From the Save Sponsorship screen, Figure 13-15, click on ‘Delete Sponsorship’
button to remove this Sponsorship. A popup screen will be displayed to ask you to
confirm this action, click ‘OK’ to complete the removal process for both methods.

Figure 13-14 Delete Sponsorship from Edit/View Sponsorship screen

Figure 13-15 Delete Sponsorship from Save Sponsorship screen
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List Profiles
Clicking on ‘List Profiles’, Figure 13-16, will display a list of all Profiles that have
been enabled for Device Sponsorship, Figure 13-17. Clicking on a listed Profile will
display the ‘Add Sponsorship’ screen, Figure 13-18, allowing for the creation of a
new Device Sponsorship for the given profile.

Figure 13-16 Device Sponsorship, List Profiles

Figure 13-17 List of Sponsored Devices

Figure 13-18 Add Device to Sponsored Profile
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Using the Beacon Endpoint Console

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 14-1

• Viewing and Managing Endpoints and Data, page 14-2

• View/Manage Endpoints, page 14-3

• The MAC Endpoint Summary , page 14-14

• T Port Views, page 14-18

• Displaying and Managing Beacon Events, page 14-19

Overview
The Beacon user interface provides the ability to view and manage the endpoints
connecting to the enterprise network that have been discovered and profiled by
the system. The Endpoint Console tab of the User Interface provides several views
of endpoint data that allow for the display of information about the endpoints,
current and historical, as well as information regarding the connection status of all
endpoints in the environment discovered by the Beacon System.

The different views provided in the Endpoint Console provide the primary user
interface for monitoring the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functionality
of Beacon. Several options for viewing the current state of the Profiles and
endpoints are provided for both the Directory and Port Provisioning usage modes
of the system introduced earlier in this guide. The views themselves provide
insight into the endpoint landscape, the effectiveness of the endpoint profile
configuration, as well as providing the ability to drill-down into current and
historical information collected by Beacon on each endpoint. In addition, summary
information regarding both the LDAP and NAC Appliance Integration configurations
of the Beacon system can be ascertained at a glance. Lastly, the Endpoint Console
also provides the Beacon user interface for the display and management of Beacon
Events which were described in chapter 9.

The remainder of this chapter will outline the different endpoint and event views
provided by the Endpoint Console.

Figure 14-1 illustrates the Endpoint Console tab that provides access to the
endpoint and event views. All Endpoint Console functionality is initiated from this
page through the selection of a link from the Secondary menu: View/Manage
Endpoints, Endpoint Directory, View Beacon Events, and Other endpoint views.
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View/Manage Endpoints and Other Endpoint Views have multiple options. The
Endpoint Directory and Beacon Events consist of a singular view of the data. Each
of the Endpoint Console views are covered in detail throughout this chapter.

Figure 14-1 Endpoint Console Tab

For systems with multiple My Network Organizations/Divisions, the pie charts can
be filtered to include all (show all), or limit the display to endpoints having
IP-to-MAC mapping within the defined segments, by selecting that network name
from the drop down.

Note that the pie chart on the Endpoint Console Tab is selectable via the Select
Chart drop down menu. The options for this chart are

– Endpoint Directory - displays all the endpoints in the database that have
had their MAC address discovered.

– IP-only Endpoints - displays all endpoints that have been added to the
database but are currently only identified by IP address, have not had an IP
to MAC address mapping established.

The pie charts on the Endpoint Console tab are interactive. The slices in the charts
represent an enabled profile that currently contains endpoints. Clicking a slice of
the chart takes the display to the table of endpoints for the selected profile name.
The pie chart slices provide an alternative way to quickly display the Endpoint
Directory or IP-only Endpoint by profile tables for a selected profile directly from
the Endpoint Console tab. Right-click on the pie charts to display a menu of
options for manipulating the pie charts.

Viewing and Managing Endpoints and Data
The Endpoint Console tab provides three views of the Endpoint data on the
system, accessible via the secondary menu of the tab:

• View/Manage Endpoints

• Port Views

• View Beacon Events
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The View/Manage Endpoints views (Endpoint Directory, Display Endpoints by
Network Infrastructure Device, IP-Only Endpoints, and Retired Endpoints) are the
most commonly used views for viewing the endpoints that have been discovered
by the system, their current profile, and data.

The Endpoint Directory, accessible via the View/Manage Endpoints secondary
menu provides the primary view of endpoint information in version 4.0 and
forward.

The Port Views provide additional information about the network infrastructure,
allowing the unconnected ports and ports in an unauthorized state (802.1X
environments) to be viewed.

View Beacon Events enables the monitoring of Beacon Events (the event
functionality is covered in detail in Chapter 11, “Configure Beacon Events”) via the
UI.

View/Manage Endpoints

Endpoint Directory
From a Profiling and Identity Monitoring standpoint--the status of discovered
endpoints, their current profile, data, etc. is ascertained from the Endpoint
Directory view, which is organized by Endpoint Profile. All endpoints that have had
their MAC address discovered by the Beacon system will be included in this view.
Figure 14-2 on page 14-4 shows an example Endpoint Directory from a Beacon
System.
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Figure 14-2 Example Endpoint Directory

Each enabled Endpoint Profile containing at least one endpoint, plus the Not
Profiled will have a row in the Endpoint Directory. Enabled profiles that do not have
any endpoints profiled to them currently will not show in the Endpoint Directory.
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Changes to the Endpoint count per profile (since the last view of the endpoint
directory) are indicated by a ''+'' or ''-'' value adjacent to the current value to
reflect additions or removals from the endpoints currently in the profile since last
view. The refresh button is used to re-run the query and re-generate the table to
show the current state of the endpoint database, endpoints in each endpoint
profile enabled on the system.

Immediately above the table in the upper right hand corner of the page are several
icons that are used to change the view and or export this table from the Beacon
system. To change from the table view to the pie chart view of this table, select
the pie chart icon. To toggle back to table format, select the table icon. This table
may be exported off the Beacon system to the PC displaying the UI. Selecting the
CSV icon will result in the browser displaying the Open-Save dialog that can be
used open the CSV version of the table, or save it to the PC. Selecting the XML
icon will result in the browser displaying an Open-Save dialog that can be used to
open or save the table in XML format.

Tip For systems with more than one Organization Name (segment of the profiled 
network) in the My Network configuration, there will also be a Filter control with a 
drop-down. This control can be used to filter the data displayed in the Table of 
Endpoints to scope to a single selected Organization Name or across all 
Organization Names which is the default (e.g., show all). 

The default sort order of the table is by Profile name (ascending). Selecting any of
the column names will toggle the view between an ascending and descending sort
order of the table by the selected criteria.

The following is a description of each of the table columns:

• Profile – a list of the Profiles that are currently enabled and contain at least 1
endpoint. The Profile name is a link to a drill-down table of endpoints in the
Profile. If the profile name link is selected, the table of endpoints currently in
the selected Profile is displayed as illustrated in Figure 14-3 on page 14-6.

• Endpoints - the total number endpoints in the Profile as the query that
renders the table was executed.

There may be additional columns (as there are in the figure) dependent on the
Integration Layer and Endpoint Timeout setting, the optional columns are as
follows:

• LDAP – (displayed when either the Internal LDAP Directory or External
Directory integration layer (or both) is enabled on the system). Endpoint
Profiles in the Directory that have the “Enable LDAP” control set to on will
indicate “yes” in the LDAP column in this case.

• Cisco NAC - (displayed when NAC Appliance integration layer is enabled on the
system). Endpoint Profiles that satisfy an enabled NAC Event will show “yes” in
their row.

• Timeouts - (displayed when the Server module is configured for Endpoint and
other timeouts). Endpoint Profiles that are configured to Allow Timeouts will
show a “yes” in their row.
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Detailed view of the endpoints currently in a Profile is displayed by clicking the
Profile Name link in the Table of Profiles. Figure 14-3 shows an example. Note that
the Profile Name is a link as well, which will navigate directly to the Profile
Configuration for the selected endpoint profile.

Figure 14-3 Table of Endpoints by Profile

Tip The table of endpoints by profile is also displayed when the slice for a profile in the 
Endpoints by Profile pie chart for the Profile is selected from the Endpoint Console 
and Home Tabs.

The Table of Profile has eight columns that provide a clear endpoint capability and
display the summary information from the database pertaining to each of the
endpoints currently in the selected endpoint profile. The Select View control in the
upper right hand corner is used to control how many endpoints are displayed per
page, and defaults to 100. The control is disabled when the table is less than 100
endpoints/rows. For large profiles the user can select 250, 500, 1000 or all
endpoints in the profile to be displayed per page. When the table spans multiple
pages, paging controls are placed at the bottom for next, previous, first and last
pages to be displayed.

Tip Immediately above the table in the upper right hand corner of the page are two 
icons that are used to export the table of endpoints for a selected endpoint profile 
from the Beacon system. This table may be exported off the Beacon system to the 
PC displaying the UI. Selecting the CSV icon will result in the browser displaying the 
Open-Save dialog that can be used open the CSV version of the table, or save it to 
the PC. Selecting the XML icon will result in the browser displaying an Open-Save 
dialog that can be used to open or save the table in XML format.
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The following sections outline the use/contents of each of the columns:

• Clear Control - Check box used to select one or more endpoints for clearing
from the endpoint database. Used in conjunction with the Clear button in the
table header.

• MAC – shows the MAC address of each endpoint in the Profile. If the OUI of the
MAC address resolves to a known MAC Vendor, the MAC Vendor is displayed in
parentheses immediately beneath the MAC. The MAC address is a link that will
display the Endpoint Summary for the endpoint. The Endpoint Summary will be
described in detail later in the chapter.

• IP Address – displays the current IP address of the endpoint if Beacon has a
current IP-to-MAC mapping for the endpoint. Endpoints that have no IP to MAC
mapping will have a blank in this column. The IP address of the endpoint is a
link that will display the Endpoint Summary of the endpoint if selected. The IP
Summary Information page will be described later in the chapter.

• Certainty – displays the current Certainty value for the endpoint which is
calculated based on the rule or rules in the Profile that currently test true for
the endpoint.

• Location – displays the current location of the endpoint if it is currently
connected and known by Beacon. Endpoints with no current location data in the
database will indicate “No Location Data.” The switch name (as entered in the
Network Device configuration), port name of the connecting port are displayed
and link to the Display Endpoints by Network Infrastructure Device view.

• Link – shows the status of the port link state as reported by the network
device on the last scan performed by NetMap.

• 802.1X – shows the status of the port 802.1X authenticator. In parentheses
below the setting the port state will show 'Auth' for endpoints that have
successfully completed 802.1X authentication or auth has been forced, and
‘UnAuth’ for those that have failed or have been forced to UnAuth.

• Last Profiled - provides the timestamp of the last time this endpoint was
profiled into the current profile.

Display Endpoints by Network Infrastructure Device Port
An alternative way to view endpoints via the Beacon interface is by displaying
endpoints by network infrastructure device port. This view provides a device-level
view of what endpoints are connected along with their Profile on a port-by-port
basis, by network device. Ports that do not have an endpoint connected are
depicted as well as ports that have been determined to be trunks. As with the
other views in the Endpoint Console, the view allows the user to drill-down into the
MAC and IP Summary pages for the endpoint(s) on a port.

To display Endpoints by Network Infrastructure Device port, select that option
from the View/Manage Endpoints menu which will display the table of Network
Infrastructure Device Groups.

Selecting the group name from this table will display the list of network
infrastructure devices in the selected group. (If device groups are not being used,
select the ''Ungrouped'' group name to display all network infrastructure devices).
Figure 14-4 is an example of the table of devices that would be displayed which
allows selection of the specific network device to display endpoints by port on.
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Figure 14-4 View Endpoints by Device

Selecting the IP address of a network infrastructure device brings up the view of
the network device illustrated in Figure 14-5.
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Figure 14-5 View Endpoints by Device: Device-level View

By default, this view displays each port on the device (by ascending port
number/ifIndex) and the endpoint or endpoints connected to that port in the
Beacon database. It is possible for more than one endpoint connected to a single
port, and for that port not to be designated a trunk. If for example there is a
switch that is either un-managed (such as the integrated switch in an IP Phone) or
not entered in the Beacon database or a Wireless Access Point or hub, multiple
endpoints will be discovered and displayed as connected on a single port of a
network device.

The Query Now button at the top of the view is used to command a NetMap poll of
the network device so that the Beacon database reflects the most current
information about the device.

The table can be re-sorted by selecting the desired column heading. Select the
desired column heading once for ascending order sort, twice for descending. The
following describes each column of the table:

• Port – displays the network device port number. The value in parentheses is
the ifIndex which provides a consistent reference to the port number on the
device.

• Profile – for each endpoint in the database currently connected to the port,
the current Profile for that endpoint will be displayed. 
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• MAC Address - for each endpoint in the database currently connected to the
port, the MAC address of the endpoint will be displayed, with the MAC Vendor
(if the OUI resolves to a vendor) displayed in parentheses below. The MAC
address is a link. Selecting the link will direct the user interface to the MAC
Endpoint Summary page which is described later in this chapter. 

• IP Address – for each endpoint in the database currently connected to the
port, if the Beacon has current IP address information in the database for the
endpoint the current IP host address of the endpoint is displayed. The endpoint
IP host address is a link. Selecting the link will direct the user interface to the
IP Endpoint Summary page which is described later in this chapter.

For ports that have been determined to be Trunks by Beacon, the Profile
column will indicate 'Trunk Port' as shown on port Gi0/1 in the figure above. No
MAC, Profile or IP information is displayed on Trunk Ports.

Tip For the purpose of this view only, Trunk Ports are determined automatically using 
CDP or detecting the MAC of a known NID in the SAT of the network infrastructure 
device. Alternatively, ports can be manually designated as trunks via the Network 
Infrastructure Device configuration. Note that this is used for display purposes only, 
designating a port as a trunk manually results only in the list of MACs learned by 
Beacon on the port not being enumerated in this view.

• Link State – Reflects the current link state setting of the port. Down indicates
that the port has been administratively disabled. Up indicates that the endpoint
is active and connected to the network.

• 802.1X Setting and PAE State – no entry indicates 802.1X disabled (or not
supported), Auto, ForceAuth or ForceUnAuth. Below the setting in parentheses
the state of the PAE is indicated: Auth, or UnAuth.

Port Provisioning Using the Display Endpoints by Network Infrastructure Device
Ports View

Note In the current version of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler, the Port Provisioning 
capability has been limited to setting of the link state (up or admin down) via 
SNMP.

With the Port Provisioning option enabled in the Server module, network
infrastructure devices that include a RW community string, or are using SNMPv3
are enabled for port provisioning mode, allowing the Beacon UI to be used for
changing the port state of selected ports.

When Port Provisioning is enabled and Beacon has the credentials to allow SNMP
changes on a network infrastructure device, the Display Endpoints by Network
Infrastructure Device ports changes very slightly as shown in Figure 14-6, it
displays similar information about all the endpoints connected to the selected
network device on a port-by-port basis, but in addition shows a control reflecting
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the current state of and allowing setting of the Link State parameter of each port
on the network infrastructure device. The control can be used to change the port
state on command via SNMP using the Beacon port provisioning functionality.

Figure 14-6 View Endpoints by Device: Manage View

IP-Only Endpoints
IP-only Endpoints provides a view of endpoints for which Beacon has collected
information for via the Collectors, but has yet to be able to make an IP-to-MAC
mapping for the endpoints. Although the MAC address is the primary identifier of
endpoints, when the Collectors collect IP-learned information for a given host
address within the MyNetwork range but have yet to map that IP to a MAC in the
database, the system will maintain an IP-only model of the endpoint. At the point
the system is able to map an IP-only endpoint model to a MAC address, the models
are unified under the MAC model.

Figure 14-7 on page 14-12 presents an example of the IP-only view of endpoints
by profile for a system, which when displayed allows the IP-only endpoints
currently in a profile to be viewed by clicking the profile name link. Only profiles
that currently have IP-only endpoints profiled into them will have active links.

The Filter selector in the upper right of the screen allows the IP-only endpoints to
be filtered by My Network Organization Name. By default, the filter is set to “show
all” which means endpoints with a host address within the boundaries specified in
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the My Network configuration for all organization names. Using the drop down, the
IP-only endpoints can be filtered so that they are only displayed for the selected
Organization Name.

Figure 14-7 Viewing IP-Only Endpoints: Table of Profiles

To view the IP-only endpoints in a selected endpoint profile, select the Profile
Name link from the IP-only endpoints Table of Profiles. A table similar to that in
Figure 14-8 is presented, showing each of the IP-only endpoints currently in the
selected profiler. The Select View control is used to control how many IP-only
endpoints are shown per page. When the display spans multiple pages, paging
controls are provided at the bottom of the table.

Figure 14-8 View IP-Only Endpoints in a Endpoint Profile

Drilling down into a Profile containing IP-only endpoints reveals a table with three
columns: A clear control per endpoint, the IP host address of the endpoint and the
current Profile Certainty for the selected endpoint. Selecting an IP address of an IP
only endpoint from this table will display the IP Endpoint Summary which will allow
the Profile Data and IP History for the IP address to be viewed.
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Retired Endpoints
As outlined in chapter describing the Server Module configuration, the optional
Endpoint Timeout parameter under the Database Maintenance section of the
Server module configuration can be used to automatically prune inactive endpoints
from the database. For endpoints that are in an endpoint profile with the ''Allow
Timeout'' option set to yes, if the Collectors have not reported any observations for
an endpoint in greater than the number of days specified by the Endpoint Timeout,
the endpoint will be removed from the primary endpoint console views (Endpoint
Directory, View Endpoints by Profile, View Endpoints by Device Port) and placed in
the retired status. Endpoints in the retired state are removed from the Beacon
endpoint directory so for systems that are integrated with authentication/NAC
systems, as endpoints are retired they will no longer be authenticated by MAC.
While they are in the retired state, Beacon will return no information about the
endpoint beyond that shown in the retired endpoints view. For each retired
endpoint MAC, this view will show the following information:

• IP address at time of retirement (if IP-to-MAC mapping was known)

• Certainty (0 if endpoint was Not Profiled at time of retirement

• Last location (switch name and IFindex) or No Location if there was no location
for the endpoint in the database at time of retirement.

• Retired Date - timestamp of when the endpoint was set to retired status.

If the endpoint becomes active again and a Collector reports updated information,
the endpoint will be moved out of the retired state and profiled based on the
updated endpoint data.The only way to view endpoints that have been retired is
through the Retired Endpoints option of Other Endpoint Views. Retired endpoints
are shown by profile, endpoints in the Not Profiled state at time of retirement will
be retired as such.

Select Other Endpoint Views from the secondary menu of the Endpoint Console
tab. Then select Retired Endpoints from the table to view the list a table of profiles
that contain endpoints in the ''retired'' status. Endpoints that are in the retired
status are not included in the primary Endpoint Console views, they are not
removed from the system but are maintained in a retired state reflecting the fact
that no update to any element of their profiling data (including NetMap finding the
MAC in a network device source address table) in greater than the number of days
specified for the endpoint timeout. Endpoints will stay in the retired state and
appear in this view indefinitely unless the Endpoint Removal parameter is set. If an
Endpoint Removal of other than zero days is specified in the Server module
configuration, endpoints will remain in the retired state for only that number of
days, then be permanently removed from the database.

Tip Endpoints in the Not Profiled state are subjected to the Endpoint Timeout and 
Endpoint Removal options by default. If an Endpoint Timeout is specified, all Not 
Profiled endpoints will be subjected to it. If there is not an update of profiling data 
on an endpoint in Not Profiled for greater than the number of days configured for 
the Endpoint Timeout, the endpoint will be retired. If an Endpoint Removal timer is 
set, those endpoints will be permanently purged upon the expiration of the removal 
timer. This is not a configurable option.
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The MAC Endpoint Summary 
The MAC Endpoint Summary provides very detailed current and historical
information about each endpoint in the Beacon Database that is identified by MAC
address. As has been outlined in the chapter, the MAC Endpoint Summary view of
an endpoint can be displayed from all views in the Endpoint Console and
throughout the Beacon user interface. Throughout the Beacon UI, if a MAC address
is presented as a link, selecting that link will take the user to this detailed view of
the endpoint which enables viewing all collected data for the endpoint. Similarly
for IP addresses that have been mapped back to a MAC, selecting the IP address
link anywhere in the UI will also display the MAC Endpoint Summary.

An example of the MAC Endpoint Summary for an endpoint is shown in
Figure 14-9.

Figure 14-9 MAC Endpoint Summary

The endpoint summary provides a snap-shot of the most current information about
the endpoint MAC in summary form. The following is a description of each of the
summary data points displayed about an endpoint on the Summary:

• MAC Vendor – The MAC Vendor the OUI of the MAC Address resolves to.

• Latest IP Address Mapping - Current IP host address for the endpoint is
displayed if a mapping for the MAC is known by Beacon.
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Tip If the IP address is not known (e.g., Beacon not able to establish the current 
IP address of the device through available data), the message “Currently 
there is no IP/MAC mapping for [MAC address]” is displayed under the MAC 
Vendor and the View IP History option (described below) is unavailable for 
the endpoint.

• DNS Name(s) - If DNS data for the endpoint has been collected, it will be
displayed here. For systems with multiple DNS names, use the expander to
view all collected DNS data.

• Discovered - Provides the timestamp of when the endpoint MAC was
discovered and added to database.

• Data Updated - Shows the timestamp of the last collected data for the
endpoint.

• Current Location – Displays the switch by name (if configured), IP address
and current port (name and ifIndex in parentheses) of the network device
providing connectivity to the endpoint if it is known to Beacon. If the endpoint
is not connected, or the current location of the endpoint is not known, this part
of the summary is not included in the summary view.

Tip When the current location is known, the port name/ifIndex displayed as the 
current location of the endpoint is a link. Selecting that link will open the View 
Endpoint by Network Infrastructure Device Port view, with the entry for the 
endpoint shown in the first row of the table.

• System Location - If the network infrastructure device providing connectivity
to the endpoint has the system location OID of the System MIB populated,
system location will be displayed as well.

• Current Profile(s) - presents a table that shows the Profile (or Profiles) that
the selected endpoint MAC address is currently matching in the Beacon
database. Recall that an endpoint can be in one and only one Profile at any
given time. However, there are occasions when an endpoint may in fact match
similar rules in more than one Profile. This table in this view shows the Profile
or Profiles which the endpoint matches with the respective level of Certainty
based on the rule or rules matched in each of the current Profiles.

Tip The Profile Name(s) in the current profile table are links back to the Edit 
Profile form.

At the bottom of the Endpoint Summary, links to additional views of information
about the selected endpoint are provided. These additional endpoint-specific views
are described in detail below.
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View Layer 2 Trace

This view presents a table that indicates the path traffic from the selected
endpoint is being observed traversing through the layer 2 local network for that
endpoint. By determining the network infrastructure devices and ports the
endpoint is learned on (through examination of the SAT(NAC Manager) tables of
the devices), Beacon can “trace” how traffic from the endpoint moves from the
edge (access port) to the core, or the nearest routed boundary, of the network.

View MAC History

This view presents all information about the MAC Address of the selected endpoint
available in the Beacon database over the historical period. 

Tip The length of the historical period is determined by the Server module parameter 
''Historical Limit.'' Historical Limit is the number of days into the past which 
endpoint data is maintained in the Beacon database (see chapter 5). The default 
value for this parameter is 30 days and defines the historical period for all Beacon 
historical views.

 The MAC history view of an endpoint consists of 3 tables:

• Table of MAC History by port – shows the network device port(s) this
endpoint has connected to the network from over the historical period.

Note If the MAC has not been found in the NetMap data gathered from edge 
devices in the Beacon configuration at least once during the historical 
period, the table will have the entry ''No MACs were found'' will be 
displayed.

• Table of MAC History by IP – shows the IP address(es) that Beacon has
observed the endpoint using over the length of the historical period. If there
has not been an IP-to-MAC mapping for the endpoint at least once during the
historical period, the table will have the entry ''No IP addresses were found.''

• Table of MAC History by Profile – shows the Profile(s) that the endpoint has
been classified into over the length of the historical period, including Not
Profiled.

View Profile Data

For each MAC Address that has been discovered by Beacon, this view presents a
view of selected Profiling-related data observed by Beacon for the endpoint during
the historical period.

The Profile Data view for a selected endpoint consists of five tables which displays
the endpoint data collected for the endpoint:
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• Table of Software Data – Open ports, user agents, Web and SMTP server
banners. If Web URL rules are configured, any matches to Web URL rules will
be shown in this table. Note that these attributes are all collected by NetWatch.
If no data of these types has been collected by NetWatch for an endpoint, the
table will contain the entry: ''No entries were found.''

• Table of Traffic Data – If the endpoint has matched any Traffic Rules
configured on the system, the traffic rule match data will be shown in this
table. If the endpoint does not have any traffic rule matches, the table will
contain the entry: ''No entries were found.'' 

• Table of Other Data – If DHCP parameters and or Stack Information has been
collected by NetWatch for the endpoint, those parameters will be shown in the
table. For endpoints with no collected DHCP or Stack Information, the table will
contain the entry: ''No other profiling information was found.''

• Table of RADIUS Data - if NetRelay collection of RADIUS Accounting
information from the RADIUS clients on the network (edge switches typically)
is configured, and the endpoint has collected RADIUS accounting information
saved to the database, this information will be presented in this table.

• Table of Active Directory Data - if one or more NetMap modules have been
configured to collect Active Directory data for endpoints from Microsoft Active
Directory Servers on the network, and AD information has been attributed to
this endpoint, the collected AD data is displayed in this table. The collected AD
data items from AD include the following:

– AD Computer (Common) Name

– Operating System (e.g., Windows XP)

– Operating System Version/build (e.g., 5.1 (2600))

– Service Pack

– Distinguished Name

– Domain Name

View IP History

For endpoints that Beacon has a current IP mapping for, this view allows the
examination of information about the IP address itself. Especially for host
addresses that are in the pool of addresses assigned via DHCP, the endpoints using
a particular address may change frequently. This view provides a summary of
information about the IP address, what endpoints have used it and where within
the historical period.

Note If Beacon is not able to map an IP host address to the MAC address of the endpoint 
at the time the endpoint summary is being viewed, the View IP History link will not 
be presented in the MAC Endpoint Summary for the endpoint.

The IP History view of a selected endpoint/host address consists of two tables:

• Table of History by MAC – shows each MAC address Beacon has observed
using the current IP host address of the endpoint during the historical period.
The first entry in the table is always the MAC address of the selected endpoint.
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• Table of History by Profile – shows the Profile(s) that endpoints using the IP
Host address over the historical period have been classified into.

Clearing Endpoint

The MAC Endpoint Summary also has a link, Clear Endpoint. Clear endpoint is used
to cause the data about an endpoint to be cleared from the database. The endpoint
MAC address and all profiling information is cleared from the database, however
the historical data for the endpoint is retained in case the endpoint is rediscovered.
Clearing the endpoint will result in the endpoint leaving the primary endpoint
console views, and will not return to the database unless it is relearned through
the endpoint discovery processes.

Note Clear endpoint is the primary means for removing selected endpoints from the 
database. Other than the database maintenance timeouts described in the Server 
module chapter that will result in inactive endpoints being automatically retired 
and optionally removed, this is the only way to remove endpoints from the Beacon 
database via the user interface.

Sponsor Device

The Sponsor Device button allows the user to add this endpoint to the Device
Sponsorship feature from the MAC Endpoint Summary screen, by displaying the
‘Add Sponsorship’ screen. See Chapter 13, “Device Sponsorship”, for detail
information about Device Sponsorship.

T Port Views

Unauthorized Endpoints
The Unauthorized Endpoints view is used exclusively in environments in which
802.1X port-based authentication has been deployed. The purpose of this view is
to display all endpoints throughout the environment that are connected to switch
ports reporting that they are in the UnAuth state. Endpoints on an 802.1X-enabled
port that is reporting its state as ''unAuth'' are essentially disconnected from the
802.1X-enabled network due to failing to successfully complete authentication
(e.g., do not have valid credentials or may not have a properly configured
supplicant, etc.), or are on ports that are set to Force UnAuth. The view provides a
way to quickly determine what endpoints are in this state, and where (by switch
and port) which can, in turn, be utilized for providing support to these
users/endpoints.
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Unconnected Ports
Unconnected Ports provides a list of all network infrastructure device ports with a
link state of down on the last NetMap poll. By default network infrastructure
devices are listed by device name and IP Address in a table that shows the port
name and ifIndex and media type of all available ports on each device.

Displaying and Managing Beacon Events
The endpoint console also provides the interface within the Beacon UI used for
displaying and managing endpoint events that are designated to be displayed in
the Beacon interface in the event configuration. The configuration of endpoint
events is detailed in chapter 11. The Beacon interface is but one of the options
available for the display of Beacon Events detected by the system. In this section,
the use of the Endpoint Console for displaying, interpreting and managing
endpoint events is outlined.

Note NAC events are not displayed in this interface; the occurrence of NAC events is 
recorded in the Server.out log and in the NAC Manager logs.

Note New installations and upgrades to version 3.1, a New Endpoint Event specifying a 
Matching Profile of “all” is created automatically (event to detect discovery of any 
new endpoint). By default this event reports only to the Event List/Event Viewer on 
the Home tab, and these events will not be delivered to the Table of Events 
presented in the Endpoint Console. This is designed to keep the number of events 
manageable in new deployments. If it desirable to deliver these events to the 
Endpoint Console when the number of new endpoint discoveries stabilizes, simply 
change the event configuration to include the Beacon Interface delivery method.

To view/manage Beacon events from the Endpoint Console, select Beacon Events
from the secondary menu of the Endpoint Console tab.

The Table of Events is the primary interface for viewing and managing Beacon
Events. As described in Chapter 11, the Beacon Interface is one of many options
for delivery of Beacon Events. All events that occur and are delivered via this
method will remain in the table until manually cleared as described below, or aged
out automatically via the Historical Timer.
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Figure 14-10 Viewing Beacon Events

Note the Select View control in the upper right hand corner of the page. By
default, 100 events are displayed per page in reverse chronological order. Paging
controls are displayed at the bottom of the table of events to allow moving through
the pages when the number of events is greater than 100. The Select View control
can be used to change the number of events displayed to 250, 500, 1000 or all
events. To change the sort order, click on the column heading.

For each event recorded by the Beacon system, detailed information about the
event is provided. The follow describes the data in each column of the Table of
Events:

• Select Checkbox – The checkbox in each of the rows of the table is used to
select the event for clearing in combination with the Delete Selected button at
the bottom of the table. 

• Event Type - The type of event: New Endpoint, Profile Change -
exiting/entering, Alarm Profile, or Profile Consistency.

• Event Name – For each event in the table, this column will reflect the name of
the Event (from event configuration) resulting in the table entry. Immediately
below the name, the event severity as configured in the event is also displayed
in parentheses.

• Date – Reflects the date and time the Profiler event occurred.

• MAC – Displays the MAC address and MAC Vendor of the endpoint triggering
the event. 

• IP Address – Displays the IP address of the endpoint triggering the event if
known by the Beacon system.
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• Profile/[Prior Profile] – Displays the Profile of the endpoint triggering the
event. In the case of Profile Change Events, the Profile that the endpoint was in
immediately previous to the change is displayed as the Prior Profile.

• Location – Displays the current location (e.g., switch and port providing
connectivity) of the endpoint triggering the event if known by the Beacon.
Format is Switch IP, Interface name. If the current location of the endpoint is
not known, ‘No Location Data’ will be displayed in this column.

Clearing Beacon Events
Beacon Events displayed in the Endpoint Console will remain in the table of events
for the length of the historical period if not manually cleared.

To manually clear events, select the Clear Event checkbox of the event or events
that should be cleared from the first column of the table of events. Selecting the
Delete Selected button with event(s) selected for clearing will result in the
event(s) being permanently and irrecoverably cleared from the table and the
database.

Tip To clear all events from the table of events, use the Select View to display all events 
on one page, click the select link to select all, then select the Delete Selected button 
to clear all events.
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The Beacon Utilities Tab

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 15-1

• Search, page 15-2

• Network Readiness for 802.1X Enablement, page 15-13

• Endpoint Profile Data Reports, page 15-14

• System Summary, page 15-16

• Network Device Change Logs, page 15-19

Overview
The Utilities tab of the Beacon UI provides access to a number of utilities that
provide additional functionality, management and troubleshooting tools for the
Beacon system.

The Utilities tab will display a pie chart when navigating to the tab, representing
the current usage of the hard drive..

Figure 15-1 The Beacon Utilities Tab

As shown in Figure 15-1, the Utilities tab will also provide some top-level statistics
for the Beacon system: 
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• Current disk usage of the Beacon system (free/total) for the / and /usr
partitions on the Beacon Server

• Average processor utilization [usr sys idle]

• The number of active MAC addresses (endpoints) discovered by the system
(cumulative over system lifetime).

• Number of Active (non-retired) MAC addresses currently in the database
(roughly equal to discovered, minus retired. The system does not track
endpoints cleared through the UI).

• Number of retired MAC address, the count of endpoint MAC addresses that
were placed in a retired state (e.g., subjected to endpoint timeout).

The Utilities tab provides access to several functionalities via the secondary menu
links which are as follows:

• Search

• Network Readiness

• Profile Data

• System Summary

• Change Logs

The remaining sections of this chapter review the functionality and usage of each
of the main functional areas of the Utilities tab accessed by clicking the associated
link on the secondary menu.

Search
The Beacon advanced search console provides several options for searching the
Beacon database for information about endpoints, endpoint profiling data and
network infrastructure devices known by the Beacon system and added to the
database. When the Search option is chosen from the Utilities tab, the Search
Console menu table providing access to the different search functions is displayed
as illustrated in Figure 15-2.

Figure 15-2 Search Console Main Menu
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The features and functionality of each option of the Search Console menu are
outlined in the following sections.

Endpoint Search
The Endpoint Search is a comprehensive search and reporting tool that
complements the ''Quick Search'' function outlined earlier in the guide. The
Advanced Endpoint Search provides a comprehensive endpoint search capability
combined with a search results data export function. Both simple and complex
searches of the endpoint database can be executed from the Advanced Search
console, and the search results quickly and easily exported to CSV and XML
formats for offline analysis and reporting. 

When 'Endpoint Search' is selected from the main Search Console menu, the
Advanced Endpoint Search Query form illustrated in Figure 15-3 is presented in
the UI:

Figure 15-3 Advanced Endpoint Search

The Query form allows the user to specify one or more search criteria by which to
query the Beacon database for endpoints matching the search criteria. 
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Note The Advanced Search will only return MAC-modeled endpoints that are in a 
non-retired state. The Advanced Search will not return endpoints that are 
currently in an IP-only status that have matching attribute(s).

Simple searches can be performed using this query by specifying a single endpoint
search attribute. In this mode, the advanced endpoint search works exactly like
the quick search. Note however the CSV and XML export buttons that appear in
the upper right hand corner of search results returned by the advanced endpoint
search. Whenever search results are displayed in the UI, the results table can be
immediately exported to CSV or XML format and saved off-appliance by selecting
the respective button in the Beacon UI and standard web browser controls.

Multiple endpoint search attributes (e.g., MAC Vendor and Profile Name, for
example) can be specified in a single search query. For example, if the database
was to be searched for endpoints with both a MAC Vendor that contained 'intel'
and were also currently in the Windows OS profile, the string 'intel' would be
entered in the MAC Vendor field of the query form, and 'Windows OS' in the Profile
Name field. The search results would contain all the endpoints that have a MAC
Vendor containing Intel and are currently in the Windows OS profile. Any
combination of valid search attributes can be used in this way: it could also be
specified that these endpoints contained a specified string in their DHCP host
name for example by specifying that attribute along with the MAC Vendor and
Profile.

Note When multiple endpoint search attributes are specified in an endpoint search 
query, the logical operation is always AND. That is, the search will return only 
endpoints that satisfy ALL the criteria specified.

Search attributes can also be designated as exclude by prefixing the attribute with
a '-'.

For example, to find the endpoints in the database that had a MAC Vendor
containing Intel, but were currently profiled, the query would have the MAC
Vendor field set to 'intel', and the Profile Name set to '-Not Profiled'. This search
would return all the endpoints with an Intel MAC Vendor that were currently in an
any enabled Profile (e.g., not in the Not Profiled state) on the system.

In Figure 15-4 below, note the Refine Search link adjacent to the Search Results
title on the table returned by the search, and the CSV and XML buttons in the
upper right hand corner of the page.
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Figure 15-4 Advanced Endpoint Search Results

Clicking on the CSV or XML button when Search Results are displayed will result in
the browser giving the user the option to open the results in a selected application
(e.g., Microsoft Excel for CSV) or saving the export file on a location of her/his
choice.

When viewing the results of a search, clicking on the Refine Search link will return
the user interface back to the Query form with the search attributes last used
populated in the search query form. The search criterion can be revised further,
and the query re-run with new search criteria to allow the search to refined
iteratively.

For example, a search could be started to find all the endpoints with a MAC
Address from a particular vendor. The search results from that query could then be
scanned so that the profiles containing endpoints with this MAC vendor were
enumerated. The search could then be refined by specifying the profiles to include
(or exclude) from the results in an iterative fashion to arrive at a results table that
included endpoints with MAC from a specific vendor in specified profiles.

All advanced endpoint search attributes and options within those attributes are
outlined below.

MAC Address
Requires the entry of a single MAC address in hexadecimal format with either '–'or
':' separator between octets (e.g. 00-0d-60-2f-8a-8a, or 00:0d:60:2f:8a:8a). Only
a single MAC address can be specified, no exclusions or logical OR allowed for this
attribute.

MAC Vendor
One or more text strings matching MAC Vendor(s) of the endpoints being searched
for can be entered. Exclude and logical or is supported. For example, to exclude a
particular MAC Vendor, prefix the string in the MAC vendor name with a '-'. If it is
desired to include endpoints with multiple MAC vendors, wrap the multiple strings
in parenthesis and use the '|' between the strings, for example:

(intel|ibm|dell)
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entered in the MAC vendor field (and no other search criterion specified) would
return all endpoints in the database that had MAC addresses with OUIs registered
to Intel, IBM and Dell (in any form). Note that MAC vendor strings are not case
sensitive and partial matches will be returned, e.g., searching on 'intel' will return
endpoints with OUIs registered to Intel Corporation, Intel Corporate, etc.

For MAC Vendor and other attributes that accept multiple parameters, it is possible
to specify AND between those parameters as well. For example, Intel has OUIs
that are registered as ''Intel Corporation'' and ''Intel Corporate.'' The AND could be
used to exclude endpoints with OUI registered as Intel Corporate by changing the
search criteria above to:

(intel|ibm|dell),-intel corporate

IP/CIDR Block
Accepts either a host IP address, or a subnet (CIDR format, e.g., 10.1.174.0/24)
to match all endpoints known by the system to have host addresses on the
specified subnet.

Profile Name 
One or more text strings matching the Profile name(s) of the endpoints being
searched for can be entered. Exclude and compound entries using logical OR and
AND are supported when searching on Profile name. For example, if it was
desirable to exclude all currently un-profiled endpoints in the results of an
endpoint search, -Not Profiled could be entered as the Profile Name criteria.
Strings entered are not case sensitive—they will match strings in profile names
regardless of case, and partial matches will be included.

The Profile Name attribute can be used in conjunction with the Time attribute
when the ‘By Profile’ radio button is selected. This allows the search criterion to be
expanded to only return endpoints that have been profiled into the selected
profile(s) within the specified number of days.

Authenticated User 
Available only in 802.1X-enabled networks where the switches support the
population of the 802.1X PAE MIB with the username of the user that successfully
completed user authentication on that port1. Beacon will associate the
authenticated user to the MAC of the endpoint they authenticated on as reported
by the switch via SNMP poll of the switch MIBs. This data can be searched on like
other parameters to search the database for a currently authenticated user.

DNS Name 
Available only when Profiler has NetInquiry properly enabled for DNS name
collection and DNS Name data has been collected by the system. One or more text
strings matching the DNS name(s) of the endpoints being searched for can be
entered. Exclude and compound entries using logical OR are supported when
searching on DNS name.

1. As of version 3.0, the collection of authenticated username in 802.1X environments is accomplished by NetMap query of the 802.1X PAE MIB of 
edge switches with 802.1X authentication enabled. This Beacon feature is dependent upon the MIB being populated by the switch upon successful 
user authentication. The availability of this feature will vary dependent upon switch vendor implementation and EAP type. If the authenticated 
username information is available on the authenticating switch via SNMP, Beacon will populate this data in the database for all endpoints successfully 
completing user authentication enabling search using this attribute.
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DHCP Host Name 
If one or more NetWatch modules are processing DHCP packets sent by endpoints
configured for DHCP, the DHCP host name attribute is collected. One or more text
strings matching the DHCP host name(s) of the endpoints being searched for can
be entered. Exclude and compound entries using logical OR are supported when
searching on DHCP Host Name

Access Device 
Searches endpoints based on their known location by switch name. This attribute
matches the network device name assigned to the access device in the Profiler
configuration. When used as a search criteria, returns only endpoints with a
current location on the specified access device—endpoints with no location, or with
a location not matching the specified access device will be excluded from the
results. For example, a search could be constructed so that only Printers on a
specified switch were returned.

Discovery Protocol Platform
If endpoints using LLDP or CDP are connected to switches polled by NetMap, this
search attribute allows for matches based on Discovery Protocol information
collected from information stored in the MIB of the connecting switch. Many
devices such as IP Phones, Video Cameras and other endpoints utilize LLDP and or
CDP to announce their presence to the network infrastructure device providing
their connection to the network.

Active Directory
When Active Directory data collection is enabled, endpoints that are members of
the Domain will have Operating System, Operating System Version and Service
Pack information collected. This search attribute looks for this information either
alone or in combination with other search parameters.

The access device attribute can be used in conjunction with the Time attribute
when the 'By Location' radio button is selected. This allows the search criterion to
be expanded to only return endpoints that have been located on the specified
access device(s) within the specified number of days.

RADIUS
If RADIUS accounting data is being collected for endpoints, endpoints with
matching collected RADIUS accounting information can be searched using this
attribute

Time 
This parameter is used in conjunction with the Profile Name and Access Device
searches as described above.

Authenticated User Search
In 802.1X environments Beacon allows for the search of endpoints based on the
authenticated user (by user name) that has completed 802.1X user authentication
via the endpoint. This is essentially the same as an advanced endpoint search
using just the Authenticated User search attribute, with the same caveats outlined
in the last section. 
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Endpoint History
The Beacon system compiles historical data for the active endpoints in the
database so that the system administrator can view information about endpoints in
their environment over the length of the Historical Timer as set in the Server
module configuration.

For the purposes of endpoint historical data compilation, Beacon collects historical
data for each MAC address and each host IP address it learns about in the network
environment. When the Beacon system is able to make an IP-to-MAC mapping for
a given endpoint the IP and MAC histories intersect, but it is important to
understand that the MAC and IP historical views are not the same. Particularly in
the case of the IP history for host addresses assigned to a DHCP scope, it is
possible that a single host address may be used at different times by a number of
endpoints, and that information is captured in the IP history. MAC history should
be conceptualized as the history of a given physical device: where it has been
connected to the network, if it has used multiple IP addresses, and how the
endpoint has been Profiled as over the selected historical timer. The IP history
provides a similar report of how the logical endpoint address has been used by
endpoints over time.

It is important to note that endpoints that are cleared from the database via the
'Clear Endpoint' function or that are retired will have their historical data
maintained in the database subject to the historical timer. If endpoints that are
cleared or are moved automatically to a retired status by the endpoint timeout
function return to the network while historical information is still being retained in
the database, the old historical information will be brought forward and will be
shown when viewing the MAC history for cleared/retired endpoints that rejoin the
network.

The Endpoint History has another option that is specific to environments where
IEEE 802.1X port-based authentication is in use. When Beacon finds the PAE MIB
active on a switch indicating that 802.1X is configured on one or more ports, it will
walk the PAE MIB. For 802.1X-enabled ports connecting an endpoint from which a
user has successfully completed user-authentication (as opposed to
machine-authentication), the PAE MIB will contain the user name of the
authenticated user. In 802.1X environments, Beacon will track the history of each
authenticated user: what switch and port they authenticated on and the last time
a Beacon poll indicated the user was in the authenticated state at that location.

Query MAC History 
Selecting Utilities -> Search -> Endpoint History provides access to the three
available Historical queries: MAC, IP and User. Selecting Query MAC History
displays the MAC Query form shown in Figure 15-5.
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Figure 15-5 Query MAC History

The form allows the entry of a single MAC address to query the database for the
available MAC History for a given MAC address. The MAC History for an endpoint
consists of three tables of information for each endpoint in the database:

1. Table of MAC History by Port. Provides a list of the switch/port location(s) that 
the endpoint has been determined by the Beacon system to have connected to 
the network through over the course of the historical period, with the current 
location shown in the top row of the table. An example is shown in Figure 15-6.

Figure 15-6 MAC History by Port

2. Table of MAC History by IP (Figure 15-7). Shows the IP address(es) the endpoint 
has utilized over the historical period. Note that in order for an entry to be 
shown in this table, the endpoint has to have had a change in IP-to-MAC 
mapping observed by the system.

Figure 15-7 MAC History by IP

3. Table of MAC History by Profile (Figure 15-8 on page 15-10). Shows the 
profile(s) that the endpoint has been a member of during the historical period. 
The current profile is shown in the first row of the table. The 'Last Modified' 
column indicates the date and time that the endpoint was added to the profile.
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Figure 15-8 MAC History by Profile

Query IP History 
Selecting Utilities -> Search -> Endpoint History provides access to the three
available Historical queries: MAC, IP and User. Selecting Query IP History displays
the IP Query form Figure 15-9.

Figure 15-9 Query IP History

The form allows the entry of a single IP address to query the database for the
available history for a given IP address. The IP address history for a host address
consists of two tables of information regarding the use of that IP address on the
network:

1. Table of IP History by MAC (Figure 15-10). This shows which endpoint(s) 
(unique MAC address(es)) have used the IP host address entered in the query.

Figure 15-10 IP History by MAC

2. Table of IP History by Profile (Figure 15-11 on page 15-11). Shows the profile(s) 
the endpoint(s) using this host address have been profiled to currently and 
during the historical period.
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Figure 15-11 IP History by Profile

Query User History

Selecting Utilities -> Search -> Endpoint History provides access to the three
available Historical queries: MAC, IP and User. Selecting Query User History
displays the User Query form shown in Figure 15-12.

Figure 15-12 Query User History

The form allows the entry of a string to query the database for the available
history for authenticated usernames in an 802.1X-enabled network. Enter the
search information that matches one or more usernames of users that have
completed authentication on switches that the Beacon system is polling via
NetMap. The username history (Figure 15-13) consists of a single table that
provides information about the 802.1X-enabled switch port(s) the username(s)
that match the user-entered search data Beacon has determined successfully
authenticated on via an SNMP poll of the PAE MIB.

Figure 15-13 Port History by Authenticated User
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Find Network Infrastructure Device
The Find Network Infrastructure Device search is designed to allow the user to
search the network infrastructure devices in the Beacon system configuration from
the search console using a variety of attributes of the device. To search for a
device based on its IP address, enter the host address of the device in the IP
address field of the Find Network Device form.

When specifying a name to search with, the system will search the network device
names as well as the SNMP description strings for the devices successfully polled
by Beacon for the entered string, matching either attribute. For example, entering
the string ‘Juniper' will match devices that have Juniperin their assigned name in
the Beacon database, or if their System Description string includes the word
Juniper. See the example output for a network device search in Figure 15-14.

Figure 15-14 Network Device Search Results

The results of Find Network device are presented as a table, the Table of Network
Infrastructure Devices. For each row in the table, the network device name and IP
address are links. Clicking on the device name will take the Beacon Admin and
Operator users to the Edit Network Device form for the network device which
allows viewing/editing the device configuration. Remember that if the device is
currently in a device group, the group parameters override the individual device
configuration parameters. 

Clicking on the IP Address of the network device will open the Display Endpoints by
Device Port view for that network device.

Data Search
The Data Search allows the endpoint database to be searched for an entered
string. For this search, only a subset of collected endpoint is searched. MAC
address, MAC Vendor and DNS name data is not searched in a data search,
therefore entering an endpoint MAC address or MAC Vendor string will not return
any results unless that string also appears in other elements of endpoint data such
as DHCP host name or DHCP VCI, user agent, etc. The main purpose of this search
is to find endpoints that have had endpoint data collected for them in the
categories not called out in the other searches. Endpoint data such as web user
agents, URL rules, banners, etc. can be searched for matches quickly using the
Data Search.
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Enter a string that you would like to search on, for example entering 'iTunes'
would search the database for endpoints that have exhibited a user agent
associated with the iTunes application.

Figure 15-15 the results of a data search on an operational system.

Figure 15-15 Data Search Results

The search results table shows all endpoints that had data matching the entered
search criterion. In this example, these are all endpoints that exhibited a web user
agent that included the string iTunes—the matching variations are shown in the
Data column.

The MAC Address and IP Address columns of the results table are active links that
when clicked on, bring up the MAC or IP Summary pages (described in Chapter 14,
“Using the Beacon Endpoint Console”) for the endpoint respectively. Note that for
IP-only endpoints (endpoints for which Beacon has no IP-to-MAC binding for
currently), 'no MAC' is displayed and the MAC Summary page is not accessible.

Network Readiness for 802.1X Enablement
The Network Readiness feature of the Utilities tab does an assessment of the
network infrastructure devices in the Beacon configuration. As described earlier in
this chapter, NetMap will determine if the standard MIB for 802.1X devices is
present on devices it polls and if it is, if the 802.1X authentication functionality is
currently enabled on the device (as of the last successful poll). Selecting Network
Readiness from the Utilities tab will return a table that reports on this discovery by
NetMap on each network device by device name/IP address in the Beacon
configuration as shown in Figure 15-16 on page 15-14.
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Figure 15-16 Network Device Readiness Results Table

This feature can provide an automated analysis of the current infrastructure in
terms of firmware support for the 802.1X protocol.

Endpoint Profile Data Reports
This functionality of the Utilities tab is invaluable to the development and tuning of
Profile rules on a network. It provides a window into the Profiler database allowing
users to see the endpoint data being collected by the system, organized by data
type.

The Endpoint Profile Data Reports allow viewing the observations for many of the
endpoint identity attributes utilized for endpoint profiling, and this information
used in the design or tuning of profile rules. 

Note The profile rule creation forms that include the 'Show data' button pull their data 
from the endpoint data summary reports.

Figure 15-17 on page 15-15 shows the page that is presented when choosing the
Endpoint Data Summary, used to select the given endpoint data attribute to view.
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Figure 15-17 Select Endpoint Data Report

For example, the endpoint data report for MAC Vendors on an example system is
shown in Figure 15-18.

Figure 15-18 MAC Vendor Data Report
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This table lists all the MAC vendors of the endpoints learned by Beacon. The table
can be sorted by MAC Vendor or Count, in ascending or descending order by
clicking the column heading.

Note Note that MAC addresses with OUIs not in the Beacon database will show in the 
table with a MAC Vendor of 'Unregistered MAC.' 

Note that all rows in the table have a link at the end of the MAC Vendor name,
Show MAC/IP which will pop-up a table with the MACs and IPs of the endpoints
given a MAC-to-IP mapping has been established for the endpoint. For endpoints
without an IP to MAC mapping, the word “Unknown” will be displayed in the IP
column.

System Summary
The System Summary page provides top-level statistics about the Profiler system
and contains the controls for accessing the troubleshooting tools available from
the UI.

From the Utilities Tab, clicking on System Summary will display the following page
in the UI (Figure 15-19).

Figure 15-19 Beacon System Summary

The Profiler System Summary is divided into four major sections:

• Endpoints
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The endpoints section of the System Summary provides at-a-glance statistics
about the system: Total number of MAC addresses (endpoints) discovered,
including those that have been retired/removed (if applicable). Total Number of
IP-only endpoints shows the number of IP-only endpoints known by the system
currently.

• Infrastructure
The infrastructure section of the System Summary shows the number of L2
Network Infrastructure Devices (switches) and L3 devices (routers) in the
Profiler configuration that are being polled according to the Server module
settings.

• Server Statistics
The Server Statistics section of the System Summary provides some basic
health indicators for the appliance hosting the Server module for the system.
Note that these statistics are specific to the Server appliance. In distributed
Beacon systems with multiple collectors, only the health of the Server system
can be monitored through the system summary.

• Storage [free / total]:
This indicator shows the amount of free and total disk space in the / and /usr
partitions and provides a snap-shot of the state of the health of the Beacon file
system. Beacon provides several mechanisms such as log file rotation and the
Server module timeouts described in Chapter 5 to self-manage its use of the
disk partition. If the file system shows greater than 90% of the partition in use
and continuing to grow, this should be investigated further to determine the
size of the database and or other files in the Beacon partition that may be
growing unusually large. Contact GBS Technical Support for specific
instructions.

• Uptime:
This indicator shows the days, hours, minutes since last reboot of the appliance
hosting the Server module. Note that this is indicative of an appliance re-boot,
not the Beacon application uptime.

• Memory Usage [free / total] in kB
Reflects the amount of physical memory (RAM) for the entire appliance and
how much of the physical memory is currently in use by all components
running on the appliance, those associated with the Beacon software and other
components.  Consistently low free memory on the system can be an indication
of potential problems with a Beacon or other system component.

• Swap Usage [free / total] in kB
Reflects the amount of space allocated on the hard drive that is used for
swapping RAM when an appliance’s physical memory begins to be depleted by
the processes running on the appliance: those associated with Beacon and
others.  The amount of swap allocated to the Beacon system is calculated and
allocated automatically by the system and equal to 2x the amount of physical
memory on the appliance.  Moderate to high swap usage on the Beacon server
can be a concern when accompanied by other performance-related
discrepancies.

• Average Processor Utilization (% Idle)
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Provides an indication of how much of the CPU has been used across all CPUs
installed in the Beacon server appliance by user, system and idle. The average
processor utilization is an average of the loads placed on user, system and idle
since the system was last booted.

• Access to UI-based system maintenance/troubleshooting tools
Access to three tools used for troubleshooting the Beacon system is provided
by 3 buttons at the bottom of the System Summary page, labeled as follows
and clearly visible on figure above:

1. Display Server Log
This button results in the display of the last 500 entries in the Beacon
server log (Server.out) within the UI. Note that the last entry in the log is
shown at the top, just below the time. Each time the page is refreshed, the
UI will fetch the last 500 entries in the log and update the time.

In the normal operating mode of the system, the Server log will contain
regular time-stamped messages that allow real-time monitoring of the
Beacon system operation. The Server logging can be placed into a verbose
or debug mode from the command line as directed by Great Bay Software
technical support in the process of troubleshooting.

2. Backup Database
This button provides the ability to take a snapshot of the Beacon database
including all configuration and endpoint data directly from the UI, and uses
the browser functionality to save the database backup to the PC or any
reachable file share. Taking a database snapshot does not interrupt the
normal operation of the system.

When Backup Database is selected, the browser will open the save file
dialog that will allow the naming and saving of the database backup as
desired by the operator. Note that the resulting file type (extension) is GZIP
which should be maintained as this is the file format expected by the
database restore scripts. The filename itself can be changed to a name that
helps identify this particular backup, or the default of ‘beacondb.gz) may be
maintained.

Note that the Server will perform an automated backup of the database
every 24 hours, placing that backup in the /backup directory on the Server
appliance (primary of HA pair). Daily system backups are maintained on a
30-day rotation so that the backups for the last 30 days are available on the
Server appliance. The latest server backup is always via a symbolic link in
the /backup directory named: 'dailyDB-latest.gz'. To determine the date of
each backup file, simply do an ls –la on the /backup directory to see the
save date of each file.

Note Restoration of a database snapshot to a Beacon system is performed via the 
command line. See “Database Restore” section on page 18-10.

3. Collect Technical Logs
In the course of troubleshooting, it may be necessary to collect the logs and
other files on the Server appliance for analysis by Great Bay Software
Technical Support. Selection of this button on the System Summary pages
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results in the system collecting all logs and other files of interest for
troubleshooting into a single GZIP bundle which can be saved on the PC or
any available file share so that it can be forwarded to GBS Technical
Support via email or the support website.

4. Cleanup Database
By default, Collectors running NetWatch will collect TCP Open Port and Web
User Agent data on configured monitor ports for endpoints with source
addresses within the MyNetwork range from traffic received on the monitor
port. Depending on the volume of network traffic received on monitor ports,
the collected data for these attributes of endpoint identity can grow quite
large. Similarly, on systems that have Traffic Rules enabled, NetWatch and
NetRelay will collect data satisfying the rules.

Selecting this button from the System Summary results in the Beacon
All-in-one/Server Only to evaluate enabled endpoint profiles on the system
to determine which Web User Agent(s), TCP Open Port and Traffic rules are
being used (if any). All Web User Agent, TCP Open Port and Traffic data that
is not being used by the system will then be permanently deleted from the
Beacon database in order to reclaim space and improve efficiency of the
Modeler.

5. Enable Automated Database Cleanup
Optionally, the database cleanup routine can be set up to run automatically
every day to remove collected but unused endpoint data. This button is a
toggle that is used to enable/disable automated cleanup.

Tip At the completion of profile tuning, when the endpoint profile configuration is set, 
enabling the Automated Database Cleanup feature is recommended to keep the 
database free of unused endpoint data.

Network Device Change Logs
The Change Log available from the Utilities tab is specific to the use of Beacon in
the Port Provisioning mode and when the Active Response event delivery method
is used with Beacon Events. Port provisioning mode was outlined in chapter 2, and
Active Response covered in Chapter 11. 

The Change Logs provide records of changes that Beacon has made to switches on
the network via SNMP sets executed by NetMap. 

To display Network Device Change Logs, select the Change Logs link from the
secondary menu of the Utilities tab. An example view of the change logs for a
system is shown in Figure 15-20.
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Figure 15-20 Network Device Change Logs

By default, the Network Device Change Logs show Port Provisioning and Active
Response events in the table, with the last event log in the first row. The Select
View controls how many rows the table displays, by default only the last 100
change records are displayed. The Select Display control allows the selection of
just events resulting from Port Provisioning actions (by selecting Port Provisions
from the drop-down menu), or just those resulting from Active Response (by
selecting Event Responses from the drop-down menu as shown. 

In order to review a detailed report of the change made by each entry in the
change logs, the XML report of the change must be viewed by clicking the View
link in the View XML column of the table. This will display a complete report of the
change made via SNMP as shown in Figure 15-21.

Note Active Response events that do not result in a successful set via SNMP show an 
empty OID string. There is a record that the Event was triggered at a particular 
point--but if the system was unable to take the specified response, the OID will be 
empty.

Figure 15-21 XML Record of Network Device Change
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Enabling The Internal LDAP Integration Layer

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 16-1

• Support for MAC Authentication/MAC Authentication Bypass, page 16-2

• Beacon LDAP Synchronization, page 16-5

• Enabling the Beacon System for Internal LDAP Directory Integration, page 16-8

• Initial LDAP Synchronization , page 16-9

• Beacon System-level LDAP Parameters, page 16-9

• Verifying Availability of Beacon LDAP Service, page 16-12

• LDAP Directory Re-initialize and Restore from Backup, page 16-19

Note This chapter is specific to the Beacon Internal LDAP integration layer, which 
creates and maintains an LDAP directory of endpoint data on the Beacon 
All-in-one/Server Only which provides access to endpoint data for external 
systems via LDAP. Beginning with the 3.3.0 release, Beacon can also be enabled to 
publish selected endpoint data to Microsoft Active Directory via LDAP. The specifics 
of this integration layer can be found in Chapter 17, “Beacon Endpoint Publishing 
to Microsoft Active Directory”.

Overview
The contextual endpoint inventory maintained by the Beacon Endpoint Profiler is
accessible to other systems via the standard Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP). The Server module of the Beacon system can be configured to replicate
selected endpoint data (by Profile) to an LDAP-enabled directory that runs in
parallel with the Beacon database and maintained by the Server module of the
Beacon system. The Beacon system can be configured to publish endpoints in
selected Profiles to the directory such that other systems such as Authentication
Servers (RADIUS servers, for example) can query the Beacon system in order to
get contextual information about endpoints from the Beacon system using the MAC
address of the endpoint as the identifier.
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The LDAP subsystem of the Beacon system is a high-performance and scalable
solution that can be utilized to augment authentication systems such as IEEE
802.1X port-based authentication, specifically for the purposes of automating the
discovery and authentication of endpoints unable to participate in the 802.1X
protocol using the existing authentication infrastructure.

The Beacon system includes an LDAP-enabled directory which runs in parallel with
the Beacon Endpoint Database when the system is enabled for LDAP integration as
described later in this chapter. In response to an LDAP query containing an
endpoint MAC address initiated by another entity such as an Authentication Server
attempting to authenticate an endpoint by MAC address, the Beacon LDAP
subsystem checks the onboard directory to determine the most current
information about the endpoint: if the endpoint has been discovered and if so, how
that endpoint is currently Profiled by the Beacon system based on collected data.
The Authentication Server uses this information in turn to make about what type
of network access (if any) the endpoint should receive given the Beacon
determination of endpoint type.

Support for MAC Authentication/MAC Authentication Bypass
To accommodate endpoints in 802.1X-enabled networks that are unable to
authenticate via 802.1X, switch vendors with 802.1X support have implemented a
feature within their switch firmware to revert to MAC authentication when devices
connect and do not initiate the EAPoL process. A device not initiating the EAPoL
process is indicative of a non-802.1X capable endpoint connecting to an access
port that has 802.1X enabled. This feature is used primarily to authenticate
known, non-802.1X corporate assets attempting to connect to the network on
access ports with 802.1X port-based authentication enabled. In addition, many
RADIUS Authentication Server implementations support MAC authentication as
well so that they will interoperate with access switches including MAC
authentication bypass in the 802.1X implementation.

In these deployments, the RADIUS Authentication Server must somehow be
provisioned with the list of MAC addresses in an internal database (e.g., white list)
or support querying an external database of the MAC addresses of endpoints in the
environment that are known to be non-802.1X capable and should be
authenticated by MAC. Many of the leading Authentication Server solutions support
mechanisms to reference an external database via LDAP to proxy MAC
authentication to another system, alleviating the need to maintain the local
database (e.g., white list) on the Authentication Server. 

The external LDAP database mechanism implemented in these solutions provided
the base model for the engineering of the Beacon LDAP subsystem. The Beacon
LDAP integration functionality described earlier in this chapter provides the
opportunity to utilize the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functionality of
Beacon to automate the management of non-802.1X capable endpoints in
enterprise, providing an easily accessible and up-to-date list of the endpoints that
are to be authenticated by MAC. In this model, whenever a non-802.1X capable
endpoint attaches to any port with 802.1X/MAC Authentication Bypass enabled the
switch reverts to MAC authentication for the endpoint, and in turn the RADIUS
server queries Beacon to determine if the endpoint should be allowed to access the
network. For authentication successes, the Profile that the endpoint is currently in
is returned to the RADIUS server which can be mapped to an access policy should
it be assigned based on the endpoint type (profile).
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MAC authentication fallback (or ''MAC Authentication Bypass,'' or ''MAB'' as the
feature is called by Cisco Systems) implemented in the switch firmware is
designed to provide an alternative authentication path for endpoints that connect
to an 802.1X-enabled port and do not initiate the 802.1X authentication protocol.
Figure 16-1 (from Cisco Systems documentation) shows how a Cisco switch that
has 802.1X authentication with the MAC Authentication Bypass feature enabled
will proceed when a non-802.1X capable device connects to one of its access
ports:

Figure 16-1 Cisco MAC Authentication Bypass

The lack of EAPoL packets from the endpoint connecting on the 802.1X enabled
port with MAB enabled results in the switch reverting to an attempt to use MAC
authentication to enable access for the endpoint. The NAS (RADIUS client) on the
switch will send a MAC authentication request to the RADIUS server, which will
determine if the MAC is known to be a non-802.1X capable endpoint, (on the
''white list'') and if so, what policy should it be assigned. This is communicated
back to the switch so the enforcement action such as the assignment of a VLAN
can be carried out at the access port. For devices that fail MAC authentication
(e.g., an unknown non-802.1X endpoint) the RADIUS server will also likely have a
policy for device that cannot be authenticated via this mechanism, which may
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result in the unknown endpoint being provisioned for no network access or
perhaps some limited access (e.g., guest privileges only) depending on the
environment and security policy.

Operating in concert with support for MAC authentication, the RADIUS
Authentication Server must contain a mechanism for maintaining the list of MAC
addresses that should be authenticated via MAC, those endpoints owned by the
organization but that are known to be not 802.1X supplicant-capable. In order for
this approach to be deployed and utilized effectively, the environment must have a
means of identifying the devices in the environment that are not capable of 802.1X
authentication, and maintaining an up-to-date database of these devices over time
as moves, adds and changes occur. This list needs to be populated and maintained
on the Authentication Server or another accessible repository either manually, or
via some alternative means to ensure that the devices enabled for authentication
via MAC is complete and valid at any point in time. This in turn ensures that when
one of these endpoints connects to the network on a port enabled for
authentication and does not initiate the EAPoL process, the MAC authentication
succeeds because the Authentication Server is able to authenticate the MAC
address of the endpoint.

The Beacon Endpoint Profiler can automate the process of identifying
non-authenticating endpoints, those without 802.1X supplicants, and maintaining
the validity of these endpoints in networks of varying scale via the Endpoint
Profiling and Identity Monitoring functionality. Through a standard LDAP interface,
the Beacon system can serve as an External Database or Directory of the
endpoints to be authenticated via MAB—the so-called ''white list'' of devices known
to be unable to authenticate via 802.1X. The Beacon directory is accessed as
necessary by the Authentication Server when access switches attempt to
authenticate an endpoint by MAC address via the MAB feature. Upon receiving a
MAB request from the edge infrastructure, the Authentication Server will query the
Beacon system to determine whether or not a given endpoint should be admitted
to the network based on most current information about the endpoint known by
Beacon, obviating the need for a manual initial configuration and ongoing
maintenance of the ''white list'' of devices that should be authenticated by MAC.

Beyond automating the discovery of non-802.1X capable endpoints, and
monitoring the identity attributes of those endpoints, implementing support of
non-802.1X endpoints using the Beacon system in this manner enables these
endpoints to connect to any access port configured for MAB across the enterprise.
Each time one of these endpoints connects to a port and is unable to complete the
EAPoL process, the Authentication Server queries the Beacon system to determine
how the endpoint should be handled: if access should or should not be provided,
and the access policy.

Beacon in Basic MAC Authentication Deployments
Although the 802.1X with MAB case has been emphasized thus far in the chapter,
it is worth noting that the LDAP integration capability of Beacon can be used in
deployments of traditional MAC authentication, without the enablement of 802.1X
and deployment/management of supplicants on endpoints that support them. In
this case, the MAC authentication capability available on several vendors edge
equipment is enabled so that only known endpoints (MAC addresses) are admitted
to the network as they attempt to gain access. This is an approach to ''Agentless
Authentication'' solution where the edge switches authenticate each endpoint
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joining the network using the MAC address of the endpoint’s network interface as
the primary credential requiring no additional functionality (e.g., a supplicant or
other agent) on the endpoints. The endpoints themselves do not require any
additional functionality to participate in the authentication protocol. As the
endpoint joins the network (physically connected to a switch), the access port of
the switch does not forward traffic for the endpoint until the switch receives a
successful authentication of the endpoint via RADIUS, which may also include
policy information such as VLAN assignment for the endpoint.

Basic MAC authentication then is similar to the MAB functionality outlined
previously in this section except that MAC Authentication is the authentication
method for all endpoints, not the failback for endpoints that cannot perform the
802.1X authentication process (non-supplicant capable) as it is in the 802.1X-MAB
case. For many environments, enabling basic MAC authentication for all endpoints
joining the network might be the first step toward the ultimate goal of strong,
802.1X-based authentication rolled out enterprise-wide.

Basic MAC authentication deployments though still face the fundamental challenge
of discovering the endpoints that should be provided network access,
differentiating between endpoint types, and maintaining the master list of
endpoints in an extensible format such that RADIUS can easily access the data
necessary to authenticate and provide differentiated access based on endpoint
type.

Beacon automates both the discovery and management of the list of endpoints
that should be authenticated in the basic MAC-authentication-enabled network.

Similarly the Identity Monitoring capability of Beacon continues to provide a
valuable second credential for basic MAC authentication environments. If special
purpose devices begin exhibiting attributes of general purpose computers (e.g.,
printer with PC attributes), that is an event of interest on the MAC authenticated
network that needs to be brought to the attention of network security. The Beacon
system provides that functionality.

Beacon LDAP Synchronization
The Beacon LDAP subsystem includes a synchronization function that is used to
maintain the Beacon database and the directory in synch. The Beacon database
maintained by the Server module is the master, and the directory is updated
continuously to ensure that it reflects the current state of the database, most
importantly reflecting the current Endpoint Profile of every endpoint that Beacon
has discovered. Within the LDAP directory, each endpoint has an attribute,
memberOfGroup, that is set to the name of the Endpoint Profile the Beacon system
has determined is the “best match” for the endpoint based on collected data. The
memberOfGroup attribute is returned in the query result for all MAC addresses
known to the Beacon system, including Not Profiled. This provides unparalleled
flexibility in the configuration of RADIUS for example, in matching policy to
endpoints based on their current identity at time of authentication.

Full synchronization of the directory to the database occurs when LDAP is initially
enabled on a Beacon system to perform an initial population/synchronization of
the directory. Full synchronization of the LDAP-enabled directory also occurs
whenever the Beacon system is restarted (Apply Changes -> Update Modules or
Re-model) when the system is enabled for Internal LDAP directory integration.
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During steady-state operation of the Beacon system, a full synchronization is also
performed every six hours to further ensure that the database and directory
remain in synch.

On a running Beacon system enabled for LDAP integration, as endpoints are
initially discovered and profiled, the LDAP synchronization code updates the LDAP
directory upon discovery and initial profiling decision. Similarly, as new data for an
endpoint is collected that results in a profile transition, the directory is updated to
reflect the reprofiling. This functionality keeps the directory up-to-date with the
database between full synchronizations. This process operates on an
endpoint-by-endpoint basis as opposed to the full synchronization described
earlier which verifies the entire directory against the Beacon database, an
obviously more intensive operation particularly in large systems.

The Identity Monitoring functionality of the Beacon system is fully utilized in the
monitoring of endpoints in the LDAP-enabled directory. In situations where an
endpoint is observed by Beacon exhibiting identity attributes that result in a Profile
change, the directory will be immediately updated and any subsequent
authentication/re-authentication of the endpoint will be in accordance with the
current profile and enforced by the authentication server.

LDAP Synchronization in HA-pairs
For All-in-one/Server Only HA pairs enabled for LDAP integration, there is one
additional synchronization operation that is occurring in the background.
Understanding that upon failover of an HA pair, the Server module on the
Secondary appliance is started as it is promoted to Primary. As described above, a
full synchronization of the directory will occur as part of the Server module startup
when the Secondary takes over as Primary node for the HA-pair.

To expedite this process, the Secondary appliance in an LDAP-enabled
All-in-one/Server Only pair will perform a full synchronization of the directory to
the Beacon database (which is being continuously updated by the HA protocol)
every 30 minutes. This keeps the directory on the Secondary relatively up-to-date
with the database. In the event of a failover event then, the full synchronization of
the directory will occur significantly faster and with less impact on the system as
the changes that have occurred in the last thirty minutes (worst case) will be
outstanding.

LDAP Integration Debug Logs
The system will log LDAP synchronization activity. Viewing the Server log on a
system (Utilities -> System Summary -> Display Server Logs) with LDAP enabled
will show entries for full synchronization that look as follows:

LDAP_SYNC: LDAP Synchronization END [add 0, rm 1] 
LDAP_SYNC: LDAP Synchronization START 

An example of a log entry for an individual synch action upon new endpoint
discovery, or change in profile is provided below:
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LDAP_SYNC: LDAP Update (00:04:23:d6:5f:ba) END [add mac: 0 add to profile: 0 
rem: 0]

From the Beacon system (console or ssh) the Server log may be examined for
entries related the LDAP integration, directory synchronization specifically. The log
entries will include the string ''LDAP_'' as shown in the examples above. The
following are typical commands that may be used for viewing these log entries: 

To show all LDAP-synch related log messages in the Server log: 

$grep LDAP_  /usr/beacon/logging/Server.out | less 

To display related log messages as they happen:

$tail –f  /usr/beacon/logging/Server.out | grep LDAP_ 

Troubleshooting the success or failure of MAC Authentication attempts proxied to
Beacon from a RADIUS server is done via the RADIUS logs.

Enabling LDAP Integration
Configuration of the Beacon system for integration with external systems via the
Beacon Internal LDAP integration layer is straightforward, and consists of two
distinct steps: 

Step 1 Enabling the system for accepting LDAP queries and auto synchronization of the 
LDAP directory with the Beacon database via Configuration -> Integrations page of 
the Beacon UI.

Step 2 Performing an Apply Changes -> Update Modules to save the previous configuration 
changes and perform an initial synchronization of the LDAP Directory.

Note In previous releases of Beacon, Endpoint Profiles were explicitly selected for 
successful group lookup and MAC authentication via LDAP. This method required 
that the Endpoint Profiles themselves be “LDAP Enabled” in order for group to be 
determined. This was necessitated by the initial internal LDAP implementation that 
created distinct group containers within the directory for LDAP enabled Profiles 
only. In this initial implementation, systems querying Beacon via LDAP required a 
multi-step query to determine that the endpoint existed in the directory, and if so 
to determine its group membership (Profile). In the current implementation, the 
memberOfGroup attribute is returned and available when the initial LDAP query is 
executed and the object (endpoint MAC address) is found in the directory. 
Regardless of profile settings, the memberOfGroup attribute returned is the 
current Endpoint Profile of every endpoint in the directory. This results in a much 
more efficient, one-step LDAP query per MAC authentication and is recommended 
for all implementations using the Internal LDAP integration layer. Instructions for 
the configuration of RADIUS servers to utilize this method for MAC authentication 
is available from Great Bay Software technical support.
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The procedure for each of these steps is outlined in the remainder of this section.
Once these steps are completed for the Beacon system, the external system that
will query Beacon via LDAP is configured to use the Beacon system as an external
database in accordance with the technical documentation for that solution.

Enabling the Beacon System for Internal LDAP Directory Integration
Configuration of Beacon to enable the internal LDAP Integration of the Endpoint
Profiler is accomplished via the Integrations form accessed from the Configuration
tab and illustrated in Figure 16-2. Perform the following steps to enable the
internal LDAP integration layer:

Figure 16-2 Internal LDAP Directory Integration

Step 1 Check the Enable LDAP checkbox to display all configuration parameters shown 
above.

This parameter enables the onboard directory on the Beacon system and prepares 
the Beacon system for processing LDAP queries by external systems. 

Tip By default, the Beacon LDAP service listens for LDAP version 3 requests on 
port 389 received on the management interface of appliance running the 
Server module. (In the case of HA pairs, the HA pair will respond to LDAP 
queries forwarded to the Service IP address for the HA pair.)

Step 2 Enable Verbose Logging as desired

Checking this parameter enables verbose logging of the LDAP synchronization 
process to the Beacon Server.out file described earlier in the chapter, which is 
recommended for systems with this option enabled.

Note The ‘enable bind to endpoint entries’ option, is disabled by default and 
leaving it disabled is recommended for essentially all implementations. 
Before changing this option, contact Great Bay Technical Support to discuss 
the security implications of enabling binds via endpoint entries.

Step 3 Select the 'Save' button at the bottom of the form to save the changes to the 
Integrations configuration.
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Proceed with the instructions in the next section to commit the Profile and
Integrations configuration changes to the system configuration and perform an
initial synchronization of the onboard LDAP store on the Beacon system.

Initial LDAP Synchronization 
The enablement of the synchronization of the Beacon LDAP directory upon Apply
Changes -> Update Modules occurs automatically after the integration layer is
enabled as outlined in the last section. Henceforth, whenever an Update Modules
or Re-model is executed on a Beacon System with the Internal LDAP integration
layer enabled, the Beacon system will synchronize the Beacon endpoint database
and the LDAP data store to ensure that the LDAP data store mirrors the database.

Beacon System-level LDAP Parameters
Regardless of what external system is connecting to the Beacon LDAP store, there
are some LDAP-specific parameters that will be required for the configuration of
the system querying Beacon via LDAP to enable successful connectivity. Those
parameters are as follows:

• LDAP version 3

• Port 389

• LDAP Server IP address: IP address/DNS name of the management (eth0)
interface of the appliance running the Server module for the Beacon system.
For HA pairs, the address/DNS name should be the Service IP (VIP) for the
pair.

• Authentication required – yes

• Username (AdminDN) – cn=root,o=beacon - this is the bind DN
(''Distinguished Name'') that should be used for LDAP access by external
systems.

• LDAP bind password – GBSbeacon is the factory default password for the
username (bind DN) cn=root,o=beacon used for external access.

Changing the LDAP Bind Password
The LDAP bind password for a Beacon system can be changed from the factory
default to a password of the Beacon administrator’s choosing as the system is
enabled for LDAP integration. Complete the following steps:

Step 1 SSH into the All-in-one/Server Only appliance hosting the Server module for the 
system as the beacon system user. For HA-pairs, use the VIP to start the process 
with the current Primary node.

Step 2 Enter the following command at the command prompt:

ldappasswd -ASW -D cn=admin,o=beacon -h 127.0.0.1 -x cn=root,o=beacon

The system will prompt for the current password twice:
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Old password:
Re-enter old password:

Then query for the new password, asking for re-entry to verify:

New password:
Re-enter new password:

Step 3 The LDAP password change script will query the user for the LDAP password, which 
is actually for the DN cn=admin,o=beacon, used internally by the Beacon system 
for the database-to-directory synchronization. This password is also GBSbeacon by 
default and should not be changed as it will interrupt the internal communications 
between the Beacon Server and the directory:

Enter LDAP Password:

At the successful completion of the script, the LDAP bind password for the
cn=root,o=beacon DN has been changed and must be used by external systems
accessing the system via LDAP for MAC authentication.

Note For All-in-one/Server Only HA pairs, this procedure will have to be performed on 
both appliances in the pair to ensure that LDAP access to the HA pair is successful 
regardless of which appliance is currently Primary.

Configuration of LDAPS Option
In Beacon version 3.0.0, support for LDAPS and StartTLS was added to the Beacon
LDAP directory implementation to enable secure access to the LDAP directory. By
default, these LDAP configuration options are disabled. Enabling LDAPS and
StartTLS in Beacon implementations that demand the additional security and in
which the external systems querying Beacon via LDAP are compliant will require
running a script on the Beacon appliance running the Server module. In systems
that utilize All-in-one or Server Only HA pairs, the process must be completed on
both members of the pair. 

To enable the LDAPS functionality on a Beacon system, follow the following steps:

Step 1 1. Establish a console/SSH session and elevate to the root system account (su 
command).

Step 2 2. Enter the following command as the root system user to initiate LDAPS 
configuration:

#service profiler setupladps

(if you are not the root user, the following message will display:

You must be root to use the 'setupldaps' subcommand
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use the su command to elevate, and re-enter the command.)

The following message will be displayed:
 

****  Secure LDAP Access  *******************
    Enable StartTLS and LDAPS secure access
Press ENTER to begin or CTRL+C to abort >

Step 3 Press the enter key to proceed. Select Ctrl-C to abort the setup once the script has 
started.

Step 4 The system will present the following option:

Would you like to disable non-LDAPS (port 389) connections? (y/n) [n]:

Selecting yes for this option will result in the appliance accepting only LDAPS
connections. The default is no, which will result in the system accepting
non-LDAPS connections on port 389 as well as LDAPS connections on 636.

Step 5 type y or n as desired and press enter. The system will report the following as LDAPS 
is started:

Stopping slapd.
Waiting for PIDS: 9374.
Starting slapd.

LDAPS is now enabled.

To disable LDAPS, run the script again and follow the prompt to disable LDAPS:

LDAPS is already enabled. Would you like to disable? (y/n) [n]: y
Stopping slapd.
Waiting for PIDS: 7863.
Starting slapd.

LDAPS has been disabled.

Note In the current version of Beacon, enforcing only encrypted (StartTLS) port 389 
access is not supported.

Note For All-in-one/Server Only HA pairs, this procedure will have to be performed on 
both appliances in the pair to ensure that LDAP access to the HA pair is successful 
regardless of which appliance is currently Primary.
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Verifying Availability of Beacon LDAP Service
Once the Beacon system has been properly configured for LDAP, verification that
the service is available on the system can be done simply and easily from any PC
with IP connectivity with the Beacon server, using a LDAP browser tool. LDAP
browsers are readily available; there are several freeware versions that can be
downloaded. One such LDAP tool is the LDAP Admin Windows LDAP Manager
(http://ldapadmin.sourceforge.net/), which was used for the illustrations in this
section.

Tip Stopping/starting the LDAP process (slapd) on the Beacon system is not controlled 
by the “Enable LDAP” check box in the Server module config. If the “Enable LDAP” 
check box is cleared in the Server configuration, slapd still runs and Beacon will still 
accept LDAP binds, but the LDAP directory is not populated with endpoint 
information. Therefore the acceptance of LDAP binds alone is not verification that 
the LDAP integration functionality is fully functional. Follow the procedure in this 
section to verify that the LDAP synchronization process is populating the directory.

The following example provides the steps necessary to verify basic Beacon LDAP
configuration by browsing the LDAP directory using the LDAP Admin tool. After
starting the LDAP Admin application, select Start from the menu to open the
drop-down menu then select Connect… This opens the Connections window which
contains an icon entitled New connection. Double-click on New Connection to open
the dialog which allows the entry of the LDAP-specific parameters for the Beacon
system being verified as by Figure 16-3.
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Figure 16-3 Creating a Connection to the Beacon LDAP Store

Tip Uncheck the 'Anonymous connection' check box in order to be able to enter the 
required Username which should always be cn=root,o=beacon and password 
credentials as shown above. The default password will be GBSbeacon.

Tip To verify LDAPS connectivity, select the Use SSL checkbox in the Connection part 
of the form. Note that the port changes to 636.

Before clicking OK, select the 'Test connection' button in the bottom left corner of
the Connection properties dialog box. If the Beacon system is responding to LDAP
correctly, a dialog box indicating Connection is successful will appear, select OK to
clear the dialog, and OK again to save the new connection.

Tip If an error dialog: LDAP Error: Server Down! results, this indicates that either 
the Beacon system is not listening on the LDAP port (389), or that network 
communications between the PC running the LDAP Admin and the Beacon system 
are being blocked (e.g., firewall or ACL). Verify the Server configuration 
parameters, and ensure that an Apply Changes -> Update modules was executed. 
Verify network connectivity between the PC and the Beacon system using PING.
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Tip If an error dialog: LDAP Error: Invalid Credentials! results, this indicates that 
there is an error with the username and password provided. Verify that the 
password entered is the LDAP bind password specified in the last section: 
GBSbeacon.

Open the connection to the Beacon LDAP directory by double-clicking the icon for
the connection you created in the previous step. The view of the Beacon LDAP
directory tree should be displayed as shown in Figure 16-4.

Figure 16-4 Browsing the Beacon LDAP Data Store

The part of the Beacon LDAP directory that is germane to MAC Authentication of
Beacon discovered endpoints is the ou=profiler tree. Expand the directory by
clicking on the + to the left of the file icon for ou=profiler, then expand the
directory further to open ou=BeaconProfiledMACs as shown in Figure 16-5 on
page 16-15. After the initial synchronization of the Internal LDAP store, every
endpoint MAC address in the Beacon database will have a corresponding entry in
the Internal LDAP directory.
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Figure 16-5 Viewing the Endpoints in the Internal LDAP Directory

To view the current attributes including the memberOfGroup (endpoint profile of
an endpoint, first ensure that the View... Show Values option is checked so that
the right hand pane is displayed as shown in Figure 16-6.
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Figure 16-6 Browse Endpoints in LDAP-Enabled Profile

The Edit... Search option can be used to find the LDAP entry for an endpoint MAC
address as shown in Figure 16-7. Make sure that the ou=MACAddresses object is
selected (click on to highlight) so that the search base is set to
ou=MACAddresses,ou=BeaconEndpoints,ou=profiler,o=beacon as shown, and
enter the MAC address in the Name field of the Search dialog and click start to
search the directory.
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Figure 16-7 Search the Internal LDAP Directory for An Endpoint

When the endpoint is found the window will show the details for the endpoint as
shown in Figure 16-8, note the full DN for the endpoint is now shown on the form.
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Figure 16-8 LDAP Directory Endpoint Search Success

Select the DN and use the Go To... button on the Search form to navigate to the
MAC in the list, then close the Search form.

The main LDAP Admin view returns with the MAC selected, and the detailed
attributes shown in the right hand pane, including memberOfGroup/Profile
(Polycom IP Phone in the example), see Figure 16-9
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Figure 16-9 Viewing LDAP Attributes of an Endpoint

LDAP Directory Re-initialize and Restore from Backup
In normal usage, the internal Beacon LDAP directory requires little administration.
The LDAP synchronization process described earlier maintains the LDAP directory
in synch with the Beacon Database model in accordance with the configuration.

It may be necessary or desirable at times to reset the LDAP directory to factory
defaults (unpopulated), such as when the internal LDAP integration layer will no
longer be utilized. In other cases in the course of troubleshooting, it may be
desirable to reset the LDAP directory and then rebuild it using a backup, or
possibly allowing the LDAP synchronization function to re-populate after the clear.

Beginning in release 3.3.0, a script is provided in the /usr/beacon/scripts/maint
directory that can be used for this purpose. The script name is ldap_restore.sh.

The script requires that the user have root system user privileges, and can be
called using the following command:

Beacon# ./ldap_restore.sh

Calling the script will result in display of the following warning:

=== Reinitialize/Restore LDAP Directory Storage System ===

WARNING: This procedure should be used ONLY in the event that problems with
the LDAP directory are being experienced, or in special disaster recovery
situations.
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If you proceed the LDAP service will become unavailable and ALL data stored
in the LDAP directory WILL BE PURGED. You will be given the option to
restore directory data from a backup file. Finally, you will be prompted to
use the web interface to perform a "full sync" operation to bring directory
data in line with current Profiler endpoint data.

As the warning indicates, proceeding with the script will result in the temporary
unavailability of the LDAP subsystem.

Continuing with the script presents the user will several options: whether the
directory should be restored from a backup, and if so the path to the backup
(default is the most recent daily backup).

In instances where it is desirable to leave the internal LDAP directory unpopulated
indicate ‘no’ when prompted whether to perform a restore from backup.

At the completion of the script the user is prompted perform an Apply Changes
->Remodel to perform an initial LDAP synchronization and enable the dynamic
mode of the LDAP synch process.

Note Performing the Apply Change -> Re-model after the completion of the re-initialize 
of the LDAP directory storage system must be performed to return the system to 
normal operation.

The following shows a complete run of the LDAP Re-initialize/Restore script (opting
for backup from most recent daily backup):

[beacon@BeaconHA1 /usr/beacon/scripts/maint]# ./ldap_restore.sh

=== Reinitialize/Restore LDAP Directory Storage System ===

WARNING: This procedure should be used ONLY in the event that problems

with the LDAP directory are being experienced, or in special disaster recovery

situations.

If you proceed the LDAP service will become unavailable and ALL data stored in

the LDAP directory WILL BE PURGED. You will be given the option

to restore directory data from a backup file. Finally, you will be prompted

to use the web interface to perform a "full sync" operation to bring

directory data in line with current Profiler endpoint data.

READ THE ABOVE STATEMENT CAREFULLY!

(Type 'yes' and hit ENTER if you agree to the following.

    To abort just hit ENTER)

I understand the above statement and would like to proceed: yes
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Would you like to restore the directory from a backup? (y/n)[n]: y

Full path of file to restore [/backup/dailyLDAP-latest.gz]:

Proceeding...

Stopping slapd.

Waiting for PIDS: 1409.

Restoring directory from backup...

Starting slapd.

The LDAP directory service has been successfully reinitialized.

IMPORTANT:

    Using the web interface, navigate to Configuration --> Apply Changes

        and click "Remodel".  Within a a few minutes (depending on

        number of endpoints in system and configuration complexity) a

        "full sync" operation will being.  When complete the LDAP directory

        will be in step with the Profiler data model and ongoing publishing

        to directory of new data (as endpoints are learned / profiled)

        will resume.

        Note:  if the "Remodel" operation is NOT performed, a "full sync"

        operation WILL occur automatically within 6 hours. Also, until

        this occurs there will no ongoing publishing to directory of new data.

        Note:  This is an Beacon HA-cluster.  Consider performing this
procedure

        on -both- Beacon HA nodes.

Done.

[beacon@BeaconHA1 /usr/beacon/scripts/maint]# 
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Beacon Endpoint Publishing to Microsoft 
Active Directory

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 17-1

• MAC Authentication Bypass with Microsoft NPS or IAS, page 17-2

• Beacon AD Publishing Functionality Overview, page 17-4

• Active Directory Requirements for Beacon AD Publishing, page 17-5

• Enabling the Beacon AD Publishing Integration Layer, page 17-6

• AD Diagnostic Logging, page 17-17

Overview

Note This chapter outlines a new integration layer added in release 3.3.0 of Beacon that 
added the capability to Beacon necessary to publish selected endpoint data to a 
Microsoft Active Directory (AD) infrastructure. The published endpoint data is used 
by the Network Policy Server (NPS) on Server 2008 and Server 2008 R2, or 
Internet Authentication Server (IAS) on Windows Server 2003 in performing MAC 
authentication of endpoints.

The Beacon Endpoint Profiler may also collect endpoint data from Active Directory 
for use in profiling endpoints that are domain member computers. Documentation 
of this feature is found in “Adding/Managing Microsoft Active Directory Servers” 
section on page 8-31.

Beginning with the 3.3.0 release of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler, selected parts of
the contextual endpoint inventory developed and maintained by Beacon can be
published to an Active Directory infrastructure via the standard Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol over SSL (LDAPS). The AD publishing integration layer
utilizes an LDAPS client to read and write to AD, creating and maintaining user
entries in AD for designated endpoints (e.g., MAC addresses). Use of this Beacon
integration layer does not require an AD schema change, the user objects created
and maintained by Beacon are stored in a designated OU. 
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This capability of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler is key to the successful deployment
of 802.1X authentication to the enterprise network as it enables scalable, efficient
and secure handling of port-based authentication of endpoints that do not
currently have a supplicant capability in deployments where the Microsoft Windows
Server NPS (or IAS) RADIUS Server and Active Directory are employed to provide
the authentication, authorization, and accounting for network access across
multiple connection types: wired LAN, wireless LAN, VPN, etc.

In addition, this capability of Beacon allows realization of a single directory for
authentication of both users and un-managed (non-authenticating endpoints) such
as IP Phones, IP Cameras, etc., via full 802.1X and MAC authentication
respectively. The resiliency, replication and high availability attributes of the
enterprise Active Directory are fully leveraged in this single directory model
without the administrative burden of manual creation and maintenance of objects
within AD for MAC-Authenticating endpoints.

MAC Authentication Bypass with Microsoft NPS or IAS
To accommodate endpoints in 802.1X-enabled networks that are unable to
authenticate via 802.1X, switch vendors with 802.1X support have implemented a
feature within their switch firmware to revert to MAC authentication when
endpoints connect to 802.1X-enabled ports and do not initiate the EAPoL process
within a specified time limit. A device not initiating the EAPoL process is indicative
of a non-802.1X capable endpoint connecting to an access port that has 802.1X
enabled. This feature enables authentication of known, non-802.1X-capable
corporate assets attempting to connect to the network on access ports with
802.1X port-based authentication enabled in cases where the endpoint is not able
to participate in the protocol. 

MAC authentication fallback (or ''MAC Authentication Bypass,'' or ''MAB'' as the
feature is called by Cisco Systems) implemented in the switch firmware is
designed to provide an alternative authentication path for endpoints that connect
to an 802.1X-enabled port and do not initiate the 802.1X authentication protocol.
Figure 17-1 (from Cisco Systems documentation) shows how a Cisco switch that
has 802.1X authentication with the MAC Authentication Bypass feature enabled
will proceed when a non-802.1X capable device connects to one of its access
ports:
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Figure 17-1 Cisco MAC Authentication Bypass

In deployments where the Microsoft implementation of the RADIUS Server (e.g.,
NPS or IAS) is used to provide authentication, authorization, and accounting for
network access the Network Policy Server (NPS) in Windows Server 2008, or
Internet Authentication Service (IAS) on Windows Server 2003 receive and
process authentication requests from the LAN switches (RADIUS clients), including
MAB requests. NPS or IAS will utilize the Active Directory infrastructure to make
authentication decisions for endpoints connecting to 802.1X-enabled ports,
whether those endpoints have an 802.1X supplicant or not. In order to
successfully complete a MAC authentication in the latter case, there must be a
user object in AD for the endpoint in order for the NPS/IAS to successfully
complete the MAB process and return a RADIUS success containing the
appropriate network attributes for the endpoint to the switch based on endpoint
type. MAC authentication attempts by endpoints that do not have a user object
created for the MAC address of their network interface in AD will be treated as an
authentication failure which can result in the endpoint not being permitted to
connect at all, or possibly as an option be given limited (e.g., guest) network
access dependent on the NPS/IAS configuration.
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Prior to support for publishing endpoint data to AD being added to the Beacon
Endpoint Profiler, deploying 802.1X utilizing AD and the Microsoft RADIUS Server
(NPS or IAS) and supporting MAB required the manual creation and management
of user objects for non-supplicant capable endpoints in AD. Understanding that in
many enterprise networks the ratio of non-supplicant capable endpoints such as
printers, IP Phones, Wireless Access Points, etc. to user endpoints (e.g., PCs,
laptops, etc.) can approach and exceed 3 to 1, having an automated and secure
way to automate the management of entries for these endpoints in AD is essential
for medium to large organizations contemplating such a deployment.

The Beacon Endpoint Profiler can automate the process of identifying
non-authenticating endpoints, those without 802.1X supplicants, and maintaining
the validity of the identity of these endpoints via the Endpoint Profiling and
Identity Monitoring functionality. Through a standard, secure LDAP interface, the
Beacon system can publish endpoint data to AD, creating and maintaining user
objects in the directory allowing successful authentication by MAC for endpoints
that do not have a functional 802.1X supplicant. The Beacon Server utilizes the
integration layer to ensure that the current status of each endpoint (e.g., current
Endpoint Profile) is reflected in the user object within AD so that each
authentication or re-authentication results in the network access policy applicable
for the endpoint type. The Beacon-published AD entry is queried by NPS or IAS to
determined whether or not a given endpoint should be admitted to the network
based on most current information about the endpoint known by Beacon, obviating
the need for a manual initial configuration and ongoing maintenance of the ''white
list'' of devices that should be authenticated by MAC.

Beyond automating the discovery of non-802.1X capable endpoints, and
monitoring the identity attributes of those endpoints, implementing support of
non-802.1X endpoints using the Beacon system in this manner enables these
endpoints to connect to any access port configured for MAB across the enterprise.
Each time one of these endpoints connects to a port and is unable to complete the
EAPoL process, the NPS (or IAS) is able to authenticate and provide the
appropriate network connection policy via the user object created and maintained
within the Active Directory infrastructure by the Beacon Endpoint Profiler with the
AD Publishing integration layer configured and enabled.

Beacon AD Publishing Functionality Overview
The Beacon AD publishing subsystem is an optional integration layer of the Beacon
Endpoint Profiler system that is disabled by default. Management of the feature as
well as all logic for AD publishing resides within the Beacon Server (All-in-one or
Server Only, standalone or HA Pair). Configuration/enabling of the Beacon feature
is accomplished via the UI, and configuration of the Active Directory system to
accept publishing by Beacon is accomplished via the AD administrative tools. The
Beacon AD publishing integration layer utilizes an LDAPS client implementation to
read and write to the designated AD infrastructure.

The Beacon database maintained by the Server module is the master list of MAC
addresses that the AD publishing integration layer refers to in the decision to
add/delete/edit user objects in the designated OU within AD. The OU is updated
continuously to ensure that it reflects the current state of the database, as new
endpoints are discovered and or change profile based on new/changed data. Full
synchronization of the Active Directory to the Beacon database occurs whenever
the Beacon system is restarted (Apply Changes -> Update Modules or Re-model).
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The full synchronization ensures that the Beacon database and the OU within AD
remain in synch over time, and that as Endpoint Profiles are enabled or disabled
for LDAP, the OU within AD can be synchronized on command.

On a running Beacon system enabled for AD publishing, as endpoints are
discovered and profiled into Endpoint Profiles that are enabled for LDAP (Endpoint
Profile configuration option), the AD Publishing subsystem updates the Active
Directory upon the change. Similarly, if an endpoint is re-profiled from an
LDAP-enabled profile to another that is not LDAP-enabled, the Active Directory is
updated effectively revoking MAC authentication privileges due to the reprofiling.
This functionality keeps the Active Directory up-to-date with the Beacon database
at all times. This process operates on an endpoint-by-endpoint basis as opposed to
the full synchronization described earlier which verifies the all entries in the OU
maintained by the AD publishing integration layer against the Beacon database, an
obviously more intensive operation particularly in large systems.

The Identity Monitoring functionality of the Beacon system is fully utilized in the
management of user objects for MAC-authenticating endpoints in AD. In situations
where an endpoint is observed by Beacon exhibiting identity attributes that result
in a Profile change, specifically from a Profile enabled for LDAP authentication to
another Profile not LDAP-enabled, AD will be immediately updated such that the
endpoint changing Profile will no longer successfully authenticate via MAC
authentication on any subsequent re-authentication. Unlike the manual approach
which requires administrative action to revoke authentication for a given endpoint,
the Beacon system is continually monitoring all endpoints with MAC authentication
privileges and revoking those privileges if the identity of the endpoint becomes
suspect.

For example, if an endpoint that is currently in the LDAP-enabled Printer Profile is
observed by the Beacon system exhibiting identity attributes that are more
consistent with a higher-certainty Windows User Profile, the Beacon Modeler will
re-profile the endpoint from the LDAP-enabled Printers Profile, to the non-LDAP
enabled Windows User Profile. (Windows Users in this example are assumed to be
able authenticate by a method other than by MAC address—full 802.1X for
example) Any subsequent re-authentication of the endpoint by the switch,
(including one forced by the Beacon Active Response functionality triggered on
endpoints changing profile, see “Create Beacon Events” section on page 11-6), of
that MAC address will fail because the endpoint transitioned to a Profile that is not
enabled for authentication by MAC. This change happens nearly concurrently with
the Collector report of the change in identity attributes of the endpoint and the
subsequent publishing of the change to AD via the integration layer.

Active Directory Requirements for Beacon AD Publishing

Windows Server/Edition Requirements
The Beacon integration with Active Directory requires that the operating system of
the server hosting the Active Directory service be Windows Server 2003 or
later. 
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Note In order to utilize the optional “Verify Caller-ID” functionality, the Enterprise or 
Datacenter editions are required.

Note The AD infrastructure must have valid SSL certificates in place in order to support 
publishing by the Beacon system via LDAPS. See the following Microsoft 
Knowledge Base article for more information on this requirement: 
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/321051.

AD Forest Functional Level requirements

Note If changes to the AD Forest Functional Level is required for the AD system being 
prepared for integration with Beacon, those changes must be made prior to 
enabling Beacon-AD publishing integration. Related AD-admin instruction 
pertaining to this task can be found at:  
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc780862%28WS.10%29.aspx

It is recommended that the Forest Functional Level should be set to "Windows
Server 2003 interim" or greater.

Caution If the Forest Functional Level requirement specified above is not met, AD groups
are limited to a maximum of 5,000 members. If Beacon-AD publishing integration
attempts to publish to AD a number of endpoints in excess of this limit then
integration will malfunction. For further background information see
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/active-directory-maximum-limits-scala
bility(WS.10).aspx

Note To enable populate-macAddress (storing of MAC address in multiple formats) then 
the Forest Functional Level must be "Windows Server 2003" or greater. 

Enabling the Beacon AD Publishing Integration Layer
Configuration of the Beacon system for publishing to Active Directory consists of
three primary steps outlined below: 

Step 1 Preparing the Active Directory infrastructure for Beacon publishing including 
creation of the container for the endpoint data published to AD by the Beacon 
system.

Step 2 Configuration of the Beacon system with the parameters necessary to enable 
publishing of selected endpoint data to Active Directory.
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Step 3 Performing an Apply Changes -> Re-model to perform an initial synchronization of 
the Active Directory to the Beacon database.

The detailed procedures for each of these steps is outlined in the remainder of this
section of the Chapter.

Preparation of AD Infrastructure for Beacon Publishing
Prior to enabling the AD publishing integration layer on the Beacon system, the
target AD system must be prepared for receiving and storing the user objects and
accompanying data in AD for eventual lookups by NPS or IAS in the processing of
MAC authentications by the RADIUS clients (edge switches). As outlined
previously, the underlying mechanism utilized by Beacon for publishing to AD is
LDAPS. The following subsections outline the preparations of AD for accepting user
objects for endpoints by Beacon.

Service Account Creation
In order to publish data to AD via LDAP, the Beacon system needs to be provided
with credentials that allow read-write access to AD. Either select an existing user,
or create a new one via the AD administrative tools for the Service Account to be
utilized by Beacon.

Caution Service account used by Beacon should not be a privileged account.

Note The permissions for the Service Account to be utilized by Beacon are defined 
during the delegation process outlined later in this section.

Creation of the OU for Storage of Beacon Endpoint Data
The Beacon system will publish endpoint data to a specified OU (Organizational
Unit) that will not exist by default. Therefore, the OU must be manually added
within the directory, at a specified base DN. An AD administrator must make this
addition to the AD structure.

The user objects for each endpoint published by Beacon will be created underneath
this OU: OU=GBSBeacon.

NPS or IAS will in turn be configured to search there when processing MAB
requests from RADIUS clients when non-802.1X capable endpoints attempt to
connect to the network.

The objects for endpoints created by the Beacon contain the attributes necessary
such as endpoint type (e.g., Beacon Endpoint Profile name) that enables the
RADIUS server to differentiate not only between endpoints that are known versus
unknown endpoints, but also the endpoint type (e.g., Printer, IP Phone, IP Camera,
etc.) as it connects and is authenticated via the MAC address of its network
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interface. This enables the NPS or IAS to return attributes to the switch on a
successful MAC Authentication such as VLAN and other parameters specific to
endpoint type.

In general, the GBSBeacon OU is under the control of the Beacon integration layer:
objects are created, edited and deleted by the integration layer via LDAPS as
opposed to administration via the AD administrative tools.

Delegate Control of the GBSBeacon OU
Control of the GBSBeacon OU must be delegated to the service account that the
Beacon system will use to publish entries to AD. To complete the delegation, the
AD Administrator must execute the following steps:

Step 1 Right-click on GBSBeacon OU and select "Delegate Control..."

Step 2 Users or Groups -- click "Add" and use the Select dialog to select the service account 
user object. Alternatively, you could select a group object whose membership list 
includes the service account. When back to Users or Groups dialog click "Next".

Step 3 Tasks to Delegate -- Select "Create a custom task to delegate" and then click 
"Next".

Step 4 Active Directory Object Type -- Leave as is (first item selected: "This folder, existing 
objects..."). Click "Next".

Step 5 Permissions -- Click "Full Control" within the Permission list. This will result in all 
other checkboxes becoming checked as well. Click "Next".

Step 6 On final screen, click "Finish". 

Configuration of Beacon System for Publishing to AD

Designate Endpoints that will be Published to AD
The Beacon system utilizes the Endpoint Profile mechanism for determining which
endpoints will be published to AD and successfully authenticate via MAC
authentication. On a per Endpoint Profile basis, selected Profiles can be designated
for publishing, while other profiles are left with publishing to AD disabled. This
designation is made within the Endpoint Profile configuration via the “LDAP
enabled” radio button, see Figure 17-2 on page 17-9. Only the endpoints in
Profiles with the LDAP-enabled radio set to ‘Yes’ in the profile configuration will be
published to AD; endpoints either currently in the Not Profiled state, or in
non-LDAP-enabled profiles in the Beacon database are not published to AS

MAC authentication requests to Beacon for endpoints not currently in an
LDAP-enabled Profile will result in failing MAC authentication. The pre-configured
factory Profiles included with the system, and newly created Endpoint Profiles are
not LDAP-enabled by default. Therefore, as part of the configuration of the Beacon
system for MAC Authentication support via the AD Publishing integration layer, the
Profiles containing endpoints that should be MAC Authenticated must have the
LDAP-enabled radio selected in the profile configuration.
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The primary task in this step is to identify the Profiles that contain endpoints that
are desired to be authenticated via MAC in the environment, and then enable
those Profiles for LDAP. Typically, these are the Beacon Profiles which contain
devices owned by the organization that should be provided network access, yet
are known to be unable to authenticate. In an 802.1X environment for example,
the devices in this category would be devices known not to have an 802.1X
supplicant, and unable to authenticate via the 802.1X protocol. Typically these are
Profiles that contain printers, IP Phones or manageable UPSs as common
examples.

For example, if printers profiled by Beacon were placed in a Profile named
'Printers,' and IP Phones in a profile named ‘IP Phones,’ for example, then these
Profiles would need to be enabled for LDAP such that the endpoints placed in those
Profiles would result in them being successfully authenticated as known IP Phones
and Printers in the environment via MAC authentication/MAC Authentication
Bypass. 

Configuring an enabled Profile for LDAP requires that the LDAP radio button
adjacent to the 'yes' in the Endpoint Profile configuration be selected, as shown in
Figure 17-2 and detailed in Endpoint Profile Configuration: Part 1:

Figure 17-2 Enabling a Profile for LDAP

After making the change to the LDAP parameter for the Profile, select the Save
Profile button at the bottom of the form to save the changes. 

Determining active (currently enabled and containing at least one endpoint)
Profiles that are currently LDAP-enabled and that will be published to AD and
enabled for authentication by MAC can be ascertained by checking the Endpoint
Directory. To view the Endpoint Directory, navigate to the Endpoint Console Tab,
and select Endpoint Directory. An example Endpoint Directory with LDAP-enabled
Profiles is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 17-3 Endpoint Directory Showing LDAP-Enabled Profile for AD Publishing

In the example in Figure 17-3, the LDAP column shows the current LDAP status of
each enabled Profile on the system that contains one or more endpoint. 

Tip The LDAP column of the Endpoint Directory is only displayed when the Beacon 
Server module has been configured to enable LDAP as described in the next section. 
Failure of this column to display is an indicator that the Server module configuration 
has not been completed.

Profiles with 'yes' in the column are enabled for LDAP and will be published to AD
once the AD Publishing subsystem is enabled.

AD Publishing Integration Layer Configuration
Beginning in version 3.3.0, configuration of the Beacon Integration Layers
(including the original internal LDAP directory, IF-MAP and NAC Appliance
integration layers) have been relocated from the Server module configuration to a
separate page in the UI, within the Configuration tab. Beginning in this version a
secondary menu entitled “Integrations” is available and used in the configuration
of all Beacon integration layers. Figure 17-4 on page 17-11 shows this new page
on a Beacon system with no previous integration layer configurations (factory
default):
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Figure 17-4 Beacon Integrations Configuration Page
I

The configuration of the Microsoft AD Publishing integration layer is accomplished
under the External Directory Systems menu. Clicking on the Enable checkbox
un-hides the full configuration page, allowing the configuration of the feature on
the Beacon system.

Configure AD Communications Parameters

The External Directory Systems integration page is organized into 3 subsections:
AD Communication, Data Storage/Encoding and other. The AD Communication
subsection, illustrated in Figure 17-5 below, allows the specification of which
Domain, AD controller and credentials will be used by the integration layer.
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Figure 17-5 AD Communication Parameters

Complete the following steps to configure the specifics of the Active Directory that
Beacon should publish to:

Step 1 Enter the fully qualified AD Domain Name of the Active Directory Beacon will be 
integrated with.

Step 2 Enter the Username and Password of the service account that has been designated 
for use by Beacon. Again this should not be a privileged account, and the 
GBSBeacon OU must have had control delegated to this account.

Tip The service account username may be entered in one of the following 
formats:
- user
- user@domain
- fully-distinguished AD username

The AD Domain Controllers portion of this subsection is used to designate the
appropriate Domain Controller for Beacon publishing. The integration layer utilizes
a technique whereby it discovers Active Directory Domain Controllers when
configured with only the AD domain name. The Automatic option will choose the
optimal primary and secondary domain controllers and leverage the resiliency
features of AD. The Manual option effectively overrides the auto discovery feature,
and allows the designation of the primary and secondary AD Domain Controllers
for publishing by Beacon.
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Step 3 Select the desired option for Domain Controller entry, Automatic or Manual. When 
selecting the Manual mode, enter a primary and secondary domain controller (fully 
qualified AD domain name) in the provided fields.

The remaining parameters on this page, Maximum query result-set size, and Delay
between query result-sets, are set by default to 500 results and 200 microseconds
respectively. These parameters are set to be compatible with most
implementations and it is recommended to accept the defaults unless advised
otherwise by Great Bay Software Technical Support.

Configure Beacon Storage DN and Encoding Options

This section of the External Directory Systems integration page, see Figure 17-6,
is used to specify the location of the GBSBeacon OU which will contain the AD
objects created and maintained by Beacon and used for MAC authentication of
endpoints in the environment. This OU should have been created by the AD
Administrator with proper delegation to the service account configured in the last
section.

In addition, this section is also used to control advanced options regarding
password encoding and the attributes stored per endpoint, further details around
how the AD objects created by Beacon are made within the Active Directory and
how those entries will behave in terms of access.

Figure 17-6 Beacon Storage DN and Encoding Options

The Directory Base DN parameter presents two options, automatic or manual
configuration. In most cases the Automatic option will select the proper prefix for
the Beacon Storage Entry (OU=GBSBeacon). However, if it does not, the manual
method provides the opportunity to specify the necessary full DN-Prefix.

The remaining options in this section are advanced and pertinent to the creation of
AD objects by the Beacon publishing function.
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Caution Changes to the Endpoint Password Encoding and Endpoint Populate Attribute
default settings can directly impact MAC Authentications and may have wider
network security implications. Before making changes to these settings, consult
with Great Bay Software Technical support for guidance on alternative
configurations and their implications.

Configure Other Options

The remaining section of the External Directory Systems integration page shown in
Figure 17-7 is used to provide additional functionality, and to configure options
around the integration configuration.

Figure 17-7 Other Options

The two buttons labeled Test Configuration and Purge Published Data are used to
test the AD publishing configuration and to force the integration layer to purge the
GBSBeacon OU of all objects in AD created by Beacon.

Test Configuration can be selected at any time to verify that the parameters
entered such as the service account credentials, selected AD Domain controller,
base DN etc. are functional via a self-test (note that the test itself only verifies
that writing to the directory is enabled, it does not create any objects.) When
selecting this control, if the Beacon integration layer is able to communicate with
the designated Domain Controller, a pop-up window such as that shown in
Figure 17-8 will appear indicating that the self-test has passed.

The Purge Published Data option is relatively self-explanatory. This action clears
the Beacon-specific OU within the Active Directory of all previously published
objects. It may be used in cases where the Endpoint Profiles configured for LDAP
changes and it is desirable to reset the OU within AD used for publishing of
endpoint data by Beacon to a clean configuration; all objects within the OU are
cleared, but the OU itself along with its configuration remain intact. Note that the
configuration has to be valid and the integration layer fully operational in order to
undertake the purge action.

Tip Following a purge, the OU can be re-populated in accordance with the current 
Beacon configuration via an Apply Changes -> Re-model. Anytime it is desirable to 
reset the store of Beacon published data in the Active Directory with the integration 
layer functioning, a purge followed by a Beacon Re-model can be performed. In 
environments with a large number of objects published by Beacon to AD, 
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consideration of the impact of deleting/re-writing a large number of entries via 
LDAP, and replication of those entries across the AD infrastructure must be taken 
into consideration.

Figure 17-8 Successful Test of Integration Layer Parameters
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Figure 17-9 Invalid AD Credentials

Figure 17-9 above shows an example failure of the Configuration Test, in this case
providing the integration layer with invalid credentials or credentials for service
account with the necessary access outlined earlier in the chapter.

By default, the configuration test is performed automatically upon saving when
changes have been made. This can be disabled by un-checking the appropriately
labeled checkbox.

The logging for the External Directory Systems integration can be set via the
drop-down menu. The “normal” level is set by default and shows external directory
synch activity log messages only. Other options include Debug, Verbose, and
Quiet.

Beacon AD Publishing Debug Logs
The system will log AD Publishing activity. Viewing the Server log on a system
(Utilities -> System Summary -> Display Server Logs) with AD Publishing
configured successfully and enabled will show entries for full synchronization.

To display related log messages as they happen from the command line, use the
following command as the root system user:

$tail –f  /usr/beacon/logging/Server.out | grep XDIR_ 
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AD Diagnostic Logging
The interaction of the Beacon integration layer with AD directory can be monitored
from Active Directory as well.

See the following article on the Microsoft website for additional information
(Windows Server 2003):

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/314980
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Beacon Command Line Operations

Topics in this chapter include:

• Overview, page 18-1

• The Service Profiler Command Set, page 18-2

• Graceful Reboot & Shutdown of Beacon Systems, page 18-8

• Beacon Database Operations, page 18-8

• Adding HA to an Operational Standalone System, page 18-16

• Repairing the Configuration of an HA Pair, page 18-18

• Forcing an HA Pair to Failover, page 18-20

• Temporarily Disabling HA, page 18-21

• Permanently Removing the HA Configuration, page 18-23

• Returning a Beacon Appliance to Factory Defaults, page 18-24

• Changing the beacon and root System User Account Passwords, page 18-25

• Enabling the SNMP Agent, page 18-26

• Updating the Beacon MAC Vendor Data, page 18-29

Overview
The vast majority of the configuration and management tasks for the Beacon
system are performed via the web-based user interface. There are however some
functions that are performed via the command line on the Beacon appliances
comprising the system. This chapter outlines several command line operations that
may need to be performed on the Beacon system. 

The command line is accessed on a Beacon appliance by initiating a console
session or establishing an SSH session to the management interface (eth0) of the
appliance.

Tip Beacon appliances will allow SSH connections to only the beacon system user 
account; attempts to access the root system user are blocked by the system as a 
security measure. When root access is required, initiate the SSH session as system 
user beacon (ssh beacon@...) and then use the su command to elevate to root.
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Tip The command line of the Primary appliance can be accessed by establishing an SSH 
session to the VIP.

The Service Profiler Command Set
The Beacon command line provides a 'service profiler' command set that enables
several system-level functions to be executed from the command line of Beacon
appliances. These commands provide control of the Beacon software on the
appliance as well as running selected configuration scripts.

A description, guidelines for usage and example output (if applicable) are provided
for each of the available commands.
service profiler status

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

This command will provide the current Beacon software version, and enumerate
the current status of the module(s) installed on the system. For each of the
modules running on a Beacon appliance, the current status can be:

• running

• not running

• not installed
service profiler start

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

Starts all the installed Profiler modules on the Beacon system.
service profiler stop

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

Stops all the installed Profiler modules on the Beacon system. Reports the
following:
profiler stopping

service profiler restart

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

Stops all the installed Profiler modules and then immediately restarts them.
service profiler debug

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

This subcommand places the Server module and the Collector modules in debug
mode and enables verbose logging to the Server.out log file and the various
collector .out logs for the purposes of advanced debugging. While operating in
debug mode, the log files can grow very large in a short amount of time and the
use of this mode should be restricted to that directed by a Great Bay technical
support representative.
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Tip Systems should only be placed in the debug mode under the direction of Great Bay 
Software technical support and the system should be operated in debug mode for 
limited amounts of time to prevent excessive growth of the log files.

Tip Note that the proper usage of this command is to stop the service first via service 
profiler stop, then start the service in debug mode with service profiler 
debug. Typically the service is run in debug mode for a specified period of time, and 
the service is returned to normal operation by restarting it (service profiler restart). 
The Server.out (located in usr/beacon/logging) containing the debug information is 
then collected for offline analysis.

service profiler enabledebug

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

This subcommand places the Server module and Collector modules in debug mode
and enables verbose logging to the Server.out log file and the various collector
.out logs for the purposes of advanced debugging. While operating in debug mode,
the log files can grow very large in a short amount of time and the use of this
mode should be restricted to that directed by a Great Bay technical support
representative. The difference between this command and the “service profiler
debug” command is that the Server and Collector Modules do not have to be
stopped, thus avoid the impact to profiling if the Modules were to be stopped.

Tip Systems should only be placed in the debug mode under the direction of Great Bay 
Software technical support and the system should be operated in debug mode for 
limited amounts of time to prevent excessive growth of the log files.

service profiler disabledebug

(Can be run as root or beacon system user)

Disables debugging from the usage of the command “service profiler
enabledebug”. Insure that this command isn’t used with the “service profiler
debug” command as it will not work.
service profiler config

(Requires root access). If the command as run as user beacon, the system
prompts the user:
You must be root to use the 'config' subcommand

Re-runs the Beacon start-up scripts for the system. This subcommand will cycle
through the 5 sub-scripts performed at system start up in the following order: 
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Warning Do not run this command on HA setup, doing so will cause several issues 
with HA system. Run the individual service profiler command, for example 
if NTP needs to be change, run ‘service profiler setupntp’. See the below 
warning for the command ‘service profiler setupnetwork’

Tip Most of these scripts can be called individually. See the later subcommands 
in the list.

• Network Configuration (eth0 IP address, mask, default gateway and name
server)

Warning Do not attempt to make changes to the network interface configuration of 
a member of an operational HA-pair. If changes to the IP configuration of 
an appliance in an HA-pair are required, the HA configuration should be 
removed first, changes made to the configuration as required, and the HA 
configuration re-added. The correct procedure for removing and re-adding 
HA configuration is provided in the“Repairing the Configuration of an HA 
Pair” section on page 18-18. When HA is enabled on a system, running 
service profiler setupnetwork is prevented by the system.

• NTP Configuration (remove or add NTP Servers)

• Endpoint Profiler (Beacon operating mode, etc.)

• HA setup scripts on All-in-one and Server Only systems

• Certificate Action (view, create download, or backup SSL Certificates)

If an existing configuration is found, the system will prompt if re-configuration is
desired. If re-configuration is not selected, the script will move onto the next
configuration task without making changes to the existing configuration. At the
completion of the scripts, the system will be restarted. 

Warning Changes to the Operating Mode of a previously operating Beacon 
appliance (e.g, conversion of an operational All-in-one to Remote 
Collection, etc.) cannot be made using this command. The correct 
procedure is to re-install the Beacon software via ISO, then configure the 
''new'' system in the desired operating mode in accordance with Chapter 
4.

Tip If re-configuration is selected, the scripts will prompt for new information 
without displaying the current settings.

service profiler setupccakey

This subcommand is specific to integration of Beacon with NAC appliance.
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Refer to Appendix E, “Integration with NAC Appliance” for instructions on the use
of this subcommand.
service profiler setupcert

(Requires root access). If the command as run as user beacon, the system
prompts the user:
You must be root to use the 'setupcert' subcommand

This subcommand re-runs the Digital Certificate Management script that is
normally run for the first time when Beacon All-in-one and Server Only appliances
are configured.

It can be used to view current Digital Certificate parameters, generate a CSR or
new self-signed certificate on the system.
service profiler setupha

(Requires root access). If the command as run as user beacon, the system
prompts the user:
You must be root to use the 'setupha' subcommand

This subcommand will run the scripts necessary to add HA to a running All-in-one
or Server Only appliance. It is utilized for two procedures outlined later in this
chapter: “Adding HA to an Operational Standalone System” section on page 18-16
and “Repairing the Configuration of an HA Pair” section on page 18-18.
service profiler setupldaps

This command allows the Beacon System’s LDAP to use Secure LDAP or LDAPS and
is specific to the configuration of the Beacon system for LDAP integration. See
Chapter 16, “Enabling The Internal LDAP Integration Layer” for further details
about using this subcommand to enable an optional feature of the LDAP
integration.
service profiler setupntp

(Requires root access). If the command as run as user beacon, the system
prompts the user:
You must be root to use the 'setupntp' subcommand

This subcommand allows the user to add or reconfigure NTP on the Beacon
System. It is recommended that NTP be configured on all Beacon appliances.
Using NTP with Beacon will provide accurate timestamps for logs and statuses of
various UI display screens. See Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial
Configuration”, for further instructions on configuring NTP. Note that if the system
has been previously configured for NTP the following message will be displayed:

''This system appears to have a previous NTP configuration. Would you like to skip
reconfiguration?''

Select ''No'' in order to reconfigure the NTP Configuration.
service profiler setupnetwork

(Requires root access). If the command as run as user beacon, the system
prompts the user:
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You must be root to use the 'setupnetwork' subcommand

This subcommand allows the user to reconfigure the Beacon eth0 interface
configuration settings by running the Network Configuration script, which was used
during the initial setup of Beacon. On systems that have a valid interface
configuration, the first message displayed asks the user:

''This system appears to have a previous network configuration. Would you like to
skip reconfiguration?'' 

Select ''No'' in order to reconfigure the eth0 interface configuration.

Warning Do not attempt to make changes to the network interface configuration of 
a member of an operational HA-pair. If changes to the IP configuration of 
an appliance in an HA-pair are required, the HA configuration should be 
removed first, changes made to the configuration as required, and the HA 
configuration re-added. The correct procedure for removing and re-adding 
HA configuration is provided in the“Repairing the Configuration of an HA 
Pair” section on page 18-18.

Tip Running this script after completion of the initial startup will not allow the 
changing of the host name of the appliance. 

service profiler HApushCert

(Specific to HA systems, requires root access)

This subcommand allows the user to copy the exiting SSL Certification on the
Primary node of an HA pair and push it to the Secondary node so that both
appliances in the pair are using the same digital certificate for the SSL subsystem
of the UI server. This is performed automatically when setting up an HA-pair
during the appliance startup.

This command is used only when a new digital certificate is installed on a HA-pair,
when a CA-signed cert is installed for example. Complete instructions for this
operation are provided in Chapter 5 in the “Importing a Digitally Signed SSL
Certificate onto the Beacon System” section on page 5-17.
service profiler HAstatus
(Specific to HA systems)

This subcommand will display the current status of the HA system, if command is
invoked on the Primary node that is running normally, the status displayed will be:
[root@BeaconHA1 ~]# service profiler HAstatus
Current Primary and Online

If command is invoked on the Secondary node that is running normally with a fully
synchronized DB, the status displayed will be:
[beacon@BeaconHA2 /]$ service profiler HAstatus
Current Secondary and Online
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Tip The output Current Secondary and Subscribing to Master will be indicated on a 
Secondary node after configuration/failover while initial DB synchronization is still 
in process.

service profiler HAfailover

(Specific to HA systems, requires root access)

This subcommand will invoke the HA failover script, in order gracefully force
transition of the Primary node duties from one node to the other. The command
may be run form either the Primary node or Secondary node. 

If called from the current Primary node, the following output will be shown:
[root@BeaconHA1SG ~]# service profiler HAfailover
HA Standby command called. This may take several minutes to complete.

If called from the current Secondary node, the following output will be shown:
[root@BeaconHA2SG ~]# service profiler HAfailover
HA Takeover command called. This may take several minutes to complete.

HA System Considerations for Service Profiler Commands
Beacon All-in-one and Server Only systems implemented as HA pairs have
additional considerations for use of the service profiler commands when working
with members of an HA pair. The Secondary system in an HA pair will always show
the status of all installed modules as ‘Not Running.’ This is the normal state for the
Secondary node in an HA pair—the HA protocol is maintaining database
synchronization and in the event of failure of the Primary, the Beacon modules will
be started in conjunction with the failover.

[beacon@BeaconHA1 ~]$ service profiler status

Profiler Status
   Version: Profiler-4.1.0_20

  o Server      Running
  o Forwarder   Running
  o NetMap      Running
  o NetTrap     Running
  o NetWatch    Running
  o NetInquiry  Running
  o NetRelay    Running

[beacon@BeaconHA1 ~]$

The command service profiler start should not be executed on the Secondary node
of an HA pair. If this command is entered at the command line of an appliance in a
HA-pair while it is the Secondary node, the following message will be displayed:

''This service is being managed by HA subsystem -- no action taken.''
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On a running HA pair, the Beacon services on the Secondary member of the pair
should be left to the control of the HA protocol and not manipulated via the
command line.

Graceful Reboot & Shutdown of Beacon Systems
Whenever a Beacon system (physical appliance or VM) must be powered down, it
is important to shutdown the system gracefully before removing power to ensure
the system completes disk operations and closes the database and ldap directories
properly.

Warning Failure to gracefully shutdown Beacon All-in-one/Server Only systems 
before removing power can result in Beacon database and or onboard 
LDAP directory corruption.

To gracefully shutdown the Beacon system and power-off the appliance (VM), use
the following command as the root system user:
halt -p

If a reboot of the system is required, use the following command as the root
system user:
reboot

Beacon Database Operations
The Beacon system utilizes a PostgreSQL database to store all system
configuration and endpoint data. PostgreSQL is a powerful, enterprise-class
relational database system that strongly conforms to ANSI-SQL 92/99 standards.

Because the system configuration and endpoint data is stored in a single database,
system backup and restore consists of creating a backup copy of the Profiler
database and moving it to an off-system repository for safe keeping should the
Beacon system need to be rebuilt. In case of catastrophic failure of the appliance
running the Server module in a Beacon system (e.g., All-in-one or Server Only),
the recovery model is to restore the Beacon system from media, then restore the
Beacon database to the most recent successful backup to restore the entire
system to the state it was in previous to the failure. The catastrophic failure of a
Remote Collection appliance requires only the restoration of the Beacon system
software with the startup configuration, and the Collector will be configured with
the most recent configuration once it is contacted by the Server module.

Note System-level configuration of the appliance including network configuration of the 
interfaces (e.g., IP address, mask, default gateway, etc.), system user account 
passwords (root and beacon), and Beacon license keys are not stored in the 
database. In a disaster recovery scenario, after the Beacon image is re-installed 
using the ISO process the appliance will require the completion of the startup 
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scripts as described in Chapter 4 to provide this configuration of the system and 
licensing. The database restore can then be performed to return the system to 
service in the state it was in prior to the catastrophic failure.

The Server module will perform an automatic copy of the Profiler database each
day at approximately 3:00AM system time. These daily backups can be found in
the /backup directory in compressed (.gz) format.

Tip A symbolic link is created in the /backup directory that points to the most recent 
database backup file. The symbolic link is filename dailyDB-latest.gz and can be 
seen in an ls -la of the /backup on the Server/All-in-one system.

Tip As outlined later in this chapter, the .gz compressed format used in creating 
database backups from the UI and the automated backups is the format that the 
database restore scripts expect when restoring a backed-up database to a 
system.The database backup files can be stored as-is and used to restore a Beacon 
system from backup as described in “Database Restore” section on page 18-10.

The Server module will maintain the backup directory so that database backups
older than 30 days are automatically deleted from the backup directory. This
prevents the automatic backups from taking up too much disk space.

[root@BeaconHA1 /backup]# ls -la
total 4540
drwxrwx---   2 beacon  beacon    1024 Mar  2 03:15 .
drwxr-xr-x  21 root    wheel      512 Feb 20 14:37 ..
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  392055 Feb 21 03:00 dailyDB-1235203200.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  400557 Feb 22 03:00 dailyDB-1235289600.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  382173 Feb 23 03:00 dailyDB-1235376001.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  401301 Feb 24 03:00 dailyDB-1235462400.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  390508 Feb 25 03:00 dailyDB-1235548801.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  384097 Feb 26 03:00 dailyDB-1235635201.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  393513 Feb 27 03:00 dailyDB-1235721601.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  373798 Feb 28 03:00 dailyDB-1235808000.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  386236 Mar  1 03:00 dailyDB-1235894401.gz
-rw-r--r--   1 beacon  beacon  376795 Mar  2 03:00 dailyDB-1235980800.gz
lrwxr-xr-x   1 beacon  beacon      29 Mar  2 03:00 dailyDB-latest.gz -> /backup/

Tip It is highly recommended that the Beacon database backups are moved off the 
appliance regularly and stored with other system backups in accordance with 
system backup best practices.

Manual Database Backup
In addition to the automated backups performed by the system, it is also possible
to make a backup copy of the Profiler database at any time. In Versions 2.1.8 and
greater, a backup copy can be made and transferred off the system in a single
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operation through the Beacon UI. Navigate to the Utilities tab, and select System
Summary. At the bottom of the System Summary, three buttons are displayed:
Display Server Log, Backup Database, and Collect Technical Logs as illustrated in
Figure 18-1 on page 18-10.

Figure 18-1 System Summary Page

To initiate the backup of the database in Version 3.0.0 and greater, select the
''Backup Database'' button which results in the browser displaying the download
file dialog which will allow the designation of an off-appliance location to save the
database backup copy to. Specifying a path for the file will result in the database
being saved to a compressed file and copied to the specified location. By default,
the filename for the backup copy created by this action is 'beacondb.gz'.

Database Restore
A backup copy of the Beacon database can be restored to a Beacon system at any
time. 

Tip Because the database contains both the system configuration and the endpoint 
data, any changes made to the system configuration since the backup was created 
will be lost after a database restore on a Beacon system.

Profiler database restore is performed differently for systems with the Server
module running in standalone mode, and those running as HA pairs. Before
restoring a database to a Profiler system, it is important to determine first if it is a
Standalone or HA system, then use the appropriate procedure below to restore the
Profiler database.
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Database Restore on Standalone (non-HA) Systems
Beginning with Version 2.1.8, restoring the Profiler database to a Standalone
system can be performed through the execution of a single script. Follow these
steps to restore the database to a 3.0.0 system.

Step 1 Copy the backup file to be restored to the /backup directory on the All-in-One or 
Server Only system running the Server module via SCP if the desired backup to 
restore from is not already in the directory.

Tip The DB restore script expects the DB to be in the Gzip format (.gz file extension). 
The script will error out and not restore DBs not in the Gzip format beginning in 
version 3.1.1.

Step 2 Initiate a SSH session to the system running the Server module, and change 
directory to /usr/beacon/scripts/maint
cd /usr/beacon/scripts/maint

Step 3 Run the following script to restore the selected database backup on the standalone 
system:

./restoreDB.pl /backup/beacondb.gz

where beacondb.gz is the filename of the backup the system is to be restored to.

Tip To utilize the most recent backup file, the symbolic link dailyDB-latest.gz can 
be passed as the argument to the database restoration script.

Step 4 Once the script has finished running execute an Apply Changes -> Update Modules 
via the UI to restart the system using the restored database.

Database Restore on HA Systems
The Beacon HA protocol includes a database synchronization function that ensures
that the system configuration and endpoint data maintained in the database is
kept in synch on both members of the pair. Therefore, the process to restore the
Profiler Database on an HA pair requires the restore on the Primary, and reliance
on the synchronization process to update the Secondary appliance database.

Tip In order to ensure that the database restore is performed on the primary, the 
restore process outlined in this section should be performed via SSH to the VIP for 
the HA pair.

Follow these steps to restore a Beacon database on an HA-pair:
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Step 1 Copy the backup file to be restored to the /backup directory on the All-in-One or 
Server Only system running the Server module via SCP if the desired backup to 
restore from is not already in the directory.

Tip The DB restore script expects the DB to be in the Gzip format (.gz file extension). 
The script will error out and not restore DBs not in the Gzip format beginning in 
version 3.1.1.

Step 2 Initiate a SSH session to the VIP of the HA-pair, and elevate to the root user via the 
su - command, then change directory to /usr/beacon/scripts/maint
cd /usr/beacon/scripts/maint

Tip Execution of database restore on a HA-pair requires root level privileges.

Step 3 Run the following script to restore the selected database backup on the Primary 
appliance of the HA pair:

./restoreDB-HA.pl /backup/beacondb.gz

where beacondb.gz is the filename of the backup the HA system is to be restored
to

Tip To utilize the most recent backup file, the symbolic link dailyDB-latest.gz can 
be passed as the argument to the database restoration script.

Step 4 Once the script has finished running, execute an Apply Changes -> Update Modules 
to restart the HA system using the restored database.

HA Pair Operations
The Beacon system supports HA configuration on All-in-one and Server Only
systems as described in Chapter 2, “Beacon System Architecture Overview”. The
HA protocol can be configured at system startup using the procedures outlined in
Chapter 4, “Beacon Installation and Initial Configuration”, or HA can be added to
an operational standalone system using the procedure outlined in this section at
any time. There are several operations that may need to be performed on an HA
system from time to time. This section provides guidance on the management of
an HA Beacon system from the command line.
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Determining which Appliance is Primary
At any given time, only one member of an HA pair is running the Beacon processes
and serving as the Primary node in the HA pair. The Primary maintains the master
Beacon database for the All-in-one or Server Only HA pair and maintains database
synchronization on the Secondary. The Primary node will hold the VIP/Service IP
for the HA pair. To determine which node (by physical IP of the management
interface or host name) is currently the Primary and which is Secondary, perform
the following steps to determine which appliance in the pair is currently holding
the VIP IP for the pair via CLI:

Tip On the Beacon Dashboard (Home tab) of HA-pairs, the host name of the current 
Primary appliance is indicated in the HA Status table in the Beacon UI.

Step 1 SSH to the VIP for the HA pair as user beacon

Step 2 Issue the following command:
ifconfig eth0

to display the configuration of the interface on the appliance currently holding the 
VIP for the HA pair. An excerpt of the output from running this command on an 
appliance is shown below:

[beacon@BeaconHA1 ~]$ ifconfig eth0
eth0: flags=8943<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,PROMISC,SIMPLEX,MULTICAST> metric 0 mtu 
1500
        
options=1db<RXCSUM,TXCSUM,VLAN_MTU,VLAN_HWTAGGING,POLLING,VLAN_HWCSUM,TSO4>

        ether 00:04:23:d6:5f:ba
        inet 10.174.80.240 netmask 0xffffff00 broadcast 10.174.80.255
        inet 10.174.80.242 netmask 0xffffffff broadcast 10.174.80.242
        media: Ethernet autoselect (1000baseTX <full-duplex>)
        status: active

Step 3 The interface named 'eth0' shows the IP address assigned to the management 
interface (eth0) of the appliance that is currently serving as the Primary for the pair. 
In the above example the IP address of the Management Interface of the Primary 
node is 10.174.80.240.

Note that the VIP (10.174.80.242 in the example) is also shown as the address for 
this interface on the Primary node.
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Verifying HA Pair Operation

Tip The HA System Status on the Beacon Dashboard (Home tab) provides at-a-glance 
verification of HA status. The “Secondary is Online” is a good indication that HA is 
operating normally and can be readily ascertained via the UI. The procedures in this 
section provides further verification that the protocols necessary for HA operation 
and database synchronization are operating normally at the system-level.

Verification of the proper functioning of the Beacon HA protocol should be
accomplished after configuration of HA to ensure the protocol is operating
normally. 

This section provides instructions for verifying the operation of the HA protocol:
heartbeat and protocol (slon) operation and database synchronization. The HA
protocol will update the Beacon database on the Secondary system continuously,
once the HA initiation sequence is completed properly.

Tip Verification of database synchronization is the best test to ensure that the HA 
database synchronization protocol is operating normally for a Beacon HA-pair.

Check for Heartbeat and SLON Processes
The first check to verify proper operation of the HA process is to verify that both
nodes in the HA pair are running the heartbeat and SLON processes which are
required for normal HA operation. Complete the following steps to ensure these
processes are running on both members of the HA pair:

Tip The heartbeat process is employed by the HA protocol to monitor liveness of the 
peer node. The slon process manages database replication on the node. Both 
processes need to be running normally on the Primary and Secondary nodes of an 
HA pair.

Step 1 Initiate an SSH session with both the Primary and Secondary appliances on their 
respective management interface (eth0) IP addresses.

Step 2 Issue the following command on both appliances to determine the current status of 
the heartbeat service:
service heartbeat status

The command should return a result such as the following on both the current
Primary and Secondary members of an HA pair:

heartbeat OK [pid 20960 et al] is running on beaconha1 [beaconha1]...

Step 3 Verify that both the Primary and Secondary have the required two slon processes 
running by issuing the following command:
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ps aux | grep slon

This command should show a similar result on both members of an HA pair if the 
slon processes are running normally:

[beacon@BeaconHA1 /usr/beacon/sql/HA]$ ps aux | grep slon

beacon     4058  0.0  0.1  6000  2140  p0- I    20Feb09   0:00.00 
/usr/local/bin/slon -d 0 -p /usr/beacon/working/slon.pid -s
beacon     4060  0.0  0.1 11888  2960  p0- S    20Feb09   4:26.44 
/usr/local/bin/slon -d 0 -p /usr/beacon/working/slon.pid -s
beacon    13483  0.0  0.0  1632  1016  p0  R+   11:42AM   0:00.00 grep slon

 
If both of the preceding checks result in the desired output, proceed with the next
step to verify database synchronization on the Secondary appliance. If either the
heartbeat or slon processes are not running as indicated above on either member
of the HA pair, proceed with the process outlined in “Repairing the Configuration of
an HA Pair” section on page 18-18

Check Database Synchronization on Secondary Node
To verify that the database synchronization is occurring properly on an HA pair,
follow these steps to ensure the database on the Secondary system was created
properly and is being regularly updated via the HA database synchronization
process.

Tip When performing this procedure on a newly configured HA pair, it is essential to wait 
several minutes after the completing the HA setup process to ensure that the 
protocol has had ample time to complete the initial database synchronization on the 
Secondary member of the pair. The procedure below checks the status of the 
database tables that are synchronized last, therefore it is important to wait several 
minutes before using this check on newly configured HA pairs.

Step 1 Determine the IP address of the eth0 (management) interface of the Secondary 
system in the HA pair, and initiate an SSH session to this system as the beacon user.

Tip If you are not sure which appliance in the pair is the Secondary, follow the 
procedures outlined above to determine which appliance is currently the 
Primary system.

Step 2 The Beacon database table named 'beacon_component'' is among the last to be 
synchronized on the Secondary member of an HA pair. Query this table on the 
Secondary member of the HA pair to ensure that the table is present and being 
updated regularly by using the following command:
echo “select name,status_time from beacon_component” | psql
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The following is example output from the execution of this step on an operational
Secondary system in a Beacon HA All-in-one pair:

[beacon@BeaconHA2 /usr/beacon]$ echo "select name,status_time from 
beacon_component" | psql
     name     |        status_time
--------------+----------------------------
 BeaconHA1-nt | 2009-03-02 13:53:40.911178
 BeaconHA1-nw | 2009-03-02 13:54:04.242235
 BeaconHA1-fw | 2009-03-02 13:54:21.317064
 BeaconHA1-nm | 2009-03-02 13:54:31.639679
 BeaconHA1-ni | 2009-03-02 13:54:31.975007
 BeaconHA1-nr | 2009-03-02 13:54:36.78844
 Server       | 2009-02-26 09:45:28.921542
(7 rows)

As the example shows, the output of executing this command on the Secondary
system shows all component modules of the HA pair, and the time of the last
status message the system has processed for each of the Collector modules, which
should be near the system time on the HA pair. Note that the Server Module status
time on the Secondary device will not be updated, this normal behavior.

Tip If the error message ''Error: relation ''beacon_component'' does not exist'' results 
from the query, this is indicative of the HA protocol on the pair being incorrectly 
configured and that the database schema has not been set up correctly. Follow the 
procedure outlined in the “Repairing the Configuration of an HA Pair” section on 
page 18-18.

Step 3 Wait several minutes, and execute the query again. The status time should be 
increasing between queries. This indicates that the HA process is functioning 
normally, and that the Secondary system is ready to become Primary should the 
current Primary appliance fail.

Adding HA to an Operational Standalone System
An operational All-in-one or Server Only standalone system may have an HA peer
added to it at any time. In the most common scenario, an operational All-in-one or
Server Only standalone appliance is to be converted to HA pair operation through
the addition of a second appliance in order to provide protection for the Beacon
system against single appliance failure. Typically, the appliance that is already
operating will become the initial Primary member of the HA pair, and a new,
yet-to-be configured Beacon appliance will be added as the Secondary appliance,
set up for that role via the startup scripts that initiate upon the first power-up of
the appliance.
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Tip This procedure is specifically for the case of adding an HA peer to an already 
operational standalone Beacon All-in-one or Server Only system. For the initial 
installation of an HA-pair on a new installation, the procedure in Chapter 4, “Beacon 
Installation and Initial Configuration” should be followed.

Note If the Beacon appliance that will be added to an operating standalone in the HA 
pair configuration has been configured and used previous to its employment as a 
member of an HA pair, that appliance must first be re-imaged via ISO to ensure 
that all configuration and data is removed from the system. Please contact Great 
Bay Technical Support for instructions and necessary software to re-image the 
appliance prior to using a previously configured Beacon appliance as a member of 
an HA pair.

Ensure that all passwords (e.g., beacon and root system user accounts, and Web
UI admin) for the Primary system are known. When configuring the Secondary
member of the HA pair, all passwords on both systems must match exactly, as
must the Beacon operating mode (e.g., All-in-one or Server Only).

Step 1 Prior to beginning the process, ensure that the following HA system configuration 
parameters are determined and readily available:

– Ensure NTP is configured first on the Primary and Secondary devices prior
to adding HA, use the ''service profiler setupntp'' command if it was not
configured at appliance startup.

– Beacon operating mode of the operational standalone system: All-in-one or
Server Only

– VIP/Service IP address to be used

– Host name of the Secondary appliance being added as an HA peer, as well
as the Host name of the Primary appliance.

– Local HA Network: the first three octets of a private network IP address
(e.g., 192.168.35) to be used for the heartbeat network between the two
appliances (eth1 interfaces). 

– HA Authentication Key: a text-string to be utilized by the appliances to
authenticate. The HA Shared Key must be entered identically (case
sensitive) on both appliances in order for the relationship to be established.

– Redundant Heartbeat Communication, which is the IP address of the
management interface (eth0) of the alternate system. 

– HA External Ping Host: a host IP address of another network device,
preferably on the same subnet as the HA pair that will respond to ICMP
echo requests from the Beacon Appliances. The Beacon Appliances will ping
this device regularly to ensure that they still have network connectivity as a
measure to detect the failure of their network interface.

Step 2 Install the crossover cable connecting the eth1 interfaces of the existing appliance 
(Primary) and the appliance being added as an HA peer. Prior to beginning the 
remaining steps, ensure that the NIC LEDs are indicating link between the 
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appliances (e.g., left LED on eth1 interface on both appliances solid amber). Lack 
of proper link indication is indicative of a problem with the cable used to create the 
heartbeat connection. Ensure that link is established before continuing.

Step 3 Begin the configuration of the HA pair with the configuration of the Primary 
appliance (operating standalone system) first. Initiate an SSH or console session 
with the Primary appliance, and elevate to the root user.

Step 4 Enter the command:
service profiler setupha

to initiate the HA portion of the appliance startup scripts on the Primary being sure 
to answer 'yes' when asked if this appliance is the Primary. The script will prompt 
then prompt for the entry of each of the parameters specified above.

Complete the HA setup of the Primary node.

Step 5 Complete the initial startup scripts on the new appliance being added as the 
Secondary member of the HA pair. Ensure that all passwords for the Secondary 
system are configured to be the same as those set on the Primary, and that the 
Secondary is configured to be in the same operating mode as the Primary: 
All-in-one or Server Only.

Step 6 During the HA-specific portion of the startup script, ensure that 'no' is selected 
when the script asks if this will be the Primary, and ensure that the HA parameters 
such as VIP, Local HA Network, and HA authentication key are configured identically 
to what was configured in step #4 above on the Primary.

Wait several minutes after the completion of the configuration of the Secondary, then
utilize the procedure outlined in the section of this chapter entitled Verifying HA Pair
Operation to verify operation of the HA protocol. Once verification is completed
successfully, failover may be tested by simulating failure of the current primary as
described in the section of this chapter entitled Forcing an HA Pair to Failover.

Repairing the Configuration of an HA Pair
From time to time it may be necessary to remove and reinstall the HA service on
an All-in-one or Server Only pair. There are several scenarios which may cause the
HA configuration to fail initially, for example the heartbeat network not being in
place between the eth1 interfaces on the members of the pair, or Beacon database
passwords not being identical, as two common examples.

When it becomes apparent via the HA-pair operation verification procedure
describer earlier, or through some other means that the HA protocol is not
operating normally, follow the procedure below to first remove the HA protocol on
both members of the pair beginning with the Secondary node, and then
re-initializing the HA configuration on both members.

Step 1 Initiate an SSH or console session with the Secondary node first. Elevate to the root 
user, and enter the following command to remove the HA protocol and base 
configuration from the Secondary:

/root/.resetProfiler removeHA
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Follow the on screen instructions, once the HA removal is completed on the
Secondary, then proceed to the next step.

Step 2 Initiate an SSH or console session with the Primary appliance, and use the same 
command in #1 above to remove the HA configuration from the Primary appliance.

Note Removing HA should always be performed on both nodes in a single operation, 
beginning with the Secondary node and immediately followed by removal of the 
configuration on the Primary. 

Step 3 Ensure that the heartbeat network is properly configured with a crossover cable 
between the eth1 interfaces of both members, with link indicated. Verify that all 
system user, database and web UI passwords are identical on both appliances and 
that both appliances are in the same Beacon operating mode: All-in-one or Server 
Only.

Step 4 Prior to continuing the process, ensure that the following parameters specific to the 
HA pair are verified and readily available in order to complete the re-configuration 
of the HA pair:

– Ensure NTP is configured first on the Primary and Secondary devices prior
to adding HA.

– Beacon operating mode of the system: All-in-one or Server Only

– VIP/Service IP address to be used

– Host name of the Secondary appliance being added as an HA peer, as well
as the Host name of the Primary appliance.

– Local HA Network: the first three octets of a private network IP address
(e.g., 192.168.35) to be used for the heartbeat network between the two
appliances (eth1 interfaces). 

– HA Authentication Key: a text-string to be utilized by the appliances to
authenticate. The HA Shared Key must be entered identically (case
sensitive) on both appliances in order for the relationship to be established.

– Redundant Heartbeat Communication, which is the IP address of the
alternate system. 

– HA External Ping Host: a host IP address of another network device,
preferably on the same subnet as the HA pair that will respond to ICMP
echo requests from the Beacon Appliances. The Beacon Appliances will ping
this device regularly to ensure that they still have network connectivity as a
measure to detect the failure of their network interface.

Step 5 Reconfigure the HA protocol beginning with the Original Primary first. As the root 
user, issue the following commands on the Primary:

Note If unsure which device was the original Primary device when first initially 
configured, please contact Great Bay Software Support.

service profiler setupha
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Step 6 Complete the HA setup script for the Primary HA appliance utilizing the parameters 
determined in step 4 above.

Step 7 Reconfigure the HA protocol on the Secondary appliance. As the root user, issue the 
following commands on the Secondary:

service profiler setupha

Step 8 Complete the HA setup script for the Secondary HA appliance utilizing the 
parameters determined in step 4 above.

Wait several minutes after the completion of the configuration of the Secondary,
then utilize the procedure outlined in “Verifying HA Pair Operation” section on
page 18-14 to verify proper operation of the HA protocol. Once verification is
completed successfully, failover may be tested by simulating failure of the current
primary as described in the section of this chapter.

Forcing an HA Pair to Failover
It may be necessary to force a Beacon HA pair to failover; that is to manually
initiate the transfer of Primary node duties to the Secondary for the purposes of
ensuring that the failover capability of the pair is fully operational for example.
This may be desirable when the HA system is being tested, or at anytime it is
determined that the Primary duties should be shifted to the other appliance in the
HA pair.

Warning Do not attempt to failover an HA-pair by either of the following methods:
1. Removing the “Heartbeat” network (eth1-to-eth1 connection between 
the appliances. This will not cause the pair to failover as heartbeat is 
maintained on eth1, but it will stop the database synchronization between 
the Primary and Secondary nodes. 2. Do not use system-level commands 
to disable the eth0 or eth1 interface on the appliances. 

As is described earlier in this Guide, the Beacon HA protocol is designed to protect
the All-in-one and Server Only system implemented as an HA pair from two
potential failure modes: 

1. Complete failure of the current Primary as indicated by the loss of heartbeat. 

2. Loss of network connectivity by the Primary and determination that the 
Secondary has better network connectivity. 

The latter failure mode is detected by the inability to ping the ''ping host'' specified
in the HA configuration. 

Follow the procedure below to force the failover of an HA pair, initiated from either
the current Primary node or Secondary node:

Step 1 SSH to the physical eth0 interface (e.g., not the VIP) of the current Primary 
appliance or Secondary appliance, in the HA pair that is to be failed over as the 
beacon system user. If the current Primary or Secondary is not known, utilize the 
procedure in this chapter for determining which node is Primary or Secondary.
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Tip The SSH session should be to the eth0 interface IP and not the VIP so that the 
session will remain active through the failover.

Step 2 Run the following command

service profiler HAstatus

to verify that the system you are currently on is Primary (script returns “Current 
Primary and Online”) or currently Secondary (script returns “Current Secondary and 
Online”)

Step 3 Switch user to root via the su command and entry of the root password.

Step 4 When ready to force failover of the pair, and enter the following command to force 
the transfer of Primary node responsibilities to the Secondary node:

service profiler HAfailover

Step 5 Wait a few minutes, then from UI’s Home page, when the HA status reports that the 
“Secondary is Online. Then return to an SSH session to the former Secondary node, 
which now should be the current Primary node. Verify that is the case by running 
the following command as the beacon system user from /usr/beacon/sql/HA:

service profiler HAstatus

to verify that the node is now the Primary (script returns ''Current Primary and 
Online'') for the HA pair.

At this juncture the system should now be operating in HA mode after the swap of
the Primary duties. Full verification of the operation of the HA protocol can be
verified using the procedure outlined earlier in this chapter. If it desired to fail the
system back, the procedure above can be repeated after ample time for database
synchronization is allowed as outlined earlier in this section.

Tip When performing the manual failover procedure it is essential that enough time is 
allowed to elapse to allow database synchronization to complete fully prior to failing 
the system back. Time required for this process to occur is dependent on database 
size. Verify the HA status on the UI’s Home tab, that the HA status is indicating 
“Secondary is Online”, this indicates that the Secondary has completed its initial DB 
synchronization following the forced failover.

Temporarily Disabling HA
High Availability services can be temporarily disabled on an active HA pair. This
process can be used to disable failover but not permanently remove the base HA
configuration from the members of the pair. To temporarily disable HA, follow
these steps:
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Note Disabling HA temporarily should always be performed on both nodes in a single 
operation, beginning with the Secondary node and immediately followed by 
disabling HA on the Primary. 

Step 1 Identify the current Secondary member of the pair, using the procedure specified in 
this chapter if necessary. Establish an SSH session to the system, and elevate to 
root access (su).

Step 2 Issue the following command to disable the HA system on the Secondary:

/root/.resetProfiler disableHA

Step 3 The system will display the following message and request confirmation:

[root@BeaconHA2 ~]# /root/.resetProfiler disableHA

This script will disable the HA system but not remove the base configuration.

If you wish to disable the HA system please type 'yes':

Step 4 Type 'yes' to continue with disabling the HA system. The following messages are 
displayed as the HA service is disabled on the Secondary:

Stopping the profiler
Cleaning up DB synch files

Starting the profiler

HA disabled on this system.
HA *must* be disabled on the alternate host to prevent
the DB from caching all changes until the drive fills up.

'/root/.resetProfiler restartHA' will restart the HA.

Note the message about disabling HA on the other member of the pair. It is
important to also disable HA on the Primary to prevent the Primary from
continuing to run the HA service and attempting to keep the database on the
Secondary updated after the HA service has been disabled. Without normal
communications between the members of the pair, the Primary will cache
uncompleted database synch attempts causing several tables in the database to
grow large quickly. This can be prevented by disabling HA on the Primary as
outlined below.

Step 5 Repeat the procedure to disable HA services on the Primary:

a. SSH to the eth0 IP address of the Primary, elevate to root

b. Run the /root/.resetProfiler disableHA script on the Primary.

c. Enter ‘yes’ to continue and observe the shutdown of HA services on the Primary.

Step 6 To restore the HA services using the existing base configuration, begin with the 
system that was Primary prior to disabling HA for the pair. As root, enter the 
following command:
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/root/.resetProfiler restartHA

This will result in the following message being displayed:

[root@BeaconHA1 ~]# /root/.resetProfiler restartHA

This script will restart the HA system from the base configuration.

If you wish to restart the HA system please type 'yes':

Type ‘yes’ to continue and observe the following messages as the service 
restarts on the Primary member of the pair:

Stopping the profiler
Restarting the HA

Stopping heartbeat. This may take more than three minutes.
Stopping High-Availability services:
Done.

Starting High-Availability services:
2009/03/03_15:33:18 INFO: Resource is stopped
Done.

HA *must* be running/restarted on the alternate host to prevent
the DB from caching all changes until the drive fills up.

[root@BeaconHA1 ~]#

Step 7 Repeat the same procedure on the Secondary to restart HA services on the other 
member of the HA pair, verifying the successful restart of the service on the 
Secondary.

The HA pair is now restored to normal operation and HA operation can be verified
using the procedures outlined in this chapter.

Permanently Removing the HA Configuration
If it becomes necessary to remove HA services permanently on a Beacon
appliance, use the following procedure to completely remove the base HA
configuration from the appliances that are currently operating in HA mode. This
might be necessary when it is desirable to return an operating All-in-one or Server
Only HA pair back to a single appliance, stand alone mode.

Note that at the completion of this procedure, the appliance that was Primary for
the pair at the outset is now configured to operate as the standalone All-in-one or
Server Only for the Beacon system after removal of HA. The appliance that was the
Secondary member of the pair, especially in the case of an All-in-one pair, will
require reconfiguration prior to re-employment of the appliance. Preferably the
appliance should be re-imaged to ensure that the existing configuration and
database are completely cleared. Contact Great Bay Technical support for
assistance with re-imaging a Beacon appliance.
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Note Removing HA should always be performed on both nodes in a single operation, 
beginning with the Secondary node and immediately followed by removal of the 
configuration on the Primary. 

Step 1 SSH to the appliance eth0 IP address of the current Secondary in the HA pair and 
elevate to root access.

Step 2 Run the following script to permanently remove the HA base configuration on the 
Secondary:

/root/.resetProfiler removeHA

Step 3 Perform the steps above on the Primary appliance to remove the base HA 
configuration on the Primary.

Step 4 Restart the Primary system using
service profiler restart

Step 5 Upon the restart, the former Primary member of the pair is now acting as a 
standalone All-in-one or Server Only for the Beacon system.

Step 6 Remove the crossover network cable connecting the appliances previously in the HA 
pair configuration.

Step 7 If the appliance that was the Secondary prior to the removal of the HA configuration 
is to be re-used, it is highly recommended that the appliance have the Beacon 
system software re-installed on that appliance to ensure that all configuration and 
database data is removed before reconfiguration.

Returning a Beacon Appliance to Factory Defaults
In some cases it may be desirable to delete all configuration information on a
given system to return it to a ''factory default'' state. For example, when a serious
error in configuration is made and it is desirable to start from a clean configuration
this procedure will stop, remove and replace the Profiler, allowing the startup
scripts to be run again to correct the configuration issues.

Tip Note that this procedure is not intended for use on systems that have been 
configured and used in lab or production environments. The proper way to return 
systems that have been configured and used is to re-image the appliance. Contact 
Great Bay Software technical support for instructions and necessary software to 
re-image a Beacon appliance.

The following procedure will restore a Beacon system to factory defaults during the
configuration process:
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Step 1 Initiate a console session to the system to be restored to factory defaults and 
elevate to root access. (SSH can be used as well, as long as the IP parameters of 
the appliance will remain unchanged.)

Step 2 Enter the following command to initiate the factory default script:

/root/.resetProfiler factory

Step 3 When the script initiates, it will display the following message at the terminal and 
requires user input to continue:

This script will stop, remove, and replace the Profiler. Its intended use is to 
clean up an incorrectly configured installation. It should not be used on a 
system that has already been installed and used in a production network.

If you wish to reset the Profiler please type 'yes':

Step 4 To proceed, type 'yes' at the colon and press Enter.

Step 5 At the completion of the script, the command prompt will return. Logout of the 
system entirely, and then re-login as root. (The passwords for the root and beacon 
system users will not be changed by the factory default reset script). The appliance 
startup scripts will initiate with the following message at the terminal upon logging 
back in as root.

Welcome to the Beacon Endpoint Profiler.

Hit any key to create the initial configuration (or ^c to exit):

Step 6 Press enter to continue with the configuration of the appliance. Refer to 

Changing the beacon and root System User Account
Passwords

Each Beacon appliance has two system user accounts used for command-line
operations with the appliance. 

The password for the beacon FreeBSD accounts used on a Beacon appliance can be
changed using the following procedure:

Step 1 Start a console or SSH session with the target appliance as root user (elevate to 
root using su if using SSH) and enter the following command:

passwd beacon - to change the beacon password 

passwd root - to change the root password 
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Enabling the SNMP Agent
Beacon appliances configured in any of the operating modes can be monitored
using SNMP. The SNMP agent that enables appliance monitoring is disabled by
default. If it is desirable to monitor the appliances using SNMP, follow the
procedures outlined in this section to enable the SNMP agent on the appliance so
that it responds to SNMP queries from a Manager.

The following process may be used to configure the snmpd component. Please
note to try and not select the same menu options twice during a configuration run,
if you do, errors in the configuration file will result. If you make a mistake, exit the
configuration script, delete the snmpd.conf file found in “/usr/local/share/snmp/”
that may have been created, and start over.

Step 1 Modify the SNMP daemon configuration file, snmp.conf.

The snmpd component has a configuration file creation utility script that may be 
used to configure mandatory and optional parameters for the on-appliance SNMP 
agent. To enter the configuration, issue the following command as the root system 
user:

Warning Do NOT run the following command from /usr/local/etc/snmp or 
/usr/local/share/snmp; use the pwd command to ensure that you are in 
a different directory prior to executing the command.

# snmpconf -i

When existing configuration files are found, you will be presented with the
message shown in the following figure (Figure 18-2):

Figure 18-2 SNMP Configuration Utility

Step 2 Select the number next to the path for “/usr/local/etc/snmp/snmpd.conf” if 
available. If not available, take the default of “all” here.

Step 3 The next menu (see Figure 18-3) will prompt you for the type of configuration to 
create. In our case we will be creating the snmpd.conf, so type 1 and press enter.
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Figure 18-3 Select SNMP Configuration Type

Step 4 The menu that follows (see screenshot below) will prompt you for the various 
aspects of the appliance SNMP configuration to set.

Figure 18-4 Select Configuration Information

The mandatory configuration item necessary to enable the SNMP agent on the
appliance is #1, Access Control Setup.

Select 1 and press enter to display the Access Control Setup screen.

Step 5 The Access Control section of the setup, shown in Figure 18-5, allows the selection 
of SNMP version and the setting of the SNMP Community String.

Figure 18-5 Access Control Setup Section

For Beacon appliances, we can stick with one of the two read-only choices shown
above, so select type either 2 for SNMPv3 or 3 for SNMPv1 or V2C and press enter.
For the example in these instructions, we will use selection 3 and set up a system
for access via SNMPv2C.
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Step 6 Enter the desired SNMP Community String (v1/v2C) and allowed managers.

The next screen, Figure 18-6, prompts for the entry of a Community String that 
Managers contacting the SNMP Agent will have to present in order to be provided 
read only access.

Figure 18-6 Enter SNMP Community String

After setting the community string you will be prompted to set the 
hostname/address of the SNMP Manager to accept this community string from. If 
SNMP access to the appliance is not to be restricted to a specific host/IP, press 
return to set 'all' (meaning any host passing this community string will be 
accepted). See Figure 18-7 below.

Figure 18-7 Specify SNMP Manager hostname/IP Address

Lastly, you will be prompted to select the OID that the community string applies to, 
in our case just press Enter for 'no-restriction'. See Figure 18-8 below.

Figure 18-8 Restrict OIDs

When completed with the above steps you will be redirected back to the Access 
Control Setup menu. Type finished at this menu and press enter to be passed back 
up to the Main Configuration menu.

Step 7 Exit the snmpd.conf setup script.

Type 'finished' and press enter until you reach the Type of Configuration to Create 
menu from step 3 (Figure 18-3 on page 18-27). Once there, type 'quit' to exit the 
configuration utility.

Step 8 Modify the system startup so that SNMP is enabled any time the appliance is 
rebooted by executing the following commands (as the root system user):

rcconfig -s snmpd on

rcconfig snmpd_flags -r

Step 9 Start snmpd, allow the agent on the appliance to respond to SNMP queries by 
executing the following command (as root system user):

service snmpd start

This completes the basic enablement of the Beacon appliance for SNMP
management.
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Tip There are several other options for the SNMP configuration that are configured via 
the Create Configuration menu (Figure 18-3 on page 18-27), such as setting 
SysLocation and SysContact for the appliance. For further configuration of the SNMP 
agent, contact Great Bay Software Technical Support.

Updating the Beacon MAC Vendor Data
For the purposes of mapping the Organizational Unit Identifier (OUI) of an
endpoint MAC address to the registering organization (“MAC Vendor”), Beacon
maintains a data dictionary of the OUI registrations maintained by the IEEE.

http://standards.ieee.org/develop/regauth/oui/oui.txt

New OUIs are registered to manufacturers on a continual basis so the Beacon
database must be updated regularly to ensure these newly registered OUIs reflect
the MAC vendor.

A simple script is included on Beacon All-in-one and Server Only systems that can
be used to update the OUI information. That script is located in the
/usr/beacon/scripts/maint directory, and named ouiUpdate.pl.

When run without a file argument, e.g., $./ouiUpdate.pl, the script will attempt to
contact the IEEE website and download the latest file of oui registrations (filename
oui.txt) and assuming the Beacon system can contact the Internet, process the file
and prompt the user about the number of current entries and whether the Beacon
database should be updated with these entries.
[beacon@BeaconHA1 ~]$ cd /usr/beacon/scripts/maint/
[beacon@BeaconHA1 /usr/beacon/scripts/maint]$ ./ouiUpdate.pl
Downloading the OUI file... Please Wait...
Validating OUI file... Please Wait...
Found a total of 16888 entries.

Please type 'list' to see the new entries or 'replace' to replace your current 
OUI table with the new one:

replace

Updating the Profiler's Database... Please Wait...
The update has completed.
[beacon@BeaconHA1 /usr/beacon/scripts/maint]$

For Beacon systems without access to the IEEE site, the oui.txt file must be
downloaded from the IEEE site, and then moved to the Beacon system via SCP.
Once in place, the downloaded oui.txt file can be specified as an argument to the
script to update the database.
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Configuration of Advanced XML Rules

This appendix contains the following topics:

• Overview, page A-1

• Advanced XML Rule Creation via the Advanced Rule Editor (ARE), page A-4

• Advanced XML Rules In Depth, page A-10

• Profile Rule XML Syntax, page A-10

• Advanced Rule Structure and Syntax, page A-12

• More Advanced XML Rule Examples, page A-19

Overview
Chapters 9 and 10 outlined rule creation through the UI and outlined the
procedures for the configuration of most of the rule types. This chapter outlines
the Advanced XML Rule option and procedures for the configuration of Advanced
XML rules within Endpoint Profiles.

The Advanced XML Rule is not a rule type per se, rather it provides an alternative
approach to the configuration of Profile rules unlocking access to more advanced
profile rule creation techniques, as well as providing the ability to utilize the three
rule types listed earlier that are not currently accessible through the UI Profile
create/edit forms. The Advanced XML rule creation process allows access to any
and all of the rule types, and allows the use of the logical operators AND, OR and
NOT within compound rules using multiple rules and multiple rule types within a
single advanced rule.

Why and when are Advanced XML rules necessary or recommended?
For many Beacon systems, Profile creation and tuning can be accomplished
through the procedure outlined in Chapters 9 and 10. Profiles with single and
multiple rules added using the Add Rule buttons on the Save Profile form can be
created and modified that are capable of providing the endpoint profiling and
identity monitoring functions on most enterprise networks. As the name suggests
the usage of Advanced XML rules is typically reserved for advanced Beacon
administrators that need access to the logical operators, OR, AND, NOT when the
desire or need exists to combine multiple logical blocks in a single profile rule, or
to access the rule types that cannot be configured via the existing profile
configuration forms: DHCP Option, DHCP Requested Option, and Stack Rules.
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Before going into the mechanics of Advanced XML rules, the three rule types
accessible only via Advanced XML Rules will be described.

Endpoint Profiling using DHCP Options & Requested Option List Rules
Most DHCP packets sent by endpoints will contain a list of DHCP options as defined
in RFC 2132 and supported by the client implementation running on the endpoint
sending the packet. In many cases, the DHCP option list for endpoints of a
particular type is consistent, and particularly when combined with other attributes
can be a reliable indicator of endpoint identity. The DHCP Option list rule enables
Beacon to Profile endpoints based on observing their DHCP packets and matching
the list of options in the packet to the list specified in the rule to identify
endpoints.

Within the DHCP options that may be in a specific option, option 55, that is itself
another list of DHCP options (see paragraph 9.8 of rfc 2132). This option is used
by a DHCP client to request values for specified configuration parameters from the
DHCP Server. The list of requested parameters is specified as n octets, where each
octet is a valid DHCP option code as defined by rfc 2132. 

For some endpoints the list of requested options specified for option 55 can be
another reliable indicator of endpoint identity dependent upon their uniqueness,
particularly used with another attribute. Therefore, when an endpoint sends a
DHCP request that is analyzed by NetWatch with option 55 enabled, the system
logs the list of requested options along with the list of all options the DHCP client
on the endpoint supports. The DHCP Requested Option List rule is used to identify
endpoints supporting option 55, based on the requested list of options.

Later in this appendix, examples of DHCP Option List rules are provided for
reference.

Network Stack Information Rules
Network Stack Information rules can utilize attributes of the stack information
displayed by an endpoint for the purposes of Profiling. When NetWatch observes
network stack information for an endpoint, it adds the following stack-related
information to the database for the endpoint: the TTL value, Window size, and TCP
options. Network stack rules can be used to identify endpoints displaying specific
values for these parameters.

Like TCP Open Ports, when Profiler is able to analyze endpoint traffic via NetWatch,
it will also promiscuously collect the following stack information about each
endpoint: the TTL, window size, and options list as displayed in the endpoints'
network traffic. No specific collection needs to be configured for stack info to be
collected by NetWatch.

Note An important caveat regarding the TTL value collected by NetWatch as part of the 
stack data for endpoints: NetWatch will auto-adjust the TTL value observed in 
network traffic for an endpoint if the value is not divisible by 8. If the traffic from 
the endpoint has traversed one or more routers before being received on a monitor 
interface, this mechanism is designed to reset the TTL to the original value set by 
the stack on the endpoint itself. This is designed to prevent having to write rules 
using multiple values: <OR><... ttl=”32”.../><... ttl=”31”...>...</OR>, etc. Eight 
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was chosen as some standard TTLs are not always a power of 2. Some older 
systems use 48 and 60. Any TTL value observed in a packet >= 256 will be 
automatically reset to 255.

Network Stack Information is collected by NetWatch for endpoints by default from
traffic received on a Collector NetWatch monitor port. To view Network Stack
Information for an endpoint, click on the endpoint MAC address link in the UI to
display the Endpoint Summary for the endpoint, then click on the View Profile
Data. For endpoints that have had Network Stack Information collected by
NetWatch, the Table of Other Data will include the following network stack
information as illustrated in:

• Time to Live (TTL) (in hops)

• Window Size (in bytes)

• Don’t Fragment Bit setting (the number 0,1,2,or 3 shown in parentheses
immediately after the Window size value)

• TCP Options List

Figure A-1 Viewing Network Stack Information for an Endpoint

Network Stack Information rules, at a minimum require the specification of a TTL
and TCP Options List match to function correctly; the window size and DF bit
setting are optional components of a stack rule. The TCP Stack or Network Stack
Info rule creation form of the Advanced Rule Editor indicates mandatory fields by
highlighting the field in red as shown in below.

Figure A-2 Create a TCP Stack or Network Stack Info Rule

To create a stack information rule that requires only a match of a specified TTL or
Options List parameters, a Regular Expression that matches all can be specified for
either of the minimum parameters.

For example to specify only a match of a specific TTL value, 64 in the example, the
stack information rule would be created using the form as shown in:
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Figure A-3 Stack Rule Specifying only TTL (match all options lists)

The rule in Figure A-3 would match any endpoint observed with Network Stack
Information having a TTL equal to 64 hops, with any TCP Options list, Window Size
or DF bit setting.

Similarly, to match any endpoints having a specified TCP Option List, 2,1,1,4 in the
example and any value in the other stack info parameters, the rule syntax would
be as follows:

<StackRule list=”/^2,1,1,4/” TLC=”/.*/"/>

Advanced XML Rule Creation via the Advanced Rule Editor
(ARE)

Previous to version 3.1 of Beacon, creation of Advanced XML Rules within Endpoint
Profiles required the creation of the entire XML rule within a free-form text editor.
Although this method provides the ultimate in flexibility, it was non-intuitive and
cumbersome for those not familiar with XML and the Profiler-specific profile rule
syntax requirements. In version 3.1, the ability to edit most of the raw XML is
maintained but is augmented with the Advanced Rule Editor (ARE) which
automates some of the XML creation and assists the user in the creation of
Advanced XML rules via a graphical user interface.

The addition of an Advanced Rule to an endpoint profile starts the ARE
automatically. While viewing the Save Profile form, if the Add Profile selector
drop-down is used to select Advanced and the Add Rule button is selected, the ARE
opens automatically to allow the addition of an Advanced XML Rule to the Endpoint
Profile currently being configured.

The Advance Rule Editor when used to create a new Advanced XML rule appears as
illustrated in 

Figure A-4 Advanced Rule Editor: Creating a New Advanced XML Rule

Complete the following steps to create a new Advanced XML Rule using the ARE:
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Step 1 Enter a name for the Advanced XML Rule in the Rule Name Field.

The Rule Name is used primarily for documentation of the Advanced XML Rule, so 
a name that describes the purpose and function of the rule is suggested.

Step 2 Assign a Certainty Factor for the advanced XML rule to be created. Note that the CF 
for Advanced XML Rules is discrete, and assigned to endpoints matching the entire 
rule (e.g., for which the entire logic of the Advanced XML rule tests true.

Step 3 Select a Template for the Advanced XML Rule to be created, then select the Add 
button.

In order to assist with the creation of the Advanced XML Rule, several predefined 
templates have been created that automatically create the required Logical Block 
necessary for compound rules (e.g., rules that test multiple sub rules according to 
specified logic). The templates available are as follows:

• Must meet All Conditions - used to create compound rules that match endpoints 
that have identity attributes matching those specified for two or more 
parameters (e.g., MAC address and DHCP Vendor Class Identifier). This 
template uses an AND logical operator on multiple rules of the same or different 
types specified by the user.

• Must meet Any Condition - used to create compound rules that match endpoints 
having at least one identity attribute of a list of two or more. This template uses 
the OR logical operator on multiple rules (e.g., endpoints that have a host 
address on one of the following subnets...) of the same or different types.

• Must not meet all conditions - used to match endpoints that are known NOT to 
have ALL of one or more specified attributes.

• Must not meet any conditions - used to match endpoints that are known NOT to 
have ANY of the specified attributes.

Upon selection of the desired template, the Diagram for the Rule is populated as 
illustrated in Figure A-5.

Figure A-5 ARE Showing Populated Rule Diagram: Must Meet All Conditions
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Step 4 Complete the rule definitions in the logical block. For each rule in the block, 
complete the following sub-steps:

a. Double-click the rule or select the edit button at the end of the rule statement. 
This opens a new dialog (Figure A-6) that allows for the selection of the desired 
rule type and entry of the required rule parameters.

Figure A-6 Create/Edit Rule in Advanced Rule via ARE

b. Use the drop-down to change the rule-type for the rule from ''Undefined'' to the 
proper rule type or comment. All available Profiler rule types can be selected 
from the drop-down menu, or ‘Comment’ may be selected to add text comments 
to an Advanced Rule.

For rule types with single parameters (e.g., a field for entry of the match 
parameter is provided). For rule types with multiple parameters (e.g. IP Address 
rule which requires an IP and Mask to be specified), the fields for required 
parameters are outlined in red on the form.

Select the Update button when required rule parameters have been added to the 
form.

Tip Several buttons are provided in the Diagram portion of the form. The X 
button allows the deletion of a selected rule. The Clone button adds another 
copy of the selected rule to the diagram. Rules can be clicked and dragged to 
other locations within the diagram. Clear All will remove the entire diagram, 
retaining only the Rule Name and Certainty for the advanced rule.

Step 5 Edit, add or delete remaining rules in the logic block as desired using the controls 
as required as described in Step 4 above.

Step 6 Use the Save button to save any changes made to the Advanced XML rule. The Save 
button can be used at any time after the Rule Name and Certainty fields have been 
completed.
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Tip The Raw XML version of the rule can be viewed (and edited) by selecting the 
Edit Raw button.

Step 7 When the Advanced Rule has been completed, ensure latest changes have been 
saved, then select Close to return to the Save Profile form. A complete Advanced 
XML Rule is shown in Figure A-7.

Figure A-7 Completed Advanced XML Rule

Figure A-8 shows an Endpoint Profile that has had an Advanced XML Rule saved to
it. Note that the name of the Advanced Rule selected when created is shown.

Tip Starting in version 3.1 of Beacon, also included a change to simplify the use of 
Traffic Rules in Advanced XML Rules. Traffic Rules in Advanced XML rules now 
contain a parameter “is Source” that allows the directionality of the Traffic Rule to 
be captured in the XML allowing the automatic creation of the Collection rule. 
“Collection Rules” created in the UI to program NetMap/NetRelay for Specific 
Collection are no longer required for Traffic Rules in Advanced XML rules, they are 
only necessary for Web URL rules as of version 3.1. See Configuration of Web URL 
Application Rules, page 10-13.
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Figure A-8 Endpoint Profile with Advanced XML Rule Added

Advanced XML rules added to an Endpoint Profile can be edited and removed in the
same manner as other profile rules.

When Edit is selected, the ARE is re-opened to show the current configuration of
the rule (see Figure A-7 on page A-7 for an example). All the controls used for
creating an Advanced Rule as described above in this section can be utilized to edit
Advanced Rules.

Nesting Logical Operators using the ARE
The ARE allows for the creation of sophisticated advanced rules with “nested”
logical operators. For example, if it was desirable to nest an OR block within a
larger AND block, to perform pre-screening of traffic rule attributes as described
later in this Appendix, the following steps would be used to nest the OR block
within the AND. The same technique is used when nesting any of the available
logical operators is desired.

Step 1 If the top-level (AND in the example shown in below) operator is not currently in 
the diagram, click on the logical operator and drag it into the diagram at the desired 
position.
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Tip The Advanced Rule construction can also begun with adding a Template to 
the diagram as described earlier.

Step 2 Click on the operator to be nested (OR in the example) and drag into diagram, 
placing the new operator on top of the existing one to indicate that it should be 
nested underneath.

Step 3 Mouse-over the nested-operator so that it is highlighted and use the Add Rule 
button to add rules to the nested block.

Tip Note that the logical operator itself can be edited by highlighting and clicking 
Edit. This provides access to the remaining logical operators beyond AND and 
OR.

Traffic Rule Creation Using the ARE
The Traffic Rule add/edit form within the ARE was modified in version 3.1.1 to
parallel the UI Traffic Rule creation form. Beginning with this version, adding a
Traffic Rule to an Advanced XML rule is done via the form illustrated in Figure A-9
below.

Figure A-9 Adding Traffic Rules to Advanced XML Rules using the ARE

The proper use of each of the fields is described immediately below.

IP Address
Allows the specification of an IP host address

Source/Destination Radio
Specifies that the IP address provided in the previous field will be the source or
destination IP address in traffic of interest (i.e, traffic that potentially contains a
match to the Traffic Rule.

Starting with version 3.1 and greater, the setting of this radio button sets the
“isSource” parameter which is used to create the Collection rule for the NetWatch
and NetRelay modules system wide. When the radio is set to ‘Destination’
(isSource = 0), the modules are configured to Collect traffic(flows) that have the
destination IP specified, or any destination if 0.0.0.0 is specified in the IP address
field. Conversely, if the radio is set to ‘Source’, the Collection rule specifies traffic
with a source IP (or any) with the source or destination port specified further in
the rule be collected.
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Source Port/Destination Port
Further refines the rule by specifying that the traffic of interest will have either the
specified Source or Destination port number (discrete port number only--not
ranges). 0 in this field is interpreted as ‘any’.

noCollectionRule
This should only be checked when it is desirable to include “pre-screening” rules
that are used only for modeling, not for collection of traffic. The use of the
pre-screening technique with traffic rules is outlined later in this Appendix.

Active Directory Domain (Distinguished) Name Creation Using the ARE
AD Domain Name rules can also be configured via the Advanced Rule Editor and
used in Advanced XML Rules. In order to provided maximum flexibility however,
the domain name field for the Advanced Rule Editor is not "post-processed" as it is
for rules of these types added via the UI as described in Chapter 10.

In the case of Advanced Rules, the distinguishedName field accepts either a string
or Regular Expression that is defined to specify matches to Domain Names in the
standard AD format, for example:
DC=ad,DC=mysubdomain,DC=mydomain,DC=com, which is how the collected
information is stored in the database. When creating/editing Active Directory
Domain Name rules with the ARE, this format and or Regular Expression based on
this format must be used when populating the distinguishedName field of the
Active Directory Distinguished Name rule. 

For example, to all computers that are members of a specific AD subdomain (e.g.,
mysubdomain) of mydomain.com (endpoints that have an FQDN at
ad.mysubdomain.mydomain.com), the following would be entered in the
distinguishedName field: DC=ad,DC=mysubdomain,DC=mydomain,DC=com. If
computers that are members of ALL subdomains of mydomain, the following would
be entered: DC=mydomain,DC=com. 

Advanced XML Rules In Depth
The ARE introduced in version 3.1 of Beacon provides a much improved user
experience in the creation and maintenance of Endpoint Profiles employing
Advanced XML Rules. In deployments where the use of Advanced XML rules is
required or desired, the ARE will provide the majority of what is required to
design, implement and maintain Advanced XML rules.

In the interest of completeness, the remaining information in this chapter provides
a more in depth treatment of the syntax of Advanced XML rules for experienced
Beacon Users. Several examples of Advanced XML rules used in the past are
provided, as well as the DTD which serves as a primary XML reference for profile
rules.

Profile Rule XML Syntax
As mentioned previously, all the available Profile rule types are available for use in
Advanced Rules. As illustrated in the examples later in this appendix, it is common
to construct advanced rules that evaluate multiple endpoint attributes for
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matches. When using the ARE to construct individual rules within Advanced rules,
the UI prompts the user for the required minimum parameters (outlined in red)
and optional parameters of the rule. 

Table A-1 Rule Types and Example XML Syntax

Profile Rule Type Advanced XML Rule Example Syntax
Active Directory
Computer Name

<ActiveDirComputerName name="lab-laptop"/>

Active Directory
Computer OS Name

<ActiveDirComputerOS name="XP"/>

Active Directory Domain
Name

<ActiveDirDistName 
distinguishedName="dc=bspruce,dc=com"/>

Active Directory Member <ActiveDirComputerMembership isMember="1"/>

Active Directory OS
Service Pack

<ActiveDirComputerSP servicepack="3"/>

Active Directory OS
Version

<ActiveDirComputerOSVer version="5.1"/>

Comment <RuleEntity rule_id="248"> <!--This is a test-->

Discovery Protocol
Platform

<CdpRule platform="/phone/i"/>

DHCP Host Name <DHCPHost name="/^L[0-9]{7}/"/>

DHCP Options <DHCPOptions 
option-list="/^53,61,12,60,50,55,255/"/>

DHCP Requested Options <DHCPReqOptions 
option-list="/^1,3,15,6,44,46,47,43/"/>

DHCP Vendor Class <DHCPVendor vendor="/^XBOX 1.0$/"/>

DNS Name <DNS name="/^printer[0-9]{4}/"/> 

IP Address Rule <AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.208" 
mask="255.255.255.240"/>

MAC Address Rule <Vendor vendor="/Polycom/i"/>

Open TCP Port Rule <PortRule port="3389" dataSource="3"/>

RADIUS Username <RadiusUser username="jpsmith"/>

SMTP Server Banner <SMTPServer banner="ESMTP"/>

SNMP Description <SNMP description="/cisco/"/>

TCP Stack or Network
Stack Info

<StackRule list="/^2$/" ttl="32" window="8192" 
df="2"/>

Traffic Rule <TrafficRule ipaddr="10.1.1.1" isSource="0" 
sport="0" dport="10000" noCollectionRule="0"/>

Web Server Type <WebServer banner="/IIS|Apache/"/>

Web URL Rule <WebURL url="/yahoo/i"/>

Web User Agent Rule <WebClient banner="/SunOS/i"/>
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Note A list of multiple MAC/IP addresses can be specified for a Static MAC/IP rule, 
repeat the syntax shown in the example for multiple rules in the Static MAC or 
Static IP rule block.

Advanced Rule Structure and Syntax
The XML rule editor will perform basic checking of the rule structure in terms of
compliance with basic XML structure when the rule is saved; however there is not
currently validation of created rules against the DTD requiring that the
administrator provide that validation manually to ensure that the syntax outlined
in the table above and described further in this section is maintained. Consistency
of spelling and case are all important. The following is an example of a simple
advanced rule as it appears in the Modeler configuration (Model.xml file):

Tip Editing the raw xml rule allows for the usage of wild card of .* (dot star) or "", both 
have the same result of a wild card, of all possible characters.

<Rule name="MacOSAdv">
<RuleEntity entity="Mac OS" cf="0.75"/>
<AND>

<Vendor vendor="/^Apple/i"/>
<DHCPReqOptions option-list="/^1,3,6,15,112,113,78,79,95/"/>

</AND>
</Rule>

In an Advanced Rule, the rule name syntax, <Rule name=''MACOSAdv''> in the
example, placed on the first line is unused by the Beacon modeler and is used only
to name the rule so that it can be identified in the Modeler configuration
(Model.xml) to enable differentiation between rules created by the system and
through the advanced rule editor. When creating Advanced Rules, they may be
named as desired by the Beacon administrator but it is highly recommended to
pick a descriptive name if possible for the sake of system documentation.

The second line of an Advanced Rule is critical: this line directs the Profiler
Modeling Engine ("Modeler") to associate each Advanced Rule to the Profile that it
is bound to, along with the certainty for the rule. In version 3.1 and greater of
Beacon, this line of the Advanced XML Rule is created automatically by the ARE as
an advanced XML rule is added to an endpoint profile.

Tip When viewing the XML via the Edit Raw button, the Rule Name and RuleEntity lines 
are omitted and not displayed--only the rule logic is displayed as the ARE manages 
this part of the XML for the user.

The second line of each Advanced Rule must use the following syntax:

<RuleEntity entity="[Profile-Name]" cf="x"/>
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where [Profile-Name] is replaced with the name of the Profile (case sensitive)

and

''x'' is replaced with the certainty value for this rule, a number between .01 and 1
(1 and 100% certainty for this rule)

For example,

<RuleEntity entity="Advanced Printer" cf="0.65"/>

Would be interpreted as this Advanced Rule was bound to the Profile named
Advanced Printer, and any endpoint for which the logic of the Advanced Rule tested
true would be placed in the Advanced Printer profile with a certainty of 65%. It is
important to note that Advanced Rules can be combined with rules created as
described in Chapters 8 and 9 using the Add Rule Type buttons. When this is done
the profile certainty is calculated precisely the same way, combining the certainties
for the individual rules using the algorithm outlined in Chapter 8, including the use
of the Certainty Calculator form available in the Save profile form.

Immediately following the "entity=" line of the advanced rule, the syntax of the
rule which defines the rule logic is entered in accordance with proper XML syntax
which will be covered below, ensuring that the rule syntax shown in the table for
each rule type is maintained for each rule included in the Advanced Rule.

Note that comment lines can be added to an Advanced Rule using the following
syntax:

<!-- comment text -->

Inserting comments in the Advanced Rule can greatly improve the documentation
of the rule such that others can understand the underlying logic of the rule without
assistance from the person who originally authored the rule. The proper
documentation of Advanced Rules is highly recommended.

Comments can be added to Advanced Rules from the ARE. Simply add a rule using
the Add Rule button, then select Edit. In the Rule Type drop-down, select
Comment which opens a free-form text box that allows entry of the comment text,
as illustrated in Figure A-10 below. The comment text entered will be placed in the
XML using the correct syntax
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Figure A-10 Adding a Comment to an XML Rule using the ARE

One of the primary advantages of using Advanced Rules is the ability to utilize the
other available logical operators within the rule logic: AND, NOT, etc and the
different rule types (e.g., MAC Vendor, DHCP Vendor Class, etc.) in a single rule. In
contrast, the GUI Profile editor allows multiple rules to be added to Profiles
however the individual rules are added to the Modeler as distinct entities. During a
remodel, the modeler must evaluate each of the rules specified in the enabled
Profiles individually through the standard Profile creation process. When multiple
rules are added to a Profile using the GUI, the default logical operator is an
''implied OR'' meaning that for each multi-rule profile, each rule must be
evaluated, and for those that test true for a given endpoint, the profile certainty is
calculated for the composite value. Again the key concept to consider regarding
using the GUI for defining multiple rules in a Profile is that they are evaluated by
the Modeler independently.

An advanced rule can have multiple logic blocks using the logical operators, and
those logic blocks can be nested within additional operators providing maximum
flexibility in the creation of advanced rules. However, in the case of Advanced
Rules the logic embedded in the rule is evaluated sequentially according to the
specified logical operation. If for example there are two or more logical blocks
nested within an AND operator, if the first block tests false, the Modeler ceases to
evaluate the remaining logical blocks as the AND requires all blocks to test true.
Similarly if two or more logical blocks are nested within an OR, as soon as one
logical block tests true, the condition of the Advanced Rule is met and the Modeler
ceases to evaluate the remaining logic.

Therefore, Advanced Rules can be defined that are much more efficient when
multiple criteria are tested, more efficient than specifying multiple rules using the
UI when the Advanced Rule versions are constructed properly giving consideration
to the order of operations outlined earlier and other techniques outlined later in
this section. When Profiles with multiple rules are created using the UI, the
modeler must sequentially evaluate each rule in the profile, calculating the
certainty value as described earlier in this chapter when multiple rule matches for
a given endpoint occur. It is through this requirement to evaluate each rule
individually that the implicit OR result alluded to earlier when discussing Profiles
constructed via the UI by adding separate rules. When there are large numbers of
multiple-rule Profiles on a system with a large number of endpoints, a re-model of
the entire endpoint database (which occurs only when an Apply Changes ->
Update Modules, or Re-model is commanded), can take a significant period of
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time. Converting Profiles with multiple rules into Advanced Rules using the
guidance provided in this section can increase the efficiency of the Beacon
modeling engine.

When creating Advanced Rule logic, prefix notation is used. In prefix notation, the
logic operator (e.g., AND, OR, NOT) is specified to the outside of the items (rules)
that are to have the logic applied. For example, consider the following logical block
taken from an Advanced Rule used for profiling printers:

<OR>
    <TrafficRule ipaddr="10.1.1.1" isSource="0" sport="0" dport="10000" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
    <TrafficRule ipaddr="192.168.1.180" isSource="0" sport="0" dport="443" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
</OR>

In the logic block example above, two traffic rules are defined inside an OR
operator (e.g., between the <OR> and </OR>). When evaluating this rule the
Modeler would evaluate the first rule and then the second rule only if necessary.
Because the logical operator is OR this logic block would test true if either of the
Traffic Rules were true, so if the first rule in the list tested true, the Modeler would
not go forward to check the remaining rule: this block of logic would test true for
the target of evaluation and the Modeler could go on to the next block, or next
individual rule specified in the Advanced Rule. If these two traffic rules had been
added to a profile individually using the Add Rule buttons (e.g., not the Advanced
Rule), the modeler would have to evaluate each rule independently-even though
they are attributes associated with the same type of endpoints (printers).

This highlights a key concept in efficient rule design: when multiple rules are
specified within a logic block using the OR operator, it is a best practice to order
the rules such that any rules that are more likely to test true are defined at the
very top of the list of rules to be OR'ed. Similarly, if two or logic blocks are nested
within an OR, the logic blocks should be ordered such that those most likely to test
true are ordered first such that the Modeler finds the hit and exits evaluation of
the Advanced Rule as efficiently as possible.

This principle holds true in the proper design of Advanced Rules in general.
Because the AND operator requires all rules (or nested logic blocks) to test true,
strategic use of AND can greatly improve the efficiency of rules. The AND logical
operator can be used within Advanced Rules to create logic blocks that are
"pre-qualifiers" for the rule to increase efficiency and performance of the Modeler.

The following is an example of how this principle can be used in practice defining
an efficient Advanced Rule. Returning to the Printer Advanced Rule mentioned
earlier, the full rule includes a series of traffic rules that match traffic from the
print servers specified in MyNetwork to endpoints on ports 9100 to 515, the
standard print ports. The primary logic block in this system-generated Advanced
Rule is created by using the OR operator on two traffic rules for each known print
server IP address as shown in the following example:

<OR>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.50" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.50" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
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<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.51" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.51" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.52" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.52" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.53" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.53" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>

</OR>

In this example, there are 4 print servers known to be at the following addresses
and entered in the MyNetwork configuration of the Profiler system:

1.1.2.50
1.1.2.51
1.1.2.52
1.1.2.53

As outlined above, if the logic block of Traffic Rules with the OR was used by itself,
the Modeler would evaluate each of the traffic rules until a match occurred. On the
first match, the Modeler would exit with the result that the Advanced Rule tested
true for the Target of Evaluation (ToE), a network printer. 

The efficiency of the Advanced Rule could however be significantly improved in the
following manner using the AND operator with this specific logic block and a new,
more general "pre-screening" logic block using a nested OR as shown in the
following example

<AND>
<OR>

<TrafficRule ipaddr="0.0.0.0" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="1"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="0.0.0.0" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="1"/>

</OR>
<OR>

<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.50" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.50" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.51" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.51" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.52" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.52" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.53" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="515" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="1.1.2.53" isSource="1" sport="0" dport="9100" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>

</OR>
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</AND>

Note the addition of the AND operator and the new OR logic block that has been
added to the original logic block discussed above that specifically matches the
traffic from the known print servers outlined above.

The addition of the new logic block which checks to see that the traffic data being
evaluated is print traffic, in conjunction with the AND operator ensures that prior
to the evaluation of traffic to be from a specified list of print servers, that it should
be first screened to determine if the traffic is in fact traffic related to printing via
its port numbers first before doing the more intensive evaluation to see if it is in
fact from one of the known print servers.

Note It is essential that the “pre-screening” rules described in this section be created 
with the noCollectionRule option checked. This prevents the NetWatch and 
NetRelay modules from having to Collect traffic from any source host address to 
any destination with destination port numbers of 515 and 9100. This would likely 
negate any efficiency gained in modeling by forcing the system to collect and 
evaluate additional data.

When used in conjunction with the AND operator, this technique provides a
pre-screening function for the advanced rule including the evaluation of endpoint
traffic: because both of the logic blocks (the general AND specific) have to test
true to satisfy the conditional. So when the general logic block tests false (e.g., the
traffic is not on the port numbers known to be associated with printing) the
Modeler will exit out of the rule and move on-not wasting the cycles to this data to
determine if it includes one of the specific IP addresses known to be the print
servers on the network. 

It should be intuitively obvious that using such a technique could substantially
increase performance, particularly in situations where there were multiple active
Traffic Rules resulting in collection of traffic data by the system with multiple
source/destination ports, and when the specific logic block contained many entries
(e.g., several dozen print servers for example). The design of the rule using the
pre-screening block would ensure the Modeler would only evaluate collected traffic
associated with printing (on destination ports 9100 or 515), potentially avoiding
evaluating non-conforming traffic to determine if it was from the print servers.

Using the NOT operator in Advanced Rules is similar to the other logical operators,
and logical blocks using the NOT operator in conjunction with AND and OR is
common. NOT can be used to exclude endpoints that match specific criteria from
those that share common attributes.

For example, if an Advanced Rule was needed to match all endpoints on a given
subnet (10.180.0.0/24 in the example) EXCLUDING the endpoints with host
address (last octet) of .1 through .10 and the subnet broadcast (.255) addresses,
the following rule syntax using the NOT operator could be used:

<AND>
<AddressRule ipaddr="10.180.0.0" mask="255.255.255.0"/> 
<NOT>

<OR>
<AddressRule ipaddr="10.180.0.0" mask="255.255.255.248"/> 
<AddressRule ipaddr="10.180.0.8" mask="255.255.255.255"/>
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<AddressRule ipaddr="10.180.0.9" mask="255.255.255.255"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="10.180.0.10" mask="255.255.255.255"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="10.180.0.255" mask="255.255.255.255"/>
</OR>

</NOT>
</AND>

The NOT operator has nested within it the logical block using the OR with rules
that will match the specific addresses desired to be excluded from matching this
rule. Again, both logical blocks within the AND operator: the first that matches all
host addresses on the 10.180.0 subnet and the negation of the logical block
interpreted as any host address not .1 through .10 and .255 must test true for the
Modeler to match a ToE to this rule.

Another example of using NOT in an Advanced Rule to exclude certain endpoints
was used in practice to match endpoints known to be not connecting wirelessly
(based on host IP address using an Address Rule) communicating with a known
Novell server. In the example, endpoints connected via wireless are known to be
assigned host addresses on the 10.200.0.0/21 subnet. Accordingly the NOT
operator is used to exclude hosts with an address on this subnet from the hosts
matching a traffic rule indicating communication with a specified Novell server on
the designated port number (e.g., using a Traffic Rule):

<Rule name="Novell Employee">
<RuleEntity entity="Novell_Employee" cf="0.90"/>
<AND>
<NOT>

<AddressRule ipaddr="10.200.0.0" mask="255.255.248.0"/>
</NOT>

<TrafficRule ipaddr="192.168.1.101" isSource="0" sport="0" dport="524" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>

</AND>
</Rule>

Special Consideration for the Use of Web URL Rules Within Advanced Rules

Web URL Application Rule type require the Beacon system to perform collection of
specific network traffic: traffic meeting certain criteria specified in the Profile rules
themselves. This requires NetWatch modules to be configured to collect traffic that
the Modeler will in turn evaluate for rule matches in enabled Profiles utilizing these
rule types.

When the UI is used to create Web URL Application Rules within Profiles as
described in Chapter 10, it automatically makes the necessary configuration
changes to the NetWatch modules throughout the system necessary for the
Profiler to begin collecting this network traffic from the Collector monitor ports, or
via NetFlow on Collectors running NetRelay.

During the Apply Changes -> Update Modules that must follow the
addition/enablement of Profiles using Web URL Application Rules, the new XML
configuration files for all NetWatch modules in the system are generated and upon
module restart, the system begins collecting this endpoint data via NetWatch so
that the Modeler can begin examining port 80 traffic for Web URL rule matches. 
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The UI however does not parse the Advanced XML Rules for Web URL rules in
version 3.1 and earlier as outlined earlier. Therefore, if Web URL application rules
are used in Advanced Rules, the configuration of the NetWatch for collection of
specific network traffic for evaluation against these rules is not automated, and
must be done manually. This can be accomplished most simply by creating an
additional rule using the GUI within the Profile(s) using the Advanced Rule
containing Web URL rules with a low level of certainty (1% typically will suffice).

More Advanced XML Rule Examples
The example Beacon Advanced Rules provided in this section are designed to
provide the reader with additional examples of Advanced Rule construction to
further illustrate the concepts outlined in this appendix.

The rules provided in this section although properly constructed are not
necessarily useful in all environments as-is. They are provided primarily as
examples of how the rule types and logic available in Advanced Rules might be
combined to Profile certain endpoints.

In the first example, the use of the AND operator with multiple logic blocks: one
consisting of a single MAC Vendor rule, and the other multiple Address Rules with
the OR operator applied is illustrated. The devices that will match this rule must
have a MAC address with an OUI containing Enterasys (case-insensitive) and have
an IP address on one of the 17 specified subnets of the 192.168.208.0 network.

<Rule name="EnterasysRouterAdv">
<RuleEntity entity="Enterasys Infrastructure" cf="0.6"/>

<AND>
<Vendor vendor="/^enterasys/i"/>
<OR>

<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.0" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.16" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.48" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.64" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.80" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.96" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.112" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.128" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.144" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.160" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.176" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.192" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.208" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.224" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.208.240" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.209.0" mask="255.255.255.240"/>
<AddressRule ipaddr="192.168.209.16" mask="255.255.255.240"/>

</OR>
</AND>

</Rule>

This next example Advanced Rule was designed to profile any Wireless Access
Point that is attempting to communicate with a central wireless switch with IP
address 10.4.1.5 communicating on port 5000 (the default tunnel port for the
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Enterasys/Trapeze APs), and observed by Beacon sending a DHCP request with
any of the following DHCP Vendor Classes: WIRELESS-AP:AP1002,
WIRELESS-AP:AP3000/I, or WIRELESS-AP:AP4102.

<Rule name="Advanced Access Points"><RuleEntity entity="ETS Access Points" 
cf="0.90"/>

<AND>
<TrafficRule ipaddr="10.4.1.5" isSource="0" sport="0" dport="5000" 
noCollectionRule="0"/>
<OR>

<DHCPVendor vendor="/WIRELESS-AP:AP1002/i"/>
<DHCPVendor vendor="/WIRELESS-AP:AP3000/i"/>
<DHCPVendor vendor="/WIRELESS-AP:AP4102/i"/>

</OR>
</AND>

</Rule>

Some examples using the rule types available only in Advanced XML rules are
illustrated in the following examples, one for detecting Apple machines via the
requested DHCP options (MAC OS does not include a recognizable DHCP Vendor
Class in DHCP requests), and a second one designed to detect endpoints running
Microsoft Windows version 3.1.

<Rule name="MacOSAdv">
<RuleEntity entity="Mac OS" cf="0.75"/>

<AND>
<Vendor vendor="/^Apple/i"/>
<DHCPReqOptions option-list="/^1,3,6,15,112,113,78,79,95/"/>

</AND>
</Rule>

<Rule name="Win31Adv">
<RuleEntity entity="Windows 3.1" cf="0.50"/>

<AND>
<StackRule list="/^2$/" ttl="32" window="8192" df="2"/>
<DHCPReqOptions option-list="/^1,3,15,6,44,46,47,43/"/>

</AND>
</Rule>
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IF-MAP Integration Layer

This appendix contains the following topics:

• IF-MAP Overview, page B-1

• Beacon Endpoint Profiler IF-MAP Implementation, page B-1

• Enabling Beacon IF-MAP Publishing, page B-3

IF-MAP Overview
As one of the core protocols of the Trusted Network Connect (TNC) open
architecture, IF-MAP (or InterFace to Metadata Access Points) is an open standard
client/server protocol developed by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG). The
IF-MAP protocol standard that makes it easy for different types of systems from
different vendors to share data, including information about users and their roles,
network addresses, endpoint status, network activity, physical location and many
more.

The Beacon Endpoint Profiler can share its data via a number of standard protocols
such as LDAP and IF-MAP so that data around endpoint discovery, profiling and
identity monitoring events can be utilized for a wide variety of purposes. This
appendix outlines the capability of the IF-MAP implementation of Beacon and the
necessary configuration of the system for publishing endpoint information and
events via IF-MAP to an IF-MAP Server. Several IF-MAP Server implementations
are commercially available today. Beacon has been tested with the Juniper and
Infoblox IF-MAP Sever offerings.

Beacon Endpoint Profiler IF-MAP Implementation
IF-MAP support was added to Beacon in the early version 3 releases but the
implementation remained in Beta status until the 4.0.0 release. As of the 4.0.0
Endpoint Profiler release, the Beacon system included an IF-MAP version
1.1-compliant client implementation. This functionality enabled the Beacon system
to publish information about discovered and profiled endpoints to an IF-MAP
Server. As of the 4.0.0 release, Beacon is able to publish both event-driven reports
about endpoints in its database, as well as information about endpoint address
configuration via IF-MAP to consumers of this data. A detailed description of these
options for IF-MAP is provided in the following subsections. Note that when IF-MAP
is configured, either or both of these options for publishing to the IF-MAP Server
can be enabled as desired.
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Endpoint Event Delivery via IF-MAP
As part of the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring functionality, the Beacon
system is able to inform other systems as endpoints enter or leave designated
Endpoint Profiles. For example, it may be important in some environments to know
that an endpoint that was previously profiled as a printer has since exhibited
identity attributes more consistent with an endpoint providing network access to a
user (a Windows PC for example). The detection of such a change may warrant
action, and Beacon is able to inform an IF-MAP Server via publishing this event.

In the current implementation there are two event types that Beacon can publish
via IF-MAP: Behavioral Change and Policy Violation events. A Behavioral Change
event is triggered upon an endpoint entering a designated profile from another
profile. Endpoint data has been collected that matches rules in the designated
endpoint profile at a higher level of certainty for the endpoint than its previous
profile.

Conversely, the Policy Violation event is triggered upon an endpoint leaving a
designated profile and transitioning to any other profile.

In some network environments it may be desirable for an IF-MAP Server to be
notified in either or both of these cases as a change in endpoint profile by a given
endpoint may be of interest for the purposes of network usage policy enforcement.
For example, in the case of the 802.1X-enabled network, the transition of an
endpoint from a profile for a device type normally afforded MAC-authentication
privileges to another profile for a device type which should complete a full 802.1X
authentication may warrant action by the authentication or policy server.

The following is an example of a Behavioral Change event published from Beacon
to an IF-MAP Server:

<ifmap:publish><update><identifier><mac-address
value="00:00:2d:00:00:02"/></identifier><metadata><meta:event><nam
e>IFMAPTest
2</name><event-recorded-time>2011-09-01T13:30:05Z</event-recorded
time><magnitude>50</magnitude><confidence>99</confidence><signific
ance>important</significance><type>behavioral
change</type><information>IFmap Event
Test</information>/</metadata></update></ifmap:publish>

Endpoint Addressing Mapping Publishing via IF-MAP
The Beacon Endpoint Profiler uses both MAC- and IP-learned data in the
establishment and maintenance of the model of each endpoint on the network. The
endpoint model is primarily MAC-based; therefore the Beacon system strives to
maintain a mapping of each MAC in the database to the IP it is currently using.
Beacon uses a number of approaches to determine an IP to MAC mapping for each
endpoint, whether the endpoint is addressed statically or dynamically via DHCP.
There are some cases where the IP-to-MAC mapping Beacon has established for
the endpoints on a network may be useful to other systems.
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The publishing of IP-MAC links by Beacon is a configuration option. When enabled,
Beacon will publish to the designated IF-MAP Server each endpoint MAC that
currently has a mapping to IP address. As Beacon detects changes to endpoint IP
addresses (as an endpoint receives a new IP address via DHCP for instance), the
IF-MAP integration layer will update the IP-MAC link on the IF-MAP Server.

The following is an example of an IP-MAC link published from Beacon to an IF-MAP
Server:

<ifmap:publish><update><link><identifier><ip-address
value="10.173.102.14" type="IPv4"
/></identifier><identifier><mac-address value="00:0c:29:bd:62:bb"
/></identifier></link><metadata><meta:ip-mac
/></metadata></update></ifmap:publish>

Enabling Beacon IF-MAP Publishing
In the current implementation, there are two primary configuration tasks
associated with configuration of the system for publishing via IF-MAP:

1. Providing the Beacon system with details of the IF-MAP Server it will publish 
endpoint data and or events to, including required credentials. Part of the 
configuration is the option to enable IP-MAC link publishing. This is 
accomplished using the Integrations page of the Configuration Tab in the 
Beacon UI.

2. When Beacon Event publishing via IF-MAP will be configured, one or more 
IF-MAP events must be configured via the Events page of the Configuration 
Tab in the Beacon UI.

Note It is not necessary to configure events if only IP-MAC link data will be published.

IF-MAP Integrations Configuration
With the information of the IF-MAP Server established, navigate to the
Configuration Tab and select Integrations from the secondary menu. By default the
IF-MAP integration is disabled (unchecked) and the configuration parameters are
not displayed. Check the IF-MAP integration checkbox to display the parameters,
the form expands as shown in Figure B-1. This form allows for entry of the key
parameters necessary for enabling the Beacon system to communicate with the
IF-MAP Server, as well as for enabling the IP-MAC link publishing feature.
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Figure B-1 Integrations IF-MAP Form

Complete the following steps to provide the Beacon Server with information about
the IF-MAP Server it will send endpoint data to:

Step 1 To enable IP-MAC link publishing, select the checkbox labeled Enable IP-MAC Links. 
Doing so results in Beacon publishing the IP-MAC links for all endpoints in the 
Beacon database with an IP-to-MAC mapping, and maintenance of that link when 
and if any endpoints change IP address.

Step 2 IF-MAP protocol operates over both HTTP and HTTPS. Select the desired protocol 
for IF-MAP publishing for this configuration.

Step 3 The Port field will be populated automatically based on selection of either HTTP or 
HTTPS. For either protocol, the well-known port is designated. If the well-known 
port is not in use, enter the correct port for IF-MAP publishing over HTTP/HTTPS as 
required.

Step 4 The Address field will accept either an IPv4 host address, or the fully-qualified 
domain name of the IF-MAP Server the Beacon system will publish to.

Step 5 Dependent upon IF-MAP Server implementation, it may be necessary to specify a 
specific URL for clients to publish data to the Server via IF-MAP. Refer to the 
documentation for the IF-MAP Server to determine the path parameter to instruct 
Beacon where on the Server to deliver IF-MAP messages.

Step 6 In order for the IF-MAP publishing to function correctly, the Beacon system must 
provide valid user credentials with write privileges on the IF-MAP server. Enter the 
username and password of a user with write privileges at the designated path.

Step 7 Select Save to commit the IF-MAP Server details to the configuration.

If only the IP-MAC link publishing is desired, no further configuration is required;
perform an Apply Changes -> Update modules to begin publishing of IP-MAC links
to the designated IF-MAP Server.
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If Policy Violation and or Behavioral Change events will be utilized, the event(s) to
be published via IF-MAP are configured from the Beacon Events page. 

Configure IF-MAP Events
When selecting the Events page from the secondary menu of the Configuration
tab, the Beacon Events menu is displayed. At the bottom of the menu are picks for
Create IF-MAP Events, and View/Edit IF-MAP events which allow the addition and
management of events to be published via IF-MAP.

To add a new IF-MAP event, select the Create IF-MAP Events link from the menu
which displays the Add IF-MAP event form for Behavioral Change events as shown
in figure X-X below.

Figure B-2 Add IF-MAP Event

Provide the details of the new IF-MAP event on the form:

Step 1 Provide the IF-MAP event a name which will differentiate it from other events. The 
event name will show in the Beacon logs and the event data published to the IF-MAP 
server.

Step 2 Select the event type, Behavioral Change (default) or Policy Violation. 

Note Note that the text for the next field changes with the selection of event type, 
which provides a hint of how the two types function: Behavior Change is 
triggered when endpoints move from the specified profile to another, Policy 
Violation trigger as endpoints move to the matching profile.

Step 3 Enter the Endpoint Profile Name this event is specific to. Note that the Display 
Profiles button can be used to display the list of currently enabled profiles.

Step 4 Select a significance level for this event: Critical, Important, Informational.

Step 5 Specify whether the event should be currently enabled using the radio buttons.
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Step 6 Repeat the process to add additional IF-MAP Events as required.

Once the desired IF-MAP events are configured, perform an Apply Changes ->
Update Modules to complete the configuration and enable the system for event
publishing via IF-MAP.
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The Beacon Mini-Collector

This appendix contains the following topics:

• Overview, page C-1

• Mini-collector Physical Characteristics, page C-2

• Mini-collector Command Line Operations, page C-4

• Initial Mini-collector Startup, page C-6

• Upgrading Beacon Software on the Mini-collector, page C-7

Overview
The Beacon Mini-Collector was introduced in conjunction with the 3.1.1 release of
the Beacon Endpoint Profiler. The mini-collector is a small form-factor single board
computer that runs as a Remote Collection appliance in distributed Beacon
systems. The mini-collector was purpose-built to provide collection of endpoint
data in the small and branch office environments; offices supporting up to 50 total
endpoints with uplinks to the enterprise below 10Mbps. The mini-collector runs the
Beacon common code base but with a version of the Beacon Appliance operating
environment that is suited for the single-board, diskless computer environment.

Non-volatile storage for the mini-collector is provided by a Compact Flash card
that is flashed with the Beacon Endpoint Profiler mini-collector image at the time
the appliance is manufactured. The CF card is internal to the appliance and does
not need to be accessed in normal operation. The mini-collector does not support
peripherals such as keyboard and monitor. Initial configuration of network
parameters on the mini-collector appliance is performed via a serial connection,
and once configured and connected to the enterprise network, management of the
mini-collector is performed using the Beacon system UI primarily. Mini-collector
command-line operations executed via SSH, SCP similarly to other Beacon
systems. The mini-collector operating environment has a set of scripts unique to
its operating environment, that provide support for necessary command-line
configuration and verification tasks. Use of these scripts is outlined in detail in the
remainder of this appendix.

An important difference between the mini-collector and other Beacon appliances is
the fact that due to the nature of the persistent storage (CF versus HD), the file
system of the mini-collector is primarily read only, and therefore limited in
capacity. Understanding the functionality of the Remote Collector in the Beacon
system this does not impact the ability of the appliance in terms of functionality.
Like all Collectors, endpoint data of interest is captured by the Collector and
C-1
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immediately forwarded onto the Server for processing; there is no local storage of
endpoint data on the Collector. However, this aspect of the architecture does result
in some differences on the mini-collector platform that should be understood at
the outset.

The mini-collector configuration scripts that configure network interface
parameters, and Beacon parameters that must persist such as the middleware
configuration are designed to write those parameters to the CF so that they are
available should the system be shut down or rebooted.

Collector Log files however are not persistent, including those specific to the
Collector (found in /usr/beacon/logging). If the system is rebooted or shutdown,
the log files are lost. Also of note regarding logging on the mini-Collector is the
fact that the messages written to the logs are limited to error messages only, as
opposed to informational messages and error messages on the standard Collector
appliances. Collector component modules placed in debug mode will log error and
debug messages to the logs.

Warning Use of debug mode with the mini-collector should be restricted to 
interactions with Great Bay Software Technical Support. 

Although the standard config files are persisted to the compact flash automatically,
configuration changes to other files on the mini-collector are not in the initial
release, therefore the following operations are not supported generally, requiring
support from Great Bay Software technical support to effect:

1. Changes to the NetFlow listening UDP port number. By default, the UDP listening 
port for NetFlow collection by NetRelay is set to 2055 and cannot be changed on 
the mini-collector.

2. NetRelay RADIUS Accounting listening port is on the officially assigned port 
number of 1813. Changing this port on the mini-collector requires support from 
Great Bay Software.

In addition to the above limitations, the mini-collector cannot be monitored via
SNMP, only via the Beacon UI.

Mini-collector Physical Characteristics
The mini-collector appliance is a compact, low-power, low-cost, advanced
communication computer based on a 500 Mhz 586 class processor. It has four
10/100 Mbit ethernet ports, and 512 Mbyte DDR-SDRAM main memory.

The metal enclosure is 6.7" x 11.5" x 1.3, which is not rack-mountable. The
system has no fan and therefore no fan noise allowing it to be placed in the
general office environment. It utilizes an external power supply (included) with the
following characteristics: Power Supply, 12V, 3.0A IEC320-C8 inlet 90V-264V
Worldwide.

The mini-collector can operate in temperatures from 0 to 60C.
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Mini-Collector Controls and Indicators
The mini-collector appliance has no controls with the exception of a recessed reset
switch on the back panel. There is no power switch, with the external power supply
on and connected, the mini-collector will be powered on. 

Figure C-1 Beacon Mini-Collector Front Panel

The front panel (Figure C-1) of the mini-collector has three LEDs that indicate
appliance status. The Disk LED is not utilized by the mini-collector in normal
operation as the unit does not include a hard disk drive. The Power LED indicates
when the unit has been provided the correct power input via the external power
supply connector on the back panel. The red Error LED indicates status of the
Beacon software components on the mini-collector as follows:

• Error LED off - Beacon components operating normally.

• Error LED slow-flashing - One of the Collector component modules is Not
Running.

• Error LED fast-flash - Forwarder module is not running; mini-collector not
communicating with Beacon Server.

• Error LED solid red - All Beacon components are in a not running status;
mini-collector offline

In addition to the unit status LEDs, the front panel includes LED indicators for the
4 10/100 network interfaces on the unit. Solid green indicates link on the specified
Ethernet interface. E0 (eth0) is used for the management interface which provides
connectivity of the mini-collector to the network. Interfaces E1 through E3 can be
used for NetWatch monitor ports.

The mini-collector rear panel (Figure C-2 on page C-4) contains the network
interfaces, the console port (male DB-9) for serial console access to the appliance
command line used for initial configuration of the appliance via the command line,
and the power supply connector. As mentioned previously, the recessed appliance
reset switch is adjacent to the power connector. Selecting this button will cause
the mini-collector appliance to reboot.
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Figure C-2 Mini-collector Rear Panel

The four Ethernet interfaces are auto-negotiating and will select 10 or 100Mbps
operating speed. Each Ethernet interface has two LEDs, on either side of the RJ-45
jack. When viewed from the rear, the left LED is link status, will be yellow when set
for 10baseT and green when set for 100baseT, and the right LED will flash green
indicating network activity.

Ethernet 0 (marked Eth0) is the management interface providing the connection of
the appliance to the network and communication with the Beacon Server. This
interface should be connected to a switch port configured accordingly. One of the
remaining Ethernet interfaces can be used for delivering re-directed endpoint
traffic to the NetWatch module.

Mini-collector Command Line Operations
Like all Beacon appliances, initial appliance startup and configuration is performed
via scripting. Because the mini-collector does not support keyboard and monitor
however, startup and initial configuration is accomplished using terminal emulation
software via a serial console connection. The parameters for making a serial
connection to the appliance are:

• 9600 BAUD

• 8 data bits

• No hardware flow control

• 1 stop bit

Tip Some terminal emulation programs (such as Hyperterm) require the setting of the 
terminal mode on the Mini-collector. If the menus shown in the figures that follow 
are not displayed upon invoking the script, enter the following command at the 
command prompt:

set term=ansi

The arrow keys are not enabled. To select a menu item, type the first letter of the 
desired option, ensure OK is selected (tab between ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’) and press 
enter.
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When successfully connecting to a new mini-collector appliance, there will be no
password assigned to the root system user account. During startup, passwords will
be assigned to the root and beacon system user accounts and subsequent console
sessions will require log in. below shows the login prompt indicating a successful
serial connection to the appliance.

Figure C-3 Mini-collector Login

The mini-collector includes specific scripting that is used for initial startup, routine
configuration and upgrade that is accessed through a single master script.

The familiar ‘service profile’ commands are also available on the mini-collector
such as service profiler status which will output the version and current component
module status.

Invoking the master script for configuration is achieved by logging in or elevating
to root access, changing to the /root directory and calling the manageAppliance
script:

beacon#cd /root

beacon#./manageAppliance.pl

Tip If there is no output on the terminal after entering the command above, enter 
Ctrl+c to exit the script, enter set term=ansi at the prompt, then re-invoke the 
manageAppliance script. Also, the terminal emulator should be set to transmit DEL 
by backspace and delete keys.

Warning Arrow keys are not enabled. Selecting an arrow key while the startup 
scripts are running on the Mini-collector will cause the script to abort.
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Upon successfully calling the script, the Welcome screen is displayed (Figure C-4).
Selecting OK navigates the scripts to the Main Menu page, Figure C-5.

Figure C-4 Mini-collector Script Welcome

The main menu page provides navigation to the various mini-collector
configuration and verification scripts. Note that selecting cancel or option E will
result in termination of the script.

Figure C-5 Mini-collector Main Configuration Script Menu

To make a selection from this menu, type the first letter of the option (e.g., F for
Full Configuration, then select OK. The tab key is used to toggle between OK and
Cancel; the arrow keys are disabled.

Initial Mini-collector Startup
In essence, the mini-collector startup is identical to the standard Remote
Collection appliance startup without the initial selection of operating mode, license
acceptance etc. Readers unfamiliar with Beacon Remote Collection appliance
startup should refer to Chapter 4 of the Beacon Configuration Guide for step by
step guidance for configuration. 
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Timesaver An option for minimizing the amount of configuration performed via the console 
session/terminal emulation is to perform the Network Connections option, provide 
the Mini-collector with an IP configuration and enable network connectivity then 
complete the Full Configuration script via an SSH session, skipping the network 
config portion.

When providing a Mini-collector with its startup configuration the Full
Configuration option is selected from the configuration main menu (by selecting
the letter f and OK), the mini-collector scripts walk through the assignment of
basic IP configuration of the management interface (Eth0) so that the appliance is
able to communicate on the network. Parameters such as hostname, IP address &
mask, default gateway are assigned to the appliance. Root and beacon system
user passwords are also assigned.

By far the most important aspect of this configuration process is the configuration
of the Forwarder parameters which enable the mini-collector to communicate with
the Beacon Server so that the full configuration of the mini-collector and ongoing
management of the appliance can be performed via the UI.

The mini-collector can be configured to utilize a Network Connection of type Client
or Server, based on desires of the administrator and given environmental
constraints. The connection with the Beacon server may be unencrypted (not
recommended) or encrypted using AES encryption which requires a shared secret.
Like all Collectors, the Forwarder configuration on the Mini-Collector must be
consistent with a Network Connection in the Server module so that communication
via the middleware can be achieved.

Adding a Mini-collector to the Beacon Configuration
After the mini-Collector is initially configured, it is added to the Beacon
configuration via the UI. Once communication is established, all further
configuration of the Mini-Collector is accomplished via the UI. As described earlier,
after initial startup and the configuration of the Mini-collector’s management
interface enabling network connectivity, the appliance will accept connections via
SSH (beacon system user only), for command line operations, if necessary.

Upgrading Beacon Software on the Mini-collector
With each release of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler beginning with release 3.1.1, a
Mini-collector image is also created and made available from Great Bay Software
Technical Support. The extension for the Mini-collector upgrade will be:
.disk.image.

The file system of the Mini-collector is divided into two “slices” which allows for the
appliance to be running from the image in one slice, whilst another new image is
loaded onto the CF over the network. Scripting is provided on the Mini-collector to
pull-down the new .disk.image file from a network location (typically the Beacon
server). After the upgrade image file is brought down, the Mini-Collector is
rebooted, using the image in the alternate slice (e.g., upgrade image) while
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bringing the configuration parameters through the upgrade. At the completion of
the upgrade reboot, the appliance is running the new image while maintaining its
configuration.

Follow the steps outlined below to upgrade a Beacon Mini-collector:

Step 1 Upon downloading the Mini-Collector .disk.image file for the selected Beacon 
Endpoint Profiler version, use SCP to securely copy the image file to the Beacon 
Server, preferably to the /home/beacon directory.

Tip When the Beacon Server is implemented as an HA pair, using the Secondary node 
of the pair for the upgrade server is recommended. Use the eth0 IP address

Step 2 Check the MD5 sum of the .disk.image file on the Beacon server (md5 /home/beacon 
_.disk.image) with that provided by GBS Technical Support to ensure file integrity.

Step 3 The Beacon Server that will serve the new image for the Mini-collector(s) being 
upgraded must be modified to allow connections for this purpose. Establish an SSH 
connection to the Server the image file was placed on and elevate to root system 
user (su).

Step 4 Using vi, edit the firewall configuration of the Beacon Server, vi /etc/pf.conf to 
accept TCP connections from Mini-collector(s) being upgraded. TCP Port 2222 is 
recommend as the designated port to use for this file transfer via NetCat (nc).

Using the vi editor, find the line:

incoming_tcp = "{ ssh, http, https, ldap, ldaps, 31416, 31417}"

in the pf.conf file. Add port 2222 to the list of allowed ports, so that the line is 
modified to read:

incoming_tcp = "{ ssh, http, https, ldap, ldaps, 31416, 31417, 2222}"

Save the changes to pf.conf (:wq!)

Step 5 Restart the firewall on the Beacon server with the following command:

Beacon#service pf reload

Which opens port 2222 on the Beacon Server so the Mini-Collector can download its 
image file.

Step 6 Change directory to the location of the .disk.image, cd /home/beacon. Enter the 
command:

beacon#nc -l 2222 <_.disk.image

This makes the image available to the Mini-collector(s) on port 2222.

Step 7 Establish an SSH connection to the Mini-collector to be upgraded, and elevate to the 
root system user.

Step 8 As root, change directory to /root (cd /root), and then invoke the manageAppliance 
script (./manageAppliance.pl). Press Enter to get to the main menu, noting the 
Upgrade System option of the menu.
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Step 9 Initiate upgrade of the Mini-collector by using the down arrow to highlight the 
Upgrade System option and select enter. You will be prompted to enter the IP 
address of the system you set up in earlier steps to serve the image file, with the 
designated TCP port number, see 

Figure C-6 Enter Address of Hosting System

When OK is selected, the Mini-collector will connect to the specified server on the
specified port and begin downloading the new image file. The process takes
typically 15 minutes or so to complete, when complete the Main Menu of the
manageAppliance script will be displayed.

Step 10 Select Shutdown/Reboot System from the main menu. The next screen allows you 
to command reboot, or shutdown. Type reboot in the field, and select OK to reboot 
the system on the upgraded image.

Tip The SSH connection will be lost with the upgraded Mini-Collector.

Step 11 Wait for the upgraded Mini-collector to reboot, then verify the software version via 
the UI. Alternatively, re-establish an SSH connection and run the service profiler 
status command.

Step 12 When all Mini-collectors have been upgraded, it is recommended that the change to 
the firewall configuration of the Beacon server used to serve the Mini-collector 
image be edited to remove the open port added to enable connections by 
Mini-collectors as outlined in step #4 of this procedure. Use vi to remove the 2222 
entry, save the change and execute service pf reload to revert back to the standard 
Beacon server firewall configuration.
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Open Source License Acknowledgements

Notices
The following notices pertain to this software license.

FreeBSD Operating System
The FreeBSD Copyright

Copyright 1994-2012 The FreeBSD Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE FREEBSD PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FREEBSD PROJECT OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY
OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those
of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either
expressed or implied, of the FreeBSD Project.

The FreeBSD Documentation License
Copyright 1994-2012 The FreeBSD Project. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source (SGML DocBook) and 'compiled' forms (SGML,
HTML, PDF, PostScript, RTF and so forth) with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code (SGML DocBook) must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this
file unmodified.

2. Redistributions in compiled form (transformed to other DTDs, converted to PDF,
PostScript, RTF and other formats) must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE FREEBSD DOCUMENTATION
PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
FREEBSD DOCUMENTATION PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Manual Pages
Some FreeBSD manual pages contain text from the IEEE Std 1003.1, 2004 Edition,
Standard for Information Technology -- Portable Operating System Interface
(POSIX®) specification. These manual pages are subject to the following terms:

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and The Open Group, have
given us permission to reprint portions of their documentation.

In the following statement, the phrase ''this text'' refers to portions of the system
documentation.

Portions of this text are reprinted and reproduced in electronic form in the
FreeBSD manual pages, from IEEE Std 1003.1, 2004 Edition, Standard for
Information Technology -- Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX), The Open
Group Base Specifications Issue 6, Copyright (C) 2001-2004 by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc and The Open Group. In the event of any
discrepancy between these versions and the original IEEE and The Open Group
Standard, the original IEEE and The Open Group Standard is the referee
document. The original Standard can be obtained online at
http://www.opengroup.org/unix/online.html.

This notice shall appear on any product containing this material.
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  OpenLDAP
OpenLDAP
Copyright 1998-2012 The OpenLDAP Foundation. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP Public License.

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the top-level directory of
the distribution or, alternatively, at <http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by other parties
and/or subject to additional restrictions.

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3 distribution.
Information concerning this software is available at
<http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at
<http://www.openldap.org/>.

---

Portions Copyright 1998-2012 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAPPublic License.

---

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2008-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2008-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that this notice is preserved. The names of the copyright
holders may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without their specific prior written permission. This software is provided
''as is'' without express or implied warranty.

---
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  PostgreSQL
Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted provided that this
notice is preserved and that due credit is given to the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor. The name of the University may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This
software is provided ''as is'' without express or implied warranty.

PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL is released under the BSD license.

PostgreSQL Database Management System

(formerly known as Postgres, then as Postgres95)

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-2012, The PostgreSQL Global Development Group

Portions Copyright (c) 1994, The Regents of the University of California

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation
for any purpose, without fee, and without a written agreement is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph and the following two
paragraphs appear in all copies.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY
FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,
INCLUDING LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND
ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE
PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT,
UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

PHP
This product includes PHP software, freely available from
<http://www.php.net/software/>".

Copyright (c) 1999 - 2012 The PHP Group. All rights reserved.
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  PHP
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

     the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

     distribution.

 

  3. The name "PHP" must not be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without prior written permission. For

     written permission, please contact group@php.net.

  

  4. Products derived from this software may not be called "PHP", nor

     may "PHP" appear in their name, without prior written permission

     from group@php.net.  You may indicate that your software works in

     conjunction with PHP by saying "Foo for PHP" instead of calling

     it "PHP Foo" or "phpfoo"

 

  5. The PHP Group may publish revised and/or new versions of the

     license from time to time. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

     Once covered code has been published under a particular version

     of the license, you may always continue to use it under the terms

     of that version. You may also choose to use such covered code

     under the terms of any subsequent version of the license

     published by the PHP Group. No one other than the PHP Group has

     the right to modify the terms applicable to covered code created

     under this License.

  6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

     acknowledgment:

     "This product includes PHP software, freely available from

     <http://www.php.net/software/>".
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  jQuery
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PHP DEVELOPMENT TEAM ``AS IS'' AND 

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PHP

DEVELOPMENT TEAM OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

jQuery
Copyright (c) 2012 JQuery Foundation and other contributors, http://jquery.com/

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated documentation files (the ”Software”), to deal in the
Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,
and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

OpenSSL/Open SSL Project
This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/).

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
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  OpenSSL/Open SSL Project
The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the
OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below
for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source
licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact
openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License:

Copyright © 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must
display the following acknowledgment: “This product includes software developed
by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit
(http://www.openssl.org/)”.

4. The names “OpenSSL Toolkit” and “OpenSSL Project” must not be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written
permission. For written permission, please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called “OpenSSL” nor may
“OpenSSL” appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL
Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
acknowledgment:

“This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)”.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS”' AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY
OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim Hudson
(tjh@cryptsoft.com).
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  net-snmp
Original SSLeay License:
Copyright © 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). All rights reserved.This
package is an SSL implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following
conditions are adhered to. The following conditions apply to all code found in this
distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The
SSL documentation included with this distribution is covered by the same
copyright terms except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

Copyright remains Eric Young’s, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are
not to be removed. If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given
attribution as the author of the parts of the library used. This can be in the form of
a textual message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual)
provided with the package.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must
display the following acknowledgement:

“This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com)”. The word ‘cryptographic’ can be left out if the routines from
the library being used are not cryptography-related.

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from the apps
directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement: “This product
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)”.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The license and distribution terms for any publicly available version or derivative of
this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put under
another distribution license [including the GNU Public License].

net-snmp
Copyright 1989, 1991, 1992 by Carnegie Mellon University
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  libxml2
Derivative Work - 1996, 1998-2000

Copyright 1996, 1998-2000 The Regents of the University of California All Rights
Reserved

Copyright © 2001-2003, Networks Associates Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Portions of this code are copyright © 2001-2003, Cambridge Broadband Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Copyright 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara,
California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2003-2009, Sparta, Inc All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2004, Cisco, Inc and Information Network Center of Beijing University
of Posts and Telecommunications. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG, 2003 oss@fabasoft.com
Author: Bernhard Penz <bernhard.penz@fabasoft.com> 

libxml2 
Copyright © 1998-2003 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved. 

pcre
Copyright © 1997-2012 University of Cambridge. All rights reserved.

Flowd  
Copyright ©2004 Damien Miller djm@mindrot.org

Parts derived from elsewhere contain the following licenses.

atomicio.c, atomicio.h (from OpenSSH):

Copyright © 1995,1999 Theo de Raadt. All rights reserved.

parse.y (from bgpd):

Copyright © 2004 Damien Miller <djm@mindrot.org>

Copyright © 2002, 2003, 2004 Henning Brauer <henning@openbsd.org>

Copyright ©2001 Markus Friedl. All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2001 Daniel Hartmeier. All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2001 Theo de Raadt. All rights reserved.

privsep_fdpass.c (from syslogd):

Copyright 2001 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu> All rights reserved.

crc32.c (From OpenSSH):

Copyright © 2003 Markus Friedl. All rights reserved.

closefrom.c (from sudo):Copyright © 2004 Todd C. Miller
Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>
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strlcpy.c and strlcat.c (OpenBSD libc):Copyright © 1998 Todd C. Miller
<Todd.Miller@courtesan.com> 

setproctitle.c (from portable OpenSSH and UCB Sendmail):

Copyright 2003 Damien Miller

Copyright © 1983, 1995-1997 Eric P. Allman

Copyright © 1988, 1993

The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

daemon.c (OpenBSD libc):Copyright © 1990, 1993 The Regents of the University
of California. All rights reserved.

libpcap
See the TCPdump/Libpcap website.

Perl5
Perl5 is Copyright (C) 1993-2005, by Larry Wall and others.

Programs of this Package are distributed in object code or executable form, via
compliance withf provision 4.a of the Artistic License:

    a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

    to get the Standard Version.

See http://dev.perl.org/licenses/artistic.html.
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Integration with NAC Appliance

This chapter contains the following topics:

• Overview, page E-1

• NAC Appliance Integration, page E-3

• Configuring NAC Appliance Integration, page E-4

• Beacon Integrations Configuration, page E-5

• Configure Key-based SSH Authentication, page E-9 

• Creating NAC Events, page E-10

• Synchronize Beacon and the NAC Manager Device Filter List, page E-14

• View/Edit NAC Events List, page E-19

• Troubleshooting NAC Appliance Integration, page E-21

• Use of ''Custom API'' Feature, page E-23

Overview
Beacon can be tightly integrated with the NAC Appliance. The integration of
Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring with NAC Appliance provides several
distinct advantages in the deployment and ongoing operation of NAC Appliance in
enterprise networks. Beacon can significantly decrease the administrative burden
and greatly improve the secure and reliable handling of endpoint types that are
unable to interact with NAC Appliance either automatically or via user input.
Examples of endpoints that are non-NAC compatible include printers, UPS, IP
Phones, HVAC control systems – and a myriad of other endpoints that lack
supported means to submit credentials when challenged by the admission control
system, and/or lack a user to drive the process.

The NAC Appliance system has a built-in capability for handling non-NAC endpoints
such as printers and other non-NAC compatible devices. The devices that cannot
interact with NAC Appliance in the same way as user devices such as desktop and
laptop computers can be identified and added to a table in the NAC Manager. This
table, accessible from the Device Management section of the NAC Manager is
commonly referred to as the Device Filter List. The Device Filter List is populated
with the list of endpoints (by MAC address) that are known to require special
handling by the NAC Appliance system in order to be admitted onto the network.
E-1
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Endpoints that have their MAC addresses added to the Device Filter list in the NAC
Manager are handled by exception by the NAC system whenever these devices join
the network. An endpoint with its MAC address on the Device Filter List is accorded
options to bypass authentication and posture assessment. This enables endpoints
that have inherent limitations in their ability to authenticate or have their posture
assessed to be reliably and securely admitted to the NAC-enabled network.

If a Beacon system is not deployed alongside NAC Appliance, the initial population
and ongoing management of endpoint entries in the Device Filter List is performed
manually by the NAC ApplianceNAC Appliance administrator. This process requires
not only the identification of the endpoints by MAC address, it requires each of the
non-NAC compatible devices be added to the device filter manually along with the
desired admission policy. The administrative burden and potential for errors in
large enterprise environments resulting from manual management of the Device
Filter List is high. The potential also exists for endpoint information in the Device
Filter List to get stale as devices are retired or otherwise removed from the
environment unless the list can be attended to on almost a daily basis. Because
the endpoints on the Device Filter list can be allowed access to the network for as
long as their MAC address is on the list, and there is no built-in mechanism in the
NAC Appliance solution to police the activities of these devices, the Beacon
solution mitigates the need for an ongoing and potentially intensive manual
intervention that can be error prone.

The integration of Beacon with NAC Appliance significantly enhances the ability to
provide reliable and secure access to the NAC-enabled network while significantly
decreasing administrative burden. Beacon enables the automated discovery and
identification of non-NAC compatible endpoints across the entire network
environment in which NAC Appliance will be deployed in an automated, highly
accurate and non-intrusive fashion. 

Beacon can be designed to segregate the non-NAC endpoints from the NAC
endpoints such as desktop and laptop computers. The non-NAC endpoints can be
added to the device filter list on the NAC Manager automatically, via the Beacon
integration with NAC Appliance, as endpoints are discovered and categorized into
the Profiles that are created for all the non-NAC endpoints that may attempt to
connect to the network through edge ports under NAC management.

Just as important, Beacon has the ability to remove endpoints from the device
filter list. This functionality is provided by the Identity Monitoring function of
Beacon which constantly evaluates endpoint data looking for changes indicative of
changes in endpoint identity. Beacon is constantly monitoring the observable
attributes of endpoint identity such as the application-specific network traffic being
generated by the endpoint or markers of specific operating systems. When
observations indicate new or inconsistent attributes that warrants a change in
Profile, Beacon will re-categorize the endpoint to the new Profile. If the new Profile
is one designed to compartmentalize NAC-capable endpoints, Beacon will remove
the associated MAC address from the Device Filter list of the NAC Manager. As an
option, upon that change Beacon can signal the NAC Manager to force the
endpoint to re-authenticate via the Custom API functionality described later in the
chapter. As the entry is removed from Filter List, any network access privileges
that were assigned are revoked as the endpoint attempts to re-authenticate. For
that endpoint to regain network access, it must undergo the full NAC
authentication and posturing prescribed for NAC-capable endpoints as it is no
longer permitted access by MAC authentication. Essentially this functionality
provided by Beacon adds to the NAC Appliance solution an additional credential
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beyond MAC address for endpoints on the Device Filter list, a credential that can
be best described as endpoint identity verification. This is particularly effective in
combating the ''MAC spoofing'' scenario when a general purpose endpoint (e.g.,
laptop or desk top computer) is configured to use the MAC address of a
special-purpose endpoint known to have MAC authentication privileges. Because
Beacon is constantly monitoring the identity attributes of each endpoint on the
device filter list, ensuring that the current attributes are consistent with previously
observed attributes that had led to the endpoint being allowed onto the network
without full NAC authentication and posturing.

In addition, when the Database Maintenance option for Endpoint Timeout are
enabled, Beacon also monitors each discovered endpoint for activity on the
network, tracking the time of refresh of endpoint profiling data collected.
Endpoints that have been removed from the network, indicated no refresh of
endpoint profiling data from the Collectors for a configurable number of days can
be used to effect the removal of retired endpoints from the Device Filter list. In
this manner, Beacon is able to continually prune the Device Filter List of the entries
for endpoints that are no longer in use automating this aspect of administration of
the NAC Appliance system over its entire lifecycle.

In summary, combining Beacon system with NAC Appliance can result in a highly
effective NAC system for all endpoints on the network: both those that can interact
with NAC Appliance, and those that cannot. Beacon significantly reduces the
administrative burden required for handling non-NAC compatible endpoints while
providing continuous monitoring of the identity of endpoints, ensuring consistency
with network policy.

NAC Appliance Integration
The underlying mechanism of the integration of Beacon with NAC Appliance is the
Beacon Server’s ability to provision (e.g., add or remove) entries on the NAC
Manager Device Filter List so that endpoints in selected Profiles in the Beacon
database are maintained in synch with those on the Filter List. Beacon provisions
the NAC Manager Filter List via two methods: 1. By making calls directly to the
NAC Appliance API allowing Beacon to add/remove entries on the Filter List, and 2.
Via SQL calls over SSH in order to compare current NAC Manager Device Filter list
entries against the Beacon database, and make updates accordingly. This second
method is referred to henceforth as ''full synchronization,'' and after configuration
of the NAC Appliance integration as described in the next section will be performed
by the integration layer in the following cases:

1. When the Beacon system is restarted through the execution of Apply 
Changes -> Update Modules, or Apply Changes -> Re-model

2. Every one hour during steady state Beacon operation.

During steady-state operation, as changes occur in the Beacon endpoint database
specifically as endpoints are profiled into or out of profiles matching the enabled
NAC Events configured on Beacon, Device Filter list entries on the NAC Manager
are added or removed via the API calls as the changes occur. This synchronization
functionality is referred to as “event handler” mode. 

In addition, if the Custom API option is enabled, Beacon may also request that the
NAC Manager bounce the switch port connecting the device as endpoints are
added or leave profiles matching enabled NAC events. See, Use of “Custom API”
Feature, page 11-18. This mechanism enables the immediate re-authentication of
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new endpoints that join the network and are subsequently profiled by Beacon
Profiler into a profile that is enabled for admission onto the network without full
NAC authentication and posturing. This enables automated handling of the
addition of new, non-NAC compatible endpoints to the network. Conversely, if an
endpoint is re-profiled and removed from the NAC Manager Device Filter list it is
typically because the identity attributes of the endpoint have changed. The
endpoint is now exhibiting attributes that are indicative that it may no longer be a
non-NAC compatible endpoint. In this case the re-authentication prompted by the
change in profile and resulting port bounce cause the endpoint to be removed from
the network. This is the case of detection and handling of the MAC spoofing
scenario by the Beacon Profiler integration with the NAC Manager.

When creating or updating an entry on the NAC Manager Device Filter list, Beacon
may manipulate any of the following attributes of the filter list entry for a given
MAC address:

1. Description field. Beacon will populate the description field of entries it makes 
on the Device Filter list with the Beacon Profile name and a link to the MAC 
Endpoint Summary data for the endpoint.

2. Access Type, and Role for Access Types of ''Use Role'' and ''Check.''

Configuring NAC Appliance Integration
Configuration of the integration of Beacon and NAC Appliance consists of four
distinct steps or tasks that must be followed in order. 

Step 1 Configuration of the Beacon NAC portion of the Configuration -> Integrations page 
with the information required for it to communicate with the NAC Manager via the 
NAC Appliance API. See Beacon Integrations Configuration, page E-5.

Step 2 Establish SSH key-based authentication for the purposes of the Beacon-NAC 
Manager synchronization functionality briefly described in the last section. The 
setup is performed by a command line operation run on the appliance hosting the 
Server module, or Primary appliance of an All-in-one/Server Only HA pair. See 
Configure Key-based SSH Authentication, page E-9.

Step 3 Configure a special Beacon event type, called a ''NAC Event.'' NAC Events are 
essentially special-purpose Profile Change Events as described in Chapter 11, 
“Configure Beacon Events.” NAC Events define the logic for the system in making 
decisions to add or remove MAC addresses from the Device Filter list on the NAC 
Manager via the aforementioned methods. See Creating NAC Events, page E-10

Step 4 Perform an initial full synchronization to synchronize the Beacon and NAC Appliance 
NAC Manager. When the full synchronization is performed, Beacon will determine all 
endpoints in the Profiles designated for provisioning to the NAC Manager by 
processing the enabled NAC events, and create entries for each endpoint on the 
NAC Manager Device Filter List. See Synchronize Beacon and the NAC Manager 
Device Filter List, page E-14.
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Beacon Integrations Configuration
The primary task in this workflow consists of the Integration layer of the Beacon
system with the necessary information about the NAC Manager in the NAC
Appliance system to enable communications between Beacon and the NAC
Manager via the API. These parameters also provide the SSH key-based
authentication setup script with the information it needs to complete that process.
Prior to beginning this step, collect the necessary information about the NAC
Appliance configuration such as:

• The DNS Name or IP address of the NAC Manager. (For NAC Manager HA pairs,
the NAC Manager HA-pair service (VIP) DNS name or IP address and the DNS
Name/IP address of the NAC Manager HA-pair secondary node at the time of
configuration must be entered so that keyless SSH is properly setup between
the Beacon and both members of the NAC Manager pair in the next step. This
allows the Beacon system to perform the full synchronization to the NAC
Manager regardless of which appliance is the primary node at any point in
time).

• NAC Manager administrator username and password for a NAC Manager web UI
user with Full Control API Access Control Policy.

• NAC version.

• Any NAC Roles that might be assigned to non-NAC endpoints provisioned by
Beacon to the NAC Manager Device Filter list, applicable only for adding Device
Filter entries with the Role or Check Access Type. 

• The DNS domain-name of the Beacon system, VIP for All-in-one/Server Only
pairs (alternatively, the IP address of Beacon All-in-one/Server Only (or VIP for
HA pair) may be substituted, but this is not recommended).

To configure the required Beacon Server parameters for integration with a NAC
Appliance, go to the Configuration Tab, then select the Integrations link in the
secondary Menu to bring up the Integrations form. Locate the NAC Appliance
section of the form, and click on the “Enable” check box to enable this integration
layer and un-hide the applicable configuration parameters for this configuration
layer. Figure E-1 shows the NAC Appliance integration-specific parameters of the
Integrations form prior to the entry of any parameters for the environment.
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Figure E-1 Server Parameters for Beacon Integration with NAC Appliance

The following paragraphs outline the purpose of each of these parameters and
guide completion of this part of the configuration.

Tip The Full Synchronization option is checked (on) by default on all systems. This 
parameter must be checked for the integration feature to operate correctly, and 
should be verified during configuration of the integration feature.

Step 1 Enter a valid NAC Manager Web UI Username

Enter a valid Administrator user name that has been configured on the NAC
Manager server. Beacon will use this name to gain administrator-level access to
the NAC Manager via the NAC Appliance API for the purpose of provisioning the
Device Filter list.

Note An administrator user can be created on the NAC Manager specific to Beacon 
integration which has API-level administrative access only. Refer to the applicable 
version of the NAC Appliance - Clean Access Manager Installation and 
Configuration Guide for instructions on how to create a NAC Manager administrator 
user with only API-level access. Note that the administrative user must be granted 
''full control'' API access. Failure to configure Beacon with NAC Manager user 
credentials with full control API access will prevent Beacon from being able to 
provision endpoints to/from the Device Filter List on the NAC Manager.

Step 2 Enter the Password for the NAC Manager Web UI User
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Enter the password assigned to the Admin user on the NAC Manager specified
above to be used by Beacon when accessing the NAC Appliance API.

Note To view the NAC Manager password entered in clear text, select the ''Display clear 
text password'' checkbox immediately above NAC Manager Password field. This will 
toggle the entered password between obscured (unchecked) and clear text 
(checked) so the current password can be verified.

Step 3 Enter the NAC Manager Address/DNS domain-name

Enter the DNS domain-name of the NAC Manager the Beacon system will manage
the Device Filter list for. Alternatively, if DNS is not set up for Beacon or if a DNS
address record has not been created for the NAC Manager, the IP address of the
NAC Manager can be entered.

When the NAC Manager is deployed as an HA-pair, the Server configuration needs
to have the following comma-separated DNS domain-names or IP addresses:

• NAC Manager HA-pair service (VIP) 

• NAC Manager HA-pair secondary node

Note The setup of the SSH key-based authentication which enables the synchronization 
function described earlier must be completed on both appliances in a NAC Manager 
HA-pair. Providing the NAC Manager HA-pair service (VIP) allows the setup of SSH 
key-based authentication on the current primary. Providing the IP of the secondary 
node at the time of configuration allows the setup script to complete the SSH 
key-based authentication setup on that appliance as the integration configuration 
is performed. If the secondary node information is not provided, or is provided 
incorrectly, the synchronization between Beacon and the NAC Manager cannot be 
performed should the NAC Manager pair fails over.

Tip Determination of the IP of the NAC Manager Secondary node can be determined 
from the NAC Manager User Interface. From the Administration Menu, select CCA 
Manager. Select the Failover tab, and the resulting page clearly displays the DNS 
name and IP address of the Secondary node’s eth0 interface. Refer to the applicable 
NAC Appliance - Clean Access Manager Installation and Configuration Guide for 
instructions on how to determine DNS/address information for the nodes of an 
active NAC Manager pair.

Step 4 Enter the NAC Appliance Version

Select the version of the NAC Appliance system this Beacon Server is being
integrated with from the drop-down menu.

Step 5 Set Allow only additions to NAC Manager Filter List option as desired

If selected, Beacon will manage the Filter List on the NAC Manager in the following
manner: Once an entry has been created on the Filter List by Beacon, the Beacon
will not delete the entry nor modify the Access Type attribute of the endpoint.
Effectively, selecting this option disables the removal/modification of the Device
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Filter List entries made by Beacon. The Identity Monitoring function of Beacon for
all endpoints added to the Device Filter List of the NAC Manager will be disabled,
and retired endpoints will not be removed as they are timed out via the Beacon
Endpoint Timeout. As endpoints are profiled into endpoint profiles matching
enabled NAC Events, they are added to the NAC Manager in accordance with the
configuration of the NAC event, and will remain in the state indefinitely unless
action is taken by the Administrator.

Note that although this option is selected, Beacon can still make changes to the
description field in the Filter List, in particular changing the Profile recorded in the
description of an endpoint should a change in identity attributes occur. This option
changes the result of a change in Profile in that endpoints that transition do not
have their access to the network revoked or modified due to a change in Profile.

Step 6 Select Full Synchronization On (checked)

This parameter must be selected for normal operation of the synchronization
function. Any time an Apply Changes -> Update Modules or, Apply Changes ->
Re-model is executed via the Beacon UI, a full synchronization between Beacon
and the NAC Manager will be executed as described in Synchronize Beacon and the
NAC Manager Device Filter List, page E-14.

Step 7 Custom API, Check if desired

Review the description and instructions for the configuration of this advanced
option described in ''Use of ''Custom API'' Feature, page E-23. 

Step 8 Enable Verbose Logging if desired

Use this checkbox to enable verbose logging if desired. Enabling Verbose Logging
results in all interactions with the NAC Appliance API to be logged (both normal
operations and errors). By default, only errors are logged. Instruction for viewing
these logs follows in subsequent section.

Step 9 Add NAC Roles as required

This field is only required if network access to be provisioned to non-NAC
endpoints provisioned to the Device Filter List will be differentiated via the NAC
Appliance ''User Role'' construct. Each entry in the NAC Manager filter table has an
''Access Type'' attribute that specifies the type of network access to be applied for
the given endpoint. If Beacon is to add entries with Access Type of ''Use Role'' or
''Check'' then this field must be filled in to list all User Roles (one per line)
configured on the NAC Appliance system that could be assigned to non-NAC
endpoints provisioned to the Device Filter list via Beacon. If Beacon will only add
entries with the ''Ignore'', ''Allow'' and ''Deny'' Access Types this field can be left
blank.

Refer to the NAC Appliance- Clean Access Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide for a discussion of Access Types and User Roles, as well as Creating NAC
Events, page E-10 for further details.

At the completion of these steps, the Server module configuration for Beacon
integration with NAC Appliance is complete. Be sure to select the Update Server
button at the bottom of the form to save the changes to the configuration, then
proceed with next task in the configuration of the integration, the configuration of
SSH Key-Based Authentication between the Beacon All-in-one/Server Only and the
NAC Manager.
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Configure Key-based SSH Authentication
Complete this task to set up secure communications via key-based SSH between
the Beacon system and the NAC Appliance NAC Manager (or NAC Manager
HA-pair) used for the synchronization function. This requires the execution of a
script via the command line on the All-in-one or Server Only appliance for the
Beacon system.

Note Prior to beginning this procedure, the password for the root system user accounts 
for the NAC Manager appliance (appliances for NAC Manager HA-pairs) must be 
determined. The script must be able to establish an SSH session with the NAC 
Manager as the root system user to successfully complete the setup which will 
require the user to provide the NAC Manager root password as the script executes.

Step 1 Log on to the All-in-one/Server Only via SSH as the 'beacon' system user. For 
HA-pairs, initiate the session using the DNS name or IP of the VIP for the pair so 
the script is executed on the Primary node.

Step 2 Execute the following variant of the service profiler commands:

service profiler setupccakey

Step 3 Follow the instructions provided on-screen to complete the configuration of SSH 
key-based authentication. During the run of the script the user will be prompted to 
enter the password for the root system user on the NAC Manager which must be 
entered correctly for the setup to complete successfully.

If the setup is successful, the script will display NAC Manager information at the
Beacon command line read from the NAC Manager over the SSH tunnel. This
verifies successful setup on the node. The following is an example of the output
from this check as the script completes successfully:

NAC Appliance Software Information, read from CAM:

VERSION=4.5.0
NAME=Clean Access Manager
DATE=2008/10/20

*  Complete:  Key-based auth setup between Profiler
*               and CAM node cam4o.bspruce.com

Note When the NAC Manager is implemented as an HA-pair, the script will complete the 
setup on the Primary NAC Manager node first, and then repeat the steps to 
complete the setup of the Secondary node in the NAC Manager pair. Follow the 
on-screen messages carefully to ensure that setup completes on both members of 
the NAC Manager pair which enables the synchronization to function normally 
regardless of which NAC Manager appliance is the Primary node after setup. 
Similarly, if the Beacon Server is a HA-pair as well, the script will detect the 
presence of the HA configuration and repeat the setup of keyless SSH on the 
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Secondary node of the Beacon pair as well. In implementations where the NAC 
Manager and Beacon Profiler Server are both deployed as HA-pairs, a total of four 
keyless SSH setups is required and performed iteratively by the scripts.

Note If a long delay is experienced during each attempt to log onto the NAC Manager, 
this indicates the Beacon All-in-one/Server Only and/or the NAC Manager have not 
been configured with a name server (DNS resolver). Make sure to configure DNS 
name resolution for both the NAC Manager and Beacon. (To configure name 
service on Beacon, use the service profiler setupnetwork command from the CLI, 
and for the NAC Manager utilize the web interface). If DNS is not available or 
desirable, you can alternatively add entries to the /etc/hosts files, creating a IP 
address-to-name mapping for each system's respective neighbor (i.e. add a NAC 
Manager entry to Beacon Server’s host file, and a Beacon Server entry to the NAC 
Manager hosts file).

Note If the Address parameters for the NAC Manager in the Beacon Profiler Server 
configuration are ever changed (from IP to DNS, or the reverse, or to just a 
different host address) then the SSH setup script needs to be rerun as described in 
this section. Similarly if the Beacon Profiler Server is re-imaged, or an appliance is 
replaced, the script must be re-run to re-establish SSH between the Beacon Server 
and the NAC Manager service.

At the completion of the setup of SSH key-based authentication, return to the
Beacon UI and proceed to the Beacon Events page and select Create NAC Events
to complete the final step of the integration configuration by creating required NAC
Events as described in the next section.

Creating NAC Events
Through the creation of NAC Events, Beacon is configured with information needed
to populate and maintain the Filter List in the NAC Manager. The NAC Events
specify which endpoint profiles contain endpoints that should be populated to the
NAC Manager Device Filter list, and specify the attributes for the entry: Access
Type and Role (when applicable) that should be made in the Device Filter list entry
made for each endpoint in the matching profile.

Typically, NAC Events are created to match the Beacon profiles that contain
endpoints that are known to be not NAC-compatible (see beginning of this chapter
for discussion of ''non-NAC'' endpoints). The NAC Event essentially configures
Beacon to populate and maintain the Filter List in the NAC Manager by
designating the Profile or Profiles that need to be accommodated via
''white-listing'' in the NAC Manager. This level of Beacon integration with NAC
Appliance fully leverages the Endpoint Profiling and Identity Monitoring
functionality outlined in this guide.
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Commonly, an individual NAC Event is added to the system configuration for each
Profile containing devices to be populated in the NAC Manager, specifying the
Profile by name. Alternatively, as detailed below, multiple Profiles can be handled
by a single NAC Event by matching these Profile names via use of a Regular
Expression.

To create NAC Events, navigate to the Configuration tab, select the Events link
from the secondary menu. Select the Create NAC Events link in the Beacon Events
table. Figure E-2 shows the form displayed on the page that opens in the browser
upon selection of the Create NAC Events link:

Figure E-2 Add NAC Event Form 

Complete the following steps using the form to create a new NAC Event:

Step 1 Specify the NAC Event Name for the new NAC Event

Enter a unique and case sensitive name for the NAC Event that will be meaningful
to the administrators of the system.

Note The NAC Event Name is used to populate the Description field of the Device Filter 
List viewable in the NAC Manager for each endpoint added to the table via the 
integration with Beacon. Use of a descriptive name indicates the Beacon 
profile/type of device is recommended for ease of interpretation by the 
administrator and operators of the NAC Appliance system integrated with Beacon.

Step 2 Enter Endpoint Profile name (or RegEx) in Matches Beacon Profile(s) field

Tip Note the Display Profiles button on the form. Pressing this button results in 
the display of all currently enabled Endpoint Profiles, enabling “cut & paste” 
of Profile names into the Add NAC Event form.
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This field is used to specify the endpoint Profile name (or a Regular Expression that
matches names of one or more endpoint Profiles) containing the endpoints that
will be sent to NAC Appliance for automatic population in the NAC Manager Device
Filter List via this event. Typically, the matching profiles in a NAC event contain
endpoints that will be provisioned with network access without being forced to
authenticate and or be postured through NAC Appliance. In addition, Beacon will
monitor the identity attributes of the endpoints in the designated Profile(s); if an
endpoint transitions to a new Profile, and there is not a NAC Event associated with
the new Profile, it will be removed from the Device Filter list on the NAC Manager
(Assuming the ''Allow only additions…'' option in the Server module configuration
is not selected.)

Note The Matches Beacon Profile(s) field will accept a Regular Expression to enable 
matching multiple Profile names with a single NAC Event. For example, to match 
all Profiles that have the string ''IP Phone'' in the description, use the following 
Regular Expression /ip phone/i.

Note You must add a forward slash (''/'') at the beginning and end of the Profile name 
you enter in the Matches Beacon Profile(s): field of the Add NAC Event form to 
create a valid NAC Event. For example, /Printers/ is a valid entry, while IP 
Phone is not. 

Note For more information on Regular Expressions, see the following web references:
http://www.regular-expressions.info/

Step 3 Select Allow only additions to NAC Manager Filter List Option desired for this NAC 
Event

This option allows for setting of the ''allow only additions'' option at the NAC-event
level. Like the similar Server (global) option discussed in the last section, selecting
this option at the NAC event-level results in the Device Filter list entries populated
by this NAC event to not be subjected to deletion from the Filter List or
modification of the Access Type via Beacon interaction. This allows the endpoints
in selected profiles to be provided immunity from future synchronization actions
other than update of the description field

Note ''Allow only additions'' at the NAC Event level is accomplished by the use the 
special Filter List description field prefix character of '*' that instructs the 
integration layer code to allow no updates to this entry except to its Description 
field. The description may change if the Profile of an endpoint changes, but the 
entry may not be deleted, nor its access type modified by Beacon subsequent to 
its initial addition to the Filter List. This effectively disables the Identity Monitoring 
function for endpoints added to the Filter List via a NAC event with this option 
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enabled, and in addition will not subject these endpoints to modifications to other 
than the Description field that might occur during a regular synchronization to 
include endpoints that are retired due to expiry of the Endpoint Timeout.

Step 4 Set Minimum Profile Confidence option as desired

Specify the minimum certainty value that is required for endpoints assigned to
Profile(s) before the NAC Event action should be triggered (creating an entry in the
NAC Manager filter list). For example, if this value is set at 40% then an endpoint
matching a relevant Profile with certainty of only 35% would not trigger the
defined action. The certainty value for an endpoint in a profile is a function of the
rules in the Profile the endpoint has satisfied at that point in time as described in
detail in Chapter 9, “Configuration of Endpoint Profiles” on the configuration of
Endpoint Profiles. This value is particularly pertinent for Profiles with multiple
profile rules which by definition may have endpoints in them at different levels of
certainty.

The default value for this parameter is 0, which is interpreted as any certainty

Step 5 Set NAC Access Type

Specify the Access Type of each NAC Device Filter List entry that should be created
for endpoints added to the Device Filter List via this NAC Event. The choices are:
Allow, Deny, Role, Check or Ignore.

For further details on Device Filters, refer to the ''Device Management'' chapter of
the NAC Appliance - Clean Access Manager Installation and Configuration Guide.

Step 6 Desired NAC Role

This field is only required if NAC Access Type is set to either Role or Check. Select
the appropriate NAC User Role to be specified in NAC Manager Filter List entries
when the NAC Event is triggered. For all other Access Types (Allow, Deny, Ignore)
this field is ignored.

Note The drop down list for Desired NAC Role in the Add NAC Event form is populated 
via the Beacon Server configuration parameters. In order for Beacon NAC Events 
to be configured to assign NAC Roles for endpoints with Access Types of Role or 
Check Access, these roles must be specified in the Beacon configuration in the field 
entitled NAC Roles. See Beacon Integrations Configuration, page E-5 for 
instructions on configuring the Beacon Server module parameters for NAC 
integration.

Step 7 Event Enabled

Once defined, the NAC Event can be enabled or disabled at any time by selecting
the radio button of the desired option.

Step 8 Add NAC Event

Select the Add NAC Event button to save the NAC Event to the Beacon system
configuration. 

Repeat the process above to add any additional NAC Events to the system
configuration as required to designate the other endpoint profiles containing
endpoints that should be populated on the NAC Manager Device Filter list.
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Note The matching profiles for enabled NAC Events can be verified easily by viewing the 
Endpoint Directory (Endpoint Console -> View/Manage Endpoints -> Endpoint 
Directory). When an endpoint profile matches an enabled NAC Event, the NAC 
Event Name and minimum certainty will show in the NAC column of the Endpoint 
Directory in the row for the matching profile. 

Synchronize Beacon and the NAC Manager Device Filter List
From time to time it is necessary to synchronize Beacon with the NAC Manager to
ensure consistency between systems. Performing a full synchronization ensures
that the endpoints currently in Profile(s) that match an enabled NAC Event are
consistent with the current Device Filter List populated in the NAC Manager and
the Access Type(s) of the Filter List. An example of when full synchronization is
required is immediately after the enablement of the integration layer as outlined in
this chapter in the preceding sections. This initial full synchronization will result in
the endpoints currently profiled into profiles that match enabled NAC events to be
provisioned to the NAC Manager Device Filter List with the attributes specified in
the NAC events.

Also, anytime the NAC Events configuration is modified: NAC Events added,
deleted or existing NAC Events modified, a full synchronization should be executed
once the changes to the NAC Event configuration have been saved. Commanding a
full synchronization causes Beacon to evaluate all the endpoints it believes should
be on the Filter List based on the most current Beacon NAC Event configuration
with the current NAC Manager Filter List and make updates accordingly.

The full synchronization process is initiated from the Beacon user interface via the
Apply Changes -> Update Modules or Apply Changes -> Re-Model. Whenever an
Update Modules or Re-model is performed via the Beacon user interface a full
synchronization is performed by the integration layer.

The full synchronization process results in Beacon building-out a list of all
endpoints currently in Profiles that match the enabled NAC Events in the system
configuration. It then looks for a Filter List entry on the NAC Manager for each of
the endpoints that are on that list and checks each for consistency with the
parameters specified in the appropriate NAC Event (e.g., Description, Access Type,
Role if applicable, etc.) matching the Profile of that endpoint. This ensures
consistency between the Beacon data and what is currently entered in the NAC
Manager for all endpoints added to the Filter List via the integration. Entries in the
Device Filter list can be designated to have parameters such as portions of the
description and Access Type not subjected to the synchronization process in
scenarios where some manual administration of the NAC Manager Device Filter List
is used in conjunction with the Beacon integration. See “Synchronization and
Manually Created/Edited Filter List Entries” section on page E-15.

In the second phase of the full synchronization process, the Beacon will examine
entries on the Filter List for endpoints not on the list compiled in the first step.
These are endpoints that are on the Filter List and that according to Beacon’s most
current data, are not currently in a Profile that matches a NAC Event and therefore
should not be on the Filter List. If these endpoints do not have a special character
in the leading character of the description field (see “Synchronization and Manually
Created/Edited Filter List Entries” section on page E-15) which designates that
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they should not be removed by the synchronization process, they will be deleted
from the Filter List. Entries are marked in this manner either by the NAC Manager
administrator, or result when entries are made by Beacon resulting from endpoints
being in profiles that have the NAC Event-level allow only additions option
enabled.

Note that on Beacon systems that have the global Allow Only additions option
enabled (checked on in the Server module configuration), this second phase of full
synchronization is not performed in its entirety: no entries made by Beacon will be
removed from the NAC Manager Device Filter List. All endpoints added to the NAC
Manager Device Filter list by Beacon with this option enabled globally are
effectively immune from removal. However, the Description field of entries may be
modified so that it is consistent with the Beacon data at the time of the
synchronization.

Synchronization and Manually Created/Edited Filter List Entries
In implementations where Beacon is providing all management of the Filter List,
and manual intervention by network operation personnel does not occur, the
normal interaction of the systems via the synchronization process described earlier
in the chapter is sufficient for ensuring the Filter List is kept current. Through the
integration processes, Beacon is able to add entries to the NAC Manager Device
Filter list, as well as modify or delete any Filter List entry it has made previously
when the endpoint is reprofiled or retired. Beacon provides all required
administration of the NAC Manager Device Filter List.

In some cases it is desirable for the administration of some NAC Manager Device
Filter list entries to be performed manually, and to have some or all of the entries
made manually immune to the synchronization process. During Beacon/NAC
Appliance synchronization, by default all entries in the Filter List are subject to
modification and or removal--whether they are made by Beacon or made
manually. Unless the Allow only additions option is enabled globally resulting in all
entries being immune to removal, or selected entries made immune through the
event-level allow only setting, unless it is instructed otherwise the synchronization
process will consider every entry on the NAC Manager Device Filter List subject to
modification/removal. This default behavior however may be modified on a
per-entry basis by signifying that a given Filter List entry should be handled
differently by the automatic synchronization process in cases where the entry has
been determined by higher authority to be correct as currently entered.

This is accomplished via the optional use of reserved prefix characters in the initial
character positions of the Filter List description field of the Filter List entry. Table
13-1 lists the reserved prefix characters, and the modification to synchronization
that will occur if these characters are encountered by the synchronization process
as the initial characters of the description field of a Filter List entry are processed:
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Verifying Beacon/NAC Appliance Integration
To verify that Beacon is populating entries properly in the Device Filter list of the
NAC Manager, log into the NAC Manager as administrator. Select the Filters button
under Device Management in the left-hand navigation bar. The following screen
displays in the main pane of the browser, enumerating all the endpoints currently
on the NAC Manager Device Filter list.

After configuring the Server module parameters, adding NAC Events, and
performing a full synchronization process (full or NAC Event level), the endpoints
that are in the Profile(s) matching enabled (and synchronized) NAC events should
be populated to the device filter list of the NAC Manager.

Table E-1 Reserved Characters 

Reserved 
Character Name Effect on Synchronization Process
+ Custom

Comment
Indicates that custom comment text follows
that is to be maintained permanently. During
the synchronization process, Beacon may
update the description field (and all other
fields) but the description text entered after
the + symbol will be preserved.

* Locked Access Has the same effect as the + prefix in
regards to the description field and in
addition, this prefix will instruct the
synchronization process that:

• The entry may not be deleted.

• The Access Type of the entry may not be
modified.

The synchronization process can only update
the description field of Locked Access entries

** Frozen Indicates that this entry may not be deleted
or modified in any way by the
synchronization process. In effect, it is a
permanent entry unless modified manually.
Frozen entries are totally immune to the
synchronization process.
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Figure E-3 NAC Manager Device Filter List 

Endpoints that have been added to the Device Filter list on the NAC Manager via
the integration with Beacon Profiler are prominently marked by the Profiler link in
brackets following the respective Beacon Profiler event name that resulted in the
endpoint being added to the Device Filter list. Recall that one or more endpoint
profiles are defined as matching when creating a NAC Event. The NAC Event Name
therefore implies that the endpoint is currently in a Profile that matches the NAC
Event specified in the description field of the Device Filter list entry. The MAC
Address, IP Address, NAC Server, Description and Access Type fields are populated
by Beacon Profiler for each endpoint added to the Filter list via the integration
layer.

The link following the text in the description field is a hot-link to a summary of all
available information (real-time and historical) about the endpoint being
maintained by Beacon. Selecting the Beacon link from the description field of an
entry made by Beacon on the NAC Manager Device Filter list displays this summary
page, from the administrator’s perspective, within the context of the NAC Manager
web interface. This allows easy access to endpoint location information, MAC and
IP history, and a Layer 2 trace details – all displayed directly from within the NAC
Manager GUI, providing access to all contextual data gathered by Beacon from a
single unified interface. (Full information regarding endpoint summary views is
provided in Chapter 14, “Using the Beacon Endpoint Console”).
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Figure E-4 Viewing Beacon Endpoint Data from a NAC Manager

NAC Integration Log Messages
With the NAC Configuration verbose logging option enabled in the Server module
configuration, activity of the NAC Appliance integration layer is maintained in the
Server log which is viewable from the Beacon user interface. Navigate to the
Utilities tab, select System Summary link from secondary menu, then select the
Display Server Log button.

The log entries associated with the NAC integration layer are prefixed with
NAC_SYNC.

Entries associated with a full synchronization, which occur each time the system is
restarted via Apply Changes -> Update Modules, or Re-model and automatically
every sixty minutes will appear in the logs as follows:

NAC_SYNC: Profiler / NAC Synchronization END [add 0, upd 0, desc 0, rm 0] 
NAC_SYNC: Profiler / NAC Synchronization START

The END message includes a summary of changes made during the
synchronization: entries added (add), entries updated (upd), description changes
(desc) and entries removed (rm).

While in dynamic event handling mode, as endpoints enter or leave profiles
matching enabled NAC Events, entries such as the following are made to the
Server log:

NAC_SYNC: [addmac 00:b0:19:00:00:01] Success
NAC_SYNCH: [removemac 00:b0:19:01:aa:02] Success
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View/Edit NAC Events List
To view the list of existing NAC Events on a Beacon system, navigate to the
Configuration Tab from any page of the Beacon web interface. Select Events link
from the secondary menu, and then select View/Edit NAC Events List link from the
table of events. A new page containing the Table of NAC Event Rules displays in
the browser, as shown in Figure E-5.

Figure E-5 Table of NAC Events

The table provides a summary view of NAC Events currently saved to Beacon
Profiler configuration. The table displays the name, the Profiles applicable to the
NAC Event, the Access Type specified for Device Filter List entries made by the
Beacon Profiler NAC Event in the NAC Manager, and current status of the Event
(enabled/disabled) for each NAC Event. For NAC Events with the Access Types of
Role and Check, the configured NAC role is shown in parenthesis after the words
Role or Check. The Regular Expression specified in the NAC Event “Matches Beacon
Profiler Profile(s) field is displayed in the Profile column of the Table of NAC
Events. If a Minimum Profile Certainty is specified for the NAC event, it is shown
immediately after the Matching Profile regex in parenthesis. For example, the
Regular expression /casi/i results in endpoints being Profiled into any Beacon
Profiler Profile with a Profile Name containing the string ‘casi’ (regardless of case)
with confidence equal to 34% or greater being added to the Device Filter List of
the NAC Manager.

The displayed NAC Event names are links. Selecting a NAC Event Name results in
the Save NAC Event form being displayed as shown in Figure E-6.
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Figure E-6 Save NAC Event Form

Through the Save NAC Event form for a saved NAC Event, changes to any of the
parameters of the NAC Event can be made and subsequently saved to the system
configuration.

See Creating NAC Events, page E-10 for detailed descriptions of each of the NAC
Event configuration parameters.

After making any changes to the configuration parameters of a NAC Event, select
the Save NAC Event button at the bottom of the form to commit the changes to
the configuration.

Note If changes to the NAC Event are made, select Save NAC Event to commit the 
changes to the database. Perform a full synchronization by executing an Apply 
Changes -> Re-Model to synchronize the systems reflecting the latest changes to 
the NAC Event configuration.

Existing NAC Events can be deleted from the configuration if desired by selecting
the Delete NAC Event Button at the bottom of the Save NAC Event form.
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Troubleshooting NAC Appliance Integration
For Beacon/NAC Appliance integration to function properly it must be configured
correctly, as described previously, and several outside dependencies must be
satisfied, including:

• No barriers (e.g., firewalls or ACLs) to network communication between the
Beacon appliance running the Server module and the NAC Appliance NAC
Manager.

• Correct configuration of NAC Appliance NAC Manager administrator web
credentials in the Beacon Server module (or other admin account with
''full-control'' API access).

• Correct configuration of SSH key-based authentication between the ''beacon''
user on Beacon and the ''root'' user on the NAC Manager.

The following is a list of measures that can assist in efforts to troubleshoot
situations where the integration is not working as expected.

Verify Network Communications
Log into the Beacon Server (console or SSH) and use the following techniques to
verify that required network communications between the systems is currently
functional. If the All-in-one/Server Only is implemented as an HA pair, begin this
procedure from the current primary for the system. If connecting via SSH,
establish the SSH session with the VIP.

1. Establish that the Profiler Server appliance can communicate with the NAC 
Manager over the network:
$ ping <NAC Manager-IP>
$ traceroute –n <NAC Manager-IP>

2. Verify API communication
$ telnet <NAC Manager-IP> 443
Successful establishment of a telnet session is typically indicated by the
following messages:
Trying <NAC Manager-IP>...
Connected to <NAC Manager-IP>.
Escape character is '^]'.
(to exit, hit CTRL-], type “quit” and hit ENTER)

3. Verify SSH key-based authentication setup
$ ssh root@<NAC Manager-IP> ls /

If SSH key-based authentication is functioning correctly then a directory from
the NAC Manager root directory will be shown, with no prompting for password.
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Note If the Beacon system is unable to establish the SSH connection with the NAC 
Manager for the synchronization, a message similar to this one will appear in the 
Server log each time the system is restarted, or when the automatic hourly synch 
is attempted: 

NAC_SYNC: CAM ssh connect failure to host cam4o.bspruce.com

If the systems are unable to communicate with one another over the network
using ping or telnet, it is likely that there are measures in place such as a firewall
or router ACL preventing that communication. Consult with the network operations
or security group to determine what is preventing the devices from establishing
communications over the network. If practical, have those measures adjusted to
enable communications between Beacon and the NAC Manager, or consider moving
the systems onto the same network segment.

If the attempt to ssh to the NAC Manager as the root system user requires the
entry of the NAC Manager root password at the command line, this indicates
failure of the keyless SSH setup that should have been run during setup of
integration with the NAC Appliance system. See Configure Key-based SSH
Authentication, page E-9.

Note If either the All-in-one/Server Only and or the NAC Appliance NAC Manager is an 
HA pair, it is important to establish that this connectivity is possible for all 
systems. When the All-in-one/Server Only is HA, perform these checks on both the 
current Primary and Secondary Beacon appliance. If the NAC Manager is an 
HA-pair, verify connectivity to both nodes in the NAC Manager pair.

Integration Debug Logs
The system log may be examined for entries related to integration with NAC
Appliance via the command line.   As described earlier the log entries related to
the NAC integration layer actions will be prefixed with NAC_SYNC. 

The following are typical commands that may be used for viewing these log entries
from the command line of the All-in-one/Server Only appliance in the Beacon
system integrated with NAC Appliance:

1. Show all related log messages to date

$ grep NAC_ /usr/beacon/logging/Server.out | less

2. Watch related log messages as they happen

$ tail –f /usr/beacon/logging/Server.out | grep NAC_
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Use of ''Custom API'' Feature 
The Custom API option of the Server module NAC configuration (Configuration ->
Beacon Modules -> Server -> NAC Configuration) should only be implemented in
specific situations as described in this documentation, or as directed by the Cisco
TAC. Whenever upgrading Beacon or NAC Appliance software, carefully consult the
release notes to determine if it is appropriate for the Custom API to be enabled.

The Custom API functionality was implemented to provide extensions to the NAC
Appliance API for three specific scenarios:

• Scenario A: NAC Appliance 4.0, Access Types CHECK and IGNORE, page E-23

• Scenario B: NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, Out Of Band deployments,
page E-23

• Scenario C: NAC Appliance 4.1.3, Out Of Band deployments, page E-23

Scenario A: NAC Appliance 4.0, Access Types CHECK and IGNORE 
The API for NAC Appliance release 4.0 does not support Device Filter List access
types CHECK and IGNORE. If either of these access types is to be used with
NAC-Event-Rules, then the Custom API must be enabled, using patch file
cca4_api_addmac.diff. 

Scenario B: NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, Out Of Band deployments 
For Out Of Band (OOB) deployments, switch port VLAN provisioning typically
immediately enforces updates to the Device Filter List as soon as they are made.
In other words, the assigned VLAN on a port should immediately be updated if a
Device Filter List entry, which specifies the MAC address for an endpoint connected
to the given port, is added, removed, or changed. For OOB deployments with NAC
Appliance releases 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, the immediate enforcement of network
access policy via Device Filter List changes does not occur. For example, if a
printer is already connected to the network and a Device Filter List entry for the
printer's MAC address is added, the printer is not immediately granted network
access (nor is access immediately revoked if the Filter List entry is removed). 

If this behavior is desired when running NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, the
Custom API must be enabled, using patch file cca41x_api_bounceport.diff. 

Note This mode of Custom API use has been tested and approved for use with the 
following NAC Appliance releases:

• NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2

• If using release 4.1.0 or 4.1.1, patching of ssl.conf is required as described in
Implementation Instructions, page E-24, and Important Caveat, page E-25. 

Scenario C: NAC Appliance 4.1.3, Out Of Band deployments 
This scenario is similar to Scenario B: NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, Out Of
Band deployments, page E-23, but affect NAC Appliance 4.1(3). 
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For this scenario no patch file is utilized. For implementation, simply enable the
Custom API checkbox in the Beacon Server Configuration as described in Step #2
in the implementation instructions below. 

Note This mode of Custom API use has been tested and approved for use with the 
following NAC Appliance releases: 

• NAC Appliance 4.1.3 and 4.5.0

Implementation Instructions 
For the following instructions: 

• PATCH_FILE is the selected patch file named in the corresponding section

• NAC Manager is the IP or DNS address of the Clean Access Manager system
(VIP/service address for HA NAC Manager pairs).

Perform the following steps to enable the Custom API. 

• Prerequisite

• 1. For Scenarios A and B ONLY: Patch API file

• 2. For ALL Scenarios: Turn on Feature in Beacon Server UI

• 3. Scenarios B and C on NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1: Patch ssl.conf

• Important Caveat

Prerequisite

Configure Beacon integration with NAC Appliance as described in Beacon
Integrations Configuration, page E-5 before enabling the Custom API. 

1. For Scenarios A and B ONLY: Patch API file 

Log on to the Beacon Server via SSH as user beacon and perform the following
commands.

Note Be especially careful with the last command. 

cd /usr/beacon/etc 
scp root@NAC Manager:/perfigo/control/tomcat/normal-webapps/admin/cisco_api.jsp cisco_api.jsp 
patch -b < cca_api/PATCH_FILE 
scp cisco_api.jsp root@NAC Manager:/perfigo/control/tomcat/normal-webapps/admin/cisco_api_alt.jsp 

2. For ALL Scenarios: Turn on Feature in Beacon Server UI 

In the Beacon Server web interface, do the following: 
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Step 1 Browse to Server module configuration screen by navigating to Configuration-> 
Beacon Modules->List Beacon Modules->''Server'' 

Step 2 In the ''NAC Configuration'' section, enable the checkbox labeled Custom API 

Step 3 Click Update Server 

Step 4 Restart the Server module: Configuration->Apply Changes->Re-Model

3. Scenarios B and C on NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1: Patch ssl.conf 

Note This step is required for Scenario B: NAC Appliance 4.1.0, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, Out Of 
Band deployments, page E-23 andScenario C: NAC Appliance 4.1.3, Out Of Band 
deployments, page E-23 when the NAC Appliance release is 4.1.0 or 4.1.1 only. 
This step is not required for release 4.0 or 4.1.2 and later. 

Log on to the Beacon Server system via SSH as user beacon and perform the
following commands: 

cd /usr/beacon/etc 
scp root@NAC Manager:/perfigo/control/apache/conf/ssl.conf ssl.conf 
patch -b < cca_api/cca41x_ssl_conf.diff 
scp ssl.conf root@NAC Manager:/perfigo/control/apache/conf/ssl.conf 
scp ssl.conf root@NAC Manager:/perfigo/control/apache/conf/ssl_alt.conf 

On NAC Manager, execute these commands: 
NAC Manager# /perfigo/control/bin/stopapache 
NAC Manager# /perfigo/control/bin/startapache 

Important Caveat 

This setup will stop being operational if either the NAC Manager is rebooted or
command 'server perfigo restart' is executed on the NAC Manager. If this happens,
the following commands must be executed to restore the custom API to
operational status. 

cd /perfigo/control/apache/conf/ssl_alt.conf 
cp ssl.conf.patched ssl.conf ssl.conf 
/perfigo/control/bin/stopapache 
/perfigo/control/bin/startapache 

Note Upgrading to NAC Appliance release 4.1(2) or later removes the need for this NAC 
Manager ssl.conf file workaround.
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Firewall Rules for Beacon Appliances

Beacon Server
TCP ports that need to be allowed through Firewalls in order for proper
communications with the Beacon Server.
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Beacon Collector
TCP ports that need to be allowed through Firewalls in order for proper
communications with the Beacon Collector.
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Beacon Authentication Server
TCP ports that need to be allowed through Firewalls in order for proper
communications with the Beacon Authentication Server.

Beacon Sponsored Guest Access
TCP ports that need to be allowed through Firewalls in order for proper
communications with the Beacon Sponsored Guest Access.
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